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EDITORIAL

In commencing another volume of Unsearchable

Riches, we desire to record our thanks to God for the

appreciation and support of our growing circle of read

ers. We welcome your encouragement and help, for a

magazine devoted almost exclusively to the discovery and

dissemination of lost truth must meet emuch opposition,

and is obliged to look for extraordinary loyalty and devo

tion from its friends. There is still much light to break

forth from the Scriptures, and we look to God, not only

to prepare hearts for its reception, but to stir up others

to use their efforts in its diffusion and defense. The

printing of the Version has depleted our funds, the finan

cial depression, and other causes have cut down dona

tions, but, by God's grace, .we shall endeavor to continue

the wider ministry which is already beginning to bear

most promising fruit.

. ■ Occasionally one of our readers suggests that we

should engage in an all 'round ministry, with gospel

stories, and Sunday school lessons, etc. Some would have

us omit all defensive articles. But we are convinced that

it would be unwise to publish what is so plentiful else

where. It is better to supply what is lacking. Besides, it

is not enough to set forth the truth positively. Paul's

epistles are not limited to Romans and Ephesians. He

also wrote Galatians and Colossians. In the former Paul

actually withstood to the face one of the greatest saints

and apostles who ever lived. We are convinced that the

clash of truth with error is a most helpful method of
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impressing it on men's hearts, and in bringing it to the

attention of the saints.

In our last volume this was unduly emphasized, and

we were forced to use such harshness as we ourselves

would normally condemn. The results seem to have justi

fied our course. We hope it will not be necessary to be

so severe again. We hope that all understand that we do

not attack. Yet, being set for the defense of the truth,

we feel obliged to reply to all honorable opposition,

especially as every attempt only confirms the truth, in

stead of destroying it. Lengthy replies in proof form, not

published in the magazine, are too expensive for the

small circle they reach. We may be compelled to give

very brief replies in the future.

In this volume we hope to open up the social aspect

of the mystery, that we are joint-partakers of the prom

ises in Christ Jesus, through the evangel of Paul. To

bring the change vividly before our minds we have

traced the careers of Barnabas and Saul and Paul and

Timothy and Titus and Onesimus, as set forth in the

article in this issue, "From the Levite to the Slave".

This will be followed by "From Enmity to Peace" (Eph.

2:13-22), which deals with - our relationship to other

saints. We stall then take up the recapitulation of the

mystery, as set forth in the third chapter. First we shall

distinguish "The Mystery of Christ" (Eph. 3:3, 9).

Mjiich confusion has come from a failure to see the

difference between it and the main subject of the chapter.

From this high vantage point we will meditate upon

"Love Transcendent" (Eph. 3:14-21), as exemplified

in the dimensions of the mystery.

Having completed the doctrinal half of Ephesians,

we will enter the practical, with a meditation on "The

Spirit's Unity" (Eph. 4:1-6), followed by an article on

"Keadjusting the Saints" (Eph. 4: 7-16). Both of these

are intensely needed today, for few saints have ever even

heard of a readjustment, and almost all are breaking the
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unity of the spirit. Pray for God's blessing on these

unfoldings.

Now that we have found that the holy spirit is God's

spirit, and not a separate "personality" from Him, the

way is open for a closer consideration of the relation

existing between our Lord Jesus Christ and His God and

Father. It is one of the signs of the apostasy that the

statements of Scripture are almost ignored on this theme,

and the dogmas of the creeds are used to terrorize any

one who even wishes to investigate. A series of ardeles

on this subject is in preparation.

The holy spirit is not given to supplant or supersede

the sacred Scriptures, but to enable us to apprehend

them. The Word of God is complete. Every revelation

purporting to come from God apart from it, no matter

how commendable it may appear, comes through an

unholy, deceiving spirit, which will eventually lead us

astray. Few seem to realize that spirits are deceptive,

that they try to ape the spirit of God in order to deceive.

Therefore, it is sheer folly to accept the utterances of

spirits because, in our ignorance, they seem to be in line

with Scripture or do not contradict the written Word.

They are always discordant, though few, indeed, are able

to discover their dissonance. The holy spirit alone recog

nizes the sufficiency of the Word, so it seeks to open it to

our hearts. It never asks us to rely on the spirit alone.

It is astounding what confused and defective thoughts

are current concerning the subject of salvation. It is well

that salvation is not based on our knowledge of its

method, or few indeed would be saved. As usual, creeds

and "current catch words, such as "substitution", keep

us from even considering the Scriptures. We hope to

have some papers on how God saves, which, we believe,

will not only be utterly reasonable, but solidly scriptural

and serenely satisfactory.

There have been quite a few good commentaries writ

ten on Eomans. Few, it is true, really set forth justifica-
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tion, in the sense of vindication, "not guilty," or else

they would not confuse it with forgiveness or pardon.

Yet there is some approximation to this truth in many

quarters. But, when we get to the fifth chapter and

study conciliation, the chief effort of expositors is to

explain it away. It is one of the lost truths upon which

we desire to lay excessive emphasis. Hence our series on

Romans will be largely devoted to a discussion of this

vital subject. We shall show that it is absolutely impos

sible to escape from the fact that God is conciliated to the

world, now, and that all mankind will enjoy justification

in due time. Many who stand squarely for the inspira

tion of the whole Bible, practically repudiate this part of

God's revelation. May God lay it on their conscience!

We ask our readers to take special note of these articles

on Romans and show them to their friends.

A LETTER FROM ABRAHAM HEIDAL

Kaoyihsien, Hopei,

North China

My Dear Brother Knoch:

I have just returned from a trip to Paihsiang district. We

have some work in a village there, about ten miles from here,

and there are about twenty Christians in this village. An old

man in the village has built a house 13x45, which he has

dedicated to the Lord. The Christians use it for a chapel.

We held some meetings there, and this little chapel was filled

with eager enquirers. Over a hundred people attended the meet

ings. We also have work in another village not very far from

this place. We also went there and had some meetings. I ride

a bicycle when I am out alone. The roads are very poor, and

it is hard work to ride the bicycle, especially when there is a

head wind, but I can get around so much faster than on a

Chinese mule cart. On a cart we can only average about three

miles an hour, but on my bicycle I can sometimes make ten

miles. We have done some work in Ningchin district the last
three years. We also have some work in Chaochow district,

and in a village just across the borders we have about twenty

believers. We distribute thousands of Scripture portions, and

much other Christian literature. We have printed thousands

of tracts and posters, which we distribute in markets and

around in the villages.

The political situation is somewhat improved, but there is

much to be done yet to restore peace and order. The country
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is overrun with bandits, who kill and destroy. It is simply

terrible in the provinces of Kiangsi and Hunan, and also in

Hupeh and Honan. These brigands kidnap people and hold
them for ransom, but if the ransom money is not forthcoming

they kill their victims. They are holding twenty-four mission
aries captive at present, and they are demanding enormous

sums of money for their release. I suppose that you have read

in the papers of Tiow they brutally treated and decapitated two

British lady missionaries some time ago. What these mission

aries suffer in the hands of these bandits is beyond imagina

tion.

With hearty greeting and best regards,

Tours sincerely in Christ,

: Abeaham Heidal

NEWS FROM STANLEY SMITH

Tsehchow, Shansi, China, via Siberia
October 29, 1930

Dear Frfend:
Strange times, indeed, have been ours lately! Our quiet

little, out-of-the-way town in the southeast corner of the prov

ince has for days past received the attentions of an aeroplane.

At first the bombs dropped were outside the city and suburbs,

three out of four dropping on open fields, but on the 24th four
bombs fell in the city. In "Kill Pig street" a low roof and its
adjoining doorway were shattered, hundreds of bullet marks

were left on the wall opposite, circular holes one and a quarter

inches in diameter were drilled in a stout door on the same

side, and a poor little girl of fourteen, standing in that door

way was riddled with shrapnel. A house next to the corner

of the right of a street leading to the Yamen had a hole made

in its roof 8x8 feet. An unfortunate man saw the plane coming

and rushed into the room above the aforesaid roof. Needless to

say he was smashed! A third bomb struck the Temple of the

"god of war", brought down a big tablet by piercing the roof

with a hole three feet square, but here no life was lost. We

have an excellent big underground cellar, where all the

women, boys, and girls in the school can assemble, and they

are now used to it, owing to Miss Bastard's drilling. The peo

ple in the city have been ordered to dig "dug-outs" in their
yards. I saw one yesterday which was quite well made. The
fear in the people's hearts and general dislocation of all trade

and communications is very great. This is the result of the

defeat or "agreed to retreat"—euphemistic (!)—of our Shansi

troops, and they have been coming back in tens of thousands

from Honan and other parts, crowding towns, suburbs, and

villages. We have had hundreds on our premises coming and

going. Their behaviour has been good, but very bad reports

come from the villages. Animals, carts, etc., have been every

where commandeered. Even our own animal, which draws
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our water cart, has been so used, though fortunately not long

detained. This has been taking place just at the time of our

conference! Hardly any came. Only thirty-four in number,

and perhaps it was well, for the soldiers were insistent on

taking our rooms. The first lot had a very good major, and he

made 160 of his men come to a night service specially held in

our chapel. On two occasions, we had excellent opportunities

to give them the gospel. The aeroplane did not come on Satur

day or Sunday (25th and 26th); four on the 28th, yesterday,

passed by us at a distance* The well-known General Feng Yu

Hsiang has been here twice. The first time I saw him on the

10th, we had half on hour's talk. I reminded him of having

seen him at Nan Yuan, near Pekin, on March 17,1923, and hav

ing given him then the three Scriptures which Hudson Taylor

gave me when I arrived at Shanghai, March 18, 1885: "As for

God, His way is perfect," "He maketh my way perfect," "The

Lord will perfect that which concerneth me," and also that

then I had seen Pastor Liu, who baptized him. He asked me

as to the name our church, "The Church of God". Said he had

not heard of such a church name before, and this gave me an

opportunity for spiritual talk. I cannot say much definitely

about his spiritual state, but he is evidently not what he used

to be in zeal, though kind, courteous, and most unassuming.

He has come again and been out among the common people

speaking kindly to them, but has not been to us. Of course, he

is tremendously busy. Notwithstanding unfavorable circum

stances, the Conference was really a good one. The first

address was by Pastor Tsui on the seven words uttered by

our Lord on the cross. One outstanding address was given by

Mr. K'ang, our young schoolmaster. He is a very gifted

speaker, was brought up and educated in a Lutheran mission

in Honan, though really a native of this province and of our

city. His subject was "Back to the Cross!" It did great good.

We had the joy of the Lord healing what threatened to be a
serious breach in our outstation of Ling ch'wan.

Stanley Smith

Concordant Versions in four languages are in prepara

tion. Now that the apparatus is ready, we will furnish it

free to anyone who is engaged in translation or revision.

We aim to have, within the next decade (if the Lord

should tarry), a Concordant Version in most of the

great languages of mankind. Meanwhile we advise our

friends again that the revised edition, containing all of

the apparatus, and costing only $10.00 or $12.00, will be

ready by the time this is issued. Get one for yourself,

and introduce it in your district.
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The song book is now nearing completion. We hope to

have a definite announcement in our next number. There

will be about sixty selections, all with music, including

quite a few specially written for the work, some of which

have appeared in the magazine. Judging from the recep

tion of the separate songs, Scriptural Songs will be

richly appreciated. We specially urge classes and others

who wish copies to let us know immediately how many

they desire. The price will not exceed twenty-five cents.

Kenneth McKay, our honorary agent in West Australia,

has issued a series of three leaflets, each dealing with two

aspects of newly recovered truth. These are excellent

for distribution or letter enclosures. The subjects are as

follows: "Grace, Glorious Grace, for the Present/' with

"Universal Reconciliation at the Consummation". "Jus

tification—the Assurance of It" with "Conciliation—the

Enjoyment of It". "Is Annihilation the Teaching of

the Scriptures?" with "Is Everlasting Punishment a

Truth of Scripture?" We have printed a large supply,

at twenty-five cents a hundred.

"The Lord's Supper—Is It for Today?", by Alexan

der Thomson, in available in proof form for all who are

interested. It is a satisfactory reply to such pamphlets

as "The Dispensational Place of the Lord's Supper",

etc. Send to the author, 63, Traquair Park, West, Cor-

storphine, Scotland, or to the office of this magazine.

The latest attacks of the Berean Expositor have been

answered, and may be had by applying to our English

agents or this office. It is in proof form.

The Mount Carmel Bible School has issued an inter

esting Calendar for 1931, combining the gentile and

Jewish calendars. Besides this there are valuable

notes on feast days and customs, tables of the false Mes

siahs and the annual offerings. Send twenty-five cents,

or one shilling, to Rev. S. B. Rohold, F. R. G. S., Box

206, Haifa, Palestine.
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Anexichniastos Ploutos, the Greek Unsearchable

Riches, for September-October, contained sixteen large

pages. The leading article was "Among the Celestials".

This was followed by "The Sealing of the Spirit". The

January-February number has an artistic two-color

cover. It contains "The Coming Indignation" and "The

Rich Man and Lazarus". Very fine!

The latest I Morgonvdkten is especially rich in contents.

We urge all our Swedish friends to subscribe and bring

it to the attention of those who know the language.

We have printed quantities of slips, envelope size, for

adding to letters which are under weight, and will gladly

supply them to our friends who wish to use this means

of making the truth known. A large "broadside",

describing the Concordant Version will be furnished,

as well as the smaller circulars, which have been im

proved. The only hope, under God, of making known the

Version lies in the help of our friends. Seek out Bible

teachers and students, and send them the literature. One

who is interested and wishes complete information should

be sent the Introduction, of which we have a new edition,

in cheaper form. We have what God's saints need. Let

us make them want it—and then supply the desire.

The last three parts of the Concordant Version have

been delayed so many years that we desire to check our

records before sending them out. If those who have paid

in advance for the whole work will write, we will send

the parts to them immediately. These parts are not in

three sections, as, at very small additional cost, they

can be bound together in permanent and presentable

form. Those who paid in full in years gone by are en

titled to this added value.

We wish to take this means of thanking our many friends

who have sent us their good wishes during the holiday

season. We appreciate and enjoy your felicitations, even

though we have not given a personal response.
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FROM THE LEVITE TO THE SLAVE

The gradual introduction of the truth for this present

administration of God's grace is brought before us in a

variety of ways in the Word. The apostle through whom

it came describes his ministry as a continual change from

glory to glory (2 Cor. 3:18). Not only that, but his asso

ciates were also changing. There are five characters

which give us a biographical outline of the transition

from Pentecost to the present. Barnabas, Paul, Timothy,

Titus, and Onesimus give us a moving picture of the

introduction of this dispensation.

These men were public characters. Undoubtedly, the

record we have of their lives is limited to those features

which illustrate the trend of the truth. The last three

are specially chosen, in the order given, to be the subjects

of Paul's personal epistles. Barnabas was twice instru

mental in bringing forward Saul, and was separated with

him for his first missionary journey.

In this series we sees a constant descent in physical

standing. Barnabas, the Levite, held almost the highest

place the flesh could have in relation to God. He was

not only of the seed of Israel, but belonged to the one

tribe which monopolized nearness to Jehovah in the

divine service. Paul was a Benjamite, not so high in the

physical scale, yet far above the despised nations. Tim

othy occupies a middle place. His mother was a Jewess,

but his father was a Greek. Paul circumcised him. Titus

was the standing example that circumcision in flesh was

not for the nations. Onesimus was not only uncircum-
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cised and an alien, but a slave, the lowest in the social

SCa e* BARNABAS

But for two things Barnabas might have been the

logical channel to make known the truth for the present.

He had a high standing in flesh, for he was a Levite.

He was not a great sinner, like Saul, hence could not be

the chief example of grace. These two advantages dis

qualified him. If the present grace flowed through Israel,

as was to be expected in the early chapters of Acts, Bar

nabas would be an ideal channel. The Levites were

teachers. Good men like him will be missionaries to the

nations when the kingdom is set up. His name means

"Son of Prophecy'', which took on the sense "Son of

Consolation" in Aramaic. He was a regular spokesman

for God so long as blessing was through the chosen

nation. He was a consolation in the midst of the prevail

ing apostasy.

Those who read the opening chapters of Acts with

discernment will notice one great lack. In the kingdom

of God to be set up on this earth blessing will not be con

fined to Jews and proselytes. They are to have the more

blessed place of being a blessing to the other nations.

Yet in Pentecostal days the nations were never reached.

They preached the word to none but the Jews only.

Peter and Stephen went to proselytes. The question is,

While they were so intent on their own blessing, was God

preparing a suitable channel for carrying the message to

the aliens in these early days? We believe that those who

look beneath the surface can see plain indications that

He was. Barnabas was the one qualified for this service.

There was one thing against him so far as his stand

ing in Israel was concerned. Like Saul of Tarsus, he was

born in a foreign land. He was a native of Cyprus (Acts

4: 36). He was a living evidence of Israel's disobedience

and dispersion. His parents should not have left the

land which Jehovah gave them. Yet he himself evidently
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returned to Jerusalem, and we find him first under his

personal name, Joseph, evidencing his faith in God's

promised kingdom by selling some property of his own

and bringing the money to the apostles at Jerusalem.

Others also did this, but he is the only one*mentioned by
name. His act is in contrast with that of Judas, who

bought a freehold, and also with that of Ananias and

Sapphira, who dissembled and were judged.

His foreign birth, however, favored a foreign minis

try. He would be at home among the Greeks, and have

perfect command of the language which was understood

in foreign fields. His name, Joseph, is another intima

tion. Joseph was a type of Messiah blessing the world.

Of old, Joseph not only saved his own family from the

famine, but also was the saviour of Egypt. The action of

the apostles in surnaming him "Barnabas" (Acts 4: 36),

is indicative of their lack of interest in the welfare of the

nations, and the ministry for which he was fitted. Like

the one hundred forty-four thousand who will carry out

this ministry in the millennium, Barnabas was a celibate

(1 Cor. 9:6). Iti all things he was suited to this service.

The mention of the name Joseph is, perhaps, the earliest

hint in the book of Acts indicating God's intention of

evangelizing the nations.

It will be noted that Barnabas becomes the means of

Saul's temporary association with the disciples in Jeru

salem. This is significant, for it was counter to the trend

of the truth. It is evident that neither Saul nor Barnabas

understood that they were °to be severed from the Cir

cumcision. Saul tried to join the disciples. But their

ignorant fear was symptomatic and indicative of God's

plan to divorce Saul and his message from the holy city.

Barnabas' intentions were the best, but Paul's boldness

soon made his residence in Jerusalem dangerous. The

Hellenists, by their opposition and threats, accomplish

God's end, and frustrate Barnabas' plan to unite Saul

with the rest of the Circumcision.
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These considerations are confirmed by the fact that

Barnabas was the one chosen to go to the first gentile

converts at Antioch. The apostles had no hesitancy in

choosing him ta help the Greeks there who had believed

(Acts 11: 22). He did not take anyone from Jerusalem

to aid him. Perhaps he remembered how powerful had

been SauFs witness to the Hellenists in Jerusalem, and

that Saul was especially commissioned to preach to the

nations, for he soon went to Tarsus to hunt him and he

brought him to Antioch. They evidently became the local

leaders, for both are sent to Jerusalem to relieve Judea

in the great famine (Acts 11:27-30). Let us note here

that it is always "Barnabas and Saul", for the former

was the leader and Saul always took a secondary place

until his name was changed to Paul. Note how gradual

is the trend to present truth. The nations, indeed, have

been reached, but there has been no break with the Cir

cumcision. All seems still in harmony with the blessing

through Israel, under the twelve apostles.

It is worthy of notice that it was during their journey

to Judea that they take up Mark (Acts 12:25). Un

doubtedly he was chosen to wait on them partly because

he was a cousin of Barnabas (Col. 4:10). Such a fleshly

relationship is no basis for fellowship in service in this

economy. It was quite the thing in the kingdom service

of Barnabas. This mistake was made in order to teach us

how unfitted is the flesh for the spiritual dispensation

toward which all was tending. Mark soon left them and

returned to Jerusalem (Acts-13:13). This is exceedingly

suggestive of the failure of Israel to go to the nations.

Barnabas, because he was a relative, was minded to give

him another chance, when they were about to revisit the

places where they had been (Acts 15:37). But Paul

would not have it. It may be that he looked beneath the

surface and saw that a spiritual ministry should not be

based on a fleshly tie. Let us look beyond the personal

in Mark's defection and Barnabas' contention with Paul,
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These things must needs be in order to exhibit the con

flict between flesh and spirit which characterizes the

incoming of this economy.

Mark never did embrace the truth given to Paul.

He retained his physical standing as one of the Circum

cision (Col. 4:10, 11). Himself a signal failure in serv

ice, he was a fit medium for chronicling the acts of the

perfect Servant. He wrote the account of our Lord's

life which bears his name. In the evangel of the kingdom

he became a success. But the equipment for that minis

try was entirely inadequate for the higher realm of

Paul's new revelations. Mark's failure is a divine indica

tion that flesh is unfitted for it. The clash between Bar

nabas and Paul was God's means of further separating

the latter from the Levite and his cousin, who were hin

dering the spiritual trend of the evangel. Henceforth

Paul takes the place which Barnabas had held.

In Antioch, while Barnabas was still the leader in the

current toward present truth, both he and Saul were

severed to this special ministry by the holy spirit (Acts

13:2). The full force of this is seen more clearly if we

remember that, at about the same time, James, the

brother of our Lord, usurped control of the Circumcision

saints. He was not accorded the supremacy by any spirit

ual fitness or right, but principally because he was near

of kin to Christ. At the same time that Paul's ministry

is becoming more spiritual the Circumcision are becom

ing more carnal.

The change of leadership from Barnabas to Paul

takes place at a crisis which is in fullest accord with it.

Sergius Paul called for "Barnabas and Saul". As the

latter had been specially commissioned for the nations,

he takes the lead. The crisis is clearly marked, for the

record runs: "Now Saul, who is also Paul ..." He is

no longer Saul, the aid of Barnabas, but Paul, the apostle

of the Uncircumcision. Barnabas is not given a single

word of recognition in this key occurrence.
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Paul begins this ministry by performing his one

destructive miracle, the blinding of Blymas, the Jew,

Bar Jesus. This is manifestly a sign of the blinding of

the nation of Israel, for they had become false prophets

and they were withstanding Paul's evangel. In a very

real sense Paul's subsequent ministry is based on this

blindness. Henceforth, Paul goes to the nations despite

the opposition of Israel. Blessing comes to the nations

notwithstanding their attitude. Mark soon goes back to

Jerusalem. Barnabas takes a secondary place. Hence

forth it is "Paul and Barnabas", unless they are among

the Circumcision (Acts 15:12, 25).

At this time Barnabas still stood for the blessing of

the nations through Israel. Bar Jesus, the false prophet

who sought to turn Sergius Paul from the faith, repre

sented Israel in an entirely different attitude. They were

antagonistic. The subsequent experience of Paul and

Barnabas in the synagogues amply confirms this. This

is doubtless the reason why Barnabas has nothing to say

to Sergius Paul. Israel is becoming a curse, rather than

a blessing. This completely nullifies the ministry which

Barnabas was to have carried on. It prepares for the

introduction of the present grace, which comes to us, not

on the ground of Israel's blessing, but because of their

temporary repudiation.

Another significant scene, which is not found in the

book of Acts, shows us the weakness of the flesh which

led to the replacing of Barnabas by Paul. When Cephas

came to Antioch he showed that he was no longer Peter

the brave apostle, but Cephas, the man of flesh, because

he sacrificed the truth in order to please the carnal

James, our Lord's brother. Barnabas should have stood

firm against this weakness, but he could not rid himself

of his physical prejudices. He played the hypocrite with

the rest (Gal. 2:13). Paul stands alone for the great

spiritual foundation truth that justification is by faith,

not by law. So far as the record of his ministry is con-
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cerned, this is practically Barnabas' last appearance.

Barnabas is intentionally brought before us as the

most commendable character in the book of Acts. No

other man is called "good" (Acts 11:24). His champion

ship of Saul at Jerusalem was mistaken, but we cannot

blame him for his ignorance. His journey to Tarsus to

bring Paul to Antioch must be regarded as an important

step toward present truth. It is difficult to understand

his career unless we consider him as the vessel tentatively

chosen to reach the nations through Israel, depending

on their reception of the Messiah. As their defection

spreads, he gradually yields to his chosen friend, Paul,

who was not called until Israel had given very definite

indications that they would reject the evangel of the

kingdom.
& saul—paul

On so great a subject there is much to say, but we

will simply seek to point out those incidents in his career

which constitute the long ascent to present truth. Like

Joseph, or Barnabas, his connection with the nations is

suggested by the place of his birth. Both were born in

foreign lands, near the sea, which is a type of the nations.

Possibly there is no more blameless character in the

Hebrew Scriptures than Joseph, and few worse than

Saul, the first king of Israel. The same is true of their

namesakes. Barnabas was a good man and Saul was very

bad. We have no reason to believe that Barnabas ever

opposed Messiah or His people. But Saul distinguished

himself as the most malignant of His enemies, and the

fiercest persecutor of His saints.

This is a most important point. Paul is not only our

apostle, but our pattern. If grace is to be the principle

ingredient of this economy, it must be manifested first of

all in the call of Saul. Grace could not be called into play

in the case of Barnabas. His sins were not great enough.

His background was not black enough. Only a religious,

self-righteous, murderous fanatic like Saul could rank as
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chief of sinners. Add to this the notable fact that he was

allowed to persist in his course until lie went outside the

land, and we have a perfect premonition of God's present

work— transcendent grace outside the pale of Israel.

Saul had committed the " unpardonable" sin and was

doomed to eonian extermination. Nothing could save him

in the land.

His commission to the nations is too obvious to need

more than a mere mention. But the fact that he did not

immediately align himself with the leaders in Jerusalem,

but went off into the Arabian desert, he himself deems a

strong argument in favor of his special ministry. It was

three years before he met Cephas in Jerusalem (Gal.

1:17). He met very few of the saints in Judea. At first

they were afraid of him. Barnabas befriended him, so

that he was acknowledged. But his encounters with the

Hellenists, or foreign Jews, soon made his stay in Jeru

salem impossible, and he went back to his native city,

Tarsus. In the providence of God, he could not labor in

Jerusalem. Circumstances separated him from the Cir

cumcision.

His next field is a contrast to this. Barnabas again

befriends him, but takes him to Antioch this time, where

some Greeks have believed. This is in line with his com

mission, hence he remains there a whole year, teaching.

Then he goes up to Jerusalem again, to relieve the fam

ine. This is significant. "Where Saul is there is plenty.

Jerusalem lacks sustenance. This is quite as true in

spirit. Saul (or Paul) always got into trouble when he

went to the holy city. His visits always served to sever

him from it, instead of uniting him to the Circumcision

saints. And this notwithstanding the fact that he came

with presents for the poor. This time they called Mark

to go with them. This young man helped to further

emphasize the failure of the Circumcision in their atti

tude toward the nations.

Mark might have been a Timothy or a Titus if he had
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not been a Jew of Jerusalem. His flesh and the influences

controlling him were all contrary to the trend of Paul's

ministry. It probably was not altogether the hardships

of Asia Minor which induced him to return to his home

just as Paul was about to enunciate the first hint of

justification at Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13:14, 15), to be

followed soon after by the evangelization of Lystra,

where Timothy heard and believed. He could not be in

full sympathy with the message which more and more

was leaving Jerusalem and the Circumcision to their

unbelief and was being received among the far-off aliens.

When Barnabas and Saul were severed for their

special ministry, the indications were that Barnabas

would continue to be the leader. Yet this very severance

by holy spirit seems to have revolutionized the relation

ship. Barnabas normally stood for union, not severance,

and flesh, not spirit. The change put Paul, as his name

now becomes, into the place of prominence. Indeed^ Bar

nabas, from this point onward, is gradually ignored, and

we are engaged with Paul's ministry henceforth.

The new condition of affairs is vividly presented in

their contact with the gentile, Sergius Paul (Acts 13:

6-12). We have no record that Barnabas said a single

word. The blinding of the false Bar Jesus changes the

whole aspect of affairs. It shows that Israel, as a nation,

could not channel blessing to the other nations, but was

a hindrance to their faith. This took away the ground

from under Barnabas' feet. It provided the proper con

ditions for the exercise of Paul's message. The change of

his name from Saul, suggestive of the apostate king, to

Paul, which means "interval", gives a strong hint of a

parenthetic period in which Israel is set aside, and the

nations reached apart from their intervention.

Soon after this Paul spoke at length to the Jews in

Pisidian-Antioch. When many of them, like Bar Jesus,

contradicted and blasphemed, then Paul and Barnabas

made a joint statement: "It was necessary for the word
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of God to be spoken first to you. Yet, since, in fact, you

are thrusting it away, and are judging yourselves un

worthy of eonian life, lot we are turning to the nations"

(Acts 13:46). This was a great advance toward, the

present. It is the enunciation of a principle quite con

trary to what had preceded. Then, if the Jews will not

receive the evangel, there was no hope for the gentile.

Now, if the Jews will not accept God's mercy, then the

gentiles will receive God's grace. This, we repeat, is a

key to this economy, which is based on Israel's apostasy,

not on her blessing.

At Lystra, in all probability, Paul received his high

est revelations, while he was lying outside the city pre

sumably stoned to death. The utter grace of this should

not escape our hearts. The evangel is just beginning to

be preached to the nations. Urged on by the Jews, they

stone the messenger of God, and leave him for dead.

Under law, in the kingdom, this would call for severest

judgment. But, under grace, it is the appropriate place

to reveal the celestial destiny of those who received

Paul's evangel. This knowledge could not be made public

at that time, but it doubtless had a strong influence on

Paul's subsequent career. Henceforth he knew that, as

soon as Israel's apostasy was ripe, God had a celestial

allotment for those who were temporarily connected with

the proclamation of the kingdom.

Strange as it may seem, God often uses His opponents

to perform His will. Now the radical Circumcisionists

are used to emphasize the graciousness of Paul's evangel.

They come down to Antioch and seek to fasten the rite

on all the believers. In fact, they want to make pros

elytes of them. Paul and others are sent to Jerusalem to

get a ruling on this question from the apostles. He does

not trust his case to the open convention, which could

easily be stampeded by the Judaisers, but ha-d private

previous conferences with the most influential. In this

way he won over Peter and influenced James, and won a
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temporary injunction against the Jews who threatened

to wreck his testimony.

It is most significant that Peter's last recorded utter

ance brings him to the border line of present truth as at

no other time. " Through the grace of the Lord Jesus

we are believing, to be saved in a manner even as they"

(Acts 15:11). He could never have come this far if God

had not prepared his heart by the call of Cornelius. He

cannot see that Paul is doing much more than what he

was led to do. He remembers his reluctance and the

vision which corrected his prejudices. And he recalled

the opposition of his friends to his conduct. He now sees

Paul in the same difficulty and does his best to help him

out. How superficial and transient was his mood is evi

dent soon after, when he goes to Antioch. Afraid of

James, he caters to the Jews. But the Acts account is

through with him when he opens the door of faith to the

nations, or, perhaps we should say, to the Jews.

The end of Peter's speech seems to be distorted. We

might expect him to say that the nations would be saved

by grace. But he turns to insist that, beneath all the out

ward ceremonials which attend the salvation of the Cir

cumcision there is the substratum of grace. The divine

intention of Peter's words, it seems to me, is to open a

passage by which some of the Circumcision, at least,

could enter into the grace which Paul was proclaiming.

The same is true of his subsequent commendation of

Paul, in his epistle. We must remember that Paul's

evangel was for the Circumcision as well as the Uncir-

cumcision. While Peter and others could not enter into

the present grace because they have their destiny fixed

on earth, there is no reason why some of those to whom

Peter spoke and wrote should not accept the greater

grace. Peter's last words prepare them for this.

The decrees suggested by James were a backward

step in Paul's ministry. True, they definitely settled the

contention in his favor. Circumcision and law keeping
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were not to be required of believers among the nations.

Yet it put the nations under the jurisdiction of James.

Releasing them from a divine law it enslaved them to

human decrees. They were a sign of Israel's political

superiority on earth in the kingdom. They did not last

long. Their principal use was to furnish a background

for the present grace, in which they are abolished (Eph.

2:15). Perhaps there is no more striking difference

between Acts and Ephesians. In one the decrees are for

mulated and enforced. In" the other, they are repealed.

Paul still has a long way to go toward his goal.

It is at this time that Timothy is called into service.

Superficially, his circumcision seems another backward

step. We must remember, however, that it was not done

until the question of its status had been settled. Perhaps

there was more need, at this time, of reminding the Jews

that Paul's evangel was also for those of the Circum

cision who would receive it.

Saul was not called until he was outside the land.

It is probable that his greatest revelation was received at

the limits of his first missionary journey, at Lystra, as

far from Jerusalem as he had hitherto journeyed. Now

he is called to Macedonia, and at Thessalonica, the farth

est point he reached, he makes known the prior expecta

tion and eclectic resurrection of those who receive his

message. At Corinth he makes known the conciliation.

Later he goes to Rome, his greatest distance from Jeru

salem, before he writes the revelation of the present secret

administration. None of these later revelations are men

tioned in the book of Acts, for they are outside its scope.

If the Lord's presence in the air were a part of the king

dom message it would have been made known to them in

the land, and it would have found a place in the Acts,

which chronicles the fortunes of the kingdom.

The omissions in the historical record we call The

Acts of the Apostles are most significant. Far more of

their acts are overlooked than are recorded. Ever since
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its true subject was lost there has been a tendency to

inject these into the narrative. Some have actually in

serted Paul's epistles where they are supposed to belong!

The church's rule has been, "If it is in Acts it is for us."

It should have been, "If it is in Acts, it is not for us."

On the other hand, we may be quite sure that revelations

coming through the apostle Paul at this time, which are

not in Acts, most certainly are preparatory for present

truth. Acts gives us quite an extended account of Paul's

visit to Thessalonica. It gives us a summary of his argu

ment in dealing with the Jews (Acts 17:2-4). But there

is not the slightest hint of the momentous revelation

which is contained in his epistle to them, nor of his writ

ing that epistle.

The very fact that he did not reveal it to them while

with them in flesh, but later by letter, is indicative of its

spiritual contents and tendency. Such incidentals are not

accidents. It should assist us to grasp the intensely

spiritual character of this economy to note that Paul

presented none of it to the saints in person. There was

no physical presence. How easy it would have been for

Paul to deliver his messages to each place in person,

and give us a record of each as it was spoken in Acts!

But because these messages were spiritual they were

written while his flesh was absent. Because they are

beyond the scope of Acts they were not recorded in it.

And each new advance in truth finds him further from

the holy city and the people of the covenant, in flesh as

well as in spirit.

This thought is more and more evident toward the

end of Acts. He warns the Ephesians that they would

not see his face again (Acts 20:25). He is arrested.

His itinerant ministry ceases. He finally is a prisoner

in Rome. Scholars have labored hard to prove that he

was released, but the evidence is by no means conclusive.

It is not in harmony with the trend of the truth. The

transcendent spiritual message of the present comes to us
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from one whose flesh is infirm and confined in prison and

bound with a chain. It is proof positive of the failure of

the kingdom proclamation. It absolutely destroys all

hope of present physical blessing.

Acts almost ignores Paul's Galatian campaign and

hurries him out of Asia to Macedonia. It emphasizes his

testimony and sufferings in Thessalonica, and the fact

that the Jews were not as noble as those in Berea. These

eagerly received the word and tested it by the Scriptures.

Judging by the account in Acts, any new revelation at

this time should have been granted, first of all, to the

Berean nobility, who were worthy. Do we not see another

intimation of God's grace, in honoring the Thessalonians,

rather than the Bereans, with two inspired epistles, writ

ten not to obedient Israelites, but to those who had

recently turned to God from idols? Present truth does

not follow Berean faithfulness in Israel, but Jewish

apostasy in Thessalonica. It is better to be a Thessalon-

ian gentile believer than a noble Berean Jew.

Not long after this we find him at Corinth. The atti

tude of the Jews causes him to exclaim, "Your blood be

on your head! I am clear. From now on I shall go to the

nations" (Acts 18:6). The Lord gave him a vision,

assuring him that he would not be illtreated, The Jews

tried their best to annoy him. The notable fact emerges

that God definitely engages Himself against the people

of the covenant. Instead of receiving and proclaiming

the kingdom they oppose it and threaten the life of its

herald. There is little to show any advance in truth dur

ing Paul's long stay in Corinth.

Paul's extended sojourn in Ephesus is most sugges

tive in the light of our present inquiry. Perhaps no city

in the gentile world was as sacred as this. It was, for the

nations, in some degree, what Jerusalem was for the

Jews. Artemis of the Ephesians had a magnificent shrine

and a world-wide worship. Here it was that Paul severed

the disciples from the synagogue and burned up a valu*
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able collection of books on magic. His message comes

into conflict with Judaism on the one hand, and demon-

ism on the other. Here is the central crisis in his minis

try. From this, the leading religious city among the

nations, Paul makes known the great truth of the con

ciliation, which sets aside Israel's religious supremacy.

At the close of his stay in Ephesus he reveals all that

great body of truth which is contained in Eomans and

Corinthians.

In Acts the only plain declaration of the great change

in his ministry is contained in the enigmatic words "as

these things were fulfilled" (Acts 19:21). There is no

hint of the fact that Paul no longer would know Christ

according to the flesh (2 Cor. 5:16), that those under his

ministry were justified and reconciled, that they were the

"body" of Christ, that further light had been given con

cerning the secret of the resurrection, of which he had

spoken to the Thessalonians. We should not expect to

find these things in a treatise on the kingdom. Paul's

ministry to the dispersion must fail, even as did that of

the twelve in the land. His message for the nations must

change, to accord with the defection of the favored

people.

He now faces his last visit to Jerusalem. Every jbur-

ney to the holy city is a going back in a figurative as well

as a literal sense. There is no blessing there. He brings

the bounty of the nations, and in return is made a pris

oner. Israel's apostasy takes tangible form in the chains

which bind him. During all this period, until he finds

himself in Rome, there is no further progress in the

truth. The final revelation cannot come until Israel's

political place is taken from her, and this must be done

in Rome, not in Jerusalem or in the land of Israel. There

fore, he is certain that he shall see the city of the Caesars.

Nothing can hinder that. When he might have been

released, he appeals his case. The final act of the king

dom tragedy must be staged at the imperial capital.
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Paul's shipwreck is a graphic picture of the collapse

of his kingdom testimony among the nations. Many had

embarked with him, hoping for a happy voyage into the

earthly kingdom. The ship goes to pieces beneath them,

the cargo is lost, yet all are saved because they are with

Paul. When the kingdom failed to materialize, many of

the Circumcision apostatized. Others died in faith, ac

cording to the exhortations in Hebrews. But those who

had received Paul's message were saved through the

catastrophe, and with him received the later, higher un

folding of the prison epistles.

Paul, as God's ambassador to mankind, takes up his

residence in Rome. There he becomes the standing sym

bol of peace. His bonds demand war. No earthly power

would suffer its ambassador to be loaded with chains.

But the high court of heaven refuses to interfere on his

behalf, in order to show the world that God's attitude

today is one of settled, unchangeable peace. Mankind can

offer Him no greater affront, they can give Him no more

flagrant cause for fighting, but He refuses to be drawn

into conflict with them during this day of conciliation.

In Acts his chain is on account of the expectation of

Israel (Acts 28: 20). In Ephesians he is the prisoner of

Christ Jesus for the nations (Eph. 3: 1). In Acts he

proclaims the kingdom by word of mouth. No doubt he

alsd spoke of the latest and greatest, the final and finish

ing revelation which was made known soon after he came

to the city. In Acts we have only a hint that he taught

"that which concerns our Lord Jesus Christ". What a

vague yet revealing word this is! If the book of Acts

contained the truth for the present, it would certainly

not dismiss the mystery of Christ and the secret economy,

which embody the truth for us, in such a summary

fashion. To its very end Acts preserves its character as

a chronicle of the kingdom, and absolutely refuses to step

over the boundary into the present grace.

May we not see, in the closing days of the aged apos-
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tie, a veiled intimation of the end of this administration?

All in the province of Asia turn from him (2 Tim. 1:15).

Only Luke was with him. His kingdom ministries, as

recorded by Luke, may be acknowledged by some of the

saints, but those celestial unfoldings which are the very

essence of his evangel for the present are almost un

known and unacknowledged. The test of truth today

may be made a very personal matter. What place have

we for Paul in our theology? Have we also abandoned

him in his Eoman prison? If so, we are turning our

backs on the truth. If we abide with him there, by means

of his epistles, we should reach the very summit of divine

revelation and possess the touchstone to present truth.

THE PLACE OF PETER

Though Peter is not one of those who received the

truth for the present, it is both interesting and important

to understand the relation he sustained to it. The chief

of the Circumcision apostles was prepared to acknowl

edge Paul's commission to the nations by his own experi

ence in the case of Cornelius. He was himself reluctant

to go to the house of the proselyte, and needed a special

vision to break down his prejudice. Notwithstanding his

rank and influence, he was called severely to task for

entering the home of aliens and eating with them. He

defended himself on the ground that God had received

them, giving them the holy spirit without any ceremonial

act, such as baptism or the laying on of hands.

When the council was called to decide whether the

gentiles who had believed should be compelled to be cir

cumcised and keep the law, P6ter was Paul's principal

protagonist against the Pharisaic legalists. His speech at

this time is exceedingly significant, for it closes Peter's

ministry in the book of Acts. Just as the book itself

leads us up to, but never into, present truth, so Peter,

speaking to his Circumcision brethren, leads them to the

very edge of Paul's ministry. He begins with a statement
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which would lead us far astray, if taken from its context.

There are many passages in Acts like this. He claims

that God chose him as the channel through whom the

nations were to hear the evangel, and believe (Acts

15:7). It would be easy to deduce from this that Peter,

not Paul, is the apostle of the nations. Yet no one at the

council would get this impression. Peter speaks of a

single experience in the past, Paul told them of a mar

velous ministry in the present.

Peter then makes a notable statement, which doubt

less saved the day for Paul. Because God did not dis

criminate between Cornelius and the Circumcision in the

gift of the holy spirit, Peter recognized the great truth

that their hearts had been cleansed by faith. Nothing

else was needed. The spirit did, not wait for baptism or

the imposition of hands. God accepted them on the basis

of belief. This is Peter's nearest approach to present

truth. He cannot go further, so he fades from view. The

most prominent character in the first part of the Acts

disappears the moment that he comes to the border of the

new economy which was then only in its formative stage.

Then Peter takes up the salvation of the Circum

cision. He declares that the law is a yoke which neither

their fathers nor they were able to bear (Acts 15:10).

Then follows a most remarkable statement, well worthy

of being the last words of the great apostle in this transi

tional account. The turn of thought is quite novel. We

would expect him to say that the nations would be saved

in some way like the Circumcision. But he reverses this.

He recognizes that grace is the underlying basis of all

salvation. So he says "through the grace of the Lord

Jesus we are believing to be saved in a manner even as

they" (Acts 15:11).

This closing confession of the great apostle seems to

us to be especially intended to point the Circumcision to

Paul's evangel. Not that Peter intended it so, for he had

no idea of the tremendous width of the cleavage which
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was just beginning. James, at this very conference,

shows that, he does not understand where Paul's ministry

is leading. They all suppose it is but the blessing of the

nations, through Israel, foretold in the prophets. The

whole book of Acts is like this. It begins with the state

ment. "It is not for you to know the times or the eras."

The whole action recorded in the book is based on ignor

ance as to the time of the kingdom's restoration. Only at

its end is Israel set aside.

The fate of these Circumcision disciples presents a

serious problem. From the book of Hebrews we learn

that many of those who were once enlightened aposta

tized (Heb. 6:4). They tasted the powers of the Pente

costal era, but fell away when the promised kingdom did

not materialize. Others, however, died in faith, not being

requited with the promises, like the patriarchs of old

(Heb. 11:13). Peter was one of these. In the former

resurrection he will be roused to sit on a throne to rule

one of the tribes of Israel.

There was still another group among the Circum

cision, who consorted with Paul, who received his mes

sage, and who were embraced in the celestial allotment.

Paul himself was one of these. Perhaps most of them

were won by Paul from the synagogues among the

nations. The great burden of Ephesians is that, in the

present grace, the Circumcision and Uncircumcision are

one. In presenting the truth, however, Paul first takes

this group of Circumcision believers, and changes their

allotment from earth to heaven (Eph. 1: 3-12) and then

gives the same allotment to the believers among the

nations.

Not only are Peter's closing words in Acts calculated

to call the attention of the Circumcision to Paul's minis

try, but the same thing occurs in his epistles. At the

close of his last letter he calls attention to Paul's writ

ings, in which there is an explanation of God's

"patience" (2 Pet. 3:15,16). If any one of them cannot
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understand why the kingdom does not come they are

referred to Paul. Doubtless many of them did this and

entered into the present grace.

Thus we see that Peter points to the present, without

understanding it or entering it himself. These intima

tions are strikingly placed at the very end of his public

utterances in Acts, and close his written record.

In Paul's epistles we have another view of Peter's

relation to the present. When he went to Antioch, soon

after the conference in Jerusalem, he fellowshiped with

the gentiles at first, then he shrank back and severed

himself, for fear of James and his party (Gal. 2:12).

This encouraged the rest of the Jews to do the same, so

that there was a split in Antioch between the Circum

cision and the Uncircumcision. Now this action is the

exact opposite of the truth. As set forth in Ephesians,

Jew and gentile are to become one. The presence of

Cephas (Peter according to the flesh, Gal. 2:11) created

division. No wonder Paul withstood him to the face!

Peter cannot come into actual contact with the grace of

today without causing conflict and confusion. The same

is true in spirit. Peter's message mars and unmakes

Paul's ministry.

On the one occasion when Peter enters into Paul's

epistles (aside from mere references) we are given his

characteristic attitude, as well as our proper attitude

toward him. The passage between Peter and Paul in

Antioch is no mere personal quarrel or entertaining his

torical incident. It is a vivid and graphic picture of a

great truth. If we must have sacred paintings, let us

have one in which Paul is withstanding Peter to his face.

If this scene had not been forgotten the history of the

church would have been far different. In its theology

the church has blotted out Paul with Peter. Instead, with

Paul, we should censure Cephas and send him back to the

Circumcision where he belongs.

Peter's place, then, is a double one. Unwittingly, he
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is used by God to open the door to the Circumcision, so

that some may enter into the transcendent grace of this

economy. But. among the nations themselves, though at

first he seems to come with the unifying, gracious con

duct which befits us, he soon shows where his sympathies

are, for he makes havoc of the very fundamentals of the

present grace. Great is Peter, the prince of the apostles

of the Circumcision, in his own place. But when he

enters that which approaches the present he is rejected

before all by the apostle through whom the secret admin

istration is about to be revealed.

TIMOTHY

Timothy is a living exposition of a great truth that

pervades Ephesians. In him the two, Circumcision and

Uncircumcision, were made one. His mother was a Jew

ess, but his father was a Greek. He embodied both. He

sets forth their vital union.

The time of his call is most significant. Paul had gone

out to the nations, as far as Lystra. There, when he was

stoned and left foj dead, we suppose he received the

abundance of the revelations which he afterwards made

known in Ephesians. It was a great spiritual crisis, a

vast advance toward present truth. Then it was that

Timothy heard Paul and became a believer. But he did

not immediately become his companion. Timothy does

not enter the service until the kingdom proclamation in

the land had practically ended, after the conference in

Jerusalem. He accompanies Paul among the dispersion

and is his messenger to the nations.

Paul has often been criticised for circumcising him.

But it must be remembered that the question of circum

cision had been settled. It was a concession to Jewish

prejudice, not a rejection of the truth. Besides, to be a

representative character, as we are supposing, in whom

both parties unite, he should not only be Jewish, but cir

cumcised. He should be as much of a Jew as a gentile.
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If the two classes had not been made one in Christ

Jesus, Timothy would present quite a problem. What

would be his standing, Jew or Greek? In him we see a

physical expression of the new humanity, in which such

distinctions vanish. Let us remember that the present is

not an exclusively gentile dispensation. It includes

Israelites as well. Though Israel as a nation is apostate,

the evangel goes to them as individuals just the same as

to the other nations. The result is a vital union between

those who are called out of Israel and the nations, which

is pictured for us in Timothy.

TITUS

In Titus we have the representative gentile of the

transitional era. He was especially chosen to accompany

Paul to Jerusalem to provide a living example and wit

ness to the truth that circumcision is not necessary to

salvation. Perhaps we may view him as the embodiment

of Galatians, or of all of Paul's pre-prison epistles, espe

cially when he went to Jerusalem. Then he was a guest,

a partaker of Israel's physical sustenance, just as the

nations were still dependent on Israel's spiritual

bounties.
ONESIMUS

Here we have a picture of ourselves! Onesimus has

no place in Acts. He has no experience of that economy.

He was the fruit of Paul's bonds. A runaway slave, he is

caught by a prisoner in Eome, and returned to his master

in the glorious freedom and grace of Christ. Such should

be our experience. We escaped from the service of God

and fled from His presence. We were most unprofitable.

Through Paul, the prisoner, we have returned to God,

not only loaded with love and all spiritual blessings, but

with the power to please and profit Him. Onesimus

means "profitable". I have little doubt that God's deal

ings with the nations in this era of His grace will be the

most profitable of all His vast adventures. It will bring
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Him an untold return of loyal love and heartfelt adora

tion, not only from ourselves, but from the hearts of an

admiring universe.

These three only — Timothy, Titus, and Onesimus —

are especially named as Paul's children in the faith

(1 Tim. 1:'2; Tit. 1:4; Philem. 10). They present us

with the threefold results of his ministry for the nations.

In the wisdom of God, the brief record of their lives gives

us a graphic glimpse of His gradual introduction of the

truth which is ours in this era of His transcendent grace.

For many this transitional period is difficult to under

stand. May our meditation on the lives of these men of

God help us to trace His hand. As we leave the Levite

and descend to the slave, may our hearts burn within us

as we grasp the accumulating grace which culminates in

the faith which is ours today in Christ Jesus.

A. E.K.

GOD IS ABLE TO SAVE ALL

I had to believe (seemingly) in eternal damnation, as

I was taught it from the pulpit. I never could feel at ease

■ under this thought, and would often ask myself whether

these things could really be as stated. I noticed at dif

ferent places in the Hebrew Scriptures that forever was

used where it could not possibly mean endlessness, and

thank God I have been enlightened by Him by being

privileged to read both sides of the question. I can now

really enjoy my heavenly Father, through Jesus Christ,

His Son, and my Saviour. The blood that was shed to

save me can save all, and there is no question about it,

because His Word says so.—A. B.F.
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IN ADAM ALL ARE DYING

Death is the total consequence and penalty denounced

by God against Adam's transgression. The connection

between sin and death was declared once for all when

God showed man the destruction that disobedience

incurs. The warning was faithful and loving. Nothing

that could deter man from sinning was withheld from

his knowledge. The capital punishment for sin is death.

This is the extreme penalty that any sinner suffers,

whether it be in the first or second death. However, we

are now considering only the death in which Adam

involved himself and us. The ration- of sin is death. It is

that which fell upon our Sinbearer. Christ died for our

sins. The sufferings of the Man of Sorrows were consum

mated in His death. Scripture focuses our attention on

His bloodshedding, His death, and His cross, because

these were the full and proper due of sin borne by Him.

One died for all; He tasted death for every man; He

was made sin on our behalf. Thus he exhausted the pen

alty of sin. Sin can do no more than enthrone death and

slay the Sinless One Who had right to the throne. His

death left unsettled no claim of justice.

What is death ? The word first occurs in Genesis

2:17. This passage is most illuminating. It says, lit

erally : For in the day of thy eating of it to die thou art

dying. The threatened death was to seize on Adam imme

diately on his sinning, "in the day of thy eating". It

has been objected that this threat was not carried out

until, some nine hundred and thirty years later, Adam
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was brought down to the soil out of which he was taken.

But the process (dying) began immediately, and cul

minated later in death (to die). The first use of "death"

includes all the shades of meaning with which the word

is used in subsequent Scriptures. They who protest that

it cannot mean the dying of the spirit as well as the

body miss the chief point of the threatened penalty.

They seem to assume that the descendents of Adam are

born with a vitality which they do not forfeit until they

themselves sin, and so they under-rate the destructive-

ness of the offence of the one. The lesson that God would

have us learn of the dire and far-reaching results of one

sin is thus missed. It is because man is born mortal that

he is going down to the grave.

Death is the exact opposite of life. The death that

fell on Adam and his race is the antithesis in all respects

of the life which Christ brings. His gift is not only life

for the body in resurrection. The spirit is given life

immediately when God's gospel is believed. Part of the

gift of life in Christ- Jesus is already ours. The spirit is

life because of righteousness (8:10). The spirits of

believers have been vitalized and justified. They are per

fectly adjusted to God in Christ. But the body is dead

because of sin. The bodies of believers are still under the

reign of the death which Adam inaugurated. Salvation

as a process begins chiefly in the spirit, and this was also

the order when sin entered. The crisis of death and the

deliverance of the body are respectively the final results

of sin and salvation. The disaster that befell Adam made

him mortal in spirit as well as flesh. It immediately sep

arated and estranged him from his Maker, leaving no

expectation or possibility of recovery except through the

promised Seed of the woman. •

Death is the inclusive and consummate penalty of sin.

Every evil that befalls man partakes of the nature of

death and ultimately issues in death. Punishments in

flicted before death are often very severe, but when the
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whole ruin of death is seen, they are small by comparison.

Death sums up all other penalties. A concordant study

of all words used to declare the penalty of sin will show

that while they may sometimes describe an evil that is

less than death it cannot be more. Sinners are said to be

cut off, burned up, consumed, and destroyed. Consider

apollumi, which may be rendered by lose, destroy, or per

ish. To these renderings the Authorized Version adds

marred, and die. Because men are lost, that is, destroyed,

Christ came to save them (Luke 19:10). Any of these

words may describe the ruin that has befallen the whole

race. Saving the perished or destroyed involves the

impartation of a new, divine life. Death is destruction,

and involves both spirit and body. Some who concede

that God can give life to the dead fail to see that this is

saving the destroyed. If any of these words describes

something more terrible than death, the question arises,

Why did not God use it in His warning to Adam?

The tremendous mistake is that men do not see how

awful is the disaster that has destroyed the race. It is

impossible to exaggerate the evil of death. Death extin

guishes life. A "death that never dies" is as impossible

as it is nonsensical. The phrase "eternal death", so nec-

eissary to some, is not found in Scripture, much less in

•God's warning words to Adam. If death were eternal,

its subjects could never be resurrected. Death is through

a man, resurrection also is through a Man. The Man was

promised to the first fallen man in Eden as One Who

should suffer and conquer.

Death and life are the legacies of Adam and Christ.

As death is the extreme disaster, so life is God's supreme

gift. Life is God's gift whether in creation or in salva

tion. Life is salvation. It is the only adequate salvation,

for it gives us who are dying what we need—a life be

yond the utmost injury and devastation that sin can

deserve. Sin and righteousness, death and life, Adam

and Christ, are the extremes of evil and good which we
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shall meet continually from now till the end of the eighth

chapter.

Could Adam know anything about the death against

which he was warned? Must we assume that he knew

nothing of the history of a destroyed world at the dis

ruption (Gen. 1:2)? Did God hide from the lord of

creation what He gave to us through Moses and others?

Surely God made Him understand his danger. Ignorance

and stupidity are part of the penalty that we all suffer.

Unfalien Adam was no ignoramus. Now death is prepar

ing its victims. Possibly only those untouched by death,

as Christ, and Adam before he offended, can have a due

horror of death, just as only the Sinless One could have

a full understanding and hatred of sin. Sin and death

rob their victims of sensibility, so that they deny the

existence of both. "There is no death'/ leads immedi

ately to "There is no sin".

12. And thus death came through to all mankind.

Death entered the world through sin and thus, that is,

through one man's sin death came through to each of us.

Death is diffused as the race is propagated. Universal

death is caused by the act of one individual. We must

forget the acts of other individuals just now. The con

nection of "one" and "all" is the ruling thought. The

"one" is active, others are passive. Death does not

reach each individual through a door which he himself

opens, but by entering the door of one man's sin and thus

passing through to all men. The fact that all are dying

is indisputable. Here is the explanation. The fact of the

transmission of sin is not here stated. Our attention is

now fixed on the transmission to all of death, because

this death is the consequence, not of transmitted sin, but

of Adam's one sin. Note how this fact is repeated and

reiterated in the context: "by the offence of one the

many died;" "the judgment is out of one into condem

nation;" "by the offence of the one death reigns through

the one;" "it was through one offence for all mankind
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for condemnation". Every child of Adam is born con

demned to death. It is sometimes said that some children,

because of a wicked parentage, are "born damned". The

ugly though fundamental fact is that we are all born

damned, and that by no act of our own. This condemna

tion is the legacy received from our first father. Neither

our own evil conduct nor that of our more immediate

ancestors has involved us in this doom. It is true that

we have followed Adam's evil example, btit that is not

the cause of our common death. That Adam's one sin is

the cause of racial death is constantly kept before us in

this portion.

There is nothing here to support the once popular

but now discarded theory of the transmission of acquired

characteristics. Adam acquired nothing by sin; he lost

everything. He lost life, and therefore died. Sin devital

ized, marred and depraved him. Death is the absence of

life, as darkness is the absence of light. His loss of God

devitalized his spirit and induced moral and physical

decay ending in death. All his faculties fell far below

par. Sin is negative: it is failure. The Greek word

hamartia, sin, is made of two elements, UN and mark. It

is missing the mark in archery. Sin is a falling short, or

wanting the glory of God. Because he was separated

from God, the Source of life, Adam's vitality was

decreasing to death, and this is all he could transmit.

Exclusion from the tr,ee of life deprived him of the

means of life by which he might have become immortal.

We share Adam's loss. Even children are mortal.

Each of us suffers a congenital infirmity because the

blight of death is upon our whole humanity. Heart,

mind, and will are depraved. Yet man has not reached the

limits of corruption. He is a magnificent ruin, bearing

still the image of his Maker. His conscience still thrills at

the touch of divine law. He has an instinctive, though

varying, sense of right and wrong, with remains of

natural affection and other remnants of his original nobil-
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ity. Few, if any, are as wicked as they might be. The

effect of the disaster of the fall is largely in man's

spirit. "A dead man can do nothing." An unrenewed

man can do nothing spiritual, but he can obey the gospel

and so become spiritual. He has some moral strength.

He can be honest and decent and benevolent. Just be

cause the law is spiritual the unspiritual cannot obey it.

Yet his mind may serve the law and he may earnestly

want to obey it, as so many rejecters of Christ have

sought to do. Paul, before hig conversion, was gratified

with the law of God (Eom. 7:15-22). Christ first im

parts life to our spirits, resulting in a renewal of our

depraved moral faculties, and ultimately delivering the

body, thus reversing the process begun by the entrance

of sin. The sins of the saints result from their yielding

to the disposition of the flesh, which is death.

On which all sinned. There has been a great variety

of translations and interpretations of these simple words.

The literal translation here given seems to be the only-

one that does not contradict the surrounding statements.

All personally and actually committed sins, and they did

so as a result of their mortality and consequent moral

depravity. The antecedent of which is death. This death

process was transmitted to all, whereon all sinned. Death

channels the failure of Adam to all. It is never said that

in Adam all are sinning, but that in Adam all are dying.

Let us stick to the statements of the text. Sin first

caused death to Adam. This death, which is the effect of

sin, is transmitted to all, and causes them to sin. By

sinning they proved that death had passed upon them,

and by it they were constituted sinners.

"Through the disobedience of the one man the many

were constituted sinners." The one sin of Adam alone,

and. not the sins which all committed, made us sinners.

We had no part nor lot in the transaction. We sinned

because we had been constituted sinners by the loss of

life and the transmission of death. With or without our
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consent and in spite of any resentment we may feel

because of it, we are constituted sinners by no act or

choice of our own. We suffer the penalty of the first sin

without our appropriation or endorsation of Adam's con

duct. That penalty of death is inevitably and inescap

ably thrust upon us. The whole stream of human exist

ence was poisoned at the fountain head. The aim of this

whole passage is to show that the death of all rests solely

on Adam, and that just as surely, just as unconditionally,

life for all shall come from Christ.

Sin reigns in death. By virtue of the universal reign

of death Sin holds universal sway. By the first man's

sin death reigns over all. Our mortality occasions our

sinning. Unlike Adam, who was able to obey God's com

mand if he would, none of his descendants are capable

of a full obedience. Death has deprived us of moral

vigor, so that we invariably commit sin. Universal death

results in universal sinning. Sin was first the cause of

death, then death is the cause of more sinning. Mortality

and death are the very embodiment and expression of the

failure which sin essentially is.

Because the saints who have received the spirit of life

in Christ Jesus have mortal bodies, bodies that are dead

because of sin, they have always a liability to commit

sin so far as they are governed by their flesh. We shall

not be delivered from the presence of sin until the body

is either vitalized or resurrected. Full salvation involves

a sinless and glorified body.

Even saints who are justified, reconciled and sanctified

suffer death because, as descendants of Adam, they are

condemned to death. This condemnation rests on our

mortal bodies, which are not yet in Christ Jesus. The

reign of sin in our mortal body is to be broken by a walk

in newness of life. Sin does remain in our mortal body,

but it does not reign when that body is presented a living

sacrifice to God, and when, by the spirit, we put to death

the practises of the body. Eighteousness is linked with
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life, but the body of the believer is dead because of sin.

Jewish theology, based chiefly on Genesis 2:17;

3:19, 22, agrees with Paul that Adam brought death

into the world. According to Edersheim, the ancient

rabbis did not hold the doctrines of original sin and the

sinfulness of our whole nature. What they believed is

reflected in the statement. "God created man for incor-

ruption ... by the envy of the devil death entered into

the world'7 (Wisdom 2:23). They ascribed death to

Adam's guilt.

Can it be just to condemn all those to death who had

no part in Adam's transgression and who do not consent

to it? The question would have more weight if it were

asked by some one who, against the light of known truth,

had never sinned or consented to sin. When such a per

son puts the question we will essay an answer. Again,

Why, when men are constituted sinners by the act of

another, should God be indignant ? There is no mention

of divine indignation in this text. We need always to dis

tinguish things that differ. God's indignation (1:18) is

against the refusal of recognized truth. Men cannot

avoid the inheritance of depravity, yet they have some

ability to do right. They have some knowledge of right

and wrong, they have conscience and reason, to which

God by manifestations and revelations of truth makes

appeal. Man is not responsible for what he is by birth,

but he is responsible for what he does with truth, and

for doing wrong where he is able to do right. He is liable

to judgment because he loves darkness rather than light.

In the first chapter Paul is dealing with personal and

individual sins, for which each sinner is accountable. In

the present portion he is dealing with sin, for which

Adam alone is responsible. In the first case judgment is

individual; in this it is racial. The race is no longer on

probation, nor is it facing judgment and a possible con

demnation and infliction by divine indignation, as in

dividuals are. The judgment of the race took place in
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Eden, the adverse sentence was then uttered, it began

then to be executed. The condemnation is not future. It
has fallen. The penalty is being now inflicted and cannot
be exhausted while one member of the Adam race lives.

By nature, that is, by the natural operation of laws of

heredity, we were children of indignation, which was

provoked by our father and head. Saints are rescued

from future indignation and penalties for individual

sins; but both saint and sinner alike are, under the Eden

sentence, being brought down to a common doom. That

doom is the first death. It is not concerning this that it

is declared that there is no condemnation. In Adam there

is condemnation and death. In Christ Jesus there is no

condemnation, He is beyond sin and its doom. Death

shall be mastering Him no longer. But death is master

ing our bodies even while our spirits are vitalized.

Herein is the difference between the saved and the

unsaved. While both are in the same common condemna

tion ahd death as members of the race, the unbeliever

has not passed through judgment from death into life

as the believer has. He is entirely under the mastery of

death and of sin. He faces the coming indignation and a

second death. But all this is foreign to our text. The

condemnation under which we are born cannot be re

versed by anything we can do. Nor does the gospel offer

salvation from it. Salvation is beyond it. But the con

demnation for our actual sins and resulting state may be

escaped by faith in Christ. The difference between men

is the difference of being in Adam or in Christ. In Adam

all are dying, and, as to the flesh, we are all in Adam.

It is objected that the "all sinned" cannot include

infants. It is as inclusive as 3:23. The fact of the per

sonal sins of all is mentioned only to prove that all who

sin do so because of inherited death. But are children

exempt from corruption and death? Are they not as

mortal as their elders? The facts point to the truth that

death passed upon all. The intrusion of the thought of
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responsibility into this passage has led some to speak of

certain irresponsibles as having an expectation of salva

tion denied to others. They infer that infants and im

beciles, as irresponsible creatures, must surely be saved

through Christ's work for the race, while those who

attain years of responsibility, whatever these may be,

and do not believe, will be eternally lost. Such people

must derive great comfort from the fact that imbecility is

rapidly increasing. Blessed imbecility! On the other

hand, it must be somewhat disconcerting to them to wit

ness the successful efforts to decrease infant mortality.

As a matter of fact there are only two responsibles in this

passage, Adam and Christ. The one does all possible

harm to the race, including infants. The Other brings

superexcessive grace and life to all, including adults.

Some other translations should be noted. (1) "In

whom all sinned." This ancient view is now generally

abandoned on grammatical and other grounds. It is

never asserted that all sinned in Adam. If Paul had

meant to say so, he could have added the words "in

Adam", which those who hold this view find it so nec

essary to attach. Had he done so he would have been

self-contradictory, for that statement would not agree

with others he makes. If we say that all sinned in

Adam's sin, may we not assert also that all obeyed in

Christ's obedience? This puts out of consideration the

case of Levi paying tithes to Melchizedek while '' in the

loins" of Abraham.

(2) "because all sinned." It is said that '"All have

been visited with the same punishment as Adam, there

fore they must all have"merited it like him." This is

impossible because, first, it is a direct contradiction of

the many statements that one sin caused the death of all.

Secondly, it would defea;t the aim of the whole passage,

which is to make condemnation and death rest wholly on

Adam as righteousness and life rest wholly on Christ.

Thirdly, Paul shows in the next verse that the descend-
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ants of Adam could not, in the absence of law, sin by the

transgression of a law which involves death as Adam did.

Fourth, the comparison with Christ turns on the trans

mission to Adam's descendants of the consequences of his

act, whereas this interpretation represents every man's

sin as the cause of his death, and so ignores the connec

tion of the race with its head. Fifth, the death of infants

would be inexplicable on this interpretation, for, if they

are irresponsible and incapable of sinning, they could

not bring death on themselves by their own act.

The rendering of the Authorized and Revised Ver

sions, "for that all sinned/' is closely akin to "in whom

all sinned". The reasons for rejecting the two before-

noticed interpretations have equal weight against this.

The words are supposed to teach that Adam's sin is the

sin of all. While not saying that all sinned in Adam

they say: "When Adam sinned all sinned with him;"

"all became mortal through Adam's fall because this

having sinned on the part of Adam was a having sinned

on the part of all". This means that all die because in

some way they participated in Adam's sin. To which we

object that the act of Adam was not the act of all men,

because his was an intelligent and personal act. Unless

all men as intelligent persons existed in Adam it is im

possible that they acted with or in him. It is a fictitious

and gratuitous statement that all did that which was

impossible to them.

The simple, literal rendering of the Concordant

Version, on which all smned, cuts the Gordian knot, and

helps us to get rid of many confused theories of the

imputation of Adam's sin to all men. These must be

briefly examined in relation to the next verse. It should

now be easy to decide which of these three ideas is cor

rect: (1) The death of each person results wholly from

his own sin. (2) The death of every individual results

partly from Adam's sin and party from his own.

(3) The death of all results from the infliction of the
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penalty of sin that fell on the race in its head. We hold

that the last is the assertion of verse 12. The sinning of

all is the visible proof of an invisible death. The process

of dying, inherited from Adam, is the sole source of sin

in humanity. He sinned: all die.

"We will next consider the various theories of the

imputation of sin.

QUESTIONS

Is death both a consequence of a law of race unity and a

penalty? Why did God expel Adam from the garden? (Gen.

3:22). Was it in order to execute a penal sentence? Why did

God warn man before be sinned? Did God hide from Adam

anything that would deter him from sinning? Did God say

anything about a judgment after death? Or about a second

death? Are these the penalties of Adam's sin? Did God at

any time speak of a "death that never dies"? To how many

did Adam's sin bring death? Did Christ's partaking of flesh

and blood bring Him into the sphere where death reigns?

Do the greatest sinners have the deepest horror of sin? And

of death? Are they who wish for death already under the

power of death? Is anything said in this verse of sin coming,

through to all men? How often in verses 12-19 is condemna

tion and death traced back to Adam? Did Adam acquire or

lose by his transgression? Why could he not transmit immor

tality? What part of the threatened penalty fell on Adam on

the day he trespassed? What has man retained of his original

goodness? Is there a difference between total depravity and

total corruption?

Where is it said that sin came through to all mankind?

What do the words "on which all sinned" prove in their con

nection? What may one do to avoid being made a sinner by

Adam? Have any of Adam's descendants the spiritual vigor

and moral strength that he had before his sin? Where may

these be found in perfection? Have the saints a partial or a

full salvation in this life? Where does salvation begin?

Where did death begin? When will it end? JHave you noticed

the difference between the condemnation and death of the

race and the condemnation of the individual for his personal

sins? Why do Christians die?

Geo. L. Rogers
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"PUNISHMENT" OR "CHASTENING"<

Intense interest has been focused on the Greek word

kolasis, which is translated pvmisJiment in the phrase

everlasting punishment in the Authorized Version. To

end the interminable arguments concerning it we propose

to present the principal evidence as found in classic

Greek, the Septuagint, the Apocrypha, and the Scrip

tures. By this method we will seek to settle its nearest

equivalent in English, as well as in other languages

which will have a concordant version. The concordant

method does not limit itself to the sacred text, especially

when the evidence is scanty. It welcomes all the facts and

weighs them according to their worth. The result must

accord with the contexts in the Scriptures, even if it

seems to create discord outside of them. The usage of

human authors is comparatively loose and lacking in

exactitude, unless they are intent on makinge fine dis

tinctions.

Perhaps we can go back of the Greek and find the

origin of kolasis in the Hebrew tongue. It may have been

derived from kla, meaning confine (1 Sam. 6:10) or for

bid (Num. 11:28). Kola-, the stem of kolasis, corre

sponds closely with the Hebrew consonants. The vowels

are always changeable. The ending, —sis, is the Greek

affix for —ing, and is used to indicate the process of an

action. Kolasis is not punishment or torment. The form

should be punishing or tormenting if these words are

correct* The usual gloss that " eternal punishment is not
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eternal punishing" is not borne out by the Greek ending.

It regularly denotes the process of an action.

While classical usage is not conclusive as to the signifi

cance of sacred Greek, it gives us a historical background

which is often helpful. There is always a connection

between the koine of our Lord's day and the more

ancient language. If we trace it through the Greek trans

lation of the Hebrew Scriptures we have the best pos

sible evidence, outside of scriptural usage, which can be

found. The same may be said of the apocrypha. While

the words are not inspired and the setting is faulty,

there is often much to be learned from the contexts of

any word, such as kolasis, which is exceedingly sug

gestive.

Plato joins kolasis with admonish (noutheteo), and

insists that it is intended to correct and benefit the

recipient. He contrasts it with punishment (timoria) as

in the following: "Now no one kolazei who is injuring,

seeing that he injures, nor is he punishing irrationally,

just as the wild beasts . . . but in behalf of the future,

on the contrary, that he may not be injured." Aristotle

also distinguishes between these two words: "Now the

distinction between timoria (punishment) and kolasis is

this: kolasis, indeed, is for the sake of the sufferer, yet in

timoria (punishment) the doer satisfies himself." Again:

"Timoria puts a stop to anger, giving gratification for

the suffering it induces."

Now we will consider the evidence of the Septuagint.

The Hebrew word stumbling (mksliul) occurs thirteen

times. It is translated six different ways in the Greek

translation, as follows: Five times by kolasis, the word

we are studying, a complete list of which will be given

later; thrice by skandalon, snare (Lev. 19:14; 1 Kings

25: 31; Psa. 118:164) ; once by astheneo, be-iNFiRM (Eze.

21:15) ; once by the same word as a noun, asthenia, in

firmity (Jer. 6: 21); twice by hasanos, ordeal, torment

(Eze. 3:20; 7:19); once by kolon, carcase (2 Chron.
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28:23), and once by pioma, corpse (Isa. 8:14). This is

but one example of many that could be produced to

show how inconsistent and loose the LXX is as a whole.

Yet even this laxity helps us to place the word we are

studying. Kolasis is to be classified with a snare, with

infirmity, with torment, with a carcase or a corpse, for it

is used with them in translating the word stumbling.

The following are the passages in which kolasis is used:

in the LXX

Translating mkshul, stumbling

Eze. 14: 3 they have set before their faces the kolasin of

their injustice

4,7 and may set the kolasin of their injustice before

his face

18:30 and it shall not be the kolasin of your injustice

44:12 and it became for a kolasin of injustice to the

house of Israel

The word kolasis is confined to the prophet Ezekiel.

With one exception (Eze. 43:11) it is used in the phrase

"the stumbling of depravity", as a concordant render

ing of the Hebrew would give it. A study of the pas

sages seems to suggest the idea that depravity causes the

elders and the house of Israel to stumble. This is called

kolasis. The Authorized Version renders this stumbling-

block on most occasions. Once, however, they translate

"iniquity shall not be your ruin" (Eze. 18:30). Con-

cordantly, this is, "the stumbling of depravity". In

44:12 they have "to fall into iniquity" for the same

words. Kolasis, then, seems to be the natural penalty of

depravity.

Once kolasis is the rendering of nklm, be-confounded

(Eze. 43:11). The LXX reads "and they shall get their

kolasis concerning all which they do". The Authorized

Version has it "they be ashamed", a much closer render

ing. The sense is clear: it is the evil result of their

doings on themselves which kolasis indicates.

The apocryphal books, especially the Wisdom of
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Solomon, use kolasis and its verb frequently. The follow

ing is a list of all of the occurrences, with enough of the

context to make the meaning clear. The earnest student

will turn to the passages and get the whole context. The

importance of these passages arises from the fact that

they were familiar to the Jews of our Lord's day. Their

idea of kolasis was doubtless formed from these writings,

in which the word is so freely used. The Lord could

hardly use the term in a sense contrary to that which

accords with these contexts.

kolasis in the Apocrypha

Wisdom 11:13(14) For, seeing that they hear they are bene

factors through their own kolaseon

16: 2 Therefore through the same ekolastJiGsan

[the ver&] worthily, and by a multitude of

brutes tormented. Instead of which kola-

seos benefits your people.

24 is stretching on to kolasin according as

the unjust.

19: 4 in order that they should fill up before

that kolasin which is lacking of the tor

ment.

2 Mac. 4:38 there the defiled murderer was taken from

the world, the Lord paying to him the

kolasin he deserved.

In these passages we should note those words which

describe or limit the force of kolasis. In Wisdom of Sol

omon 11:13 it is evident that the word denotes that

which is beneficial in its effects. The second reference

(16: 2) bears this out, and adds the thought of torment

—a torment which is remedial. In the last case (2 Mac.

4:38) we have a close parallel with the passage in

Matthew which is our chief concern. Antiochus the king

left a certain Andronieus as his deputy while he went to

quell an uprising. This man was persuaded to murder

Onias, who had opposed the robbing of the sanctuary.

When King Antiochus returned he divested Andronieus

of the symbols of his authority and slew him. This is

called his kolasis.
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holazo in the Apocrypha

3 Esdr. 8:27 oncoming kolasth§sontai

Wis. 3: 4 [death] For should they kolasthdsin in the eyes

of men, their expectation is full of deathlessness.

11: 5 For through that which ekolasthSsan their ene

mies, through these perplexingly are benefited

8 showing through the thirst then how Thou dost

ekolasas the hostile

17 Thou dost dispatch to them multitudes of irra

tional wild beasts for vengeance, that they should

know that through what anyone is sinning,

through these he is kolazetai

12:14 concerning whom you ekolasas

15 to'condemn him to whom kolasthinai is not due

.27 For resenting the suffering ... in their kola-

zomenoi

14:10 For the practiser together with the grasper

koiasth€$etai
16: 1 Therefore through the same they are ekolasthfr

san worthily and tormented by a multitude of

brutes

9 For, indeed, the bites of locusts and flies kill

them, and they find no healing in their souls,

seeing that they deserved to be kolastMnai by

these

18:11 Now the slave, simultaneously with the owner

kolastheis with like justice, and the public suffer

the same as the king.

22 but with a word subjected the [one] kolazontai

IMac. 7: 7 and kolasato them [with an army]

2 Mac. 6:14 For not even in accord with other nations, with

whom the Owner patiently awaits until they

arrive at the full completion of sins kolasai, thus

He judges them

holazo in the LXX

Symmachus uses it in Proverbs 22:23 for ruomai, rescue,

for the Hebrew qbo, defraud. The readings are so confusing

that we cannot get much help from this occurrence.

As is shown in these passages, the verb is still more

enlightening. Certain contexts deserve study. Wisdom

of Solomon 11:5 clearly associates benefit with holazo.

In 11:8 it is thirst. In 11:17 it comes through wild

beasts. In 12: 27 it is identified with suffering. In 16:1

torment is paralleled by kolasis. In 16: 9 it is occasioned

by the bites of insects. In 18:11 it is again spoken of as
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suffering. In 1 Maccabees 7:7 it is the work of an army.

In 2 Maccabees 6:14 the kolasis of the nations waits

until their sins have come to the full. So it is with

Matthew twenty-five. Israel is continually chastened by

Jehovah, but the other nations are allowed to go on

unchecked until ready for their doom.

The Authorized Version uses punish and torment to

translate this word. The vocabulary method rules out

both of these terms, for timoria is punishment (Heb.

10:29), and basanos (Mat. 4:24; Luke 16:23, 28)

appropriates torment. If these concordant equivalents

are correct (and we have the authority of the "Author

ized" Version itself that they are!), then kolasis must

convey a different thought. What word will fit each

occurrence, and harmonize also with all of the passages

we have already produced in the LXX and the Apocry

pha? Many words and expressions have been suggested,

but they will not stand this concordant test. Let us

experiment with a few of them.

A German scholar suggests restraint or constraint as

the nearest equivalents. This idea, however, is better

expressed by sunecho, together-have. It falls far short

of the demands of the context, when we insert it in each

passage. It is far too mild to fit in any passage in the

Septuagint pr the Apocrypha. In Matthew it becomes

an absurd anticlimax. The kolasis has been previously

described as going away into eonian fire prepared for

the Slanderer and his messengers (Mat. 25:41). This

must be far more than mere restraint.

The same remarks apply to the words abscission or

excision. These do, indeed, convey a part of the mean

ing, but they really agree far more closely with the cog

nate koloboo, lop, or prune. The agents used, fire and

fear do not call for a mere cutting off, but an' infliction

which may, of course, result in this. An ethical atmos

phere pervades all of the passages, so that we can use

such words as excision only in a figurative sense, or else
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we must choose a word like punish, which has the proper

coloring.

It is impossible to escape from the fact that kolasis is

not merely a fact, a loss, a cutting off. In the very few

contexts where death is mentioned, it is not the death

state which is in view, with its resultant deprivation, but

the experience of dying. This is confirmed by the form

of the Greek word, for the ending —sis is regularly used

to denote continuous action. This is the case with Doing,

BOASTing, Giving, jUDGing, and many others. It will be

found so difficult to disprove this that it is useless to

make any extended effort to confirm the fact. In

Matthew the parallel of "going away into fire'7 shows

that death is indeed in view, but it is a special kind of

death, which is associated with fear and suffering. This

also connects it with the companion passage where death

is not at all in view. Literally it reads, fear is Timing

holasm. It is a feeling which fear experiences, not a

destiny which it expects.

The absurd story of the drunken man who, when

asked if he had eternal life, replied, "I had it last night

in the meeting, but I have lost it since!" has more truth

in it than appears on the surface. If a man has ever

lasting life he cannot die. And still, all those who pro

fess to have it have died or are dying. It has become one

of those pious phrases with which the orthodox bludgeon

their minds by refusing to consider what seems to

threaten their happiness. No one, today, has eternal life

in the sense of incorruption or immortality. The life of

the eons, or ages, is ours in Christ, but we will not enjoy

what is ours until we are vivified by the presence of

Christ. Then our life will last, without interruption,

during the eons, and beyond the consummation.

The adjective eonian (rendered everlasting and eter

nal in the Authorized Version) literally means that

which pertains to the eons. It does not denote that which

lasts during all the eons. Much of eonian time is already
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past. Our "eternal'' life does not include the first two

eons, nor that part of the present evil eon which has

already elapsed. It does not commence for God's saints

until His presence. Unbelievers never have eonian life,

even though they live during the eons, and are raised

from the dead before the last eon. It is spoken of as

that which we shall reap in the future (Gal. 6:8). It is

an expectation (Tit. 1: 2; 3: 7).

Such translations as "age-abiding,7' "age-lasting,"

are an immense improvement over "everlasting'' and

"eternal", but the old idea still clings to them that the

adjective denotes naught but duration. We have "age-

abiding" life, but our life does not abide for this age! It

will abide for the next two ages. Such expressions

encourage confusion of thought. The word eonian, the

Concordant Version rendering, has no such fault. It

will, in time, take on the correct idea, with all its

nuances, simply because it is uniformly used whenever

its Greek equivalent occurs, and it has no fixed, unalter

able significance to overcome.

We may rest assured that, whatever kolasis may

mean in this passage, it cannot be endless. It is neither

everlasting torment nor eternal death. The crime com

mitted concerns only the kingdom, and its effects are

limited to the thousand years. It is not a penalty for all

of the sins of these nations, but only for one—that of

neglect of the sons of the kingdom in their distress. It is

absolutely necessary that the individuals of these nations

shall be roused to judgment before the great white

throne to answer for all of their deeds, and to be judged,

and to be cast into the lake of fire, the second death. All

of this is entirely outside the scope of the passage. In the

judgment they will be chastened again, after their "ever

lasting punishment" is past. Let us keep within the

scope of our contexts!

As to the form of the affix, we have a parallel phrase

in "eonian redemption" (lutrosin, REDEEMing) in
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Hebrews 9:12. This redemption is not that which is in

operation throughout the eons, but only since the great

Sacrifice has been offered. It is a process which is con

fined to the eons, before the great jubilee of the consum

mation. This is true also of kolasis. It is a process which

finds no place outside of the eons. It is characteristic of

them. It certainly has not been true of the nations in

Matthew twenty-five in the past. It will not be true in

the last eon, for the individuals composing them will

rise in the resurrection of judgment, and be swallowed

by the second death in the last eon. Far from being

"everlasting" it may last only a brief period, and still be

"eonian". It must end in death, for the lake of fire soon

destroys the life of all who are cast into it.

kolasis in the Authorized Version

Mat. 25:46 into everlasting punishment

Un. 4:18 because fear hath torment

kolazomai, the verb -*'

Acts 4:21 nothing how they might punish them V
2 Pt. 2:9 unto the day of judgment to be punished

Reading of Sinaiticus and Vaticanus:

2 Pt. 2: 4 gives [sinning messengers] up to be kept for

chastening judgment.

We may now look at the companion passages more

closely. It is evident that kolasis is a feeling which ac

companies fear (1 John 4:18). This emotion is excited

by impending evil. "What are some of the outward mani

festations of fear? When the disciples saw the Lord

walking on the sea they cry out from fear (Mat. 14: 26).

The messenger of the Lord who appeared at His resur

rection caused the keepers to quake and become as dead

(Mat. 28: 4). The Gergesenes were pressed with a great

fear (Luke 8:37). Paul associates it with trembling

(1 Cor. 2:3; 7:15; Eph. 6:5; Phil. 2:12). Kolasis,

therefore, is a form of acute physical distress, such as is

gendered by fear. Is not this in fullest harmony with the
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facts? These very nations had heard the eonian evangel

proclaimed to them: "Fmr ye God . . !" They had

refused. Now they are compelled!

A very important point is settled by the verb in Acts

4:21. The Sanhedrin tried to "cut off" all further

activity by the apostles by giving them a sweeping

charge not to utter aught, neither to be teaching in the

name of Jesus (Acts 4:18). After Peter and John

answered boldly, those who menace them release them,

not finding how kolasdntai [they should be chastening]

them. It is evident that they could not make the apostles

afraid, neither dared they inflict physical correctives, be

cause they feared the populace. This shows that kolasis

is not a mere painless excision. The Sanhedrin tried to

accomplish that. They stopped short of actual physical

corrective inflictions. That is kolasis.

Chastening is associated with judgment in the last

two passages (2 Pet. 2:4, 9). Both messengers and men

will be judged. If they have sinned (and of course they

have), they will receive affliction and distress in order

to rectify their deeds (Rom. 2:9). Judgment always sets

right. It is never vindictive. It applies to both saints

and sinners. It accords rewards as well as loss. It gives

happiness as well as pain. Sinning messengers are re

served to kolazomenous [cHASTENing] judgment. It will

consist of corrective inflictions, as with humankind.

The last passage is full of instruction (2 Pet. 2:9).

The Lord is keeping the unjust for the kolazomenous

[beiNG-CHASTENED] in the day of judgment [kriseos,

jUDGing]. This seems to include all the unjust, so must

refer to the great white throne judgment (Un. 20:11-

15). "Within the period between the first and second

death all men endure the kolasis. That this is a painful

experience which rights all wrongs we will take for

granted, for we have shown that elsewhere. Such, then

is the kolasis of the nations at the left hand of the King,

when he sets up His kingdom.
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Archbishop Trench, in his "New Testament Syn

onyms", proves the corrective and temporary nature of

kolasis, but, he argues, since it is used with a term con

noting endlessness in Matthew 25:46, it cannot be so

there. Had he known that aionios is not endless, he also

would have insisted that the great writers of antiquity

were right in defining it as corrective suffering.

We have studiously avoided fixing upon an English

equivalent for kolasis while making and recording this

investigation. We have gone through this evidence sev

eral times before. Then we seized upon the word chasten

as the nearest English standard. Not being fully satis

fied with it before entering on this review of the evi

dence, we have been on the alert to find another term to

take its place. But we have not succeeded. No other

word fits all of the passages. No other term combines the

thoughts of benefit and suffering, which so many contexts

demand. Hence we hold to it until a better can be found.

This does not mean that the version is stereotyped

for eternity. If we are shown a better equivalent we

will gladly use it. If the language changes, we will ac

commodate the version to it. But we wish to impress our

readers with this most comforting and fortunate fact.

Even if the rendering chasten is not absolutely correct,

the uniform use of it in the contexts in which kolasis

occurs will tend to make it so. This is the great law of

language which places a concordant version in a class by

itself. It is self-adjusting. Not only does the system

ferret out the nearest equivalent, but the consistency

conforms it to the nuances of the inspired original.

A. E. K.
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PAUL ESCORTED TO C^SAREA

Section B20 of the structure (Acts 23:11—28:16) pre

sents the preparatory interlude to the next goal—Rome.

(See 19: 21, also 23:11.) Here we have a record of the

events intervening between Paul's testimony in Jeru

salem and in Rome. This section may be further

expanded as follows:

2271: 23:11-35. The Lord promises that Paul is to bear

witness of Him in Rome. Transfer to

Csesarea frustrates man's attempts to

overthrow the Lord's purpose.

2281: 24:1-27- Paul judged before Felix.

2282: 25:1-12. Paul judged before Festus.

2283: 25:13—26:32. Paul judged before Festus and Agrippa.

2272: 27:1—28:16. Paul transferred to Rome, according to

the Lord's promise (23:11), after all con-,

trary obstacles are overcome. God's'
promise repeated (27:24).

In Section 2271 (23 :ll-35) we have the Lord's prom

ise that Paul should testify of Him in Rome, and man's

attempt to frustrate this promise. This may be further

structurized thus:

2291: 23:11. God's purpose concerning Paul.
230: 23:12-22. Man's attempt to frustrate it.

2292: 23:23-35. God's purpose sustained through Paul's trans

fer to Csesarea.

In Section 2271 of the foregoing (23:11) we read of

Paul: "Now the Lord, the ensuing night, standing by

him, said, /Have courage! For as you certify to that

which concerns Me in Jerusalem, thus you must testify

in Rome also.' >>
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After Paul's narrow escape from the hands of the

bloodthirsty Jerusalem mob, and now again from the

tumultuous Sanhedrists, who fain would have pulled him

to pieces, he must have been absolutely discouraged. The

outlook seemed hopeless. These events showed the utter

apostasy of the people and the rulers of Israel. Yet the

Lord had foretold him of this apostasy, and of Israel's

refusal to assent to his testimony. The real reason for

Paul's discouragement must have been the apparent

improbability of the fulfillment of his spirit-indited pur

pose to testify of the Lord in Rome (19: 21). But our

Lord knows just when and Jiow to encourage His saints

and His servants. At Corinth the despondent Paul had

received encouragement from the Lord just when he

needed it (18:9-10). So, at this opportune crisis, the

Lord encourages Paul by giving him the definite assur

ance that he will testify of Him in Rome even as he had

testified of Him in Jerusalem. Let us note that the Lord

is speaking here of Paul's testimony concerning Him.

He is not condoning Paul's attempt to associate himself

with his fellow Israelites in participating in the require

ments of Israel's ceremonial laws, or in associating him

self with the ministry of the twelve after the revelation

of the conciliation had made such association impossible.

The Lord Himself had refused to permit Paul to com

pletely follow James' suggestion. Before the seven days

of purification were concluded, Jews from the province

of Asia interfered, and his attempt was frustrated. Why

was this mob aroused just before instead of just after

Paul's attempt to follow James' suggestion had been con

summated? Surely the Lord was in it! See 21:18-30.

In Section 230 (23:12-22) we have man's attempt to

frustrate God's purpose. This may be further displayed

as follows:

2311: 23:12-15. Plot against Paul.

232: 23:16-19. Paul's messenger to the captain.

2312: 23:20-22. Plot against Paul.
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Section 2311 (23:12-15) gives the plot against Paul:

"Now on the coming of day, the Jews, making a con

spiracy, anathematize themselves, saying that they would

neither eat nor drink till they may kill Paul. Now there

were more than forty who make this cabal, who,

approaching the chief priests and the elders, said, 'We

anathematize ourselves with an anthema to taste nothing

till we may kill Paul. Now, then, you inform the captain

together with the Sanhedrin, so that he may be leading

him down to you, as though about to investigate more

exactly that which concerns him, yet we, before he draws

near, are ready to assassinate him.7 "

This plot seemed certain of reaching a successful con

summation. The suggestion that the Jewish rulers should

ask the Eoman captain to bring Paul again into the pres

ence of the Sanhedrin, for a further investigation of the

charges against him, was a master-stroke on the part of

these forty conspirators. The Sanhedrin '& investigation

had been broken up the day before, so this suggestion

would seem plausible to the Eoman captain. If not

warned against it, undoubtedly he would have agreed to

their plan. Then it would have been a very easy matter

for the assassins to lie in wait, and fulfill their oath by

murdering Paul while he was on his way from the for

tress to the Sanhedrin. What crimes are committed in the

name of religion! Forty men taking an oath that they

would neither eat nor drink until they had murdered the

Lord's apostle, and deluded into thinking that thus

they were doing God a service! If these conspirators had

been true to their oath, there would have been more than

forty that would have died of self-inflicted starvation.

Why did they not keep their oath? Because the Talmud,

the traditions of the Jewish fathers, which virtually

superseded God's written Word among religious zealots,

made provision for the absolution of any implicated in

such an oath. We need not be surprised to see this same

type of apostasy reenacted in the closing days of this
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economy. Beligious zealots have again virtually super

seded God's written Word through the teachings and the

interpretations of men. When fundamentalists insist

tltat punishment is not eonic hut eternal, although God's

written Word says that it is eonic, what shall we say?

And when they willfully mis-state the teachings of those

that insist in searching out the very words that God has

spoken, and stoop to all manner of unjust slander and

libel and defamation of character to ruin their ministry

and their usefulness in God's service, what shall we say?

Shall we not be compelled to say that just as these forty

men tried to murder the Lord's apostle, so these modern

zealots are trying to murder the Lord's servants as far

as their spiritual teaching and preaching ministry is con

cerned? In justification of this action, they take their

stand, not upon God's, written Word, but upon the

teachings and interpretations of men! These men may

be well known saints, and honored teachers of God's

Word, but in our search of truth we must go beyond

humcm dogmas to God's oracles. Only as we search out

the very words that He has used in His revelation, will

we find truth.

Section 232 (23:16-19) tells us of Paul's messenger

to the Roman captain: "Now the son of Paul's sister,

hearing of the ambush, coming along and entering into

the citadel, reports it to Paul. Now Paul, calling one of

the centurions to him, averred, 'Lead this young man to

the captain, for he has something to report to him.' He,

indeed, then, taking him along, led him to the captain

and is averring, 'The prisoner, Paul, calling to me, asks

me to lead this youth to you, who has something to speak

to you.' Now the captain, taking hold of him by the

hand, and retiring to privacy, inquired to ascertain

'What is it that you have to report to me?' "

It is evident that Paul's family stood very high in

Israel (Phil. 3:4-6; Acts 22:3-5). This probably

explains how Paul's nephew was enabled to discover the
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secret plans of the Jewish leaders. Paul was held under

a light form of military custody with liberty to see any

friends that might want to call on him, similar to that

which Felix commanded concerning him at Csesarea (24:

23). Hence Paul's nephew had no trouble in reaching his

uncle with the story of the plot against him. Paul

promptly asked one of the centurions to take his nephew

to the Koman captain, as he had important news to

reveal to him. This request was immediately granted.

The Koman captain, probably from a sense of inherent

justice, and also because he felt obligated to Paul, the

Eoman citizen, whom he had illegally bound, received

Paul's nephew kindly. Drawing him aside into privacy

he asked him to reveal his message.

In Section 2312 (23:20-22) we again have the plot

against Paul: "Now he said that 'The Jews agreed to

ask you so that you may lead Paul down tomorrow to the

Sanhedrin, as though about to ascertain somewhat more

exactly concerning him. You, then, should not be per

suaded by them, for there are in ambush for him more

than forty of their men, who anathematize themselves

neither to eat nor to drink till they should be assassinat

ing him. And now they are ready, anticipating the

promise from you.' Then, indeed, the captain dismisses

the youth, charging him, 'Talk out to no one that you

disclose these things to me.' " With much feeling Paul's

nephew revealed the details of the plot against Paul, and

pleaded with the Eoman captain not to allow himself to

be persuaded by the conspirators. The sequel shows that

the captain decided immediately on the course to be pur

sued, but, without revealing what action he would take,

he dismissed the young man with a warning not to tell

anyone that he had revealed these things to him.

In Section 2292 (23:23-25) we see God's purpose

sustained through Paul's transfer to Csesarea. This sec

tion may be further expanded as follows:
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2331: 23:23-24. The captain's command.

2341: 23:25-30. The captain's letter to Felix.
2332: 23:31-32. The captain's command being obeyed.

2342: 23:33-34. Felix receives and reads the captain's letter.
2333: 23:35. The command of Felix.

The first Section of this structure (23:23-24) records

the captain's command: "And calling certain two cen

turions to him, he said, 'Make ready two hundred sol

diers, so that they may go as far as Caesarea, and seventy

cavalry, and two hundred slingers, from the third hour

of the night [nine o'clock]. Besides, present beasts that,

mounting Paul, they should be safely conveying him to

Felix, the governor.' " The captain's decision, as to

what action should be taken, was promptly made known

to two of his centurions. A mixed troop of four hundred

seventy soldiers was to escort Paul to Caesarea and de

liver him to Felix, the governor. Evidently the captain

intended to provide ample protection for Paul, the

Eoman citizen, against a possible ambuscade by Paul's

enemies, as well as against an attack by the bands of

robbers that might infest the highways. As the journey

was to be a long and rapid one, more than one horse was

to be provided for Paul. In order to prevent Paul's ene

mies from becoming aware of Paul's transfer from Jeru

salem to Caesarea, nine o'clock at night was chosen as the

hour of departure.

The second Section (23: 25-30) contains the captain's

letter to Felix: "Writing a letter after this model:

'Claudius Lysias, to the most mighty governor Felix.

Eejoice! This man, being apprehended by the Jews, and

being about to be assassinated by them, standing by with

a troop, I extricate, learning that he.is a Eoman. And

intending to get to know the charge because of which

they indicted him, I led him down to their Sanhedrin.

Him I found being indicted concerning questions of their

law, yet not having one indictment deserving of death or

bonds. Now on its being divulged to me that there will

be a plot against the man, forthwith I send him to you,
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charging the accusers also to speak against him before

you. Farewell/ " Claudius Lysias was not averse to

telling a lie or withholding facts in order to receive

credit for rescuing a Eoman citizen from a Jewish mob.

He failed to mention that not until after he had rescued

Paul did he find out that he was a Eoman citizen. He

also omitted to say that he had bound Paul illegally and

was on the point of having him scourged when he

revealed his Eoman citizenship. Having duly ingratiated

himself with Felix, the governor, through his lies, he now

devotes himself to facts connected with the case. He

acknowledges that neither the hearing before the San-

hedrin, nor any of his accusers, divulged anything that

Paul had said or done that was deserving of bonds or

death. But, in order to save Paul from the plot of the

assassins, he is sending him to Felix, at the same time

commanding Paul's accusers to prefer their charges

against Paul in the presence of the governor.

The third Section (23:31-32) shows that the cap

tain's command was obeyed: "The soldiers, indeed, then,

according to their directions, taking up Paul, led him

through the night to Antipatris. Now, on the morrow,

they return to the citadel, leaving the cavalry to come

away with him." All through the night Paul's escort of

mixed troops remained with him, but the next day after

all danger of an ambuscade was past, the infantry re

turned to the citadel, leaving only the cavalry to escort

Paul into Csesarea.

In the fourth Section (23:33-34) Felix receives the

captain's letter: "Wtio, coming into Csesarea, and giving

up the letter to the governor, present Paul also to him.

Now, reading it, and inquiring of what prefecture he is,

and ascertaining that he is from Cilicia." When Claudius

Lysias' letter and his prisoner, Paul, were presented to

Felix, his first inquiry was the question uppermost in the

mind of Eoman governors at such times, To what juris

diction does the prisoner belong? It was a matter of
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etiquette among Roman officials not to trespass on an

other's affairs, just as Pilate sent the Lord to Herod

when he found out that He belonged to Herod's juris

diction (Luke 23:7). In Paul's case this question was

of little importance, as the charges against him were

vague and were never proven. The important point in

his case was that a Roman citizen had been placed in the

hands of Felix, the Roman governor, for protection

against those that plotted against his life.

In the fifth Section (23:35) Felix commands: "''I

shall give you a hearing,' he averred, 'whenever your

accusers also should be coming along,' ordering him to

be guarded in Herod's pretorium." Felix puts Paul

under military guard, until his accusers come. Here,

then, we have the complete collapse of man's first attempt

to overthrow God's promise that Paul was to testify for

Him in Rome, even as he had testified in Jerusalem.

"Man proposes: God disposes." From the human view

point the conspirators' plot seemed absolutely sure of

success. But— it ran counter to God's plans concerning

Paul and his unfinished ministry. God's purpose always

prevails, for He "is operating the universe in accord

with the counsel of His will" (Eph. 1:11).

H. W. Martin .
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Chapter XXI

THE GOAL OF THE UNIVERSE

The goal of the universe-—what a theme for meditation!

And surely there are few, who have had time for mature

reflection, that have not given thought to this grand sub

ject. And to whom have such questions as these not

come? — Have I just happened? or am I the partial

fruition of some great design—a finite expression of an

infinite thought, atomic in proportions, yet divine in

grand potentiality? If there be a Power not of ourselves

behind the phenomena of creation, have I a place in His

purpose? Have I been included in the wide sweep of His

extensive plans? or am I of as little consequence to Him

as is the dust upon the chariot wheel, or the mote in the

sunbeam's path? Such is the problem as it affects the

individual; and full evidence of its universal interest

may be found in the never-ceasing attempt to dissolve

those mysteries which hide its solution from the eyes of

men.

"When we rise from the problem as it affects the

individual to the problem in its relation to the race, the

sheer immensity of the question stuns us. The mere

thought of an ocean of souls sweeping with unceasing

flow over the falls of death, makes us realize how impo

tent we are to find a solution of the enigma through a

mere process of logic" (Excerpts from All in All).

Meditating upon the great question, Sir Eobert

Anderson thus presents the problem to himself in his

Hurmm Destiny:

"According to the most careful estimate, the popula-
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tion of the world exceeds one thousand and four hundred

millions. Not one-third of these are Christians even in

name; and of this small minority how few there are

whose lives give proof that they are traveling heaven

ward! And what is the destiny of all the rest? Any

estimate of their number must be inaccurate and fanci

ful; and accuracy, if attainable, would be practically

useless. As a matter of arithmetic it is as easy to deal

with millions as with tens; but when we come to realize

that every unit is a human being, with a little world of

joys and sorrows all his own, and an unbounded capacity

for happiness or misery, the mind is utterly paralyzed

by the effort to realize the problem.

"And these fourteen hundred millions are but a

single wave of the great tide of human life that breaks,

generation after generation, upon the shore of the un

known world. What future then awaits these untold

myriads of millions of mankind? Most of us have been

trained in the belief that their portion is an existence of

endless, hopeless torment. But few there are, surely,

who have carried this belief to middle-age unchallenged.

Sometimes it is the vastness of the numbers whose fate

is involved that startles us into skepticism. Some times

it is memory of friends now gone, who lived and died

impenitent. As we think of an eternity in which they

'shall be tormented day and night forever and ever', the

mind grows weary and the heart grows sick, and we turn

to ask ourselves, Is not God infinite in love ? Is not the

great Atonement infinite in value? Is it credible then

that such a future is to be the sequel to a brief and sorely

tempted life of sin? Is it credible that for all eternity—

the eternity in which the triumph of the Cross shall be

complete, and God shall be 'All in all'—there shall still

remain an underworld of seething sin and misery and

horrors?" So far Sir Eobert.

But thanks be to our heavenly Father for not leaving

us to the heart sickening uncertainty of questioning theo-
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lbgians or the labored speculations of philosophers con

cerning this grand subject. God has graciously revealed

His glorious purpose of the eons in His blessed word

giving us full assurance in all His will concerning the

Goal of the Universe. We quote from AU in All.

"It lifts the veil between things present and things

to come without the slightest vestige of that timidity

which naturally springs from uncertainty of mind. It

pushes materialism aside as being nothing but the weird

fancy of disordered brains and callous hearts, shows that

man is more than a product of blind forces with an origin

in the unknown and a destiny in chaos, and instead traces

his genesis to the God of love which knows no ending, a

patience which never wearies, and a wisdom able to over

come every obstacle with which rebellious wills would

seek to thwart His purpose of grace. It declares that this

earth is not a whirling speck of matter severed from all

other spheres of being, but rather that its past and future

are intimately linked with the history and destiny of all

other worlds, and that instead of its being—like a straw

in a whirlwind—the sport of gigantic forces, it is guided

on its onward course by the finger of God to a place of

government and rule in the reconstruction of the uni

verse. Nor must we imagine that the plans of the Creator

include merely the majority of men, for the God of the

surplus sparrow will have no ultimate 'waste' in the ful

fillment of His will. ...

"If a belief does not harmonize in full with the teach

ing of the Scripture, and the revealed character of God,

or if it emphasizes one of God's attributes so as to exag

gerate it over His other perfections, then it must be more

or less untrue. In reading a poem, if there is not a per

fect balance maintained between the different lines, we

become aware of its imperfection, of the lack of rhythm

which it betrays, and we know that the metre has been

thrown out of balance either by the presence of a super

fluous syllable, or the absence of a necessary one. God is
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the great Poem of the Universe, and His ways are but

the poetry of His attributes in their activity. When,

therefore, we seek to translate His ways into the terms of

doctrinal statements, and our translation betrays a lack

of poise and balance belonging to His perfections, we

know that such a lack of harmony owes its existence to

our having put into our statements something that should

have been left out, or having left out something we

should have put in.

"In studying the theories of human destiny, instead

of finding this symmetry and balance in them, we find

the reverse; and, as this doctrine does not stand alone

but is intimately connected with such vital subjects as

salvation, conciliation, and reconciliation, etc., we are not

surprised to find that incongruity here has transmitted

itself to these other articles of faith. And we may conse

quently expect that clearness of vision in one of these

doctrines must exert a clarifying influence on our views

in regard to those other subjects. ...

"The three great theories of human destiny may con

sequently be described as three great exaggerations. The

Augustinian exaggerates the duration of punishment.

The Annihilationist exaggerates the nature of punish

ment. And the Universalist exaggerates certain elements

in the nature of God. Each and all of these views amply

illustrate what we referred to as being 'mistranslations

of the divine perfections in the terms of our doctrinal

statements'. The final truth we must look for eleswhere,

satisfied that when found it will combine the truth com

mon to all, while eliminating the error attached to each.

"We may talk and write as we please concerning the

Creator's right to do as He pleases with those whom He

creates; but we must not forget that the will of God is

not something which can be understood apart from the

nature of God. 'Show me Thy glory,' was Moses' plea,

and God revealed it to him in the statement of His power

and freedom to confer forgiveness upon erring creatures.
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God is not experimenting in human life. He does not

adventure at the creature's risk. He does not gamble on

chance, or trust to a lucky turn of the wheel of life to

bring a possible handful of His creatures back to Him

self. In order to save one soul He is not compelled, by

some hideous necessity, to doom a hundred. When His

purpose in human life is completed, no debris will remain

to mar the finished perfection of His work. The circle of

human freedom is itself enclosed within the larger circle

of the divine decrees. 'Known unto God are all His

works.' Sin's entrance into the universe was no accident,

nor did it take the Almighty by surprise. God knew what

it would do when He allowed it to enter; and when sin

finally vacates the scene it will do so defeated in every

particular, not even a partial victor over any that God

brought into existence for Himself. Sin will not remain

in the universe, either as wielding the lash of endless

torment, or holding the sceptre of endless death. Death

itself shall die, and destruction be itself destroyed. That

such a glorious end is to be the grand climax of eonian

times, it is now our province to show from the store

house of God's revealed truth" (Excerpts from All in

All).

And those who have followed the unfolding of God's

Eonian Purpose conscientiously to this concluding study,

are prepared to enter into the precious heart-satisfying

truth of the glorious consummation which the great omni

potent God of love had in view from the beginning. But

for emphasis, let us first refresh our memory of the fun

damental evidences gathered from God's word in Chap

ter III—The Beginning of Creation.

THE BEGINNING OF ALL THINGS

Our God and Father has been pleased to leave us in

no doubt or uncertainty as to how it all began, but ill

clear, unequivocal language stated the Source and Goal

of all things for our assurance and joy. Let us read it:
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We are aware that an idol is nothing in the world, and that

there is no other God except One. For even if so be that there

are those being termed gods, whether in heaven or on

earth, even as there are many gods and many lords, neverthe

less to us there is one God, the Father, out of Whom all is, and

we for Him, and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through Whom all is,

and we through Him (1 Cor. 8:4-7).

0, the depth of the riches and of the wisdom and of the

knowledge of God! How inscrutable are His judgments, and

untraceable His ways! For who knew the mind of the Lord?

or who became His adviser? or who gives to Him first, and will

be repaid by Him? seeing that all is out of Him and through

Him and for Him: to Him be glory for the eons! Amen!

(Ronl. 11:33-36).

Assured by the Scriptures that there is One God, the

Father, out of Whom all is, the question of the source of

all things is settled to a finality. And regardless of how

far backward we may carry our thoughts, the omnipo

tent, omnipresent, omniscient God, the Father, is there.

And whatever else had a beginning, He had none, for

all is out of Him.

god's creative original

God Himself, though present and powerful, being

spirit, is invisible, intangible, imperceptible, and of nec

essity must have an Image to reveal Him to His crea

tures. Concerning this it is written that Christ is "the

Amen,, the Faithful and True Witness, and God's crea

tive briginal" (Un. 3:14), "the Son of His love, . . .
the Image of the Invisible God, Firstborn of every crea

ture" (Col. 1:14, 15). Being the Image of the invisible

God, the Son of His bosom, He reveals the Father in all

His love and glory (Heb. 1:3).

god's eonian purpose

We also learned that God's purpose of the eons was

made in Christ Jesus (Bph. 3: 8-12; Heb. 1:2), and that

He, being creation's Firstborn, the Effulgence of God's

glory and the Emblem of His assumption, is the Beloved

of the Father's bosom and the Enjoyer of the allotment
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of the universe, which He is carrying on by His own

powerful declaration (Col. 1:14-20; Heb. 1:2, 3; John

3:35; 1 Cor. 15:27).

THE DISRUPTION OF THE WORLD

Considering the creation of the heavens and the earth

—the universe—fresh from the hands of the Creator in

all its primeval glory, God being all-wise and omnipotent,

the question forces itself upon us: From whence came sin

and evil? Why did God permit them to enter creation?

Why the disruption of the primeval world?

These are legitimate questions, and it is only as we

seek to know the true purpose of the eons which God

made in Christ Jesus our Lord as revealed in the Scrip

tures, that we will be enabled to give an adequate and

satisfactory answer to them.

As said before, we emphasize again, that sin and evil

did not come into the universe by accident. They have

an essential, though transient part in God's purpose, and

He made ample preparation for them long before they

were ever allowed to enter. This* we have verified by the

following Scriptures:

Christ, ... a flawless and unspotted Lamb, foreknown, indeed,

before the disruption of the world (1 Pet. 1:19, 20).

. . . the Lambkin Which has been slain from the disruption
of the world (Un. 13:8).

Here we are divinely informed that Christ, in the

purpose of God, was a flawless and unspotted Lamb, fore

known, indeed, before, and slain from the disruption of

the world, when sin and evil entered. See Divine Calen

dar chart.

Thus we may apprehend that creation in all its per

fection and glory may reveal some of God's power and

wisdom, but His love can be displayed only where sin has

sown the seeds of hate. There could be no Saviour apart

from sin. There could be no reconciliation apart from
enmity.
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A perfect universe where creatures have no need of

God and His gracious administration, might show forth

glory and power and wisdom, but the lack of responsive

love would make it cold and pulseless. Hence, if God is

to have the deep satisfaction of requited love from crea

tures who know the precious sense of fatherly affection,

there must be distance, distress and condemnation, to

form the field for the exercise of His favor. In no other

way could He taste the sweet response of love from His

creatures.

This is the wherefore of the eons which God made in

Christ Jesus our Lord. Before the eons, there was no sin,

nor evil, nor condemnation, nor death, nor misery. And,

when the eons have been finished, all these things will be

gone, for, at the consummation, death will be abolished,

sin repudiated and all reconciled in perfect harmony,

love and bliss. The eons present the time periods during

which God effects His grand purpose—attuning all His

creatures to Him and each other in responsive love that

will find expression in a'universal reverberation of praise

for all eternity.

Having considered sin and evil in its relation to the

disruption, we now note its entrance into the world of

mankind. It is here that we may more clearly apprehend

the purpose which it has been divinely ordained to serve

in the eonian times.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD

After the great disruption, God restores the earth for

the habitation of mankind. And with the creation of

man, He makes a garden of delights—a paradise—and

places man in its midst. Good lay all about, unmixed

with evil. Health, strength, honor, glory, and companion

ship with one another and God were the constant posses

sion and privilege of Adam and Eve. Yet they knew

nothing of the blessedness of all these boons. This we
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may learn by careful attention to God's word. To most

minds, the tree of which Adam was forbidden to eat, was

evil. Yet first and foremost, it was the tree of the knowl

edge of good.

Thus we find at the very forefront of revelation, the

principle suggested which is the key to unlock the great

problems that perplex us most. It is this: All knowledge

is relative: it is based on contrast. The knowledge of

good is dependent upon the knowledge of evil. Hence the

tree in the garden was not, as we usually think of it,

merely the means of knowing evil, but primarily the

knowledge of good.

SIN AND DEATH

When Adam was placed in the garden, Jehovah God

declared a law, concerning the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil, saying:

The day you eat thereof, to die you are dying (Gen. 2:17).

This brings us face to face with the question of the

penalty of sin, concerning which a tremendous amount

of confusion reigns. But God's word, in its purity, is

clear and explicit. It is deathi Not "Adamic death" nor

"physical death"—terms which the Scriptures do not

use—but simply death in the scriptural sense: a com

plete state of dissolution and unconsciousness until the

resurrection.

The Scriptures repeatedly affirm that death is sin's

penalty, a few of which we will consider:

The soul that sinneth, it shall die (Eze. 18:4).

Through one man sin entered into the world, and through

sin death, and thus death came through into all mankind, on

which all sinned . . . (Rom. 5:12).

Sin reigns in death (Rom. 5:20).

The ration [wages] of sin is death (Rom. 6:23).

Now sin, fully consummated, is teeming forth death (James

1:15).

There is a sin to death (1 John 5:16).
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These Scriptures plainly and emphatically say that

death is the ration, wages, consummation of sin. They

picture sin as a tyrannical monarch reigning in death.

THE PURPOSE OF CHRIST'S MANIFESTATION

Failing to follow the Scriptures at all times on all

things pertaining to God's Eonian Purpose, many have

been led away from the glorious light of the truth con

cerning the Goal of the Universe. But, apprehending at

the very beginning of revelation that sin and death have

a transient part in God's purpose of the eons, we are

enabled to enter into the blessed realization of the pur

pose of Christ's manifestation.

As there could be no Saviour apart from sin; and no

reconciliation apart from enmity; therefore, sin was a

necessary prelude to salvation, and estrangement must

precede reconciliation, and it is through these that God's

heart could be bared and His affections shared by all His

creatures. But the office of sin and estrangement is not

effected until they are annulled and replaced by right

eousness and peace. So we learn the purpose for which

the Son of God was manifested was to undo what the

Slanderer had done. Let us grasp the fullness of the

Scriptures relative to this truth:

For this was the Son of God manifested, that He should be

annulling the acts of the Slanderer (1 John 3:8).

Since, then, the little children have participated in blood

and flesh, He also was very nigh in partaking of the same,

that, through death, He should be abolishing-Mm who has the

control of death, that is, the Slanderer, and should be clearing

those whoever, in fear of death, were through their entire life

liable to slavery (Heb. 2:14, 15).

. . . yet now, once, has He been manifested through His sac

rifice, for the repudiation of sin at the conclusion of the eons

(Heb. 9:26).

. . . yet now is manifested through the advent of our Saviour,

Christ Jesus, Who indeed, abolishes death, yet illuminates life

and incorruption through the evangel (2 Tim. 1:10).

The last enemy which is abolished is death (1 Cor. 15:26).
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With these wonderful Scriptures before us, we can

plainly see that as long as death holds one individual in

its embrace, the monarch Sin will still be reigning, and

the purpose for which Christ was manifested in His

sacrifice has not been accomplished!

THE GOSPEL OF THE GLORY OF CHRIST

How little men realize the odious violence they have

perpetrated on the evangel of the glory of Christ by their

traditional teachings which limit His work and rob Him

of the glory which He accomplished on the cross!

According to the Scriptures, Christ will save all, and

must save all, or His mission and sacrifice is a failure!

And this is the evangel of the glory of Christ, as it is

written:

Yet we are observing Jesus, having been made some whit

inferior to messengers (because of the suffering of death),

wreathed with glory and honor, so that He should, by the

grace of God, be tasting death for the sake of all (Heb. 2:9).

Again we read in Eomans 5:18, 19:

Consequently then, as it it is through one just

was through one offense thus award for all mankind for

for all mankind for con- also life's justifying,

demnation,

For even as through the through the obedience of

disobedience of the one thus the One the many shall

man the many were con- also be constituted just,

stituted sinners,

These Scriptures place the matter beyond the denial

that Christ's one righteous act is the basis upon which

all mamkind will yet be freed from every effect of Adam's

offense. Truly God locks up all in stubbornness that He

might be merciful to all (Eom. 11: 32). He creates the

conditions in which He can reveal His love to His crea

tures, and when the eons are finished, all will be united

to Him in responsive love and bliss that could be possible

under no other circumstances.
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CORRESPONDENT RANSOM FOR ALL

Another glorious truth given through Paul is the cor

respondent ransom for all. This, truth is ignored and

repudiated by orthodox theology, while some seize upon

it as a lash for others who do not hold their particular

form of teaching, yet at the same time are guilty of deny

ing all the essential facts connected with it. Our endeavor

is to be consistent with all of God's word, yet we are

especially strong in our belief in the correspondent ran

som for all, as it is written:

For there is one God, and one Mediator of God and man

kind, a Man, Christ Jesus, the One giving Himself a corres

pondent Ransom for all. ... (1 Tim. 2:5, 6).

This Scripture is clear and explicit that Christ is a

Man, and the One Mediator of God and mankind, and is

giving Himself, a correspondent ransom for all. Rever

ence for God's word and faith will take this just as God

has been pleased to state it, and repudiate all human

philosophy concerning it.

WHAT IS THE WILL OF GOD ?

For this is ideal and welcome before God our Saviour, Who

wills all mankind to oe saved and to come into a realization of

of the truth (1 Tim. 2:3, 4).

As God is operating the universe in accord with the

counsel of His will (Eph. 1:11), and He wills (not

merely is willing) all mankind to be saved, the matter is

settled—all mankind will he saved. It is here again that

the question is settled through faith, not theology.

But we have other Scriptures that add further weight

to these already considered. There is 1 Timothy 4: 9-10:

Faithful is the saying and worthy of all welcome (for for

this are we toiling and being reproached), that we rely on the

living God, Who is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of

those who believe.

Here is a truth that we are commanded to charge and

teach. God is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of

those who believe. This is a salvation within a salvation.
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Salvation is for all at the consummation, when Christ's

work at Golgotha will be realized in the abolition of

death, repudiating sin and making all alive. Those who

believe have the especial salvation—life for the eons of

the eons—before the consummation. Thus can we see the

significance of Christ's statement:

And I, if I should be exalted out of the earth, shall be drawing

all to Myself (John 12:32).

Contrary to the conventional idea that this speaks of

men "lifting up Christ in preaching", thereby limiting

the grand work of His sacrifice, the verse immediately

following states that He signified by what death He was

about to be dying. Therefore, Christ was exalted out of

the earth on Golgotha's tree, and shall yet draw all to

Himself.

Thus we have unequivocal evidence in the word of

truth that Christ came to abolish the works of the Slan

derer, the crowning one of which is death. He by the

grace of God, tasted death for the sake of all, that He

might abolish death and bring life and incorruption to

light through the -evangel; for God wills all mankind to

be saved, and He is the Saviour of aU mankind.

This opens the way for our consideration of the order

in which God's Eonian Purpose—to be AILin all—is to

be accomplished. Remembering that

. . . even as through one man sin entered into the world, and

through sin death, and thus death came through into all man

kind, on which all sinned . . . (Rom. 5:12).

We are also assured that

For since, in fact, death is through a man, resurrection of the

dead is through a Man also. For, even as, in Adam, all are

dying, thus, in Christ also, all s'hall be made alive (1 Cor.

15:21, 22).

Realizing "the tremendous issues involved we are

moved to give the original text as well as a strictly con

sistent sublinear translation so arranged as to show the

balance of the argument. This text and sublinear is from
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the Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures in

which each word is translated consistently as far as

English will allow.

" The thoughts are grouped on the page so as to

enforce the literary form which will enable us to grasp

the argument more readily as well as the vital relation

of each thought to the whole and its companion passage.

The three classes of those who are made alive are each

given a separate line. The description of the consumma

tion is shown to be an epanodos, or reversal^ as is indi

cated by the vertical lines connected by dots, in which

the handing over of the kingdom is shown to be equiva

lent to the subordination of the Son; the abolition of all

mediate rule with the subordination of all; the reign

until all is beneath His feet is repeated in the subordina

tion of all beneath His feet. But the center and core of

the consummation, as it relates to the resurrection (or

rather, malting alive), lies in the statement that 'the last

enemy to vanish is Death'. This explains why the con

summation is spoken of as though it were the third class

of those made alive. This explains how it is that all shall

be made alive. There is no need of defining who are

included in the last class, for it is already certified in the

'all', and is further substantiated in the abolition of the

death state. "Whatever we hold as to the nature of the

death state, we should let this truth sink deep into our

hearts: Death is to be abolished. Let those who are accus

tomed to the thought that it is merely meant to indicate

the cessation of the act of dying (for which the Greek

has a different expression) substitute that thought and

see what place it can possibly have in the apostle's argu

ment. What connection has it first of all, with the

thought of 'making alive' ? How does it prove that all are

to be made alive? How can it refer to a distinct class

from those who have been previously raised ? The* argu

ment demands the abolition of the death state and will

not be satisfied without it."
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THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE RESURRECTION

For since, in fact, death is through a man, resurrection of the

dead is through a Man, also (1 Cor. 15:21).

" Death, as it is in the universe today, was channeled

through mankind. Not only did it come through Adam

to his posterity, but its dark stream overflowed to the

creatures below as well as the creatures above. This

truth helps to restore the primitive reading of Hebrews

2: 9, which tells us that Christ tasted death for all, apart

from God. Not all men merely, but all. So mankind does

not only endure death itself, but channels it to all the

universe.

"And the converse is just as true. Resurrection comes

through mankind, for Christ was raised as a Man. But it

will not stop with mankind, but, with a scope as wide a$

death, it will embrace the universe. The Corinthian^

denied the resurrection of any; the apostle insists on the

resurrection of all! ;

"Death was introduced into the universe by a mail;

and resurrection likewise is brought to all by a Man. For

as in Adam all are dying, thus also in Christ shall all ]>e

made alive. It is instructive to notice that it is not said

that all shall be raised, though that will be fulfilled at the

judgment of the great white throne. They are made alive,

as we shall see, at the consummation. But the main

point to be insisted on here is its universality in both

cases. In Adam all are dying. Thus all shall be made

alive in Christ. This has been met by the contention that

only those 'in Christ7 are meant. But the passage con

veys that force without the addition of 'air and it would

be quite redundant.

THREE CLASSES IN VIVIFICATION

"Three classes are made alive. These are:

I. Christ the Firstfruit (in the past).

II. Those who are Christ's (at His presence).

III. The balance of mankind (at the consummation).
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■"■This is the ' explanation'of 'as in Adam all are

dying, thus, in Christ also, shall all be made alive'. But

when will this occur ? Even as there are three classes so

also there are three distinct times when they will be made

alive. Christ has already been raised to die no more.

Others have been raised, as Lazarus, and the widow's

son, and Jairus' daughter, and the son of the Shunam-

mite (2 Kings 4:35), and the widow of Zarephath

(1 Kings 17:22), but the resurrections here alluded to

are not of this character. Many arose after His resurrec

tion, but they are not counted here because, in the strict

sense of the word, they were not 'made alive' beyond the

reach of death. If some should say that 'it is appointed

unto men once to die . . .' we only need remind them of

the fact that this word 'once' is followed by 'and twice'

in two of its occurrences (Phil. 4:16; 1 Thes. 2:18), and

that the very term 'second death' denies it. Those who

are Christ's are to be raised 'at His presence'. This term

parousia is no special term to denote a particular event

connected with His coming. As here, it denotes simply

His being present. It includes our out-resurrection and

the spoiling of Israel's tombs as well. All who are

Christ's are then raised to die no more.

"Death is death, whether it is the first or second

death. To imagine that the abolition of the death state

results in the lake of fire, which is the second death, is an

outrage on God's revelation. Why should the second

death not be death as well as the first? Was the second

watch (Luke 12: 38) not a watch at all? Or the second

sign (John 4:54) ? And was not the Lord a Man because

He is the Second Man (1 Cor. 15:47) ? So also is the

second death, death.

"Besides, after the first death has been cast into the

lake of fire, which is the second death, what death is left

to be discarded? At the consummation, when this takes

place, the only death which can be abolished is the second

death. Instead of this passage referring exclusively to
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the first death, it has no bearing upon it at all. It refers

only and exclusively to the second.

''The next resurrection is at the judgment of the

great white throne. But it is not even alluded to here

because, as in the cases already adduced, those who

appear before its awful light shall not live, but die the

second death. When, then, is the third class 'made alive'?

At the consummation, for then the death state itself is

abolished, making it clear that 'in Christ all shall be

made alive'.'7 (Excerpts from All in All)

Now for concluding evidence on all this, we correlate

three Scriptures that should be final to all truth lovers.

They read:

. . . yet now, once, has He been manifested through His sacri

fice, for the repudiation of sin at the conclusion of the eons

(Heb. 9:26).

Sin reigns in death (Rom. 5:21).

The last enemy which is abolished is death (1 Cor. 15:26).

Christ was manifested in His sacrifice for the repudi

ation of sin at the conclusion of the eons. Sin reigns in

death, therefore, with the abolition of death at the con

summation, as the last enemy, sin will be repudiated, all

made alive in Christ, and the glorious work of His cross

accomplished.

THE GREAT ABDICATION

Oft have we read of the abdication of earthly mon-

archs—some because of ill-health and bodily weakness,

some because of misrule, and others through lack of

power to hold the obedience and loyalty of their sub

jects. But at the consummation of God's Eonian Pur

pose we read of a glorious abdication the like of which

has never been entertained by any of earth's monarchs.

Think of a reign so beneficent that all is brought to such

a state of perfection, that the need of the restraints

of government vanishes. And so will it be in the final

eon of the administration of the complement of the

eras, when the whole universe is headed up in the
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Christ—in the heavens as well as on the earth (Eph.

1:10, 11). Then, reigning as the Son of the Father's

love until all, whether on the earth or in the heavens, is

reconciled unto God through the peace made in the blood

of His cross (Col. 1:14-20), the blessed fruition of His

exaltation on Golgotha's cross will be realized. Every-

knee having bowed, celestial and terrestrial and subter

ranean, and every tongue having acclaimed Jesus Christ

as Lord for the glory of God, the Father (Phil. 2: 5-11),

then will come the great abdication, according as it is

written:

Thereafter the consummation, whenever He may give y,p the

kingdom to God, even the Father, whenever He should be abro

gating all sovereignty and all authority and power. For He

must be reigning until He should be placing all His enemies

under His feet. The last enemy which is abolished is death.

For He subjects all under His feet. Now whenever He may be

saying that all has been subjected, it is evident that it is out

side of Him Who is subjecting the universe to Him. Now,

whenever the universe may be subject to Him, then the Son

Himself also shall be subject to Him Who subjects the universe

to Him, that God may be all in all (1 Cor. 15:24-28).

Before ever a creative fiat went forth, the transcen

dental purpose was, that God should be AH in all. Not

all in some; not much in all, but All in all. Is it any won

der if the eyes of faith at times have blinked when called

upon to gaze upon that wondrous Goal of the Universe ?

God is all in Christ now. He will be all in His saints

when we are made alive, at His presence. He will be All

in all when death is abolished at the consummation. And

God will have it all; He has written it all; and He meant

to write all, and not a weaker word. Nay, and those who

have faith to take Him at His word will have it God All

in all.

What a marvelous outcome of God's purpose! What

a Christ we have, Who can accomplish such a complete

reconciliation! All creatures reconciled to the great God

of love, in the kingdom of the Father, to which there is

no consummation. This is the Goal of the Universe!

The complete series on "God's Eonian Purpose" has been issued
in book form, $2.00.



HOW TO USE THE CONCORDANCE

The Introduction to the Concordance explains its plan.

This should be read carefully. Everything is in alphabet?

ical order. To find a given word, as "know" turn to the

letter K, and the KNOW will be found in large capitals

on page 185. If a word is not a standard, it will

be found in small type, followed by its standard. Thus

investigate will be found an inch and a quarter from the

bottom of the first column on page 171, followed by

thru-know. Turning to KNOW on page 185, 186, and

187, all standards beginning with know (as KNOW-effect,

KNOwer, KNOwize) will be found listed first. Then those

starting with another standard follow, in alphabetical

order, as before-know, down-know, on-know, together-

know, thru-know, investigate. Here the definition is

given, followed by the grammar and occurrences. The

LARGE CAPITAL letters and the small lower case letters

together are arranged alphabetically, ignoring the small

capitals, and the grammatical signs, (as to, Mid., Pass,,

etc.), which clearly are not alphabetical. Read the initial

letters of the lines of a few columns, and note the various

kinds of type and their uses. The LARGE CAPITALS
head each group containing the same element. The

small capitals list the remaining words. But the

small lower case is merely an index pointing out the ele

ment where the word will be defined and the occurrences

listed. After a little use the simplicity and advantage of

this arrangement will be evident. -

Always look for the simplest form of a word. Thus

eons (plural) will be found under eon (singular) page

102, near the top of the first column. The principal

ELEMENT also, is in its simplest form. Thus, in looking

for the occurrences of "eon, un-if-being" turn to BE

(not BEING), on page 32, under the prefix un- near the

foot of the first column.

Usually the grammar of a word is remembered as well

as the word itself. This helps in quickly finding a given

passage in this concordance. Thus, it is not necessary to

look through every occurrence of "love" to find "God

. . . loves the world". On page 213, first column, is the

past first: ye-loved, then the indefinite, i-love, we-love,

you-love, then the form we want, —loves MklO21 Lu747

Jn316, the passage sought.



D&corbant

CONCORD OR DISCORD?

Concord or discord ? We are all aware of the discordant

state of the church today, especially in the realm of inter

pretation and exposition. We all would like to change

it to a concordant condition. Many are convinced that

compromise will not give any real relief. I am convinced

that much might be done if the foundations of our faith

were more concordant. Our translations are measurably

discordant and based on human tradition. All unity must

be based oii God's word. So it is of supreme importance

that we have that word as God gave it, pure and unadul

terated. This sermon is out of the ordinary, for I wish

to devote it to a method of study which, I am convinced,

will do much to restore to us God's pristine revelation.

Archaeology has done much to confirm the truth of

holy writ. The spade of the investigator must remove

much rubbish in order to unearth the facts of ancient

history. The method I wish to speak about might be

called an archaeological expedition into the realm of

words. I would rather restore the meaning of a single

word in a passage of God's treasure house of truth than

discover a thousand tombs rich in royal spoil. Think

how wonderful it is to remove the rubbish of nearly three

thousand years and uncover a thought which has been

hidden from mankind ever since! This is the kind of

digging which honors God and His word and reveals the

glories of His Christ.

Gur tools for this task are very simple. We must

have a concordance, preferably of the original, or turned

into English, such as the Englishman's Concordance of

the Greek and Hebrew Scriptures. Concordances of
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translations are worse than useless. Then comes the

laborious work of compiling the facts somewhat as the

alert business man of today works up his statistics and

his plotted charts. We must know facts first if we wish

to have the truth. It must be understood that the trans

lators of the Authorized Version prided themselves on

the variety of ways in which they rendered the words of

the original. Over a hundred Greek words are rendered

by more than five English equivalents. These, in turn,

are used for other Greek words. The Hebrew is even

more discordant. They really tended toward a running

commentary, that is, they made it read well, they made

it mean what they concluded it ought to mean, rather

than cleaving with rugged and unpopular fidelity to the

facts.

We cannot altogether blame them for this, for they

could not help feeling their acceptability to men much

more keenly than their responsibility to God. The Eevis-

ers found this out. Even though they refrained from

doing much which they wished to do, popular feeling

resented the little they did. If it were possible for a man

to produce a version absolutely true to the facts of the

original, yet, of necessity, devoid of the ear-tickling

phraseology to which we are accustomed, he would not

be able to market his work. So only those few who really

hunger and thirst for God, who wish the bread of life

rather than the cake of religion, will dig as we hope to

do for hid treasure, beneath the rubbish heap of tradition.

Instead of theorizing further, I will give two exam

ples of this method of Scripture study. One will appeal

to the gospel preacher, for it deals with that oft-quoted

passage, so much needed in these days of formal and life

less religion, "all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags".

The other will interest students of prophecy, for it takes

up the passage in Daniel which has become the theme of

sermon and song, "they that be wise shall shine as the

brightness of the firmament; and they that turn many
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to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever". These

are but samples of many more which might be given,

but they will illustrate the great need for harmonious or

concordant renderings if we really wish the truth of God.

FILTHY RAGS

One of my favorite texts in preaching the gospel was

"All our righteousnesses are as filthy rags" (Isa. 64: 6).

I was very fond of this passage, and would have suffered

much to maintain it, for I was certain it was the word

of God. Imagine my consternation when I studied the

phrase concordantly, *and found there were no "filthy

rags" there, but rather "ornamental garments"! It

made me a little bitter at the time. The version I used

was put out by a society which absolutely refuses to put

out any "corrupt" version of the word of God. Here I

had been contending for man's word, thinking I had

been suffering for the word of God!

My profound disgust was still further deepened when

I discovered that this mistake was not by any means an

original discovery with me. At the beginning of the last

century Parkhurst pointed it out, translating it "gar

ment of ornaments, or ornamental showy garments,

gaudy perhaps in the sight of men, but hypocritical and

covering a corrupt heart". He refers to an earlier

writer. Even Gesenius, who is taken as authority by

traditional scholars, gives no such meaning as rags, but

says, "a garment, especially a precious one". Why is

this kept in our Bible? It shows the awful callousness

of the hearts of the religious world. It would be a sacri

lege to expunge an error from the "uneorrupt" version

which has become the idol of corrupt Christendom!

Even the Eevisers have been reluctant to attack so

popular an error. They altered it to "polluted gar

ments", which amounts to the same thing, yet* does vio

lence to only one word instead of two. My readers, who

are doubtless prejudiced in favor of the venerated ver-
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sion we all have learned to love, must allow that, in the

eyes of the Eevisers, rags was wrong, I have their

"authority" back of me for the rendering garments.

Later on I will prove this to be right. Just now, I only

wish to show that I am not making wild, unsupported

assertions, lest my criticism be mistaken for fanaticism.

Do not take my word for anything. I am only a sign

post, to point out the facts for your consideration. Form

your own conclusions.

Leeser, who is often quoted as an authority because

he gives the Jewish viewpoint in his version, fails us

here. He renders it, "a soiled garment". I have been

much interested in his translation, but find that a con

cordant version is so superior as to be in an entirely dis

tinct class. As between the traditional opinions of

Hebrew and "Christian" scholars there is not much

choice. One is bad and the other is worse, though it is

not clear which it is! Eotherham, who is often good,

has "garment polluted", as the Eevisers. If it were

worth the effort, I would look up all his translations of

this word. I do not think that he or the Eevisers ever

rendered it polluted on any other occasion.

The Hebrew word bgd (usually supplied with vowels

as beged) is translated in the Authorized Version, as

follows:

garment— - 105

clothes 54

raiment 12

cloth 11

apparel 4

robe -. 4

very (idiomatic) 2

wardrobe 2

clothing 1

• ; lap 1

.vesture 1

rags 1
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These facts practically force us to translate it gar

ment or cloth. Clothes is not needed, as it can always be

replaced by garment, and, together with clothing, is

needed to represent another Hebrew word. Raiment,

apparel, robe, and vesture, are especially interesting, as

they are used of good or fine or gorgeous garments, the

very antithesis of rags. The other renderings, wardrobe,

lap, and very, are mere accidents of language.

It certainly does not need a scholar or an expert to

deduce from this table that rags is wrong. The Hebrew

word itself, apart from any context or modifying term,

means garment, or cloth, so far as its usage is concerned.

After all, the only real dictionary is the usage of a word,

that is, the manner of its use in all of its contexts. Sub

sequent tradition, and modern scholarship may insist

that this word means rags, but no one subject to God's

word alone will give a penny for all such authority.

Facts are formidable. Human opinions are evanescent.

But we should always take into consideration the

near kin of a Hebrew word. Its close relatives often

throw light on its meaning. This word as a verb (thus

voWeled- as bagad) is usually rendered be treacherous.

At first the connection may not be clear. It is found in

our word cloak. The picture is that of one who wears a

garment, or cloak, to conceal his real figure. Hebrew

is a remarkable language in this way. Such metaphysical

ideas as treacherous are expressed by the means usually

used in enacting it. Another notable feature of Hebrew

is its root system. Usually three letters provide us with

the basis of a family of words, which have a common

meaning. The underlying thought in the triad bgd is

cloak. The noun means garment, cloth. The verb means

be treacherous. The adjective is treacherous.

ORNAMENTAL, NOT FILTHY

I do not doubt that a garment, though ever so fine,

may be filthy. Thus the high priest Joshua was clothed
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in filthy garments. But the word filthy and its deriva

tives is the translation of about seven different Hebrew

words, which may be better rendered, unclem, isolated,

copper, rebellious, tainted, and ornamental. The latter

word, odi, is rendered as follows in the Authorized

Version:

ornament 10

excellent (idiomatic).... 1

filthy 1

Two occurrences of the word mouth are usually in

cluded in this list in the concordances, but these really

belong to another word. Again we say, why translate

ornament ten times and, without any real provocation,

change to filthy? Are they synonyms!

Now comes the real test. If we have really unearthed

the proper phrase, the result must give us a sane and

vigorous thought in full accord with its context. Let us

translate concordantly: "All our righteousnesses are as

ornamental garments." Isn't that much more graphic

and compelling than the traditional rendering? Right

eousnesses are never figured by rags in the Scriptures.

They are always represented by fine white clothing. But

they may be a mere hypocritical covering. This is the

point here! The religion of the Jew was, to a large

extent, an exterior, man-made, Godless garment, worn

by a self-righteous Pharisee. Today Satan is a messenger

of light, and his ministers me ministers of righteousness.

They were, not "filthy rags", but ornate vesture. They

covered themselves with an artificial righteousness which

is most acceptable to religious humanity.

I would not entirely rid myself of this ornamental

garment of hypocrisy if I did not, at this point, protest

against the action of those agencies who profess to pub

lish and disseminate nothing but the absolute truth in

uncorrupt versions of the word of God. This should be

our high aim, but it is tinged with hypocrisy to claim it
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for any version which transforms "ornamental gar

ments" into "filthy rags". Corruption is not removed by

years or respectability or popularity. Let us cry to God

for a version which at least makes an honest effort to be

rid of human tradition. All will bear me witness that this

investigation and its results are not based on human

learning or reasoning or tradition, but on evidence open

to all who care to convince themselves.

We will now turn to another example. It is more dif

ficult. It is just as good English to say "ornamental gar

ments" as "filthy rags". Eeligion today will not wor

ship under God's sky. It must have the dimness of

human habitations. If the truth is not presented in a

pretty dress it prefers error. It is not always possible to

express the facts in English to which we are accustomed.

The only trustworthy method is to accustom ourselves to

it, for we can change. God's word cannot and will not.

That is the objection to the next example. At first it

seems strange. Only those who are fascinated by its

truth will accept the form in which it is presented.

WARN, NOT SHINE

In the Authorized Version we read that "they that

be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament;

and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for

ever and ever" (Dan. 12: 3). The English revisers have

made no change. The American committee have merely

altered be to are. Leeser has it, "And the intelligent

shall shine brilliantly like the brilliance of the expanse

(of the sky), and they that bring many to righteousness

shall be like the stars, for ever and ever." Eotherham

renders it, "they who make wise shall shine like the

shining of the expanse,—and they who bring the many

to righteousness like the stars to times age-abiding and

beyond." Concordantly, it comes out, "the intelligent

shall warn as the warning of the atmosphere, and they
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that justify many [shall be] as the stars for the eon and

further."

We wish to confine ourselves to the word warn in

place of shine or brightness or brilliance, as the others

translate it. Those who do not relish bread, but must

have cake, will, of course, prefer the discordant render

ings, and refuse to consider any others. Those who de

mand the truth, which is far more palatable than the

finest error, once you get the taste, will wish to know the

facts. We should admit, first of all, that these renderings

are based on ancient tradition and on the Septuagint

translation. The ancient rabbis so understood Daniel.

The question is, Can we actually penetrate to the truth,

past tradition so venerable and firmly established? It is

doubtful if any but the concordant method could accom

plish this.

Now for the facts: The Hebrew word zer (usually

transliterated as zahar) occurs 22 times as a verb and

twice as a noun in Hebrew, and once as a verb in Chal-

dee. The Authorized Version translates the verb as warn

18 times, as admonish twice, as teach once, and as shine

once (in this passage). The noun is rendered brightness

twice (once in this passage). The Chaldee is translated

take heed.

Conversely, warn is used only once for another word,

which means testify, so there is no other Hebrew word to

express it. Admonish is needed by isr, discipline. Teach

is the rendering of eight other Hebrew words, as mentor,

understand, speak, know, discipline, be-intelligent.

Its true equivalent is the factitive of Imd, learn, which

it translates more than fifty times. Shine is the transla

tion of about ten Hebrew terms, such as lighten, irradi

ate, radiate, brighten, reflect, and horn. Its equiva

lent is yfo, which the Authorized Version, with one ex

ception, always translates shine. Brightness has several

Hebrew words back of it, but one, nge, usually claims it.

It will be seen from an analysis of these facts that
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our translators themselves have subconciously placed

their approval on warn as the translation of zer, the word

they render shine and brightness in Daniel 12: 3. How

ever much we may applaud its sentiments or its phras

ing, to one who has an ear for the music of the spirit, it

is most discordant in relation to the remainder of God's

revelation. The question now arises, Is the verbal har

mony of the concordant rendering confirmed by the con

text and by other parts of the Scriptures? To this we

now address ourselves.

What is the setting? As to time, it is the unparalleled

era of distress which will overtake Daniel's people at the

end of the eon (Dan. 12:1). It is difficult to catch the

exact thought in the usual renderings. What is the

brightness of the expanse, or firmament? At first sight,

the concordant version is no clearer. What is the warn

ing of the atmosphere? Our Lord doubtless had this pas

sage in mind when He rebuked the throng. He said to

them, "Whenever you should be perceiving a cloud ris

ing in the west, immediately you are saying that a storm

is coming, and it is occurring thus. And whenever it is

blowing from the south, you are saying that there will be

a scorching wind, and it is occurring. Hypocrites! You

are aware how to be testing the aspect of the sky and

the earth, yet you are not aware how to be testing this

era! Now why, even of yourselves, are you not deciding

what is just?" (Luke 12:54-57).

In this light the word warn fits into its place here like

a jewel in its setting. The intelligent of Israel will

observe the warnings in the spiritual sky at the time of

the end and warn their fellows of the coming storm. And

is not this the very function of the messengers, or

"angels", of the seven ecclesias, or "churches", which

come before us in the second and third chapters of the

Unveiling? Here is an unsuspected concord between

Daniel and the Apocalypse.

Nor is this all. These messengers, who sound the
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warning to their brethren, are seen under the figure of

stars. '' The seven stars are messengers of the seven

ecclesias" (Un. 1: 20). Their warnings will cause many

to be just in reference to the fearful worship of that day.

So Daniel continues, "they that justify many are as the

stars. ..." The more we ponder it, the more certain it

seems that the concordant version not only harmonizes

with the Hebrew vocabulary but is luminous with light

that reveals its concord with the rest of revelation. Let

each one choose. Do you wish your ears tickled? Or

would you prefer the solid satisfaction and joy which

comes from a clearer apprehension of God's holy word?

Let us allow the rendering to be right. Then we have

made an archaeological find indeed! The Septuagint was

translated several hundred years before Christ. We do

not know that anyone has discovered what we have since

that time. This goes to show that God's holy word is a

living organism, complete in itself, and that the most

reverent, the most God-honoring "scholarship" does not

consist in turning the tiny searchlights of human learn

ing and cognate languages on the original, but rather in

investigating it in its own light. The word of God is not

a mere candle, or a beacon, or like the reflecting moon.

It is the sun which gives us light and life and love, which

cannot be seen by holding up the black flame of a candle

against its disc, but only by its own illumination.

A. E. K.

GOD ALL-POWERFUL

" I no longer believe that God ever did create a being

that was capable of hindering or frustating any of His

loving plans or purposes, and they that believe Satan

ever accomplished anything along that line know not

God, and many, very many, who profess to love and

serve Him are actually ignorant of His wisdom, power,

and love."—T. E. McD.
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BEING THE SECOND NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-TWO

EDITORIAL

God's Word, as originally written, is the only basis of

our faith. Two articles in this issue, "That Will by No

Means Clear the Guilty/' and "They Shall Not Live,"

should show how indispensable a concordant translation

is. The more godly men are, the more firmly they uphold

God's revelation, the more thoroughly they will be de

ceived by such errors in our Bibles. Hence we urge our

readers to study the originals or a concordant version.

Much of our message will be lost otherwise, and much of

it will seem unscriptural because it does not accord with

the Bible. One who recently received the Concordant

Version and really examined it, writes: "I like the work

extremely well. I am telling my friends soberly that

$500 would not buy my copy if I were sure I could not

buy another. It is going to make a great difference in

my work in many ways."

Another problem which confronts us can be solved by

the notes in the version. Much of our magazine will not

be intelligible without what has gone before. To repeat

this would be a great handicap. The gist of it is found

in the version notes. Fuller presentation is found in back

numbers, of which we have a good stock. We hope to

advance in the presentation of the truth.

The article on "Imputation or Transmission" will

repay close and careful study. In order to give a view of

the whole subject at one time it has been greatly con

densed. The most profit will come from cross references.

Error is the best background for truth.
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Before beginning our series on the relation of Christ

to God, we wish to clear the ground of the Trinitarian

heresy, which hinders many from considering God's

plainest declarations. Like evolution, it has not a single

fact for a foundation, yet inflicts its philosophy upon the

leaders of religion.

We urge our readers to carefully consider the article

in the series on The Divine Mysteries in this issue, en

titled "From Enmity to Peace". Much teaching con

cerning the "one body" is vitiated by failure in discern

ing that the figure of a new humanity, is a entirely dis

tinct conception. The body is never called a "man".

Furthermore, that section of the secret which deals with

our relationship to the saints is not confined to the body,

as is usually taught. The figures used, citizenship, the

family, and the temple, are all universal illustrations,

and denote blessings which belong to all saints, which are

not confined to the present administration of grace. We

not only have a part in these, but the secret now revealed

gives us an equal portion with the Circumcision. They

were in God's kingdom; they were in God's family; they

were God's temple before us. Now we share these things

with theni, though our place is among the celestials. Let

us not sever ourselves from God's saints! Let us not rea

son away God's revelation! Let us interpret each passage

only in line with its context and in accord with the exact

significance of its words and the minute microscopic vari

ations of its grammar.

Eadio is entering the mission field. Station HCJB (Hoy

Gristo Jesus Bendice— Today Christ Jesus Blesses) is

projected for Ecuador, South America, high in the moun

tains, at Quito, near the equator. It hopes to begin broad

casting by the fall of the year.

We acknowledge the receipt of a small booklet on "Pal

estine* the Jews, the British Government, and Bible

Prophecies", by Philip Sidersky, from The Defenders

Publishers, Wichita, Kansas, ten cents.
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God has said, "As, in Adam, all are dying, so, in Christ,

all shall be vivified" (1 Cor. 15: 22). This is done "that

God may be All in all". In order to wrap a cloak of

Scripture about their unbelief, some insist that this pas

sage is "parallel'' with Revelation twenty and twenty-

one. But that is a resurrection of judgment, not of life.

Paul does not say all will be raised or roused. He is

speaking only of resurrection to life.

At the great white throne, those raised are not made

alive in Christ. The second death is not the abolition of

death! The first death cannot be the last enemy. Rule,

which is not the last enemy, continues during the period

of the second death. Authority continues in the new

earth. The saints reign. Christ is on His throne. He

does not hand over the kingdom and become subject

before the first death ends. It is possible to find utterly

false "parallels" in the Scriptures if we are determined

not to believe its plain assertions. God has said "all shall

be made alive". How pitiful it is to see His beloved

saints do their futile utmost to make Him recant His

gracious revelation!

In response to the many inquiries relative to the Pales

tine investigation expedition, we report as follows: The

time will depend on the necessities of the work. At pres

ent it seems best to delay the trip until the helpers on the

Hebrew translation are supplied with material, and a

further interval may be occupied by a sojourn in north

ern Europe and Great Britain to further other phases of

the work. As soon as details are arranged they will be

communicated to our honorary agents, who will notify

our readers of any arrangements which may be made, in

case there is not sufficient time to do so through the

magazine.

"The Lord's Supper," by Alexander Thomson, will ap

pear in an *early number of the magazine. The demand is

too great to be supplied by means of proofsheets.
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One of our special friends among the missionaries of

China has had a harrowing experience. Without warn

ing, the retreating communists sacked the city and rav

aged all of his personal property. They robbed, or gave

away, or destroyed almost everything. The missionaries

barely escaped capture, and were left little but their

lives. Yet they are happy to be counted worthy to suffer

in His service.

We regret the delay in filling orders for the Version and

the Concordance. It was caused by our desire to main

tain a high quality. The folding was not satisfactory.

Finally this has been overcome, and we now hope to fill

all orders promptly. We had no idea that it would take

so long. Otherwise we would have sent notifications to

that effect.

Our German friends will be pleased to know that we now

have a stock of Die Neutestamentliche Aeonenlehre, con

taining much the same matter as "The Eonian Times"

in All in All. It appeared as a serial in Das Prophetische

Wort and was written by the Editor, Direktor Schaedel.

We desire it as wide a circulation as possible among Ger

mans in this country. Twenty cents each.

We have a new supply of "Bliv forsonad med Gud!"

(Be Reconciled to God) and "Nagra av Skriftens vikti-

gaste Sanningar" (The Grandest Truth in the Scrip

tures) for our Swedish friends. These tracts are good

for letter enclosures, and may lead to rich blessing to

the recipients.

In response to inquiries, we wish to let it be known that

our legal counsellor is prepared to advise concerning

wills, bequests, and all other matters for the benefit of

the work, without cost.

Scriptural Songs will be ready to distribute before the

next magazine is printed. There will be sixty-seven songs

in a strong cover. The price will be twenty-five cents.
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IMPUTATION OR TRANSMISSION?

Poor, puzzled, muddle pated Paul! He had, according to

some up-to-date commentators, a great capacity for get

ting confused. Quite frequently his logic halts. If any

one should doubt that in Romans 5:13, 14 Paul became

confused and wandered off into a blind alley, we have the

assurancg of two reputable modern scholars that he did

so. One says: "The apostle finds the puzzle in verse 13

too much for him, and utilizes the phrase 'who is a figure'

as a means of returning to the idea with which he began

in verse 12, that of the parallelism between Adam and

Christ." The other says: "Death passed through the

race because all the members of the race, as a matter of

fact, sinned. To be sure, that leaves Paul in the position

of having failed to explain the connection of Adam's sin

with the sin of all men. Perhaps he was content to

have it so." Undoubtedly confusion exists—somewhere!

If these sagacious gentlemen are right, clearly Paul is

at fault in his thinking or else he has been so unfortunate

in his choice of words as to say the opposite of what he

means. We do not wish to be so impolite as to question

the accuracy of these scholars; but then, if Paul blun

dered, what becomes of apostolic inspiration and author

ity ? What we supposed was a divine revelation vanishes

like a piece of ice before the sunlight of a superior en

lightenment and intelligence. We should be duly grateful

to be rescued from the blundering of this so incompetent

apostle. But, as we look at the interpreters and correct

ors of Paul, we hesitate. The question arises, "Lord, to
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whom shall we go?" Has not this Paul proclaimed to us

the gospel of God concerning His Son ? Have we not with

him experienced its power for salvation, and shared

somewhat of his illumination of the knowledge of the

glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ ?

Away from his interpreters we turn again to Paul.

His words are few and clear and authoritative. If he

could read the interpretations his friends have imposed

on these verses, he probably would cry, "Lord, how are

mine adversaries increased! Many are they that rise up

against me." Take for example, the statement above

quoted: "Death passed through the race because all the

members of the race, as a matter of fact, sinned." Com

ing from the source it does, it is surely not willful dis

tortion, though it is direct denial of what Paul sfys. The

business of an expositor is not to criticize the words of

men, but to elucidate the Word of God. Yet when his

unquestionably sincere fellow believers have convictions

that are contrary to what seems to be the truth he must

find some explanation of their error that satisfies himself.

An examination of widely held theories and the repudia

tion of what has obscured and perverted God's word

may become his duty. Accordingly we shall first seek to

ascertain just what Paul teaches and then to indicate

some of the accretions of error that in popular religious

thinking have long adhered to these Scriptures.

For until law sin was in the world,

Yet sin is not being taken into account when there is no

law,

But death reigns from Adam unto Moses,

Over those also who do not sin after the likeness of Adam's

transgression,

Which is a type of that which is about to be.

This argument, though concise, is sufficient for the

double purpose it serves. First, it proves the assertions

of verse twelve. The necessity for such proof remains, as

will be seen by examination of some explanations of the

connection between Adam and the race. A limited period
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of history serves to prove that death falls on those who

are not held personally accountable for their sin. Second,

this period, which was conditioned by the results of one
man's offense, is the type of another period conditioned

by the other Man's obedience.

For connects the foregoing assertions with the proofs.

Until law sin was in the world. The sin is that actually

committed by each individual. Sin was here because

through one man sin entered the world. The manner of

its dissemination is by the propagation of the race from

a sinful head. The causal connection between Adam's sin

and that of his posterity has been traced in the words

" death came through into all mankind, on which all

sinned". All do not see that death, the penalty of sin, in

cludes a depraved condition from birth. Because death

is not seen to be the link between Adam's sin and ours,

various theories of the imputation, or reckoning, of

Adam's sin to all men have been formulated. Imputation

is an idea foreign to the text. Transmission is a fact, and

is the central thought. Sin and death are linked inter

changeably as cause and effect. If sin cast the blight of

death upon Adam's whole being, it depraved him. The

transmission of death is the transmission of depravity.

"Original sin" was the name given by the older theolo

gians to the results of the operation of the law of hered

ity. That divine law is formally stated in Genesis in the

words "bearing fruit after their kind", and in our

Lord's statement, "that which is born of the flesh is

flesh". The transmission from father to son of physical,

mental, moral, or other characteristics is universally

acknowledged. Some, such as Enoch and those who shall

be changed in a moment, escape the crisis of death, but

mortality is nevertheless transmitted to them, constitut

ing them sinners. Sin is in the world, but the presence of

death, its cause, often manifests itself earlier than sin

does, as in the cas6 of infants who die.

Yet sin is not being taken into account where there is
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no law. This principle of divine government is axiomatic.

Taken into account occurs in one other place, being used

in Philemon eighteen, "Be charging this to my account."'

It differs from the word "reckoning" in "not reckoning

their offenses to them" (2 Cor. 5:19) by having the

preposition en, in, prefixed to it, which adds the idea of

inscribing in a book. It is thus an accountant's term.

The idea of reckoning, or imputing, is quite prominent

in Paul's writings. Unfortunately it has been read into

our present text. It is assumed that, inasmuch as the sins

of men from Adam to Moses were not taken into acount,

some sin must have been put to their account so as to

ensure the death of all. At the most this is an assumption

which the words do not warrant. The argument is that

death reigns over those whose sins are not taken into

account.

In the absence of law, God does not take sin into ac

count. He does not charge to men the sin that is prop

erly theirs. Law formally puts sin to the account of the

transgressor so as to make him subject to its deserved

penalty. Where there is no law the sinner cannot know

sin in the character of disobedience, or transgression, or

offense. Though an act is sinful, it is not always com-

scious rebellion against the authority of the lawgiver. In

Adam's case death was the prescribed penalty for his

breach of a law. The infliction of death supposes the vio

lation of a positive law the penalty of which is death.

Sin which is not taken into account or reckoned to the

sinner as a breach of law cannot account for the reign of

death. The simple prohibition of Eden had no authority

over others than Adam, and even he could not disobey

it after his expulsion from Eden. Only one sin was

accounted to Adam. Nothing remains of that law save

the record of its statement in Genesis 2:16, 17, the story

of its violation, and the fact that its penalty is upon the

whole race. Where there is no law sinners cannot subject

themselves to its penalty. One reason for the prom-
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inenee of "one offence" is that Adam's sins subsequent

to his expulsion from the garden were not transgressions

of law. His subsequent sins do not account for the reign

of death nor are the consequences of them transmitted

to the whole race. We must, therefore, reject the con

clusion of the author above quoted that death passed

through to the race "because all the members, as a mat

ter of fact, sinned".

The word hut is emphatic. It stresses the fact,

apparently contradictory to the idea of non-imputation,

that death reigns from Adam to Moses. Though the men

of that period could not sin with the same responsibility

as Adam had, nevertheless they share the penalty of his

sin. Death sits as a tyrant upon the throne because his

reign is firmly established on the foundation of the divine

sentence pronounced in Eden. The enthronement of

death is the most terrible catastrophe of history. So

repulsive a condition as a race universally doomed to the

failure of mortality and death is unnatural. It can be

explained only as a divine infliction and a stupendous

disaster. It more than suggests that such a condition and

destiny cannot be the consummation of a beneficent Crea

tor's plan. Yet, concerning any happier consummation

philosophy and science are silent; they must stand aside

and wait for God to speak. And He says this dread state

of things is a type of a gracious and compensative state

where deliverance also shall be complete and universal.

Over those who do not sin after the likeness of Adam's

transgression. Adam's sin took the form of transgression
of a known law, besides being a disobedience and an

offence. The law was like a fence which God had placed

around the tree so that Adam could not reach it. He

broke down the fence and so transgressed. Law converts

sin into transgression and aggravates its offensiveness.

Not all sin is transgression. Hence men without law can

not sin after the likeness of Adam's transgression. Per

haps the majority of the race now living have never
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heard of God's law, nevertheless they are under the sway

of the tyrant death. Their sin cannot be taken into

account as transgression of law. Doubtless some of them,

with remnants of moral instinct and conscience, may take

their known sin into account and seek relief in some kind

of religion, while others, such as infants and the more

abandoned, may not. Nevertheless all alike die. The

reign of death where there is no imputation and no trans

gression proves that something deeper than the sins of

individual men is the underlying cause.

After Sinai law again turns sin into transgression.

Moses' law is so comprehensive in its prohibitions that

a sinner cannot act or even desire without becoming a

transgressor. But the penalties of Moses' law did not

supersede, annul, or remove the death that passed

through to all as the condemnation and penalty of the

one offence. Law gave a personal consciousness of guilt

that those without it could not have (3: 20; 7:8), and it

subjected those guilty of certain offences to the death

penalty, which was to be executed at the hands of the

people. Even though all know that sooner or later they

must die with or without law, these judicial inflictions of

the capital sentence of death, both in Israel's day and

ours, are real punishments. They should give point to

the fact that we all are condemned from our birth and

are subjected to a mortality that blights our whole exist

ence.

Even under law the transgressors are in some respects

very unlike Adam. An original and unique relation

existed between him and God on the one hand, and

between him and the race on the other hand. As directly

created he was a son of God, others becoming sons of God

only by creation in Christ Jesus. God appointed him the

responsible head of his race and lord of creation. While

Adam came immediately from the hand of God, all other

men are derived from the first father of the race. Adam,

with Eve who was created in him, was mediately the
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source of "the many". The whole of human nature was

in him; his descendants were not in him as individuals.

Before there can be any real evolution there must be

involution. Beeause the race was involved in Adam it is

evolved from him. The whole was weakened and cor

rupted in him as it could be in none but the head. Adam

involved humanity in sin and death, and that humanity

was evolved, or propagated, in the corrupted state to

which he brought it.

When Paul sees men without law dying he asks, For

the breach of what law is .this penalty inflicted? Death,

the visible mark of God's indignation, was threatened in

Eden and at Sinai, but why do those not having law die?

Why do infants die ? Why do those reclaimed from the

curse of the law die? His answer is, "Death reigns

through the one." And this fact is central in his teach

ing about racial sin.

This proof rests on the principle laid down in Romans

4:15, "Now where no law is neither is there transgres

sion." Or, to put it positively, where law is, there is

transgression. And because law makes sin transgres

sion "the law is producing indignation". Put law and

sin together and the result is trangression. Put law and

transgression together and the indignation of the author

ity behind law is provoked, and law must be upheld by

the infliction of a penalty. If death is natural and not

penal, then these words are pointless. Apply this prin

ciple to the facts. Sin is in the world, but where there

is no law there is no transgression, where there is no

transgression there is no legal penalty, where there is

no legal penalty there is no reign of death, nevertheless

the penalty has fallen on all men, even on those who have

transgressed no law. The unavoidable conclusion is that

behind the penalty there is indignation, and behind the

indignation a transgression, and behind the transgression

a law-breaker, and that law-breaker is the one man

through whom sin entered into the world.
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A very unfortunate rendering in the Authorized Ver

sion of First John 3: 4 says, "whosoever committeth sin

transgresseth also the law, for sin is the transgression of

the law". This is wrong and misleading. If sin were only

the transgression of the law, Paul's words would be unin

telligible and false, for sin could not be in the world till

Moses. Law would be chargeable for putting sin into the

world. Sin could be abolished by abrogating law. Law

does not create sin, it manifests what already exists.

"Sin is lawlessness" and has fallen on mankind as a

result of a transgression. Sin- is lawlessness because it is

inherently unable to conform to law. The law is a tran

scription of the inherent righteousness of God and states

what that righteousness must demand. Inability to meet

that demand is lawlessness. Lawlessness, like sin, is fail

ure. Sin in the world is evidence that a fell disease has

smitten every member of the race with impotence in the

presence of a spiritual law.

Scripture does not, however, teach that men without

a legal code are wholly unaccountable to God. Such a

false conclusion is disproved by the history of the race

from Adam to Moses, which records some of the greatest

visitations of divine indignation. The whole argument of

Eomans 1:18—3: 20 protests against such a conclusion.

It shows the outworking in history of the principle stated

in 1:18 which has nothing whatever to do with heredi

tary sin and death. It deals with those who refuse recog

nized truth. Confusion must always arise where per

sonal sins against light and the race destroying sin of

Adam are not kept in the separate places where God has

put these two distinct things. There is room outside the

penalties of law for the punishment of those who do not

receive the love of the truth. Even without law, truth

haters and rejectors of God may be worthy of death

(1:32). Such inflictions as fell on the antediluvians, on

Sodom and Gomorrah, and on Pharaoh were well de

served, and salutary for the race. These disciplinary
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measures reveal the fact of God's governmental dealing

with all men, they serve to instruct mankind in the ways

of God, and manifest the reactions of divine indignation

against the choice of darkness rather than light. But

they are not judicial inflictions resting on the violation of

a law known to carry a death penalty with its! breach.

Strictly, judgment must accord with a legal standard.

Those who sin in law will be judged by law. Transgres

sions of particular articles of the legal code will be sub

jected to detailed investigation. The nations who have

no law will not be so judged, but they will not escape

punishment. Being without law, ignorant of law, they are

simply lost without law (2:12). They are destroyed as

a consequence of their corruptions and by God's inflic

tions visited upon their choice of falsehood. "While our

Lord insists that the people of Sodom and Gomorrah

were less guilty than the cities of Israel, and Paul says

that God condoned, or "winked at", the times of the

ignorance of the nations, they were always subject to

inflictions, not for their ignorance but for knowledge of

truth which they refused (1:21, 28). God inflicted on

them the ignorance they chose (1: 24, 26, 28). The pun

ishments were made to fit the crime, specially grave sins

against truth receiving the punishments they merited. It

is also true that God is at all times acting through His

law that, whatever a man sows, whether with or without

law, that shall he reap also. This law deals with the

individual sinner, and differs from the law of heredity

by which death is transmitted from the head of the race

to its remotest members. The reign of death was not

limited to those who provoked God's indignation up to

the time of Moses. Saints like Seth, Noah, Abraham, and

the patriarchs died also.

Which is a type of that which is about to be. A type

denotes a person, event, or condition of things which pre

figures a corresponding person, event, or condition inihe

future. The period from Adam to Moses is a type of a
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then future period. The antitypieal period is that which

is about to be, or future, in relation to the time between

Adam and Moses. It was present when Paul wrote these

words and still continues. These words do not resume

and complete the broken parallel of verse 12. That is

done in verses 18 and 19, where the scope is as wide as

all human history. The type is a limited period of his

tory, as is also the antitype. Unless there are some anti-

typical facts that justify and compensate for the terrible

facts that have been considered, these are indeed hard

sayings. But the edge is taken off every objection when

it is seen what God has done for His destroyed humanity

by the Last Adam. Just as we, without being parties to

Adam's transgression, are dying, so we, while surely not

parties to the obedience of Christ, shall receive life and

righteousness. To argue that our personal sin must be

the meritorious cause of the death to which we are sub

ject is as reasonable as to argue that our personal right

eousness merits justification and life. But, as the chief

feature of the type is that our relation to Adam apart

from any choice or act of ours has involved us in his

doom, so the conspicuous feature of the antitype is that

our relation to the Last Adam shall involve us in His

just award. Paul has begun his proof of the universality

of Christ's work by proving Adam's disobedience to have

caused universal sin and death. Sin and death being in

His world, God goes there with His life-imparting grace.

• The type includes the features of the period from

Adam to Moses which are set forth in the text and which

are taken up and put in contrast with the present grace

in verses 15 to 17. Other features of the typical era

not referred to in the text but characteristic of that era

still obtain in the antitypical era. All human life is con

ditioned by certain blessings which God has dispensed.

The blessings of creation with its manifestation of the

imperceptible power and divinity of. God and the good

gifts that witness to the goodness of God (Acts 14:17)
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are still fundamental necessities of human life. The light

of conscience and moral instinct is an abiding dispensa

tion. Governments aae still God's servants for good,

restraining anarchy and bestowing benefits, though now

as always spoiled by the imperfection of the rulers. These

blessings are permanent dispensations to the whole race.

The promise dispensed to Abraham finds its fulfillment

in the gospel, while those who are in Christ Jesus are

liberated from subjection to the law. These dispensations

are the background of the dispensation of the secret of

the gospel.
THEORIES OF IMPUTATION

Various theories have been formulated by the great

theologians who have endeavored to deal with the subject

we are considering. The theories are, in the main, at

tempts to vindicate God's justice in imputing Adam's sin

to all and punishing it in them. Some meet the idea of

imputation with denial. There are points here and there

in these systems of theology with which we agree. Each

theory asserts that all the others are wrong, though all

agree that Adam sinned and that all men die. Beyond

this there is the widest diversity. We have taken the

utmost pains to state the different theories fairly, using

the language of the various schools without actually quot

ing in every case. Strange as some of the statements may

appear, they are not in any case caricatures. We abhor

the practise of some controversialists who attempt to

create prejudice against a view they reject. We rather

seek to approach these theories with the sympathy that is

so necessary to a fair understanding. Often they repre

sent the convictions of really great saints.

It should be understood that many of the terms are

not those that the present writer would use. The language

is that of the advocates of each theory. Again, terms are

used in varying senses by different schools. The word

imputation, for instance, is usually used as "not the

arbitrary and mechanical charging to a man of that for
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which he is not naturally responsible, but the reckoning

to a man of a guilt which is properly his own whether by

virtue of his individual acts, or by virtue of his connec

tion with the race''. Others who use the word imputation

would deny every assumption of this definition.

In order to get a comparative statement of the vary

ing theories we shall try to discover how each answers

the following questions, and then give our answer.

I. What is man's state at birth?

II. What is the effect of Adam's sin on his posterity?

III. How did all sin?

IV. What is depravity or corruption?

V. What is imputed?

VI. What is the death incurred?

VII. How are men saved?

1. The Pelagian theory is that propounded at Eome,

409, A. D., by Pelagius, a British monk. At the council

of Carthage, 418, it was condemned as heresy, and has

been repudiated by every great branch of the church.

Among its advocates are most of the Unitarians. It has

had a great revival among modern religionists who never

heard of Pelagius. He taught: I. That children are im

mediately created by God as innocent and free from

depravity as Adam was at his creation and as able to obey

God. II. The effect of. Adam's sin was only upon him

self. Adam was created mortal, death being an original

law of nature. He would have died whether he had

sinned or not. III. All sinned by following Adam's evil

example. Infants attain eternal life. The law is as good

a means of salvation as the gospel, and some men have

lived who did not sin. IV. Corruption or depravity is

the result to each individual of his own. evil habits.

V. Every man's own sins are imputed to him. The

human race neither dies on account of Adam's sin, nor

rises on account of Christ's resurrection. VI. The death

incurred by sin is spiritual and eternal. "All sinned,"
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that is, all who did sin, means " all incurred eternal death

by sinning after Adam's example." VII. Men are saved

by obedience to law or gospel.

It will be evident to all that Pelagius and Paul differ

at every point. Had Pelagius ever read Paul? Yet many,

who are more or less familiar with the Scriptures, start,

as Pelagianism does, with man, and make Christ a noble

example, following Whom man becomes his own -saviour.

2. The Arminian theory is that of voluntarily appro

priated depravity. It was propounded by Arminius, a

professor of the Universary of Leyden, South Holland

(1560-1609). He accepted the fact of the unity of the

race in Adam, but his interpretation was semi-Pelagian.

Indeed, many so-called Arminians are rather Pelagians.

Whedon and Raymond in America represent original

Arminianism. John Wesley greatly modified and im

proved this theory, and the Methodist bodies have been

its chief representatives.

Wesleyanism answers our questions thus: I. Man at

birth is depraved by inheritance, but he is able to co

operate with the influence of the Spirit, which God

bestows on each individual from the first dawn of con

sciousness. This gift is sometimes called universal grace.

It is sufficient to counteract the effect of inherited

depravity and to make obedience possible, if a man so

wills. II. The effect of Adam's sin is to corrupt his pos

terity physically and intellectually. This state does not

involve guilt or punishment. III. All sinned by con-

scously ratifying Adam's sin in spite of the Spirit's aid.

At the beginning of life men consciously appropriate

their inborn tendencies to evil. IV. Corruption is the

result of evil tendencies kept in spite of universal grace

which restores natural ability. V. Only man's own sins

are imputed. No guilt of Adam's sin is imputed, because

the guilt of all through Adam was removed by the justi

fication of all through Christ. VI. Physical and spiritual

death is incurred not by transmission but as a matter of
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arbitrary decree. ''Death passed through to all" means

that by divine decree all suffer the consequences of

Adam's sin. VII. Men are saved because God sent His

Son to be the satisfaction for the sin of the world, and on

that ground He remits all original sin and gives such

grace as enables all to attain eternal life. Those who

improve that grace and persevere to the end are ordained

to be saved. "Grace" is a word much used by Armin-

ians, but in their usage it means the restoration of man's

natural ability to act for himself; it does not actually

save, but it enables him to save himself, if he will.

3. The New School theory is the theory of uncon-

demnable corruption, which was built up by Hopkins,

Dwight, Finney, and others. It teaches: I. That each

soul is immediately created by God, yet that all men are

born with a physical and moral constitution that predis

poses them to sin, this predisposition being part of man's

nature as it proceeds from the creative hand of God.

This vitiated state is not sin; it is innocent depravity.

The later trend of this school was to put no emphasis on

depraved tendencies prior to actual sin. II. The moral

connection between Adam and his posterity communi

cates a vitiated state, but mankind is not condemned on

the ground of actually being in Adam. Consistently with

this doctrine of continuous creation, men are not con

stituted sinners by Adam through propagation, but by

direct creation of each in a vicious state. III. All have

sinned "by voluntary transgression of known law",

though they do not appear to say what law. IV. The

vicious state is not in itself sin. Sin consists solely in

acts, and in dispositions resulting from individual men's

acts. Infants before moral consciousness are innocent and

need no salvation. V. Man's own transgressions are im

puted to him. God imputes sin to all not as Adam's but

as their own, because they consent to his apostasy, and so

make it truly and properly theirs. VII. Physical death is

not penal infliction. It is simply a consequence which
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God has ordained to mark his displeasure at Adam's

transgression. "Spiritual death passed upon all men

because all men have actually and personally sinned."

VII. Men are saved by accepting Christ under the influ

ence of truth presented by the Spirit.

4. The Federal theory, or theory of condemnation by

covenant (Lat. foedus, covenant, compact, treaty), was

originated with Cocceius (1623-1687), professor at Ley-

den, and fully elaborated by Turretin (1671-1737),, a

Swiss theologian. It is the view of the Reformed as dis

tinguished from the Lutheran church, and is held by the

Princeton school, of whom Hodge was the representative.

Most of the Calvinistic theologians of the seventeenth

century were Augustinians as well as Federalists.

According to this theory God appointed Adam the repre

sentative of. the whole human race. With Adam asi its

representative God entered into covenant with the race,

agreeing to bestow on each member of it eternal life on

condition of Adam's obedience, but making the penalty

of disobedience to be the corruption and death of all his

posterity.

I. In execution of His sentence God immediately

creates each soul of Adam's posterity with a corrupt and

depraved nature, which is itself sin, and infallibly leads

to sinning. This depraved nature is condemnable.

II. Adam's sin ensured condemnation of his fellows in

the covenant, and their creation as depraved. Adam was

not a private but a public person and representative. The

oneness of the race with Adam results from a contract;

natural union is seldom mentioned. III. All sinned by

being accounted sinners by Adam's sin. IV. Corruption

♦is an evil disposition and state which is condemnable.

V. Adam's sin is immediately imputed to his posterity,

their corruption not being the cause of that imputation

but its effect. Turretin says:'i The foundation of imputa

tion is not merely the natural connection that exists be

tween us and Adam—for were.this the ease all his sins
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would be imputed to us—but principally the moral and

federal, on the ground of which God entered into cove

nant with him as our head." V. Physical, spiritual, and

eternal death passed through to all men because all were

regarded and treated as sinners. VII. Men are saved by

being accounted righteous through the act of Christ.

5. The Augustinian theory is the one most widely

held among Calvinists. It is the theory of Adam's

natural headship and was first elaborated by Augustine

(345-430), though its central features appear in the writ

ings of Tertullian (died about 220) and others earlier

than Augustine. It is the view held by all the reformers

except Zwingle. Calvin was essentially Augustinian. It

teaches that:

I. Man is born depraved, unable, and responsible for

his state which is sinful, hateful to God, and punishable.

From this Zwingle dissented. He held that man's

vitiated state, although it was the uniform occasion of

sin, is not itself sin. "It is not a crime, but a condition

and a disease." II. Adam's sin is the immediate cause of

inborn depravity, guilt, and death. III. All sinned by

having part in the transgression of Adam as seminal head

of the race. The total life of humanity was in Adam. His

will was the will of the species. In his free act the will

of the race revolted from God and the nature of the race

corrupted itself. IV. Corruption is a condemnable evil

state, being destitute of love to God. We could not be

justly responsible and guilty unless our corruption were

self-corruption. V. God imputes the sin of Adam immedi

ately to his posterity in virtue of that organic unity of

mankind by which the whole race at the time of Adam's

transgression existed, not individually but seminally, in

him as its head. Adam's sin is imputed to us not as

something foreign to us but because it is actually ours.

VI. "Death physical, spiritual, and eternal passed unto

all men because all sinned in Adam their natural head.

Death is mainly physical. The infliction of death is not
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a matter of sovereign decree but of legal penalty.

VII. Men are saved by Christ's work, with Whom the

believer is identified. A unity with the first Adam in his

transgression is just because a like oneness with Christ

secures our salvation.

Some Augustinians admit that "no theory can fully

solve the mystery of imputation". Augustine emphasized

the- sinfulness of our state. In some passages he refers

all wickedness to original sin. Augustinians fail to see

that the whole question of personal sin is taken up, dis

posed of, and dismissed before Paul takes up the question

of our sinful state. There are many modifications of

every theory by the different teachers that may be classed

as adherents of each school.

6. Less known is the Placean theory of condemnation

for depravity. I. Man's inborn sinfulness is the conse

quence, not the penalty, of Adam's transgression. This

sinfulness is condemnable. II. Adam depraved all men

by means of .his natural connection with them. III. All

sin by possessing a depraved nature. VI. Corruption is a

condemnable evil disposition and state. V. Not Adam's

sin, but our own depravity, is imputed to us. VI. "Death

physical, spiritual, and eternal passed upon all because

all sinned by possessing a depaved nature." VII. Saved

by identification with Christ.

7. In his theological course the present writer was

taught the general Augustinian system with the follow

ing important modifications: I. AH Adam's descendants

inherit a corrupt nature not as transmitted penalty, but

as a consequence of a law of race unity. II. The deprav

ity consequent upon Adam's sin is not laid to our charge

except as we approprite it. There is no race guilt other

than the sum total of the personal guilt of the individuals

of the race. III. All men sin when they act out and so

accept the promptings of an evil nature. IV. Corruption

is inherited, but there is no consciousness of guilt for

corruption until we appropriate it by an act. We are not
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responsible for a corrupt nature as far as we resist its

evil impulses. This corruption is not penalty, nor is it

condemnable. V. Adam's sin is not imputed: his deprav

ity is transmitted. We are in no way responsible for his

act. VI. Death physical and spiritual passed upon all.

VII. Saved by faith that identifies us with Christ.

It does not come within the scope of our present text

and its context to deal with all the points raised by the

presentation of the various theories, some of which!

needed to be stated to show the self-consistency, or other

wise, of these systems. Many of these points are met by

referring them to their proper places in the Pauline sys

tem. So long as Scripture is regarded as a collection of

unrelated and unordered, or disordered texts the divine

system and order that .obtains is not recognized. Failing

to see the system of Scripture, able men have sought to

systematize their thinking into theologies, none of which,

of course, conform to the system of inspiration. They

have sought to harmonize that which is diverse and to

compress Paul's universal gospel within the narrow

limits of the Circumcision and kingdom gospel. Even the

themes discussed in an orderly and systematic and sep

arate way in this epistle are thrown together in almost

hopeless confusion. These methods must result in error.

In dealing with the questions we shall endeavor to indi-

date the answer of Scripture and sometimes to point out

where we believe these theories have erred. The numbers

refer to the seven theories outlined above. The Roman

numerals indicate the questions.

man's state at birth

I. Depravity is ours by birth because "that which is

born of the flesh is flesh". Whatever evil characterizes

the flesh, as opposed to spirit, we receive at birth by

transmission. Good does not dwell in the flesh. The dis

position of the flesh is death. It is allied to a body of

death. Because the law is spiritual the flesh is not nor
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can be subject to it. Sin in the flesh defeats man's best

effort to obey the law (John 3:6; Kom. 7:18, 23-25;

8: 6, 7). The text shows how this condition has befallen

mankind and how it has been transmitted. In reply to

theory 1, Adam was not created subject to a law of sin

and of death. He admitted sin and merited death. Be

cause death passed upon all, all are involved in sin and

are dying, which makes them unable to obey God's law.

2. It is an assumption without support from Scripture

that a universal influence of the Spirit counteracts inher

ited depravity. The Spirit is not mentioned in the con

trasted grace of verses 15-17, nor in the indictment of

1:18—3: 20. The man in chapter seven finds no aid of

the Spirit in his determined effort to obey the law. The

Spirit comes only to those in Christ, as in the type the

oil is placed where the blood is first applied. 3. There is

no innocent depravity unless sin and death are innocent.

4. God did not create Adam corrupt, unable, and de

praved, nor does He directly create each of Adam's child

ren depraved or otherwise. Because Adam transgressed

he became corrupt, unable, and depraved. The basic

truth of the oneness of the race with its head is ignored.

5. Adam alone is responsible for the depraved condition

of the race. Christ liberates us from our depravity by

resurrecting us. 6. The judgment has fallen already and

issues in death. Depravity deserves nothing beyond this.

7. Depravity is more than a consequence of race unity.

The evil consequence is at the same time part of the pen

alty. All just consequence is penalty. Federalists rightly

recognize depravity as resulting from the execution of

the death sentence.

adam's sin and posterity

II. The effect of Adam's sin on all has been repeatedly

stated (5:12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19). 1. Pelagius alone denies

any effect on others. 2. Arminians are correct in denying

personal guilt and future punishment for inherited de-
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pravity. 3. Our vicious state is not that in which the race

was created, but results from the transmission of Adam's

fallen state. 4. Scripture is ignorant of any compact

or covenant by which condemnation is assured to man

kind. A condemned state reaches us through natural laws

of propagation. 5. Arminians deny, while Augustinians

assert, that depravity is guilty and condemnable. The

ideas of guilt, responsibility, or indignation are alien to

the text or context. Guilt is indebtedness to satisfy the

claims of justice for one's own misdeeds. It is not merely

liability to punishment but it implies that one has per

sonally merited it. But only one transgressed, and he

alone was guilty, and responsible. "The judgment is out

of one offence," "death reigns bf the one". We are

responsible neither for originating our vicious state nor

for possessing it. Guilt or no guilt, we are dying without

judgment. Ordinary generation does transmit personal

traits from father to son, but it does not transmit guilt

so that a son is liable to punishment for a theft his father

committed. Penalty without guilt corresponds to salva

tion without merit. 6. Depravity is part of the-penalty

incurred by Adam. The doctrine of Adam's natural

headship of the race carries with it the fact of hereditary

transmission of character from the father to his descend

ants. 7. We can neither appropriate nor divest ourselves

of our evil inheritance.

HOW ALL SINNED

III. All without distinction sinned as in 3:23. They

do so because through the disobedience of one the many

were constituted sinners. 1. The majority of those who

sin know nothing of Adam's example. 2. Those who have

never heard of Adam's sin cannot consciously ratify it.

Saul, under the exercise of law, did not consciously rat

ify Adam's sin, nor consciously appropriate his inborn

tendencies. He cried for deliverance from them, yet he

sinned. How ineffectual is an aid of the Spirit that keeps
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none from sinning! 3. If all sin by voluntary transgres

sion of known law, then those without law do not sin, and

therefore need no Saviour. 4. If all sinned by being

accounted sinners in Adam's sin, death reigns because all

are accounted as sinners after the likeness of his trans

gression. In which case Paul's argument about sin not

being taken into account where there is no law is alto

gether irrelevant, for all are accounted as being trans

gressors of the Eden law. 5. Augustinians assert that all

actually had part in Adam's transgression, so that we

should alter "as through one man" to "as through all

men sin entered the yporld" and read "by the offence of

the race" instead of "by the offence of the one". If all

sinned by actually having part in the transgression, all

are saved by actually having part in Christ's obedi

ence unto death. 6. Possession of depravity and subjec

tion to mortality and death are not'sins. "All sinned"

means that all have committed deeds which are wrong.

7. Men sin when they gratify the lusts of the flesh (James

1:15),

DEPRAVITY OR CORRUPTION

II. Corruption is the evil bias or disposition received

through transmission from our Condemned head, and

which vitiated state is already condemned to death, there

being no escape from it except by death. 1 and 2. Cor

ruption is inherited and is not the result of evil habits.

3. Corruption makes innocence impossible. 4j 5, and 6. We

are not to be held personally responsible for our vitiated

state. It is not condemnable but condemned already.

7. There is neither guilt nor consciousness of guilt for our

state. There is consciousness of guilt only for obedience

to the sinful impulses of the flesh.

WHAT IS IMPUTED

V. Sin and death, which have,passed through into all

mankind, are not put to the personal account of anyone

but Adam. His one offence,, and not all the transgressions
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or sins of others, was taken into account and punished

with death. 1. Not every man's sins are imputed to him

for the reason that some are without law. 2. If the guilt

of Adam's sin, which otherwise would have been im

puted, is removed by a universal justification, such justi

fication acquits and declares not guilty. Guilt then has

no connection with the death penalty, which remains in

spite of justification. Did this justification remove

Adam's guilt also? And does it save him and us from

condemnation? Logically, this leads to the denial of the

penal character of death. Death is by judgment and not

by decree. 3. Imputation to men of what is properly their

own directly denies verses 13, 14. 4 and 5. Federalists

and Augustinians agree that Adam's sin is imputed to all

as their own. The first asserts that each individual is

accounted to have sinned in Adam, while the other

asserts that all actually sinned in Adam in some collective
way. Thus all men are responsible, guilty, and condem-

nable for the first sin, this condemnability involving

"eternal" death. If this is so, the emphasis on "one" is

meaningless. "One" becomes "all". The contrast be

tween the one and the many disappears. The argument

in verses 13 and 14 is supercuous, impertinent, and ir

relevant. 6. Paul in chapter seven, when struggling with

inherited sin, cries for deliverance but does not admit

guilt or responsibility. He gays: "It is no longer I who

am effecting it, but sin which is making its home in me."

7. Depravity is transmitted not imputed.

WHAT DEATH IS INCURRED

VI. The death incurred is the total penalty inflicted

upon Adam and transmitted to us, including all our men

tal, moral, spiritual, and physical disabilities. Immoral

tendencies, lawless flesh, a body of death which is the

instrument of an unspiritual condition, are properly part

of death, which is the inclusive penalty. All, without

exception, are dying. Death reaches its terminus in the
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tomb. "Eternal death/' which is a theological fiction, or

the second death, are not incurred by Adam. "For since

in fact death is through a man, resurrection of the dead

is through a man also." The death transmitted from

Adam is limited to that which both sinner and.saint suf

fer. The penalty is exhausted when each expires. No

penitence or faith can escape it. From this death the

Second Man saves all by resurrection and brings them

into a life untouched by any penalty or consequence of

Adam's sin. It comes to all as surely and as freely as

death comes. With the judgments and penalties for per

sonal sins that lie beyond the resurrection the trans

mitted results of Adam's sin have no connection.

1. Personal sins of unbelievers are imputed and go on

to judgment (John 5:5:28, 29), but these are not re

lated to Adam's example. 2 and 3. Death is not a matter

of sovereign decree but of judicial penalty. No mention

of such decree is found anywhere in Scripture. The legal

phraseology of the passage includes such.terms as "law",

"transgression," "judgment," "condemnation," "justi

fying," which demands the idea of penalty. 4 and 5. If

physical, spiritual, and "eternal" death are thrust upon

all, how can unrepentant infants escape ? What kind of

"eternal" death is it if any can escape it? If believers

escape "eternal"' death, do they escape physical and
spiritual death? Does the flesh become spiritual? Can

we read "eternal" death into Genesis 2:17? 7. Trans

mission of sin and death is the truth.

HOW WE ARE SAVED

VII. How men are saved from the penalties that have

fallen on the race was not treated in the earlier part of

the epistle. That salvation is presented in 5:15—8:14.

In this unfolding there is found no escape from the

transmitted death either by following Christ's example

or by cooperation with the Spirit. Depravity and sin,
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though counteracted by the Spirit's law, remains till

resurrection or change delivers us.

Many so-called Christian evolutionists believe that

sin is inherent in humanity because of its bestial descent.

Death is a natural law. Sin is imperfect development or

atavistic revolt. Such conclusions show the incompatibil

ity of evolution with revelation.

Inasmuch as the idea of imputation is not mentioned,

except to say that death reigns where sin is not taken

into account, and as the greatest theologians are not in

agreement, and even those who teach imputation do not

seek to prove it from Scripture, we repudiate it. Few

question that natural law * accounts for transmission of

sin and death. We must steadily look at the fact that as

one slays all so Another saves all. Only two acts, one of

disobedience and the other of obedience are under con

sideration. All other men are the passive recipients of

the results of these respective acts.

QUESTIONS

What assertions do verses 13-14 prove? What should we

miss if we left them out? What is the double purpose they

serve. What is imputation? What is said about it in verse 13?
Can there be sin without law breaking? How many sins of

Adam were taken into account? How often did he transgress?

For how many sins was he sentenced?

How wide is the reign of death? What effect has law on

sin? How much sin does law permit? Could any other man,

Jesus Christ excepted, stand in the same relation to the race as

Adam sustained? Why does the law work out wrath? (Rom.

4:15) What is the true definition of sin? (1 John 3:4) Are

those without law not to be punished for personal sins? Upon

what principles will Jew and gentile be dealt with on the day

of judgment? (Rom. 2:12-16)

What is the type? (verse 14) Where is the antitype? What

statements are as wide in scope as all history? Must some

statements be limited to an antitypical season or seasons?

What dispensations of God form a background for the dispen

sation of the mystery of the gospel?

Is there any truth in Pelagianism? What can you accept

and what must you reject in the part of Arminian teaching

here presented? What is Arminian grace? What is "innocent
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depravity"? What are the seven points of the Federal theory,

and how many are true? What do you consider the weakest

point in the Augustinian theory? Can you name some causes

of the confusion that characterizes these theories? What Scrip

ture term would cover the idea of depravity? How do we

become depraved? Why is there no mention of the Spirit in

.1:18—3:20? What occasioned all to sin? Should we expect to

be condemned for the state we inherited by our birth? Is

death only physical? (1 Tim. 5:6) Can the disaster of death

be removed? By whom? In what manner? When?

Geo. L. Rogers
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PROM ENMITY TO PEACE

The Pentecostal era was characterized by increasing

enmity between the saints of the Circumcision and Un-

circumcision. In the present administration of God's

grace all antagonism is gone. There is not the slightest

ground for further division. The change is based on the

prominence accorded flesh or spirit. Then flesh was fore

most and led to fighting. Now spirit is supreme, and

leads to peace. This is brought before us figuratively by

razing the "soreg", the wall that hindered the approach

of gentiles to the temple. This is the religious aspect. It

is enforced by the abrogation of the decrees which

James had forced on the nations. This is the political

aspect. It is accomplished by creating a new humanity,

in which there are no such divisions as Circumcision and

Uncircumcision. This is the social side (Eph. 2:13-18).

The key to the great change is the title Christ Jesus.

Had the nation of Israel received their Messiah at the

end of the Acts era, then the terrestrial kingdom would

have come and He would have been Christ Jesus on

earth, and the nations would have continued in their

subordinate place. He was rejected on earth. Here He

is simply Jesus Christ, Who is denied His rights and

refused allegiance. But He is acclaimed in the heavens.

Israel is connected with the rejected Jesus Christ. We

are in the elected Christ Jesus, in the heavens. In Him,

in spirit, all physical relations disappear. The Circum

cision who now believe gain nothing by the rite. The

Uncircumcision lose nothing by its lack.
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Since sin has severed man from God the only means

of approach is blood. Literal blood can have no such

wondrous efficacy, so we must look beneath the figure for

the reality. This is found in the fact that the soul of the

flesh is in the blood. The soul is the seat of sensation.

The shedding of blood is a figure of suffering. Sin natur

ally and justly entails suffering, but this is not the pass

port to the divine presence. It is sacrificial suffering

which satisfies God's head and heart, and leads to peace.

The blood of animals allowed a physical nearness, a pic

ture of the true. The blood of Christ brought actual

access of spirit to God, Who is Spirit.

THE ENMITY

As the literary structure will help us to see that the

central thought of Ephesians 2:13-15 is the removal of

enmity, we present it herewith:

He is our Peace,

Who makes both one,

and razes the central wall of the barrier

(the enmity in His flesh),

abrogating the law of precepts in the decrees, [humanity,

that He should be creating the two, in Himself, into one new

making peace;

This arrangement shows, at a glance, that peace has

replaced estrangement in relation to the three great

departments of human experience, government, worship,

and society. The incarnation of Christ did not bridge the

gulf between Israel and the nations, as some would have

us believe. Rather, it accentuated it. The enmity between

the believing Jew and gentile was not based merely on

their own flesh, but on His. The fact that Messiah was of

the seed of David gave the Israelites a vast advantage.

It gave them authority over the nations. It made them

priests and intermediaries between the nations and God.

It gave them a social prestige, as blood relatives of the

Messiah. All of this will yet be seen ip. milder form in

the millennial reign, when Israel will be a royal priest

hood.
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The process of making peace is illustrated by three

specific acts, two of which were destructive, and one

creative. He abrogates the decrees, razes the "soreg",

and creates a new humanity. The lordship of James and

the twelve apostles over the saints of the Uncircumcision

is denied. The ritual of the apostate leaders of the

nation is repudiated. The nation itself is practically

renounced by the creation of a» humanity in which it has

no place.
THE DECREES ABROGATED

The unfortunate and inconsistent rendering " ordin

ances" in both the Authorized and Eevised versions has

hid from the saints one of the most enlightening truths

connected with this secret economy. The translators had

already used the word " ordinance" for several other

Greek words. The laws of languages are such that it is

impossible for the intelligent student to avoid associating

this passage with others with which it has no connection,

and, at the same time, prevented him from linking it with

that transaction to which it really refers. They had twice

rendered dogma, <cdecree," when used of Caesar's act

(Luke 2:1; Acts 17: 7) as well as of the decrees made for

the nations by James (Acts 16: 4). Why not render it the

same in the remaining passages (Eph. 2:15; Col. 2:14,

see 2:20) which directly refer to the same document?

The decrees were a fourfold prohibitory enactment,

relating only to the flesh. The believers among the

nations were not to be compelled to be circumcised and

keep the law, as most of the Jewish saints insisted, but

they were ordered to abstain from eating idol sacrifices,

and blood, and what is strangled, and prostitution (Acts

15:29). No doubt, these seemed to be very wise expedi

ents, intended to reduce the friction between Jewish

believers, who were still strict ritualists, trying to keep

the law, and the believers among the nations who were

not under law. Very little social fellowship would be

possible without some such restrictions. The only real
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purpose which they served was to give concrete expres

sion to the attitude of the Jews toward the gentiles, and

later, by their repeal, show, the change brought in by the

revelation of the mystery.

Without in the least intending to do so, the compilers

of these decrees indicted themselves by the terms of their

enactment. Physically they kept them, spiritually the

nation to which they belonged was guilty of breaking

them all. Though they would not allow the nations to

eat meat which had been offered to idols, they them

selves idolized the outward forms and ceremonies which

had displaced the spiritual worship of Jehovah. They

not only did not eat blood, but they refused the blood

of Christ, which had been shed for their souls. They

strangled the spiritual life out of the divine ritual. They

will yet, as a nation, be untrue to Jehovah, and form an

alliance with His enemies. It were better for James to

legislate for his own nation, than to enmesh the gentiles

in man-made restrictions.

In the realm of spirit all of these prohibitions are un

necessary, so they are repealed. They accord with a

ritual, a religion, which was only a shadow. We have the

substance, in Christ. In Israel the form of worship was

of divine appointment, but what profit is there in that if

its meaning is not apprehended? God is a Spirit, and

must be worshiped in spirit and in truth (John 4:24).

The divine ritual symbolized Christ and His glories.

Instead of leading them to Christ, these ceremonies

actually barried the way. So also, they reckoned the

blood of animals too holy for use, yet counted the blood

of Christ a common thing and refused God's estimate oi

its value. They refuse to eat the flesh of a strangled

animal, yet seek to maintain their spirits on the strangled

corpse of formalism.

The believers among the nations had already fulfilled

the spirit of these prohibitions. They had broken with

idols, they had perfectly acknowledged the peerless
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power of Messiah's precious blood, they did not subsist

on lifeless forms, they were intensely true to God. Since,

then, they had the reality, why revert to the shadow; as

though that were more vital than the substance? This is

what Paul warns us against in His Colossian epistle.

"If, then, you died together with Christ from the ele

ments of the world, why, as living in the world, are you

subject to decrees ... in accord with the directions and

teachings of men, which are, indeed, an expression hav

ing its wisdom in a wilful ritual and a humble disposi

tion and asceticism—not of any value against the sur

feiting of the flesh" (Col. 2:20-23).

RAZING THE CENTRAL WALL

The curtain, the doors, and the courts of the temple

were all indications of distance from Jehovah. The near

ness of the Circumcision was only a comparative one.

The high priest was nearest, for he went into the holy

of holies once a year. The priests were nearer than the

men of Israel, who could not enter the inner courts. Yet

all of these were near, compared to the gentile who was

shut out of the sanctuary altogether. In Herod's temple

magnificent cloisters were built especially for the nations,

but these were not in the divine plan of the holy places.

They did not rightly belong to the sanctuary.

We have already described the "soreg", the "middle

wall of partition", inside of which a gentile dare not go.

No better sign of the dissolution of the antagonism

between Jew and gentile could be imagined than the

demolition of this wall. As a matter of fact, it was still

standing when this epistle was penned by Paul. It was

gone only in spirit. But a few years later witnessed its

fulfillment as to fact. Although, at the siege of Jeru

salem, both the Jews and Titus used every precaution to

keep the temple from harm, an unseen Hand seemed to

insist on its destruction. Before the sacred edifice was

wholly consumed by the flames, Titus entered the holy of
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holies, an alien, but a conqueror. After the siege was

over he had all of the walls levelled with the ground.

To most of us this scene is among the saddest in the

history of mankind. But the anointed eye can see be

neath the heap of ruins the gladdest truth the nations

will ever know. Access to the temple site was no longer

obstructed by walls or any intervening barrier. So now,

Jew or goyim may go direct into the divine Presence, by

His spirit. The way is open for men of every race and

people and nation! In this economy Paul will have no

trouble in bringing Tychicus past the place where the

"soreg" was, for it is gone. He was imprisoned for sup

posedly doing it. In a very different sense he was im

prisoned for [in order to be] doing itv He could not

bring Trophimus near in flesh, but he can bring Tychicus

very near in spirit.

THE NEW HUMANITY

We are now given the reason for the breaking down

of the "soreg", and the abrogation of the decrees. These

were based on schisms in the old, or Adamic, humanity,

the old creation, in which there are many divisions,

especially Circumcision and Uncircumcision. Now there

is a new race, in which there is no Greek and Jew, Cir

cumcision and Uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian,

slave, freeman, but all and in all is Christ" (Col. 3:11).

We are no longer in Adam, but in Christ.

The doctrine of the new humanity is of paramount

importance in this administration, but it has been lost to

us in the confusion of translation and interpretation.

The new "man" has been generally explained as a new

"nature" or else confounded with the "body" of Christ.

English lacks a constant equivalent for the Greek

anfhropos, human. It is usually rendered "man", the

same as aner, man, not a woman. The best that seems

possible at present is to use mankind and humanity when

feasible, and seek to introduce human when possible.
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Meanwhile, let us note that Christ does not make peace

with the Circumcision by giving us a "new nature"

or putting us in the body. He does this by creating a

new humanity, in which the old animosities are absent.

There is a double sense in which this humanity is

new. It is neos, young, fresh and vigorous (Col. 3:10,

cf. John 21:18). It is kainos, new, novel, different

(Eph. 2:15; 4: 24). It is in constant contrast to the old

humanity, in Adam. The old humanity was created inno

cent, but soon was corrupted in accord with its seductive

desires (Eph. 4:22). The new humanity is created in

righteousness and benignity of truth (Eph. 4:24).

Nearly six thousand years have shown the incorrigibility

of the Adamic race. Peace is impossible between its

antagonistic elements. The more it is proposed the less it

is practised. There is no hope of ever uniting its dis

cordant fragments into a united and pacific people.

The old humanity is shattered into many warring

fragments. Rationalism and religion, covenant priv

ileges, the place of residence and accident of race, liberty

and servitude—these divide it into irreconcilable fac

tions. The new humanity is one. It is not divided. T,he

Greek had his philosophy, the Jew his religion. Christ

is our Wisdom. In Him we outstrip the highest ideals of

the Greek intellect. Christ is our religion. Every shadow

of their ceremonies was cast by Him. We are complete in

Him (Col. 2:10). The Circumcision had a covenant with

Jehovah. We have much more in Christ. The Uncircum-

cision were shut out from Him. But now they are the

true Circumcision, through His cross (Phil. 3:3). Lan

guage and race, the potent source of prejudice and war

fare in the old humanity, lose their baneful influence in

Christ. It is only as we fail to put on the new humanity

that these divisions disturb our fellowship with other

saints.

As we look down the vista of earth's history, we may

note the entrance of these five disrupting features and
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the reason for their appearance. Each is the outcome of

softie form of sin. The curse of Canaan, Noah's son,

brought bondage (Gen. 9:25). At Babel, languages

appeared and mankind was separated and sent into

various areas of the earth (Gen. 10: 25; Deut. 3:8). To

save the world from sin, Abraham is called and Israel

separated (Gen. 17: 9-14; Exodus 19: 5, 6). To one was

given the sign of circumcision, to the other a divine rit

ual. Thus, gradually, the "old man" disintegrates.

There are continual efforts at racial unity, but they lead

only to further division. Not so in Christ. All are one in

Him. All of those divisions are founded on the flesh.

The new humanity is a spiritual unity which never can

be marred.

Lest we should lose the. special blessing here unfolded

by merging it into that of our relationship to Christ as

His spiritual body, we wish to emphasize the difference in

the two images, the place of their occurrence, and the

practical application. In one the figure is of a single

human body. In the other it is that of a race of beings,

including many individuals. The figure of the body, in

Ephesians, is confined to those sections of the epistle

which elaborate our special relationship to Christ as His

joint-body. The new humanity, however, is found only

in those sections dealing with our joint participation

with the saints. We are members of the body, no matter

what our behaviour. The conduct becoming the human

ities, however, is compared with clothing, which can be

put on or off. We are exhorted to divest ourselves of the

old humanity and put on the new. This cannot be said of

the figure of the body.

In the passage before us we are especially concerned

with the old, humanity as divided into two factions—Cir

cumcision and Uncircumcision. The other divisions are

ignored. It is these two which are created into one new

humanity. Both are reconciled with God through the

cross (Eph. 2:15). Both now have the access, in one
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spirit to the Father. In this part of the argument there

is a return to the sacrificial system suggested by the

blood. In the old humanity there was no sacrifice for the

Uncircumcision. Israel might have a peace offering, but

there was none for the nations. It is also blessedly true

that Israel's sacrificial system had no place for the cross.

There was blood and death, but deeper suffering of the

accursed tree was reserved for the great Antitype.

Who could have supposed that the blessings presaged

by the sacrifices in Israel would come to them through

the awful murder of their own Messiah? It was the

leaders of the Circumcision who were especially guilty

of the atrocious crime. Does not this rob .them of all

right to its benefits ? Does this not lower them beneath

the level of the rest of mankind? Not content with His

death, they cry l c Crucify! Crucify!'' well knowing that,

according to the law, the curse of God was on the one

who hung upon a tree. Morally, this one act nullified

every advantage they claimed, every promise they pos

sessed, and gave God a free hand to do as He saw fit.

The nations had no sacrifice, and, it seemed, they had

no share in the great Sacrifice, the body adapted for

Christ. That Christ died for all was a truth unknown

and repugnant to the ritual of Israel. This was one of

the disturbing differences between the Circumcision and

Uncircumcision. God doubtless could have provided

some lesser sacrifice for the aliens, but it pleased Him to

reconcile them to Himself through the same body as that

which brought the Circumcision nigh. There were not

two bodies, one for the nations and one for Israel. There

is one Christ, and His body serves for all. (There is no

reference here to the figurative body of which we are

members. We are not a means of reconciliation.) Since

the same Christ, the same Sacrifice, the one body, sufficed

for us as for them, we are both equally at peace with

God and with one another. When they killed Christ they

also killed the enmity between themselves and the Uncir

cumcision (Eph. 2:16).
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The mystery or secret of the evangel is conciliation or

peace on God's part toward all mankind. That is the

evangel of peace figured by the sandals in the panoply

provided in the last part of Ephesians (6:15). Here,

however, the context throws a special coloring on the

phrase. It is not God's attitude of peace toward the

world, but peace between those who have access, in spirit,

into God's presence.. Once we were afar off and the Cir

cumcision were near. Now both are brought near by the

blood of Christ, and, as a result there is an evangel of

peace to both, declaring the enmity between them to be

at an end. Physically, there is no change, but the flesh

is ruled out. In spirit, through Christ, Jew and gentile

may walk, with clasped hands, not merely beyond the

"soreg", not only into the court of the priests, but into

the temple itself, yea, into the holy of holies, into the

very presence of the Father.

BARRIERS BROKEN DOWN

Now that, in spirit, the barriers have been removed

which separated the nations, not only from God's pres

ence, but from those privileges which the Circumcision

alone could claim, what is our relationship to the saints

of other eras and economies? "We have been considering

an election out of Israel joined with believers out of the

nations to form a distinct and hitherto unrevealed com

pany. Yet, as there is but one God, Who has but one

Christ, Who is Lord of all, it must follow that the rela

tions of saints to Him will bring about mutual relations

to each other. The term "saints", or holy ones, is not

confined to any company or administration. It is univer

sal in its scope, including all who are hallowed by rela

tionship with God, all who are not sinners. It should

never be used in a restrictive sense. All who are holy

are saints.

This aspect of the mystery is presented under three

figures: a government, a family, and a temple (Eph.
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2:19). All saints, of all time, no matter what their

peculiar blessings are, no matter what their eonian priv

ileges and destiny, stand in some relation to God's king

dom, His family, and His dwelling place. These figures

are by no means confined to the administration of the

mystery. They are not at all characteristic of it. In fact,

the kingdom and the temple are far more prominent in

relation to the terrestrial blessings of the Circumcision.

Just as the point of the mystery does not lie in the figure

of the body, but in the prefixed "joint", so here the

figures used are not new, but our changed relation to

them is the burden of the passage.

The tendency, in studying the mystery, is to cut

loose from all previous revelation and all other saints.

But a little reflection will show that we must bear some

relation to others, notwithstanding the exalted nature

of our own destiny. This treatise would hardly be com

plete without setting forth the points of contact which

we have with others who are the subjects of God's

redeeming love. They belong to God's kingdom, So do

we. They are in God's family. So are we. They are

indwelt by Him. We also are God's temple. In these

things we are not severed from them, but associated with

them. It is intolerable to imagine the body of Christ iso

lated in solitary and frigid splendor, too exclusive to

acknowledge the hallowed of other times, and denying all

relationship to them. One great love embraces us all.

One Christ died for all. One spirit animates all.

These are spiritual realities. In Israel they were

shadowed by physical facts. Their citizenship, their

family, their temple were but parables of the true. They

were terrestrial models of celestial realities. God's real

temple is in the spirits of His people. His family is

limited to His.believing saints. His kingdom embraces

all who obey Him. We were excluded from association

with the physical counterparts of the true. We are in-

eluded in the spiritual realities. We were aliens, guests,
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sojourners. Now we are not only citizens, but fellow (or

joint) citizens. We had no access to the temple on mount

Moriah. Now we are one of the temple buildings. Then

the nations could not go into the courts of the sanctuary.

Now they cannot get out the temple. The contrast is

between the physical disabilities of the era preceding the

present (Eph. 2:11, 12) and the spiritual privileges

brought about by Christ as our Peace.

FELLOW CITIZENS

For brevity's sake the term "kingdom" is often used

in a restricted sense of the millennial rule of Christ, or

it may also include the succeeding reign in the eon of

the eons. But the kingdom of God is really a much wider

thought. In the Ephesian epistle Paul does not hesitate

to warn certain sinners that such have no allotment "in

the kingdom of Christ and of God" (Eph. 5:5). The

three figures used merely separate God's relationship to

His saints into its political, social, and religious aspects.

All the saints are subject to God, are His dependents,

and worship Him. Even now we are in the kingdom of

the Son of His love (Col. 1:13). Not all who are subject

to a sovereign are citizens. They" may be slaves. They

may be temporary residents from another realm. This

was thf case with the nations in the preceding era. They

were spjourners.

But the point here is not merely that we have become

citizens. These may be of various grades and privileges.

A child is a citizen, yet does not function as such, nor

does it possess the privileges attached to maturity. In

ancient states citizenship was usually graded into various

ranks, so that there were no joint-citizens. This implies

that all privileges are shared alike, that none have rights

or honors above the rest. If, for instance, a nation should

be invited to share the citizenship of Israel in the millen

nium, it would need to be in some subordinate sense,

without the full power of the sacred people. The question
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is, now that we are one with an election out of Israel in

the celestial realms, are we, as gentiles, to be inferior to

them, or of equal rank ? The answer is, we are fellow-

citizens.

In our case alone do gentiles come into full political

privileges in the kingdom of God. A little reflection will

show how impossible this would be in the millennium.

The nations there are ruled by Israel. To give them the

political power of that nation would practically take all

government out of Israel's hands and utterly wreck the

whole character and purpose of that administration. The

saints among the nations in the millennium can never be

fellow-citizens. We receive a much'higher place than
they. No such disability operates in our case. The Israel

ites in the body of Christ do not rule over the gentiles.

Both rule over the universe, under the headship of

Christ. Hence both have equal political privileges. The

nations are fellow-citizens.

There was a time when the Circumcision attempted

to assert their political prestige over the believers among

the nations. James, who had obtained the leadership

because he was the blood brother of our Lord, formulated

a decree, ostensibly to keep the Circumcisionists from

imposing circumcision on the nations, yet in reality lay

ing down the law to them as though he had authority

over them (Acts 15:1-29). One of the tokens of our

present position is the repeal of these decrees. The Cir

cumcision, as a class, has no more right to formulate

decrees for us than we have to decide their conduct.

We are now fellow-citizens.

MEMBERS OF GOD'S FAMILY

In the ancient language of inspiration the words

guest and stranger were practically synonymous. As

there were very few inns, a foreigner was compelled to be

the guest of some family almost everywhere he went.

Trophimus, in Jerusalem, was a stranger and a guest.

This figured the relation of the nations to the promise
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covenants and to the family of Israel. Now we are con

nected with a new covenant, not of the letter but of he

spirit (2 Cor. 3:6), and anew family, not physical but

spiritual, in which we may claim all the privileges of

membership. The Syrophenician woman was not allowed

a seat at the table. She was but a puppy. If she had

lived in this economy she would not need to ask for

crumbs. Though a gentile, she could demand all that

belongs to the family circle.

God is a Spirit. Those who are jointed to Him are

one spirit. He is the Father of spirit. His family is a

spiritual one. When Israel rejected His spirit and the

nations attended fo His words, did they receive a differ

ent or iower spirit than the elect in Israel? They re
ceived the same spirit. This brought them into the same

spiritual relationship to God as they. Physical hin

drances hindered the acknowledgment of this great truth

hitherto. Now that physical distinctions are gone, it

shines out in all its effulgence. God is our Father just as

really as He is theirs!

Eden knew no temple. Adam knew no shrine. God

walked and talked with him out in the garden in which

he dwelt. So also in the holy city, new Jerusalem. There

will be no temple in it (Un. 21:22). But in between,

during the sway of sin, God withdraws into a building of

His own where the defilement of sin cannot come, and

where it is fended by the blood. None of the literal

temples were accessible to gentiles. They were shut out.

Now, however, that there is no temple at Jerusalem, God

dwells in His saints, both individually and as a class.

Once more the question arises, in this figurative temple,

have we as close a place as the Cricumcision, or are they

the temple building and we the outside court? The

answer is found in the phrases "connected together" and

"built-together" (Eph. 2: 21, 22).

The word "together", in these two phrases, is the

same as the word joint, or fellow, in the statement of the
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mystery. They are elaborations of its third item, that we

are joint-partakers. They refer particularly to the fact

that we rank equally with the election out of Israel who

believe during this present secret administration. The

place accorded them in this temple is ours, just as the

allotment described in the first twelve verses of chapter

one, though primarily theirs, is ours. The reason is the

same. We have received the same spirit.

Moreover, the Greek word represented by " being con

nected together" is the same as that used later of the

body—"being articulated together" (Eph. 4:16). These

are the only two occurrences. The figures are very

diverse, and should not be confused. A human body is

quite different in structure and composition from a

temple. In this place the body is used to illustrate our

growth as related to the Head, and our unity. The temple

presents an entirely different aspect. It sees us as God's

abode, yet it also presses the idea of unity. Both body

and temple are- composed of two hitherto jarring ele

ments, the Circumcision and the Uncircumcision, and

these are together connect-laid, as the Greek has it, or

"fitly-framed together", as the Authorized Version puts

it.

But there is a vast distinction to be observed between

these two figures. The body is used only and exclusively

of the celestial allotment, while the temple is used of the

terrestrial also. Peter assures the dispersion that they

are being built.a spiritual house (1 Pet. 2:5). God

dwells in all His saints, not merely in those who are the

body of Christ. The figure here is all-embracing, and

includes all saints, just as the figure of the family and

the kingdom included all. We have the same Capstone,

Christ Jesus, as the Circumcision on the earth. In plain

language, God's spirit indwells us both through Christ.

However diverse may be our destiny and our function,

this connects us together. There is a double union here.

First, with the elect of the Circumcision who are in the
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body and also with those who are without. We alone do

not form this temple.

In the laudable endeavor to make everything in the

Ephesian epistle something new and unknown before,

without reference to the argument or context, it is often

claimed that these apostles and prophets must be con

fined to "new.testament prophets" and Pauline apostles,

for only these are in the foundation of "the church".

The looseness of our phraseology is costing us much

precious truth. This passage does not deal with the

church, which, by the way, is by no means a divine title

for the present grace. It is not dealing with the "body?'.

It is dealing with us as joint partakers with others. It is

illustrating our relation to saints of other times under

the figure of a temple. This temple, including us, is

founded on all the apostles and all the prophets. In this

aspect, as part of the dwelling place of God, we may well

acknowledge the prophets of old and the apostles of our

Lord, as well as those which are associated with our

own peculiar grace.

JOINT PARTAKERS

This concludes the discussion of the third item of the

secret. That we are joint allottees was first set forth.

Then we were made members of the joint body. Now we

are joint partakers. After being reminded of the fleshly

disabilities of the Uncircumeision, being political, social,

and religious inferiors in the divine administration

which followed Pentecost, notwithstanding our spiritual

blessings, our whole relationship to other saints is revolu

tionized and raised to full equality by the introduction of

a new economy in which spirit, and not flesh, is dom

inant. Christ Jesus breaks down the barriers, abolishes

the decrees, creates a new humanity. We become the

peers of the Circumcision in the kingdom—fellow citi

zens. We are members of God's family. We are an

integral portion of the holy temple in which God dwells.

In all these we are joint partakers. A. E. K.
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PAUL JUDGED BEFORE FELIX

In Section 2281 of the structure (Acts 24:1-27) we have

the record of Paul's judgment before Felix. This may be

subdivided as follows:

2351: 24:1. Paul's accusers.

2361: 24:2-9. Accusations against Paul.

2362: 24:10-21. Paul's defense.

2352: 24:22-27. Paul's judge and his decision.

The first subject is Paul's accusers: "Now after five

days Ananias, the chief priest, descended with some of

the elders and a certain orator, Tertullus| who inform the

governor against Paul.'' The Eoman law required that

all legal cases should be speedily tried. Therefore, we

read that Paul's enemies appeared before Felix, at Cae-

sarea, without undue delay, to prefer their charges

against Paul. Ananias, still smarting under the epithet

of "whitewashed wall", which Paul had applied to him,

had his own personal reasons for desiring a speedy oppor

tunity to obtain revenge against the one who had thus

publicly rebuked him. With him appeared certain mem

bers of the Sanhedrin, and a young Italian lawyer, Ter-

tullus, who was employed to formulate and present the

charges in legal phraseology.

The accusations against Paul may be subdivided as

follows:
237*: 24:2-4. Flattery.

2372: 24:5-9. Accusations.

In the first of these two sections (24:2-4) we find Ter-

tullus lavishing upon Felix unmerited praise; and flat-
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tery. "Now, at his being called, Tertullus begins to ac

cuse him, saying, 'Happening upon much peace through

you, and reforms in this nation coming to be through

your forethought, in every way as well as everywhere, we

are welcoming it, most mighty Felix, with all thankful

ness. Now, lest I may be hindering you still more, I am

entreating you to hear us concisely in your leniency'."

Felix was appointed governor of Judea by the emperor,

Claudius, whose freedman he was. He was a brother of

the powerful freedman Pallas, who was a great favorite

with the emperor. The historian, Tacitus, tells us that

"in the practise of all kinds of lust and cruelty, he exer

cised the power of a king with the temper of a slave".

Meanness, cruelty, and profligacy characterized his reign,

which was full of sedition, trouble, and unrest. He had

the high priest, Jonathan, to whom he partly owed his

governorship, murdered, because Jonathan rebuked him

for some of his evil ways. He was a voluptuary, as evi

denced by his union with Drusilla, whom he had enticed

from her husband, King Azizus of Emesa, by means of

the Cyprian sorcerer Simon. His rule ended in charges of

maladministration being preferred against him at Rome

by his host of Jewish enemies. Only his brother Pallas'

influence with the Emperor Nero saved him from suffer

ing the just penalty due to his frequent atrocities. The

one commendable thing he did was to drive out the rob

bers from various parts of Judea, and also the Egyptian

fanatic, for whom Paul was mistaken by the Roman cap

tain, Claudius Lysias. See Acts 21: 38. Tertullus' ingra

tiating flattery was addressed to this mean, contemptible

ruler, who afterwards still further displayed his petty

meanness by keeping Paul in prison in hope of a bribe,

and finally left him in bonds, at Caesarea, in order to con

ciliate his Jewish enemies, who were about to accuse him

of maladministration before the emperor Nero/

In the second of these two sections (24: 5-9), Tertul

lus, having paved the way through his flattery of Felix,
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presents the Jewish rulers' accusations against Paul,

" 'For, finding this man a pestilence and stirrer of insur

rections among all the Jews of the inhabited earth, be

sides a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes, who tries

to profane the sanctuary also, of whom we lay hold also,

from whom you will, by examining him, be able to recog

nize all of these things concerning which we are accusing

him.' Now the Jews also agreed, alleging these things to

be so."

Tertullus made three distinct charges against Paul.

The first was that he stirred up insurrection among the

Jews of the empire, and therefore was guilty of treason

against the emperor. The second charge was, that, as a

ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes, he was guilty of

heresy against the law of Moses. The third charge was

that, as the Roman law protected the Jews in their forms

of worship, he had violated both Roman and Jewish law

in trying to profane the temple. The Jews, who were at

this trial, all assented to these charges and vehemently

asserted that they were true.

In Section 2362 of the structure (24:10-21) we have

the record of Paul's defense.

2381: 24:10-13. Denial of charges involving Roman and Jewish

law.

2391: 24:14-16. Admission concerning the charge of belong

ing to the sect of the Nazarenes, and defense

of his faith.

2382: 24:17-19. Denial of charges involving Roman and Jewish

law.

2392: 24:20-21. Defense of his faith.

Paul denies the two charges involving Roman and

Jewish law: "And Paul, the governor nodding to him to

speak, answered, ' Being versed in the fact that for many

years you have been a judge to this nation, I am defend

ing that which concerns myself cheerfully, seeing that

you can recognize that it is not more than twelve days

since I came up to worship in Jerusalem. And they

neither found me in the sanctuary arguing with any one
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or making a concourse of the throng, either in the syna

gogues, or at the city, nor can they substantiate to you

that concerning which they are now accusing me'."

Paul, in a brief, dignified introduction, expressed his

satisfaction in being permitted to present his cause to

one who was perfectly familiar with Jewish laws and cus

toms. Paul's reference to the many years during which

Felix had governed his nation while making his claim

that only twelve days had elapsed since he arrived in

Jerusalem, carried the suggestion that Felix could not

only verify this claim, but easily ascertain Paul's be

haviour and reputation during his previous residence in

the province. The charge that Paul had incited disturb

ances and insurrections, thus violating the Roman law, is

answered by the assertion that his accusers could not

prove that, during his recent visit to Jerusalem, he had

created any disturbances in the sanctuary, in the syna

gogues, or in the city. The further charge that he had

violated Eoman law, as well as Jewish law, through rais

ing insurrections elsewhere in the Roman empire, and of

profaning the sanctuary, is answered by the sweeping

claim, "nor can they substantiate to you that concerning

which they are now accusing me".

In the next section we have Paul's admission and

defense: "Yet this I am avowing to you, that, according

to the way which they are terming" a sect, thus am I offer

ing divine service to the hereditary God, believing all

which has been written, according to the law and in the

prophets, having an expectation in God, which these

themselves also are anticipating, that there is to be a

future resurrection of the just as well as the unjust. In

this also I am exerting myself, to have a conscience which

is no stumbling block, toward God and men, contin

ually." Paul admits that he worshiped his hereditary

God according to the way which his enemies termed "the

sect of the Nazarenes". But there is included, in this

admission, the suggestion that Felix, with his knowledge
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of Jewish customs, was well aware that Paul's enemies

worshiped that same God, either according to the sect of

the Pharisees, or according to the sect of the Sadducees.

The Roman law, which permitted all peoples under their

government to worship their hereditary gods, would ex

tend to Paul equal privileges with the Pharisees and

Sadducees, in worshiping his God according to the dic

tates of his own conscience. Therefore, according to

Eoman law, the charge of heresy could not be sustained

against Paul. As regards his attitude towards the law of

Moses and the Hebrew Scriptures, he affirmed a full

belief in all therein revealed. Paul's next affirmation,

that he shared with his accusers in their expectation of a

future resurrection of the just and the unjust, reveals

that the Pharisees were his chief accusers, for the Sad

ducees wholly denied the resurrection of the dead. In

conclusion, he reveals his purpose (by conscientiously

living according to this way which they termed a sect) to

continually avoid becoming a stumbling block toward

God or men, a motive that we may well emulate in life

and service.

Then we have Paul's denial of charges involving

Roman and Jewish law. "Now, after the lapse of more

years, I came along doing alms for my nation, and making

offerings, in which they found me, purified in the sanc

tuary, not with a throng, nor with tumult. Now there

were some Jews from the [province of] Asia, who were

obligated to be present before you and accuse me, if they

have anything against me."

Paul now answers Tertullujs' third charge, that of

violating both Roman and Jewish law by profaning the

sanctuary. In the first place Paul reveals that he came

to Jerusalem on purpose to bring to the poor of that city,

and his nation, a vast sum of money, donated by this

despised sect of the Nazarenes, to which his enemies con

temptuously had assigned him. Instead of profaning the

sanctuary, Ke was found there purified, without throng
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or tumult, making his offerings, and participating in the

strictest religious ceremonies of the Jews. He rightfully

asks why the Jews of Asia did not appear against him,

for they started the riot against him, and preferred the

original charges of profaning the sanctuary. The very

fact that they did not appear before Felix, to prefer their

charges against Paul, was proof sufficient that he had

done no wrong.

In Section 2392 of the structure (24: 20-21) we have

Paul's defense of his faith. "Or let these themselves say

what injury they found when I stood in the Sanhedrin,

or concerning this one voice with which I cry out, stand

ing among them, that, ' Concerning the resurrection of

the dead I am being judged today by you'."

Paul now turns to his Pharisaic accusers and asks

them what other charge had been placed against him, as

he stood before the Sanhedrin, than his faith in the res

urrection, which he held in common with them, and

which had been a continual source of contention between

the Pharisees and the Sadducees. If it was criminal for

the sect of the Nazarenes to differ in doctrinal concepts

with the sects of the Pharisees or Sadducees, then it was

equally criminal for these two latter sects to differ with

one another in doctrinal matters. If justice demanded

the punishment of the sect of the Nazarenes for differing

in their doctrinal views with the Pharisees and the Sad

ducees, then justice would9 also demand the punishment

of both of these latter sects for differing with each other.

Such was PauPs defense in answer to the charges pre

ferred against him by his enemies.

Next we are concerned with the action of Paul's

judge and his decision.

2401: 24:22. Felix decides to postpone his verdict.

2411: 24:23. Paul kept in prison.

2402: 24:24-26. Felix seeks frequent conferences with Paul.

2412: 24:27. Paul kept in bonds.

First we find, in verse 22, that Felix delays his
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verdict. ".Now Felix makes them postpone, being ac

quainted more exactly with that which concerns the way,

saying, 'Whenever captain Lysias may come down, I

shall investigate your affairs'/7 Felix evidently was not

deceived by the false charges placed against Paul, for his

long residence in Csesarea, where Christ had been pro

claimed for many years, and had even been acknowledged

by some of the Eoman troops, had made him "acquainted

more exactly with that which concerns the way". See

Acts 8: 40; 10:1-48; 21: 8, 9. Besides, he had an addi

tional source of information in his wife, Drusilla, who

was a Jewish princess. Evidently Felix was convinced

that Paul was innocent, and, in justice, he should have

released him.. But to do so would have displeased the

Jews, and therefore Felix was guided by expediency

rather than by justice in his decision to postpone his

verdict until he had an opportunity to consult with cap

tain Lysias. There is no record that Felix ever con

sulted with Claudius Lysias, and undoubtedly he had no

intention of doing so. It was only a lame excuse, but God

was overruling this Eoman governor's injustice to safe

guard Paul from another attempt to assassinate him.

In Section 2411 of the structure (24: 23) we find that

Paul is kept in prison: "He directs the centurion that he

is to be kept, and is to be at ease, and to prevent no one

of his own to be subservient to him." Paul was placed

under a light form of military custody. In this form of

custody the prisoner's right hand was chained to the

soldier's left hand, and the soldier forfeited his life if

his prisoner escaped. The centurion, who was given

charge of Paul, was told to make this form of military

custody as easy as possible for Paul, and to permit him

to communicate freely with his friends.

In Section 2402 (24:24-26) we have the record of

Felix seeking frequent conferences with Paul. "Now

after some days Felix, coming along with Drusilla, his

wife (being a Jewess), sends after Paul and hears him
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concerning the faith into Christ Jesus. Now as he

is arguing concerning righteousness, and self-control,

and the future judgment, Felix, becoming affrighted,

answered,' Go now. Yet, given occasion, I shall be calling

for you,' at the same time expecting also that money will

be given him by Paul. Wherefore, sending after him

more frequently also, he conversed with him." Shortly

after the trial, Felix summoned Paul into his presence

to hear him again. With him was Drusilla, his wife,"* a

Jewish princess. Evidently it was the curiosity of his

profligate Jewish wife concerning the " faith into Christ

Jesus", which constrained Felix to arrange for this con

ference. When we remember that this Roman governor

had put the high priest Jonathan to death for rebuking

him for his wicked ways, we marvel at the courage of

Paul, his prisoner, in arguing with him "concerning

righteousness, and self-control, and the future judgment"

until Felix became frightened. Surely this was a display

of the powers of the coming kingdom eon, in which

righteousness shall reign! A Eoman debauche and a

profligate Jewish princess—what an audience to listen to

such a message! But though affrighted and conscience

stricken, Felix was swayed by his dissolute desires rather

than by righteousness. And so he turns from the thought

of personal righteousness, to the possibility of receiving

a bribe from Paul, or his friends, in order to secure

Paul's release from prison. Therefore, because he ex

pected to receive money from Paul for this purpose, he

leaves Paul with the suggestion that, given occasion, he

would be calling for him. Felix did not, as the King

James Version suggests, promise that at a "convenient

season" lie would listen to further messages on righteous

ness, self-control, and future judgment, but rather that,

given the proper encouragement, he would make any sea

son convenient to call upon Paul to receive a bribe for

his release. Evidently what Paul had said about bringing

a contribution from the nations for the poor of Jerusalem
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and Judea suggested to Felix the possibility that some

of this money might be turned over to him by Paul him

self, or his friends, for Paul's release. Undoubtedly this

is why he issued orders that Paul's friends should be

allowed to communicate freely with him. And for this

same reason he sent for Paul frequently and 'l conversed

with him". .

In Section 2412 of the structure ("24.: 27) we have the

record of Paul's continued imprisonment: "Now, two

years being fulfilled, Felix got a successor, Porcius Fes

tus. And, wanting to curry favor with the Jews, Felix

left Paul bound." Paul was to witness to the nations, to

Israel and to kings. See Acts 9:15. He had witnessed to

the nations and to Israel. Now, through this imprison

ment, and Felix' two-year attempt to exact a bribe, and

finally Ms contemptible effort to curry favor with the

Jews by leaving an innocent man in bonds, Paul is en

abled to give his witness to the kings and rulers in the

land, and thus close up the kingdom testimony in Eome,

then the center of the world's political power. In the

meantime, the kingdom testimony to the Jews in the land

having been completed, Paul is, through the overruling

of this wicked governor's motives, safeguarded from his

Jewish enemies. Paul,, the herald of the kingdom, is in

chains on acount of the expectation of Israel' See Acts

28: 20. His ow;n nation seals its apostasy by forcing, the

imprisonment of Paul, the herald of its kingdom hope.

H. W. Martin



SELFISHNESS IN SAINTS

Selfishness seems almost as common among saints as

among unbelievers. In their reasoning about the future

the primary premise is always their own safety, even if

the rest of the univeise is sacrificed for their satisfaction.

The usual argument for the endlessness of the word

aidnios is the reflex of their fear of misfortune. They

have not learned to depend on God Himself, but must

have a crutch in the form of a promise. God has def

initely limited all of His promises to the eonian times, in

order that, thereafter, when His creatures know Him

fully, they may rest in Him alone, without any covenant,

and apart from any assurance as to the future except

their living and loving Father. Who cares for aught else?

The argument is based on unbelief in God's declara

tion that death shall become inoperative by the vivifiea-

tion of all. Like the scientist who knows not God, the

orthodox saint looks back to a mythical chaos, and for

ward to a far more fiendish future. God introduced death

and has planned its exit. Because men do not believe His

word, and are afraid to face the future with God alone,

they imagine that death is eternal and try to stretch His

promise to cover it. Timid saints tremble at the idea that

they have eonian, rather than eternal life, little realizing

how foolish it would be for God to promise life when

there will be no death. Selfishness and unbelief are the

basis of the doctrine of eternal torment. Faith in God's

word and confidence in Him alone, apart from His prom

ises, is the solid foundation of universal reconciliation.



Distorbant

"THAT WILL BY NO MEANS

CLEAR THE GUILTY
»

This quotation has been the cause of much perplexity

on the part of students of the Scriptures, for it seems

to deny the fact that Jehovah has means of clearing the

, guilty, and .it does not seem to harmonize with its context.

Those who will refer to the phrase in the A. V.

(Ex. 34:7) will find that the guilty is in italics. The fact

that Hebrew has a term for guilt (ashm) leads us to

suspect its title to a place in the English translation.

Current theology is entirely too free with the term. "I

was a guilty sinner" seems a commendable confession,

but it is contrary to the great truth of justification. Our

translators introduced it into the argument of the Roman

epistle at a most unfortunate juncture. After stopping

the mouths of both Jews and gentiles, he does not sen

tence them all as "guilty before God" (Rom. 3:19). The

word is Tiupodikos, subject to the just verdict of God.

What is the verdict? For us, who believe, it is "not

guilty!" We are acquitted, vindicated, justified. We

were sinners, but when brought to the bar of God, His

grace in Christ made us guiltless sinners. This is real

justification. This truth alone is worth all that we can

do to make it known. . - . ■

The Hebrew of "That will by no means clear" is

nqe la mqe, literally, TO-make-iNNOCENT not is-making-

innocent. The same word is repeated in a different

grammatical form, with the negative between. Our trans

lators render this word "clear" only four times. If we

include other forms of this root, they render it "inno

cent" about forty times! We have its legal meaning

clearly established in the law. The owner of a goring
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ox is held innocent (quitEx. 21:28). But if the owner

bad been warned that the ox was dangerous and had not

kept him in, he was not innocent, but liable to be put to

death. Again, if a man smite another with his fist or a

stone so that he keeps his bed, but is not killed, and rises

again, and walks with a staff, then the smiter was held in

nocent, though he had to pay for the loss of time (Ex.

21:18,19).

It is usually taken for granted, among Hebrew schol

ars, that the repetition of the verb, as in this case, is

merely for emphasis. In that case this passage should

have the stress on "clear" or "made innocent." Often

our translators add "surely." It should then be "not

surely clear" or "not surely make innocent." It certain

ly should not be on the negative—"by no means"—as

our translators have it. But a prolonged and careful

consideration of doubled verbs in Hebrew has led me to

doubt that they merely give emphasis to the thought.

Repetition is a method of imparting stress, but these

verbs are not merely repeated. They are carefully varied

to modify the idea, and their exact literal force is always

the precise meaning according to the context.

We will take an example which is familiar to all.

Adam was warned that in the day he should eat of the

forbidden fruit he would "surely die." This phrase is

a combination of the infinitive (to-die) and the incom

plete (you-are-dying). Now this expresses exactly what

actually occurred to Adam on that day. He did not

"surely die." But the process of dying was operating

in him, which led to his death many years later. He was

"dying, to [eventually] die." This dying he transmitted

to'all his posterity, and this it is which makes mankind

sinners. From birth we are dying until life is entirely

gone. Is it not much better to take the Hebrew literally,

than to ignore its force by making it merely emphatic?

The latter contradicts the facts. The former confirms

them and explains them.
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As we do not give the usual literal rendering, a word

of explanation is necessary as to the Hebrew "tenses,"

so-called. There are only two. They are usually called

'' past'' and '' future.'' These names are misleading, for

the past often refers to the future and the future is often

used for the past. It is evident that these forms do not

refer to time. Hebrew Jtas no tenses. The time must be

inferred from the context. After numerous experiments

and prolonged consideration we are practically convinced

that the "past" expresses a fact, the "future" a process,

or incompleted action, which is under way. Thus to-die

is a fact, apart from time, and you-are-dying, is the

process of dissolution, which is continually operating. So

we translate TO-make-iNNOCENT and is-making-iNNOCENT.

Perhaps we may grasp the thought in this difficult

phrase more easily if we consider it without the negative.

Let us suppose that Jehovah "to make innocent is mak

ing innocent." We have the fact that the ultimate he

has in view is "to make innocent". How simple that

would be! We know that eventually, He will justify all

mankind. What about the process ? Is He now engaged

in making everybody just in order to accomplish this?

Not at all. To make them just He is not making them

just. That is not the process. First they are filled with

injustice. So in the earlier revelation of Jehovah's deal

ings with His people. He will make them innocent

through the great sacrifice, not through their own doings.

Only tJms can He reveal Himself to them.

The context bears out this line of thought. The pass

age is one of the highest and fullest statements concern

ing Jehovah that we have in the Hebrew scriptures.

When Moses stood in a cloud on Mount Sinai, Jehovah

is passing before him. And He is calling "Jehovah!

Jehovah! The Deity compassionate and gracious, long

to anger and of much kindness and truth, preserving

kindness to the thousandth [generation], Who bears

with depravity and trespass and sin, Who is not making
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innocent to make innocent, visiting the depravity of the

fathers on the sons and on the son's sons, on the third

and on the fourth [generation]." The usual rendering,

"that will by no means clear the guilty7' is a direct de

nial of His compassion and grace. Combined with the

following lines, it brands Him as an unjust, vindictive

enemy, who forces depravity on each generation and re

fuses to provide any means for removing it.

That the depravity of a father is visited on his

descendants is evident to all. But no son is condemned

for his father's sins. Yiet each one inherits the depravity

of his ancestors. Adam's depravity did not die with

him. Each parent transmits his failings to several suc

ceeding generations. This is in line with the previous

statement, that Jehovah is not making them innocent.

These are remarkable statements to be incorporated into

"the name of Jehovah". At first sight they seem in con

flict with His compassion and kindness. Why does He

not immediately make men innocent? Why does he shut

them up to depravity? Because it is only in this con

dition that He can be gracious and compassionate amd

bear ivith their depravity and trespass and sin. If He is

to be a Saviour they must be sinners.

The point that has been lost in all this is its temp

orary term. This is definitely stated in the phrase we

have been studying. If He is not making innocent it is

in order to make innocent. He has a goal set before Him,

which is the revelation of Himself, as here set forth. We

have seen how necessary it is that there should be sinners

to give exercise to His grace. But all this is of no avail

unless the compassion is exercised and the sinners are

saved. We have a hint that this condition of affairs is

limited to "the thousandth [generation] ", a time which

corresponds with the course of the eons. During the

eonian times Jehovah will see that there are sinners to

receive His grace. A. E. K.



In Defense

'THEY SHALL NOT LIVE'

The great truth of universal verification (1 Cor. 15: 22),

and the abolition of death (1 Cor. 15: 26; 2 Tim. 1:10)

is so effulgent with the glory of the living God, that those

who love Him should clasp it to their hearts, and pour

out their praise and adoration to Him, Who, even now,

gives life to all His animate creation. Life is the most

wonderful exhibition of divine power. Resurrection, life

from death, is the greatest of miracles. The verification

of all will be the supreme display of God's deity. None

of this needs to be reasoned from the Scriptures. It is

inscribed there in terms too obvious to need explanation.

"As, in Adam, all are dying, so, in Christ, shall all be

vivified." "The last enemy being abolished is death."

". . . our Saviour Jesus Christ, Who . . .abolishes

death . . ." A child can believe this.

But these are days of apostasy, so that the saints will

not receive God's word. No matter how clearly stated,

how thoroughly guarded, how solemnly asseverated, they

will not believe. Not only so, they will oppose and per

secute and revile anyone who dares to believe it, insinu

ating and asserting that they are teaching the devil's lie.

All this is according to the Scriptures, and should not

cause any alarm.

Perhaps the most effective method of keeping God's

saints from accepting His word on this or any other

theme, is to oppose it with a text which seems to contra

dict the truth. A favorite passage for this purpose is

found in Isaiah 26:14. This is taken to prove conclu-
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sively that some of God's creatures will not return to

life. Hence death is not abolished, and all mankind will

not be vivified.

We know that there is no contradition in God's word.

When there seems to be a clash it is found in the human

elements which intrude between us and the original.

Usually a concordant study will eliminate all discord.

Hence we will study the passage in the Hebrew before

basing any interpretation upon it.

In the Authorized Version the passage is as follows:

14 They are the dead, they shall not live: they are deceased,

they shall not rise.

Concordantly it reads thus:

Dying, they shall not live.

Healers shall not rise.

It will be noted that the Concordant Version gives

an entirely different sense by omitting the italicized

words They are, which are not in the Hebrew, and by

rendering the participle mtMm dying in place of

"dead". It is true that this word (rnutJi) means die, and

the participle is translated dead in some passages in a

loose way. In the east the dead are buried very soon

after death. While Sarah is dying (the incomplete or

so-called future tense) Abraham made arrangements for

burying his dying (participle) wife. Joseph did not say

to his brethren "I am dmd", but "I am dying'9. If he

were dead, he would not have spoken to them. In Gene

sis 2:17 Adam is told to die you are dying.

Many passages might be adduced in which the parti

ciple dying is used of those who are still alive, but, for

accuracy's sake, we will give only those which are.exactly

the same in form as the word in Isaiah 26:14. We will

give the Authorized Version renderings.

Ex. 12:33 We (be) all dead (men).

2 Sa. 19:6(7)all we had died this day

2 Ki. 19:35 they were all dead corpses

Psa. 106:28 and ate the sacrifice of the dead
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Isa. 26:14 (They are) dead, they shall not live

87:36 tliey (were) all dead corpses

Eze. 24:17 make no mourning for the dead

In two cases men call themselves dead. It is evident

that the Hebrew is more accurate. They were death

doomed. It is interesting to note, in* this connection, that

this plural participial form (mthim), is also construed

as a noun in Hebrew concordances. In the following pas

sages it is always used of living men. The Authorized

Version rendering is added to the reference: Gen. 34: 30

few, Deut. 2:34 men, 3:6 men, 4:27 few, 26:5 with,

28:62, 33:6 men, 1 Chron. 16:19, Job 11:3 men,

11 men, 19:19, 22:15 men, 24:12 men, 31: 31 men, Psa.

17:14 men, men, 26:4 persons, 105:12 few men, Isa.

3: 25 men, 5:13 men, 41:14 men, Jer. 44: 28 small. In

every one of these passage,® mthim occurs, the same

Hebrew letters as in Isaiah 26:14. It is evident that in

every case the men, the persons, the few are alive, not

dead. They were dying, death doomed. It is the function

of the participle to indicate the act of dying, not the state

of death.

The expression "dead corpse■" is tautological. The

word dead adds nothing to the sense. But dying corpses

modifies the idea so as to justify the addition of this

word. In every passage the participial form of the

Hebrew is justified. It always applies to the process

which ends in death, not to the death state.

The word live is the usual word, and may refer to

life at any time. Just to show that it does not necessarily

refer to resurrection, we will give all of the occurrences

of this exact form, ichiu, they-are-living, or they-

SHALL-LIVE.

princes said unto him. Let them live.

Wherefore do the wicked live

They are dead, they shall not live

Thy dead (men) shall live

O Lord, by these (things men) live

judgments whereby they should not live

the prophets, do they live for ever?

Josh.

Job

Isa.

Eze.

Zech.

9:21

21: 7

26:14

19

38:16

20:25

1: 5
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As the "dead men" of Isaiah 26:19 are dying rather

than dead, there is no occurrence which speaks of resur

rection life. All that we need to know is the fact that

this may speak of life before death.

The second line, "they are deceased, they shall not

rise," reads "Healers shall not arise". The first word,

"hdalers", is exactly the same as in Genesis 50:2, 2,

"Joseph commanded the physicians . . . and the phy

sicians embalmed Israel". One other occurrence is found

in 2 Chronicles 16:12, "sought not to the Lord but to

the physicians.99 More than seventy times this verb, rpha,

is used in the sense of heal. Why then should it be

translated the opposite here ?

Some make it a proper name, the Rephaim, and

deduce that these shall never be resurrected. This is the

word which is also translated giants. In the feminine

form it is rendered medicines. But none of these can

compare with the simplest and most literal rendering,

which alone is not only concordant with the vocabulary

but in accord with the context.

One of the fundamental truths of God's Word is the

subjection of all to Him. By His own life He swears

(Rom. 14:11):

". . . to Me every knee shall be bowing,

And every tongue shall be acclaiming God."

As this cannot occur in this life, it depends upon another

fundamental fact, that "all who are in the tombs shall

be hearing His voice" (John 4: 28). The denial of these

two fundamentals is an assault on the very foundations

of God's throne. All of His vital attributes are called

in question. It is not the part of wisdom or of power,

to say nothing of love, to create a class of creatures, and

not deal out to them the due deserts of their deeds. Anni

hilation after judgment would be a pitiable failure on

the part of a God worthy of the name. Annihilation

without judgment is utterly subversive of all divine gov-
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eminent. Let us not charge God with such a fearful

reversal of righteousness.

Let it be clear that the teaching that the Rephaim or

the Nephilim have no resurrection is not only without

warrant in Isaiah 26:14, does not only deny universal

vivifieation (1 Cor. 15: 22), but also gives the lie to the

plainest declaration of our Lord Himself and His apos

tles when dealing with this subject. Isaiah is not con

cerned with resurrection at all in the passage on which

this error is based, but our Lord deliberately uses the

word all when He utters His statement, and follows it

with the further fact that it includes the bad as well as

the good.

Paul is even more emphatic, for he enforces it by a

parallel which is unquestionably universal. In Adam,

all are dying. May we never be guilty of that intolerable

gloss, which changes this to "all in Adam". It is not so

written, and every effort to make this its meaning is a

confession of unbelief. Moreover, it is stupid, for all men

are in Adam and all men are dying. If some were "of

Adam, not in him'9 (of which the Scripture knows noth

ing) then those of Adam would not die.

Following out the mistranslation, the Authorized

Version proceeds:

Therefore hast Thou visited and destroyed them,

And made all their memory to perish.

There is an atmosphere of finality about the perfect tense

which helps to give a false color to this couplet. In

Hebrew there are no tenses. Only two states are differ

entiated, the indefinite and the incomplete. The time

must be gathered from the context. The nature of the

incomplete, however, does not allow it to represent the

past, or the perfect tenses. What is past or perfected can

not be incomplete. The incomplete may be used of action

in the present you-are—ing, or of the future, yotj-

will—. It should always be the present participle
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unless the. context demands the future. These rules are

the result of prolonged experiment in the making of con

cordant translations of Hebrew, and may be verified by

the same process.

Consequently the couplet should be rendered

So Thou visitest and art exterminating them,

And every male of them is perishing.

Read in connection with the context all idea of future

annihilation is absent and incongruous. It would never

be injected unless men had first apostatized from the

solemn assertions of our Lord and His apostles. The

verb visit cannot be future, and the action which accom

panies it can refer only to the same time. It records"

Jehovah's work at the time, not final destiny. The word

rendered " memory" in the Authorized Version is. the

same as that for "male" in Hebrew. The LXX renders

it male. The couplet is best balanced by this word, for

extermination was usually limited to the destruction of

the males.

It is usual to contrast this passage with the nineteenth

verse of the same chapter of Isaiah, which the Authorized

Version translates as follows:

Thy dead men shall live,

Together with my dead body shall they arise.

Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust:

For thy dew is as the dew of herbs,

And the earth shall cast out the dead.

Such phrases as "dead men", "dead body," "dwell in

the dust," and "the dead", seem to fully confirm the

idea that death and resurrection are in view. A little

inkling of the distortion practised in this passage may

be gained from the fact that, in this short paragraph,

"dead" is used of three different Hebrew terms, none of

which means dead!

We will first give a concordant rendering, as a basis

for discussion (Isa. 26:19):
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Your dying shall live!

My decadent shall rise!

Shout for joy, tabernaclers of the soil!
For a night mist of lights is your night mist,
And the land is causing the healers to fall.

As in verse fourteen, the first dead, is a participle, and

speaks of the act of dying, not the resultant state. It is

not that they shall not be given life after death, but their

present low condition shall not lead to death at that

time. The second dead [body], the Hebrew nble, comes

from a root meaning decay. In Psalm 1: 3 the leaf does

not decay. It is often used of bodies going to decay.

Then it is usually translated carcase. Only five times is

it rendered dead body (Psa. 79:2; Isa. 26:19; Jer.

26: 23; 34: 2; 36: 30). But this does not seize the central

thought. It is better expressed by our translators in such

phrases as the beast that dieth of itself (Lev. 7: 24) or

that which dieth of itself (Lev. 22: 8; Dent.. 14:21). It

should be rendered that which is decaying, whether alive

or dead. The fact that decay is much faster after death

does not deny that it also sets in before death in a dis

eased state of the body. The parallel is clear here: dying

corresponds to decaying. The singular form, body, is

misleading. The verb rise is plural. Decaying is always

in the singular because it is the name of a class, the

decadent. We have, then, a perfect couplet. The dying

and decadent, shall live and rise. Resurrection must be

forced into this passage if we wish to get it out. It is

contrary to the grammar and the context.

The phrase "that dwell in the dust" is explained in

the Companion Bible as "buried in thie dust of th&

earth". But there is a vast difference between dwelling

and being buried. There is no warrant for the connec

tive, in. They tabernacled on the soil. This was their

special appellation in contrast with the lords who op

pressed them. The subdued Israelites were forced to

raise food for their enemies. Hence they were connected

with the soil.
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The third word rendered dead is the same as that

translated deceased in verse fourteen. It is healers.

Sometimes it is made a proper noun, Rephaim. As this

word is also rendered giant, health, and medicine, and, in

some later versions, shades, a fresh study is called for.

Vague theories are afloat concerning a pre-Adamite race

of giants, or a half human tribe of creatures, to which

Goliath of Gath and others belonged. They are often

confused with the nephUim. They are supposed to be

annihilated at death, so that they are never raised or

come into judgment. None of this has any foundation in

fact. They were healers, or "medicine men". The fact

that some of them ware large does not make them all

giants. There is no evidence that they were superhuman,

or an exclusive tribe. Theirs was an office, not a nature.

Like the so-called "angels", their name denotes what

they do, not what they are. They could not have sur

vived the deluge. The theories are mere myths, contrary

to later revelation.

As to the other concordant renderings, dew is cer

tainly wrong, for it never falls from clouds (Prov.3:20).

During the heated term in Palestine, the sun draws up

vast quatities of moisture from the western sea, which is

wafted over the land and condenses as a heavy mist at

night. This is a most welcome provision, and enables the

vegetation to recover from the severe drouth of the day.

The figure here seems to be this: The blessings, pr

"lights", of Israel have stored- up moisture in the

heavens, which descends during Israel's dark hours,

refreshing and vivifying and sustaining. This is what

makes those who tabernacle on the soil shout for joy.

The following context shows that the prophet is deal

ing with a crisis, a "little lull", which was about to pass,

and is not concerned with the destiny of mythical crea

tures after death. A concordant version of the three

verses reads as follows:
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19 Your dying shall live!

My decadent shall rise!

Shout for joy, tabernaclers of the soil,

For a night mist of lights is your night mist,

And the land is causing the healers to fall.

20 Go, My people!

Come into your chambers and close your portals about you.

Hide for a little lull, till the menace shall pass.

21 For, behold, Jehovah passes forth from His place

To visit the depravity of the land upon it.

And the land reveals its blood,

And shall no longer cover its kill.

This opens the way for a consideration of the

Rephaim and the Nephilim. The latter are not mentioned

in this text, and there is no warrant for identifying them

with the healers. Such myths need no foundation. We

are all too prone to welcome them if they accord with

our ideas. We may safely conclude, then, that this pas

sage has no reference whatever to the. Nephilim. It does

not deny the great truth of universal resurrection during

the eons, or universal vivification after the eons are past.

It does not deal with resurrection at all. A. E. K.
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"THE DOCTRINE OF THE

TRIUNE GOD "

The doctrine of the Trinity is nowhere expressed or

explained in the Scriptures, hence any discussion of it

must depend on writings outside the Word of God. We

have often wished for a short, authoritative statement,

upon which an examination might be based. This has

been furnished in the form of an address delivered at

the Los Angeles Convention of the World's Christian

Fundamentals Association, in June, 1930, by Leander

S. Keyser, D. D. It was later published in The Christian

Fundamentalist, of January, 1931. It thus has the full

sanction of the Fundamentalist organization.

Judging by the high rank of the author and the

unusual merits of the article itself, we feel that we have

before us the best possible exposition and defense of the

Trinity of the Godhead. Usually such utterances are too

vague, too sentimental, to afford any clear ground for

consideration. Here we have definite statements which

can be compared with the Scriptures, and a wealth of

illustrations which may be tested for their aptness and

logic. We desire to thank Dr. Keyser for this classical

contribution to the subject.

It may be objected, Why consider the subject at all?

Why not set forth the facts and the truth, and let this

error shrink away when the light is turned on? We may

as well go further, and ask, Why write about it at all?

Is the truth not set forth clearly in God's Word, where

all may read and believe? This is true. They read, but
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they do not perceive. Their minds are so dominated by

credal theology that the Scriptures make no impression.

It is not until these false notions have been swept aside

that their eyes are open to apprehend the Scriptures.

The plainest statements are meaningless or distorted so

long as the popular errors obsess them. We will have

much to say as to the relations existing between God and

His Son, but it is necessary to start where <mr readers

are, and show them the need of a fresh investigation, be

fore they are in a position to appreciate or accept it.

There is one difference between the supporters of the

Trinity and our efforts to show it to be unscriptural

which, to the thoughtful mind, almost settles the question

even before discussion. We cheerfully reprint the whole

of this article against our position, and urge our readers

to weigh it carefully. Will Trinitarians have enough

confidence in their own teaching to publish my reply?

I am so sure that everyone who really considers my

answer will be satisfied that Trinitarianasm is unscrip

tural that I consider any article, written in its defense,

destructive of its own position. Will The Christim Fun

damentalist find my refutation sufficiently in favor of

Trinitariantem to publish it? What orthodox publication

has the courage to present both sides of the argument to

its readers?

In order to distinguish the article from our discus

sion, it will be printed in smaller typa The opening

paragraphs follow:

THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRIUNE GOD

Leander S. Keyseb, D. D.

Delivered at the Los Angeles Convention, June, 19S0

Like every other doctrine of our holy faith, the doctrine of

the Trinity is called into question in these days of "deadly

doubt." Not long ago, Dr. A. C. Barton, a well-known modern

ist, scoffed at this doctrine by declaring that there was no

mathematics in time or eternity that could add three ones
together and make them only one.

When I was a very young man, over fifty years ago, Robert
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G. Ingersoll ridiculed the sacred doctrine of the Trinity in pre

cisely the same way. A little further along I will expose the

superficiality displayed by both of these critics. It may be said

here that most of the modernistic criticisms of orthodoxy are

based on a lack of accurate theological knowledge and acumen.

It is not at all probable that all the great evangelical scholars

of the centuries, from Athanasius to Warfield, have believed a

palpable absurdity.

The article begins with a very grave defection from

the faith, which is the key to all of the infidelity that

follows. It does not discriminate between that which has

been hallowed by God and that which is held to be holy

by man. The word "Trinity" is not sacred. God has

refused it a place in His revelation of Himself. It is

human, unnecessary, defective, and hypocritical. It has

crept in despite the apostle's warning to have a pattern

of sound words (2 Tim. 1:13). I have personally made a

close examination of the entire vocabulary chosen and

refined by God and find ho expression in Hebrew, Chal-

dee> or Greek, which anwers to the term "Trinity", used

in connection with this theme in the Scriptures.

With many this will have little weight, for they wor

ship man and not God. But it should have a powerful

appeal to Fundamentalists and all who really revere

God's holy Word. No doctrine is holy which has not been

put into words by the holy spirit of God. Thus the article

begins with a false note. It is the duty of faith to doubt

man-made substitutes for divine revelation. Such doubt

is not deadly, but safei If there is such a thing as the

doctrine of the Trinity, let us have it in God's words.

We are convinced that the subject is beyond man's intel

lect, so it is sheer folly to let him repudiate God's expres

sions, with the subtle insinuation that his are better.

We do not at all relish being classed with Modernists

and agnostics. I realize the popularity of such an appeal

to prejudice. At the beginning of this discussion, how

ever, it is a fatal sign of weakness. It is quite possible

for unbelievers to disbelieve that which is false. The

great differences which exist betweesn godly believers cer-
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tainly show they are not infallible. This is only another

appeal to man. The doctrine does not go back to the apos

tles, but to Athanasius. All of this is utterly prejudicial

to the subject. Logically, it leads to Rome. If a doctrine

is true because it has the support of human minds and

masses of men, divine logic should proclaim it false,

rather than true.

A Biblical Doctrine

The primary reason why our great orthodox theologians

have believed the doctrine of the Trinity is that they have

found it clearly taught in the Bible. A scientific correlation of

all the teaching of the inspired volume yields the doctrine of

the triune God. That is also the reason why the great ecu

menical creeds and all the evangelical confessions teach the

same doctrine. The great confessors of the evangelical church

did not develop the doctrine out of their own intellects or out

of the speculations of Greek philosophy; no, they found it

clearly taught in the Holy Scriptures. Finding it there, they,

like true scientific thinkers, formulated the Biblical teaching

into consistent statements of doctrine. That is something

which the scientific and scholarly mind ever seeks to do-

synthesize and classify into a system the varied data of any
field of investigation whether they belong to the physical, the

psychical, the ethical, or the spiritual realm.

A careful comparison of these statements is all that is

needed to show that quite a number of them are the

expression of a wish rather than a fact. Notwithstanding

that the Trinity is "clearly taught in the Bible", the

Scriptures did not yield this truth (?) until a " scientific

correlation of all the teaching" had been made. The

plain fact is that the Trinity is not clearly taught, even

in a Bible corrupted in its favor. This article is evidence

that it is not clearly taught anywhere. It is a human

deduction, not from all thes teachings of the Bible, but

from a very few isolated texts.

Anyone who knows anything of the centuries of

wrangling which resulted in the creeds, will agree that

the Scriptures are not clear as to any Trinity. The

church did not adopt it because of a unanimity of belief,

but as a compromise, a desperate alternative. The orig-
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inal framers of the creeds were often most dissatisfied,

and only yielded to the ignorant majority. Now these

same creeds are received as though thejy were the voice of

God. The greatest stain upon the movement which

battles for the supernatural in the Bible, is that it clothes

the creeds with a cloak of sanctity much more inviolate

than the sacred text itself.

If the creed makers found this doctrine "clearly

taught in the Holy Scriptures" why was it at all neces

sary to "formulate the Biblical teaching into consistent

statements of doctrine"? This is not faith. The Scrip

tures are not an undigested mass of memoranda, which

God has not found time or strength to "formulate". It

is not the "scientific" or the "scholarly" mind which

finds the Scriptures crude and inconsistent, needing

"classification" and synthesization into a "system". It

is sheer unbelief. God's Word is a living, life-giving

organism. Do men need to analyze and rearrange the

human body ? No more do they need to attempt any such

tinkering with the Word of the living God.

Thebe Is Only One God

In thinking of God—I mean the God of Christianity—we

is not a single passage of Scripture that either teaches or
three Gods. That is a heresy which the evangelical church has

always rejected. The true doctrine is monotheism—monos,

one, and Theos, God—the doctrine of one God.

The Bible clearly teaches that there is but one God. There

is not a singl passage of Scripture that either teaches or

intimates Polytheism. Indeed, that doctrine is condemned

throughout God's Book of divine truth. The very first com

mandment of the Decalogue says most positively: "I am the

Lord, thy God; thou shalt have no other gods before me." This

language can be interpreted in only one way—it teaches abso

lute monotheism.

Elsewhere in the Scriptures we read: "Hear, O Israel, the

Lord our God is one Lord" (Deut. 6:4). Afterward Christ

repeated and endorsed this very passage from Deuteronomy,

quoting it verbatim (see Mark 12:29). Note Paul's statement:

"One Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and father of all,

who is above all, and through all, and in you all" (Eph. 4:5-6).

Thus it is clear that the doctrine of the Bible is Monotheism

and not Tritheism.
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This calls for our highest commendation. The Scrip

tures are quoted and believed. There is no necessity for

reasoning from them. Our faith is fastened on the Word

of God itself. We believe Him. This is something that

"is clearly taught in the Bible".

Three Persons est the Godhead

And yet it is just as evident that the Bible teaches the

doctrine that there are three persons who are called God,, and
they are described as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

Our readers will agree with us that the opening state

ment is not warranted by the facts. It is not "just as

evident that there are three persons who are called God".

There is no definite statement to that effect. None of the

three are ever called "persons", for the simple reason

that such a term is not at all necessary in stating the

truth as to the relations existing between the Deity, and

our Lord, and God's holy spirit. Without this man-made

expression we could not be carried on into the devious

doctrine of the Trinity. If it cannot be uttered in

inspired words, it is not of God, and has the hallmark

of error.

Note our Lord's own words: "All power [authority] is given

unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore and disciple

all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe all

things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with

you alway, even unto the end of the world. Amen." (Matt. 28:

19-20.) What sacrilege it would have been to couple those three

names together if they were not all divine, all coordinate, all

co-equal! To the same effect note the Pauline benediction:

"The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and

the communion of the Holy Ghost be with you all. Amen."

(2 Cor. 13:14.) Here all the persons are again joined together,
and Christ is even named first.

Now, instead of a clear statement of the teaching, we

are asked to deduce it by inference from passages which,

on their face, were never written on this theme at all.

This method is specifically discredited and denounced in

the Scriptures. Since sin has entered the race, men are

not logical. Even minds renewed by the spirit of God are
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not able to safely reason out His truth. In our inability,

God has graciously relieved us of the task. He has rea

soned out everything essential to faith, so that we are

always given the conclusion along with the premises.

God does not supply us with a minor premise, and ask

us to supply the major premise and the solution. This

is what we find here.

The major premise may be stated as follows:

All names coupled with God's are

divine, coordinate, and coequal.

All else, we are told, would be sacrilege. The contrary

is true. In one of the most august passages in holy Writ,

which opens up the Unveiling, we read, "Grace to you

and peace from Him Who is, and Who was, and Who is

coming, and from the seven spirits which are before His

throne, and from Jesus Christ, the Faithful Witness, the

Firstborn of the dead, and the Suzerain of the kings of

the earth " (Un. 1: 4, 5). Let us follow this line of logic.

The seven spirits must be essential Deity. Hence here we

have nine persons in the Godhead! Indeed, many have

tried to argue that the seven are the one spirit of God!

Such reasoning would soon wreak havoc with the divine

records.

It is hardly wise to select one benediction which seems

to prove a point and ignore others. To the same Corinth

ians Paul had written before, "The grace of the Lord

Jesus Christ be with you! My love be with all of you in

Christ Jesus!'' Did Paul put himself in the same rank

with Christ by coupling their benedictions in this man

ner? Was Gideon put in the pantheon when he was told

to shout, "The sword of the Lord and of Gideon" (Jud.

7: 20) ? There is no ground whatever for the main prem

ise on which this reasoning is founded. It is contrary to

the facts. It is worse than no reason at all.

The subject of the passage is not the constitution of

the Godhead, but the baptism of the nations in the day of
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the Lord. The titles used in baptism are always chosen

with the utmost exactitude, and varied to accord with

the relationship of its subject to the administration in

which it occurs. During the coming eon the nations will

receive blessing. There will be great spiritual endow

ments, as the earnest in Acts. Hence they will be bap

tized into the name of the spirit. The nation of Israel

will monopolize the title "Christ" as they did in the

past. Hence they are related to our Lord as the Son. It

will be the beginning of God's rule of the nations through

Israel. The character of His government will be paterT

nal. Hence the name "Father". The formula used is

fitted for its purpose. It has no bearing on the subject

in hand. . ° •

That the Father is represented in the Scriptures as God is

so plain that it needs no argument. But the Son is also called

God. Note: "In the beginning was the Word [Logos], and the

Word was with God. The same was in the beginning with God.

And by Him were all things made, and without Him was not

anything made that was made And the Word became

flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory" (John 1:

1-14).

Surely this sublime passage teaches the deity of the Son,

for the term Logos can refer to no one but to Him. Observe:

"The Logos was with God," making a distinction between the

Father and the Son; and yet "the Logos was God," indicating

that in their Godhood or deity the Father and the Son are

identical. This passage can be explained only according to the

Trinitarian conception. Elsewise it has no meaning that makes

sense.

Here is another false premise: All who are called by

the divine title are, of necessity, absolute Deity. This is

quite contrary to the facts. Not only the Son is called

God, but even Satan is called the god of this eon (2 Cor.

4:4). The term Elohim is applied to arbiters in Israel

(Ex. 21: 6; 22: 8, 9, 9, 28, judges) and to unruly spirit

beings (Psa. 82: 6). Do not mistake me. I am not rea

soning concerning the relation of Christ to His Father.

I am merely showing the fallacy of this method of infer

ence. If the application of a divine title proves Deity,
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then there is no mere Trinity, but "gods mawy", as the

Scriptures declare. However, they do not stop with this

statement. They assure us that, for us, there is one God,

the Father, and one Lord, Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 8:6).

God does not normally speak directly to His crea

tures; He speaks through the Logos, the Expression, the

Word. Now that this Word is to become flesh it is neces

sary that It be introduced by describing Its relationship

to God. First, we are told that It is toward God. The

rendering with is inexact and misleading. It fails utterly

to convey the sense. Sound is directive. Christ came,

not to reveal Himself, but the One Who sent Him. As the

Word He was in the direction where God is. He was

toward God. The Deity is also invisible. Who then was

that One Who appeared to Adam, to Abraham, and

to Moses? That "God was the Word". This is the

exact phrase of the original. It is not "the Word was

God", but "God was the Word". The incarnate Word

is the God of the Hebrew theophanies.

This not only "makes sense" but is vigorous and

revealing. Accounts like Matthew and John must relate

themselves to previous revelation. Matthew traces His

physical connections, so that He may have the throne.

John shows that, from Eden on, He was God's audible

expression, the Elohim, the Jehovah, through Whom He

made contact with mankind and Israel. It is not sense,

after saying that the Word was with God, to add that

the Word was God. It is absolutely incomprehensible. If

you do not think so, explain it, or get someone else to

make it clear. No "Person" can be with another "Per

son" and also be that "Person".

Again, the Angel of the Annunciation said to Joseph when

he was troubled about Mary, his „ betrothed: "She shall bring

forth a Son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus; for he shall

save his people from their sins" (Matt. 1:21). Do you know

what the name Jesus means when traced back through the

Greek to the Hebrew? It is derived from Je-Hoshea, and that

means Jehovah-Saviour, teaching plainly that Jesus is ident

ical with the Jehovah of the Old Testament.
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The same angel at the same time said of the Child who was

to be born of the Virgin Mary in fulfilment of prophecy: "They

shall call his name Immanuel, which being interpreted is, God

with us." Have you ever studied the etymology of that word

Immanuel'? It is thus composed: immanu, with us, and 'El, the

first syllable of Elohim, which is another Hebrew name for

God. And where do we first find that holy name? In the very
first verse of the Bible, "In the beginning God (Elohim) cre

ated the heavens and the earth." Thus the little child who was

to be born of the lovely virgin was identified with the Creator

of the universe. So Jesus must be God as well as man—the

eternal Son of God, who in the fulness of time became God

incarnate in human form, and tabernacled among us.

Here is another false assumption. It may be stated

thus: Everyone whose name includes a divine title is a

Person in the Godhead.'7 The mere statement of it should

be enough to show how shallow the argument is. Many

of the names in th<e Hebrew Scriptures are compounds,

-including a divine title. All the —iah's, —4jail's, and

el's, according to this, are in the Godhead! Our Lord's

personal name means Jehovah-Saviour, and He was the

visible Jehovah, but we must look for proof of that else

where than in His name, for Joshua and Isaiah are mere

variations of this name. Are they in the Godhead?

It is not wise to confound the title El with Elohim.

There is no question that our Lord was the Elohim of

Genesis 1:1. The title El, however, does not associate

Him with creation, but priesthood. The verb ale, from

which El (or, better, Al), comes, means invoke. He is

the One Who is invoked. The first occurrence is in the

description of Melchisedec, who was a priest of El, the

Supreme (Gen. 14:18), and this is the connection in

Matthew also. It follows immediately after the declara

tion that He, in accord with His name, JehovaJi-Saviour,

shall save His people from their sins (Mat. 1:22, 23).

Many other proofs might; be set forth to establish the true

Godhead of Jesus Christ, but I need only to mention a few.

When Thomas called Jesus, "My Lord and my God," Jesus

commended him. Jesus is called, "God manifest in the flesh,"

and, "God blessed forever more." He was in "the form of

God." He Himself said, "I and my Father are one. ... He

that hath seen me hath seen my Father also."
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The Father is invisible (Col. 1:15). The Son is His

Image. God can be seen only in His Son. Therefore, He

said these things. If He actually were the Deity what

siense is there in saying that He was in the form of God ?

He is the appearance of God, the Effulgence of His glory.

These glories do not identify Him with God. They do

not involve a mythical "Godhead", of which nothing is

said by God Himself, but they give Him the right to be

called God. An image may have and should bear the

name of the one that it represents. Of a painting or a

statue we say, "This is so and so." No one, in common

life, mistakes our meaning.

God was not, however, manifest in flesh. The secret

of devoutness it was that was manifested in flesh. The

old reading will not bear investigation (1 Tim. 3:16).

Not that it affects the question of the Trinity. God has

taken great pains to show us that He was not manifested

by the flesh of Christ, by setting it forth typically as the

veil, or curtain, which hid the Shekinah glory. It was

only at His death, on the accursed cross, that God was

manifested, and, to certify to its truth, an invisible hand

rent the veil of the temple in twain, from the top to the

bottom. No such passage should be injected into this

discussion.

On a later occasion our Lord prayed for His disciples,

"that they may be one, according as We are". Does this

prove that all who are Christ's are included in this

Trinity? Our Lord said that the oneness between Him

and the Father is the same as that between Himself and

His saints. This is against, not for the Trinity.

In the same way the Deity of the Holy Spirit may be estab
lished by an appeal to the Holy Scriptures. For instance,

Ananias lied to the Holy Ghost, and Peter accused him of

lying, not to men, but to God (Acts 5:4). The Holy Spirit

possesses divine attributes: He is eternal (Heb. 9:14); He is

omnipresent (Psalm 139:7); He is almighty (Luke 1:35); He

is all-wise (I Cor. 2:10); He performs divine works (Gen. 1:2,
Romans 8:11; John 6:53).
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Why should not God's holy spirit be identified with

Him? There is not the slightest need to prove its deity.

But it is utterly illogical and unscriptural to infer that

it is a distinct " Person" from God. Who ever thinks of

making Christ's spirit another deity? If He is divine, co

ordinate and coequal with God, why is His spirit not also

another "Person" with these attributes? If this is not

so of Christ's spirit, then it is not true of God's spirit.

In the original both are always in the neuter gender, it.

God's spirit has His "Personality", but is not a separate

"Person" from God Himself. God and His spirit are

both given as the Father of our Lord. How can two dis

tinct '' Persons'' be His Father ?

Now we have proved from the Holy Scriptures that there

are three persons who are divine, and yet there is only one
God. Is the Bible a welter of contradictions and inconsisten

cies? Nay, nay! A book that has lasted through the ages and
through whose teaching so many people have been saved from

sin and despair, must be a good and consistent book; and so

we must and can correlate the varied teachings of the Bible

and show it to be a wonderful unity. That is just what the

great and erudite confessions of the evangelical church have

done in our great ecumenical creeds.

The Bible is a great book! To survive the opposition

of its enemies is a miracle. But a far greater marvel is

its persistent purity, in the original, notwithstanding the

erudition of its defenders! Any other book would long

ago have gathered into itself the philosophical accretions

which cover it in Christendom's creeds. This very sub

ject of the Trinity affords a wonderful example of its

power to repel error. Only one passage in current ver

sions gives *any coloring to the triune theory. And it is

universally admitted, even by Trinitarians, that "the

three witnesses" is a crass corruption, with the avowed

purpose of putting the Trinity into the sacred record!

The words "in heaven, thQ Father, the Word, and the

Holy Spirit, and these three are one, and there are three

which bear witness in the earth" (1 John 5:7, 8) have

been the stronghold of Trinitarianism. One of our great-
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est scholars declares that "the authenticity of the words

will, perhaps, no longer be maintained by anyone whose

judgment ought to have weight". On this account it is

not necessary here to detail the long story of their shady

history. We would never have had them in our Bibles if

Erasmus, one of the early editors of the Greek Scrip

tures, had not been badgered into making the promise

that, if one Greek manuscript could be found, he would

insert them. No other text has so little authority. It is

a crime to publish a Bible containing it.

"These three are one" is the only statement which

may be construed to express the idea of the Trinity in

our Bibles. The criminal record of these words is a

strong argument against the doctrine. They were un

known until after the theory arose. Realizing how much

better it would be if at least one passage actually taught

the Trinity, an effort was made to insert it, but without

much success. Bramus could not find a single text which

contained it until he published his third edition. Can we

account for its inclusion on any other grounds than its

poularity in man-made theology? Is it not an over

whelming indictment of the Trinity and of those who

allow it a place in God's revelation?

God Is Both One and Three

Let us not think superficially on these profound and uplift

ing doctrines of Holy Writ. God is not one and three in the

same respect. That would be an absurdity indeed. He is one

in one respect and three in another respect, which is also quite

possible in many other realms. Even a block of wood is one

in substance and three in dimensions, and besides, it has

weight, form, and color.

It is rather unfortunate to introduce this ramble into

the world of figures by comparing the Godhead to a

block of wood! I once thought that I was a blockhead

because I could not understand this doctrine. Now, how

ever, I have a secret inclination to confer the title on

those erudite mortals who have formulated it and whose

followers seek to explain it, not because they lack in
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mental acumen, but because they seek, in the realm of

reason, what can only be found in the sphere of revela

tion. Eeal mental capability realizes the limitations of

the human mind. It procures knowledge from One Who

knows, when its own powers are patently inadequate.

Some will object violently to the statement that the

Trinity is not in the sphere of revelation. They say that

the Trinity is purely a matter of revelation. Where

then, is it? It is never asserted. It must be inferred.

Hence it is a "decision of reasoning" (Eom. 14:1) to

which no one can be compelled to assent. Here we have

touched a sore spot. Most men imagine that, if they have

a text, they can combine it with their own deductions and

still retain the truth. All that really remains is a pious

perversion.

A comparison should have some points of contact,

some resemblance, let us say. Now in what way is the

Godhead like a block of wood and the three Persons like

its dimensions? Is the "omnipresence" of God to be

explained in that One has length, the Other breadth, and

the Other height? As Persons, then, they are decidedly

constricted, for each of these occupy no space at all!

How about weight, form, and color? If we add a few

attributes, such as temperature, elasticity, and all of its

other physical peculiarities, do we enlarge the Trinity?

May we add the three dimensions, and the various colors,

and make a real pantheon?

A block of wood might illustrate an idol, but it utterly

fails to suggest one phase of the Deity which is strongly

stressed in the divine titles. That is time. Jehovah,

commonly rendered Lord, is the God of the eons. He is,

and was, and is to come. That is the significance of His

name. In the titles, not in the "Godhead", there are dis

tinctions which correspond to the items of our experience,

but it is evident that as to such matters as size and

weight and form, no comparisons can be drawn. In fact,

we have the definite statement that the Son was in the
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form of God. They are the same in apparent dimensions.

Concisely stated, what is the true doctrine of the trinal

deity? It is this: He is one in essence; three in Persons; one

in Being; three in hypothesis or subsistences; one in His God

head; three in centers of foci of self-consciousness. And let us

remember that self-consciousness is the core of personality.

You and I have consciousness of self; therefore, we are per

sons. A stone has no consciousness; therefore it is not a per

son. Three powers of self-consciousness in God constitute Him

tri-personal; and that is the holy doctrine of the Trinity.

Having convinced themselves that God scattered hints

here and there which He expects them to work up into

a scientific statement of His being, men were now pre

pared for the highest effort of human wisdom. To the

well-balanced mind it must seem strange that God should

continually warn us against reasoning, and then expect

us to use our corrupted faculty in deducing the most

important and fundamental fact in the universe. I do

not say that He did. I know He did not. But that is the

only way in which the Trinity has come to us. We can

not believe God. We must deduce it.

Now let us get a clear conception of the Trinity. The

first and chief definition is that God is one in essence;

three in Persons, I must pause to register my utter repu

diation of the two chief words in this definition. fThey

are the essence of a corrupt mind and haughty audacity.

God has spoken. It apes insanity to ignore His utter

ances. He has charged us to hold to a pattern of sound

words. These words are fundamentally unsound. They

are the terms of a false philosophy, not the purified

phraseology of revelation. Nevertheless, under protest,

we will consider what they say. We will not allow our

selves to be fuddled by their vagueness. Vagueness is the

vogue in theology, especially when considering this

theme. As one has lately said, When we throw dust into

the air, the scientist says, "I can't see/' but the theo

logian asserts, "I can see!" .

There is only one rational way to test this idea of

three persons, one in essence. We are not familiar with
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any persons but our fellow humans. Fortunately all

humanity has come from a single original, Adam. Hence

it is essentially one. Consequently, according to this def

inition, God is like the human race, one in essence, many

in persons. But this is true of the ancient polytheisms

which wetfe denounced by God! They were one in essence.

This proves polytheism. They had many persons.

There is no use juggling with the word essence. It is

made out of putty. God has never said He was one in

essence. He claims to be one in "person". "Hear, 0

Israel! Jehovah, our God, is one Jehovah!" (Deut.6:14) v

He is the God of gods (Deut. 10:17). If there are three

gods then He is God of the other two. We know that He

is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Now to the next "definition": "One in Being; three

in hypothesis or subsistences". The fog is thickening!

Is the "three persons" in the Trinity only a hypothesis,

a theory or supposition? It is a Greek compound, mean

ing literally under-place. The verb is used in the Scrip

tures with the sense of jeopardize (Rom. 16:4) and sug

gest (1 Tim. 4:6). Its theological intention is as lumin

ous as darkness. If anyone should call our God, or His

spirit, or our Lord Jesus Christ an hypothesis, I would

put him down as an agnostic, if not an atheist. It is the

hypotheses of science which conflict with Scripture, and

it is this hypothesis which hinders the knowledge of God

and of His Christ.

However, I am inclined to the idea that the printer

"improved" this definition, and substituted "hypothe

sis" for "hypostasis". We must not blame him, for he

was anxious that it should mean something, and, though

a loyal fundamentalist, he probably had never heard of

"hypostasis". First we will give the theological defi

nition. The Council of Alexandria defined hypostasis as

synonymous with person. In fact, this merely repeats,

in an unknown tongue, what has been already stated:

"three in Persons". But it sounds more convincing and
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dreadfully erudite. Ordinary folk would not dare to

contradict it, because they feel it is beyond their range.

It is not a revelation. It is an obfuscation.

Once more, leaving out "hypostasis", and substitut

ing existence for being: "One in existence; three in sub

sistence. It will be necessary to grope our way in this

Egyptian murk. We all know what existence means, and

are glad to learn that God exists. In fact, we agree thor

oughly so far. One God exists. Perhaps we should

understand that He did exist once, but now He con

tinues to exist, or subsists, as three persons. It is evident

that plain English only makes this statement ridiculous.

It is a theological term which is supposed to mean the .

same as Jtypostasis. In plainer language, the idea seems

to be that God's made of existence is in three Persons.

His Being, individualized, becomes three.

The sad feature about this, however, is that the word,

hupostasis, is a scriptural term. I consider it one of the

major crimes of the church that, not content with invent

ing their own vocabulary, they actually use one of God's

words, distort it out of all recognition in their usage, and

then claim for it all the sanctity of a divine revelation.

Hupostasis, UNDER-STANDing, is a postulate, an assump

tion, and is used of the various characters God assumes

in relation to His creatures, which are made known to us

through Christ. God is our Father. Those who have

seen Christ have seen the Father, for He is the Emblem

of all of God's assumptions (hupostasis). This word does

not represent His "person", for no other passage in

which the word occurs will bear this meaning. Paul

assumed boasting (2 Cor. 9:4; 11:17). Faith is an

assumption of what is being expected (Heb. 11:1). The

Son is the Emblem of God's assumption (Heb. 1:3).

The third "definition" is "one in His Godhead; three

in centers of [or?] foci of self-consciousness". Here we

have a geometrical "explanation". It is evident to the

writer that three "centers" is not any too clear. Are
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some of them eccentric? It is impossible and absurd. So

he resorts to foci. Two foci would make an ellipse. But

three foci! We do not feel privileged to give our read

ers a headache, so will not ask them to draw or imagine

a —what?— with three foci. This explanation is just

as difficult to apprehend as the Trinity. With three

centers we might have managed something, even if they

were no longer centers. But hardly with foci, without

introducing more difficulties than explanations.

If this matter were stated plainly, no one could be

lieve itr hence this welter of words. Here it is: God is

not a Person essentially. When He becomes such He

splits up into three. All of the endless discussions about

the Trinity have scarcely concerned themselves with the

Scriptures, but with the impossible terms of the creeds.

They really have the elements of pantheism—an imper

sonal god—and polytheism—many persons. That is what

the Trinity really is—a combination of the two great

errors concerning the Deity seeking to find some support

in God's holy Word. It is pantheistic polytheism. One

impersonal God with three conscious personalities!

This great and profound doctrine has often been derided by

superficial critics. Dr. A. C. Barton recently held it up to ridi

cule. Mr. Ingersoll was wont to make fun of Christian people

by saying they did not know as much about arithmetic as a

district school-boy, for the school boy would solve the simple

problem in addition in this way: "One plus one plus one equals

three," whereas ignorant Christians would say, "One plus one

plus one equals only one!" And then he would laugh and his
audiences would laugh with him.

Well, if the infidel could be "smart," perhaps some of the

rest of us can be "smart" too. Let us look a little further into

our simple equation. Suppose we imagine it being written on

the black-board: one plus one plus one equals three. How

many figures are there on the right side of the equation mark?

Only one—the figure 3. So in one respect one plus one plus one
equals one; in another respect it equals three—one figure com

posed of three units. So God is one in Essence, three in per

son, or in self-conscious powers and qualities.

A believer who is charged with agreeing with agnos

tics is put in a most uncomfortable position. If the Trin-
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ity were true, would it be necessary to outsmart the

unbeliever? Why not produce a passage from God's

Word? If the explanation proves anything it also proves

that each of the members of the Trinity is one-third of

a god, for we are dealing with mathematical addition.

We must take the relative values. If three represents the

one God, then one cannot do so. The mere appearance is

utterly misleading. God appears in only one—Christ.

You can take three pieces of crayon, and bunch them

together, and as the result you will have one group and three

pieces. However, we may find better illustrations, for God is

psychical or spiritual Trinity; therefore our best analogies

will be found in the realm of the human mind, which has been

created in the divine image. The mind is one—a unity; it is

not composed of divisible parts as is a material object. And

yet it functions in three well-defined major ways: intellect,

emotion and will. But there is only one mind. The intellect

will equal the whole mind; the emotion equals the whole

mind; the will equals the whole mind; yet all three of them

together equal the one whole mind. That is, when the mind

functions, it does so as a whole. It is one in essence or entity,

three in functioning power. So the Trinity is one in one

respect and three in another respect. He is not one and three

in the same respect.

If the implications of these illustrations had been

seriously weighed they would never have been used. The

Deity, we are told, is a group of Gods! The mind of man

is a poor illustration of three distinct persons. Does the

intellect have self-consciousness distinct from the emotion

and will? Do each of these function a& a separate per

son? Is God the Father restricted to the will, without

emotion or intellect ? Is Christ only an emotion, without

intellect or will? How each of these equals the whole

mind is not at all clear, especially when it takes all three

to equal one whole mind.

What contradictions have we here! "When the mind

functions it does so as a whole . . . three in functioning

powers"! If this is a sample of the functioning of the

mind, it certainly should never be used as a figure of the

"Godhead"! Besides God the Father and Christ the
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Son do not necessarily "function" alike. There came a

time when it was not at all Christ's will to suffer, yet He

bowed to the will of His God. There is not the least sup

port in God's Word for this fantastic illustration.

A still profounder analogy may be found in the realm of

self-consciousness. You and I have a single ego or "I-hood";
yet in the analysis of the self-conscious a three-fold process is

clearly seen. You are yourself; yet you can think of yourself,

objectify yourself; that makes two. Now by a third process
you perceive the two to be one and the same Ego or self. Thus
you have the subjective Self, the objective Self and the per

cipient Self; yet they are all one Ego, one Self, in essence of

entity. This is not a perfect analogy, as I shall indicate in a

moment, but it does prove in a profound way that an entity

can be one in one respect and three in another respect without

inconsistency and contradiction.

In the Scriptures we are given a perfect illustration

of the relation of God's spirit to Himself. Christ had a

spirit. Human beings have a spirit. The same language

is used in each case, so that we know that God's spirit is

not an ego distinct from Himself, but one and the same.

Let each reader ponder this simple and satisfactory fact.

It is impossible to consider the spirit apart from the ego.

We may consider it apart from the body, and distinct

from the soul, but, being the seat of life, itself, the spirit

can by no manner of means be detached from us so that

there are distinct personalities, each with a separate self-

consciousness.

We are told that the Trinity is in the "Persons" of

the "Godhead". Now we are supposed to find three

persons in ourselves! Does the fact that you can think of

yourself make you two persons ? The very statement of

the case sounds like a sleight of hand performance. First,

you think of yourself and create a duplicate. Then you

perceive that you are not two, but one, and so become

three! This, we are told, is not a perfect analogy. If it

were, God could not think of Himself without danger of

becoming dual. This is sheer philosophy, utterly foreign

to God's Word. An appeal to it is, in itself, all the proof
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that is needed that error, and not truth, is dependent

upon it.

Now let us consider another important distinction. While

man was created in the image of God, he is only a finite image,

not a complete replica of God. Man has only a single Self, or

"I4iood" or center of self-consciousness; therefore he is only

finitely conscious. The Triune God of the Bible has three foci

or powers of self-consciousness, and these three constitute the

three persons of the Godhead—the Father, the Son and the

Holy Ghost—co-eternal and of majesty co-equal. I think we

can see from this analysis that the Father eternally begets the

Son and the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds from the Father

and the Son. Surely what God is now He must have been .from

eternity. If He is a Trinity now, He must have always been a

Trinity.

Let us suppose that man was created in the image of

this triune deity. Then each of us would be three per

sons ! Not twins, but triplets! But man is created in the

image of God. The difference between his single self-

consciousness and the Trinity's triple self-consciousness

is not infinity. If G-od is infinite in this manner, three

must be multiplied by infinity, and we have pantheism.

If it is a matter of mathematics God is one, not infinity.

Is it not significant that divine revelation never speaks of

infinity, a word most essential to theology? No one

comprehends infinity, so why bring that up ?

Again we are asked to consider the figure of three

foci. A diagram should have been given. All of these

illustrations are very helpful in showing us that the idea

of the Trinity is so hopelessly hazy that the very illustra

tions used are outside the realm of sober thought. This

has nothing whatever to do with time, yet there is no

hesitancy in assuming that the foci are "co-eternal'\

Even though we cannot place the three foci in any rela

tion to each other, we are asked to close our eyes and

make them "co-equal". As a consequence we find our

selves on a sea of mysticism far from the solid ground of

revelation.

We are told that "the Father eternally begets the

Son". If we can go this far, why not invent something
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worth while ? Why not include the virgin Mary in this

eternal process? Why not expunge such .passages as

"Today have I begotten Thee" (Heb. 1:5)? It does not

seem possible that the organ of the Fundamentalist

organization would allow such a sentence in its columns.

Still I doubt very much if they dare to repudiate it.

If the Father eternally begets the Son, when will He be

begotten? This has all the vagueness and vapidity of an

incantation. God forgive us for even repeating such

unholy vaporings!

We are also told that "the Holy Spirit eternally pro

ceeds from the . . . Son". According to this Luke was

mistaken when he ascribed the conception of our Lord

to holy spirit (Luke 1:35). God's Word says that the

Son proceeded from the holy spirit and the Father. How

then can the holy spirit proceed eternally from the Son ?

The holy spirit operates through the Son, but it is God's

spirit, and can proceed only from Him. The inference

that God is always the same is true only in a limited

sense. Scripture gives no ground for such a conclusion.

There the figure is not a trinity, but Father and Son.

Any reasoning based on this would lead in an' opposite

direction.

There is still another difference between God and the

human beings whom He has brought into existence. Think of

three different human persons. As to their minds, their sub

stances are of the same kind, namely, psychical substances;

but they are not the same substances; for each individual has

his own mental substance. But in the Triune God all the divine

persons inhere in, and possess and function in and through the

wjiole divine substance. Thus each have the one infinite, abso

lute substance with threefold consciousness. In God the sub

stance is. Homoousios, that is the same substance; in human

personalities the substance is Homoimisios. In describing God

the Iota must stay out; in describing human beings, the Iota

must be inserted. Those marvellously acute Nicene fathers

(325 A. D.) made this profound distinction in the God-head, and

thus avoided Monarchianism, on the one hand, and Tritheism,

on the other; they were true Trinitarians.

Faith, our King James Version tells us, is a sub-
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stance. We will need a great deal of it to assimilate this

mysticism. This sort of faith is of no value. Let us

reserve "faith" for confidence in God. An extraordinary-

capacity for credulity alone will convince us of this ven

erable folly. First we are told that our minds are made

of psychical substances. It is not clear just what this

means. In the Scriptures, psychic means soulish, having

sensation, once translated sensual (James 3:15). But, as

the character of this "substance" seems to be of no

special importance, we will not follow this further, ex

cept to say that "substance", "essence," and "hypo-

stasis", and "subsistence" all have one common meaning

—which is as vague as vacuity.

The real point lies in the two Greek words, which we

will turn into good English, lest our readers lose all

anchorage and drift helplessly away. The great battle

which was ended (or begun) by the Nicene creed, was, as

stated, about " I". Leave it out, and we have same-being.

Put it in, and we have like-being. Some said that the

"substance" of Christ was like God's. Others insisted

that it was the same as God's. Is there anything in God's

Word as inane as this! God is spirit. Christ became flesh.

All speculation about a common or similar "divine sub

stance" is only the nightmare of unbelief.

Which side was right ? No side is ever right which

departs from God's revelation. Both were wrong. Not

only were they wrong, but the so-called Monarchianists

(meaning only supreme) were also wrong, for they

taught that Christ was a mere man, with no special spirit-,

ual relationship to God. The Tri-theists, on the othe/
hand, held that there were three Gods. Trinitarianism

is a compromise, a combination of errors so subtle and

so illusive, that few indeed even care to investigate it.

Still another fact is to be kept in mind. Your Ego (self-

consciousness) functions in and through your whole being—

your body and mind, your intellect, emotion and will.. In the

trinal Godhead each Ego functions in and through the whole

infinitive divine Essence or Being. Thus again we see how
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each person is Deity, and all are Deity, and yet there is only

one Deity—a glorious Triunity, Three in one—the Trinity of

the persons.

We see J What we do not see is our ego. In the Scrip

tures the ego (the Greek pronoun I), includes our "body

and mind and intellect and will". It is not another per

son using our apparatus. We see that this definition of

the ego is not God's. It is human philosophy. Therefore

there is no such thing as three Egos in the "Godhead"

apart from the "divine Essence or Being" through

which they function. Just try to imagine a God Who is

not a Being! Imagine Him using a Being. But always

read a portion of the Scriptures after such efforts, so as

to wipe away the stain which such vain imaginations

leave.

Altruistic Love and the Trinity

If God were a mere Monad with only one conscious center,

it is hard to see how He could have had from eternity any

thing but egoistic love—that is, if He could have had any love

at all in His nature. This would give us a frightful conception

of God. But, thanks be to Him, He has been a tri-personal God

from eternity and so from eternity He has been moved by

altruistic love, and not merely by ego-love for the Father, the

Son and the Holy Spirit have had among the eternal move

ment and fellowship of love for one another.

Yes, God has had other-love from eternity, since He is tri-

personal, and so He could create human personalities like you

and me who have other-love in our finite degree as well as sejf-

love. Hence, He could consistently issue the command to every

human creature created in His similitude, "Thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself." Other-love in God is the source and

basis of all other-love to create personalities.

Moreover, where there is other-love there can also be self-

sacrificing love. Hence the Triune God could surrender the

Son in utmost pitying love to become incarnate in human

nature and to sacrifice Himself on the cross as man's divine-

human substitute for the expiation of the sins of the race. If

God made no sacrifice for man, He is not a God of true, self-

abnegating love. But God does truly love us, for He made an
infinite sacrifice for our redemption. Yes, He loved me, and

gave Himself for me. And again the triune God is the primal

source and spring of all self-immolating love in the human

family. Such love could not spring from insensate matter, nor
from the selfish and struggle for existence. It could come only

from the loving God.
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"If God were a mere Monad" comes as near blas

phemy as I care to go. Monad simply means One. How

often has He declared that He is! Not only that, but He

has declared that He is Love. What basis is there for

comparing Him with sin-sickened men ? What right have

we to insist that He was without objects for His affection

in past "eternity"?

What right have we to give the name love to one

Being with three Persons ? Would not the fact that they

have a common "substance" make their attraction for

one another self-esteem? Let us get back to the Scrip

tures. No man ever yet hated his own flesh. Is that altru

istic? Now if three persons used the same body, would

not real, self-sacrificing love be out of the question ? The .

argument here is self-destructive. There is only one God.

If He loves any other Person, He must still love the one

God.

God's love is not manifested in loving God, as Trini-

tarianism teaches, but in loving objects far, far beneath

Him. That such objects were ever wanting is only an

unfounded inference. What unscriptural expressions fol

low this departure! God gave His Son, not Himself. He

did not become incarnate "in human nature". He

became flesh. Never is He called a "substitute".

God's love should never be judged by man's. He is

its source. Man is its object and reflection. To argue

that God would not be love without an outlet is not only

irrational but derogatory. It is not a subject for debate.

It has no bearing on the Trinity. The number of "Per

sons" does not alter the great fact that God is love, any

more than it does the companion truth, that He is light.

One torch is light just as truly as three. And light does

not become darkness if there is no one to observe it. Love

is altruistic and unselfish, or it is not love.

A full-toned Christian experience requires a God who is

triune. It needs and knows God as Father; it needs and

knows God as Son and Redeemer; it needs and knows God as

Holy Spirit and Sanctifier; each a distinct person and each
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God. Be it remembered, a true, full-toned Christian experience

is Trinitarian, not Unitarian. Let us hear the Gloria Patri:
Glory be to the Father and to the Bon and to the Holy

Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be,

world without end. Amen.

An experience that glorifies God must be based upon

faith. Not mere confidence in a creed, but vital depend

ence upon, and living acceptance of His revelation.

Whatsoever is not of faith is sin. It is a sin to " believe

in" a triune God, a Trinity. There is no escape except

to believe God Himself. There is a curse on confidence in

mortal men. If we cast out all of these human excres

cences on God's revelation we will by no means lose Him

as our Father. "We will still know His Son as our

Redeemer. And we will be filled with holy spirit as

never before.

A superficial reading of the article we have been

answering will doubtless confirm those who are already

Trinitarians, but the effect upon those who examine it

carefully is just the reverse. // such is the basis of Trin

itarianism, it must be false. There is not a single divine

fact in its foundation. Like evolution, it thrives on

theory and speculation, but lacks the least shred of actual

evidence in its support. In a world teeming with evi

dence, the evolutionist cannot find a grain of sand on

which to sustain his religion. So he inflates it with the

hot spirit of the times, which floats it above our heads

until the gas escapes or cools off. So also with this the

ological theory. The God of this wicked eon has drawn

men away from vital touch with God through His Word,

and has inflated them with the false philosophy that, by

reasoning they can supersede revelation. He scores no

greater triumph than when he manages to cloak a delu

sive error with the sanctity of a divine fiat, and then

persuades God's slaves to bow in obeisance while suffer

ing for their loyalty to Him, and publicly protesting

against the very course they are. pursuing. Stand firm

for God's Word, my brethren! But be sure that it is God

Himself Who is speaking! A. E. K.
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So many requests were received for the proof sheets of

Alexander Thomson's article-"Is the Lord's Supper for

Today ?" that we have inserted it in this number. The

discovery of fresh truth in God's Word is always likely

to be abused, or carried to extremes, especially when it is

only partially apprehended. A realization of the spirit

ual, celestial character of the present economy has led to

an orgy of reasoning in many quarters instead of further

investigation in the Scriptures. Because the Lord's din

ner is supposed to be a "carnal ordinance" it has been

summarily dismissed as far beneath the notice of spirit

ual adepts. A similar line of reasoning may lead to cel

ibacy, or asceticism, or many another harmful error

against which we are carefully guarded in the Scrip

tures. The mistaken notion that "the mystery" sets

aside all previous revelation and relationships, instead of

readjusting them, has led many to discard all of Paul's

previous epistles without taking the trouble of investigat

ing what these epistles themselves have to say on the

subject. Because baptism is definitely discarded in Colos-

sians, they leap to the conclusion that the Lord's dinner,

being also popularly called an "ordinance", must be

obsolete. We ask our readers to carefully consider the

article in this issue, and definitely distinguish between

deductions from hazy "truths" and the expressed word

of our Lord, Who has definitely asked us to do this

"till He come".
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Having disposed of the Trinitarian heresy, it behooves us

to give a positive exposition of the relation of our Lord

to God. Our main contention is that Christ is not all to

God that God is to Him. "Co-equal" is an unscriptural

delusion. Our Lord Jesus Christ is like His Father in

some respects, but He is also unlike Him in others. In

the present article we confine ourselves to a few of the

points in which He compares with the Deity. In our

next issue we will continue this aspect of the subject. In

a future issue we will show the contrasts between them.

The interminable attempts on the part of some to drag

Him down to mere humanity, and on the part of others

to make Him the Supreme, are utterly unwarranted by

the Scriptures. These may be recognized by their use of

non-scriptural terms. We need no word or phrase which

is not divinely inspired. We stand firm on the great rev

elation that "there is one God, and one MEDIATOR of

God and mankind, a Man, Christ Jesus. . ..." He

reveals God to humanity and reconciles mankind to God,

not because He is either God or Man, but the intermedi

ate Who is able to link them together.

Our Hebrew word studies have been well received. In

this issue we present a short invstigation of the "habit-

ance", usually called the "world". Some saints are

foolish enough to "admit" that the Bible is not "scien

tific". Here is a scientific term, for which even English

has no recognized equivalent. The original of the Scrip

tures is far more accurate and correct in matters scien

tific than the scientists ever thought of being. How

many scientific theories have lasted four thousand years?

As a matter of fact the mass of scientists are usually

teaching discredited suppositions. Einstein, who was

supposed to have the latest and best cosmological scheme,

came out to California and scrapped it himself. There is

much light to come from a concordant rendering of the

Hebrew Scriptures.
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In Romans Pastor Eogers expounds verses which are

sometimes held to be the most difficult in the Bible. Have

these verses well fixed in your mind before reading this

article and have a Concordant Version open before you

to refer to the various verses. The solution of the diffi

culty is simple. The type and antitype have been missed.

It is not that Adam is a type of Christ. It should not

read "Who is a type", but "which". The period from

Adam to Moses is compared with the present era. There

were "many" men in that period, and there are "many"

in the present economy. Thus limited, the effect of

Adam's offense is contrasted with the effect of Christ's

sacrifice. It is vital to see that the apostle is dealing with

results. This is very evident in the original, but a con

cordant sublinear is needed to bring it out in English.

Next month we will take up the universal aspects and

consider the efforts of expositors to make it mean any

thing but what the words clearly indicate. This will not

be much of a strain on our minds, but it will challenge

the quality of our faith.

Libraries should have the Concordant Version in their

reference department. Our friends can help us attain

this end if they will inquire for it in the library

nearest them. If it is not found, make an applica

tion for it and explain its value to those in charge. Those

who cannot buy one for themselves may get the use of it

in this way. Those who have it will make it available for

others. Do not try to sell it to the library. They will buy

it if there is a demand. Create the demand.

Anexichniastos Ploutos, the Greek "Unsearchable

Riches", for March-April, has "The Spirit of God" as

its leading article, followed by"'Concerning Judgment"

and closes with "Paul's Cooperation with the Twelve".

There is a special satisfaction in seeing these great truths

in the language of inspiration and spreading among the

people who first received them.
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BROTHER LOUDY'S REPORT

We have just returned from an evangelistic itinerary

among the saints in Virginia and South Carolina, spend

ing about ten days in Danville, Roanoke, and Bedford,

Virginia. At Danville we have a fine group of loyal

saints rejoicing in the truth. I brought them some five or

six messages. They are enthusiastically planning a three

or four weeks' series of meetings for this summer in

expectation of sharing spiritual grace with more truth-

lovers.

At Roanoke is a faithful group. I delivered four mes

sages to them and enjoyed their fellowship immensely.

While there, we drove over to Bedford, Virginia, and

visited some aged saints and friends and enjoyed a most

delightful study in the Scriptures with them..

I arrived in Wagener on a Saturday. Learning that

I would preach for them Sunday afternoon and evening,

a hall was immediately secured for the meetings. Later

two brethren set out in a car to let the friends know, and

drove over the country until two o'clock Sunday morn

ing ! We had a large attendance Sunday afternoon and

evening and throughout the week.

The second week was spent at Fairview Cross roads,

where we conducted a short meeting last fall. Here we

have a building seating more than two hundred, which

overflowed nightly, with many standing outside. Many

new ones received the teaching joyfully, some of whom

had formerly opposed. A Baptist preacher attended the

meetings last fall, also this time, and is now whole-heart

edly preaching Concordant truth in his church with but

little opposition! Plans are now under way for the erec
tion of a permanent tabernacle with a seating capacity

sufficient to accommodate the crowds that attend. In the

will of the Lord, I expect to conduct four or five weeks of

Concordant Scripture study meetings for them, begin

ning the latter part of July. I feel the time is ripe for

reaping a glorious harvest in this section.
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During the past five years I have ministered the word

in South Carolina with most gratifying results. I went

to Wagenpr in 1926 at the request of only two brethren.

Much opposition has developed against the work from

time to time, but the truth prevailed in the hearts of the

people, and spread to other towns and communities, until

today we number many hundreds. Furthermore, the

vital faith and love with which the truth is received may

be apprehended from the following: After delivering a

message lasting an hour and a half or two hours, dismiss

ing them, they will spend thirty to forty minutes in

blessed fellowship with each other, talking on the Scrip

tures. Then, after going home (some driving many

miles), entire families will sit up until one and two

o'clock in the morning, reading the Scriptures and rejoic

ing in the truth. The young people manifest as deep

interest as the grown-ups.

In what could we more profitably spend our time

than searching the Scriptures and filling our hearts with

the precious Word of Christ and rejoicing together in

the glorious riches of the enjoyment of our allotment

among the saints? My heart's prayer and petition is to

be prospered of the Lord with open doors for enriching

others in the realization of these heart-satisfying spirit

ual blessings of our calling in grace that in the on-com

ing eons we should grace the celestial realms with tran

scendent riches of grace for the laud of His grace glori

ous! What a prospect! What unsearchable riches!

Pray for me, and may the readers of Unsearchable

Riches pray for me, that I may be granted wisdom and

grace to speak the Word of Christ in its purity and

power for salvation and reconciliation, for the firming and

founding of all to whom I am privileged to minister in

these evil days. Adlai Loudy
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STANLEY SMITH KEPOSES

Though we have received no direct word, the rumor

that Stanley P. Smith was suddenly stricken has been

confirmed from several quarters. His enthusiastic loyalty

to the great truth of universal salvation is well known to

our readers. But not so much is known of his life and

activities. He was a true man of God.

In volume eight of the magazine our brother told us

of his call, under the preaching of D. L. Moody in 1875.

In 1879 he went to Cambridge University and attained

some prominence as stroke of the racing boat. In 1882,

after graduation, he taught school. For some time he had

been feeling an urge to missionary work, especially

China, and succeeded in enlisting six others, who formed

the famous "Cambridge Seven" who left England in

1885 for service in the China Inland Mission.

In the first year he held revival meetings in the north

of China, and Shansi province, and then south! The next

year the celebrated pastor Hsi joined him in opening a

station in Hungtung, where D. E. Hoste, later general

director of the C. I. M., also joined him. In 1887 he went

to Luan Fu, and was joined by C. T. Studd. He married

at this time, but his wife died in 1891. After a furlough,

he married, and was sent to visit the C. I. M. stations in

the west and southwest of China. At this time be became

exercised over the destiny of the wicked, leaning toward

annihilation, and later took it up with Hudson Taylor,

.who was very open on the subject. After much exercise

and searching he discovered that the ages are not fend-

less. He immediately informed Hudson Taylor, who

decided to take the matter up while both would be in

England on furlough. A compromise, much regretted

later by Brother Smith, was agreed upon, that he was to

hold to his views, but not to make them known. This was

not acceptable to some, and later he was asked to with

draw from the C. I. M. He then established an independ

ent work at Tsechowfu, which became one of the marvels
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of modern missions. It has been strongly insisted that a

man who believes that God is the Saviour of all mankind,

has no incentive or power for missionary work. Yet the

testimony of the very ones who opposed his views proves

that he was the best gospel preacher of them all! After

he had accepted this great truth, he launched forth alone

and attained remarkable results. We believe that his

success was due to the fact that he held the truth and

taught it openly.

We thank God for the fellowship we have had with

this choice servant of His. It was he who first put the

truth before beloved Brother McGillivray, who also was

quickened in his zeal for the lost by God's great ultimate.

Brother Smith wrote the open letter to Brother Newell,

in the last volume of the magazine. May he have many

followers, who will imitate his faith, his firmness, and

his zeal!

We have been waiting for the Lord's guidance as to our

work in Palestine, and our way thither. It now seems

settled that we will cross the continent some time in May

by motorbus stage lines by way of Salt Lake City,

Denver, Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, and

New York. From thence we hope to take the Leviathan,

May 27, to the south of England, thence to Scotland,

across to Sweden, and down to Germany in July. When

the mission there is accomplished, we may go to Palestine.

We shall be delighted to meet our friends who may

live on this route if they will communicate with the office

immediately, or with the addresses on the cover of the

magazine at any point on the journey. For identification,

hand baggage will be marked, and a copy of the magaziite

will be carried in a coat pocket. Due to a temporary

lameness, I cannot walk very far. I have been urged to

conserve my strength by avoiding discomfort, but beyond

that I do not wish to go, as unnecessary extravagance

and needless expense make me uncomfortable.
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The expense of this expedition will not be taken from

the work. Only sums specially intended for this purpose

will be used, so that those who desire to have a part in it

should make this known. In the present financial crisis

it was necessary to transfer a considerable sum which

had been donated for the Palestine expedition to the

publishing fund. It is hoped that it will be possible to

repay this by the time that it will be needed in Palestine.

The Song Books are now ready, priced at less than the

list, being only twenty-five cents.

The Psalms in a tentative concordant version are now

being typewritten for the use of various assistants. One

will check the grammar, one the nouns, one the verbs,

and another will compare it with the LXX.
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The ringing insistence of the Scriptures that there is

only one God has been subtly undermined by the prevail

ing teaching concerning a "triune deity". When we

inquire into the relation of the three members of the

" trinity " to one another, we are met by meaningless and

incomprehensible, as well as unscriptural, phrases. As a,

rule, however, the explanation is evaded and shunned. It

is evident that an honest inquiry is not desired, and

always leads to heresy. But the Scriptures are written

that we should know God and His Christ, and it is of

utmost importance that we give to each the place

assigned Him in Holy Writ.

It has become the fashion to commence this subject

by giving it various unscriptural names, and to frighten

timid souls by warning them against any who deny these

shibboleths. I am frank to say that I cannot subscribe

any statement not couched in the clear language of

Scripture. Theological terms are not only too elastic, too

indefinite, too enslaving, but they are an unintended slur

on the Author of the Book, as though He could not pick

the correct key words for His revelation. For instance,

why introduce the phrase '' deity of Christ" ? No one

knows just what it means. I can honestly say that I

believe in the deity of Christ, for God, and not man, was

His Father. But I can also deny it if the phrase is

stretched to mean that He is everything to God that God

is to Him.
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We propose, therefore, to inquire into the relation

ships existing between the Son and the Father, as they

are set forth in the Scriptures, apart from the confusing

and corrupting phrases of theology. First, we will

briefly set forth the points of likeness, and, later, the

contrasts which exist between them. We shall compare

our Lord with Deity and show that He is the Word and

Image of God, so that we are justified in calling Him

God. We shall show that, in the sphere of the will, they

are opposites, for God always insists on His will but

Christ is subject to His God. God never does the will of

Christ. The Son is always subservient to His Father.

CHRIST COMPARED WITH DEITY

The revelation of God comes to us through two of our

senses, sight and sound. His message is received through

our eyes or our ears. We listen to it read or we look into

its pages. We hear it expounded or we study its exposi

tion in written form. Christ is the living revelation of

God. When He is seen and heard we behold and hear the

absolute Deity Whom He represents. Our ears cannot

perceive the inaudible. Our eyes cannot view the invisi

ble. In Christ, as the Image of God and as the Word of

God, we see His likeness and hear His sayings.

The Scriptures definitely assure us that God is invis

ible and inaudible. This applies, of course, only to abso

lute Deity, not to those who are so called in a subor

dinate sense. It certainly does not apply to the Son of

God, for He is the Image of the invisible God (Col.

1:15). Paul, in writing to Timothy, concerning his own

gracious call, bursts out into a doxology, "Now to th«

King of the eons, the incorruptible, invisible, only wise

God, be honor and glory for the eons of the eons!

Amen'■!" (1 Tim. 1:17). Moses, we are told, deemed the

reproaches of Christ greater riches than the treasures of

Egypt. By faith he left Egypt, not being afraid of the

fury of the king, for he is staunch, as seeing the Invisible

(Heb. 11:26, 27).
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There is no hint that this invisibility is due to human

disability. It is true that human vision is very restricted.

It covers only a small range. It is probable that some of

the lower animals see more and further than humanity.

Invisibility is one of the essentials of absolute Deity. He

is spirit. He pervades the universe. The moment we

seek to visualize Him we constrict and contract Him to

human proportions and He loses the transcendence which

is exclusive to the Absolute. We shall never see Him, in

a literal sense. Like Moses, we shall see the Invisible, in

a figurative sense. The means provided for this is Christ.

God is absolutely invisible, not merely in relation to our

present powers. This is important, if we wish to appre

ciate the part that Christ plays in His revelation.

Many passages can be produced which seem to con

tradict the invisibility of God. There are two explana

tions which cover most of them. Men cannot understand

any language that is not human. Hence the figure

anthropopatheia is freely used, in which God is treated

as a man. He is continually given human attributes and

furnished with various members of the human body.

Messengers behold His face (Mat. 18:10). We read of

His eyes (Psa. 11:4), His ea/rs (Psa. 10: 7), or His nos

trils (Ex. 15: 8), His mouth (Deut. 8:3), His lips (Job

11: 5), His arms (Isa. 62: 8), His hands (Psa. 8:6), His

feet (Isa. 66:1). Besides this He is given human feel

ings, and ignorance, and many other traits which human

ize Him so that we may understand Him.

THE IMAGE OF GOD

In some cases, however, He is represented by His

Image. Adam saw God in the garden, Abraham enter

tained Him in his tent, Moses met Him on the mount,

Joshua encountered Him at Jericho. These were literal,

tangible, material, visible visits of Him Who is the

Image and the Word of God. They actually saw His

appearance and heard His voice. This, says our Lord, is
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not possible of the Father (John 5:37). When Philip

wished to be shown the Father, our Lord directed him to

Himself. "He who has seen Me has seen the Father"

(John 14: 8-10). Then He goes on to show that He is not

only the Image, but the Word of God. "I am not speak

ing from Myself:" "I am in the Father and the Father

is in Me."

In a few cases we have both the Son and the Father

visible at the same time. This occurs only in visions. In

the great opening vision of the throne in the Unveiling,

Christ is seen as a Lambkin, while there is Another Who

sits on the throne. We may be sure that this is not

literal. It is a vision. Christ will never be actually meta

morphosed into an animal, nor will the Supreme be

turned into an august man. Visions are not made of

visible objects. They are, essentially, a sight which has

no substantial existence.

When men set up the worship of an invisible deity,

they usually make an image to represent it. This is one

of the charges against, humanity: that their images

degrade the Deity to their own level or below (Rom.

1:23). Hence the law forbade all graven images, and

Israel, as a rule, has kept clear of them. But this wide

spread, almost universal, desire to have some tangible,

visible representation of God is not wrong in itself. It

is an instinctive, God-implanted longing, and God satis

fies it by giving mankind a true and adequate Image of

Himself in Christ.

Perhaps no other subject demands so insistently that

we cleave fast to the pattern of sound words. If we start

out with an unscriptural theological term, we can only

hope to land in the misty mud in which theology is

mired. An instance of this is at hand. In commencing

this theme, a recent writer says: "While God absolutely

is Spirit and invisible, Whom no man has seen or can

see, yet for the purpose of creation He assumed the lim

itations suggested by the titles, 'The Image of the Invis-
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ible God,' 'The Form of God,' and 'the Word', and for

the purpose of redemption He yet further limited Him

self by being made flesh and tabernacling among us as

the Only Begotten of the Father. In spite of all such

The italics are ours, for we wish to call attention to

the unscriptural term limitation, which is the key to the

theory propounded. If this were true then one of the

greatest doctrines in Holy Writ would be the Limitations

of the Deity. But there is no such teaching. It is always

Christ, not God, Who empties Himself or humbles Him

self. The thought of limitation is not conveyed by the

titles enumerated. The Image of God made Him visible,

the Word gave Him expression, the Form manifested His

glory. Instead of imposing divine boundaries, they

removed human limitations. The word " limitation" is

so vague and vacuous that it gives us no clear idea. On

the contrary, Image, Word, Form are all filled with

meaning. If we should choose a single word to represent

all three, we would say that they set forth a revelation of

God, but by no means a limitation.

In order to clarify our thoughts, let us study a few

occurrences of the word " image" in the Scriptures. He

Who is God's Image, and Who spoke as no man ever

spoke, used it in contending with the Jews. Taking a

minted piece of money, a denarius, He asked, "Whose is

this image and inscription?" Their reply was, "Cae

sar's". He responded, "Be paying, then, what is Caesar's

to Caesar, and what is God's to God" (Mat. 22: 21). The

image was probably like that on modern coins, possibly

a head or bust delineated on the metal by indentations

or embossing, which suggested the emperor to the

mind. The whole point of the passage lies in the word

image. The fact that they were using money minted by

Rome indicated their subjection to Rome. They were

under obligations to the one whose image appeared on

their coins. This image was only a partial likeness. It
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was made of metal, not flesh and blood. It was only a

miniature of the original. It probably depicted only a

part of his body, and that in hardly more than two

dimensions. Yet it symbolized all that he was, especially

what he was to those who used the coin.

From this illustration, supplied by the divine Image

Himself, we may readily deduce that, as the Image of

God, He need not be of the "same substance'', as the

theologians assert, He need not be of the same dimen

sions, He need not reveal every phase of God's existence,

but He must be a symbol of God's relationship to man

kind—His love, His power, His wisdom, and His grace.

A sight of Him should impress us with all that we could

get by a vision of God.

While seeking thus to define and limit the exact

thought which lies in the term image, let no one imagine

that Christ is not more than this. He is the image <md

glory of God (1 Cor. 11: 7). The effigy of Caesar on the

coin of the realm probably was not much to look at,

much less to admire. But Christ is not a lifeless reprer

sentation but a life-giving illumination. If our eyes are

open, we see Him as He appeared on the mount, not with

a halo above His head, but enveloped in an aura of glory,

which is God's. In fact,, the glory of the Deity is not

within the range of human sight, so He is the effulgence,

the radiant glory of the invisible Deity (Heb. 1:3). He

is all that an image ought to be, the ideal representation

of the most marvelous Original. Seeing Christ, we see

Him Whom no man has seen or can see. Instead of being

stricken to death by the sight, as we surely would were

it the absolute Deity, we are given life, and the power to

look upon His glory, yea, we ourselves.partake of it and

become like Him.

The fact that we, in turn, are to become conformed

to the image of God's Son should help our hearts to

understand this likeness of Christ to His God. Our Lord

is not alone in this relationship. He is to be the great
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Firstborn and we His lesser brethren. God seeks to fill

His creation with images of Himself in the process of

universal reconciliation. That is the object God had in

view. He does not predestinate anyone to be saved. That

would not suit His purpose. We are saved in order to

reach others. Our destiny is not a negative one. It is

conformation to God's Son. We shall have the precious

privilege of being minted likenesses of the visible God.

This is the highest pinnacle of individual salvation, the

summit of Paul's personal revelation (Bom. 8: 29). We

wear the image of the soilish now. We shall wear the

image of the celestial (1 Cor. 15:49). It is a process

now. With uncovered face, viewing the Lord's glory as

in a mirror, we are transformed into the same image,

from glory to glory, even as from the Lord, the spirit

(2 Cor. 3:18). We are being renewed into recognition,

to accord with the Image of the One Who creates us

(Col. 3:10). When this mortal is swallowed up by life,

then we shall shine as the image of God's Beloved.

The fact that we shall partake of this dignity with

Him should keep our weak mentality from inferring that

the Image of God must be identical with Deity. Eeal

reasoning would insist that the same must eventually be

true of us. It would lead at last to absorption into the

Deity, a philosophical Nirvana, and endless futile specu

lations, degrading, not only to the Deity, but to His

Image, our Lord Jesus Christ. Let it suffice us that, so

perfect is His presentation of the Father, that our eyes

are satisfied with seeing God in Him. There are innum

erable idols in the world. Each one successfully conceals

Him. The Son alone reveals Him.

THE WORD OF GOD

The scripture which instinctively rises in any discus

sion of this theme is the declaration of John's gospel,

"And the Word was God." Standing alone, this text is

very impressive, but considered in its context it becomes
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an enigma. It is flanked on both sides by the repeated

assertion that the Word was with God. How the self

same Word can be with God and at the same time he God

surpasses all human apprehension. The translation,

however, is quite free. A closer rendering may help us

to an understanding of the entire passage and eliminate

the apparent mystification.

But even more depends upon our attitude. If we

approach it from the standpoint of philosophy, as though

it were addressed to an audience unacquainted with any

previous revelation, we will find in it formulas for end

less discussion, but little profit. We should rather take

the attitude of those to whom John wrote, who knew the

Hebrew Scriptures and to whom John wished to demon

strate that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God (John

20: 31). He does not begin with an independent philo

sophical discussion, but shows the vital connection of

the Son with all previous revelation, before the Expres

sion became flesh.

It is of vital moment to us, whether we surround this

text with the haze of mystic philosophy or the aura of

ancient revelation. The philosophical Logos is the source

of insipid and unsatisfactory discussions which darken

the intellect and harden the heart: the scriptural Expres

sion mellows the affections and illuminates the mind, and

is fruitful in the knowledge and appreciation of God.

While it is not vital, it will be helpful to use the word

"Expression" in place of "Word". The theme of the

passage is God's Expression—the means of His manifes

tation or revelation. God wishes to be known, to speak to

His creatures. John commences by introducing us to

this Logos, or Word, or Expression. Before John wrote,

God had already manifested Himself, as revealed in the

Hebrew Scriptures. John wishes to connect his further

revelation with that which preceded it, so he introduces

us to the One Who is the subject of both.

The connective with ordinarily signifies nearness and
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association. This is the thought usually found in the

expression "with God". We propose to show, however,

that this is not the case in the prologue to John's gospel.

It is not that the Expression was near God or in associa

tion with God, but that it directed toward God. In the

third verse of the thirteenth chapter the same phrase

occurs. It is the opposite of from. The Word came from

God and went to (not with) God.

Perhaps the best method of acquiring an exact con

ception of the force of this phrase is to study it in all its

other occurrences. The following list gives every passage

where the Greek phrase pros ton Theon occurs. It will

be noted that it has usually been rendered to or toward.

In most cases it is impossible to substitute with. The dif

ficulty in rendering it to arises from the fact that, in

English, we may speak of any action, such as prayer as

to God; but we are not accustomed to speaking of being

to or toward God.

the Word was with God,

was in the beginning with God.

He was come from God and went to God;

they lifted up their voice to God

prayer was made . . . unto God for him.

a conscience void of offense totvard God

We have peace with God

my heart's desire and prayer to God

in those things which pertain to God

strive together with me in your prayers to God

such trust have we . . . to Godward:

Now I pray to God

let your requests be made known unto God

your faith to Godward

you turned to God from idols

a ... high priest in things pertaining to God

every high priest ... in things pertaining to God

then have we confidence toward God

and her child was caught up unto God

he opened his mouth in blaspheming against God

The English "with" is the most versatile of connec

tives. It is used to render thirteen different Greek prep

ositions. These have such diverse meanings as toward

and from, into and out of, in and about, through and

John

Acts

Rom.

2 Cor

Phil.

ITh.

Heb.

1: 1

2

13: 3

4:24

12: 5

24:16

5: 1

10: 1

15:17

30

. 3: 4

13: 7

4: 6

1: 8

9

2:17

5: 1

1 Jno, 3:21

Rev. 12: 5

13: 6
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against, on and besides, together and by. Only five con

nectives, which are seldom used, are not claimed by with.

These are over, tip, in place of, before, and behind. Let

us not lean too hard on any with in our versions until we

are sure of the meaning of the original which underlies it.

In the Authorized Version pros is given thirty-five

variations, as follows: toward, to try, for to, to this end,

that, that . . may, that . . could, because . . would, to

do, to give, unto, nigh unto, at, against, before, by,

whereby, with, to be compared with, within, in, between,

among, the things which belong unto, those things which

pertain to, things that pertain unto, in things pertaining,

about, conditions of, sufficient to, what one hath against,

according to, for, for what intent, because of, and of.

When used with the verb was, is, etc., the tendency is to

render pros "with" in English, but it is usually trans

lated to or unto, for it indicates motion towa/rd ati object.

In this same chapter John sees Jesus coming unto Him

(29), Andrew brought Simon to Jesus (42), Jesus saw

Nathanael coming to Him (47). Later on He spoke often

of going to the Father (13:1; 14:12, 28; 16:10, 16, 17,

28). As the Lord went to the Father so the Expression

was to God.

Can we not see the drift of this, even though our

tongue cannot express it ? To tell us that the Expression

was with God does not seem suited to the thought which

the word conveys, but if we read that the Expression was

toward God in the sense that It pointed to Him, it helps

us to see that the real thought is not the nearness of the

Expression to God but the directing of others toward

God. And is not this just what an expression is intended

to accomplish?

What then, of the phrase, "And God was the Expres

sion7'? It is an inexcusable liberty for our translators to

invert the phrase into "the Word was God". In its

English form it diverts us from the drift of the thought.

If, as we have seen, there was an Expression in the begin-
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ning which pointed toward God, Who was that God we

read about in the Hebrew Scriptures ? The answer is

here. The God of that revelation was the Expression,

the Same One Who becomes flesh and camps amongst

His people, according to John's record.

In brief, "the Expression" is a comprehensive term

embracing all those manifestations of God which the

Hebrew associates with the various titles, such as Elohim

and Jehovah, Eloah and Jah, El and Shaddai, Adon and

Adonai, the living Being Who is recognized as the visible

and audible Cfod of the written record to which John, as

a minister of the Circumcision, must appeal, when writ

ing to his fellow religionists.

THE FORM OF GOD

Christ appears in many forms. He goes through

many transformations. In His humiliation He was in the

form of a slave, though He never was in bondage, either

to God or man. He merely had the appearance of a slave.

His service Godward was that of a Son, manward it was

that of a servitor. His obedience was never blind or

forced. It was always intelligent and free. On the mount

He was transformed, so that His very raiment became

radiant with His effulgence. He took a special form on

His way to Emmaus, so that His own disciples saw no

visible evidence of His identity. It is important to note

that none of these were the form of God. Though the

Image and Word of God, He was not, at that time, mani

festly so. This, however, was true of Him before He

became the only begotten God, and was born at Bethle

hem. Then there were times when His outward appear

ance was such as became the Deity, and He was as like

God, in the eyes of men, as it was possible for Another

to become. It was the pinriacle of pre-incarnate glory,

from which He descended to the accursed cross.

It is evident that, when He was in the form of God,

He was closest to the conception of those who would, in
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some occult manner, make Him of the very " substance"

of the Deity, who wish to invest Him with the same

power and glory as the Supreme, who desire, indeed, to

identify Him with His God, except as to His " personal

ity ". At that time, so lofty was His station, that it was

not at all "wrong for Him to assume equality with God.

This statement, however, does not identify Him with the

Deity. Rather it distinguishes Him from His God. It

all depended on an outward form, not an inward essence.

If He were, essentially, all that this form indicated, the

question of pillaging the One Whom He represented

couid not arise. God cannot rob Himself. If that form

had been unwarranted by the Supreme, if His actions

had been unauthorized, if He had not been a revelation

of the Deity, then He would have been the greatest

usurper within the realm of creation.

There is far more than a distinction of "personality"

between God and His Form. Though, in appearance,

equal, that equality depends entirely on the fact that the

form was only in appearance, and the Invisible was its

reality. The equality was formal, not essential, for it is

predicated only of the form. It has close counterparts in

the future, for Christ is to be clothed with the glory that

was His in the past. He will not only appear as God, but

will exercise all of God's power. This power is not inher

ent in Him, but is delegated to Him by the Father, not

eternally, but for the eons, until He has accomplished

His mediatorial mission. In the Deity this power resides

underived, undelegated, eternally. We cannot reverse

the position of Christ and God, as we could if current

theology were true. Christ cannot confer any power on

the Deity, nor direct its exercise.

THE MEDIATOR

In his book on the deity of Christ, Sir Robert Ander

son sets down in simple words one of the mistakes which

so warp the subject that it is impossible to consider it
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clearly unless they are exposed. He says, "With us,

therefore, the issue is a definite and simple one, namely,

whether Christ is God, or only man." This statement

neither defines nor clarifies the theme, for the evidence

is abundant on both sides. Moreover, this declaration

definitely denies the unique glory of Christ as the Medi

ator. He is neither merely "God or only man", but the

Link between them. The Scriptures are emphatic on this

point. '' There is one God, and one Mediator of God and

mankind, a Man, Christ Jesus . . ." (1 Tim. 2:5). Those

who refuse this truth and all the divine explanations of

those relationships by which He bridges the chasm be

tween us and God, must make Him either Deity absolute

or merely human. Both are wrong and rob us of the

Mediator, the Christ we need.

All saints believe that, in some sense, Christ is a

Mediator between God and man. Some hold Him to be

absolute Deity, yet are compelled to acknowledge some

limitations. Others make Him a mere man, yet more than

all other men. His true place is seldom clearly defined.

The solution lies in the great truth that our Lord is

unique, quite unlike any other personage in the universe.

We do not need to effect a compromise between the con

flicting views concerning Him, for both are wrong,

though each contains elements of truth. The key to His

present constitution is very simple. He is derived from

two distinct sources. His spirit is directly from God,

unlike any other man. His body, however, is purely

human. His soul, which is the consciousness resulting

from this combination, is a thing unmatched, capable of

direct communion with the Supreme Spirit, and con

descending to the corrupt condition of mortal men.

The point we wish to press is this, that the likeness of

Christ to God, instead of incorporating Him into the so-

called "Godhead", is itself the most satisfying evidence

that He is not the Supreme. Nothing is similar to itself,

except in a rhetorical figure. Likeness disappears in
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identity. Nor can this be limited to "personality".

Christ and God are alike apart from "personality".

Their agreement consists in things. Images and expres

sions are not "personal". Furthermore, the acknowl

edgement of distinct "personality" precludes identity

in other ways. Every word or phrase which has been

invented, such as essence and substance, is utterly un-

scriptural and irrational if we allow distinctness of 'l per

sonality".

Christ is the Image and Word of the Deity. Without

any reasoning whatever, the spirit of a sane mind con

cludes that, therefore He is not Himself the Deity. The

statue of Christ high up in the Andes is not Christ Him

self, though it is correctly called "the Christ of the

Andes". The office of Mediator demands that our Lord

be the God of our souls, a manifestation of the Deity in

terms within the scope of our comprehensions, in sights

and sounds suited to our sensations. We must see God!

We must \ear God! That is impossible absolutely. It is

realized relatively in the One Mediator. In Him we see,

not Himself merely, but His God. Through Him we hear,

not His words, but His Father's. 0, that men would not

seek to tie their tinsel to His glory! No greater shame

could be His than to reveal Himself, to speak His own

words, to obey His own will, though these are the essen

tials of Deity. Though like the Deity, His essential excel

lence lies in self-effacement and subjection to His God

and His Father. He is not a mere Man or absolute Deity,

but the Mediator between them. A. E. K.
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THE SUPERIORITIES OF GRACE

Which is a type! The somber features of the type were

set forth in Romans 5:13-14. The superior values of the

antitype are presented in our present text, verses 15-17.

The type was that period of human history during which

death reigned over men who could transgress no law.

Adam is not said to be a type of Christ; nor is he here

contrasted with Christ. If Adam personally were the

subject under consideration, some characterization of the

man would be presented. He is not described. His per

sonal name occurs but twice. Once he is mentioned as

one of the termini of a period during which men were

without law, "from Adam to Moses;" and again when

"Adam's transgression" is mentioned. The subject of

the type is the result of a transgression, not the trans

gressor. In 1 Corinthians 15:45-47, where Adam and

Christ are personally contrasted, they are both described

as to their headship, their constitution, and their origin.

As heads, they are the first Adam and the last Adam; as

to constitution, one is a living soul and the Other a vivi

fying Spirit; as to origin, one is out of the earth while

the Other is out of heaven. In Romans it is not the two

men that are contrasted, but fhe effect of tJieir acts upon

the rest of mankind.

Types and antitypes are linked by the possession of

features common to both. Yet, because a shadow cannot

be a perfect image, an antitype is usually greater by con

trast than the type. Even as Christ personally is in

every respect immeasurably superior to Adam, so also

the results of Christ's obedience superexceed the results
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of Adam's disobedience. Thus, while the antitype pre

sents resemblances, it also presents much more! evident

contrasts. The present era is true to the type. Death

still reigns and the many are unconditionally involved

in the disastrous results of the one offence. But, just as

unconditionally, God's saving grace has made its advent,

and this grace presents a series of striking contrasts to

the offence.

The scope of verses 15-17 is not as wide as all human

history. It is limited to the present reign of grace. The

rival forces of sin and grace, and the effects of the opera

tion of these forces during this era, are contrasted. The

completion of the parallel begun in verse twelve is still

delayed. It will not be stated in the present text. In

verses 18-19.the type and antitype are left behind. There

the scope widens and includes all humanity and all his

tory. Some translators, seeing that the full statement of

the parallel begun in verse twelve is interrupted and

delayed until verse eighteen, have put everything in

verses 13-17 into a parenthesis. While it is true that

these verses describe two parenthetic periods in history,

the typical and the antitypical, and are limited both as

to duration and the numbers affected, it is also true that

the forces operating in these periods are destined to

operate universally. Further, the statements and argu

ments of these verses are most necessary to the conclu

sions based upon them in verses 18-19.

The argument of verses 13-14 served the double pur

pose of, first, proving the truth of the one side of the

parallel given in verse twelve and, second, this proof

presented a historic type. Just so the contrasts of verses

15-17 present the antitypical present grace and also serve

to prove the other side of the parallel. Both sides of the

parallel are stated completely in verses 18-19. The ulti

mate aim of the whole argument is to prove an exact cor

respondence in the extension of the results of the two

men's acts to all humanity. The aim of the present
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verses is limited to a demonstration of the superiority of

grace: the certainty of the extension of its saving power

to all mankind is stated as a consequence in verses 18-19.

The verses now under consideration have been called

"the most difficult in the New Testament". We do well

to ask, What is the object of the writer? One has said

that, five times over in five verses, Paul repeats the same

thing in different words. If that statement were true, it

would at least show that Paul thought the subject was

important. Another has said that Paul himself was not

quite sure of his own thoughts. On the contrary, there

is no repetition, no superfluous word, but the utmost

accuracy of expression as well as precision and progress

of thought. '

But not as thus also

THE OFFENCE THE GRACE, Chwrisma.

For if by much rather

the offence the grace of God and the

gratuity in grace, which is

of the one of the one Man, Jesus

Christ,

the many to the many

died, superabounds.

And not as is

THROUGH ONE SINNING THE GRATUITY,

For, indeed, the judgment yet the grace, charisma,

is out of one is out of many offenses

into condemnation, into a just award.

For if much rather

THOSE OBTAINING

by the offence of one the superabundance of grace

and the gratuity of right

eousness

DEATH REIGNS SHALL BE REIGNING IN LIFE

through the one, through the One,

Jesus Christ.

15. That there is a difference between the type and

the antitype is first stated. But not as the offence, thus

also is the grace. The offence and the grace are then con

trasted. The offence is the disobedience of Adam

regarded not so much as sin, which is a failure; nor as

transgression, which is an act of lawlessness; but as the
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effect of a false step, a moral fall, where he could have

stood upright. The effect of such a fall was an offence

against both God and man. It is the offence of the one

which typifies the grace which is of another One in its

effects on the many. Herein is a resemblance between

type and antitype. The many died in that typical era,

and they still die in the present era, and from the same

cause. The destructive force issues from the offence of

the one. With this destructive force in contrasted the

superior saving power of the grace, the charisma, the

introduction of which begins the presentation of the

other side of the parallel missing from verse twelve, but

which is not formally stated till verse eighteen. The

arguments for the contrasted' superiority of grace

strengthen and prove the assertions of exact correspond

ence yet to be shown.

What is the charisma*! Before expounding its mean

ing it is necessary to look at the word itself. Greek nouns

differ in meaning according to their formation. In this

verse two words are translated " grace". They are the

words cliaris and charisma. The -ma denotes the effect

or result of an action, and when suffixed to charts, grace,

it adds to it the idea of effect. If -sis is suffixed to a noun

stem, the idea of process is given. For example, the stem

of the verb krinein, to judge, is kri-. If we suffix -sis, we

get krisis, judging, the process of judgment. Should we

add -ma, we have krima, the result or effect of judging,

the sentence pronounced. We shall have to distinguish

between dihaiama, JuST-effect, and dikaiosis, justifying.

In. the passage under consideration there are several

nouns formed by suffixing -ma. One is dikaioma, which

in the Concordant Version is variously translated as

"just award", "just statute", and "just requirement",

according to the demands of the context. Just what is

the effect that -ma denotes must be discovered by the

reader of Greek. For example, the word hamartia, is sin,

but hamartema denotes some result or effect of sin. The
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meaning seems to be "the penalty of sin". Popular ver

sions have aimed to bring out the* difference between

charis and charisma by rendering one "grace" and the

other "free gift", which latter does not preserve the

root idea of grace as clearly as is desirable. ,

Offence, paraptoma, and grace, charisma, denote ef

fects rather than causes. Paraptoma is a moral lapse that

results in offending some one. It provokes some reaction

in the offended party. Between man and man offence

provokes resentment. The offended party is bidden to

forgive (Mat. 6:14, 15; 18: 35) ; the offender should con

fess his offence (James 5:16). The offended party may

react to the offence by inflicting a proper punishment, or,

on some ground that is satisfactory to justice, he may

forgive. Men are commanded to forgive each other

because God has dealt with all offences of men and will

avenge where necessary (4:25; 12:19). God may par

don offences, refuse to take them into account, or inflict

on the offender the punishment that is due.

There is an unpardoned offence. "The offence" of

Adam is perhaps the only one the full penalty of which

will ever be inflicted. In His wisdom God has given to

the race an example of the effect of one moral lapse when

it is met by the just resentment it deserves. This terrible

exhibition of the just consequences of only one offence is

God's revelation to man of the hideous nature of offence.

This longest of all sermons is preached to each man of

every age and generation. Its aim is to bring home to

reluctant hearers the offensiveness and destructiveness of

sin and the fact of God's sure judgment and condemna

tion of it. Thank God the sermon will end when the last

child of Adam has learned the penal meaning of death.

When the just sentence on one unpardoned offence has

been executed and the limit of punishment reached, then

the demonstration of God's reaction to the one offence

will be complete. Its purpose is to make us fellowship

God's resentment and hatred of sin. Beyond the extreme
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of ruin wrought by one man there is the deliverance

wrought by Another. The resurrection of the dead is

through a man also (1 Cor. 15: 21).

In a little we shall read of "many offences", the

many offences of many men. Every act of disobedience

of every man in every generation has the same offensive-

ness and destructive potency, even though it is not

judged and punished as was that of Adam. The sure

. judgment of these fell on Another, Who was given up

for our offences. Again in His case there was no pardon,

again the sentence on sin was death, and again the only

salvation came after the full penalty was exhausted. Be

cause of this, offence can now be met by the charisma.

As the offence was the effect of Adam's act, so the

grace, charisma, is the effect of Christ's act. Both have

an effect on God and on man. The effect of the disobedi

ence has been very fully treated by Paul. He now pre

sents the result of the obedience. The charisma is the

result to the race of the justifying and conciliating act

of God in Christ, by which He is able to treat offences as

He did not treat the offence of Adam. The ch&risma

includes the manifestation of a righteousness of God knd

of the conciliation of a world of enemies. It is the reign

of grace through righteousness. The righteousness of

God through the faith of Christ Jesus has been publicly

manifested (3:21, 22). It is not only "on all who are

believing" but it is "for all". The new subject of chap

ter five is the conciliation of enemies (5:10).

The personal values of God's justifying and recon

ciling grace to the believer were set forth in the first

eleven verses of this chapter. The transition from the

personal to the racial values of justification and concilia

tion is marked by the word "therefore" at the beginning

of verse twelve. Every interpreter sees that justification

is still under discussion. Pew, however, have seen the

truth of conciliation anywhere, and fewer have seen it as

set forth in its racial application and dispensational as-
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pect. The believer has now "obtained the conciliation".

It is "this grace in which we stand". Now what results

from the fact that God conciliated a world of enemies to

Himself ? Has it enabled Him to change His attitude to

them so that, instead of reckoning to them their offences

as He reckoned Adam's offence to him, He can meet

offence with grace? By the death of His Son God made

it possible to lay aside His holy indignation against the

multitudinous offences of mankind and, publicly declar

ing the conciliation of the world to that in Himself which

must be righteously hostile to offenders, to beseech them

to be conciliated to Him. The righteous basis of concilia

tion is an accomplished righteousness made available for

all (Rom. 4:25; 1 Cor. 5:21).

The statement that the grace is not as the offence is

now proved. The offence is restated in the words for if

by the offence of the one the many died. The many are

those who died in the period from Adam to Moses. The

charisma is explained in the words the grace of God and

the gratuity in grace, which is of the one Man, Jesus

Christ. It has two aspects, one of which is the saving

grace of God that has made its advent to all humanity,

that is, the proclamation of the conciliation of the

world; and the other is "the gratuity in grace". Thus

conciliation and justification are distinguished here and

again in verse seventeen, as they have been all through

the chapter. Charimna is anew word in this connection

and it is therefore explained as including both. The

cliarisma will be contrasted with the judgment in the

next verse; it is also declared to be "into (for) a just

award". In itself it is not the actual, but the potential,

salvation of all men. Conciliation is not reconciliation.

Though none should obtain the conciliation, it is none the

less an accomplished fact. Its purpose was not primarily

to effect a change in the enemies of God, but to enable God

righteously to show grace to his enemies. Some attempt

to make katallage, conciliation, mean a change of atti-
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tude towards God on the part of the sinner. Such

attempts rest, to use the language of Archbishop Trench,

"on a foregone determination to get rid of the reality of

God's anger against the sinner". By His judgment of

one offence God has proved beyond question the reality

of His righteous indignation. His love and wisdom has

found a ground on which He can prove the reality of His

grace to all offenders by the provision of righteousness

for all sinners and peace for all His enemies. The cross

made more change in God than in man. It was His mir

acle of changing judgment into grace. Its first concern

was that His love may be righteous and holy. Two ways

of treating offenders are here contrasted.

For if . . . much rather. The truth of every contrast

depends entirely on the facts that were so conclusively

proved in verses 13-14. " There is nothing so sure as

death and taxes.'' But while it is true that by the offence

of the one the many died, much rather is it certain that

grace now reigns and superabounds to the many. Of the

one . . . of the one Man, Jesus Christ. What other

name among men is worthy to put beside that of Adam?

Had humanity been eagerly looking for one whose rela

tion to the race and whose influence upon it for good or

bad was as real as Adam's, for four millenniums it looked

in vain. In the fullness of time the Second Man arrived.

What manner of Man was He that His name should be

placed beside that of Adam ? What relation does He sus

tain to the race ? How will He affect it ? Will He fail like

the first Adam and succumb to the assault of Satan ? Or

will He be the first Man to defeat Satan, the first sinless

One, Who had no cause for penitence? To properly

answer such questions is to proclaim the advent of a

greater than Adam. By one man sin entered the world.

By the Other grace made its advent and has been en

throned. In His own person as well as in His deed the

Second Man proves Himself in every way superior to the

first. His name is the only one that can match Adam's
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as the head of the race. Moreover, His name, here as else

where, stands beside that of God as a. conjoint source of

grace and peace.

The many died . . . to the many superabounds. "The

many" is always put in contrast to "the one". As "the

many" refers to those of a historical period so "to the

many" refers to those in the era since grace made its

advent. Died . . . superabounds. Does this seem a dis

appointing contrast? Are we tempted to alter a word?

The Spirit through Paul states truth precisely. The facts

are that in the past era and in this the many actually

die and that the charisma now superabounds to the many.

Had the statement read that grace confers life and right

eousness on the many it would not agree with the facts.

The offence of the one unfailingly slays the many, but

despite the plenitude and potency of reigning grace the

many are not now constituted righteous. A comparative

few are, and these are not "the many", as some assert.

If "the many" here meant "the many brethren of the

Second Adam", it could have been shown that the charis

ma not only superabounds but is proving itself as actual

ly effective as was the offence. If "the many" means

*' the whole company which in each case stands related to

its respective Representative", that is, all who died on

one side and all who believe on the other, then it means

that the cha/risma superabounds only to as many as are

actually saved. Such a conclusion denies that grace has

made its advent to all humanity (Titus 2:11). It betrays

ignorance of the characteristic truth of the present era—

that grace reigns through righteousness. If "the many"

in the second proposition are the saints, then, consider

ing the superiority of the causes and the potency and

superabundance of grace, we find the restriction very dis

appointing. Grace would be less effective than the offence

because it superabounds to only an elect few.

Is it not a fact that conciliation includes the whole

world ? And is not this a part of the charisma that super-
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abounds to the many, that is, all who live in the present

era? The contrasted companies are "the many" who

died before Moses and "the many" who are conciliated

(2 Cor. 5:19; Rom. 11:15). The chief contrast is that

of God's treatment of the one offence of Adam with that

of His present treatment of a world of enemies. In the

one case offence was taken into account; in the other

offences are not reckoned. Instead, the offenders are

urged to yield to the plea of regnant and suppliant grace.

This verse says nothing of actual salvation of the many

or even of believers, but proclaims that grace super-

abounds over all the sin of the many. It provides a gos

pel which all should hear. The actual result to believers

was shown in the former part of this chapter (ve*rses

1-11). They have received the superabundance of grace.

But this is not the hour for the reconciliation of the

many. We are now being shown the secret of the gospel

and the sufficiency of its saving forces for the many.

Graces superabounds. Unity of justifying and concil

iating grace is indicated in charisma and in the singular

number of the verb superabounds. We should not there

fore put two against one: God and Christ against Adam.

The "much rathers" fix attention on the high degree in

which salvation exceeds sin. It is much more than recov

ery from sin and death and restoration to former inno

cence and favor. Not only is the potency of the offence

matched by the potency of grace, but the strongest super

latives in the Greek language are used, some of which

Paul found it necessary to coin, to express the immeasur

able excess of grace. Grace is more certain and flows

more freely and copiously than God's so terribly proven

indignation. There is more in God's heart than holy

indignation against sin. In inflicting the penalty, there

can be no unjust overplus. But if He would show the

riches of His grace by bestowing bounty, where is the

limit ? If in grace he is lavishing favor beyond need, who

shall say Him nay?
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Grace is not a counterpoise to death. It does not can

cel the death penalty, nor does it reverse the effects of

the offence. It does enable the believer to counterwork

indwelling sin, but it does not save the flesh from cruci

fixion. The only salvation from the old humanity comes

through crucifixion and resurrection. There is no thought

of restoring what Adam lost. We are to be brought

under a new headship, into a new humanity, and into

a new creation where God can dwell with a conciliated

humanity till it is reconciled and He becomes All in all.

Why excess and superabundance? Ask the Father

why He gives the returned prodigal more than He needs.

Such measureless disproportion of grace to need shows

the love and grace of God to be capable of enduring

greater strain than all the offences and sins of all His

creatures can put upon them. Some who rejoice to sing

"Grace enough for me" have not yet the greater joy of

declaring that grace now superabounds to the many. The

charisma is an endowment sufficient to meet not only the

needs of the many of the present era but of all mankind,

past, present, and future. Such superabundance reveals

the truth that as God is immeasurably greater than His

creatures, so His grace and love exceeds all their offence.

16. And not as through one sinning is the gratuity.

This second contrast shows another respect in which the

type falls short of the antitypical grace. It also marks

an advance from grace that superabounds to the same,

grace actually justifying. What actually came to men

through the sinning of one is contrasted with the actual

results of grace, or the gratuity. In order to understand

this word gratuity, we must remember what was said of

nouns formed with -ma. All six nouns in this verse must

be examined. Dorema, gratuity; krima, judgment; kata-

krima, condemnation; charisma, grace; pa^aptoma, of

fence; and dikaioma, just award, are formed with -ma,

which indicates the effect or result of an action. Why

did Paul choose words of different formation, as dorea
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and dorema; dikadmna, dikaiosis and dikaiosune, if not td

convey different ideas? His use of differing terms is not

accidental, but purposeful and intentional, and it suc

ceeds in presenting truth accurately. "The gratuity,

dorea, which is of the one man" (15) and "the gratu

ity, dorea, of righteousness" (17) are not exactly the

same as the gratuity, dorema, which we are now consider

ing. This word occurs only once again, where "all good

giving", dosis, is followed by "every perfect gratuity",

dorema, that is, every* boon, or gift bestowed (James

1:17). The dorea superabounds to the many: the dore

ma is the result of its actual bestowal. The -ma denotes

that grace has become effective. The present contrast is

one of positive effects on men.

Each side of the contrast is next elaborated. What

came through one's sinning? The judgment is out of one

into condemnation. What is the doremal It is "a just

award". The charisma is out of many offences into a

just award. Two omissions are noticeable. There is no

mention of "much rather" nor of "the many". Those

who obtain the gratuity are comparatively few. When

"the many" is found on one side of a parallel statement

it is found also on the other. The numbers affected on

either side are not now in question. The contrasts are not "

between men, but between "the judgment" and "the

gratuity", "out of one" and "out of many offences",

"into condemnation" and "into.a just award".

For the divine judgment, dealing with one person's

sin, results in condemnation; whereas the divine charis

ma, dealing with many person's offences, results in a

verdict of justification. Sin is looked upon from the

standpoint of the Judge Who condemns it: many offences

are dealt with from the standpoint of our Saviour God.

The charisma is here opposed to the krima, judgment: it

was opposed to the offence in verse fifteen. The chief

contrast of this verse is that the judgment dealt with one

person's one sin, while the grace deals with the offences
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of a multitude. Because God in Christ dealt with their

offence, the charisma superabounds and issues in a ver

dict of justification. The charisma did not deal with

Adam's sin, nor take away his guilt, nor mitigate the

severity of the condemnation. The judgment and the

grace stand together in absolute and permanent contrast.

There is no ransom from that condemnation.

The just deserving of one's sin measures the breadth

and length of the condemnation. The potency of the

destructive force is that which issues from only one sin.

The forces are contrasted by the number of offences from

which they take their rise. God's compassion and grace

saw an occasioning cause and opportunity in the many

offences of the multitude as His justice found its occasion

in one's sin. He took up all these offences with the Sin

less one and dealt with them in His death, and thus pro

vided the charisma.

"Many offences" may be the offences of many, but it

is not "the many" here. The number is indefinite. Be

cause grace is superabundant it can deal with many

offences. "Out of one into" is an expansion outward to

the numbers condemned, who are later said to be all

men; while "out of many offences" gathers up a vast

number of offences into "one just award".

Four words should be studied together. They are:

justness, or righteousness, dikaiosime; just, dikaioi (19) ;

justifying, ddkaiosis (18) ; just award, dikaioma. The dif

ference between the last two is the saip.e as that between

poesy and poem, the former denoting something in pro

cess, the latter something achieved. So dikaioma bears

to dikadosis the relation of the result of an act to an act

in process. Its sense is determined by its antithesis to

katakrima. One was a condemnatory sentence, the

other is a justifying sentence, or award. Dikaiosune,

righteousness, is the quality of one who is just. The

gratuity is the award of justification which abounds to

sinners by the grace. In putting condemnation and just
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award in opposition Paul contrasts the final results to

men of judgment and of grace.

It is sometimes asserted that the scope of this passage

must be limited to so-called Adamic sin and death and

that deliverance is from that only, that what the second

Man does is to ransom the race from Adamic death, to

restore it to Adamic perfection, and to give all opportun

ity to learn the truth and win salvation. But is the gra

tuity said to be justification from the just consequences

of the one offence? Would any who were justified from

Adamic sin die? Does justification eradicate inherited

depravity? What kind of a justification is it that does

not deliver from all penalties? The matter may be put

to the test of experience. The grace, the gratuity, and

the just award have been received by men for nineteen

hundred years. Have any escaped death? If the penalty

must be paid, what would justification avail?

The gratuity of justification does not deal at all with

the one offence of Adam: the condemnation of that sin

takes its course unhindered. But it does deal with the

personal offences of the many, who are justified there

from. Let us not forget the superabundance of grace.

There is no equivalence between Adam and Christ, be

tween their work, or between the results. Christ is not a

partial Saviour. "The righteousness of God in Him"

brings with it life and peace. As the next verse shows, its

recipients reign in life. Grace is reigning through right

eousness unto eonian life.

17. The first word, for, indicates a logical relation

between this verse and the two preceding ones. The two

parallel facts of verse sixteen are: (1) "the judgment isN

out of one into condemnation", and (2) "the grace is

out of many offences into a just award". The truth of

the first of these statements was proved in verses 13-14:

the object of verse seventeen is to demonstrate the truth

of the second. This demonstration harmonizes with the

statements in the first eleven verses of this chapter and
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at the same time confirms, gathers up, and carries to a

glorious climax the results reached in verses 15-16. For

not only does it speak of those who obtain the concilia

tion, the gift of righteousness, and the expectation of

glory, which were the themes in verses 2, 9, 10, 11, but it

contrasts this standing in grace and its expectation of

glory with condemnation and the reign of death.

Starting with the proven fact that by the offence of

the one death reigns through the one, from it he argues

the more certain reality of the other fact that those

obtaining the superabundance of grace and the gratuity

of righteousness shall be reigning m life through the

One, Jesus Christ. In the first proposition of this verse

he combines and reproduces the first propositions of

verses 15-16, thus: "for if by the offence of one7' com

bines "the offences of the one" (15) and "out of one"
(16). In the second proposition he reproduces the second

propositions of verses 15-16, thus: "the superabundance

of grace" reproduces "the grace of God . . . super-

abounds (15), and "those obtaining the gratuity of

righteousness" gathers up "the gratuity in grace" and

"the dorerna", which is "a just award" (16). Thus the

dorema is the gift of righteousness as obtained or as

actually pronounced.

The argument of verse seventeen, then, is this: For

if, from such a comparatively weak cause as the, one

offence of the one man, and from the judgment sentence

that issues from the sin of only one, the many died

under a condemnation by which death reigns, much

rather may we expect that the more powerful cause of

abounding grace and divine righteousness shall produce

results to the recipients the glory of which shall tran

scend by far the direst consequences of sin. There is a

contrast not only between the weakness and strength of

the causes, but between effects as different as death and

life and as slavery and kingship. This, then, shows the

logical relation of this verse to the preceding ones, and
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the relation of the grace and the gratuity to the expecta

tion of the glory.

The antitheses of this verse are: "for if" and "much

rather"; "the offence" and "the superabundance of

grace and the gratuity of righteousness"; "death

reigns" and "those obtaining shall be reigning in life";

"through the one" and "through the One, Jesus Christ".

Again the apostle does not mention "the many" because

those who obtain are not as numerous as those to whom

grace superabounds. Not how many obtain, but what

effect the grace has on those who obtain is the point to be

shown.

The grace of God was in verses two and fifteen, as

here also, distinguished from the gratuity of righteous

ness. We saw it was the conciliation, God's present gra

cious attitude of peace to a hostile world. It super-

abounds over all the offences of "the many". Here it is

obtained by some. They are the ones mentioned in verse

eleven. The gratuity is that of verse fifteen, but is now

defined as the gratuity of righteousness, because the gift

has been bestowed and consists of righteousness to those

who obtain it. Here, as in verse fifteen, the grace and the

gratuity together are put in contrast with the offence.

Offenders need righteousness as well as peace.

Instead of "the many" we now read of those who are

obtaining. It is not those who actively accept, but those

who are simply recipients, as "we obtained grace and

apostleship" (1:5), and "we obtained the conciliation"

(5:11). This is not "spiritual attainment". Attainment

and obtainment are poles asunder. In view of the super

abundance of grace, "obtaining" is the truer word. It is

a modest word, humble, supplicating, and it puts us

where we must stand—in debt to God. In every great

hour of the soul before God "attain" is of no use to us.

" Attain" is full of stress and pressure and hurry, and

final breakdown. It claims too much from man, for it

sets man a task which is really beyond him. There is a
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repose in "obtain", a quietness and an efficiency which

suits the gift of God. Every term in the text points to

God's gifts of righteousness and peace and life as some

thing just as objective and external to men as is the

sunshine.

The passivity of the recipients on either side of the

parallel is emphasized by the statement that the reign of

death is through the one and that the reign in life is

through the One, Jesus Christ. An active appropriation

by individuals must not be reckoned as one of the causes

upon which greater certainty is established. One, Jesus

Christ, is opposed to Adam. Divine judgment and grace

flow through these two. Christ is the sole agent and

instrument of God's saving activity. He alone honored

God, while Adam dishonored Him. God has honored

Him and made Him the depository of all good things. In

Him is all the sufficiency of God, the completeness of His

salvation. Such a salvation sets forth the power of God

and seeks no power in the recipients.

The present tense, those who are obtaining, indicates

those who through all the generations of the present era

are made recipients of grace. It does not deal with the

final results of the superabundance of grace. Partialists

are at home in the three verses we have been considering.

But when they seek to impose the limitations of the pres

ent antitypical era on the universal statements of verses

18-19 they show themselves workmen that have need to

- be ashamed. "There is no promise to any others than

those who receive'' is a true statement of what is found

in this verse. No honest interpreter would claim more.

The statements we have studied are in agreement with

the observable facts—that the majority of those who hear

of superabounding grace are spurning it. Honest exposi

tion will not confuse the limited scope and results of the

present era with what is plainly unlimited and universal.

If the truth of the present text is accepted only because

it agrees with what is observable, where is faith ? Every
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attempt to limit or deny the final and universal achieve

ments of divine grace will prove as futile as was the

attempt to destroy Him Who is the Truth. "Truth

crushed to earth will rise again."

The certainty of the reign of death is brought home

to us continually. The Spirit of God uses the fact to

prove the greater certainty that grace will confer right

eousness, peace, life, and exaltation to lordship. The

present reign of death is an order so firmly established

that revolt against it would be useless. That this tyran

nous reign rests on the comparatively slight foundation

of the single sin of a single sinner serves as a measure by

which to establish the certainty of the reign in life. By

dying each individual yields compulsory tribute to the

sovereignty of death. Under that tyranny we are subject

slaves whose freedom is narrowly restricted, so that

instead of being free agents We are made the agents of

sin. Our subjection to any but God and Christ must

cease. Slavery will give place to sovereignty and we

shall become voluntary agents of a divine, beneficent will.

Paul does not say "life shall reign". Life does not

make men subject, it enthrones them. Because life is

linked with righteousness as sin is linked with death, the

gratuity of righteousness leads to a reign in life. That

reign is future and it involves our resurrection from the

dead. Verification is a triumphant reversal, the glory of

which will outweigh all the dishonor of subjection to

death. There is no restoration to the perfection of the

soulish, or psychical life that was Adam's, but an impar-

tation of the spiritual and resurrection life of the Last

Adam. We do not want a return of the comparative

vigor and vitality of our youth. We are anticipating the

life immortal and incorruptible, in which the taint of

sin has vanished and all our faculties will be raised to a

perfection such as Adam could not know. It is the glori

ous life to which the Second Man is bringing His new

humanity. The promised glory passes thought or knowl-
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edge. Only the Lord Himself has reached it, and even

He is patiently awaiting the day when we shall be glori

fied together with Him and reign together with Him,

each of us actively exercising in righteousness and holi

ness such authority and power as Adam or any human

potentate never wielded. What a life! What a wonder

ful Saviour!

QUESTIONS

What is the subject of 5:15-17? What is the scope and

limit of these verses? And what is the scope of verses 12. 18,

and 19? What two periods in history are found in 13-17?.

What double purpose is served by the argument of 15-17? To

what features of 13-14 does it correspond? Does the first side

of every contrast depend on the teaching of 13, 14? Does the

other side of every contrast prepare for the conclusions of

verses 18, 19? .

What may be your own reactions to an offence? What did
God do with Adam's offence? What is He doing with ours? On

what ground does God act so differently? Have we any experi

ence of God's infliction on one unpardoned offence? Will deliv

erance from the consequence of Adam's sin come before or

after the penalty is exhausted? If the inherited penalty were

"eternal death", could it be fully paid in the case of the saved?

Did the Sinless One endure the full penalty of sin?

What is the charisma? What two phases of present salva

tion has this chapter presented? What has this chapter

already taught about conciliation? (5:1, 2, 10, 11). Has the

grace of God made its advent to all humanity, so that it super-

abounds to the many? Is it anywhere asserted in 15-17 that

"the many" -are saved thereby?

Is there any respect in which Adam equals Christ? May

the excesses of love be called extravagance? (John 12:3-4).

What is the difference between dorea and dorimai What three

contrasts are made in verse 16? Does the gratuity declare

acquittal from Adam's offence or from our personal offences?

How is verse 17 related to the two preceding verses and

also to the whole chapter? What contrasts are made in this

verse? What three parts of our salvation are mentioned? In

what other terms were they spoken of in the early part of this

chapter? Is there a difference between obtaining and attain

ing? Through how many persons do the contrasted results

come to men? Find three verses of universal scope in this

chapter. What prospect is set before those who obtain? Shall

we be competent to reign? (Col. 1:12) Would you wish to buy

back your youth? Or be restored to Adamic conditions? Shall

we hark back to Eden or forward to the presence and glory

of Christ?

Geo. L. Rogers
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WHAT IS THE "WORLD"1

The Authorized Version uses the term "world" for five

distinct Hebrew words. These may be more accurately

rendered as follows: Ariz, land, earth; chdl, LEAving-

off, shun; chid, transcience; oulm, obscure, eon; tJtbl,

mingling, habitance. The last is a most interesting

term. It occurs about three dozen times, and is always

rendered world except in one passage. As usual, this

exception is the key to its meaning. In Proverbs 8:31

the Authorized Version has it, "the habitable part of His

earth' \ Hence, the earth is not a part of the world, as

we would naturally suppose, but the "world" is a part

of the earth! This is clearly set forth in Proverbs 8:26:

Authorized Version

While as yet He had not made the earth, nor the fields,

Nor the highest part of the dust of the world.

Concordant Version

The earth and its outsides were still not made,

Even the top soil of the habitance.

Early in my studies of the Scriptures I heard of

this term and its Greek equivalent. We called it, in a

bungling way, the "habitable". Before I used the con

cordant method I gathered from a few passages the idea

that it referred to that portion of the earth's surface

which had been discovered and inhabited by man, espe

cially the Roman empire in our Lord's day. But a study

of all of the passages (which is the concordant way)

showed the fallacy of this. It has finally settled its force.

It includes that part of the earth's bulk which is habit

able, whether populated or not. It comprises the soil of

the ground, the waters, all that which is adapted to sus

tain human life on the earth.
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Mankind is limited to a very thin crust of the earth.

It cannot live far beneath the surface. This habitable

region (for which we suggest the old English term hab

itance) is usually confounded with its whole mass. This

has led to untold confusion and misunderstanding. It is

always rendered oihoumene in the LXX, which we have

translated "inhabited earth" in the Concordant Ver

sion of the Greek Scriptures. This is awkward, especially

when the word "earth" also occurs in the context. The

fact that this habitance is supported by the earth has led

to expressions which have been misinterpreted to mean

that the earth is supported, instead of supporting the

habitance which is its outer film. It will greatly clarify

the geological standpoint of the Scriptures and remove

a cause of endless controversy if we discover the true

intent of the thbl, the habitance of the Scriptures.

THE FOUNDATION OF THE HABITANCE

The fact that the habitance is founded on the earth's

lower rocks is revealed to us in two remarkable passages,

which have usually been misinterpreted as if they refer

red to the foundations of the earth. In a magnificent

outburst, David enlightens us concerning the founda

tions on which the "world" is set (2 Sam. 22:16 and

Psa. 18:15, C.V.):

And the channels of water appear,

And the foundations of the habitance shall be revealed.

No one has ever seen the foundations of the earth, no

matter how great the convulsion. But I have seen innu

merable outthrusts of the bedrock which forms the solid,

immovable basis for the soil. This is continually being

eroded and disintegrated by variations of temperature,

by moisture, and by the action of the elements. In more

than one sense it is the foundation of the habitance.

These foundations are revealed. The foundations of the

earth have not been revealed.

In my early days I often tried to visualize the teach

ing of the Authorized Version in Psalm 24: 2:
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For He hath founded it upon the seas,

And established it upon the floods.

Of course, I took this to refer to the earth. But pictures

of a globe bobbing up and down on the waves of the sea,

or hurled hither and thither by a flood, refused to be

reconciled with the idea of being fovmded. Besides,

where were the seas and floods, if the earth was on them?

On wihat were fhey founded ? It certainly did not agree

with other passages which put it on pillars which were

based on—what? Let all acknowledge that the Bible—

accepted discordant versions—is exceedingly contradic

tory on this subject. It cannot be understood or intelli

gently believed.

A concordant version of this passage would probably

read:

Jehovah's is the earth and its fullness,

The habitance and those dwelling in it,

For He founds it on the waters,

And on the streams He is establishing it.

Water sinks through the soil of the upper part of the

earth down to the solid, imperyious substance on which

it is founded. Even the streams, especially in arid

regions, flow mostly in subterranean channels, which

are the source of wells and springs. Hence it is literally

true that the foundations of the habitance are on water,

much of which is under tremendous pressure. I once

helped to drill an artesian well which forced its water

from several hundred feet below the surface to twenty

feet above. The land was supported by the water. If

this should be entirely withdrawal, the'surface would

probably sink.

THE SLIPPINO HABITANCE

When Jehovah reigns (1 Chron. 16: 30, 31) :

Surely the habitance shall be established.

Naught shall slip.

This certainly is not true today. It is the sliding or

slipping of the upper strata which causes the dreadful
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earthquakes which are continually occurring. It seems

that the great convulsion preceding the day of the Lord

will so jar and settle the habitable part of the earth that

there will be no seismic disturbances during the reign of

the King of kings. This literal fact agrees perfectly with

the stability of His government, just as the previous

upheavals accord with the convulsions in human politics.

There is nothing here to prove that the eartli never

moves. That is an unfounded inference, contrary to

Scripture itself. The words "the world also shall be

stable, that it be not moved" certainly implies that it

does move now. It is no proof of present immobility.

The idea of an immovable world at all times is the

result of the mistranslations "world" and "move", and

the failure to express the imperfect form of the verb.

This is seen in Psalm 93:1:

Authorized Version

The world also is stablished, that it cannot be moved.

Concordant Version

Indeed, the habitance shall be established.

In naught shall it slip.

An enigmatic expression in Job 37:12 is clarified by

an understanding of the habitance. "The face of the

world in the earth" (Authorized Version) is nearly

meaningless. The "world" is not in the earth. It refers

to the surface or habitable part of the earth. Dr. Bul-

linger evidently had no understanding of the habitance,

for he renders it "expanse" in his metrical version. Such

difficult expressions should never be glossed over in this

way. As a rule they contain the key which will correct

our misapprehensions. "The surface of the earth's hab

itance" is in a very true sense, exact "scientific" phrase

ology, which ought to have a place in works on geog

raphy and geology. Eich as the English language is, it

has only a cumbersome phrase fox this thought, and we

have been compelled to adapt an obsolete term to express

it.
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JUDGING THE HABITANCE

It is probable that this term is used figuratively for

its inhabitants, just as the word earth is often employed.

But it always keeps in mind the region to which it is

confined. Thus in Psalm 9:8 we read:

Authorized Version

And He shall judge the world in righteousness,

He shall minister judgment to the people in righteousness.

Concordant Version

And He shall judge the habitance in righteousness,

He shall adjudicate the races with equity.

The first line applies literally to the habitance and in

cludes the people only as a necessary consequence. Judg

ments on mankind are necessarily located on that thin

crust to which man is confined. It is said that the depths

of the sea are seldom stirred. Its surface is lashed into

fury, but a few fathoms down all is still. So with the

solid earth. We see its surface only, The habitance is

scarred and battered by God's judgments. In the end

time He will judge man by upheavals in its habitance.

Other passages echo this prediction. Is Psalm 96:13

we read:

Authorized Version

For He cometh, He cometh to judge the earth:

He shall judge the world with righteousness,

And the people with His truth.

Concordant Version

For He comes to judge the earth,

He shall judge the habitance with righteousness,

And the peoples with His truth.

In Psalm 98:9 the same thought is repeated. Witness

also Isaiah 13:11. This passage is an example of the

solicitude of the translators lest God be charged with

evil. They deliberately changed the sense, as will be seen

from the following renderings.

Authorized Version

I will punish the world for [their] evil.

Concordant Version

And I visit evil on the habitance.
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God does not punish for evil, but for sin. He sends evil

in His judgments.

In Hebrew parallelisms words so closely allied in

meaning as "earth" and "habitance" are used with

great precision and discrimination. This is the case in

that grand cosmic psalm of David, usually numbered the

nineteenth.
Authorized Version

Their line is gone out through all the earth, and their

words to the end of the world.

Concordant Version

In all the earth comes forth their sound,

And in the ends of the habitance their declarations.

The Masoretic Hebrew text reads tape line in place of

sound. But several manuscripts have an inserted Z,

which changes it to sound or voice. This harmonizes with

the Septuagint, and restores the parallelism with declar

ations. The latter is far more fitting to go with Imbitance

than with earth. The sound is heard everywhere. The

declarations are heard only where men may dwell.

Another parallelism occurs in Psalm 33:8:

Authorized Version

Let all the earth fear the Lord:
Let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of him.

Concordant Version

All the earth is fearful of Jehovah,

And all the habitance is in dread of Him.

The more personal words are used of the habitance, as is

fitting.

After speaking of the source of human food, God

expostulates (Psa. 50:12) :

Authorized Version

If I were hungry, I would not tell thee:

For the world is mine, and the fulness thereof.

Concordant Version

Should I be famishing, I would not say so to you,

For the habitance is mine, and its fullness.

The characteristic feature of the habitance is the fact

that it provides food fit for humaai consumption. God
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does own all things, but the habitance alone provides the

flora and fauna which keeps humanity from starving.

How much more fitting is this thought than world owner

ship !

THE HEAVENS

Such phenomena as lightning are visible only from the

surface of the earth, the habitance (Psa. 77:18). The

heavens and the earth meet on the habitance, hence both

are related to it in Psalm 89:11:

Authorized Version

The heavens are Thine, the earth also is Thine.

As for the world and the fulness thereof, Thou has founded

them.

Concordant Version

The heavens are Thine, indeed, Thine is the earth.

The habitance and that which fills it dost Thou found.

The mountains also have their place in the divine cos

mogony. There was a time when they did not exist. The

convulsions which brought them forth are referred to in

Psalm 90: 2:

. Authorized Version

Before the mountains were brought forth,

Or ever Thou hadst formed the earth and the world,

Even from everlasting to everlasting,

Thou art God.

Concordant Version

Before the mountains were born

And the earth and the habitance were travailing,

Even from eon to eon, Thou art Deity.

THE SEA

The sea is closely related to the habitance, being its

mundane boundary. Hence it appears in parallel with

the habitance in Psalm 98: 7:

Authorized Version

Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof;
The world, and they that dwell therein.

Concordant Version

The sea and its fullness is thundering,
The habitance, and those who dwell in it.
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Speaking of the destruction wrought by the king of

Babylon, Isaiah writes (14:17):

Authorized, Version

That made the world as a wilderness,

And destroyed the cities thereof,

Concordant Version

Placing the habitance as a wilderness

And demolishes its cities.

And again in the twenty-first verse,

And fill the surface of the habitance with cities.

A threefold parallel in Jeremiah 10:12 is very strik

ing. We have the earth, the habitance, and the heavens,

in their logical order:

Authorized Version

He hath made the earth by His power,

He hath established the world by His wisdom,

And hath stretched out the heavens by His discretion.

Concordant Version

He makes the earth by His vigor,

Establishing the habitance by His wisdom,

And stretches out the heavens by His understanding.

This gives the habitance the leading place, as the revela

tion of Himself, for wisdom is beyond understanding,

and far ahead of vigor. This, is repeated in Jeremiah

51:15, though the Authorized Version changes its ren

dering.

The following are the occurrences of oikoumene in

the Greek Scriptures, as in the Concordant Version.

The Authorized Version always renders it world, and

thus confuses it with kosmos, system, world, aion, eon,

and ge. land, earth.

oikoumene, &0ING-homed, habitable earth

Mat. 24:14 proclaimed in the whole inhabited earth

Luke 2: 1 the entire inhabited earth be registered

4: 5 all the kingdoms of the inhabited earth

21:26 that which is coming on the inhabited earth

Acts 11:28 famine ... on the whole inhabited earth

17: 6 raise the inhabited earth to insurrection

31 He is about to be judging the inhabited earth
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19:27 Artemis . . . the inhabited earth is revering

24: 5 among all the Jews of the inhabited earth
Rom. 10:18 the ends of the inhabited earth

Heb. 1: 6 leading the Firstborn into the inhabited earth

2: 5 subject the future inhabited earth

Un. 3:10 trial . . . coming on the whole inhabited earth

12: 9 who is deceiving the whole inhabited earth

16:14 the kings of the whole inhabited earth

A study of these contexts will show that it is usually

used in a figurative sense in the Greek Scriptures, refer

ring us to those who dwell on the inhabited earth rather

than the habitance itself. This is in accord with the more

spiritual contents of the later revelation. When, how

ever, we enter the ancient atmosphere again in the Un

veiling, it is once more coupled with the earth (16:14).

Indeed, the literal sense seems latent in almost every

passage, as when we are told that there will be a dearth

(Authorized Version) throughout the habitance (Acts

11:28).

This study has illustrated the fact that we need to

study the Scriptures " scientifically", as well as investi

gate nature rationally before we should expect any con

cord between them. The errors of translation and inter

pretation are quite as effective in producing discord, and

in discrediting the word of God, as the theories of

science. In fact, the danger is greater, for the honest

seeker for truth does not expect finality from science, but

he does from a divine revelation. When the experiences

and phenomena of daily life seem to discredit statements

in the Bible, he has a right to doubt. May God enable us

to microscopically investigate His words! They will bear

every test. They will prove that He knows more about

His own handiwork than any of the moths that burn

themselves to death in the flame of sin.

A. E. K.
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The science of geology is still in the Archaean age. For

the sake of those who are not acquainted with its ter

minology, we repeat that the theories of geology are in a

most primitive state, which would not do credit to the

intelligence of the oldest skulls scientists unearth. George

McCready Price has exposed "the Geological-Ages

Hoax7' in his recent book, under this title, which was

recently published by Revell ($1.25). He shows con

clusively that the facts of nature absolutely refuse to

agree with a series of long ages. The records they have

left in earth's strata and the fossils which are found in

them are not arranged in any given order. They must

have been deposited within a comparatively short period

by One Who did not subscribe to present day geological

theories.

Nearly all of the phenomena to be found on the

earth's crust are fully and satisfactorily explained by

the deluge. There undoubtedly was a previous catas

trophe, but we have no scriptural evidence that such life

existed before the creations of the first chapter of Gen

esis. Fossils of living forms are found in all the strata,

down to the original rock. Hence these strata have all

been deposited since, and the deluge alone can account

for their composition, order (or disorder), and the sud

denness and violence which is evident everywhere to

those who are not committed to a contrary theory.

We feel certain that, if the facts of Scripture and

the facts of nature were known, the old Book would.

once more be vindicated, and Moses would be found to

be the best geologist of them all. A fresh concordant

study of Hebrew terms, such as the word "world" in

this issue, will give us a solid basis for geological truth.

There will not only be agreement with the facts of

nature, but much additional light may be thrown upon

the early history of our world. A. E. K.
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PAUL AND FESTFS

In Section 2282 of the structure of the Acts (25:1-12)

Paul is judged before Festus. This may be displayed as

follows:

2421: 25:1-3. Festus in Jerusalem. Jews prefer charges

against Paul and, as a favor, request his trans

fer to Jerusalem for judgment. Plot against

Paul.

2431: 25:4-5. Festus1 decision concerning Paul.

2422: 25:6-7. Festus in Csesarea. Jews prefer unprovable

charges against Paul.

2432: 25:8. Paul's defense before Festus.

242s: 25:9-11. Festus, as a flavor to the Jews, suggests to

Paul his transfer to Jerusalem for judgment.

Paul's refusal, and appeal in view of the Jews'

plot.

2438: 25:12. Festus' decision concerning Paul.

Jews approach Festus with their charges and request

against Paul. See Section 2421, Acts 25:1-3. "Festus,

then, stepping into the prefecture, after three days went

up to Jerusalem from Caasarea. And the chief priests and

foremost of the Jews inform him against Paul, and they

entreated him, requesting a favor against him, so that he

should be sending after him [to bring him] into Jeru

salem, making an ambush to assassinate him by the way.''

The Jews had evidently given up their futile designs

upon Paul's life while Felix remained governor of Judea.

But now the appointment of Festus, his successor, appar

ently revived the smoldering hatred. When Festus, three

days after his accession to the governorship, arrived at

Jerusalem, a delegation of the Jewish rulers waited upon

him to press their false charges. Reviving their old plan
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to assassinate Paul, they request, as a favor, his transfer

from Caesarea to Jerusalem, to be tried on these charges.

Their request, if acceded to by Festus, involved the am

bush and assassination of Paul during this transfer.

In Section 2431 of the structure (25:4-5) Festus

gives his decision concerning Paul. "Festus, indeed,

then, answered that Paul is to be kept in Caesarea, yet he

himself was about to be going out quickly. 'Those, then,

among you,' he is averring, 'who are able, step down with

me. If there is anything amiss in the man, let them

accuse him.' "

Festus evidently was a just man, and therefore he

refuses to grant the conspirators' request. He insists that

Paul is to be kept at Caesarea for trial, to which he soon

expects to return. He suggests that, if Paul is guilty of

any crime, his accusers accompany him to Caesarea, and

prefer their charges against him there. Thus again the

designs of Paul's enemies against his life were frustrated.

The Lord watches over His own.

In Section 2422 of the structure (25: 6-7) the Jews

in Caesarea prefer their improvable charges against

Paul. "Now, tarrying among them not more than eight

or ten days, descending to Caesarea, on the morrow,

being seated on the dais, he orders Paul to be led forth.

Now at his coming along, the Jews who have descended

from Jerusalem stand about him, bringing many and

heavy charges against him which they had not the

strength to demonstrate."

Festus' suggestion that the Jewish rulers return with

him to Caesarea was accepted by them. The day after his

return he listens to many and serious charges against

Paul, but we are told that the Jewish rulers were unable

to substantiate any of them.

In Section 2432 of the structure (25:8) we have

Paul's defense before Festus. "Paul defending that

'Neither against the law of the Jews, nor against the

sanctuary, nor against Caesar did I any sin.' "
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PauFs categorical denial reveals that these unsub

stantiated Jewish charges were but a repetition of the

three that Tertullus had preferred against Paul before

Felix. .Will Festus, who evidently was a just man, now

release Paul?

We find the answer to the question in Section 2423,

Acts 25: 9-11. "Now Festus, wanting to curry favor with

the Jews, answering Paul, said, 'Are you willing to go up

to Jerusalem to be judged there before me concerning

these things?'Yet Paul said, 'I am standing at the dais

of Caesar, where I must be judged. I have injured the

Jews not at all, as you also are very ideally recognizing.

If, then, indeed, I am injuring, and I have committed

anything deserving death, I am not refusing to die. Yeft

if there is nothing in that of which these are accusing me,

no one can surrender me to them as a favor. I am appeal

ing to Caesar!' " Festus does not release Paul, although

convinced of his innocence. Instead, to please the Jews,

he asks Paul if he would be willing to have him transfer

his trial from Caesarea to Jerusalem. But Paul insists on

his right as a Roman citizen, to be tried at the dais of

Caesar, intimating that Festus had no jurisdiction over

his case either to transfer it to Jerusalem or even to try

it. Then he reiterates his statement that he has done no

injury to the Jews, and reminds Festus that he himself

is convinced of his innocence. He assures Festus that if

he has done anything deserving of death, he is willing to

accept the penalty, but that, the Jewish charges against

him being false, Festus could not surrender him to his

enemies as a favor. Then, taking advantage of the rights

of a Roman citizen, he effectually prevents his surrender

to these Jewish would-be assassins by appealing to Caesar.

In this appeal to Caesar we again see the overruling hand

of God, for Paul's ministry in Jerusalem had been accom

plished, and his next divinely indicated sphere of minis

try was to be in Eome. See Acts 19: 21; 23:11.

In Section 2433 of the structure (25:12) we have
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Festus' decision as to Paul. "Then Festus, conferring

with the council, answered, 'You have appealed to CaBsar:

to Caesar you shall go!' " A Roman citizen could appeal

from Festus' jurisdiction to Caesar unless guilty of some

flagrant crime like piracy and brigandage. But, on the

other hand, Roman governors were not to permit trifling,

insignificant ca&es to be thus appealed. It is in view of

these considerations that Festus conferred with his coun

cil in order to determine the permissibility of Paul's

appeal. After a short conference he announced that

Paul's appeal to Caesar is granted.

In Section 2283 of the structure (25:13—26:32)

Paul is examined before Festus and Agrippa. This pas

sage may be further expanded as follows:

2441: 25:13-21. Festus tells Agrippa about Paul, and his per
plexity concerning his case.

2451: 25:22. Festus grants Agrippa's request to hear

Paul.

2461: 25:23. Paul brought into the presence of King

Agrippa for examination.

2442: 25:24-27. Festus tells Agrippa of his perplexity concern

ing Paul's case.

2452: 26:1-. Agrippa grants Paul permission to speak.

2462: 26:-1-32. Paul's defense. Agrippa leaves Paul's

presence and gives his verdict to Festus.

Section 2441 of the foregoing structure (25:13-21)

may be displayed as follows:

2471: 25:13-15. Festus tells Agrippa of the Jews' request

against Paul.

2481: 25:16. Festus tells Agrippa his answer to the Jews*

request.

2472: 25:17-19. Festus tells Agrippa of the Jews' accusations

against Paul.

2482: 25:20-21. Festus tells Agrippa of Paul's answer and

refusal to go to Jerusalem, and his appeal

to Caesar.

In Section 2471 of this structure (25:13-15) Festus

tells Agrippa of the Jews' request against Paul. "Now,

some days elapsing, Agrippa, the king, and Bernice

arrive at Csesarea, greeting Festus. Now as they tarried

more days there, Festus submitted Paul's case to the
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king, saying, ' There is a certain man left prisoner by

Felix, concerning whom, at my coming to Jerusalem, the

chief priests and the elders of the Jews inform, request
ing his conviction.' "

King Agrippa II, who, with his sister Bernice, paid

this complimentary visit to Festus at this time, was the

son of Herod Agrippa I and Cypros, a grandniece of

Herod the Great. He had spent a considerable portion of

his youth in Rome and was there when his father died.

He was then too young to be appointed his father's suc

cessor, but about five or six years afterwards the Roman

emperor Claudius gave him the kingdom of Chalcis,

which had been administered by Herod's uncle, the hus

band of his sister Bernice, who had died about two years

previously. About two years afterwards he was made

king over the tetrarchies formerly ruled over by Lysanias

and Philip, i. e., Abilene and Trachonitis. He was an

Idumean by birth, but although of an alien race, he, like

all the Herodian family, was a Jew in faith, and there

fore thoroughly familiar with Jewish laws and customs.

He was at this time also the superintendent of the temple

and its treasury and had the power to appoint the high

priests. He and his sister Bernice were generally sus

pected of living together in criminal intimacy. In the

last Roman war, after vainly trying to dissuade the Jews

from engaging in war with their rulers, he participated

with the Romans in the destruction of his own nation.

After the fall of Jerusalem he and his sister Bernice

removed to Some, where he died about A. D. 100.

Agrippa's visit coincided with Festus' crucial time of

perplexity concerning the nature of the official report

that he should transmit to Rome in connection with

Paul's appeal to Caesar. It was necessary that Paul

should be sent to Rome for trial as soon as possible. It

was also necessary that a full report of his case should

accompany him. This report had to include the record of

the previous progress of the case, all acts, documents,
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depositions of witnesses,*and the record of his own judg
ment on the case, together with the formulation of a

definite indictment against the prisoner. Festus' chief

perplexity was concerning the formulation of an indict

ment against Paul, and so it was with a feeling of relief

that he told Agrippa, as one well versed in Jewish affairs,

of his prisoner and of the Jewish rulers' demand for his

conviction.

Then he tells Agrippa of his answer to the Jews'

request. See Acts 25:16. "To whom I answered that

it is not the custom for Romans to surrender as a favor

any man ere the accused may have the accusers face> to

face, besides getting a defensive position concerning the

indictment.'' He tells Agrippa that he informed the

Jewish rulers that the Roman law grants a fair trial to

all men, and that therefore he could not favor them in

this way.

Then Festus tells Agrippa of the Jews' accusations

against Paul (Acts 25:17-19). "At their coining

together in this place, then, making no postponement,

when next I am seated on the dais, I order the man to be

led forth, concerning whom the accusers, when they stood

up, brought not a single charge of the wickedness I susr

pected, but they had certain questions concerning their

own religion against him, and concerning a certain Jesus,

who has died, whom Paul alleged to be alive." In this

resume of Paul's case Festus reveals to Agrippa that

Paul was not charged with crime, but with certain ques

tions concerning the Jews' religion, and Paul's teaching

concerning the resurrection of the Lord Jesus.

Then Festus tells Agrippa of Paul's refusal to go to

Jerusalem and his appeal to Caesar (Acts 25:20-21).

"Now I, being perplexed by the questioning about these

things, said, If he may be intending to go to Jerusalem

and to be judged there concerning these things? Now

when Paul appeals to be kept for the emperor's investi

gation, I order him to be kept till I shall send him up to
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Caesar." Festus concludes his recital of Paul's case to

Agrippa by informing him that, because of his ignorance

concerning these religious questions, he suggested to Paul

the advisability of transferring his case to Jerusalem for

judgment; of Paul's refusal and his appeal to Caesar;

and of his consequent orders that Paul was to be kept in

custody until he could send him to Caesar for judgment.

In Section 2451 of the structure (25:22) Festus

grants Agrippa's request to hear Paul. "Now Agrippa

to Festus: 'I myself also intended to hear the man.'

'Tomorrow,' he is averring, 'you shall hear him.' " Un

doubtedly Agrippa had heard concerning the Lord and

His disciples. It is evident, from his own remarks, that

he had heard much concerning Paul and that he had been

anxious to hear him. Festus now assures him that his

long-deferred desire will be granted on the morrow.

In Section 2461 of the structure (25:23) Paul .is

brought into the presence of Agrippa for examination.

"Then, on the morrow, at Agrippa and Bernice's coming

with much pageantry, and entering into the audience

chamber, together with captains and prominent men of

the city, and, at Festus' order, Paul was led forth."

As Caesarea was the capital of Judea, there was prob

ably a considerable military force located there. The

officers of these military cohorts, the chief men of the

city, Festus and his retinue, together with Agrippa and

Bernice in all their pomp and glory, entered the audience

chamber at the appointed time to proceed with Paul's

examination. At Festus' order, Paul was ushered into the

presence of these representatives of the world's wisdom,

power, and glory, and given his last opportunity to pro

claim Messiah, while in the land.

In Section 2441 of the structure (25:24-27) Festus

tells Agrippa of his perplexity concerning Paul's case.

"And Festus is averring, 'King Agrippa, and all men

present with us, you are beholding this man concerning

whom the entire multitude of the Jews pled with me, in
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Jerusalem as well as in this place, imploring that he

must by no means live longer. Now I grasped that he

has committed nothing deserving of death, yet at his

making this appeal to the emperor, I decide to send him

—concerning whom I have nothing certain to write to the

lord. Wherefore I led him before you, and especially

before you, king Agrippa, so that, the examination occur

ring, I should have something to write. For it seems to

me irrational, sending a prisoner, not also to signify the

charges against him.' "

Festus now recites to King Agrippa and this assem

blage of worldly power the assertained facts concerning

Paul, the prisoner. He informs them that upon his acces

sion to the governorship not a mere handful, but "thq

entire multitude of the Jews" (both in Jerusalem and

Csesarea) pled with him to put Paul to death. In this

wide-spread opposition to Paul (in chains on account of

the expectation of Israel) we see an indication of a

national apostasy and a national rejection of Messiah.

Then Festus informs this assemblage that after his

examination of Paul he was convinced of his innocence,

but that Paul having appealed to Caesar, he now finds

himself in a dilemma as to what manner of official report

of the case he should transmit to Caesar. And, in order

to deliver himself out of this ridiculous predicament, he

now brings Paul before them for examination, so that

through the united counsel of this assemblage, and espe

cially King Agrippa, he may be enabled to formulate a

definite indictment.

And thus Paul, the herald of the kingdom, is per

mitted to proclaim his evangel to a company composed

of King Agrippa, the governor, all the notables and the

military leaders of the province, and the chief men of the

city. It was only Israel's apostasy that opened up this

door of testimony for him. When commissioned, on the

Damascus road, to bear the Lord's name before kings

(9:15), little did Paul realize that only through Israel's
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opposition to the kingdom proclamation could this com

mission be fulfilled! "Surely the wrath of men shall

praise Thee." But will God permit Paul's enemies at

this time, while Paul's ministry is still unfinished, to

bring about his death? No! For "the remainder of

wrath Shalt Thou restrain" (Psa. 76:10). Of apostate

Israel's attitude toward Paul, the kingdom herald, and

God's overruling of the same, Paul, in the light of the

complete scope of his ministry, might well say "as for

you, ye meant evil against me; but God meant it for

good, to bring to pass, as it is this day, to save much

people alive'' (Gen. 50: 20). H. W. Martin



EONIAN EXTERMINATION

Some of our friends are still stumbled by Scriptures deal

ing with the destruction of the wicked, during the. eons.

Not one of these passages deals with God's ultimate. Not

one of them more "utterly destroys" sinners than burn

ing at the stake destroyed the martyrs. In no case is

there more than death, which is to be abolished.

Malachi 4:1 deals only with the judgments of Jeho

vah's days. In that day the arrogant and wicked will

have no place at all. No term, except annihilation, can

be too strong to describe their fate. But they will be

roused for judgment at the great white throne, and vivi

fied at the consummation, for God says this is true of all,

beyond "the day" of Malachi.

Obadiah 1:16 deals with the same period. But it

seems clearly to teach annihilation, "they shall be as

though they had not been". This rendering has deceived

many, for there is no better way of defining annihila

tion. The translation of the Hebrew verb has been very

vague, especially so in the case of the word which is

repeated in this sentence. It may be rendered be, or

become. All that we need to know, however, is that it is

exactly the same in both occurrences. If we translate

"they shall be", then we must finish with "as though

they shall not 6e". The result is that it denies annihila

tion, instead of asserting it.

Psalm 104:35 seems to teach that the wicked shall

"be no more". This is just a trick of English idiom.

There is no word for be. It reads literally, and-wicked

further none-are-of-them, i. e., there are no more wicked.

In no case does the earlier revelation supersede or

contradict Paul's final unfoldings. They deal with the

process, not with the consummation.



THE REPHAIM

Nearly a dozen times we read of the Rephaim, either, in

the text or margin of some versions of the Bible. A con

siderable mythology has come to cluster about the term,

which gives them the glamour of the Grecian gods. There

was a time when we were powerfully impressed with

these ancient "giants", as they are often called, and we

purposed making an exhaustive study of them when our

concordant Hebrew vocabulary was sufficiently advanced

to make the investigation. Meanwhile, the matter has

often been called to our attention and requests have been

made for a full discussion, from the standpoint of the

original Hebrew. This we now hope to do.

The first step is a list of the occurrences in the orig

inal, translated concordantly. Even so-called Hebrew

concordances are arranged to some extent according to

current interpretations. Forms exactly the same are sep

arated and put into different classifications. We must go

back of all this, and consider the ancient evidence, before

the Masoretes and other scholars made their arbitrary

divisions. The root of the word, as seen in the English

translation, is rpha. Nearly sixty times the Authorized

Version translates this heal, though it occasionally

changes to cure, make whole, physician, all of which

have nearly the same sense. The following are all of the

occurrences usually listed as the participle :

rpha, HEALING, HEALER

SINGULAR

Ex. 15:26 I am Jehovah your Healer

2Ki. 20: 5 Behold, there is healing for you,

Psa. 103: 3 Healer of all your ailments

147: 3 Healer of the broken of heart

Jer. 8:22 Should a healer not be there?
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PLURAL

Gen. 50: 2 And Joseph is directing his servants to the heal

ers to embalm his father. And the healers are

embalming Israel.

2 Chr. 16:12 though, in his illness, he inquired not of Jehovah,

for [he was] among the healers.

Job 13: 4 Howbeit you patch up falsehood.

All of you are healers of nullity [idols, A.V.].

It is supposed by some that the name Rephaim is

exclusively used to denote an aboriginal race. How fal

lacious this is is clearly seen when Jehovah Himself

claims to belong to the company called by this name. He

is the great Rpha (Ex. 15:26) of Israel. He had put

grievous diseases on the Egyptians. Dependent on obedi

ence to His precepts, He promised them immunity and

healing. He proclaims Himself the Healer of all their

ailments (Psa. 103: 3). This Was the sin of Asa: When

suffered with an ailment of the feet, in his illness he

inquired not of Jehovah, the Healer of healers, because

he was himself among the healers (2 Chron. 16:12). He

could not cure himself.

In contrast with Asa, Hezekiah walked before Jeho

vah in truth and with a solvent heart. Yet he fell sick

unto death and Isaiah was sent to pronounce his doom.

Before the prophet had gone, however, the Lord heard

HezekiahV prayer, and sent him back to say that there

is healing for him (2 Kings 20:1-5). He lived fifteen

years longer, possibly the only man who knew before

hand the date of his death.

Job probably lived not far from the time and location

of the Eephaites, of whom more anon. It is notable

therefore that he could call his friends rephaim without

implying that they belonged to that nation. Eliphaz,

Bildad, and Zophar were certainly not Rephaites. Teman

and Naamah were not in their territory. Yet they came

as rephaim, or healers, to cure Job by applications of

tradition and experience and philosophy. Whatever

relief they gave him must have been only as a counter-
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irritant, for he became exasperated and flayed them with
his sarcastic fling (Job 13:4, 5):

Howbeit you patch up falsehood.

All of you are healers of nullity.

What would I give should you be dumb to be dumb,
And it would become your wisdom!

The participle, in Hebrew, is often used as a noun,

just as in English. It may be UEAidng or HEALer. There

is no difference in the ancient Hebrew text between the

following passages and those already given. It is only

because translators have rendered some as RepJia/im or

giants, and some dead or deceased, that the lexicons and

concordances list them separately. It is our duty to

examine them carefully to see if this distinction is war

ranted. It is not easy to see how the same form can mean

liealers and dead, or giants, or Rephaim, whatever that

may mean!

Listed as rphaim (dead)
Job 26: 5 Shall healers travail

Psa. 88:10 (11) Should the healers be raised, will they acclaim
Thee?

Prov. 2:18 For her house bows down to death,

And her rounds to the healers.

9:18 And he knows not that the healers are there.

Those she calls are in the depths of the unseen.

21:16 The man who strays from the way of intelligence

Shall rest in the assembly of the healers.

Isa. 14: 9 The unseen from beneath is disturbed for you
To meet you at your coming.

It rouses the healers for you,

All the he-goats of the earth.

26:14 Dying, they shall not live.

Healers shall not rise.

19 And the land is causing the healers to fall.

We have given concordant renderings of these pas

sages because, in many cases, the context is so distorted

in the Authorized Version that no concordance study can

be conducted. After translating rephaim dead, it was

necessary to twist the context to suit. This alone is

enough to condemn the rendering, though, to the English

reader, it may suffice to commend it. It would lead us
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too far afield to discuss all of the passages, for it would

involve retranslation of the entire context in each case.

All that we need to establish is the fact that healers is

just as suitable a rendering as dead. There is no other

Hebrew word for healers, and there is one for dead, so

that there is really no choice. If dead were meant why

did the Hebrew use the symbol for healers ?

THE REPHAITES

Among the ten nations which occupied the land

given to Abraham was the Rephaim, or Rephaites. They

evidently were a distinct people, like the Kenites, the

Kenizzites, the Kadmonites, the Hittites, the Perizzites,

the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Girgashites, and the

Jebusites (Gen. 15:19-21). They are first mentioned in

connection with the invasion of Chedorlaomer and his

confederate kings, from the Mesopotamian regions, in

their march to the country about the Dead sea (Gen.

14:5). From this account it seems that the Eephaites

were the most easterly of the Palestinian nations, beyond

Jordan, especially in Bashan, or that rocky part of it

later called Trachonitis (rough), not far south of

Damascus.

The Rephaim seem to have once occupied the lands of

Moab and Ammon, before these came into possession of

them. They were known by other names, which give us

some idea of their reputation and character. The Moab-

ites called them "Emims" (Heb. Amim), or "Dread

fuls ". They were a people great and many and high, like

the Anakim. The land of Ammon also once belonged to

the Eephaim, but the Ammonites called them Zamzum-

mims (Heb. Zmzmim, probably from zm, scheme,

scheme, schemers, though some prefer the modern Arabic

notion of Buzzers). All these are compared with the

Anakim because these were known to Israel when Deuter

onomy was written.

Perhaps all of our readers are aware that the names

of persons in Scripture are almost always significant.
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But it by no means always follows that the meaning is

exemplified by those who hold it. It is notable, however,

that the Repkaim were called Healers, or rather Healthy,

for good reasons. They seem to.have been numerous, of

superior stature, schemers, hence mentally vigorous, and,

as a result, "dreadful'' enemies. All of this implies

physical health in an extraordinary measure. "When we

see their work in the giant cities of Bashan, we cannot

help giving them a high place among the nations of

antiquity, at least as city builders.

There is no record of the mythical Rapha, who is

supposed to have been the progenitor of this people, and

who is supposed to have given them his name. The

nations mentioned along with them were not named after

this fashion, so it is not necessary to invent an ancestor.

The name of the great Hittite people was Dismayers, the

Perizzites were really Villagers (though they did not

dwell in villages when we make their acquaintance), the

Anakim are named from a Necklace. So we need not seek

too close a connection between the Rephaim and healers.

Not all villagers have been Perizzites, and not all healers

were Rephaites.

This name, healer, was used for men in no possible

way connected with the ancient people. Rapha was the

fifth son of Benjamin (1 Chron. 8:2). The vale of the

Rephaites may have been named after him (Isa. 17: 5).

No amount of reasoning can convince us of his descent

from the Rephaim! Neither should we jump to such a

conclusion when a Philistine of Gath bears this appella

tion (1 Chron. 20:4, 6, 8). His sons were remarkable

men. One of them "a man of measure" had an extra

finger on each hand and an extra toe on each foot. But

let us not rush to the conclusion that Rapha had so many

digits! He may not have been a giant at all! Abnormal

size and freakishness does not always descend from

father to son. There is no logical connection between this

man and the extinct Rephaim.
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THE LAST OP THE REPHAIM

Twice we are informed that Og, king of Bashan, was

the sole survivor of the great people who had once held

most of the country east of Jordan and the Dead sea

(Joshua 12:4; 13:12). Moab took some of their land,

Ammon took more, and Israel took the rest, under

Joshua. To the last they were great, for the last of their

line ruled in Bashan, in which, to this very day, we find

the marvelous stone cities which they built. These are

the oldest of human habitations, and bid fair to remain

when all other of the homes of mankind are leveled with

the ground. They are made of huge blocks of solid stone

with thick slabs for ceilings, and swinging doors of the

same material. Their size shows that the people were tall.

Their number proves that they were numerous. Their

workmanship shows that they were strong and capable

men.

Moses had smitten Bashan, the king's sons and all his

people, so that there was none left alive (Joshua 13:12;

Num. 21:35). The land was given to the sons of Gad

(Num. 32: 33). The immense size of Og was considered

worthy of special mention (Deut. 3:11). The lesson to

be learned seems clear. The Rephaim seem to have

reached the greatest physical development of any of

their time. This did not decrease. Their last survivor

was a magnificent specimen of flesh. In Israel we see

faith overcoming the flesh, and utterly exterminating it

by the power of God. Thank God, there were no

Rephaim left alive!

THE ANAKIM

There seems to have been an exception in the case of

the Anakim, who are often classed as Rephaim to this

day (Deut. 2:11). The Authorized Version is ambig

uous. It reads: "The Emims dwelt therein in times past,

a people great, and many, and tall, as the Anakims;

vhich also were accounted giants [Rephaim]." This
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may be taken to mean that the Anakim were Rephaim.

But the Hebrew reads, "They [the Emim] are accounted

Rephaim. Indeed, they are as Anakim." There is no

evidence that the Anakim were Rephaim. This is impor

tant, for this is the only link which, seems to connect

them with the Nephilim. There is no connection evident

in the Hebrew original. All the giants of today do not

spring out of one people. The giants of old were not con

fined to one race.

CONCLUSION

The lesson to be learned from the Rephaim is not that

of some mysterious superhuman spiritual race who will

be ignored by God in His judgment of sin and in His

reconciliation. They were a nation of superior physical

enduements, who were able to put their dread on their

neighbors because of their numbers and stature. They

exemplified the power of physical force.

It is a notable fact that almost all of the great mon

sters which God created have disappeared from the

earth. He made giant creatures alongside which an ele^

phant would seem smalL Now only their skeletons re

main. At one time an enormous ox, called the auerochs,

the "unicorn" of the Scriptures, lorded it over the

smaller creatures. Now it also is extinct. We would rea-

that, the larger the beast, the better its chance to survive.

The opposite is true. Even in the animal world, flesh

cannot hold its own. The larger animals are always

exterminated first.

So it was among men. It is the fable reversed. The

giant did not eat the little men. The smaller ones exter

minated the giants. The strength of the flesh is weakness.

It shall not prevail. This is the lesson of the Rephaim.

Undoubtedly they were physical marvels. Their cities

alone have survived o for millenniums. But they have

fallen, even as Goliath fell before David, victims to their

confidence in the flesh.

A close examination of the Hebrew will show that
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these creatures were not monstrosities, outside the pale

of God's purpose. They were human beings, sons of

Adam, who suffered for his offense, and who will be

roused from death to be judged for their own sins. Pos

sibly all of them will die the second death. Assuredly

every one will be vivified at the consummation. As a

race, they will serve, in the great gallery of the eons, as

a picture of the futility of the flesh. Such a background

in needed to set forth the sovereignty of spirit.

A. E. K.



In Defense

IS THE LORD'S SUPPER FOR TODAY?

It is an easy matter to show that Paul's earlier epistles

and his later ones are supplementary and essential for

present truth.

They are supplementary; that is, his later ones ex

plain his earlier ones. The earlier ones hint at and point

to a fuller revelation. The later ones are obviously based

and built upon the earlier ones. Remove all his epistles,

both earlier and later, and the continuity of the Hebrew

revelation is not interfered with. Peter appears to class

«nci group all of Paul's epistles as one whole (2 Peter

3:16). He does not indicate that one part of Paul's

writings is in harmony with Jewish national aspirations,

while the other part is radically different, but he appears

to think all his epistles are connected with and explan

atory of the delay in the establishment of the kingdom,

and the patience of the Lord, which was really salvation.

All are required today. To assert that "In the epistles

written after Acts 28 ... we have all that is necessary for

our guidance, comfort and teaching" is palpable error.

We require to go to Romans for individual salvation, con

ciliation, and justification. And who could do without

the eighth of Romans, especially verses like verse 28 ?

And does not chapter eleven not give its own peculiar

comfort where Paul shows that God will be merciful to

all,and that all is out of God,through Him,and for Him?

It is most unfair to discard these chapters, after we

Lave read them, mastered them, assimilated and digested

them. This action may be likened to one who takes a
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look at the daily newspaper, reads all that is of interest

or importance to him, memorizes the same, then com

plains that it contains no news. Those who desire to go

only by the prison epistles forget that they have attained

the truths of these epistles only by means of a previous

knowledge and study of the preparatory epistles.

Who would discard 1 Cor. 13 (Love), or chapter 15?

Paul never reaches farther than this latter chapter in

any of his writings — God becomes All in all. Does it

not yield immense comfort to us to know that all will be

vivified? Where else do we read one word of the time

aft er the post-millennial kingdom has been handed over

to the Father ? This is not in the prison epistles.

How extraordinary and amazing that the one who

would keep us from these earlier writings of Paul ends

up his pamphlet on "The Dispensational Place of the

Lord's Supper" by this exhortation: "Brethren, let us

stand fast in the faith and stand fast in the liberty

wherewith Christ has made us free"! He gets all his

comfort, guidance and teaching from Paul's later

epistles, yet is obliged to turn to one of the earlier ones

(and the very one which he dates as Paul's earliest) to

obtain freedom from legalism and bondage—Galatians!

It is quite as easy to show that Paul's earlier epistles

will not suit a future dispensation or era.

A celestial body is not in keeping with a terrestrial

kingdom (1 Cor. 15:49).

In First Corinthians Paul hints plainly at the coming

of maturity, which was to displace the spiritual endow

ments and gifts. Moreover, he recommends the saints to

be "zealous for the greater graces" and yet "still" he

is showing them the 'l path suited to transcendence.'' He

defines this "more excellent way," and finishes by say

ing to them "Be pursuing love." That is, he practically

recommends them to take up something infinitely better

than the gifts. Now in the kingdom those gifts will be

very much in evidence. The kingdom will not know the
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more excellent way, or maturity. First Corinthians is no

" kingdom " epistle.

The earlier epistles being based on the lapse and fail

ure of Israel, and written in view of the imminent set

ting aside of that nation, they cannot come into operation '

or find their own proper place in that future day.

Conciliation is quite incompatible with the millennial

reign of Israel. Eomans cannot be applied then.

Paul ceases to know Christ according to flesh, in 2

Cor. 5:16. Christ according to flesh is King of Israel.

Therefore, Second Corinthians is no "kingdom" epistle.

We find no difficulty in believing that Paul's minis

tries, from the time of his separation, were transitional.

Six times before Acts 28 we read of "my gospel" and

once also after that point. It was still his gospel, but

how vastly glorified! His ministration mounted "from

glory to glory". He was in reality severed from the

womb for one purpose—"to evangelize the nations"

(Gal. 1).

These things being so, we are prepared to axiomize

that in the course of Paul's progress, nothing altered sud

denly. Not only so, but it was never necessary for Paul

to'upset, correct, or scrap any of his extant earlier

writings.

There is a strong likelihood that early in his course he

understood, in outline at least, what was to eventuate

within a few years. In the same chapter which describes

love, which tells of the more excellent way and the

passing away of the spiritual endowments, he speaks of

perceiving "all the secrets" (verse 2, 1 Cor. 13, ta

musteria panta). This grammatical form only occurs

when the thing spoken of is definite. Paul appears to be

mentioning a distinct group of secrets, as if they con

sisted of a definite number. In ch. 4:1 he calls himself

one of the stewards of "God's secrets." Yet how many

of these secrets had he by this time divulged? The

likelihood is that he knew many of them, if not all, pri-
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vately, although it was "not lawful to utter" most of

them as yet. We may be sure that God did not teach

him by jolts and jerks. Paul would be prepared before

hand for every new move.

Does it not seem extraordinary that Paul should be

aware of what was to transpire at the very culmination

of the ages and yet not know what would happen when

the time of Acts 28 was reached? He views the glorious

kingdom of the Son of God and its perfect result. Is it

likely that he would not know something about the mil

lennial reign of the Son of Mankind, and that it was for

the meantime to be postponed ?

His early epistles are based on the fact that Israel is

apostatizing. They are rooted in the receding of the

kingdom. In other words, did Paul, at one stage of his

career, believe that 1 Thess. 4 (the rapture) and 1 Cor.

11: 20-32 (the Lord's supper) were for the saints, and at

a later stage find that he had been mistaken, that he must

change his teachings? Did he find that he had been

wrong about the coming of the Lord? Paul was not mis

taken, nor did he require to cancel or correct his previous

teaching. He merely brings to maturity his earlier

unfoldings.

We are on fairly safe and scriptural ground in main

taining that the special revelations which Paul received

from the time of his separation abide, while any relics

of his earlier ministries in association with the twelve

vanish. Otherwise it seems that we can have no hard

and fast rule to go by. Therefore, First Thessalonians

four and First Corinthians eleven must stand for today.

No amount of argument or sophistry can get over the

plain fact that Paul declares that, certain, features .were

to pass away on the arrival of maturity, while the supper

was to go on. He states quite clearly and plainly that it

was not to pass away then.

Far from looking upon the supper as "carnal" as

too many, of the saints describe it, Paul calls it the
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"lordly"- supper. He uses the adjective kuriakos (from

which comes our word kirk, or church). The adjective

is only found elsewhere in the N.T. in Unv. 1:10, the

1' day of the Lord,'' or rather, the *' lordly day.'' In the

papyri the word bears the signification of "imperial". It

brings before us the majesty of the Lord, His day, and

the supper. This ought to lead to true worship.

THE PRESENCE OF CHRIST

We are informed that the body of Christ has nothing

whatever to do with the parousia or presence of Christ.

As the presence will continue for a considerable time, on

into the day of the Lord, and may include the entire

millennium, that means either that we must be raised

before the parousia, or a long time after the millennium

has commenced to run. The latter alternative will hardly

suit us, as we are numbered amongst those who have been

loving His advent (2 Tim. 4:8), for which we shall re

ceive the wreath of righteousness from the just Judge.

Are we then to be raised before the parousia f If so,

we are merely falling back upon a '''Prior Hope." But

this is ruled out by Paul, in 1 Cor. 15:23, who states

that those who belong to Christ are to be vivified in His

parousia. Paul never went back on this statement.

By some the term parousia is defined for us as being

a "kingdom" term just because its first occurrence is

said to fix its meaning. This " principle" is most erro

neous and harmful. It is totally opposed to the concord

ant method, which demands a review of every occurrence

of a word, all marshalled together under one's eye in

their various contexts. In any case, the actual "first

occurrence" of parousia is not in Matthew's gospel. Paul

uses it first. He wrote First Thessalonians long before

Matthew committed his records to writing. Had the king

dom been set up there would have been no occasion for

the setting down of the records of the various gospels.

We are also told that the parousia as in 1 Thess, 4 is
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the hope of Israel. The question then arises, Can it be

proved, and that to a finality, that First Thessalonians

Four is not the hope of Israel, or in any way therewith

connected? Most indubitably and easily. Those who

lived upon the living Manna, Christ, and had eonian life,

were to be raised by Him at the last day (John 6: 53,54).

This was the hope of devout Jews, like Martha (John

11: 24), who knew that Lazarus would rise then. The

Lord does not correct her opinion. Of what last day was

she thinking? Of the same day in which Daniel would

rise, at the end of the days. Which days? To Daniel it

was revealed that round about the unparalleled time of

trouble which is to come there would be a resurrection

in Israel, and that he was then to stand in his own lot,

at the end of the days. (Chapter 12).

The following is a tentative concordant rendering of

the first three and last three verses of that chapter:—

xAnd in that era shall Michael stand up, the great chief

who stands for the sons of your people. And there shall come

to be an era of distress such as never was since there is a na

tion until that era. And in that era your people shall be

delivered, all who are found written in the scroll. 2 And many

sleeping in the ground of the soil shall awake: these to eonian

life, and these to eonian reproach and repulsion. 8 And the in

telligent shall warn as the warning of the atmosphere, and

they that justify many are as the stars for the eon and further.

11 And from the era the continual [offering] is withdrawn

and the desolating detestation is given, are a thousand two

hundred and ninety days. 12 Happy is he who tarries and at

tains to the thousand three hundred and thirty-five days.13 And

you, go to the end, and you shall rest and stand in your lot at

the end of the days.

THE TRUMPETS DISTINGUISHED

The daily, or continual sacrifice will be restored, one

thousand two hundred ninety days after the detestation

is set up. Daniel is to stand up forty-five days further

on, at the end of the days. The wild beast's authority

is for forty-two months, or three and one-half years.

The Lord's coming terminates this, by the "advent of

His presence" (2 Thes. 2:8). Therefore the Lord comes
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at the close of the three and one-half years (or the seven

years).

The seventh trumpet of the Unveiling concludes with

the coming of Messiah in majesty, when the world King

dom becomes His (Unv. 11:15). But the dead saints of

Israel do not rise until seventy-five days later. That is,

the seventh trumpet brings no resurrection.

Now the "last trump" brings a great resurrection,

and at a different time, for I Thess. 4 takes place at the

commencement of the parousia.

Whenever the Lord is present in His parousia:

(a) Immediately, without any delay, the saints are

snatched away.

(b) We are to meet Him, at once.

(c) Those who are concerned in the event are those

who survive, just unto (eis) the parousia, along with the

dead saints. That is, those who live on just tUl the

parousia begins.

The'' days of Noah,'' before the deluge, are likened to

the i i days of the Son of Mankind.'' Sudden and severe

judgment ends both eras. The "days of Noah" are also

likened to the "presence of the Son of Mankind." There

fore, the days of the Son of Mankind before His awful

appearing are synchronous with the commencement of

His presence. (He will not yet be manifested to the

world until the advent of His presence). But His Unveil

ing will terminate the lawless orgy of the world, so

that the parousia commences before the Unveiling takes

place. In other words, First Thessalonians Four takes

place before the Unveiling, which itself is before the

resurrection of Israel's saints.

Now it is only reasonable to infer that when Daniel

rises, Abraham, David and the other great ones in Israel

will rise. If First Thessalonians, an epistle written to

Gentiles, is for the kingdom, and gives in chapter

Four a hope in harmony with the kingdom, it is quite

inconceivable that these Thessalonian Gentiles should be
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raised and enter the kingdom prior to Abraham, David,

Daniel, Joseph, and the circumcision saints. As there

fore, First Thessalonians Pour refers to a prior hope, so

must First Corinthians Eleven, "Till He come." The

supper should be continued till the coming of the Lord

to the air (First Thessalonians Four).

THE SUPPER OR "DINNER"

The commonest objections to the supper as a celebra

tion for this dispensation are as follows:—

(1) It is Jewish, being connected with the Passover, and it has

to do with a "new Covenant."

(2) It belonged to the same era as the spiritual gifts, which

latter have now passed away.

(3) It is an ordinance, and to observe it would bring us into

the bondage of legalism.

(4) It has to do with such carnal things as food and drink, and

such elementary things as visible "symbols." We are

"beyond" these, being "complete" in Christ.

(5) It has been the fruitful cause of many a severe schism.

All of these objections can be met and refuted

through the recognition and acknowledgment of a few

simple facts.

All the chief doctrines which we believe today have

their origin in a Jewish basis. All that we have in and

through the cross comes to us through the death of an

Israelite—Messiah. All our special epistles are from the

pen of a Hebrew of the Hebrews. One is apt to overlook

such a statement as is found in 1 Cor. 10:11, where,

after detailing certain of the shortcomings of the children

of Israel in the Old Testament, Paul adds, "Now all

these things were befalling them typically. Yet it is

written with a view to our admonition, to whom the con

summations of the eons have attained."

This proves (1) that First Corinthians is no "king

dom" epistle, as Israel's kingdom does not reach to the

consummations of the eons, and (2) That Old Testament

types are for us of the Gentiles.

Therefore, it is perfectly legitimate for us to find in
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the Jewish "Passover" a type of something vastly great

er. The Passover celebrated the wonderful deliverance

of the nation from Egypt and the Eed Sea and from

Pharaoh. We have been delivered from the world, from

death and destruction, and from Satan. How delivered ?

By the death of Christ. Is there then for us no celebra

tion of that great Deliverance? When it is found that

the Lord died, not only for Jews, but for the Nations

as well, the door is opened wide so that all believers

among the nations may delight in remembering His

death.

There is no sound ground for making the Lord's Sup

per a " dispensationaP' feature, for the Lord's death can-

not be confined to any single dispensation.

The section 1 Corinthians 11:17-34 deals with "The

Lord's Body —Judgment" (in C. V. Structure). The

corresponding section is found in chapters five and six,

'' Our Physical Bodies— Judgment.'' This latter section

includes chapter 5:7-8:—"For even Christ, our Pass

over, is sacrificed for our sakes." Passover is Greek

pascha, really a Hebrew word, as it comes from pasach,

which means ((to skip." The adjective is applied to the

"lame." When Jehovah saw the blood, He would skip

over them (Ex. 12:13).

Now Christ is just as much a Passover for us as for

anyone else. Many of the Old Testament types are

applicable to all ages, so long as sin requires deliverance.

The Lord said, 'l This is My body, which is broken for

your sakes.'' For whose sakes, we might ask ? Not for

the disciples alone, but for the Corinthian saints too. Not

for them only, but for the Ephesians and for ourselves.

Not only the saints, but in due time all mankind will

derive benefit from that breaking.

Certain writers, in their eagerness to make the supper

as Jewish in character as possible, do not hesitate to say

that Paul got the account thereof from some of the other

Apostles, or from one of the gospels. But Paul says:—
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"For I [emphatic] receive from the Lord what I also

deliver over to you " (1 Cor. 11: 23). Upon this says

Alford: "If the apostle had referred only to the evan

gelic tradition or writings he would not have used the

first person singular, but parelabomen (we receive). I

may remark, that the similarity between this account of

the institution and that in Luke's gospel, is only what

might be expected on the supposition of a special revela

tion made to Paul, of which that evangelist, being Paul's

companion, in certain parts of his history availed him

self." (Luke's account of the supper is much more sim-

iliar to that of Paul than to that found elsewhere).

If the Passover of old was a type, and itself com

memorated a mighty deliverance, why should not its

great Antitype, the spotless Lamb, whose death brings in

a transcendently vaster deliverance, including the na

tions, also have its commemoration?

But we are reminded here about the "new Cov

enant. '' We are told that covenants are not for us. What

is a covenant? It is a compact, or treaty, or obligation.

It may be mutual, or it may be one-sided. We are un

doubtedly under one purely one-sided covenant, that of

the Rainbow. It applies today just as much as at any

time since the flood. It covers Jew and Gentile, saved

and lost. We cannot help being under the rainbow cov

enant. This covenant is absolutely unconditional and

one-sided. All the difference in the world lies between a

conditional covenant and an unconditional one. As mem

bers of Christ's body we are under no conditional cov

enant. Under the rainbow covenant the whole world is

protected from the possibility of a future flood.

The unconditional covenant or agreement in Genesis

9 yields a few points of interest. It is made by God,

(EloMm, not Jehovah) and embraces all mankind and

every animal and fowl. It was to be for "eonian genera

tions. '' Moreover, a sign or token was given along with

it. For what purposes ?
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"And there shall come to be the bow in the cloud, and I
look upon it, to remember the epnian covenant between

God ancl every living soul in all flesh that is upon the earth.
And God is saying unto Noah, 'This is the sign of the

covenant which -I establish between Myself and all flesh

which is upon the earth'" (vv. 16-17).

The question naturally arises, could God not have

sworn by His own word not again to deluge the earth,

without appointing a visible token of His promise ? Un

doubtedly, yet the rainbow brings home to vs the con

tinued present day applicability and protection of the

covenant in a way that nothing else could. The rainbow

makes any reasoning person think, and causes him to

recollect that the earth was once deluged, and that the

race of mankind was saved through it.

When we read of God " repenting" it means that He

"changes His attitude." When He is said to "forget"

it means that He "becomes oblivious of." When He is

said to "remember" it means that He "brings before

the mind," "bears in mind," or "keeps in mind."

(Hebrew verbs nacham, shakach, and zakar, respec

tively).

The sign, then, of the rainbow, brings God's promise

into His mind. It pleases Him that He should employ

it to keep Him dwelling upon His promise. If we entered

into a compact which was to be beneficial to another

party, it would give us pleasure to dwell upon it and bear

it in mind. Moreover, the solemnity and sense of re

sponsibility of the obligation gradually slips out of the

human mind, if not kept alive through continued recol

lection.

I have seen actual cases where a surety has become

guarantor to a bank for the indebtedness of a friend, and

yet in course of time has completely let slip from the

mind that he ever signed an obligation binding him.

Much unpleasantness would have been saved in the Icng

run had he had some reminder, say once a year, of his

obligation.
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If God, then, finds it profitable to bring before His

mind specially on occasion, His eonian covenant, how

much more should it be necessary and profitable for us

to make recollection of Christ.

The rainbow covenant is therefore still in force today,

and relates to us. Does any other unconditional cov

enant relate to us? The Lord said, "This cup is the

new covenant in My blood" (Luke 22:20); that is, the

blood is actually the covenant. Now if the blood of

Christ has brought in a new covenant, whereof Paul as

serts (2 Cor. 3:6) that he is a "competent dispenser",

this cannot be identical with the future new Covenant of

Jeremiah 31. The new Covenant is "specifically con

nected with the future gathering of Israel back to their

land". Eomans 11: 26, 27 shows when the Hebrew New

Covenant will come into effect:—

The Rescuer shall be arriving out of Zion;

He will be turning irreverence from Jacob.
And this is the Covenant from Me with them

Whenever I may be eliminating their sins.

Paul was not dispensing a covenant which is only to be

ratified in a yet future day. The word diatJieke does not

supply any help, from its etymology. Its standards are

thru-place. Any kind of disposition might be meant.

[The nations are specifically said to have been

"guests of the covenants of promise" in the era in which

both Corinthian letters were written. Now they have not

less, but more than that.—Ed.]

The supper is frequently termed an "ordinance", es

pecially by those whose ideas of what is meant by such

a term are hazy or erroneous.

The supper is no ordinance, in any sense. It is in

tended for voluntary celebration. We are told to keep

praying without intermission, yet we do not call prayer

an ordinance. But we are not even enjoined to observe

the supper. Paul's instructions simply say: ''For when

soever you should be eating this bread and drinking this
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cup, you are announcing the Lord's death till He come"

(1 Cor. 11:26). That is, Should you partake of these

things, at any time, you will be showing forth, publish

ing, making known, the Lord's death, till He come.

There is no regulation as to any set time or occasion.

There is no liability for non-observance.

It needs no proof that the supper and the gifts are

quite distinct. The supper has none of the marks of im

maturity or of the miraculous about it. Some of the gifts

were quite out of harmony with the more excellent way.

The supper is absolutely in line therewith. The supper is

a practical expression of the three graces of the more

excellent way. It cannot be partaken of, in the proper

spirit, without pure faith, a living hope, and real love. It

exhibits no visible demonstration of God's love for us;

it contains no prop to aid faith; it brings about no real

ization of our earnest expectation.

Partaken of apart from any connection with the

miraculous spiritual endowments, it is a practical proof

that we are on the path suited to transcendence. The

Corinthians, who all had spiritual endowments, were in

capable of partaking of the supper in a proper manner,

and they did not discriminate the body of the Lord.

The gifts pointed forward.

The gifts occupied one with their display.

The gifts tended to innate.

The gifts were distinctly to cease.

The supper carries us back.

The supper occupies only with the Lord.

The supper humbles and breaks.

The supper has not yet been abrogated.

We are identified with the Lord's Death.

We seek to be conformed thereto (Phil. 3: 10).

Contemplation of that death brings it home in practice.

A proper understanding of the Lord's supper hinges

around the word "remembrance" or "recollection"

(C. V.) in Greek anamnesis. It denotes a continued effort

of the memory.
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A peculiar point arises. How is it that the Corin

thians, who had so many spiritual endowments, and pos

sessed such miraculous powers, including the gift of di

rect knowledge, and who lived comparatively near to the

time of the Lord's death, required to make a practise of

' recollecting that event ? Plainly, the gifts did not pre

vent them from having weak, human, frail memories.

Nor are the saints of the present day gifted with per

fect memories, judging from what Paul has had to write

for our benefit. Paul is obliged to remind us, the Nations,

that we were once without God (Eph. 2:11). Not

that we are likely ever to forget that completely,

but it is good for us to be reminded of it. Paul had to

remind the Colossians o'f his own bonds (4:18). Were

they likely to forget the very one to whom they owed the

truth? Do we not think often too lightly of Paul's suf

ferings and bonds? Paul remmds Timothy to rekindle

the gracious gift of God within him (2 Tim. 1:6). Paul

says we require to be reminded that if we die together we

shall live together also; if we are enduring, we shall also

be reigning together; if we are disowning Him, HE too

will be disowning us; if we are unfaithful, HE is remain

ing faithful — He cannot disown Himself (2 Tim. 2:

11-14). These things have all to do with daily conduct,

and require to be continually kept in mind. Paul reminds

us to be subject to sovereignties, to be yielding, ready for

every good work, not calumniating, to be pacific, lenient,

displaying all meekness toward all mankind. (Titus

3:1-2).

In plain words, our memory requires constant stimu

lation and refreshing, not that we may forget any of

these things altogether, but in case we let them slip into

the background or fade into the distance.

No one who passed through the time of the great

European war is ever likely to forget its awful horrors,

tragedies and sufferings. Yet the belligerent countries

are full of war memorials. For what purpose? Not to
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remind one that the world war was an actual fact of

history, but to bring home the solemnity of the awful

fact, the lessons, the sacrifices. Human nature is so con

stituted that if ever tends to drifts away from benefits

accruing from the sacrifice of another. Mankind is in

capable of appreciating genuine altruism. The saints can

never sufficiently appreciate the philanthropy of God

(Titus 3:4).

"Till He come" our memories will go on being defec

tive, and we shall require continual reminders of the

grace that has saved us, and the sufferings endured by

Christ for our sakes. Daily duties and routine must be

methodically remembered, through effort, and not

through supernatural endowment. We must remember

to keep up the practice of prayer and the study of the

Scriptures. If we do not make some kind of practice of

these, we shall let them slip.

The entire passage of First Corinthians Eleven deal

ing with the supper has to do with conduct, not with our

doctrinal position or standing. This is proved by the

repeated use of the word "Lord", instead of Christ.

It is not Christ's supper, but the Lord's dinner, verse 20;

the origin of which Paul got "from the Lord, verse 23;

"the Lord's death," verse 26; "the bread" and "cup of

the Lord", verse 27; "the body and blood of the Lord",

verse 27. Non-discrimination of the body "of the Lord"

(verse 29) led to discipline "by the Lord" (verse 32).

It is therefore no argument here to say that we are "com

plete in Christ". We are far from perfect "in the Lord".

Why is it necessary that the Lord's death should be

thus announced? Because it stands in danger always of

being overlooked or neglected. That it is largely forgot

ten is evidenced by the prevailing sectarian spirit, and

the great lack of brotherly love. A constant realization of

the fact that Christ Jesus was broken for us will keep us

ever conscious of the grace of God. It will bring about

genuine humility and create real brotherly love.
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The Corinthian saints probably became puffed up

because of the gifts they possessed. Many of the saints

today are undoubtedly puffed up because they think or

feel that they are " advanced". The Corinthian saints

needed the Lord's supper to preserve a proper balance,

and bring them down to humility. All the saints today

stand sorely in need of a proper observance of the supper.

The supper is the divine antidote or corrective to

pride and lovelessness. No one can deny that such a thing

is needed. The great advance in the knowledge of God's

Word which has come about in recent years has certainly

not been accompanied by a corresponding advance in love

and meekness. Those who have thrown aside the Lord's

supper have not become better saints. A. T.
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THE MYSTERY OF CHRIST

Paul is about to pray. He proposes to indite a petition

for power to grasp the transcendent dimensions of the

love of Christ (Eph. 3:18-19). But he cannot proceed

with his prayer until he has given, in breathless, hurried

style, the ground on which his prayer is based. Twelve

verses of the third chapter of Ephesians—from the sec

ond to the thirteenth inclusive—are a parenthetic pre

lude to the apostle's prayer. In them he gives a sum

mary of the grace already set forth. This is, for us, one

of the most vital and illuminating paragraphs in all the

word of God. It is a brief epitome of the mystery, and

includes also a concise statement of the mystery of

Christ, which is the subject of our present meditation

(Eph. 3:3-5, 8).

It is impossible to have a clear conception of the pres

ent secret economy without a special knowledge of the

mystery of Christ. This is- why, before the apostle de

fines the subject which is on his heart, he inserts another

parenthesis to acquaint us with this distinct, yet related,

secret. The mystery of Christ is in closest accord with

the new revelation, but must never be confused with it.

Perhaps nothing has done more to hinder the reception

of present truth than the application of the phrase "as

it is now revealed" to the present grace, which was an

absolute secret. How many have been on the verge of

receiving the truth of the exclusiveness of Paul's minis

try and then were turned aside by the little word "as);,

thinking it referred to the secret economy! Some of the

best expositors have never been able to explain its appar

ent contradiction.
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Let us first of all quote that part of this passage

which presents the mystery of Christ, so as to keep it

distinct. In the third verse the apostle says that a secret

was made known to him by revelation, (according as I

write before, in brief, to enable those who are reading

to apprehend my understanding in the secret of Christ,

which is not made known to other generations of the sons

of humanity as it was now revealed to His holy apostles

and prophets). Here we have a number of facts which

show that he is not referring to the main subject, the

secret administration. It is according to it, hence distinct

from it. It had been referred to briefly, while the main

mystery, as we have seen, had been set forth at length.

It is concerned with Christ Himself, not with His people.

It was made known to other generations after a fashion,

though not as it is now revealed. Not so, the secret

economy. The mystery of Christ was evidently made

known to all the apostles and prophets. The special

secret came only through Paul.

Any one of these five points is sufficient to show that

we have two separate secrets in this chapter. The har

mony between them, expressed by the words "according

as" is proof of their distinctiveness, not their identity.

The fact that the mystery of Christ had been widened in

scope so as to include the heavens as well as the earth,

brings it into full accord with the present grace, in which

blessing is celestial.

The greater part of the first two chapters of Ephe-

sians is taken up with an elaboration of the secret which

is summarized in chapter three. In contrast with this the

mystery of Christ is briefly stated within the compass of

two verses, as follows: " .. making known to us the secret

of His will (in accord with His delight, which He pur

posed in Him) to have an administration of the comple

ment of the eras, to head up the universe in the Christ—

in the heavens, as well as on the earth/9 (Eph. 1: 9-10).

Two verses for this secret: two chapters for that. Surely
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Paul did not write briefly of the secret administration,

but he did give a most succinct account of the mystery of

Christ.

This secret, so briefly set forth, is concerned with the

headship of Christ, not with the blessings of His saints.

Among the celestials we will be associated with Him in

His administrations. But on earth we have no such

place. He alone is Head, yea, He is Head over us also.

The secret economy raises us to a place of equality with

an election out of the Circumcision. But this secret raises

Christ to a place above all others. It is not the secret

of the body of Christ, but of our Lord Himself.

Long before there was any body of Christ God began

to give glimpses of Messiah's headship over the earth.

From the first promise of One Who was to bruise the ser

pent 's head to the glorious visions of the prophets who

foresaw the dominion of the King of kings, there was a

continued advance in the revelation of this secret. From

the mists of early intimations emerges God's promised

Messiah, Adam's greater Son, and David's Lord, who

will resume the reins laid down by the father of the race

and forfeited by Israel's kings. So was this secret made

known to earlier generations. Now God has added the

heavens to His realm, and has revealed Christ's heavenly

headship to His apostles and prophets, especially to Paul.

Paul is not the exclusive recipient of the celestial side

of Messiah's headship. Our Lord did not hide His

heavenly character from His earthly disciples. He called

them to Olivet to witness His ascension. The Circum

cision are informed that He sat down at the right hand

of the Majesty in the heavens, and that messengers and

authorities and powers were made subject to Him.

Paul does not claim a monopoly of this knowledge or its

dispensation. On the contrary, he is careful to inform

us that it was made known to apostles and prophets, of

which he was only one.

Following his brief allusion to the mystery of Christ,
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the apostle gives us that short summary of the present

secret administration to which we have so often appealed

m seeking to clarify our thoughts on the subject. As

this has been so fully treated in the chapter "What is the

Mystery?" we will do little more than quote it again,

merely to emphasize the fact that it is not the secret of

the preceding parenthesis. Condensing the unfoldings of

the preceding chapters into one terse statement, it all

comes to this, that, in spirit, the nations are to be joint

enjoyers of an allotment', and a joint body, and joint par

takers of the promise in Christ Jesus, through the evangel

of which Paul became the dispenser (Eph. 3:6 ,7).

Contrast this with the mystery of Messiah. The point

of the mystery lies in the word joint. Blessing for the

nations has always been in view, even in choosing Israel

to be its channel. But blessing apart from Israel, on an

equality with members of the chosen nation, was abso

lutely unknown and unknowable. No prophet ever hints

at such a possibility. No apostle suggests it. It was not

made known to apostles and prophets in any manner.

Even Paul's previous ministry to the nations did not give

the Gentiles this rank. Hence the mystery was absolute,

not relative. It is made known only through Paul.

The channel through which the mystery comes to us

is the evangel which Paul had previously dispensed

(Eph. 3:7). It does not supersede or displace this evan

gel, but includes it. Justification and conciliation are the

portals to this higher grace. It is for those only who are

righteous and reconciled. Paul was called and separated

in order to prepare a people for the reception of this

mystery, when the time should come for its revelation.

It could not be received by any except those who had

been made ready for it by means of the truth which had

come through the apostle of the nations.

Paul calls himself less than the least of all saints (Eph.

3:8). Let us not reduce this to a mere rhetorical gesture.

His active opposition to Christ made him the most nn-
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deserving of favor. He brings it in that he may haye

a suitable background for the grace that he received. No

one will dispute that he became the greatest of all, as

measured by the favor bestowed upon him. He receives

two gratuities which have no parallel in the annals of

God's saints. He is to make known the mystery of Mes

siah to the nations. He is to enlighten all as to this secret

administration.

THE UNTRACEABLE RICHES

The untraceable riches of Christ refer to His celestial

headship. His traceables riches are those recorded in the

writings of the prophets, concerning the rule of the earth.

No trace is found in these of His reign in the heavens.

These riches are not " unsearchable" in an absolute

sense. They can be traced now. But they were kept

secret until God should reveal His plans for the celestials,

and make known the universal scope of His purpose.

Other apostles made this known to the Jews. Paul was

honored with the commission to make it known to the

Gentiles. This he has done for us in the first chapter of

this epistle (Eph. 1:10-11).

THE SECRET ADMINISTRATION

Paul's statement of his stewardship of the mystery is

weighty with precious truth. He is to enlighten all as to

the secret administration which has been concealed from

the eons m God ... (Eph. 3:9). Where these words are

heard and heeded, they revolutionize the life and under

standing of the believer. Because they are practically

deleted from the Bible of Christendom, it has gone astray

and is lost in a confusing maze of doctrines. The great

bulk of religionists are seeking to follow Peter into the

kingdom, or John into his earthly allotment. How few

have heeded this plain intimation that Paul alone can

give the light which illumines present truth!

Let us note each weighty word. Paul is to enlighten.

The converse of this must be true, so that all who do not
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know Paul as the means of their illumination are in

darkness as to this economy. Does not this account for

the dense ignorance which is so prevalent that few are

even conscious of its black obscurity ? We speak much

of enlightenment, but, judged by this standard, we are

living in dark ages indeed. Only those are true Uluminati

who recognize Paul as the channel of present truth and

dwell in the light he has shed upon God's present opera

tions.

He is to enlighten all. Paul does not make known

the mystery of Christ to all. There he is limited to the

nations, for the Jews receive that mystery through their

own apostles. But the present secret administration is

his exclusive revelation. No other apostle made it known,

unless he had first received it through the apostle of the

Gentiles. This is confirmed by the fact that it is entirely

absent from the Scriptures except in Paul's epistles writ

ten at or after the time of this declaration. Those who

will not be enlightened by Paul will not be enlightened

at all!

We cannot overstress the word secret. This is the

only administration which is so named. God has made

known at least three administrations beyond the present,

with varying degrees of detail. The era of His indigna

tion, which follows this, was never hid from humanity.

The blessings which follow in the day of the Lord were

often the subject of prophetic unfoldings. Even the

succeeding day of God was dimly foreseen. Not so with

the present secret economy. It was not merely unknown

but unknowable. It was positively withheld.

It is an administration or economy. This is the same

word as stewardship, when applied to household affairs.

It is often called a "dispensation" in current theological

language. This is another aspect of it. When speaking

of God's gifts we should call this a dispensation of grace.

But if we refer to the peculiar characteristics which dis

tinguish it from other administrations it is best to follow
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the dictation of inspiration and call it a secret economy

or admimstration, because the internal arrangement of

affairs and the object of its operations are not at all such

as are predicated in previous scriptures.

Let us note the tautological emphasis in the words

secret and concealed. For the sense, the word secret

is quite unnecessary. Read it without this word. - It adds

nothing to the meaning. In view of the fact that almost

all saints and scholars fail to get any meaning out of

either, or both, we admire the foresight which presses the

thought on our attention. It is precisely this point

which has eluded almost all expositors, and this it is

which is practically denied by almost all theologies. They

persist in introducing truth from other economies, which,

by such misplacement, becomes malignant error.

This important point is further enforced by telling

us where it is hidden and from whom it is concealed. It

is popularly supposed that it is contained in the "Old

Testament", much as a puzzle picture contains hidden

characters. There are supposed to be types and shadows

of this era throughout the ancient scrolls. Indeed, al

most all of the blessings promised to Israel are diverted

to us. But this is all false. The secret was not concealed

in the Scriptures, but in God. It was concealed from

the eons, not revealed to them. It seems impossible to

imagine a more emphatic statement to the effect that the

present economy was an absolute secret.

The mystery of Christ, His universal headship, is the

purpose of the eons which God makes in Christ Jesus our

Lord (Eph. 3:11, 1:9-10). Our call is in accord with

this purpose (Bo. 8:28). God is operating the universe

in line with this purpose. The present secret administra

tion is in harmony with it, especially its celestial side.

Hence we read that God, Who creates the universe, is

now making known His multifarious wisdom to the sov-

eignties and authorities among the celestials, through the

ecclesia of this economy (Eph. 3:10). The purpose in-
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eludes the revelation of God's attributes to all creation.

There are few considerations more delightful than a

realization of God's need of us to make Himself known.

He not only reveals Himself to us, but through us. When

we see this, our salvation ceases to be a selfish concern of

our own. Our assurance of " safety, certainty and satis

faction" becomes anchored in God's purpose, which is

essential to His glory and that of all His creatures, as

well as the basis of our blessing. It is blessed to give

rather than to get. Few of His saints realize that, even

now, we are teaching celestial beings the lesson of God's

wisdom which few of us understand ourselves!

Apart from a mature apprehension of the two mys

teries which have been set forth, no one can have more

than a vague and unsatisfactory idea of the wisdom

which is involved in God's present work. He Himself

describes it as "multifarious," because of its variety. It

copes with problems which had never arisen before,

which seemed insoluble and unforeseen. The most diffi

cult of all dilemmas was the apostasy of Israel, as seen

in Acts. They were the only channel of blessing. God

could not give their place to the gentiles, as the church

foolishly has taught, for His word cannot be broken by

their faithlessness. There seems to be no means or place

of blessing for the gentiles who had turned to God.

Then it is that He throws back the curtain and reveals

the fact that all was anticipated and provided for before

the eons commenced their course. Then also He opens

His hidden heavenly purpose and reveals the celestial

destiny of Christ's body. What seemed to be an insur

mountable problem was transformed into a carefully pre

pared program. Humanly speaking, Israel's continued

rejection of Jehovah, and of the incarnate Christ, and of

the testimony of God's spirit, utterly wrecked His re

vealed plan of blessing, not only for them, but for the

other nations also. From the viewpoint of the divine

wisdom all of this was a part of His intention, and pre-
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pared the scene for the present grace. Indeed, such

depths and heights of grace as we now know would be im

possible to reveal apart from the very failure which

seemed to deny it any place.

At present this display of multifarious wisdom seems

largely wasted on the saints. Sad as it may seem, the im

pression appears to prevail among them that God's wis

dom has failed Him, that He sorely needs our help to

save a few from the wreck of His universe, and that our

chief concern should be to aid Him in recovering from

the dilemma into which His enemies have brought Him.

They do not understand the variety of wisdom that uses

temporary evil to produce permanent good. They do not

realize that Israel's opposition was necessary to afford a

foil for the transcendent grace which has come to us.

They are not aware that the heavenly hosts are learning

of God's limitless resources of wisdom through us.

The present practical result of this insight into God's

wisdom is to keep us from despondency in the midst of

affliction and adversity. Throughout this administration

the forces of evil have been uppermost. Paul himself was

a prisoner because of Christ. All Asia turned from him

before he died. The world has always been against the

church. And now the church itself has admitted so much

of the world that God is being forced out. Matters have

gone from bad to worse in this administration. Is this

failure? Or is it another exhibition of God's wisdom

working out His will through the opposition and apos

tasy of His creatures ? Let us not despond. There is not

a single loose thread in God's design. All, evil as well as

good, will work out His glory and our good.

Let us remember that these transcendent truths come

to us through a prisoner. Paul emphasizes his character

at this supreme crisis of his life. Human wisdom would

have made him higher and more powerful than the pope

of Rome has ever been. Is not that the way to impress

men with the message he bears from the high court of
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heaven? Give him his liberty. Give him means. Give

him influence with the imperial power. That is the way

we would have managed the matter. That is the way

men are doing today. But no! The circumstances of the

new messenger must harmonize with his message. Man

kind is at enmity with God. He is at peace with them.

What can picture this so well as the imprisonment of His

ambassador? The great truth of the conciliation, as set

forth in the fifth of Romans, remains the substratum of

the present grace. .

God is revealing His wisdom now, and by its means

His weakness is stronger than the might of men. The

prisoner Paul, by writing a single letter, accomplishes

more for God than all the bishops of Rome, though many

of them have been crowned with secular as well as ecclesi

astic supremacy in the western world. What are all their

encyclicals compared with a single verse in this epistle?

God is working through weakness now in order to dis

play the wonder of His wisdom. Paul's afflictions are

our glory. His imprisonment should cause us to exult,

as it makes the celestials marvel. It was no mistake.

It was no mishap. It was God's deliberate design, to show

His power in human infirmity and His mastery of human

might.

Paul's parenthetic interlude in the third of Ephesians

is the divine summary of present truth. It is the key to

the correct understanding of God's present activities. All

the wisdom of the world is not worth it. Much of God's

word cannot be comprehended without it. No other por

tion of the Scriptures has as much vital value to the

saint of this era. Let us, then, give it the place in our

hearts and thoughts that it deserves. May it prove as

enlightening to every reader of these lines as it is to

the writer! May it be the open sesame to the wealth and

glory and love which God has in store for all who love

Him during this day of Christ's rejection by Israel and

the world. A. E. K.
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EDITORIAL

Now that the Concordance has been published, the Con-

. cobdant Version becomes a public version, open to the

inspection of all. What other Bible publishes so thorough

an exhibit of the facts on which it is based? It alone

furnishes the tools to test the translation, instead of hid

ing behind scholarship or authority. Nevertheless,

rumors are arising that the renderings are not what they

should be, that Greek scholars do not accept them. This

is precisely what we expected. All fresh light, every new

advance, is opposed by the recognized authorities as a

matter of course, for it reflects upon their present posi

tion and endangers their future. Now the notable feature

of the charges against us is this: No evidence is offered.

No definite error is cited. There seems to be the utmost

reluctance to consider the facts. Instead, I am charged

with teaching contrary to orthodox Christianity. I am

said to differ with men whose judgment is worth while.

I plead guilty to these indictments. If my opponents

would only believe God's predictions concerning the last

days they would realize that, in saying these things

against me, they are condemning themselves and com

mending my message. Since it is a day of departure,

popular preaching must be apostate. Fundamentalists

recognize this fact when dealing with modernists, but

they ignore it when applied to themselves. Much truth
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must lie outside the sphere of these two movements. One

who differs from them has a much better chance of being

right than they have. Yet all this is beside the point.

Those who appeal to man have already, by that action,

exposed their own defection from dependence on God.

I am particularly gratified that, so far as I know, I

have not been directly charged with disbelieving God.

In fact, my chief crime seems to be that I do believe Him,

even when He is in error and unorthodox, according to

accepted standards. I would kindly, yet firmly, press

upon the consciences of my opponents that there are pas

sages in the "Word of God which they do not accept. Such

great truths as the abolition of death, the verification of

all, the justification of all mankind, and the universal

reconciliation are clearly and unequivocally stated in

Holy Writ, and are a challenge to their faith. These

texts are ignored or " explained", because they cannot

be received by those who are drifting, unconsciously it

may be, with the tide of unbelief.

I would like to clarify the situation. I consider it a

compliment to be told that I do not agree with men or

religious movements. Why should I ? Is not this one of

the most subtle devices of the Adversary to draw us

from God and make us lean on man ? Why not say that I

do not believe some specific statement in the sacred

scrolls? I definitely charge that those who traduce me

do not believe Colossiams 1:20 (to hold it down to one

passage). So long as they reject this passage they are in

no position to judge me. I adjure them before God to

cease from man and judge themselves at the bar of the

revealed Word of the living God. It is unwise to com

pare men. It is foolish to forsake the inspired records.

Let them testify that I do not resort to such methods. If

they continue to do so, and refuse to confine themselves

to the living oracles, I will be forced to the conclusion

that they are seeking human support for error and refuse

divine evidence for truth.
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We now have in stock all the editions and bindings of

the Concordant Version (New Testament) for immedi

ate shipment. As some have been confused by the

changes, we give below the complete new line:

Pocket Edition

(Includes English translation only)

Illuminated Leatheroid $1.50

Leather, Gold Edges 2.50

(The cloth binding has been discontinued)

Complete Edition

(Includes Greek, Sublinear and Superlinear, Notes, English

Translation, Concordance and Lexicon, Greek Elements, Greek

Grammar, and Greek Course)

Library Style, Stiff Boards, Leather Back $10.00

Bible Style, Leather, Gold Edges 12.00

(The fabrikoid binding has been discontinued)

Special Ebition

Same as Complete Edition, except, that the Concordance, etc.,

is bound separately for convenience in study.

Library Style (Two Volumes) $12.00

Bible Style (Two Volumes) — 15.00

First Edition

A few copies of the first edition, personally autographed by

the translator, are still available _ $25.00

Version Introduction

We have a large supply of Introductions to the Version, which

will be freely supplied to those who can use them in interest

ing their friends in the Concordant method. Send for a supply,

or send us a list of your friends who are interested in the

Scriptures.

In rearranging the office, we came across a few copies of

"The Kingdom in the Old Testament" and "The Great

Commission", by the late Brother V. Gelesnoff. As there

will be no more available after these are gone, we will

sell them at twenty-five cents each. They have both been

out of print for many years, but those who knew and

loved Brother Gelesnoff will readily appreciate their

value.
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After an affecting farewell meeting in Los Angeles in which

Professor Melville Dozier, J. H. Breckenridge, David Mann,

and Pastor Geo. L. Rogers told of the Lord's leadings in open

ing their hearts to the two great truths of the Lord's coming

and God's ultimate goal, the journey to Palestine began by a

short ride to Altadena for a few final hours with my son and

daughter, who will have charge of the office during my absence.

The next morning, through the kindness of Mrs. H. C. Harri-

man, we joined her party, and motored through the Mohave

desert as far as Needles on the first day.

The next morning we crossed the chocolate-colored Colorado

river whose turbulent spring torrent is about to be controlled

by the largest dam in the world, far above our crossing, at

Boulder or Black canyon. Besides this, some of its waters are

to be taken across the three hundred miles we had traversed

on the first day of our journey and pumped over the deserts

and through the mountains, in an enormous acqueduct reach

ing to the Los Angeles area, which is a semi-arid region with

not nearly enough rainfall to supply the moisture necessary

for its luxuriant life. This "district is rapidly exhausting its

underground storage. Wells are failing, notwithstanding the

fact that a veritable river is already brought hundreds of miles

from the eastern slopes of the snow-crowned Sierra Nevada

(White Range). This is interesting to the Bible student,

because many of the great cities of the past were located in

semi-arid situations, and depended on acqueducts to supply

them with water. Ancient Jerusalem was famous for its pools

and conduits, and the modern city gets its water from afar.

Leaving the Colorado, we climbed the steep grades to the

gold mines of Oatman, and, ascending one mesa, or terrace,

after another, found ourselves seven thousand feet high among

the pine forests of northern Arizona. By a fortunate mis

fortune we were unable to complete our schedule, so I availed

myself of the opportunity of conferring with our beloved

Brother J. B. Frey, who now lives at Flagstaff, and who has

been a lifelong missionary among the Hopi Indians. In associa

tion with an interpreter and Brother Fred Johnson, the native

pastor of the congregation at Tuba City, he is preparing for a

Concordant Version of Paul's epistles in the Hopi language.

It seems that, contrary to my unfounded fears, the Hopi

tongue has a copious vocabulary and is quite capable of subtle

grammatical distinctions. The aorist, which is always my

chief concern, has its special form. It is altogether different

from the Navaho, the adjoining tribe, except where each has

adopted the same word from the Spanish. The printed

language uses the English (or Latin) alphabet, supplemented

by an extra set of long vowels, indicated by a short dash above

the letter. I was agreeably surprised to learn of the compara

tively high intelligence and spirituality of these "100%

Americans". Hitherto only the "gospels" and the first eight

chapters of Romans have been translated. Paul's perfection
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epistles are needed, and may be the first to be printed, followed
by his other writings. I hope to be able to interest the societies

devoted to such efforts in this worthy work, so that the Hopis

may be given the Word as gratuitously as the grace which it

proclaims.

Another ministry carried on by Brother Frey, as well as

John Butler, has a special interest and importance at this time.
Many students and scientists visit the desert to study the pre

historic remains. The limestone contains dinosaur tracks.

These are supposed to have been made millions of years before

man appeared upon the scene, and so the unsuspecting public

is informed by signboards on the spot. But, in another loca

tion, in the identical limestone, are found indisputable imprints

of the human foot. At another place are pictures of a man

battling with a dinosaur. The actual evidence is so strong that

the faith of some scientists in the evolutionary theory has

been rudely shaken. If man will not listen to God's voice, the

very rocks will cry out against him!

After partaking of the hearty hospitality of Brother Frey,

we proceeded along a road overlooking the beautiful "painted

desert". Long lines of bluffs were marvelously colored in red

dish browns, and purples, and greens and white. The strata

were plainly indicated by the variety of pigments, so brilliant

and intense that an artist would be accused of exaggeration if

he should transfer them to his canvas. At other places the

brown sandstone was weathered in fantastic forms like min

arets. The large masses often had large hollows at their base.

These caves often contain the relics of ancient habitations. At

one point, not very far from the road, is an enormous hollow

in the ground which was made by a meteor. Some idea of its

immensity may be gathered from the fact that it buried itself

twelve hundred feet in the ground, and is three miles in cir

cumference. God has some heavy guns in His artillery.

At the present time this region seems practically treeless,

but in some places are fallen forests, the wood of which has

been turned into stone. Other objects also are found petrified.

Indeed this region is an American Petra, and in several ways

resembles the rocky waste southeast of Palestine, and the

hardy inhabitants are not unlike the swarthy Arabs. They are

mostly shepherds, the flesh of their sheep providing sustenance

and the wool the material for their famous Navaho rugs.

These are woven in endless artistic designs, using the natural

colors of the wool, white, black, brown, and mixtures. Only

the red is dyed. They are highly prized, so that the Indians

sell them all and use cheap manufactured blankets themselves.

They also make clay pottery with brilliant designs, as well as

baskets and other trinkets, some of which are offered for sale

by Indian women who have built rude shelters along the side

of the road.

From Albuquerque, once an old Mexican town, lying along

the Rio Grande (River Great) we took the bus line for an
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all-night ride to Denver, Colorado. This region of the United

States was possibly the earliest to be settled by Europeans.

Sante Fe is very old, for this continent. The streets are mere

lanes, they are so narrow. Nowhere outside of this district

have we seen so many primitive Mexican "adobe" houses,

including a roof of earth, much like the houses of the poor in

Eastern lands from very early times to the present.. They

explain many an allusion in the Scriptures which is strange

to us. From Santa Fe the road meandered many a mile among

mountains covered with a heavy, bushlike growth, the brush

wood, or "forest" of the Bible.

After midnight I became very weary and decided to join

the opposite seat with mine and lie down. Just as I was about

to do so a new passenger came aboard and took the seat I

coveted, though there were many others vacant. I was strongly

tempted to ask him to take another seat, but dreaded giving

offense. I moved back to the rear seat myself temporarily. As

the day dawned I returned to my place and fell into conversa

tion with my neighbor, who, I strongly suspected, was a mem

ber of the chosen race. I had been urged to write a tract, to

remove the stumbling block of the "Trinity" from before the

sons of Israel. It was suggested that I see Solomon Shwayder,

of Denver, and put some questions to him, such as "Is the doc

trine of the Trinity a hindrance to belief in Christ?" I

decided that this was a God-given opportunity, so, after feeling

my way I took the matter up with him. He acknowledged that

this is the real difficulty, as a Jew dare not believe in more

than one God. When I told him that Christ never did His own

will, he exclaimed, "Then He is not God!"

Then I asked him if he knew Solomon Shwayder, and found

that he was a near relative who knew about his kinsman's

plan for the revision of the trial of our Lord. He told me that

Mr. Shwayder was away, so I did not get to see him. I was not

at all disappointed, however, for I felt that I had met a man

sent by the Lord for my purpose. It was all contrary to my

planning. I did not want to ride all night in a bumping bus,

but I had to. I was forced into contact with him by his unin

tended intrusion. Without giving offense I was able to assure

him that the chosen nation was suffering their just desert,

when he complained that they had a hard row to hoe. He gave

me a warm handclasp at parting, for he had sensed my sincere

sympathy with the sons of Israel in their present plight.

In Denver I received a warm welcome from Dr. H. C. Har-

riman, who took me to his home and to visit Brother and Sister

Hansen. All came with me to the depot to see me off. The long

descending prairie from Denver to Kansas City was mostly

passed during the night. In the morning we crossed the Kaw

river into Missouri, and I struck the trail that I had traveled

forty-six years before. After a day's ride through the sylvan

scenes above the Missouri river the train came to a sudden stop

about eight miles from St. Louis. The engine had broken one
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of its driving rods, and was halted just as it began to tear

up the ties, which might have resulted in a serious wreck.
Though an hour late, Brother O. C. Schopfer was waiting for

me at the depot, and took me to the home of Brother and

Sister Chas. Kleb, whose hospitality I enjoyed during my stay

in St. Louis. I received a warm welcome from the class, to

which I spoke in the afternoon. After a social meal with

Brethren Kleb, Bischoff, and Scheplin, we had an evening meet

ing also. After visiting relatives, some of whom I had never

seen before, I entrained and rode through the undulating lands

of Illinois to Kewanee, where the gracious hospitality of

Brother and Sister Lundberg awaited me. The meeting that

evening had been well announced, so an unexpectedly large

gathering heard the address in the public library. I was intro

duced by Brother Somers. The next evening we had an infor

mal time over the Scriptures at the home of my hosts.

The day following I was taken to Chicago, arriving in time

for the Thursday evening class at Brother Mitchell's home.

There I met many of my Chicago friends. We had another

meeting Friday evening, after which Brother F. R. Misegades

entertained me and took me to the train next morning for

Detroit, where I was met by Brother Hengstebeck and Sister

B. M. Laurie, who motored me out to Almont that some eve

ning.

I had heard much of Almont through Pastor Rogers, who

had spent many years there. After a brief visit with Brother

Lynwood Crystal, I was entertained at the home of Verne

Messer. Next morning, at the regular Sunday service, I was

greeted by many of my old friends, whom I had never seen in

the flesh. Some had even come up from Detroit. Brother Crys

tal and his wife invited myself and Howard Hough to dinner,

and, after some fellowship in spirit, we visited the home of

Walter Hough, who took us back to the city. The evening

meeting was held at the Community Church, where Brother

Rood and others seek to hold forth the Word of life. There I

enjoyed meeting W. J. Cameron, who was editor of Ford's

Dearborn Independent when the famous series concerning

Jewish world domination appeared.

The next day I had luncheon with friends who had come up

from Cleveland. Henry Leland, once the builder of the Cadil

lac and Lincoln motor cars, kindly called upon me and we

spent some time discussing inspiration and the destiny of

humanity. Like all men of large experience and kindly heart,

his very being revolts at the mere thought of eternal torment.

Such a doctrine, if true, would turn every right-minded man

against God. I then was entertained at the home of Dr. W, C.

Thompson. We had another meeting Monday evening. Being

excessively exhausted, I rested Tuesday, then went on to Pitts

burgh.

At Pittsburgh Brother Menta Sturgeon greeted me and

made arrangements for a meeting. Next afternoon we called
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on C. H. Pridgeon, head of the Pittsburgh Bible Institute,

which stands for the ultimate salvation of all. At supper,

Brother Sturgeon and his wife and myself and another brother

were guests of Sister Menke. Though the time was so short a

goodly number were present at the meeting in the evening.

Resolutions were passed extending greetings to all saints in

sympathy, especially across the water.

The following day was spent riding over the Allegheny

mountains to Washington, where, though it was already late, I

was welcomed by the class, assembled at the home of Keith

Misegades, to which I was taken by-Brother C. E. Myers, who

also took me about the next morning in his car to see the

sights and to visit Brother T. M. Smiley and E. H. Thomson.

A ride through Baltimore, Wilmington, and Philadelphia

brought me to New York late in the evening, where I was met

by Brother Herbert C. Peterson, who was my guide and burden

bearer during my whole stay, as well as Sister Marie Larsen

and Brother T. B. Freese, with whom I came into contact

many years ago, when "On Baptism" was first published in

Things to Come. On Sunday afternoon a Bible reading was

held at the home of Sister Oscar Seyfert. In the evening I

addressed quite a gathering, some coming from Connecticut,

some from New Jersey, and some even from Philadelphia.

Monday was spent in business with Bible societies and publish

ing houses. In the evening we were entertained at the home

of Brother Arthur Benta. There we had the pleasure of seeing

Brother F. H. Robison again, after many years and many-

changes.

Tuesday was spent explaining the concordant method of

translation to some in high places, whose favorable attitude

may further its use in translation and study. Wednesday noon

a goodly number gathered at the dock to extend a final fond

farewell. They waved their benediction until the Leviathan

bore me from their sight. After watching the imposing sky

line of New York disappear from view, I went down into my

cabin to write there lines and wish America, with so many that

have become dear to me in spirit, good bye and God bless you,

one and all! A. E. K.

The work of Brother Stanley P. Smith in China is

being carried on by his wife. His death has caused a

financial crisis and funds are urgently needed if the

work is to be continued. We will be glad to forward any

gifts which our subscribers may send for this cause.
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Paul, after he had set forth the three sections of the

secret (Eph. 1: 3—2: 22) began a prayer for the appre

ciation of the fathomless favors which he had revealed,

but broke off at its very commencement to give a sum

mary of this grace, which is now shown to the nations.

He says, "On this behalf, I Paul, the prisoner of Christ

Jesus for you, the nations—" (Eph. 3:1) and then

introduces the parenthetical digression which we have

just been considering. He would have them clear as to

the two mysteries, the mystery of Christ and the mystery

of this administration. Otherwise his proposed prayer

would be impractical. This knowledge is essential to its

fulfillment. Let no one read the prayer, or its exposition,

without first drinking the preceding cup of blessings to

its dregs. Paul would not have interposed this paren

thesis unless it was vital to his petition. Now, however,

he resumes, "—On this behalf I am bowing my knees to

the Father . . ." (Eph. 3:14).

There is a practical lesson to be learned from this

parenthetical procedure. A prayer of such intensity as

the apostle's would not easily be diverted into an exposi

tion. If another had interrupted him, it would have

seemed most offensive. There must be a very powerful

reason why we must have knowledge before strength. "We

must understand and grasp God's grace before we can

realize His love. It is useless to expatiate in glowing but

abstract terms on the transcendent love of God. We need
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to see that love in exercise. "We must view its activities.

We must marvel at its achievements. We must wonder

at its wisdom. Its scope must astonish us. Its riches must

ravish us. If a celestial messenger were to fly in mid

heaven with the proclamation "God is love", it might

reach their ears, but it would find no harbor in men's

hearts.

In our preaching, let us not urge men to belieye with

out giving them a message for their faith. The evangel

does not consist in the exhortation to believe. Its sub

stance may be indicated by the simple phrase "Believe

God!" But the evangel itself consists of God's words

concerning Christ. It would be well if many of our pray

ers to sinners to be conciliated to God were interrupted,

as Paul's was, in order to explain God's attitude and

the basis of our exhortation. So also, in ministering to

saints. Love cannot be pumped out of a dry well. First

prime the pump with the overflow of God's love, before

seeking a response in the hearts of His saints. This medi

tation is utterly dependent, therefore, on those which

have preceded it. It has little force for those who have

not grasped the gracious glories which God has granted

to the nations in the present secret administration.

Once before he had indited a prayer on our bejialf.

The burden of that petition was that we should receive

a spirit, a spirit of wisdom and revelation, in order that

we may perceive the threefold secret (Eph. 1:15-19).

Now his petition is for spiritual power to realize the love

that underlies the new revelation (Eph. 3:14-22). What

a contrast with the approved prayers of today! We pray

for power, but it is for service. Our god is a little deity

who needs our help, not a great God Who wishes our

heads and our hearts. Let us not decry diligence in doing

His will, but let us never forget the better part chosen

by Mary, and the fact that she, though condemned by her

sister, was commended by her Lord. And who shall say

that Mary did not devote as much strength to her lessons
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as Martha did to her household duties ? Did we devote

one tenth as much energy to delving into the depths of

revelation as we do into the duties of a livelihood, how

great would be our appreciation of God's grace!

It is customary to name those derived from a com

mon stock after the father from whom they sprang. So

we find the sons of Israel divided into twelve tribes

according to the patriarchs. They are known by the

name of their ancestors. In the world of spirit there is

but one Father, and all who are His, own JEim as such.

They may be many families in the flesh, but m spirit

they are one. Israel, on earth, will receive her bounties

from the same Hand as the saints among the celestials.

A PRAYER FOR POWER

The previous prayer was to God: this is to the Father.

We rightly connect power with God, and affection with

the Father. Why, then, do we pray the Father for power

in this passage? Because the greatest display of power

is not connected with God as Creator, or with the recon

ciliation of the sinner, or even with great supernatural

manifestations. Far more is needed to give the saints a

grasp of the love which underlies this latest overflow of

God's affection, as manifested in the mystery. If the

reader of these lines has been enabled to apprehend the

truth of the epistle to this point and goes on to lay hold

on the love which it reveals, he may rest assured that it

is the fruit of a spiritual force far beyond any other in

this administration of God's grace.

On all sides saints are seeking power— power for

service, power for miracles, power for healing, power for

everything except the one thing essential: power to enter

tain and respond to the truth of the mystery. It is this

response for which the apostle is bowing his knees. And

why should not the supremest display of God's grace and

wisdom lead us into the greatest grasp of His affection ?

How else could this be revealed? Yet even after we are
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graced with the spirit of wisdom and revelation in order

to fit our minds to apprehend God's secret grace, we may

still be unable to fathom the love from which all springs,

and for which all operates.

God's glory is the universal goal. From the tiniest

insect in its aimless seeming way, to the most sovereign

sun star in its parabolic path, all have one common aim,

one pure purpose to perform. Men may deem the one a

foolish, fruitless wandering; they cannot see the star's

objective; but God has harnessed both to His chariot of

glory. The earth is His most fruitful field. Mankind is

the creature fittest to display His varied excellence. To

trace God's footsteps in the earth—that is the true his

tory of humanity. And such a narrative will yet trans

form this darkling world into the brightest of the heav

enly luminaries, whose effulgent rays will reach the

utmost borders of the universe, and radiate the deepest

recesses of God's love.

God's goal is not gained until He receives the heart

felt adoration of all His creatures. Great as are His

efforts on our behalf, they*are but the means to make

Him known. Ephesians does not find its climax in the

mystery itself, but in a prayer for its appreciation. A

knowledge of the secret is not sufficient or satisfactory

to God unless it includes a heart-hungry occupation and

enjoyment of the surpassing love of Christ. Even before

the secret was made known the apostle could say, "If I

should be perceiving all secrets . . . yet have no love, I

am nothing" (1 Cor. 13:2). Nothing has any vital

value unless it leads to love. It is the glory of God's

wisdom that all things in the universe, including sin and

hate, shall be lured into the livery of love.

At present most of God's creatures are out of har

mony with Him. He is either unknown, ignored, or

defied. The ideal relationship with God is well expressed

by the word "complement". His creatures should com

bine with Him to make one harmonious whole. All that
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is in Him should find a response in them. There should

be such mutual reciprocation in every relationship of life

as will be most delightful to both. As Creator we should

take our place as His creatures. As Father we should be

His beloved sons: He the Reconciler, we the reconciled.

He the Deliverer, we the delivered. But, more than this,

we are accorded a place with Christ in His work of

revealing Him to the celestial hosts. It is only as we our

selves are filled with His affection that it can overflow to

others.

HIS GLORIOUS RICHES

No epistle in the Scriptures is so full of harmonies as

Ephesians. There is a continual assurance that each

phase of our blessing is in accord with all the rest. Our

sonship suits the delight of His will (1:5). The "for

giveness" of our offenses is raised on the scale to harmon

ize with the riches of His grace (1:7). The secret of His

will is consonant with His delight (1:9). Our predestin

ation is in unison with His purpose (1:11). Paul's

dispensation agrees with God's grace which, in its turn

is attuned to His powerful operation (3:7). The insight

of the celestials is in line with the purpose of the eons

(3:11). So, now, power is desired such as will harmon

ize with His glorious riches (3:16). Paul-prays for a

power which will accord with the wealth of glory which

has become ours through this new revelation.

God's riches are glorious. In these last days riches

have increased. There are many men of vast wealth, and

fortunes have been amassed which are amazing. Great

as is their material magnificance, they are sadly lacking

in moral glory. Much of our unrighteousness and crime

is connected with money. It occasions far more misery

than it alleviates. In general, riches are a menace to

society. Yet all will acknowledge that wealth has power.

It is fast becoming the paramount force in human affairs.

It overrides social prestige and political influence. What

could we not accomplish with an unlimited command of
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means! Yet one thing cannot be bought by all the wealth

of all the world. That is love. God's wealth alone has the

moral glory that influences the affections.

Outwardly we may be as weak as Timothy, with his

frequent infirmities. We may be clothed in rags and

live in the meanest of shelters. There may be nothing to

indicate that we are rolling in the real riches. This

wealth is not for the outer man at present. It is spirit

ual, and for the spirit. It is for the man within. Men

behold the external appearance, God looks on the heart.

Through His spirit our hearts become the habitation of

Christ. This is the ground of our strength. The meanest

human heart, indwelt by Christ, has a glory that sur

passes the temple of Solomon. All its moral values are

living in him.

GROUNDED IN LOVE

Our vitality and stability depend upon the apprehen

sion of God's love. As a plant seeks its sustenance and

strength in the soil, so we should search for our sustenta-

tion and support in the subsoil of all of God's activities,

the fact of His affection. We can flourish in no other

ground. Here alone can our roots find nurture and our

trunk find strength. Both of these are necessary for

fruit. The most beautiful tree in all my garden fell to

the ground. It had ample roots, but was not well

grounded. It could not withstand the winds of adversity.

How many of us have failed to fasten firmly on the love

transcendent? Only in this can we stand and bring

forth fruit for God's delectation. Nothing else will

delight Him. No substitute should satisfy us. Hence, let

us pray this prayer for ourselves. Let us make it a peti

tion for all saints. Only thus can we grasp these immeas

urable measurements.

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MYSTERY

The transcendent love of Christ and the dimensions

of the mystery are usually merged into one, according to
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the rendering of the Authorized Version. Let us remem

ber that the apostle has interrupted his prayer to explain

the secret, and this is the subject on his heart as he pro

ceeds. He expatiates on the vastness of its scope in order

to make this a stepping-stone to that which lies beyond.

No one can grasp the love of Christ without an amazed

wonder at the moral breadth and length and depth and

height involved in this, God's latest and highest revela

tion.

ITS BREADTH

A characteristic feature of the tabernacle in the wil

derness was the width of the gate which led into the

court. It indicated something of the breadth of the evan

gel in the era which it typified. Though Iraelites could

enter, yet all aliens were shut out. So with the proclama

tion in the early part of Acts. They spoke to the Jews

only. Gentiles could not enter without becoming pros

elytes of Judaism. Now, the evangel is for all. In effect,

the gate of the tabernacle is only a hindrance, for the

whole wall surrounding the tabernacle is now taken

down. Access to God is unhindered. The evangel could

be no broader. Corresponding to this, the central wall of

the temple has been abolished. In this aspect the present

grace is unlimited in breadth.

Not only is the secret evangel all inclusive now, but

the future sendee of the saints is all embracing. Israel

will broaden out to evangelize the whole earth in the day

of her glory. "When we enter our proper allotment, we

will rea<?h out to the utmost bounds of the universe. Our

parish will include all of the celestial hosts. Tell me the

breadth of the universe and I will give you one of the

dimensions of the mystery. The physical measure is an

index of its moral extent. It is an indication of the vast-

ness of Christ's love.

ITS LENGTH

In space, we can hardly make a distinction between

its length and breadth, for both are beyond our grasp.
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Perhaps we should think of time, when meditating on its

length. It goes back before the eons, long before the

entrance of sin. It preceeded the disruption in (rod's

purpose. It is the earliest intimation of God's love for

His creatures. We were not an after-thought with God.

Let us revel in the realization that He thought of us

long before He took up His earthly people Israel. His

care for us is not due to the rebound arising from Israel's

rejection of His favor. We are His first love, the earliest

to call forth His affection.

ITS DEPTH

The mystery not only has the greatest sweep of any

of God's administrations, but it digs down into the very

dregs of human depravity and soars to the highest heav

ens. Israel had promises and privileges which raised

them above the balance of mankind. The gentiles were

below them, far from God, sunk in sin, ignorant and

alienated, deserving only death. The grace of God

reaches down into the deepest depths of degradation for

the trophies of its triumph. -

Never in the story of this somber scene, had come a

time so dark and dismal as the days that followed Paul's

final visit to Jerusalem and his imprisonment in Rome.

The Jews will not have Messiah. Neither will they allow

the other nations any place. Paul is a prisoner. Every

avenue of blessing seems effectually choked. Everything

is ripe for judgment. So it seemed. Then, with a spirit

ual convulsion as great as the material cataclysm which

ends Jehovah's day, a place is prepared for a new crea

tion. God creates a new, a spiritual sphere, unheard of

and unknown. He reveals this present secret economy,

which fills the hosts of heaven with admiring wonder and

the hearts of His hallowed with impassioned praise.

ITS HEIGHT

Israel will have the highest place on earth. We will

have the supreme position in the heavens. What can be
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higher than that ? No celestial creature will be above us.

All will be beneath. Had we been raised to a place of

blessing under Israel, as will be the portion of the nations

in the coming eon, that would have been an undeserved

and undreamed exaltation. Had we been put upon a par

with them, that would have been an almost unthinkable

elevation. To be the humblest in heaven, how far beyond

our highest hopes! To be equal to celestials would seem

the limit of human anticipation. Truly, it never has

entered into the human heart what God has for those

who love Him! Highest of the high, we shall be above

all the heavenly host.

TRANSCENDENT LOVE

All of these dimensions are love tokens. Each adds to

our assurance and appreciation of His affection. Each is

a step which raises us to the temple of Christ's love. We

cannot now measure these dimensions. We have no means

to calculate their immensity. They are beyond our pow

ers. So is the love to which they lead. It is like the uni

verse itself, which seems to expand as it is explored. The

most powerful telescope, with photographic plates that

picture millions of stars that human eyes have never

seen, cannot find the boundary of God's material world.

Its transcendent size is a parable of the immensity of the

love that conceived it, which is embodied in His Christ,

and which has been revealed in the moral dimensions of

the mystery.

THE EON OF THE EONS

The coming eon is particularly concerned with God's

glory in Israel. It includes the day of Jehovah. The suc

ceeding eon approximates the present. It will be the day

of God. Then God's glory will be publicly displayed in

accord with the present spiritual manifestation. Israel's

spiritual supremacy will be past in that concluding eon.

Now it is only eclipsed temporarily. Then God will tab

ernacle with mankind, as such. No temple, no priesthood
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will bar their approach to Him. It is serenely satisfac

tory to see that the only occurrence of this phrase, "the

eon of the eons," occurs in Ephesians, for this epistle sets

forth spiritual blessings for the nations which parallel

those of that day. It is true that the Son still rules, and

the saints still reign, but their authority will be near its

vanishing point for lack of opposition. Those who are

near God need few restraints.

But that eon will not only witness the nearness of the

nations on the earth. It will be the scene of celestial

splendors among the star strewn empyrean. God will be

glorified on earth beyond all previous administrations.

But His greatest glory will shine forth through the

celestial saints, the ecclesia which is Christ's body. Hav

ing learned the lesson of Christ's transcendent love, it

will be their lot to publish it abroad among the heavenly

hosts, from the north star to the Southern Cross, around

the whole ecliptic, from Tsemech, Virgo's branch, to

Leo's Judge, Denebola. Then we shall have the greatest

privilege which can be accorded to any person. We shall

bring glory to God and good to His creatures. Vessels of

grace are we, not only to have and to hold, but to give

and to gratify. Our bliss will not be based on ourselves,

but in blessing God and benefitting His handiwork.

This is the key note, on which our happiness began.

Our salvation, our justification, our reconciliation, our

glorification are merely the means of glorifying God.

This thought, once it enters into our heart, will give us

rest and relief from ourselves, and serene surcease from

dread of the future. Our personal destiny is so pitifully

unimportant in this great universe, when viewed by

itself. But when it is seen to be a part of God's own

glory, it ceases to be insignificant. It is no longer incon

sequent. It must be safe and sure. It cannot fail or fall.

It is not the reward of our merits, for we have none. It

is reared on our demerits, of which we have no lack. Let

us but see that we are the instruments for revealing
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God's grace, and essential to His goal, and we have the

best basis of eonian bliss which man has ever imagined.

Here we have a series of superlatives seeking to set

God's glory on the summit of the eonian times. God's

greatest glory will be displayed in our Lord under the

contrastive title, Christ Jesus; Jesus, the symbol of His

humiliation; Christ, the title which combines all of His

official dignities. Of all the elect, the members of Christ's

body are the most exalted, though once the most debased.

Of all the eons, the last will bear the rich fruitage of the

rest. In the most blessed time, in the most blessed class,

and in the most exalted Personage, will God garner the

•glory which is His as the Administrator of the Mystery.

A. E. K.



Culpeper, Culpeper Co., Va.

May 8, 1931
Dear Mr. Knoch:

The Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures brings the

New Testament to the people; not only scholars but the com

mon people. It brings it in it's original First Century Greek,

for the Superlinear gives the reading of the three most ancient

manuscripts (Vaticanus, b; Sinaiticus, s; and Alexandrinus, a) .

The scholar has these ancient readings before him. The Sub-

linear makes it easy to read with very little study. This ver

sion is made so plain, clear, and easy that the ordinary English

reader may read it and fully understand it.

The Concordant Version is systematic, scientific, consist

ent, and clear. It is the best and most helpful New Testament

Scriptures I ever saw.

I have in my library twelve or fifteen Greek versions of the

New Testament in Greek, besides Hebrew, which I have studied

very closely that I may get t£e very truth of God's Original

Word, but not one of them can compare with the Concordant

Version. The Concordant Version brings out clearly the secret

and Ridden beauties of the Greek.

I confess that, at first, some of the renderings in the Con

cordant Version seemed a little strange, but when studied and

considered in conjunction with the original, I found that is

just what was intended by the Great Author.
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

Who blesses us with every spiritual blessing among the celes

tials, in Christ." The greatest and principal one of these bless

ings at the present time I consider to be the Concordant Ver

sion of the Sacred Scriptures. Its many blessings are so rich

and full that I cannot tell which stands at the head. The
Original Greek, the translation, the Sublinear, the Superlinear;
the Notes, the Lexicon and Concordance, the Grammatical Ele

ments, and the Greek Word Elements are so rich that no work

compares with it. I am living with it almost night and day.

It shines like the sun among the stars or 'tallow-dips'. It is
the very book I have meditated upon and longed for since my

college and seminary days, and through my ministry. I simply

revel in the Concordant Version. You surely have done a splen

did work. I do not believe, at this time, we can estimate the
blessings it brings and will bring to all Bible students and

ministers.

I advise every Bible student and minister to get a copy of

The Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures at once, and
daily study it, be guided by it, and drink deeply from its fount

ain of learning. It is invaluable. It will bring the greatest of

blessings to you.

Submitted,

W. R. Chapman,

Congregational Methodist Minister

arid Extension Professor of the

Webster University, Atlanta, Qa.



CHRIST COMPARED'WITH DEITY

(Continued) -

The knowledge of God is the ultimate attainment of the

human intellect, the one lesson of creation and revelation,

the object of all life and experience. We may learn a

little of His attributes through His works, but a full

orbed revelation of God comes only through His Word.

In it we see His Son, and seeing Him we behold the

Father (John 14:9). As we become acquainted with

Christ, we get to know God. Usually the saints are

engrossed with Christ in His relation to themselves and

to mankind, as Saviour and Lord. It is hoped that all

who read these lines are acquainted with His grace on

their behalf, and are ready to enter the higher realm of

His relation to His God and Father. That is the subject

of this meditation.

God is revealed through Christ by a series of likenesses

and contrasts. He is the Mediator between mankind and

God, Who presents the Deity to us so that our senses can

perceive Him.. Our eyes see God in His visible Image.

Our ears hear God through His incarnate Word. But, at

the same time, we recognize a vast difference between

them, for God is the Source of all, while Christ is the

universal Channel. All God's attributes are inherent;

all of Christ's are derived. Absolute Deity acknowledges

no superior, yet Christ acknowledges the Supreme as

His God and His Father.
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All knowledge is relative, and is the result of com

parative contrasts. What can be higher or more helpful

than a careful consideration of the two most exalted

Personages in the universe ? Strange to say, it is usually

much easier to learn two things than one, if they can be

related to each other, It is practically impossible to

study God apart from Christ. Theology has attempted it

by clothing Him with philosophical attributes, such as

omnipotence and omnipresence, but without practical

results. It is equally impossible to learn much of our

Lord apart from His relation to God. The most profit

able way is to consider them together.

Our study naturally falls into two divisions, likeness

and contrast. If the Son were not like the Father, how

could we see the Father in Him ? If He were not at all

unlike the Father, they would be identical, and the Son

would be as inscrutable as the One He is intended to

reveal. His office as Mediator demands that He be both

similar and dissimilar. If God is invisible, the Son must

be visible. If God cannot be heard, the Word must be

audible. Yet in both cases the sight and sound must be

such as God would produce on our senses if He were

within the range of our faculties.

In all of His relations to God there are these two ele

ments of conformity and contrast. In some likeness pre

dominates, in others unlikeness. We shall deal with the

former first and later with the latter. We sympathize

with the desire to gild the gold of His glories. It is better

to give Christ what does not belong to Him than to take

away what is His. But neither course is. wise or accep

table to God. Any attempt to give Christ that which

belongs to the Supreme alone is a sad mistake. It will

surely drag God down from His deity, and that is the

most serious of all errors. Moreover, it is insidiously

destructive of the words and work of Christ as well.

We must insist, and every sane and sober mind must

acquiesce in our insistence, that the doctrine of the Deity
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. must be derived from those passages of Scripture which

distinctly discuss this theme. It must not be inferred

from casual texts dealing with other subjects. It must

not be inferred or reasoned at all, for God has denounced

reasoning, because of human incapacity. This is a sub

ject in which the human mind is utterly incapable of

logical thought, for lack of premises and because of the

intrusion of blinding prejudice and tradition and super

stition.

This consideration alone is enough to condemn almost

all of the popular preaching and accepted teaching on

the subject. There is practically no appeal to those pas

sages which definitely define the relationship of Christ to

God. These are ignored and perverted and displaced by

semi-scriptural inferences from unrelated texts. God has

not left us in darkness on this theme. It is the shame of

orthodoxy that it refuses His direct testimony and falls

back on indirect references which may be twisted to

attest its preconceived position. Eealizing how precarious

is its foundation, it seeks to buttress its error by pro

claiming it " fundamentaP' and necessary to salvation.

I have no hesitancy in denouncing this diabolical device.

God will save me through Christ even if I refuse to

accept the words of men who exalt their word above His.

/ believe God. When He teaches the Trinity, I will gladly

receive it.

THE GODS OF SCRIPTURE

God Himself has put the divine name upon a number

of personages. He calls Satan god (2 Cor. 4:4), and

includes his associates (Psa. 82:1, 6). Men are so

named. Moses is made a god to Aaron (Ex. 7:1). The

so-called "judges" in Israel He called by this title (Ex.

21: 6; 22: 8, 9, 28; Acts 23: 5). Our Lord insisted that

those who were given this dignity by God had a right to

it (John 10:34, 35). Demons are called gods (1 Cor.

8:5). This doubtless refers to heathen deities. It is evi

dent that, in none of these cases, does the title denote
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absolute deity in the sense is which it is used of the

Supreme.

The reason for using the divine name for such diverse

characters lies in its significance. It denotes God as the

Disposer, or Arbiter, Who is invoked. As a matter of

fact the demons were invoked, Satan and his cohorts

were invoked, Moses and the "judges" were invoked,

and Christ is invoked. In some cases the invocation is

wrong, but it does not alter the fact. These characters are

like God in this particular, so He gives them the name

which accords with the attitude of mankind toward them.

Creatures as well as Creator, who seem to have arbitrary

power to dispose of human affairs are, by that fact,

entitled to the term which, in its superlative degree

belongs only to the Deity.

Satan is the good of this eon because his dupes call

upon him and treat him as such. He blinds the minds of

unbelievers, so that the illumination of the evangel of the

glory of Christ, Who is the Image of the invisible God,

does not irradiate them (2 Cor. 4:4). Some, supposing

that the mere mention of the word God must refer to

absolute deity, have supposed that the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ is "the God of this eon". But this can

never be. He does not directly oppose His own evangel.

Satan is invoked today, hence he is the god of this eon.

No process of reasoning based on his possession of this

title will convince the saints that he is the true God.

Such a deduction is absurd and blasphemous.

When the Jews accused our Lord of blasphemy be

cause He, being a man, made Himself God, He replied,

" Is it not written in your law, that '/ said you are gods' ?

If He said those weare gods to whom the word of God

came (and the Scripture cannot be annulled), are you

saying to Him Whom the Father hallows and dispatches

into the world that 'You are blaspheming,' seeing that I

said, 'I am the Son of God'?" (John 10:33-37; Psa.

82: 6). Here we have the mind of Christ as to the use of
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the title. He does not only defend Himself, but shows

that it can be used of those whom these Jews certainly

would not call God. The following is the psalm to which

our Lord referred:

[Tentative Concordant Version]

PSALM LXXXII

An Asaphic Psalm

1 God is stationed in the congregation of Deity.

He is judging among the gods.

2 "Till when are you judging with iniquity,

Lifting up the faces of the wicked?"

Interlude

8 "Judge the poor and the orphan.

Justify the humble and the destitute.

4 Let the poor and needy escape.

Rescue from the hands of the wicked."

5 (They know not

And they do not understand.

They are walking in darkness.

All the foundations of the earth are slipping.)

6 "I say, 'You are gods,

And all of you sons of the Supreme.

7 Surely, you shall die as Adam,

And fall as one of the chiefs'!"

8"Rise, O God! Judge the earth,

For Thou shalt be allotted all the nations!"

This psalm brings before us the unjust rulers of the

earth, who precede the coming of Christ. Our Lord

points out that- these are called gods, not merely by the

people who invoke them, but by the Supreme. He said

they are gods. The pronoun is emphatic in the Hebrew.

Yet there is another in this psalm Who also is called God.

"Arise, 0 God, judge the earth!" The gods failed and

were removed. But the God Who replaces them does not

fail. He is the One Who was hallowed and sent into the

world. If they had a right to the name, surely He has

ten thousand times as much title to it, though He only

claimed to be the Son of God. The Jews should have

given it to Him instead of seeking to rob Him of it.

They may have had the mistaken notion which is so

prevalent today, that only the Supreme Being could be

called God in a good sense. The gods of this psalm were
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not supreme. They will be deposed by Christ in the last

two eons. At that time He will be the great Arbiter of

humanity, and the object of their invocations. He will

rule, not merely in the political sphere, but in the

religious also. He did not tell the Jews that He was God,

but that He was the Son of God, for the psalm does not

associate the title with His humiliation, but with His

glory. In His resurrection Thomas called Him "My

Lord and my God" and was not corrected. In His pres

ent and future glory it is His proper appellation. It is

especially associated with His throne in the last eon

(Heb. 1:8).

GOD WAS THE WORD

In their anxiety to buttress the doctrine of the deity

of Christ, men have not hesitated to corrupt the trans

lations of Holy Writ, and support their perversions by

the authority of traditional scholarship. This is especial

ly the case with the opening sentences in John's account

of our Lord's life. The usual rendering is absolutely

incomprehensible, though acclaimed by the followers of

tradition. "The Word was with God, and the Word was

God" is not a revelation. It is an obscuration. No single

object can be with itself. One statement implies a differ

ence, the other identity. The change from "God was the

Word", as it is in the Greek, to "the Word was God", is

intended to make it literal, to establish the identity of

the Word and God, whereas the Greek is clearly a figure,

and shows the relation subsisting between them.

Men are continually seeking to change God's figures

into facts and vice versa. Luther, great scholar and

translator that he was, never understood the usage of the

Greek substantive, for he insisted that "this is My body"

is literal, because the Greek verb is was in the text. The

contrary is often true. If it had been absent, then itt

would have been literal. He accused Zwingli of changing

it to "this represents My body". Many examples could

be given to show that this is right. There is one in the
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immediate context of the passage we are considering.

Christ was the light (verse 8). Surely He was not a

literal light. The presence of the word was is unneces

sary for the sense in the Greek. It indicates that He was

like a light.

John was a minister of the Circumcision (Gal. 2:9).

He wrote for the Jews. This introduction is intended to

bridge the gap between the previous revelation in the

Hebrew Scriptures and the incarnation of Christ. The

Word became flesh. This Logos, or Expression of God,

was seen in the theophanies of the God of Israel in

ancient times. The verbs are in- the past. Then the Word

was toward God. We do not apologize for using this con

nective here. The Greek pros always has this meaning,

and is changed in translation only to conform with Eng

lish idiom. Very little of vital significance can be ex

tracted from with. Not so with toward. It explains the

relation of the Logos t© God.

God Himself is inaudible and invisible. We may look

or listen for Him without result. The only way we can

discover the direction in which He is, is to listen to His

Word, the Logos. It is on the line betwedn us and God.

When Abraham turned his ear to Jehovah, he was not

listening to the Deity, but to His Word. When Adam

heard Him in the garden, it was God's.Expression from

which he hid. So when Isaiah saw His glory, it was the

manifestation of Christ, which pointed him to God. The

theophanies of the so-called "Old Testament", the artic

ulate God of the Hebrew people, Whose voice shook

Mount Sinai, was the Logos, the Word, of which John is

about to write.

Therefore, He says, "God was the Word." That God,

with Whom they were acquainted through their holy

writings, Who appeared to the patriarchs and dwelt in

the tabernacle and the temple—He was the Logos m the

past. He was not the Deity, but His Expression. God is

invisible: He was visible. God is spirit. He appeared to
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be a Man. Just as the bread represents the body of

Christ, so He represented the imperceptible Deity. As

far back as we have any revelation He was toward God.

He is the Elohim Who created the heavens and the earth.

All life and light came through Him. Now He becomes

flesh.

John is not seeking to prove the identity of the Word

with the unapproachable Deity. The very title, "Logos,"

is a denial of such a supposition. He is concerned to

identify Christ with the God revealed to the Hebrew

people in their Scriptures, He wishes to show that God

is using the same Mediator that He had rated before in

His dealings with His earthly people. The God Who

appeared to Adam, to Abel, to Noah, to Abraham, to

Jacob, to Samuel, to David and to all the prophets is now

come in flesh to finish the revelation He had begun.

Before His incarnation Christ was in the form of

God (Phil. 2:6). He was a perceptible representation

of the imperceptible Deity. This "form" is fully dis

cussed in our consideration of His emptying, or hmosis.

Suffice it to say that the Word, or Expression, of God

cannot refer to absolute Deity, but to His manifestation.

We would add the phrase "God manifest in flesh" to

our argument at this point, but the manuscript evidence

is against the reading "God". It was changed from

"who" or "which" in order to manufacture evidence

for the deity of Christ. The context is also altogether

contrary to this reading. It is concerned with deport

ment, the secret of devoutness, and its manifestation in

the ecclesias of Paul's day. It cannot refer to Christ. He

was not justified, or proclaimed among the nations while

in flesh. His flesh was figured by the curtain in the

temple (Heb. 10: 20), which hid the shekinah glory. It

was not until the veil was rent from the top to the bottom

that God was manifest. It was not until He died on Gol-
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gotha tliat God was revealed through, not in His flesh.

This passage is not needed to-establish His right to be

called God.

THE SONS OF GOD -

While preeminently tlie Son of God, Christ shares

this title with others, who, in a more restricted sense,

have a similar relation to God. Sonship, in the East, and

in the Scriptures, is a position betokening likeness and

dignity. A child may not resemble its father. A son is

supposed to follow in his father's footsteps. He may not

even be a child, for sonship sometimes implies nO more

than adoption. We are children of God by faith, what

ever our works may be. But only those who are led by

God's spirit, are sons of His (Rom. 8: 24). Indeed, "the

sonship'? is applied to our future manifestation when we

will be fully controlled by God's spirit, and be like

Christ in our conduct.

Spirit beings or messengers are called sons of God.

The "gods" of Psalm 77 (82) are given this title also.

Satan is specifically named as one of them in Job (1:6;

2:1). They are associated with the corruption of man

kind before the flood (Gen. 6:2, 4). They shouted for

joy at the creation (Job 38:7). These sons were not

born, but created.

"Son" is applied to human beings in a variety of

ways. Adam is called a son of God (Luke 3: 38), for he

came directly from His hands, and was given divine dig

nities on the earth. Israel as a nation is called by this

title to denote their special sovereignty among the

nations (Hos. 1:10 or 2:1; 11:1). Moses was instructed

to say to Pharaoh, "Israel is My son, My firstborn"

(Ex. 4:22). God will give them the place of honor

because they are His, and have received His law, and will

be filled with His spirit.

It is evident, from these cases, that divine sonship

does not involve absolute deity. Satan will try to usurp

the throne of the Supreme, but will fail to accomplish
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his design. Yet he is a son of God. Sonship is a figure

taken from human relationships. In the East a son,

especially the firstborn, is honored above all others in the

family. If a man has no child he may adopt a son to

carry on his dignities. Such of His creatures as are

related to Him in this eminent manner God calls His

sons. Of all of these there is only one Firstborn. This is

still a figure. It does not necessarily imply that He was

born first. There were many sons of God before His gen

eration as a Man. He is the first in reference to creation

and the only begotten in regard to generation.

Under this title Christ comes into contact with the

spirit realm. Search through the accounts of our Lord's

life and note how often the unseen world acknowledged

Him to be the Son of God, when men, even His disciples,

needed a special revelation that they might grasp it

(Mat. 16:17). Satan used this title. "If you are God's

Son . . ." (Mat. 4:3, 6; Luke 4:3). The demons of

Gergesa cry, "Didst Thou come here before the season

to torment us?" (Mat. 8:29). Unclean spirits, when

ever they beheld Him, prostrated to Him and cried, say

ing that "you are the Son of God!" (Mark 3:11).

Demons came out of many, clamoring and saying that

"You are the Chrat, the Son of God!" (Luke 4:41).

One of the tragedies of theology is the use of thisi

title in the so-called "Trinity". We are given to under

stand that each "person" in this arrangement is co-equal

and underived. Whatever our Lord may be under other

names, He certainly is not co-equal as the Son, nor can

such a one be underived. No son is equal with his father.

Normally, he has sprung from his father. If there must

be a trinity, the Son can have no part in it, for it figures

a relationship quite incompatible with those which, of

necessity, must govern a triune deity. The expression

"God, the Son" is self-destructive. It may as well be

"the Father, the Son", for, in the trinity, we are

dealing only with absolute Deity. The Son is called
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God only in a relative and not in an absolute sense.

Another unscriptural phrase has been born of this

error. This is, "the eternal Son". Apart from the fact

that "eternal", in the Scriptures, never denotes without

a beginning, but is limited to the eonian times, the figure

of Sonship always implies a Father, and creates an in

comprehensible discord when denied a beginning. Scrip

ture calls Him the eonian God. That is at least rational

and scriptural. It is a sign of despair when error must

invent phrases which contradict themselves as well as

God's word.

The greatest need to an understanding of such themes

as "the deity of Christ" is a concordant vocabulary. The

Authorized Version (and the Eevised to a less extent)

has so thoroughly juggled the essential words that it is

foolish to expect clarity from their use. The subjoined

concordance of the special terms used is given, not to

clarify, but to show the source of the 'confusion. The

word "Godhead" is freely used of terms which should

be distinguished. Very few who use the terms "deity",

"divinity," "divine," and "Godhead"* can give def

initions of them sufficiently exact to keep them distinct.

theios, adjective

Acts 17:29 that the Godhead is like

2 Pet. 1: 3 According to his divine power

4 might be partakers of tne divine nature

tJieiotes

Rom. 1:20 his eternal power and Godhead;

theotes

Col. 2: 9 in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead

bodily

These are the words, and such are the contexts from

which we may form a divine vocabulary for the expres

sion of the truth. Careful analysis and investigation has

revealed the fact that English possesses close equivalents

for each of these Greek words. "We have divinity and

deity, as well as divine. In view of the supreme import-
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anee of this theme, it seems inexcusable slovenliness on

the part of our translators to use one vague, misleading,

obsolete compound for all three when the proper expres

sions were constantly being used in theological literature.

We will now give the concordant renderings of these

words in their contexts, so that everyone may judge for

himself of their suitability.

theios, divine

Acts 17:29 we ought not to be inferring that the Divine is

like gold, or silver, or stone

2 Pet. 1: 3 So His divine power has presented to us

4 that through these you may become partakers of

• the divine nature

theiotes, divinity

Rom. 1:20 For His invisible attributes are descried from the

creation of the world, being apprehended by His

achievements, as well as His imperceptible power

and divinity

fheotes, deity

Col. 2: 9 Christ, seeing that in Him the entire complement
of the Deity is dwelling bodily

Concerning the meaning of divine, the adjective,

there can be no question. It may be used of power, of

nature, of objects of worship, even of idols, which are

supposed to be like that which God is. Paul did not

speak to the Athenians about a " Godhead" of which

they had never heard. *He had never heard of it himself.

He objected to the pedestals of stone, and the statues

wrought with precious metals, which they thought God

like or divine. These things are not like God. They are

not divine.

The English word "divinity" is peculiarly well suited

to the context in Eomans. There is a broad scope about

it which consorts well with the glimpses of God we get

in creation. In it we see His imperceptible power and

divinity. Everywhere in nature are evidences of super

human attributes, beyond the powers and comprehen

sions of His creatures. We see a Divinity in nature, and
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a Deity in revelation. This is the force which divine

usage gives to these words. Let us not use them is any-

other sense.

The third word, " deity" is specially before us at this

time. The single occurrence is sufficient to clearly fix its

meaning. It supplies a term greatly needed in this dis

cussion. It is not applied to Christ. It is applied to the

Deity Whose complement He is. It is the term used by

the holy spirit to distinguish the Godhead of Christ from

that of His God. So far as the revelation of Himself is

concerned, the Deity needs a Complement, an Image, a

Word, a Mediator, to make Himself known. Christ is the

Complement Who fulfills these functions fully. The

entire complement of the Deity dwells in Him in bodily

form.

Christ is not the Complement of Himself. He is not

engaged in revealing Himself. He acts for Another.

That Other is termed "the Deity" in contrast with

Christ. To say that the fullness of the Deity dwells in the

Deity is not only unscriptural but an affront to the spirit

of a sound mind. Outside of Christ there is a Deity.

Inside of Him is the complement of this Deity. For the

purpose of revelation, so far as our senses are concerned,

Christ is that Deity. It is His function to show us the

Father. Yet, in so doing, He distinguishes Himself from

His God, Who is here given a special term belonging to

Himself alone. It will greatly aid us if we also confine

the term "Deity" to the God of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and refrain from applying it to our Lord, and thus con

form with the Scriptures.

It will be seen from this that it is entirely inadequate

to call Christ "divine". This means no more than God

like^ which, in some measure, characterizes all His

works, and may be used of any of His operations and

attributes. He was indeed divine, but in a. sense so

superior to others that the adjective drags Him down to

their level instead of exalting Him to God's. Similarly,
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there was divinity in all His deeds, but here also, He

surpasses the best that is conveyed by the term. The

Scriptures use this term of that which is seen in creation,

apart from Christ. Hence it is sure to be confusing1 to

speak of the " divinity of Christ".

The term fheotes, deity, however, is used by God in

expressing the relationship between Him and His Christ.

God claims it for Himself and denies it to His Son. It is

the inspired term to denote the distinction between them.

The pleroma, the "fulness'% the complement of the Deity

dwells bodily in Christ. If He also were deity, then we

would have the useless assertain that the complement of

the Deity dwells in the Deity, and we take away all rea

son for the existence of Christ, making Him identical

with His God, and of on real use in the revelation of the

Deity.

"The deity of Christ" is a mischievous phrase, made

by man, intended to glorify Christ, but used as a shib

boleth to destroy all who will not bow to man's dictum.

It is the fruit of ignorance and tradition, and few who

use it or who seek to impose it on others are able to give

an accurate idea of what it conveys. Used in opposition

to the error which makes Christ a mere man, it may be

temporarily condoned, but as a positive statement of

faith it is out of accord with the Scriptures, a mere

human invention, without any claim on our faith, and

destructive to a clear understanding of the glories of

God and of Christ.

Unitarianism and Trinitarianism are two human

extremes, the result of mutual repulsion. One makes

Christ a mere man, the other absolute deity. The Scrip

tures make Him a Mediator, the link between God and

His creatures. He is neither the universal Source nor a

sinful human, but the Channel through Whom God

blesses, not only mankind, but the whole universe. There

is no more rest of spirit in Trinitarianism than in Uni

tarianism, for it is in continual conflict with God's Word
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and utterly incompatible. It demands credulity, not

faith. God has not spoken a single word about it. Only

by ignoring His plain assertions and by wresting others

has it ever maintained contact with His revelation.

The strength of Trinitarianism lies in a naive assump

tion that one who rejects it must necessarily go to the

opposite extreme, and be a Unitarian. It is taken for

granted that, if the Son of God is not, in every way, co

equal with the Father, He must necessarily be nothing

but a descendant of Adam. Thus Scripture is ruled out

altogether, for in its pages is not a single text for either

position. Therein Christ is God's Image and man's\

Saviour, God's Word and our Redeemer. He is subject

to the Deity, yet Lord of all creation. The unique glories

of the great God have been eclipsed by both sides of this

controversy, each forcing Him to one extreme or the

other, when He belongs between, and can lay His hand

on both God and man.

The name "Unitarian" is not unscriptural, and some

who claim it may not degrade Christ to the level of

humankind, but only insist that there is but one God, as

Scripture emphatically declares. But, now that the

organization has issued a creed which practically rejects

the supernatural, it is not at all applicable to those who

believe in monotheism, yet do not drag our Saviour down

from His high honors. It is to be regretted that an expres

sion which is Scriptural should become the symbol of

much that is not of God. But Trinitarianism is a term

which has no place in God's vocabulary, either in intent

or fact. The number three is carefully kept from all con

texts which concern the Deity.

Seeing that the thought of the Trinity is absent from

God's revelation, and is only derived from it by a process

of inference, it has been found necessary, not only to

prop it up, and continually guard its supports, but the

word and its satellites, such as person, very, etc., have

all been invested with a superstitious sanctity, so that
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they are more sacred than the Scriptures themselves.

Woe be to the man who removes their halo or tears off the

religious garb with which these hypocrisies are robed!

Such iconoclasm is more sacrilegious to the protestant

than the breaking of images among other denominations.

It is not essential to believe God if you only believe in

the Trinity!

The truth of Trinitarianism rests, not on the utter

ances of Deity, Who alone could have revealed it, but

upon the concensus of evangelical creeds, the credulity

of good and learned and honored men. It is significant

that no argument for the Trinity seems satisfactory to

those who propose it. They nearly all fall back upon the

fact that it has prevailed ever since men ceased to depend

on vital contact with God's word written, and substi
tuted for it the condensed formulas which could be

mumbled by any unbeliever, and which have become the

backbone of nominal and apostate "Christianity".

The great movement which is sweeping the churches

today is, in reality, a stand for supernaturalism against

naturalism. The Fundamentalists boldly and blessedly

stand back of God in nature. But they are themselves

evolutionary in regard to faith. What men have evolved

from the Scriptures appeals to them far more than the

sacred text itself. They cannot understand how a sane

man cannot see God in nature, while they themselves fail

to give His word the supreme place in their theology.

Being champions of the Bible, they subconsciously

include in it the acknowledged creeds and popular inter

pretations. Let the Fundamentalists openly declare that

their creed is not essential, but only God's word is fun

damental, and they will break down the barrier that

holds back God's most abundant blessing. A. E. K.



Class

RACE-WIDE CONDEMNATION* AND

YIVIFICATION

Romans 5:18 is our present text. It makes some of the

clearest and most perfectly balanced statements to be

found in the epistle. On the face of them they are per

fectly plain and intelligible. There would be no difficulty

in accepting them at their face value if they were recon

cilable with popular theology. It is significant that many

learned and godly men seem not a little fearful lest these

words should be understood as they read. They warn us

that there is need of certain modifications and safe

guards. Differing in many other respects, most inter

preters agree that to allow the second members of these

comparisons their plain, unrestricted meaning is danger

ous. It is said that "the many cannot have the same

extension in the second member as in the first". The

editor of a well-known commentary says: "The inference

for a universal salvation from this passage is very plaus

ible on the surface, and it might be made quite strong if

this section could be isolated from the rest of Paul's

teaching on the terms of salvation. The same difficulty is

presented in 1 Corinthians 15:22." Is it not strange that

"difficulty" should be found in what is the careful sum

ming up of an argument, where we may expect the ut

most clarity? Both this text and 1 Corinthians 15: 22 are

pivotal statements, upon which turn the whole truth of

their contexts.

The present writer understands and in a measure

sympathizes with the fears of such writers, because for

many years he found this text very troublesome and
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sought in every possible way to bring its very disturbing

declarations into harmony with his understanding of

some other Pauline statements. Yet, though reinforced

by all the glosses and arguments of the most reputable

expositors, he found himself at a decided disadvantage in

dealing with the questions of simple, honest people. And

all the while his conscience and reason gave him the

uneasy feeling that he was not treating the language of

Scripture quite fairly.

The language itself is crystal clear. Every word

sparkles like a diamond. Yet the statements cannot be

harmonized with the traditional teaching as to human

destiny. Such statements put many readers on the horns

of a cruel dilemma. They wish to believe Scripture, but

its statements are apparently irreconcilable. So some

word or other must be modified or rejected, with the

result that the accuracy of God's Word is questioned by

those who assert its full inspiration. If a mechanic, while

assembling a complicated piece of machinery, found

parts for which there seemed to be no place or use, he

would, if he were wise, conclude that somewhere he had

built wrongly, and seek to find where he had erred. He

would be assured that he was right only when all the

parts were in their proper places and the machine ran

smoothly and did the work it was designed to do. Not

only would he be gratified with his own work, but he

would admire the skill of the inventor and maker. How

different is our feeling when we are obliged to discard

or alter parts of God's Word in order to make it appear

self-consistent! Confidence in that Word is impaired,

human judgment is exalted, and theology assumes a

superiority over inspiration.

There are many apparent contradictions in Scrip

ture. The real contradictions, however, are between

Scripture and misunderstanding or mistranslation of

Scripture. For instance, the present text can never agree

with the notion of endless, hopeless punishment of a part
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of humanity. All who believe in eternal punishment

must limit many such statements as those now under con

sideration. If these statements are true, eternal punish

ment is not. Every difficulty vanishes as soon as the

truth about the eons is known. Many good translations

do not contain the words i' eternal" and " eternity".

Scripture speaks of ages, or eons, of limited duration.

The ages will have a consummation as they had a begin

ning. The whole drama of human history is unfolded

within the ages, during which the movement from crea

tion to new creation reaches the goal of a perfection

which neither sin nor death can mar or terminate. The

eons are but the temporary stage upon which the tragic

struggle between Sin and Salvation for the possession of

humanity is enacted. The eons are passing away one by

one till the last shall have fled, and with it every ves

tige of sin and death and all the bitter travail out of

which is issuing a glorious and completed new creation.

The old is perishing: Christ is making all things new.

He will present to God the Father a delivered and new

humanity which lives in God and in which God Himself

shall permanently dwell.

What a happy solution of our problem is that which

proves the harmony of all Scripture and attests its divine

perfection! When the cause of confusion has been found

and removed, the worth and fitness of every part is evi

dent. When the truth concerning the eons displaces the

error about eternity, judgment and grace are seen to

work harmoniously together till each reaches its predes

tined goal. All the threats of punishments to follow the

judgment of the wicked can be accepted at their full,

dreadful value without doing violence to our innate sense

of justice, and without denying the predictions of the

final victory of grace. God can execute the punishments

He so consistently threatens throughout His Word, and

He can also prove Himself to be the Saviour of all men,

especially of those who believe.
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The remaining verses of this chapter sum up the

result of the whole comparison that has been made

between the effects on mankind of the disobedience of

Adam and of the obedience of Christ. The exact corres

pondence is set forth in verses 18-19; the purpose of the

coming of law and the contrast between sin and grace,

with the preponderance of grace, in verse 20; and the

present reign of the rivals, sin and grace, with the issues

of death and eonian life, in verse 21.

Consequently, then,

as [it was] thus also [it is]

through one offence through one just award .

for all mankind for all mankind

for condemnation, for life's justifying.

18. The logical connection between this verse and the

lengthy preparatory argument is indicated by the two

words consequently, then. Consequently, am, marks the

fact that all the steps of the argument, all the statements

of similarity and dissimilarity, are now gathered up in a

conclusion. Then/oun, picks up the thread that was

dropped at the end of verse twelve and introduces a com

plete statement of the parallel there begun. It would

have been logically impossible to have made this complete

statement at any earlier stage of the argument. That

explains the broken construction of verse twelve. Before

Paul could convincingly make the affirmation of univer

sal justifying and life through Christ as the counterpart

of universal condemnation and death through Adam he

must prove that all men die by one sin and not by their

own sins. This he does in verses 12-14. Then he must

prove, in contrast with the death enthroned by Adam, the

superior potency of the grace which is of the one Man

Jesus Christ, and that this grace superabounds to the

many, that it justifies not from one but from many

offences, and further that this justification is unfailingly

accompanied by enthronement in life. This he does in

verses 15-17. It remains to draw the conclusion, to com

plete the broken statement of verse twelve, and to show
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the racewide application of these facts and forces. As

the proposition of verses 12-14 was a necessary logical

basis for verses 15-17, so the facts of both verses 12-14

and of verses 15-17 are necessary to the conclusions of

verses 18-19.

Consider the comprehensiveness and universality of

the declarations before us. They sweep the whole field of

human history through all generations in one panoramic

view. All limited typical and antitypical eras, with the

salvation of an elect few and the judgment and punish

ment of the majority, are swallowed up in their all-inclu-

siveness. Just as all humanity in the ages and genera

tions are swept down to death in the current of the

stream that flows through one offence, thus also shall all

humanity be caught in the current of divine grace and

borne on till it receives life and righteousness and rests

on the bosom of God.

The correlative terms as . . . thus also strongly insist

on the exact parallel between the statements made in the

corresponding members. The first member now takes up

the facts already demonstrated and restates them in such

an antithetical way that one side of the parallel explains

the other. It is just this exact correspondence that proves

to be so distasteful to many. They flatly deny the thus

also, and insist on adding terms of acceptance which

entirely destroy all likeness and correspondence. The

whole previous argument, proving that one man's dis

obedience unfailingly brings death to all men, is gathered

up in as, and it stands behind the thus also demanding

a correspondingly universal result. If Adam's offence

destroys all men, whatever their knowledge or ignorance

of him, then the obedience of Christ should as unfailingly

and as unconditionally save all. It is manifestly wrong

to add conditions on one side when there are no corres

ponding conditions on the other. To take part of verses

16-17 which present a contrast indicated by the words

not as to disprove a parallel emphasized by thus also is to
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do violence to language, logic, and revelation. Scripture

avenges itself upon those who so maltreat it—they can

not receive this most comforting truth in the love of it.

The subjects are omitted from each member of this

verse. Hence some translators have supplied from verse

sixteen the words "the judgment" and "the free gift",

charisma. These supplied subjects are true as far as they

go. God's judgment was channelled through one offence

and His grace through one just award. But the writer

did a very unusual thing when he left out the subjects

of both clauses. Perhaps the omission was intentional.

It seems better to supply only the usual words "it was"

and "it is", which do not limit the statements in any

way.

One just award, dikaioma, is now opposed to one

offence. In verse sixteen it was the antithesis of condem

nation. There it was a "gratuity" bestowed on certain

recipients; here it is one justifying sentence which iss the

foundation of the conciliation. There it was the actual

justification of individuals and ensured their reigning in

life; here it is that which channels justification and life.

There it was the end; here it is the means. There it was

contrasted with condemnation which had resulted out of

one to many; here it is opposed to the offence that mer

ited the condemnation. There it was bestowed on a lim

ited number of individuals; here the offence and the

dikaioma channel condemnation or justifying to all- men

without distinction. No individual, not even Adam or

Christ, is mentioned. The offence involves all men includ

ing Adam and the dikaioma involves all men, including

Jesus Christ.

Dikaioma, just award, in this verse has proved a dif

ficulty. Translators have rendered it in an instructive

variety of ways—either as an act or the result of an act.

The -ma indicates the latter. Out of some score or more

renderings we present a few samples: "One act of right

eousness," "one deed of righteousness," "a righteous
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act of one," "one justificatory act," "act of redress".

In these cases the act is that of Christ. Consistently with

the idea of result are the following: "one rectification,"

"one sentence of justification," "state of acceptance,"

"fruit of one acquittal," "one accomplished righteous

ness," "one recovery of righteousness," "one judicial

verdict," " one declaration of righteousness," and "one

just award". There is no good reason why it should not

be translated in this verse just the same way as in verse

sixteen. It is doubtful if it can mean "righteous act"

because that is indicated by the word "obedience" (19).

The dikaioma is something that results from that obedi

ence, just as "the offence" was the result of "disobedi

ence". Verse nineteen will take us back of these effects

to their causes in the acts of two men. This verse does

not occupy us with men and their respective acts. The

important matter to be decided is whether the dikaioma

is Jesus Christ's act or God's justificatory sentence.

God is the Justifier and Christ is the One Who was

obedient to death. In verse fifteen the offence was con

trasted with God's grace, here it is compared with God's

dikaioma. Just as without judgment the offence did not

receive condemnation, so without the activity of divine

grace the dikaioma will not bring life's justification.

What, then, is the dikaioma** It is a collective justifying

sentence pronounced by God for all mankind on account

of the obedience of One. It is not said to be for the One

personally. There was nothing simply personal in the

transaction. It is "one just award for all mankind". It

is for all mankind as the offence is for all mankind,

even "thus also". No person is mentioned as the bene

ficiary. It is for the whole race, one person as well as

another, for sinners as well as for their Sinbearer. It is

the righteous basis upon which God Himself is justified

in being at peace with His active enemies.

The idea of a justificatory sentence pronounced over

the race and not on individuals is not contrary to Paul's
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thinking. There is a just award which does not actually

justify any single individual, but without which no in

dividual could be justified. God in Christ achieved some

thing for all. His deed is the subject of the gospel. The

dikaioma upon the race is true altogether apart from

faith or unbelief: Righteousness is the basis of peace.

The dikaioma is the righteous ground of the conciliation.

God has conciliated the world to Himself because in

Christ He dealt with its sin and offence. On the basis of

the death of His Son He pronounces a righteous sentence

over all for whose offences Christ died. He was given up

for our offences. Did God thereby achieve anything?

That giving up won a just award and a conciliation for

all. These are gospel facts which abide whether or not

they are accepted or rejected. Man's ignorance and un

belief can never reverse the divine sentence. The trans

action of the cross cannot be undone. Peace between God

and man has been declared, the divine justifying sen

tence has been uttered. It remains to preach this good

news for the obedience of faith among the nations.

Conciliation is not reconciliation nor is the one just

award a personal, actual justification. As the conciliation

is in order to personal reconciliation so the dikaioma is in

order to justifying, dikaiosis. The world is even now con

ciliated, but it is not yet reconciled. The race is now

shielded by God's just award, but it is not yet actually

justified. The facts are almost unknown because they

constitute the secret of the gospel. One cause of con

fusion is that the gospel as presented in the first four

chapters of Eomans is not distinguished from the secret

of the gospel, which this chapter reveals. Justification

by faith is as old as Abraham's justification, but a racial

dikaioma and consequent conciliation is a secret revealed

by Paul alone. This open secret is still hidden from many

saints.

For all mankind, the first really universal statement

since verse twelve, is found in both members. In verses
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15-17, despite the superabundance of grace, the superior

ity of the gratuity which consists of justification from

many offences, and the consequent reign in life of the

recipients, Adam has had the advantage of Christ as to

the number of men actually destroyed or saved. Against

the many condemned by Adam a comparative few were

justified by Christ. In verse eighteen, however, all man

kind is equally affected in. both cases. There is no "much

rather", but the strictest equality. It seems to be a mat

ter of common honesty to say that the second "all" is

just as comprehensive as the first. Yet some otherwise

good expositors alienate our confidence in them when

they say such things as this: "The first 'all' is as broad

as the race and includes even the babes . . ." and "the

second 'all',, to whom Christ's righteousness comes just

as if it were theirs, is limited by the words of the pre

ceding verse. ... The first 'all' refers to people of one

character, the second to people of a wholly different char

acter, and is not universal." Is there anything about

character to be found in this passage? This teacher

would insist that character has nothing to do with justi

fication. He means that the second "all" are those who

believe. "All mankind" in both cases comprises every

variety of character for whom Christ died. Sincerity

does not excuse the sin of altering God's Word because

we fail to distinguish between justification made per

sonal by faith, of which Abraham is the pattern, and a

divine just award for all mankind, of which Adam's one

offence is the illustration. The just award is a divine pro

vision for all and the prerequisite to every personal jus

tification. It makes the gospel possible.

Others admit that the "all" in both members of the

comparison means all, but they add conditions not found

in the text, as: "All men in both cases without exception,

but this does not justify a universal inference.'' In the

presence of such an unqualified declaration there is nei

ther need nor room for any inference. Another says: "All
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men [is] a definite universal phrase which cannot denote

less than the entire race, a meaning it must have in the

former part of the verse." But he spoils his fine state

ment by adding: "Against a universal result, Paul sets

a universal purpose to counteract the result." Unfor

tunately he believes that the purpose of God can be and

will be frustrated. This destroys the correspondence of

the statements by an addition. It seeks to modify God's

assertion that the all-embracing salvation of "one just

award" is even as the all-embracing condemnation of

"one offence".

The collapse of the faith of some saints in the pres

ence of such universal declarations is due to a failure to

think of Christ as the Last Adam and so to recognize

that His obedience affects the whole race as truly as did

Adam's disobedience. The misunderstanding is expressed

thus by an eminent professor of divinity: "The unity

[of the human race] in Adam is natural, having a physi

cal basis in the organic connection of all men through

all generations; whereas the unity in Christ is spiritual

(being dependent on faith). Yet this distinction is not

specially in view in this passage . . ."' The spiritual

union of believers with Christ is indeed a blessed fact,

but it certainly is not in view in this passage. The writer

ignores, if he does not deny, the fundamental fact of this

passage—that Christ has at least as close and as real a

relation to humanity as Adam has. Christ has actually

done more good to each man than Adam has done of

injury- If Adam has close physical and organic connec-%

tion with all men, Christ has yet closer. This is more

than implied in His titles Son of Man, the Second Man,

the Last Adam, to say nothing of his prior relations and

rights as God's Agent and Depository of creation.

Christ's relation to the race is twofold. He sustains

an original relation and an acquired relation. Had the

church as a whole clearly apprehended these relations of

Christ to the race by creation and by incarnation its
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teaching on the subject of human destiny would have

been nearer the truth. That Christ is the Eoot and Head

of the race is a truth wrought into the warp and woof of

the fabric of apostolic teaching. He has a permanent

relationship to the whole creation. This is the basis of

all other rights and relations. He is the Firstborn of all

creation. In the Firstborn the ideal perfections of the

consummation of all things were objectified before the

mind of God. He is God's prophecy of a perfected uni

verse. The final glory of all creation is through the ages

being evolved from Him in Whom the all is created

(Col. 1:15-17). All is created in Him. The old creation

is "in Him" as well as the new. The "in Him" of the

old creation is parallel to the "in Him" of the new crea

tion. While He personally has introduced the new crea

tion He has not abandoned the old. He is carrying on

the universe (Heb. 1:3). All is "in Him" as the effect

is in the cause. He is the ground, the reason'for its

existence; it is "for Him". Its life and strength and

order and permanence is rooted in Him. As the greater

includes the lesser, so the same relation that exists be

tween Christ and creation exists also between Him and

the humanity which is a part of that creation. Humanity

is from God, through the Son of His love and "in Him".

The assertion that "humanity was in Christ before it

was in Adam" should provoke no objection, for all has

been created through Him, He is before all and in Him

all things consist, or cohere.

To limit the connection between Christ and mankind

to a spiritual relationship deprives Him of the honor

which belongs to Him as the Agent, Channel, and Up

holder of creation. He sustains abiding natural relation

ships as real as His spiritual relationships. Had the race

never been involved in sin it would have been His as it

was God's. Moreover, it would have been His in a special

way. It was created for Him. Its ruin was specially His

loss. It was His right as it was His interest to redeem
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it. The creation stands before God in Him and is related

to God through Him. Just as our relation as saints to

God is determined by our spiritual relationship to His

Son, so as creatures our relation to God is determined by

our relation to the Firstborn. All men as dependent crea

tures are in immediate and vital relation to Him, in

Whose hand our breath is and Whose are all our ways.

Adam is dead, having left us the legacy of sin and death.

Christ lives as Firstborn of eveiy creation, and creation

has its being in Him.

Jesus Christ acquired a new relationship when he

became flesh. God sent Him in the likeness of sinful

flesh and for sin. Some of the chief purposes of the incar

nation were that He should be made sin that was not His

own, achieve a righteousness He did not personally need,

and in His own person carry humanity up to the throne

of God. He is a Son of* Man enthroned in highest glory.

The Second Man—all the others between the first and

the second are passed over—comes from heaven as the

Last Adam, or head of the race. If He come into the race

at all, there is only one place He can occupy. He is its

rightful Master. He is Head of every sovereignty and

authority. Even the first man, the lord of creation, was

subject to Him. He is not a private Person. He is the

second racial Man. The different offices and relations He

assumes to creation, to the race, and to the church are all

real and vital. Perhaps the best illustration of His

acquired relation to the race is presented in the titles

Second Man and Last Adam.

Not only as creatures but as members of the race we

are related to Him, Who is our Creator, our Preserver,

our Kinsman, our Lover, and our Judge. Are not such

original and acquired relations to humanity overlooked

when it is taught that unity with Christ is only spiritual ?

And is it not true that it is such relationships that fit

Him for the office of Mediator of God and mankind (not

God and the church) ? They constitute also a reason why
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He should die for the offences of the race to which He is

bound by so many ties.

Originally creation shared the same harmonious rela

tions with God that the Firstborn of all creation enjoyed.

His relation to God was the ideal of creation's relation

to God in Him. Sin destroyed this holy, harmonious rela

tion between Creator and creature, yet the perfect and

holy relation between the Creator and the Firstborn

remained. Creation's Firstborn has a responsibility for

the creation of which He is the Head. He must repudiate

the creature's sin. This He did by taking that sin and

bearing it in His own body to the place of doom. In His

self-emptying and his obedience to the death of the cross

He took the place of distance and broken relation with

God into which the creature had fallen. He accepted the

just penalty of sin, taking the sinner's estrangement

from God. He was forsaken by His Father and conse

quently died. God treated Him as the sinful race

deserved to be treated because He had taken our

destroyed relationship to God as His own. Perhaps the

chief penalty Christ endured was a loss of relationship

with His God and Father. While the Firstborn subsisted

in the form of God His relation to God was untrue to the

fallen creature's relation to God. The Firstborn was not

then in true relation to the fallen creation's distance

from God. He became true to it when He was made sin

and was forsaken by His God. The Second Man stands

in narrower, closer relationship, a relationship acquired

for the purpose of mediation and deliverance. He took

the place of distance proper to the first fallen man and

his race. His death was a racial death and a repudiation

of the race sin. And so His victory over death was a

racial victory and the proof of a racial dikaioma and

conciliation.

None but the sinless Second Man, Who knew the real

offensiveness of sin and had a divine abhorrence of it,

could deal with the sin of humanity. If it was necessary
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that there should be on behalf of mankind a proper

acknowledgement of sin and full consent to the justice

of God's penalty by submission to it, no sinful and no

private person could make that confession. Jesus Christ

did this, not for Himself, nor for believers, but for all

mankind. His death was not an individual and personal

death. Death could no more slay Him than it could slay

God except for His relationship to the whole race and

His assumption of its sin. "One died for all, conse

quently all died" (2 Cor. 5:14). His death effected the

death before God of all humanity. This death was not,

of course, the death which Adam brought upon us. It

was not for his one offence Christ was delivered up, but

for our offences. Because all died in His death a just

award has been pronounced for all mankind. It has

won for all mankind a new relation to God in addition to

the marred original relation. The establishment of this

new relation is declared in the dikaioma and in the con

ciliation. Christ has actually brought all mankind into

a new, additional relationship to God. The original crea

ture relationship is maintained and a gracious relation

ship has been established. Christ has secured actual

benefits for all as surely as Adam injured all.

Few believers question the resurrection of all men.

"Resurrection of the dead is through a man also (1 Cor.

15: 21). Christ raises all from the death that is through

Adam. This deliverance does not depend on knowledge

or faith or any other condition. It is secured for all

through "a Man". If our text had said "for all man

kind for resurrection", the "thus also" would not have

been doubted. Resurrection for some will be followed by

judgment and condemnation to death while for others

it is a resurrection of life. The objection to the text as it

stands is that it promises much more than resurrection.

It promises justifying to life, which is nothing less than

spiritual vivification.

For condemnation corresponds to for life's justify-
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ing. The corresponding phrases should help to elucidate

each other. Condemnation is the opposite of justifying.

There was a similar antithesis in verse sixteen. There the

justification assures & reign in life. As condemnation

brings death, so justification brings life. All mankind is

condemned. Condemnation follows judgment. Racial

death is a consequence, but it is also a penalty which

God has mercifully inflicted. What should we think of

God, Who is holy and righteous, if He did not pass

judgment on what is unholy and unrighteous and offen

sive to Himself? Not to judge and condemn the marred,

the insubordinate, and unfit would be to perpetuate it.

To immortalize sinners would be to "eternize woe". It is

all to God's glory that He has condemned a ruined race.

Apart from any question of guilt or innocence He has

doomed it as unfit. If the reign of death is explained as

resulting from natural law, men will accept that as they

accept anything that ousts God. If, on the other hand,

Paul asserts a divine condemnation, men immediately

protest that such teaching makes infidels. Death that is

not penal does not bring men to face the fact of the

righteous judgment of God. Death that comes as penalty

is so hurtful to human pride. Verily the sting of death is

sin. God does not patch up the destroyed race. He taketh

away the first that He may establish the second, and kills

that He may make alive. The Second Man did not come

to patch the old humanity but to make a new one.

Some have tried to prove that the preposition for, eis,

in this case simply denotes tendency, and they make

such glosses as: "for all men tending towards justifica

tion of life," and "the bearing upon all men is toward

justification of life". Another, in order to justify his

interpretation: "into the midst of all men (leading)

into justification of life," resorts to the desperate expedi

ent of putting the first member thus: "So then as

through one trepass (the judgment comes) into the midst

of all men (leading) into condemnation, so also ..."
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How vairrare such efforts unless it can be shown that all

men are not doomed and dying! He adds: "the judgment

enters into the midst of men leading them with certainty

into condemnation, if no Saviour appears"., That is, the

tendency is so strong that all are condemned, unless—.

Is it not true that though the Saviour has appeared He

has not released any from condemnation to death? His

people accept the penalty as just, and they die with the

confidence that resurrection of life is as certain as the

condemnation to death. They make their death to glorify

God and Christ (John 21:19; Phil. 1:20). The con

demnatory sentence of God cannot be reversed. Our

brethren would not be pleased if we said that the sen

tence in Matthew 25: 46 might be reversed. Shall we say

"these shall be going away eis, towards, eonian chastise

ment, if no Saviour appear; but the righteous eis, tend

ing toward, eonian life, if they do not lapse." In our

present text are two divine sentences pronounced on the

race—the condemnation and the just award, dikaioma.

The latter does not annul the former or reprieve anyone

from condemnation to death. Nor does the universal con

demnation, nor the other condemnatory sentences that

will be pronounced, annul the dikaioma. All God's judi

cial sentences whether condemnatory or justificatory are

irreversible and will be fully executed. Justification will

come after every adverse sentence has been executed.

Life's justifying corresponds to condemnation. Justi

fying is dikaiosis. The -sis indicates action or process.

The strongly active sense of the word fits the process

through many generations of applying the collective

dikaioma to individuals till all mankind is justified and

vivified. There is no process or progress in the justifica

tion of any individual. That is as instantaneous and as

permanent as God's judicial sentence can make it. This

phrase occurs nowhere else. Its meaning can be deter

mined only from the context. Three facts should guide

us. It is parallel to condemnation; it is part of the con-
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elusion; and it is Christ's work as the Last Adam, the

vivifying Spirit.

Just as condemnation is to death, so justifying is to

life. This is the true antithesis. Sin brings death to the

sinner. It does so by the sentence of God. As the link

between the offence and the death is God's condemnation,

so also the link between the dikaionw and the life is

God's gracious justifying of the individual. "Life

because of righteousness" is the opposite of "death be

cause of sin" (8:10). Everyone whom God condemns

must die and all whom God justifies must live. Christ's

mission was to give life to the dead. In Him alone of all

men was life: He alone was uncondemned and untouched

by death. Life is more than resurrection, for there is a

resurrection which is not to life but to judgment.

The conclusions of this member are based on the rev

elation of 15-17.. There the superabundance of grace

exceeded the needs of the many. In verse twenty grace

superexceeds the utmost increase of sin. Such excess of

grace, if it be really grace, should lead us to expect sal

vation for all. Then grace was seen dealing, not with

Adam's one offence, but with many personal offences.

But further, the recipients of grace got not only right

eousness but life. Such is the life mentioned in verse

eighteen. All men shall be justified to life, but only those

who receive righteousness in the present era will reign in

life. All are not promised eonian life. Some shall suffer

eonian extermination. Life cannot be theirs till their

age-long term of punishment is ended.

The grace that justifies to life comes to the race from

its Head, the Second Man and the Last Adam, Who is a

vivifying Spirit. If He be really another Head, commu

nication of life to His race forms a necessary part of the

idea of His headship. His death was the death of all, His

obedience procured a dihaioma for all, His resurrection

involves the resurrection of all, and all this is equally

for all men. But shall He not actually give righteous-
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ness and life to all ? Shall the Firstborn of all creation

through Whom are all things not make all things new?

Shall the Firstborn from among the dead not impart to

the remaining dead His own life ? Shall not He through

Whom all are resurrected vivify all? He says He will

vivify all, but each in His own order. Should we not

expect the Last Adam, Who is expressly said to be a

vivifying spirit to give life to the dead? Relationship

with such a Person involves ultimate spiritual life for

the race in real unity with its second Head. Justifying

of life is nothing less than the vivification of all man

kind (1 Cor. 15:22).

God has persistently held Adam's work before us as

the counterpart of the work of Another. Shall we refuse

to consider the facts, corroborated as they are in the

experience of the race ? God has treated the race as the

unit it is, destroyed by sin. His condemnation involves

no question of personal merit or demerit. His justice is

beyond question. "He can create and He destroy." If

He choose to save, that is a matter of grace and it must

be through righteousness. Whether the elect are justified

by faith without sight and the non-elect by experience of

judgment that leads them to trust, all is equally of grace,

a grace that superexceeds sin. The means that God may

use at any time or the conditions He imposes are not now

under consideration. What He has declared is that jus

tification and vivification are for all men. He has inex

haustible resources of judgment and grace and patience.

Man's resistance will be overcome. It is as impotent

before His grace as before His condemnation. He points

to the condemnation and says thus also and much rather.

Shall we believe Him? Or shall we presume to correct

and limit Him?
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QUESTIONS

Why may verse 18 be called a pivotal statement? What
hinders the acceptance, without modification, of this statement?

In a conflict between Scripture and theology which ought to

yield? Has the popular belief in eternal punishment made it

impossible to believe such scriptures as the following? (Rom.

5:18, 19; 11:32, 36; 1 Cor. 15:22-28; 2 Cor. 5:19; Eph. 1:10;

Phil. 2:10; Col. 1:20; 1 Tim. 2:4-6; 4:10). Do such apparent
contradictions tend to exalt human theology over the authority

of Scripture? Does not the apparent necessity of discarding

or modifying Scripture teach us that theology has erred some

where?

What logical relations are indicated by "consequently" and

"then"? Why does Paul so long delay the conclusion? Can

you see each step in the argument from verse 12? Can you

give other Pauline texts that comprehend all humanity?

What is the force of "as" and "thus also"? (Mat. 24:37;

1 Cor. 11:12; 15:22; 16:1; 2 Cor. 1:7; 10:7; Gal. 4:29; Eph.

5:24; Col. 3:13; Heb. 5:3; James 2:26). In what different

ways is dikaioma used in verses 16 and 18? Is it God or

Christ Who utters the just sentence? What is the difcaioma?

What is its relation to conciliation? Is it the same thing as

righteousness by faith?

Are there any universal statements in verses 13-17? Does

it appear from these verses and from God's present elective

method that Adam has the advantage over Christ in the matter

of numbers? Do verses 18-19 satisfy our desire that Christ

shall equal Adam in this respect?

Is humanity related to Christ as really as to Adam? What

two relations does Christ sustain to all men? Is He Head of

both the old and the new creation?

What would happen to creation were He to abandon it?

Were creation utterly extinguished, who would be the greatest

loser? Has creation a different relation to the Firstborn than

to God?

Did Christ acquire a new relation by His advent among

men? Can you enumerate some of His relations to all men?

Did sin affect our relations with God? How could these be

restored? Did Christ suffer the creation's estrangement from

God? How did God forsakenness affect Him? Was His death

a personal or racial matter? Did it actually procure anything

for the race?

Does eis, into, for, mean more than tendency, especially

when it is the execution of a judicial sentence? (Un. 20:3, 10;

Mat. 25:41). What is the final result to men of the dikaiomat

What bearing has 1 Corinthians 15:22, 45 on this text. Is this

salvation a matter of justice or of grace?

Geo. L. Rogers



TIMELY BOOKS

Those who are interested in present day world conditions

will find our pamphlets, "The Coming Conflict" and

"The Mystery of Babylon", especially timely. A friend,

who is a minister, has just told us that, though he is

exceptionally well read, his library of theological works

being quite extensive, he has discarded all other books

on the subject in favor of these two. They may be had

of us at twenty cents each, post free.

Along the same line, it is our desire to publish the

series on "The Unveiling" in book form, as many have

requested it, but, due to the present financial crisis, it is

impossible for us to do so at this time. However, those

desirous of receiving a copy as soon as it comes off the

press are invited to place their orders now. Every

advance order will help you get your copy that much

sooner. The price will be two dollars, and the book will

be artistically bound in cloth.



SHALL WE GO THROUGH THE

GREAT AFFLICTION?

This question would never be asked if God's beloved

saints understood the Mystery of the Gospel and its com

panion truth, the Secret of the Resurrection. Very

briefly, therefore, we will consider God's attitude toward

the world in this administration, and His gracious deal

ings with His saints, as well as the special secret con

nected with our resurrection at His coming. Apart from

this we will be sure to confuse the truth of this economy

with that of the next. We will fail to correctly partition

between this day of salvation and the coming one of

God's indignation. We will be misled by the Bible itself,

thinking we have its support, when, in reality, we are

applying to ourselves what belongs to others. There is

no more insidious error for earnest Bible students than

the misplacing of His words.

Paul is the apostle for the nations. He was entrusted

with the evangel of the Uncircumcision, as Peter of the

Circumcision. Luther's translation of this passage (Gal.

2:7) is far from expressing the real truth. Paul was

not merely sent to the Uncircumcision with the same

evangel as Peter, but he had an evangel of the Uncircum

cision which differed in its scope, its contents, and its

expectation, from that of the Circumcision. This was

unknown to Luther, as his translation shows. The Greek

is the genitive, not the dative. It speaks of character, not

location. Luther recovered somewhat of the truth of

justification, as outlined in the first four chapters of

Romans and in Galatians, but he never really entered
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into the fifth chapter or recovered the great truth for

today, the conciliation.

It is most important to distinguish the evangel set

forth in Paul's epistles from that of the Circumcision.

Only a few hints will be given at this time. The leading

difference lies in the fact that, in the Circumcision evan

gel, all blessing to the nations must come through Israel.

On the contrary, when the sons of Jacob apostatized and

Saul was called because blessing could not flow out to the

nations through them, because they were not blessed

themselves, blessing now comes to us directly from God

because they are apostate. Let this be plain. In the

millennium the nations will be blessed with and through

Israel. Now we are blessed apart from them and because

they are not blessed.

Furthermore, let us note that Paul was given his rev

elations in instalments. His ministry went from glory to

glory. Of the four great crises in his career, two are of

especial importance. They correspond to the two func

tions of Israel, priesthood and government. In the com

ing day of Jehovah the holy nation will rule the nations

for God as well as bring them to God. This should have

followed in the early chapters of the book of Acts, if

Israel had received their Messiah. The whole book re

cords their gradual rejection of Him, but it also records

the gradual release of the believers of the nations from

their supremacy in rule and religion.

The words "as these things were fulfilled" (Acts

19:21) mark the central crisis in Paul's career. Jeru

salem is long passed. Antioch no longer is his base. He

corresponds with Corinth and Rome. It is the period of

his preparatory epistles, Romans, Corinthians, and Gala-

tians. He declares that he has fully preached the evangel

of Christ, the Messiah of Israel according to the flesh

(Rom. 15:19). Henceforth he would know no one

according to the flesh. He had gone back to Abraham in

uncircumcision as the basis of justification, now he goes
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further back, to Adam, as a foundation for his secret

evangel (Rom. 16: 25-27) the conciliation, which is fully

set forth in the fifth chapter (Rom. 5:11-21). This

definitely sets aside Israel's political supremacy, for all

fleshly distinctions are ignored. Later, when Ephesians

was written, their religious ascendancy was also revoked,

so that now Jew and gentile are alike before God.

What is the conciliation? It is a startling comment

ary on the apostasy of Christendom that few languages

even have a word-which clearly expresses the peculiar

grace of God which is ours today. The Greek words

kataUasso or katallage are seldom distinguished from

apokatallmso. Luther makes no distinction. I feel justi

fied in saying that no point in the theology of the evangel

is so tremendously important, yet no item is so little

known. No two words will enrich any language as much

as the pair which will clearly reveal the meanings of

these two Greek words, and definitely define their differ

ence.

Protracted and exhaustive investigation has shown

that the shorter word connotes conciliation, a one-sided

amity, the longer denotes reconciliation, the restoration

of friendship on both sides of an estrangement. This

latter is found only in Ephesians 2:16 and Colossians

1:20, 21. It is mutual. Both sides are at peace. This is

not true of conciliation. This sets forth God's side. God,

in Christ, conciliated the world to Himself (2 Cor. 5:19).

The casting away of Israel was the conciliation of the

world (Rom. 11:15). We should pray the offender, "Be

conciliated to God!" (2 Cor. 5:20). When we believe

we obtain the conciliation (Rom. 5:11).

After the circumcision of Abraham, he and his seed

enjoyed a physical nearness to God, and the Uncircum-

cision were barred out. After the constitution of the

nation of Israel and the priestly arrangements for draw

ing near to God, all those of other nations were denied

access even to the courts outside His dwelling place. The
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nations were far off (Eph. 2:17). They were estranged

and enemies, and Jehovah treated them as such. They

have not changed. But God has. He no longer shuts

them out because they are uncircumcised and aliens. He

prays them to lay aside their enmity to Him. They may

not accept His petition, but the great truth remains. God

is now conciliated to all mankind, whether they believe

or not. That is His attitude. He will not war. Even

though they chain Paul, His ambassador, He refuses to

declare hostilities.

This attitude was not taken immediately after the

death of Christ on the cross. It waited until Israel was

thrust aside. Pentecost knew nothing of it. Paul did not

preach it until after he had proclaimed Israel's Messiah

to the dispersion. When they refused, then the concilia

tion which was effected on the cross because effective

toward the nations. It was never preached by Peter or

the twelve, nor sent to the Circumcision, for it is based

on their apostasy.

This is that secret evangel, long hushed in times

eonian, yet now manifested and made known to all

nations for the obedience of faith (Eom. 16:25, 26).

You will search in vain for this evangel in the Hebrew

Scriptures, in the accounts of our Lord Vlife, in Acts,

in Hebrews, James, Peter, John, and Jude, and it is

utterly foreign to the Unveiling. In all of these there is

blessing for the nations — through faithful Israel. In

none of these is there transcendent grace for the nations

during Israel's defection. It is the height of folly to

dilute this grace with the mercy which comes to the Cir

cumcision, or that which they allow to trickle through to

the Uncircumcision. We are not living under Israel's

table picking up the crumbs! We have a richer feast

than Israel had or ever will have!

The keynote of this evangel is peace (Rom. 5:1).

When we were still sinners, Christ died for our sakes.

Much rather, then, being now justified in His blood, we
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shall be saved from indignation through Him. May this

truth sink into our hearts! Under no circumstances can

we come under the divine indignation. If, being enemies,

we were conciliated to God through the death of His Son,

much rather, being conciliated, we shall he saved in His

life (Rom. 5: 8-10). The blood of Christ shed for sinners

gives justification and salvation from His indignation.

The death of God's Son for His enemies gives salvation

in His life. Christ brings us into court and vindicates us.

God's Son opens the door of His affections and reconciles

us.

All enmity between us and God is gone. Even the

estrangement between us and those of the Circumcision

who believe in this economy is gone. Christ, by creating

the two into one new humanity, made peace between

those far off and those nigh. He is our Peace (Eph. 2:

14-16). As a result there is not only complete amity

between God's saints and Himself, but they also should

reflect His attitude toward the unbelieving world. Our

feet are sandaled with the evangel of peace (Eph. 6:15).

We are ambassadors (2 Cor. 5: 20; Eph. 6: 20). God is

not at war with the world now. He will be, in "the great

tribulation". Before that era of His indignation His

ambassadors must be withdrawn. How could we pro

claim peace while He is thundering with all of the artil

lery of heaven, and soaking the earth with the gore of

His enemies?

How little God's beloved saints appreciate the trans

cendent grace which is theirs in Christ Jesus! Not only

have we been saved by undiluted grace, as was Paul, our

example, but grace fills the future. This has been com

pletely hid from us in most translations. The apostle, in

Ephesians, hardly needs to assure us that salvation is by

grace (Eph. 2:8). Surely we are saved through grace.

What is on his heart is far richer. Salvation is by faith

in order to accord with grace (Eom. 4:16). Such a sal

vation, not being based on aught in us, is also to grace.
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It guarantees grace in the future! Such is the force of

the dative in Ephesians 2:8. We are saved through

faith for [to] grace, and. this is nought of ours. It is

God's oblation. We are His achievement!

In startling contrast with the present economy of

God's undiluted grace is the succeeding administration

of His unrestrained indignation. The true character of

this era is seldom clearly apprehended. It is simply set

forth as a time of unexampled trouble, especially for the

sons of Jacob. Let us distinguish its various aspects.

We, the nations, have no right to intrude ourselves into

Israel's affairs, as is the common custom. The "great

tribulation" (Mat. 24:21; Mark 13:19-24) has abso

lutely no application to the gentiles. The sons of Jacob

suffer at the hands of the nations. The nations are the

persecutors, not the persecuted. Hence the question with

which we began is not intelligent. It wrests the Scrip

tures concerning Israel and seeks to relate them to us.

We will therefore restate it, and ask, Will we go through

the era of God's indignation against the nations?

Let one point be clear. The nations will persecute the

Jews. Gad will hurl His thunderbolts against the

nations. It is this latter aspect which we should consider.

All of God's saints suffer affliction. Some of us are now

passing through a "great tribulation". It is our lot, as

saints of God. Is this proof of God's indignation against

us ? Far from it! It is evidence of His fatherly care and

discipline. Unbelievers also suffer, but never due to an

overt act of divine intervention. God is conciliated now.

He refuses to be offended. Then He will be indignant.

He will shake the earth and the heavens. He will blow

the trumpets of war. He will hurl down the bowls of

hoarded wrath. Will He visit His saints of this economy

with this wrath or will He withdraw His ambassadors

before He declares war upon the apostate nations of the

earth?

This question was one of the earliest to engage the
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attention of Paul's converts. He did not confine his

preaching to the evangel, but taught them concerning the

day of the Lord. His earliest letter, to the Thessalonians,

is burdened with this inquiry. They knew that the

terrors of God's awful wrath would precede the coining

of the Messianic kingdom. Had Israel as a nation re

pented at that time, it would have followed speedily.

They were suffering sorely. Were these inflictions from

man or God? Was He already dealing out His indigna

tion ? Were they to go through that terrible time, before

the presence of Christ? This was especially disturbing

when some one, impersonating Paul, assured them that

the day of the Lord was present.

Let us not confuse the presence of the day of the Lord

with the presence of Christ. For the world and for

Israel, the day of Jehovah will be present more than

seven years before Christ Himself comes down' to earth.

The interval between is the time of indignation.

In the first epistle they were especially concerned as

to those of their number who were reposing, that is, who

had died. What would become of them? To this the

apostle replied that God, through Jesus, will lead them

forth with Him. It is not, as in some versions, that they

are with Him, and will come down with Him. The Greek

does not bear this out, and the following context shows

that they rise from below and ascend with those who

have survived until that day. We, who live at that time,

will not precede them, for they shall be rising first. The

dead are roused immediately preceding our snatching

away to the air.

It is generally supposed that there are three distinct

personalities engaged in this great event, the Lord, the

archangel, and God. This is a serious mistake. It is the

Lord Himself Who comes. This is quite emphatic in the

original. He needs no assistants for this tryst. He utters

the shout of command. His is the voice of the Chief Mes

senger, for all "angels" are subject to Him. He blows
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the trumpet of God. These details are important, for

many confuse this event with His later advent and sup

pose that this is the seventh trumpet of the Unveiling.

The seventh trumpet (Un. 11:15) is not sounded by

our Lord. Its blast is blown by a messenger, or "angel"

(Un. 8:2). This trumpet is accompanied by vastly dif

ferent results. No dead are raised by the seventh trum

pet. The "first", or former resurrection is in the era

that follows (Un. 11:18), but does not take place until

about seventy-five days later, according to Daniel. The

seventh trumpet is followed by judgment and dire calam

ities on those who are blighting the earth. The nations

are angered. None ascend to the air. Living and dead

are not united. The trumpets in Paul's epistles (1 Cor.

15: 52; 1 Thes. 4:16) are blown by Christ. They vivify

the living, rouse the dead, call them up to Him above,

and have nothing in common with the last trumpet in

the Unveiling. In one we see salvation, in the other

judgment.

This event is in perfect accord, however, with Paul's

later revelation to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 15: 51). It is

a secret. This is most important. This does not mean

that it was a "secret rapture". It is not the manner of

our resurrection which was concealed. But there is to be

a change, which will not only restore the dead to life,

but which will radically alter both living and dead. This

change is intimated in Thessalonians. We, who are liv

ing, could not ascend to Him, or remain with Him in the

air, without a celestial body, suited to our new environ

ment. We now wear the image of the soilish. We shall

wear the image of the celestial (1 Cor. 15:40, 49).

This change shall be made at the last trump, in the

half twinkle of an eye, to fit us for our celestial allot

ment. If we die, our corrupted corpse will put on incor-

ruption. If we are living, our mortal frame will put on

immortality. With this there will be a change, which is

a secret hitherto unrevealed, which is quite unnecessary
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for the saints of the Circumcision who will be roused at
the beginning of the thousand years. They will live on
earth in bodies restored to Adamic perfection, but terres

trial in their constitution and powers. They will not

undergo this change. That is reserved for those who have

a heavenly destiny. That is for us.

While the phrase "secret rapture" is unscriptural,

let us not confound this event with the coming of the

Son of Mankind as the lightning flash (Mat. 24: 27). The

title, Son of Mankind, shows that He is dealing with the

race, not with the saints alone, and He comes to earth,

and does not call His own to Himself in the air. In har

mony with the figure of the lightning, He comes in devas

tating judgment. We do not look for lightning. We

await a Saviour (Phil. 3:20, 21). Our citizenship be

longs to the heavens, where the Son of Mankind has no

jurisdiction. Af His coming to the earth no saints will

be raised from the dead. When our Saviour calls us, He

will transfigure the body of our humiliation, to conform

it to His body glorious, in accord with the operation

which enables Him to subject even the universe to Him

self.

When Paul wrote his Ephesian epistle, which first

definitely changed the destiny of those under Paul's min

istry to a place among the celestials (Eph. 1:3), he had

to make it clear that it did not apply to the twelve apos

tles and the Circumcision. Israel's destiny is on earth,

and the twelve shall rule them there. Paul was not sent

to them. He does not deal with their destiny. His mes

sage is for those who are called during Israel's apostasy.

But how shall he define these saints ? He does this partly

by designating them as "those who are and believe in

Christ Jesus". Christ Jesus refers to Him as at present

glorified in heaven, not as rejected on earth. For the

Circumcision, He is Jesus Christ, the lowly, rejected

One. For us He is Christ Jesus.

Another designation is most remarkable. The trans-
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lators have been unable to make much of it. Literally it

is "the ones-having-before-expected in the Messiah"

(Eph. 1:12). Paul himself was by no means the first

who trusted in Christ, nor were those to whom he was

writing. That cannot be the meaning. The verb is in the

perfect tense, and denotes a state rather than an action.

They were in a state of prior expectancy. The difference

between Paul's evangel and that of the twelve was this:

They expected Christ to come after the judgment period

which ushers in the day of the Lord. He expected Him

before. His was a prior expectancy. So we see that, in

the early days the hope of the Lord's return before. His

coming to Israel, was the hall-mark of those who received

Paul's evangel.

The transcendent truth revealed in Ephesians is espe

cially for those who expect Christ to come before His

return to Israel—the pre-expectants, we may call them.

How harmonious this is! When Israel dammed up the

stream of mercy flowing to the nations, it broke through

with overwhelming grace, which, first of all, guaranteed

immunity from God's impending indignation, This is

the keynote of all that followed. Safety from wrath

through Him demanded a safe refuge during the deluge

of indignation which must precede the kingdom. Hence

we are caught away above it (1 Thes. 4:13-18). Hence

we are equipped with celestial bodies (1 Cor. 15:49).

Hence we are blessed with all spiritual blessings among

the celestials. This is the grace glorious!

Among the very earliest words to be penned by Paul

in his ministry to the nations are these: "to be awaiting

His Son out of the heavens, Whom He rouses from

among the dead, Jesus, Who is rescuing us out of the

coming indignation" (1 Thes. 1:10). The picture is a

vivid one. A great storm is brewing. We are not in it,

but we can see it coming. Just before it falls on us we

are snatched out of its destructive path. Or, to use an

illustration which fully accounts for the highly figura-
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tive words, out of (which seem to imply that we are in

it), let us turn to Paul's later letter. To Timothy he

writes "I am rescued out of the mouth of the lion"

(2 Tim. 2:17). It is not probable that he was actually

in the lion's maw. His words are true to feeling rather

than to fact. So we are rescued out of the coming indig

nation.

Later on the apostle elaborates the point. He exhorts

them to put on the helmet, the expectation of salvation,

"seeing that God did not appoint us to indignation, but

to the procuring of salvation through our Lord Jesus

Christ, the One dying for us that, whether we may be

watching or drowsing, we should at the same time be

living together with Him" (1 Thes. 5:10). This has

been mistranslated, as though it was a figure for living

or dying. It is a plain statement of the graciousness of

our future salvation. In the past it was not by works,

and in the future it is not by watching. It is based solely

on the death of Christ.

Dorcas and Eutychus furnished us with good illus

trations of the difference between Peter and Paul in the

matter of resurrection. Dorcas was a good, deserving

woman, like the faithful of Israel who will be raised

seventy-five days after Messiah's advent to Israel. But

Eutychus' only accomplishment seems to be that he fell

asleep when Paul preached. How like the saints today!

Paul always puts them to sleep! Dorcas, like the saints

she represents, deserved a reward. Eutychus may have

merited a rebuke. He carelessly sits where he will fall if

he sleeps. He certainly was not watching! Yet such is

the grace revealed to the nations through Paul, that he

is instantly recalled to life. God grant that we grasp

more of His gratuitous grace!

The Thessalonians had been deceived into the idea

that the day of the Lord was present. A careful student

of the Unveiling of Jesus Christ and the prophet Daniel

will note that the day of the Lord commences at least
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seven years before Christ comes. The seals must be

broken, the trumpets must be blown, the bowls must be

poured out during this period. The Thessalonians imag

ined that their afflictions were due to these inflictions.

Paul appeals to them through the truth he had taught in

his first epistle, and his oral teaching while he was with

them. None of the signs of the day of Jehovah was pres

ent. The man of lawlessness was not unveiled. Lawless

ness was still in its secret phase. So long as they were

restraining it by their presence it could not come into

the open. They must be removed before the day of Jeho

vah comes.

Paul appeals to them by his previous teaching. The

day of Jehovah cannot be present because they were not

appointed to indignation. Before God unleashes the

forces of destruction they will be gathered into Christ's

presence in the air. To get these matters clear it is nec

essary to carefully follow the argument. Paul does not

say that our gathering to Christ must be preceded by the

apostasy. That is the first feature in the day of Jehovah.

Its absence proves that that day is not present. Paul

presents our gathering into Christ's presence as an argu

ment that they cannot be in the day of the Lord at all.

The day of Jehovah cannot coincide with the present

economy of God's grace. In it Jehovah, as the God of

Israel, raises the holy nation to its proper place as priests

and kings over all the other nations of the earth. Con

ciliation vanishes. Jews once more are nigh, while gen

tiles are far off. It is all a day of righteousness and

judgment, but this is most marked in its first phase. It

would be absolutely ridiculous for us to preach concilia

tion when God Himself is hurling His bolts of vengeance

upon Israel's enemies. Every characteristic truth which

is ours clashes with conditions which obtain during the

first phase of the day of the Lord. If we are here then,

waiting for Christ's coming to the earth, it would occa

sion the utmost confusion and disaster. Instead of imi-
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tating God, we would be clashing with Him at every

turn. We would be preaching peace while He is waging

war. Accustomed to grace, we would be crushed by

wrath. It is utterly impossible!

Let us not be misled by the phrase "first resurrec

tion" in the Unveiling (20: 5, 6). The Greek word has

the significance of first of a series, not necessarily first

absolutely. The scope of the Unveiling is limited. It does

not include the present grace. Those who take part in the

former resurrection become priests and reign with Christ

the thousand years on the earth. Our rule will be in the

heavens. Paul felt the necessity of distinguishing the

resurrection to which he testifies from this "former" res

urrection. He called it an 0u£-resurrection, because not

all the saints would be raised. Only those within the

sphere of His ministry are included in this out-resurrec

tion (Phil. 3:11), with its secret change and its upward

call to the air, and its transfigured body. None of these

features is found in the "former" resurrection. Paul

desired to attain to this resurrection in his present ex

perience.

We repeat that those who do go through the 'l great

tribulation" or are martyred in it, receive a reward

utterly out of keeping with the destiny which is ours in

Christ Jesus. Our blessings are spiritual, among tlie

celestials (Eph. 1:3), while theirs are largely soulish

and material, among the terrestrials. The thousand

years' reign is on the earth. It is characterized by priest

hood. The saints shall reign for the eons of the eons, up

to the consummation (Un. 22:5), but not as priests.

There will be no temple and no priests in the day of God.

Christ's Melchisedek reign is limited to the thousand

years. Israel's priestly supremacy then comes to an end.

Our reign is in the heavens. We are never called priests.

Our place and portion is unutterably higher than that of

those who go through the "great tribulation".

The bride of the Lambkin is so often confused with
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the body of Christ, that a few observations may be timely

at this point. The destiny of the bride is the new Jeru

salem, which comes down out of heaven to earth (Un.

21: 2). It is the destiny of saved Israel, not the body of

Christ, which has its place in the heavens, not on earth.

Not a single feature of this city harmonizes with the

present grace. Paul is our apostle. He is given no place

in its foundations. It has a wall, shutting out the nations.

We are the nations, and all barriers are broken down. It

is Israel's home, and the nations are subordinate (Un.

21: 24-27). This is directly contrary to the mystery, for

the body is a joint body, in which the Jew has no pre

eminence. Israel was the wife of Jehovah. She shall be

the bride of the Lambkin. We have a nearer and dearer

place. She was once divorced. He cannot divorce His

own body!

What appears to be a concordant method has been in

voked to support the thought that, when the Thessalon-

ians "meet" the Lord in the air, He must return with

them to the earth. The word "meeting" (apantesis), we

are told, always has this force. Those who went forth to

meeting the bridegroom came back with Him (Mat.

25:1, 6). So, also, in the only other occurrence (Acts

28:15) those who came to meet Paul returned with him

to Rome. This, we must insist, is not the concordant

method. A word must harmonize with its contexts, but

it need not absorb all the details. It happens that, in two

of these occurrences there was a return. By including

the verb we will find passages in which there was not a

return. The very first occurrence (Mat. 28:9) is not

conclusive, for there our Lord Himself -meets (apente-

sen) the disciples. His first words are, "Fear not! Go—"

He did not go with them and they did not accompany

Him. In the Septuagint, the noun has not the idea of a

return. There is no intimation that Jehu, son of Hanani,

remained with Jehoshaphat, king of Judah (2 Chron.

19:2). Ammon and Moab and Sier were slain, so did
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not return with Judah (2 Chron. 20:17). A meaning

which conflicts with other passages is false. When we

meet the Lord in the air we will not return to earth to

undergo the ensuing judgments with Him, but we shall

go with Him and so always be with the Lord.

Let us not forget that the afflictions which the Thes-

salonians suffered, which we also endure, and out of

which our Lord will deliver us, are not those of the

"great tribulation". The phrase itself ought to be used

only of Israel's persecution by the nations. Some have

argued that, because we will be saved out of our troubles,

therefore we were in the "great tribulation", and there

fore the Lord does not come until after it! We are not,

and never will be under God's indignation, therefore we

will be saved by His presence in the air before He shakes

the earth in His wrath.

The suggestion that "the last trump" of Paul may

occur in the period of the seventh trumpet becomes more

unlikely the closer it is examined. At the seventh trum

pet the kingdoms of the world become Christ's, and all

is concerned with this nether sphere. That Christ should

remain in the air, that the saints should be caught up to

meet Him there, that their bodies should be changed to

celestial frames, is all most discordant and impossible. It

should be kept out of the picture. During the seventh

trumpet, seventy-five days after the glorious advent of

Christ, the Circumcision saints, including Daniel, will be

raised. But they will not be caught up to the air; their

bodies will not be changed to suit a celestial environment

with which they have nothing to do.

Much of the confusion on this subject has come from

failure to see that Paul received it by the word of the

Lord. It was a secret, unknown to the Circumcision. It

is never referred to before. The coming of the Son of

Mankind (Luke 18:8; 21:27, 36, etc.) always refers to

His coming after the "great tribulation", to the saints of

the Circumcision, who go through it or are martyred in
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it. The name "Paul*' means "interval". This economy-

is a parenthesis in God's dealings. It is set forth only in

Paul's epistles.

To sum up: All saints go through tribulation of some

sort, but only Israelites will endure the "great tribula

tion" of the end time, when the most violent of Jewish

pogroms will test their faithfulness to Jehovah. Now,

God is conciliated to the nations, as such. When the day

of Jehovah comes, He will take the opposite attitude.

We, who have received this conciliation, are at peace with

Him and are His ambassadors to the world. Before He

can declare war, and vent His indignation on the earth,

we must be withdrawn. Hence we are pre-expectants,

who await Christ at least seven years before He descends

to the earth. Then there will be an eclectic resurrection,

leaving the Circumcision saints until later. Both living

and dead will be vivified and changed to accord with

their celestial destiny and snatched away to the air,

before the great affliction of the Jews, and before God's

indignation visits the earth, and before the Son of Man

kind descends in glory to the earth. A. E. K.
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PAUL BEFORE AGRIPPA

In Section 2452 of the structure (26:1-) Agrippa grants

Paul permission to speak: "Now Agrippa averred to

Paul, 'It is permitted to you to speak concerning your

self.' " Here we have an illustration of the difference

between things as they appear in the sight of men and

as they really are in the sight of God. Judging from out

ward appearances, Paul spoke because an earthly mon

arch gave him permission to speak. Viewed from God's

standpoint, Paul spoke because the Lord had commis

sioned him "to bear" His "name before . . . kings"

(Acts 9:15).

In Section 2462 of the structure (26:-l-32) we have

Paul's defense and Agrippa's verdict. This section may

be displayed as follows:

2491: 26:-1-3. Paul begins his defense, against Jewish indict
ments, before Agrippa.

2501: 26:«. Paul's life before his call.

2511: 26:6-^7. Paul's expectation of God's promises—the

basis of his indictment.

25.21-: 26:8. Appeal to Agrippa's belief.

2502: 26:9-12. Paul's life before his call.

2512: 26:13-18. Paul's call—the basis of his expectation

of God's promise.

250s: 26:19-20. Paul's life after his call.

2513: 26:21-23. Paul's expectation of God's promise—the

basis of Jewish opposition.

2522: 26:24-29. Appeal to Agrippa's knowledge and

belief.

2492: 26:30-32. Agrippa's verdict at the conclusion of Paul's

defense.

In Section 2491 (26:-l-3) we have the beginning of

Paul's defense before Agrippa: "Then Paul, stretching
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out his hand, made his defense. ' Concerning all of which

I am being indicted by Jews, king Agrippa, I have

deemed myself happy to be about to make my defense

before you today, especially as you are an expert, versed

in all the customs as well as the questions of the Jews.

Wherefore, I am beseeching you to hear me patiently.' "

Paul begins his defense against the Jewish indict

ments by expressing his pleasure on being able to make

this defense before one who was well acquainted with

Jewish customs, questions, and laws. The rule of Roman

provincial governors was usually so brief that they were

unable to learn very much about the people that they

were supposed to govern. Agrippa, the last prince of the

Herodian line, had a life-time acquaintance with the

Jews, and was therefore considered an expert in all mat

ters concerning them. Hence Paul's introductory expres

sion of pleasure as he began his defense before Agrippa.

In Section 2501 of the structure (26:4-5) we have

Paul's life before his call, "My life, indeed, then, from

youth, which came to be from the beginning among my

nation, and in Jerusalem, all the Jews are acquainted

with, knowing me from the very first, should they be

willing to testify, that according to the strictest sect of

this ritual of ours, I live a Pharisee." Paul first calls

attention to the fact, as he also afterwards does in Philip-

pians 3:4-7, that, before his call, by birth, attainments,

and zeal for and fidelity to law, he ranked high among

his race. He submits his claim that the Jews, who were

well acquainted with him, could, if they would, testify to

this fact. But Paul's unimpeachable morality led to self-

righteousness and the rejection and hatred of Christ

which constituted him the chief of sinners (1 Tim.

1:13-15).

In Section 2511 (26:6-7) Paul makes known the

grounds upon which the Jewish indictment of himself

rests: "And now, being judged, I stand in expectation

of the promise made by God to our fathers, to which our
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twelve tribes, earnestly offering divine service night and

day, are expecting to attain. Concerning which expecta

tion I am being indicted by the Jews, 0 king!" The

Jewish expectation, based upon God's promises to their

fathers, was the coming of Messiah and the establishment

of His kingdom. Night and day for many past centuries

they had earnestly been offering divine sendee with a

view to the attainment of this expectation. And now

they indict Paul for proclaiming the Lord Jesus as the

fulfillment of their Messianic hopes! His offense was this

—he believed the Scriptures concerning Messiah, and

therefore received Him as such. His enemies also

claimed that they believed these same Scriptures, yet they

rejected Messiah, and became the bitter persecutors of

Paul, the great herald of Messiah and His kingdom. And

thus it has always been. Those who really believe God

and are intent upon searching out His own words, instead

of receiving the doctrines of the church, receive their

most bitter persecution, not from the unbelieving world,

but from their fellow saints, who, while claiming that

they also believe the Scriptures, are content to base their

faith upon doctrines formulated by the church fathers,

church councils, and well-known preachers and teachers

of the Word, instead of upon the Word itself.

In Section 2521 (26:8) we have Paul's appeal to

Agrippa's faith: What! Is it being judged unbelievable

by you, if God is rousing the dead?" To Paul's Jewish

opponents it seemed unbelievable that the Jesus Whom

they had crucified and buried had been roused from the

dead, and was indeed their long-promised Messiah. And

yet their own Scriptures foretold the death, burial, and

resurrection of Messiah. In view of the teachings of the

Hebrew Scriptures, that God does rouse the dead, Paul

now asks King Agrippa if he judges the teachings of a

resurrected Messiah unbelievable.

In Section 2502 (26:9-12) we again have Paul's life

before his call: "J, indeed, then, suppose myself bound
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to commit much contrary to the name of Jesus the Naz-

arene, which I do also in Jerusalem. And many of the

saints besides, I lock up in jails, obtaining authority

from the chief priests. Besides I deposit a ballot to

despatch them. And at all the synagogues, often punish

ing them, I compelled them to blaspheme. Besides, being

exceedingly maddened against them, I pursued them as

far as the outside cities also. Among which, going to

Damascus with the authority and permission of the chief

priests, . . ." Paul reveals in detail his intensely bitter

persecution of the believers in Messiah ere he himself

was called by His grace, and became the recipient of His

mercy. Truly Paul at that time was "a calumniator and

a persecutor and an outrager: but was shown mercy".

But he did it "ignorantly, in unbelief" {1 Tim. 1:13).

And at that time he had "a zeal for God" (Acts 22: 3).

He had a "good conscience" (Acts 23:1). His life was

'/blameless" (Phil. 3:6). He thought he was serving

God in his mad endeavor to overthrow the cause of

Christ. A terrible mistake, you say? True? But what

was at the root of the mistaken course of Saul of Tarsus?

The same deception that has ensnared apostate Christen

dom of today—the conviction that the acceptance of the

traditions of the fathers is synonymous with believing

God. And so the Word of God is made void through the

traditions of the fathers. And those who reject these

traditions as they try to recover God's original revela

tion of truth, are branded as heretics and rejectors of

God's Word.

In Section 2512 (26:13-18) we have Paul's call as the

basis of his expectation of God's promise. This may be

further expanded as follows:

2531: 26:13. The light from heaven.

254: 26:14-15. The Lord's call and Paul's answer.

2532: 26:16-18. Paul commissioned to turn Israel and the

nations to the light.

First we have the light from heaven: " At midday, on
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the road, I perceived, 0 king, a light from heaven, above

the brightness of the sun, shining about me and those

going together with me" (Acts 26:13). The light that

flashed upon Saul and his fellow-travelers from the Lord

in glory eclipsed even the intense brightness of the mid

day Syrian sun. It typified the resplendent glory of

the celestial grace of which Paul was to be the recipient

and the dispenser.

Then we have the Lord's call and Paul's answer:

" And, all of us falling down to the earth, I hear a voice

saying to me in the Hebrew vernacular, 'Saul! Saul!

Why are you persecuting Me ? It is hard for you to be

kicking against the goads!' Now / said, 'Who art Thou,

Lord?' Now the Lord said, 'I am Jesus, "Whom'you are

persecuting'" (26:14, 15). When the celestial glory,

above the brightness of the midday sun, enveloped Saul

and his retinue, all fell prostrate to the ground, but later

his companions stood up even as Saul afterwards was

told to do. (Compare verse 16 with Acts 9: 7.) In this

gracious call, Saul the persecutor, is asked to explain

why he is persecuting the Lord of glory. He is informed

that in such persecution he is simply kicking against the

goads, that is, he is injuring himself rather than the Lord

of glory against Whom his enmity is directed. When

Saul asks the identity of the One Who was appearing to

him in celestial glory, and acknowledges His as Lord, He

identifies Himself as the once lowly and dispised Jesus

Who had been the object of Saul's bitter hatred and per

secution. What an exhibition of the grace glorious! The

Lord of glory pleading with the arch rebel of mankind,

and granting him mercy and grace instead of the judg

ment and condemnation that he so richly deserved!

Then follows Paul's commission to Israel and to the

nations (Acts 26:16-18) : "But rise and stand on your

feet, for I was seen by you for this, to select you for a

deputy and a witness of what you perceived as well as

that in which I will be seen by you, extricating you from
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the people and from the nations, to whom I am commis

sioning you, to open their eyes to turn them about from

darkness to light and from the authority of Satan to

God, for them to get a pardon of sins and an allotment

among those who have been hallowed by faith that is in

Me." Saul, having acknowledged Christ as his Lord, is

told to arise, and is informed that the glorified Lord had

appeared to him in order to appoint him as His deputy

and witness. Saul's call reveals the conquest of grace,

for Saul felt no need of salvation, and did not seek the

Lord or His service. On the contrary he hated the Lord

and His saints, and was their bitterest opponent and

persecutor. And yet when the Lord, in sovereign grace,

determined to select Saul as His deputy and witness, all

Saul's bitter hatred and opposition melted away and dis

appeared before the Lord's glorious, winsome, and con

quering grace. Now Saul is told of the nature of his tes

timony for the Lord. It was to be unlike the testimony

of the twelve apostles, for they were to testify of the

Lord's earthly life and His resurrection (Acts 1: 21-22).

Saul was to testify of what he had perceived, i. e., his

theme was to be the glorified Lord. Not only so, but his

testimony was to be progressive, including also that in

which the Lord would be seen by Saul, i. e., there were

to be future visions and further revelations of truth.

The Lord's celestial glory was to be revealed progres

sively "from glory to glory" as Israel's apostasy in

creased (2 Cor. 3:18). At this time the people of Israel

and the nations were in the dense darkness of unbelief;

they were subject to the authority of Satan; they were

the slaves of sin. By grace Saul of Tarsus is lifted out

of this darkness of unbelief, and is commissioned to open

the nations' eyes and turn them to the light, and to the

acknowledgment of God's authority, in order to receive

the pardon of sins, and faith's allotment among His

saints. This remarkable call, while on the Damascus

road, together with the grace glorious revealed therein
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and the commission received by him, is now presented to

Agrippa, by Saul of Tarsus, as the basis of his expecta

tion of God's promise to the fathers.

In Section 2503 of the structure (26:19-20) we have

Paul's life after his call: "Whence, king Agrippa, I did

not become stubborn as to the heavenly apparition, but

first to those in Damascus, besides in Jerusalem also, as

well as the entire province of Judea, and to the nations,.

I reported that they are to be repenting and turning

back to God, engaging in acts worthy of repentance."

Paul now tells Agrippa of his immediate obedience to the

celestial vision as manifested by his calling upon Damas

cus, Jerusalem, Judea, and the nations to repent and to

bring forth fruits worthy of repentance. While repent

ance is not mentioned in Saul's commission, the pardon

of sins is included, and these two are always associated

(verse 18). This is in close harmony with the commis

sion for mankind (Luke 24:47). As Luke's account is

the opening and Acts the concluding of Luke's two king

dom treatises to Theophilus we can see why the fulfill

ment of this commission to mankind is given such prom

inence in the latter kingdom treatise. At Pisidian Anti-

och Saul first proclaimed pardon of sins to the nations,

but he combined it with an embryonic justification by

faith, which, when fully revealed, he designated as "my

evangel" (see Acts 13: 38, 39; Rom. 2:16).

In Section 2513 of the structure (26:21-23) we have

Paul's expectation of God's promise given as the basis

of Jewish opposition: "On this account the Jews, appre

hending me in the sanctuary attempted to lay hands on

me. Happening then, on assistance from God, I have

stood until this day, witnessing to small as well as to

great, saying nothing outside of what the prophets as

well as Moses speak of future occurrences—if it be the

suffering Christ—if He, the first of a resurrection from

among the dead, is about to be announcing light to the

people as well as to the nations." The religious Jews
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apprehended and attempted to kill Paul because he

believed God's promise! How typical of the present day,

in which religious fundamentalists, as well as modernists,

persecute the saints who search the Scriptures with a

view to ascertaining and believing all that God has

spoken, regardless of how many theological dogmas have

to be cast aside! Paul informs Agrippa that, after God

had rescued him from this infuriated mob of religionists,

he confined his testimony to those things which Moses

and the prophets foretold of the sufferings of Christ, His

resurrection, and the announcing of light to Israel and

the nations through Him. He did not claim that before

his last visit to Jerusalem he had never disclosed any

thing outside the scope of Moses and the prophets, for

his preaching to the nations, and his writings to the gen

tile ecclesias, would have belied this statement. To Paul

had been revealed truth for the gentiles which was inde

pendent of the truth made known to Israel. But after his

apprehension by the religious Jews of Jerusalem, his

time and testimony were confined to and concerned with

the closing aspects of his kingdom ministry. This ex

plains why, during these years of imprisonment "on

account of the expectation of Israel", no epistles were

written by him, and no further secrets made known for

the nations until the kingdom was definitely set aside.

In Section 2522 of the structure (26:24-29) Paul

appeals to Agrippa's knowledge and belief. This may be

further expanded as follows:

2551: 26:24. Festus addresses Paul: Derision.

2561: 26:25. Paul answers Festus.

2571: 26:26. Paul appeals to Agrippa's knowledge.

2572: 26:27. Paul appeals to Agrippa's belief.

2552: 26:28. Agrippa addresses Paul: Sarcasm.

2562: 26:29. Paul answers Agrippa.

First Festus addresses Paul in derision: "Now, as he

is making this defense, Festus is averring with a loud

voice, ' You are mad, Paul! Much scripture is deranging

you to madness!9 " (verse 24). Festus did not ridicule
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the thought of " light" coming to Israel and to the

nations as the result of human achievement, learning or

study. His derision was caused by the thought that

" light" could come from " Scripture" or divine revela

tion. He was but one of the great family of unbelievers.

In verse 25 we have Paul's answer: "Yet Paul is

averring, 'I am not mad, most mighty Festus, but I am

declaiming declarations of truth and sanity.' " How

strange that God's wisdom should to the unbeliever

appear as "stupidity"! (1 Cor. 1:18-25).

In verse 26 Paul appeals to Agrippa's knowledge:

"For the king is an adept concerning these things, to

whom I am speaking bodly also, for I am persuaded that

none of these things is eluding him, for this has not been

committed in a corner." Because of the widespread dis

semination of the facts concerning Christ's life, death,

burial, and resurrection, Paul now appeals to Agrippa's

knowledge of these things for confirmation of his testi

mony concerning Him. In Christendom, today, unbeliev

ers are not such because of a lack of knowledge of the

main facts of the evangel. Unbelievers, like Agrippa,

are stubborn despite their knowledge of these facts.

In verse 27 Paul appeals to Agrippa's belief: "King

Agrippa, are you believing the prophets ? I am aware

that you are believing!'' King Agrippa did believe the

prophets. Therefore, contrary to Festus' derisive excla

mation, a belief in a divine revelation did not constitute

"madness". But king Agrippa did not believe "all

which the prophets speak" (Luke 24:25). And so he

refused to receive the Lord Jesus as the fulfillment of the

types, promises, and prophecies of the Hebrew Scrip

tures concerning Messiah. What a great company of

saints in the present day believe God's Word, but do not

believe all that God has spoken! And so His divine revel

ation is replaced by the teaching of the apostate church

and church fathers.

In verse 28 Agrippa addresses Paul in sarcasm: "Yet
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Agrippa to Paul: 'Briefly are you persuading me, to

make a Christian!' " The term "Christian" was at that

time a term of reproach and scorn. Agrippa did not say,

as the King James Version suggests, that Paul had "al

most persuaded" him to be a Christian. On the contrary,

he sarcastically asks Paul whether, just because he be

lieves the prophets, he expects him, with such a brief

presentation, to believe the evangel of Christ also.

In verse 29 Paul answers Agrippa: "Yet Paul, 'May

I ever wish to God, even briefly and greatly, not only

you, but also all who are hearing me today, to become a

kind such as even I am, with the exception of these

bonds!' " Paul ends his testimony in Judea by rising

above the derision of Festus and the sarcasm of Agrippa

as becomes a saint of Christ Jesus. He makes known his

wish that, whether concisely or fully presented, all that

are in his presence might receive the evangel, and become

followers of the Lord Jesus Christ. With the exception

of his bonds, he would have them be like him, that they

also might be the recipients of Christ's grace and glory.

In Section 2492 of the structure (26: 30-32) we have

Agrippa's verdict at the conclusion of Paul's defense:

"And the king stood up, and the governor, besides Ber-

nice and those sitting with them. And, retiring, they

talked with one another, saying that, 'This man is not

committing anything deserving death or bonds.' Now

Agrippa averred to Festus, 'This man could have been

released if he had not appealed to Caesar.' " The con

sensus of opinion among all that heard Paul that day

was that he was not deserving of death or imprisonment.

King Agrippa's verdict to Festus was that Paul could

have been released if he had not appealed to Caesar. But

if he had not appealed he probably would have been

slain by the Jewish assassins. Paul was vindicated, and,

best of all, God was by means of Paul's appeal fulfilling

His purpose that he should "testify in Rome also".

H. W. Martin



THE KEPHILIM

The early history of our race possesses a strange fascina

tion for all of Adam's descendents. Most nations have a

mythology, consisting chiefly of heroes of immense

stature who perform great exploits. This is especially

true of the Greek myths, and probably accounts for the

fact that the translators of the Hebrew Scriptures into

Greek, in the third century before Christ, introduced

gigawtes, or giants, into the story (Gen. 6:4(5)). In a

single verse they translate two different words giants,

when neither of them has that -signification. The Author

ized Version has followed them in one case. The Eevised

version changes this to "Nephilim". These are the most

interesting characters in the drama of primitive human-

ity.

The eighth volume of Unsearchable Riches con

tained a series on this subject which was never com

pleted. Many have written, asking that the theme be

resumed, and the difficulties which it created be dis

solved. As we had in mind a thorough investigation of

the Hebrew text, it was deemed best to wait until this

was finished. As a result, almost all of the earlier studies

have been confirmed, but the later instalments, dealing

specifically with the Nephilim and the Bephaim have

been found untenable.

Some of the difficulties which were submitted for

solution were as follows: As the Nephilim were not

exterminated by the deluge how can Genesis 7: 21-23 be

true ? There we are told that all flesh that moved on the

earth died, all in whose nostrils was the breath of life

died, and everything that rises was wiped out. The only
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exception was Noah and those with him in the ark. As

the " Nephilim" certainly were flesh, and moved on the

earth and had breath, it is impossible that they should

have survived the deluge. Besides, they were supposed

to be incurably wicked, and the flood was sent for the

very purpose of removing the evil from the earth. A

careful review of the argument in favor of the preserva

tion of the Nephilim through the deluge showed that it

was based on inferences, not on direct statements. In

such a case there is no choice. We must believe God,

and revise our deductions to conform to His declarations.

We cannot change His word.

Another very grave objection arises in connection

with the present day attack upon Genesis by evolution

ists. They claim that there is no impassable gulf between

species, but that all creatures evolved from the same

aboriginal form. Genesis* definitely states that God cre

ated distinct species. And so it is today. While there is

vast variety within species, no new species have arisen,

and it is impossible to breed one that will propagiate

itself, even from closely allied species. It is therefore

utterly contrary to-God's arrangements to have mankind

mix with creatures that are not human. Humanity

springs from Adam. The very word in Hebrew is adam.

A very explicit statement, with an.explanation, is needed

if a new species of beings sprang from a mixture of men

and messengers. If not a miracle, it would be contrary to

the first of Genesis.

During the last three generations there has been a

determined effort on the part of pseudo-scientists to

destroy the teaching of God's word that the propagation

of living forms on the earth is always "for its species".

No actual examples have ever been found of any inter

mediate species, either as fossils or alive. After a genera

tion or so, hybrids cannot reproduce. This is true of

animals which resemble each other very closely. We

should certainly be most thankful to God that He has
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made this provision. Otherwise the earth would be in

fested with the most grotesque, the most hideous, the
most terrible creatures that it is possible to imagine.

It is of the utmost consequence that we should stand

firm on these great laws of the Creator, and not inter

pret any of God's Word contrary to His own decrees. If

it is possible to originate a new species by combining the

genus Homo with celestial visitants, or pre-Adamites,

who differ from him much more than the animals differ

from one another, then the myth of evolution may have a

basis of truth. We are opening the door to speculations

which seem to give Scripture warrant for the origination

of new species apart from God's creative hand. Even if

true, it should not be held without the most drastic inves

tigation, for its tendency is to confirm evolution and set

with or without the previous presentation.

As very few of our readers have access to the eighth

volume of the magazine, we will briefly summarize and

revise what was then given, so that the present exposi

tion will be complete in itself, and may be understood

withor without the previous presentation.

Any teaching concerning the Nephilim is closely

bound up with the interpretation of the first few verses

of the sixth chapter of Genesis. A careful examination

of the facts of the original must precede a true interpre

tation. Moreover, there must be a close cleaving to the

context. This is not an isolated monograph, but has its

proper place in that primitive revelation.

A correct commentary on the sixth chapter of Genesis

will be in accord with its context. The first eight verses

belong to the same subject as the fifth chapter, which

deals with The Posterity of Adam. It is carried on until

Noah, with whom a fresh beginning is made, seeing that

all except his family are destroyed in the deluge. The

first section of "The Book of the Generations of Adam"

(Gen. 5 and 6:1-8) deals with Adam's sons, the second

with his daughters. One gives the succession genealog-
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ically and chronologically, through the male line. The

other deals with his female offspring and their progeny.

This is the key to the passage (Gen. 6:1-8). It concerns

the daughters of Adam. Much space was given to Adam's

sons, Cain and Abel and Seth. Now a few words are said

concerning his daughters. This is concealed in our ver

sions by translating the singular, "the man," by the

plur.al men. At times this is justified by English idiom,

but here we are still dealing with Adam, the head of the

race.

Attempts have been made to confine this passage to

Adam, the man, on the ground that the Hebrew has the

article. It is true that, in every passage preceding this,

"the man" refers to Adam personally. Hence there is

nothing out of the way in referring it to him here. But

this conclusion cannot be based on the presence of the

article, for all of the occurrences without the article

(Gen. 1: 26; 4: 25; 5:1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) also speak of Adam.

Moreover, the next occurrence with the article (7:21,

"and every the man") cannot refer to Adam. We will

do well to avoid all inferences along this line. They can

not be conclusive. The article does not decide the individ

ual to whom the word refers.

The key to the subject of the Nephilim lies in the

meaning of the name. For many years I could not see

that any other derivation was possible except nphl, fall.

But, since I have analyzed all of the Hebrew word fam

ilies, and recognize more and more the passive force of

the letter n, I have come to admit the possibility of

deriving it from phi, passive of distinguish. This has

proven so satisfactory that no doubt lingers in my mind

that this is the true signification of nphilim, disting

uished. The passive is inherent in the English word, so

need not be expressed.

In Hebrew roots containing servile letters, which are

used in the variations of grammar as well as the forma

tion of roots, some of the forms may be spelled the same
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as words derived from a shorter root. So here hphl may

be the passive form of phi. The matter must be tested

by the resultant translation. In Genesis 6:4 the root

distinguish is far preferable to fall.

It is necessary to fix the correct derivation of nphlim.

It is now spelled with an extra i in Hebrew texts,

nphilim, but Kennicott's collation shows that most of the

old Hebrew manuscripts, especially the Samaritan, leave

out the i. In Genesis 6:4 only about a dozen out of

nearly four hundred manuscripts have the extra i. In

Numbers 13: 33 Kennicott inserts the i in the first case,

though the Samaritan omits it. Fifteen manuscripts also

omit it. In the second case he leaves it out, and notes

about twenty-six manuscripts which have it. This seems

sufficient evidence to show that nphlim is the plural par

ticiple, is. either from nphl, fall, or a passive form of

phle, distinguish.

Perhaps no better way to prove that phle means dis

tinguished can be followed than to give the Authorized

Version renderings. This will, at the same time, expose

the bewildering variety of that version, and the need of

a-concordant translation. Note that the underlying

thought common to every occurrence is distinguish.

Anyone who is separated, wonderfully made, severed, set

apart, on whom the Lord put a difference, is necessarily

distinguished. This term fits into each context. This

is further confirmed by the other forms which use these

two letters in their root. Thus phla means marvelous,

phll is mediate, and nphl, fall. That which is marvelous

must be distinguished, and a mediator is distinguished

from both sides. Following are the references of phle:

phle, distinguish, as in Authorized Version

Ex. 8:22 (18) and 7 will sever in that day

9: 4 and the Lord shall sever between

11: 7 the Lord doth put a difference between

33:16 so shall we te separated, I and thy

Psa. 4:3 (4) and the Lord hath set apart him
139:14 I am fearfully and wonderfully made
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In no case does distinguish imply physical size. The

Israelites were not distinguished from the Egyptians by

their stature, but by the judgments of God and the death

of the firstborn (Ex. 11:7). The same applies to the

land of Goshen. It was not severed, but distinguished

(Ex. 8:22), as were the cattle of the Israelites (Ex.

9:4). In Psalm 4:4 Jehovah distinguishes the kindly

for Himself. The npMim, to use the preferred form,

were those who were distinguished above their fellows.

As stated later on, they were "mortals with a name"

(Gen. 6:4).

There was a saying in the days of Moses which was

known even among the tribes of Israel. Men asked,

"Who can stand before the sons of-Anak?" (Deut. 9:2).

These dwelt in Hebron, which was first known by the

name of Anak's father, Arba. When the. land was

allotted, Hebron was given to Caleb. Thirty-eight years

before, he and Joshua alone, of the twelve spies!, had

faith to enter the land. Hence Caleb was sent to drive

out the sons of Anak, Sheshai, and Ahiman, and Talmai,

for they were distinguished above all men for their valor

in battle. On this account they and their forebears were

called "nephilim".

Because these men were mighty in battle, it was in

ferred that they were giants. But this is in the context,

not in the word. Those in the sixth of Genesis may not

have been distinguished in the same way, or for the same

reason, as the sons of Anak.

The fatal objection to making the Nephilim, the

fallen, lies in the fact that it is applied to the sons of

Anak, who, at that time, were by no means fallen (Num.

13:33).. The spies saw the nephilim, the sons of Anak,

and were fearfully afraid of them because they could not

visualize them as fallen at all! But this would not be

sufficient ground to settle the significance. That which

does definitely decide the point is the fact that these men

were distinguished above all others of that day for their
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prowess in war. Even Israel had heard the saying,

"Who can stand by before the sons of Anak?" (Deut.

9:2). This proverb satisfactorily settles the sense of

the name nepMlim.

In the sixth of Genesis, the only other occurrence of

the word, there is not sufficient in the context to deter

mine its meaning, especially as the whole passage is some

what unsettled. So the wise way is to go to its other

occurrences and bring back to the first the evidence there

foujid. Some may infer that, since the Anakim were

giants, and were distinguished for their valor, the trans

lation giants is warranted. But this is true only in a

figurative sense. The usage of the verb does not, by any

means limit the distinction to physical stature. In fact,

it never refers to that. Sever, put a difference, be separ

ated, set apart, and wonderfully made, never suggest

giants. It is a mistake often made by students and lexi

cographers, but it is not logical to reason from the partic

ular to the general. Men may be distinguished in many

ways.

We are now ready to consider the context, so we pre

sent a tentative concordant rendering of Genesis 6:1-4:

And it is coming to pass that Adam starts to increase on

the face of the ground, and daughters were horn to them. 2And

sons of God are seeing the daughters of Adam that they are
good. And they are taking wives of all whom they choose.

8And Jehovah is saying, "My spirit shall not abide in Adam

for the eon. He is in their error, and his days shall be a

hundred and twenty years."

4And the distinguished were in the earth in those days.

And, moreover, afterward those who are sons of God are com

ing to the daughters of Adam and they bore for them. They

are the mighty ones who are from the eon, mortals with a

name.

Every passage of Scripture should be interpreted in

accord with the book in which it is found, and the special

division of the book in which it occurs. Thus, "Genesis"

deals with beginnings. After the introduction (1:1—

2:4) there are eleven "generations", or posterities. Tie
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first is "The Generations of the Heavens and the Earth"

(Gen. 2:4). The second is "The Book of the Genera

tions of Adam" (Gen. 5:1). The third is "The Genera

tions of Noah" (Gen. 6:9). All from the first verse

of the fifth chapter to the ninth verse of the sixth chap

ter deals with Adam's posterity. The fifth chapter treats

of the male line, with the slight statement that he is

begetting sons and daughters (Gen. 5:4). The first four

verses of the sixth chapter are concerned with Adam's

daughters and his posterity through them.

There is not much sense to the reading of our Author-

izer Version because the translators tore it out of its con

text by their renderings. If "men began to multiply"

there is little point in adding that'' daughters were born

unto them", for there is no other way in which they

could multiply. But, having treated of Adam's sons, it is

quite in keeping to have a few words regarding his

daughters and the men they married. We must.remem

ber that, even though Adam had sinned, he was still head

of the race. His was the "first family", and his daugh

ters had a social position and a physical heritage better

than any others. Hence they were sought by men of

distinction, mortals of renown, the nepMUm. In those

days sin had not sapped the vitality of the race as in

later eras. Men made a name for themselves the fame of

which has persisted in myths and legends in all lands.

These great men chose Adam's daughters for their wives.

By the insertion of the word "became" (Gen. 6:4)

the impression is given that the offspring of Adam's

daughters were the "mighty men which were of old, men

of renown". This probably suggested the idea that their

greatness was due to a superhuman parentage, and led

to the invention of the celestial origin of their fathers.

But there is nothing said of the progeny of Adam's

daughters. It all concerns their husbands. They were

distinguished, sons of God, mighty ones who are from the

eon, mortals with a name. All of these titles are in appo-
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sition. They refer to the same persons. This greatly

simplifies an inquiry into their character.

We may be sure that Adam's daughters were mortal.

The men they married were also mortals, involved in the

sin of Adam, hence members of the human race. In fact,

they are the first ones who are called anuslvim, mortals,

though later on, the term seems to be applied, in the

plural, merely to men, as such, without reference to their

dying- state. But this need not be debated, for no one

doubts that they are dead.

One of the striking confirmations of the first of Gen

esis is contained in the creation of great monsters (Gen.

1:21), such as no longer live on the earth today, but

whose skeletons have been found preserved in the ground.

So the sixth chapter provides a notable point of contact

with the surviving myths of antiquity, which are filled

with the shadowy forms of mighty men whose exploits

kept their names alive for many a day, and whose powers

have never been equalled in latr history. These men

lived at the beginning of our race, and by virtue of their

superiority, they chose for themselves mates from the

first family on earth. They wedded the daughters of

Adam.

None of the names given to these nephilim suggest

that they were spirit beings except the phrase "sons of

God". That this is far from conclusive is evident from

the fact that Adam is called a son of God (Luke 3: 38)

and he certainly was not a spirit being. Sonship is used

quite as freely of mankind as of messengers. Now all

believers are sons of God in measure as they conduct

themselves like God. The special title used of the neph

ilim, is EloMm, Disposer, Arbiter. It suggests that these

mighty men acted as arbiters among their fellows and

disposed of their inferiors as i£ they were in the place of

deity. This accords with their mastery and the fame

accorded them by their fellows.

The name of God (Elohim) has a usage in Hebrew
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which hardly finds a parallel in English. Nineveh, we

read, was a city "great to God". Even in Greek we find

this idiom, for Moses was "handsome to God" (Acts

7: 20). The mountain of Bashan is called a "mountain

of God". In Psalm 65:10 we read of a "rillet of God".

The phrase "man of God" is used of a celestial messen

ger by Manoah's wife (Jud. 13: 3, 6). It is also applied

to a prophet who spoke to Eli concerning Samuel (1 Sam.

2:27). Moses and David are each called a "man of

God" (Deut. 33:1; 2 Chron. 8:14).

Israel was called God's son in Hosea's prophecy (11:

1, 9). Moses was told to say to Pharaoh, "Israel is My

son, My firstborn". To them Moses said, "You are the

sons of Jehovah, your God" (Deut. 14:1). Anyone who

exercises the prerogatives of deity may be called a son of

God. In the earliest days of the race, before human gov

ernment had been instituted after the deluge, those who

were distinguished above their fellows, who possessed a

special measure of might, and whose fame gave power to

their name, would naturally lord it over their inferiors

and arrogate to themselves the prerogatives which belong

to God. He is the absolute Arbiter. In their way they

were like Him, hence His sons.

There is no choice between human and superhuman

beings in the sixth chapter of Genesis. The great law has

been laid down that all life must be propagated within

the limits of its species. Each kind of creature needed a

special creation "for its species". Some of these species

are so nearly akin that they can mingle and produce a

temporary hybrid. But no new species has ever been

evolved. There is not a single species in the world today

or in fossil form, which was derived from any other

species. God has put insurmountable barriers.between

them. •

The difference between a bird and a beast is not

nearly so great as that between creatures celestial and

terrestrial. Flyers and fishes are closer akin than the
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denizens of the heavens and the earth. The four kinds of

flesh on the earth, men, beasts, flyera, and fishes are

related in many ways, and in close contact, yet they do

not mingle. How much less likely that creatures from

another sphere should mix with humanity!

Such an occurrence would not be passed over casu

ally, as in the sixth chapter of Genesis.. It would call,

not only for comment, but for condemnation and judg

ment. In the following verses, which speak of human

depravity, no mention is made of this as a transgression.

Indeed, there is no indication of evil connected with

these nepMlim, more than with the rest of mankind.

Adam is singled out, but they are not denounced.

The question has been asked, "What was there to

hinder Cain from marrying one of the Nephilim

women?" To begin with, we never read of Nephilim

women. The sons of Anak and the sons of Elohim were

not women. Even if there was a '' pre-Adamite race"

(of which there is not a single definite trace), they would

not be human, or bisexual, for Adam was not himself, at

first. Some of the standard works on earth's earliest

ages are compounded largely of inferences and a lawless

imagination. The term nephilim has been made a mere

peg on which to hang mysterious suppositions. It gives

no hint of a pre-Adamite race.

Let us firmly grasp this fact: There we no humcm

beings apart from Adam. Adam means "human". The

term is never literally applied to creatures above or

below him. The race of mankind had its beginning in

Adam. The animals below him are very much like him,

but no race has ever come from the union of the two.

That is impossible. Neither has any race come from

combining human and celestial creatures. The chasm

between these two is necessarily far greater.

Even if we admit a pre-Adamite race, they could not

be human. All of the teaching of God's Word concerning

Adam would be discredited. Then God did not make
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every nation out of one (Acts 17: 26). All are not dying

in Adam. Eve was not the mother of all living. The

injection of a different strain into the race is destructive

of every argument concerning its sin and its redemption.

All this havoc is wrought without the slightest trace of

actual evidence, either in nature or revelation.

There are a few loose translations in the Authorized

Version which seem to give license to such speculations.

One is the word "replenish" (Gen. 1:28). It is the

common Hebrew term for fill, as in 6:13, "the earth is

filled with violence". It never implies that the filling is

a refilling of that which had been full before. It is sel

dom translated replenish, which is just another example

of the pernicious rule of our translators which made

them use a variety of terms in order not to slight any

deserving English word. Adam is not exhorted to

replace another race on the earth, but to fill it with his

own.

In seeking added light upon this theme, and to obtain

confirmation for the conclusion that the sons of God were

spirit beings, it is usual to appeal to several passages in

Peter's epistles and in Jude. We read that our Lord,

after He had been made alive, went to the spirits in the

jail, and proclaims to those stubborn at one time, when

the patience of God waited in the days of Noah, while

the ark was being constructed (1 Pet. 3:20). Now the

passage in Genesis six has nothing to say concerning the

days of Noah. It concerns the days of Adam. Noah was

not born until Adam had been dead for many, many

years. He probably did not construct the ark until after

the birth of Shem, Ham, and Japheth, more than five

hundred years later. The passage in first Peter is dated

at least seven hundred years too late.

The passage in second Peter is not dated (2 Pet.

2:4). There we read that God spared not sinning mes

sengers, but thrust them into the gloomy caverns of Tar

tarus, to be kept for chastening judgment. In Genesis
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there is not the slightest intimation that "the sons of

God" were so summarily judged. Indeed, the whole

tenor of the passage is quite the contrary. If, as some

suppose, these are identical with the imprisoned spirits

of Peter's first epistle, then they certainly have no con

nection with the nepMlim.

Jude, speaking of the messengers who kept not their

own sovereignty, but left their habitation, tells us that

God has kept them in imperceptible bonds under gloom

for the judgment of the great day (Jude 6). But he does

not connect their sin with the antediluvians. Besides

this, Enoch, who lived during the latter part of Adam's

life, is quoted by Jude (14), but he says nothing of the

judgment of superhuman beings.

We conclude, therefore, that the term nepMlim

refers to those in the days of Adam who were dis

tinguished above the rest of the race, and who chose the

daughters of Adam for their wives. It is also used of the

sons of Anak, who were distinguished in their day as

the most valorous of mankind. It is not the name of a

race, or of a tribe, but a descriptive term applicable to

anyone whose name or fame sets him above his fellows.

A. E. K.



A PERSONAL NOTE

Dear Friends in Christ:

As will be seen in the account of A. E. Knoch's trip,

my wife and I are carrying on the work here at the

home office to the best of our ability during his absence.

Orders and letters will receive prompt attention, and

questions will be answered as before, by someone who is

competent to answer them.

I earnestly solicit your prayers, that the work may

be carried on in the will of God, and to His glory and

honor, and that I may be able to carry on as before,

during the Editor's absence.

I have received personal letters from my father since

his arrival in England, after a safe and pleasant voyage,

and a further account of his trip will appear in the

next issue.

With sincere and cordial good wishes, I remain,

Yours in His service,

Ernest Oliver Knoch,

Office Manager.
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BEING THE FIFTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-TWO

EDITORIAL

AN APPEAL

to all who hate falsehood and deception in

religious controversy, and especially the

Southern Baptists, who have unwittingly '

become a party to a malicious slander

directed against the Concordant Version.

Dr. A. T. Robertson, the famous Greek scholar, says

that the Concordant Version is propaganda for Russell-

ism. This is absolutely and unequivocally false. His

statement is being given widespread publicity. Many

have been deceived and are being deluded by his word

because they have unlimited confidence in his honesty.

I do not blame them. A man in his position ought to be

worthy of trust. We intend to present unimpeachable

evidence that his assertion is absolutely unfounded in

fact. We show that the opposite is the truth. It has been

said that the leaders of Russellism fear no one so much

as us, because no others have been able to draw so many

of their members away from their philosophy. They

warn against us continually, and have published much

literature against us.

Dr. Robertson has the ear of the religious world. He

commands enormous publicity. But we are poor. We

have no means of correcting these malicious slanders.

We will not resort to legal redress. We appeal to you.

Will you stand by and allow anyone to be mistreated in
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this way? God forgive the man who will idly look on

while his worst enemy is done an injury! Help us

to right this wrong. Editors, let us have your comment.

Publish a statement which will clear your skirts if you

have had a hand in this serious offense. Pastors, let your

congregations know the facts. Correct the falsehood in

your bulletin. Everyone, enemy or friend, let it be

known that this accusation against us is utterly false.

I do not ask you to accept or believe my teaching at

this time. This is not a question of doctrine or of scholar

ship, but of morals. Even if I am utterly astray in my

expositions, and Dr. Robertson absolutely correct, that

would not justify his conduct. The truth should not be

supported by a lie. Let everyone who is in sympathy

with Dr. Robertson's teachings repudiate his action.

Error travels much faster than truth. It will be difficult

to overtake this falsehood and correct it unless we get

the cooperation of all, even those who are not in sym

pathy with our teaching. Let us, once for all, record our

abhorrence of such methods in religious controversy.

Will you help? Speak! Write! Print! We have com

mitted our cause to God, and pray Him to move His

people to express their disapproval of such acts, which

are a blot upon the escutcheon of Christianity.

In our next issue we will publish a more detailed

account of this matter, together with statements made

by former leaders of the "Russellite" movement, which

will serve as positive proof that we have no connection

with them.

Truth is not afraid of error. Mark the difference be

tween our methods and those who warn against us. If

we are wrong, they should easily be able to convince

their followers of our mistakes, and so fortify them

against it that they will not be in any danger. Do they

do this? Do they make known what we teach and let

their disciples decide which is right ? By no means. They
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are so afraid of the power of our supposed errors that

they warn them not even to consider what we say. Allow

no one to exercise such dominion over your faith. The

advice of one who is older and more experienced has its

place, but when religious leaders find it necessary to

fence off their flock to keep it from straying we infer

that there are greener pastures than they offer them,

and that they themselves lack confidence in their own

findings. If our presentations were merely inferential,

the result of our own mental exercise, and unsustained

by clear evidence in God's holy Word, then they might

well be ignored or shunned. But we ask only that the

facts of the original be considered and presented to the

people of God.

The reply to Dr. Ironside's article on "The Eeal

Truth Regarding Hell" in The Sunday School Times is

a good illustration of the difference between our position

and that of leading evangelicals. Before publishing our

reply we submitted it to them, hoping that they would

recognize the facts and make them known. I still hope to

lay this upon their consciences, for I do not question their

earnest desire to be faithful to God's revelation. The

one fact which I presented to them, and which they may

verify for themselves is that the human spirit is never

associated with sheol or hades, the imperceptible, or "un

seen", which is the main "hell" of the Bible. It is the

soul which returns to the unseen. I hoped that they

would either produce a passage to show that I am in

error, or that they would acknowledge its truth and

share it with those who place implicit faith in their

teaching. I am thankful that no one believes me, though

constant contact with the ancient texts is surely the best

qualification for confidence. I ask only that men believe

the evidence which I furnish. I ask them to furnish me

with the texts which place the spirits of the dead in

sheol or hades and I will spread this evidence before my

readers, if they will give the facts to their friends.
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The matter is really a very important one, not merely

because of the truth involved, but the principle which is

at stake. How can we, as Protestants, accept the author

ity of individual men and object to Eome, which is sub

ject to the dictates of the church? We point a Eomanist

to the Scriptures, and marvel that he does not prefer

them. Yet how much greater is the marvel when men,

who proclaim their allegiance to God's Word alone, who

stand firm against the unbelief which is rampant in the

church, make a statement which is utterly without foun

dation in the Scriptures, and then expect their followers

to accept it without question. When pressed to give the

facts, what is their answer? Evidence from God's Word?

No! It is that their teaching is in accord with the evan

gelical doctrines of the day. Their appeal is to men and

not to God. It is to popular error, not to His Word.

They refuse the facts and cling to fables. They seek to

justify themselves by the excuse that my teaching is not

in accord with that which they esteem to be the best,

whatever may be the facts of inspiration.

The naive notion, which all seem to entertain to some

degree, that the great body, or large masses, of the

church must be right, and the handful of heretics must

be wrong, is utterly false. Dissenters are usually driven

to disagree by the light they have received through

learning from the living Word of God. Majorities are

mostly wrong. Minorities are far more apt to be right.

It is not at all convincing to tell me that I disagree with

"evangelical" teaching. I might quibble and claim to be

truly evangelical. I already know that I have been

delivered from much error that I, in common with these

brethren, once held for truth, because I was taught it by

those who, I had good reason to believe, were more com

petent to decide such matters than I was. Since then I

have lived with the uncorrupted originals, and have a

right to point to them. I may well claim far more, but I

waive all authority that may be based on first-hand in-
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vestigation over long periods and by efficient methods.

I only ask that my findings be checked. Accept them if

they are correct. Expose them if they are in error. .

Was Wyclif orthodox? Was not William Tyndale a

heretic ? Am I not in the true succession of such martyrs

when men evade and revile me because of the truth

which glorifies the faces of those who have looked upon

His unveiled revelation? God grant that, despite my

enemies, I may live to complete the task which He has

assigned to me! It is better to live for such a cause

than to die for it. And let us not imagine that God's

work is hindered only by His enemies. Our Lord's own

disciples renounced Him and fled. Tyndale went to a

great and good man to seek an asylum while he made his

translation of the Scriptures, but he was denied any

assistance. How many Englishmen realize that there was

no place in England where such a work could be done?

He had to go to Germany to produce England's classic

treasure. Yet how utterly untrue would be the thought

that all who opposed him were God's enemies! I do not

expect cruel opposition from the world. Indeed, it ad

mires the qualities which underlie persistent endeavor,

even if it shuns God's revelation. The enemies of fresh

light, strange as it may seem, are usually those great and

good men who, being in ecclesiastical positions of trust

and honor, feel compelled to defend what they consider

God's truth, without further investigation because they

have taught it to others as such, and it would be a great

blow to find it otherwise.

Again we appeal to all whose hearts yearn for God's

truth at any cost. What will you say in that day? Will

an appeal to the teaching of the church save your labor

from the flames? Will conformity to the evangelical

creeds keep your efforts from being disallowed at the

dais of Christ? Let us not deceive ourselves with the

idea that our ecclesiastical brand is the only genuine one.

No human creed, or organization, or divinely blessed
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movement can be the basis of faith. That has only one

safe foundation. We must believe God, as He speaks in

His Word. I have written on the subject of "hell" and

the spirit. But we will waive all my words. In my

studies I discovered some illuminating facts. I found

that the human spirit returns to God at death, not to

sheol or hades. I found that the soul returns to the im

perceptible (slieol or hades), even as the body returns to

the soil. Never, so far as I am aware, is "hell" the place

of "departed spirits'V as the Revisers insist in their

introduction/and as evangelicals teach. As I believe only

God, give me a passage in His Word for this assertion,

and I will accept it. Till then, offer every occurrence as

evidence that no such relation exists, that it is error, a

heresy which supports many other heresies.

REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST

Greetings of love in the Lord to all the saints and read

ers of Unsearchable Riches.

It seems good at this time that I give a brief account

of my activities in the field work since Writing in May.

The Lord prospered our way for the ministry of His

Word in Danville, Virginia, where we began June 7th

and continued for three weeks. The brethren there

secured a large warehouse which made an ideal taber

nacle. We had a large attendance in spite of much oppo

sition. The Lord opened many hearts to accept the truth

correctly partitioned. The work there is growing in the

Lord. The Concordant Class meets regularly for study

of the Scriptures, and from reports the Lord is blessing

them richly in the enjoyment of the realization of our

glorious allotment in Christ Jesus. How blessed in these

evil days for the saints to assemble and study the Word

of God's grace which is able to build them up and give

them the enjoyment of their allotment among those who

are hallowed. The Loyal Women of the class have united

their efforts in behalf of good works and service to the
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Lord and are participating with me in the giving and
getting of the evangel by contributing a grace gift each

month as the Lord prospers them. May the Lord add it

to their celestial gratuity and encourage others for this

noble service for Him Who loves us and gives Himself

for us, as the work is in serious need of funds to open

new fields that are calling.

After closing in Danville we had the good pleasure

of visiting the saints in Richmond, Virginia, for a week.

Our spirit rejoiced at being with these dear ones again,

and we gave them encouragement through the Word of

Truth. All were rejoiced in spirit and are steadfastly

witnessing for the truth in its purity and fullness. The

Lord prospering our way, we expect to return to them

for a longer service this fall.

Leaving Eichmond, we came to Roanoke for a service

where we had practically a full house, some driving

thirty-five miles. We were led to bring them a message

on the resurrection, and I don't think I have ever known

an entire congregation to rejoice and exult in the truth

so fully as they did. It was blessed indeed. The Lord be

praised!

Taking leave of them, we returned home and thence

to Wagener, South Carolina, where we opened July 7th

for three weeks. The attendance and interest was grati

fying from the opening service. However, much opposi

tion was set up against the work. The Baptists of the

vicinity held a meeting in which it was moved to do

every thing possible to put down the work, calling it

"Russellism"—locally better known as "Loudyism' •!

They published church bulletins with a paragraph taken

from The Expositor, written by Dr. A. T. Robertson,

Professor of New Testament Greek in the Baptist Sem

inary at Louisville, Kentucky, criticizing the Concord

ant Version as "Russellism"—"with the very word

selected that teaches Russellism"! In the meantime a

Baptist preacher offered to meet me in debate that the
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Scriptures do not teach the salvation of all mankind.

After signing articles of agreement, he backed down cold

on the day before the debate*was scheduled! We had

over a thousand present with hundreds turned away for

lack of room. I answered the printed bulletins, then for

about two hours, presented the teachings of the Scrip

tures for universal justification, salvation, conciliation,

and reconciliation. Though the building was crowded

and uncomfortable for the heat, not a dozen left their

seats. Many received the truth who had formerly

opposed, and the Word is continuing to grow with new

ones responding to the teaching daily.

Closing the meetings in Wagener, we rested a week

and opened August 9th in the new Concordant Taber

nacle erected by the saints at Fairview Crossroads, about

eight miles from Wagener. This is a very favorable loca

tion in the midst of a thickly settled community with

highways to Batesburg, Wagener, Aiken, Pelion, Steed-

man, Gilbert, Swansea, etc. The tabernacle commends

the faith and zeal of the saints here in behalf of the

truth. In the midst of stringent times, they cut the logs,

took them to the mill, sawed the lumber, hauled it back

to the ground, and erected buildings with no outlay of

money save for roofing, nails, hardware, and windows.

The building is ideal, seating something over three hun

dred, and has been filled to capacity with many outside

during the first week. The opening week was rich in

blessings from the Lord in the fellowship of the truth.

A notable one was the visit of Brother W. B. Screws and

his good wife from Glennville, Georgia. Brother Screws

has been preaching for the Primitive Baptist church for

nearly twenty-five years. Having been led of the Lord

into contact with the truth in its purity through the

Concordant Version, he immediately began faithfully

preaching it, with the result that his people are receiv

ing the teaching exultingly. By i*equest he preached for

us one night, taking for his subject "The Apostasy",
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basing the message on Paul's words, "Of this you are

aware, that all those in the province of Asia turned from

me". It was a timely and powerful appeal in behalf of

the truth, correctly partitioned. He is an able brother

in the Scriptures, filled with the spirit of Christ, and I

feel the Lord is going to prosper him in the ministry for

enriching many in the unsearchable riches of Christ in

these days of apostasy.

We are continuing two weeks longer, the Lord pros

pering our way, with prospects for edifying, firming,

and founding many people in the Word of His grace.

We ask the interest and prayers of the saints with

thanksgiving in behalf of the work our heavenly Father

has so marvelously opened up and is carrying on among

the saints in these evil days. Pray for me that I may be

invigorated in the Lord and given wisdom and grace for

dispensing His Word, correctly partitioned, in all its

purity and fullness.

Faithfully yours in His service,

Adlai Loudy, Concordant Evangelist.

Do not forget our line of Wall Texts. There are nine

texts, artistically printed in dark blue ink on a good

grade of beautiful variegated stock, in five different

shades. We will assort colors, or will be glad to send

samples, as you prefer. The texts, which are all taken

from the Concordant Version, are as follows: 1 Corin

thians 15:22; 1 Corinthians 10:13; Eomans 5:18;

Ephesians 2:8-10; Colossians 1:20; Philippians 4:6-7;

Romans 11: 36, "We are His Achievement" and "All is

of God". They make appropriate holiday gifts, and are

suitable for framing. Fifteen cents each, or the set of

nine for $1.00.

We also have a supply of well-printed texts, on reg

ular stock (broken lines), which we will sell at 25 cents

a bundle. A bundle consists of about 25 texts, assorted,

. our selection. These also are Concordant Version texts.
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We regret that so many were disappointed in not being

able to get "The Great Commission" and "The King

dom in the Old Testament". We had no idea that the

-demand would be so great. Those interested in the mas

terly writings of our late Brother V. Gelesnoff are ad

vised that articles from his pen appear in all issues of

Unsearchable Riches (of which he was co-editor), prior

to Volume XIII. We can supply Volume VII to XIII,

inclusive, bound in cloth, at $1.50 per volume; Volume

VI, unbound, $1.00. Scattered back numbers before

volume VI, no complete volumes, 25 cents each or five

for $1.00.

It has come to our attention that some of our subscribers'

addresses or names are incorrect in some detail. May

we request that these subscribers notify us or our local

representative of this fact, and give the corrected

address, as even a small detail may occasionally cause

non-delivery or delay in receiving the magazine. In

this connection, may we also suggest that you always

inform us promptly of any change in your address. Do

not rely on the post office notification, as this is of little

value with second class mail.

Brother Loudy's book, "God's Eonian Purpose," is

probably the most suitable of our publications for those

of your friends who are just becoming interested, or who

do not know of the truths we teach, yet are willing to

read and to consider them. It is written in a simpler

manner than some of our other publications, and is easier

for the beginner to understand. It covers, in a general

way, most of the great fundamental subjects of the Scrip

tures. It makes a lovely gift, and contains 383 pages,

with thirteen charts and diagrams. It is beautifully

bound in light blue cloth, blue edges, and gold stamping.

We send it postpaid anywhere in the world for $2.00.
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This is written in mid-Atlantic. For nearly three days the

mighty Leviathan has plowed a placid pond, but this morning

the clouds are lowering, the waves are angry and are capped

with white. So far all my fears have been groundless. I have

felt better than on land and enjoyed every moment. The roll

of the ship has become marked. The horizon rises high above

the railoand then dips down far below it. The wind has been

cold and bracing. The day's duties may be summed up thus:

three squares and three rounds, that is, three square meals

and three round trips* about the deck. It is a lazy life and I

have neglected the work I had laid out for my leisure.

The parting scene in New York still lingers in my memory.

Friends from miles around came on board with flowers and

farewells and thoughtful arrangements for my comfort. Then

they formed a group on the wharf and waved a final farewell

until lost to sight. After watching the New York skyline with

its cluster of towering buildings, the highest in the world,

after passing the statue of liberty, and gazing at the New Jer

sey shore until it receded from view, I went below to my cabin

and found a new surprise—a whole bundle of letters full of

loving encouragement and good wishes for my journey.

The rough seas on the third and fourth days seem to have

delayed the ship, so that we arrived at Cherbourg later than

scheduled time. Here thousands of sacks of mail were un

loaded, for every country on the continent, and hundreds of

passengers debarked. As we were too late for the noon tide at

Southampton, the Leviathan steamed leisurely across the placid

waters of the channel, and did not dock until nearly midnight.

Still we were not allowed to leave the ship, when, to my sur

prise, a gentleman I had not seen before accosted me, and

suddenly I found myself surrounded by some of my staunchest

friends. Brother C. Swan found me and was soon joined by

A. E. Cock, E. H. Clayton, and S. C. Serle, who had been wait

ing all day. After leaving the ship and performing the nec

essary formalities, we took a taxi to Bournemouth, where we

were entertained in the home of our honorary agent for a few

days, and went over some new music by Mrs. Cock, which, we

hope, will some day be published in the magazine. We met the

local friends at a meeting at the home of C. Swan, and enjoyed

his hospitality for several days.

On Monday morning we were driven through the verdant

English countryside to the great world metropolis of London,

where I was entertained the first few nights at the home of

Robert Allsopp, on the outskirts in an environment altogether

unexpected in London town. The houses were most modern,

each had its flourishing garden and the noise of the city was

unheard. I had some gravely important business which, I

hope, will multiply the fruits of my work many fold, and had

the thankful satisfaction of a favorable issue. Wednesday after

noon and evening found friends from far and near assembled

in a hall in the center of the city. Here, for the first time, I
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met many dear saints whom I had known for years. Emotion

makes me inarticulate, and I fear that I failed to voice my feel

ings on this, as on many another occasion. But I am sure that

they all understood, and some were similarly affected.

Many hours were spent in the British Museum, especially

in examining ancient Biblical manuscripts. The part of Alex-

andrinus on display was most interesting. The vellum is

almost white in color and the letters are in a reddish brown.

I was glad to see that my photographic copy was very little

inferior to the original in legibility. Next to it was the oldest

Hebrew manuscript. It was written on parchment in large,

black, glistening letters/with the Masorah above, on the side,
and at the bottom of the page. Just to be able to boast that I

had done so, I made a point of reading some part of each of

these two precious volumes. The director of the museum gave

me a very kindly reception and I was given the privilege of

studying in the Oriental section. I did not find much to help

me in my work in Hebrew.

Thursday evening I enjoyed a visit from Major R. B.

Withers, who is writing a book to show the reasonableness of

our faith, and the irrationalism of unbelief.

Saturday I proceeded by motorbus through some of the

most ancient towns in England, to Birmingham. Among those

who greeted me at the station was Alexander Thomson, my

fellow laborer of many years, whom I had never met before.

Escorted by two brethren in the faith, who are also brothers

in the flesh, Samuel and Arthur Nock, we were taken to the

Bible Hall, Park Street, Blackheath, a suburb of Birmingham,

where an eager and appreciative company of saints were

assembled for an afternoon session. After the evening service,

in company with Brother Walker, who is actively associated

with the work, we enjoyed the hospitality of his sister, and

her husband, at Old Hill. Alexander Thomson spoke at a

special meeting on Sunday morning. An attentive audience

gathered in the afternoon, and listened through a violent

thunderstorm which, at times, spoke louder than I was able.

The largest audience of all assembled on Sunday evening and

listened to an address partly evangelistic in its tone. It was a

genuine surprise and real encouragement to see God's hand at

work in Blackheath, and we trust that the saints will continue

to grow in grace and knowledge, to His glory. I then became
a guest in the home of Mrs. A. E. Hollis, of Birmingham.

Monday evening was given to a question meeting of more than

usual interest, in Blackheath. On Tuesday we went to Lei

cester, where we were met by H. Gideon Smith, who took us to

see some of the oldest relics of antiquity in Britain. One was a

Mosaic pavement of Roman times. It may have existed in the
days of Paul. Of special interest was the Jewry Wall, a fortress-
like fragment of masonry reputed to be part of the remains of
an ancient Ghetto. After tea at his home, we were taken to
the residence of his brother, Z. A. Smith, the editor of The
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Faith, and spent most of the evening in animated discussion

in his library of rare and mystic lore. In the morning we were

motored about the beautiful countryside. In the afternoon we

took the bus for Sheffield, where E. H. Clayton met us and took

us to his home in the suburbs. Here we had the pleasure of

meeting most of the members of the Sheffield class, on Thurs

day and Friday evenings. Brother Clayton is on the version

staff, and is preparing to check the verbs of the proposed trans

lation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

From Sheffield we went to the old minster town of York,

and were the guests of Ezra Cross. Mrs. Cross has been our

agent for many years. Thence we took the fast train for Edin

burgh, stopping briefly at the home of Alexander Thomson

before proceeding to Glasgow. I did not meet his wife, who

was at her parents' home, convalescing from a serious motor

accident. J. Theodore Harris, of the Scottish Coast Mission,

once of Burntisland, accompanied us to Glasgow, where we

were warmly greeted by many of our old and tried friends at

the Saturday evening meeting. On Sunday afternoon there

was a special meeting in a larger hall, which was nearly filled

with an eager audience.

On Monday afternoon the Edinburgh brethren gave me an

affectionate welcome at Musselburgh, a nearby suburb on the

Firth of Forth, at the mission conducted by Brother Harris.

On Tuesday we went to Burntisland, stopping on the way for

fellowship with a long time friend, David Ness. The meeting

was held in a mission hall, and presided over by Alan Reid.

Having heard so much about the saints in this place from

David Mann, whose birthplace it is, I felt much at home

among them. In the evening I was entertained at the home

of Miss Pirnie. The next day was spent among the bens and

glens of bonnie Scotland. After a gathering of friends at the

home of Donald Dunnett, we set off for Newcastle on Tyne,

where the good ship "Ingeborg" was waiting to carry me over

to Sweden. Though a small cargo vessel of 1365 tons, the

funnel of which would not reach to the lowest deck of the

Leviathan, she made a smooth passage. I was quite sick at first

and uncomfortable most of the time, but very thankful for

the calm sea and sunny weather.

MEETINGS IN SWEDEN

The ship arrived in Gothenburg about eight o'clock Sunday

evening, yet the sun had not yet set, and it was still light for

a long time afterward. To my surprise and joy, quite a dele

gation were waiting to welcome me on the wharf, led by

Brother Lundborg, the editor of I Morgonvdkten, the Swedish

magazine. The next evening, after an informal meeting with

our friends, I was astonished to find a concourse which in

creased to four Ifundred waiting in an adjoining hall. This

small but energetic class, by distributing five thousand cir

culars and inserting a series of advertisements in the news-
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papers, had created considerable interest, and filled the hall

as well as the gallery. The attention at the close, when speak

ing of God's purpose in the eons, was marked. Brother Floden

is the leader of the Gothenburg class.

Tuesday morning we entrained for the north, arriving at

ftrebro, where I Morgonvdkten is published, shortly after noon.

At the meeting that evening a small hall was closely packed

with intent listeners. An extra meeting was held the next

evening in the same hall. At the home of Brother Lundborg

I met his wife, who was translating the song "Who is This

Who Came from Glory" into Swedish, as well as Miss Karin

Larenius and Sophia Nilsson, who have helped in his office

work. Thursday we went to Arvika, where we met our friends

at an afternoon gathering. A public meeting was held in the

evening, with nearly a hundred in attendance. We were

treated to a meal at the home of Matild Nahnfeldt. The next

morning was given to a question meeting.

Friday afternoon was spent on the train to Stockholm,

where we were warmly welcomed by a group of friends at the

station. Here we held a convention of five meetings, two on

Saturday afternoon and evening, one Sunday morning, and the

rest in the afternoon and evening. On Saturday many of the

friends took supper at the home of Sister WickstrSm. On

Sunday a party of us were dinner guests of Sister Westman.

At the close a few of the leaders, Karl Settervall, Brother

Rosenberg, and Gabriel Larsson, as well as Brother Lundborg

and myself formed a row, past which the audience filed in

order to give us final handshakes amidst the singing of "God

be with You till we Meet Again". Among other tokens of

regard I was given an original poem, signed by many of the

friends, as a keepsake. At our departure next morning quite

a few came to bid us farewell. They loaded us with presents

of fruit.

Arriving at Vasteras, we held a small cottage meeting, with

good results. The evening meeting was in a commodious hall.

About three hundred were present. They listened with close

attention.

The next day, by dint of many short trips on the train, we

reached Norrkoping. On the way we visited an aged couple in

Ekilstuna. It was touching to see how their life was illumined

by an exultant joy in the truth. We also visited a lovely

sylvan spot, the home of Sister Martina Soderberg. At Norr

koping the hall was nearly filled with over a hundred expect

ant faces. The message was received with eager interest.

Next morning an early start and much traveling took us

to Kalmar, on the Baltic sea, by evening. I had slept but
little the night before, and was very tired, so that it seemed

almost impossible to speak. But my interpreter, though he

also was weary, made up for my lack by his fervor. That night

witnessed one of the worst storms ever known in that part of

Sweden. Large trees were uprooted everywhere, branches were
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broken off, and green foliage was whipped away by the fierce

gale. At first it seemed impossible to proceed, as telegraph

lines were down. But, at last, the train left, far behind sched
ule time.

Still another long journey took us to Lund. We arrived

only a short time before the meeting. At my insistence, we

sought lodgings in a cheap railroad hotel. But they had no

rooms left and I was punished for my interference by being

compelled to take an elegant room in the finest hotel in the

place. The audience at the meeting listened very attentively,

especially at the last, to the explanation of the eonian times.

I managed to keep awake until it was over, but then fell into

a heavy sleep from which I could hardly rouse myself next

morning. After visiting Brother Ivar A. Rhydal and Sister

Clara ddmansson we took the train for Helsingborg, which we

reached after several changes of cars. Brother Sigrid Blom-

qvist helped here. The meeting consisted mostly of friends,

some of whom had come a long distance.

On Saturday we went to the Malmo convention, holding

two meetings that day and two on Sunday, which were so

timed that the friends could come and go on the cheap excur

sions. Brother And. Andersson is the leader in Malmo. Brother

Rhydal presided over the Saturday evening meeting. Here we

met some of our friends from Denmark also, as Copenhagen is

only a short ferry ride across the water. The meeting closed

with the same affecting scene as at Stockholm, and many came

to the wharf to bid us a last goodbye. Amidst fluttering hand

kerchiefs we bid a final adieu to Sweden, and sailed across a

placid sea to Denmark.

The work in Sweden is, in many ways, a marvel. Although,

a few years ago, there were only a handful who even knew

about concordant teaching, now they may be counted in hun

dreds. The proportion is much larger than in any other

country on earth. This is due mostly to the energetic work of

the editor of I Morgonvdkten, in spite of strenuous opposition

and much misunderstanding and an almost total lack of ma

terial support. Being accustomed to such work in the past, he

planned the series of meetings to the last detail. He hired

halls, printed 20,000 circulars and arranged for the distribu

tion of seven times as many in each locality as the capacity
of the hall. These, with small posters to place on the public
billboards, almost always filled the meeting place. Notwithr

standing a series of distressing and painful physical hin

drances, he never failed to interpret and manage the meetings
with extraordinary .vim and vigor. If the saints in Sweden

will accord him proper cooperation and support, we look for

such a wave of blessing as will put Sweden far in the van of

the truth-loving peoples of the earth.

The welcome I was accorded was so spontaneous and genu

ine that I shall always have a very warm spot in my heart for
the Swedish people, no matter how far I may be from them. I
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am persuaded that there are many among them who are

deeply desirous to know the truth. Having been deceived in

the past, I cannot blame them if they are suspicious of new

things. If we can only reach them with the thought that

concordant teaching is based on a belief of the originals, and

is not another evanescent philosophy, and presents the evi

dence so that it is open to the investigation of all, they will

be open to our message, and will test its truth and believe God.

To this end I pray that a concordant version may be produced,

under the leading of the Lord. I can think of nothing which

will be so great a blessing to the Swedish nation. At present

the project seems impossible, but, should he be relieved of

other duties, Brother Lundborg is willing to supervise such a

work, and we confidently look forward to its inception before

many months.

As Brother and Sister Poulsen and Sister Reinecke were

at the meeting in Malmo, I went with them to Copenhagen on

Sunday evening after the conference. No public meeting had

been planned, yet on Monday afternoon and evening quite a

considerable company gathered in their home and listened to

replies to questions and an address. Many expressions of deep

appreciation were thankfully received. The work in Denmark

needs supervision and cooperation. I pray that our friends

may be united in their testimony to the truth, and that the

gracious work which has begun may grow to His glory. The

Danish version is now being revised. We are hoping to take

steps which will make the revision as concordant as possible.

EXPERIENCES IN GERMANY

Sped on by the fond farewells of biends, I entrained for
Hamburg. The route led over two ferries, one about two hours
duration. There was quite a little excitement over the critical
financial and political situation in Germany. I was warned in

a friendly way not to enter the country at this time. From

Hamburg I took a night train to Hannover, where I was met

by ray American sister, who has been in Germany since after

the war, when she was engaged in relief work among the stu

dents of the universities. Here I was entertained several days

before going on to Nendorf bei Stoltzenau, to meet another
sister whom I had never seen before. She had been left in
Germany as a child, when my parents went to America, after

which I was born. A family reunion took place, at which

cousins and other relatives from various parts of Germany

were present. Many were intensely interested in the financial
and political situation, so that there was always an eager

throng around the radio when the latest news was broadcast.
The discussions which followed were very enlightening, as they

gave me an inside view of Germany's economic and political
crisis. It was a serious foretaste of the time when men's hearts
will be failing them for fear of that which is coming on the

earth.
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On Sunday we went to the village church, a very ancient

edifice, with a sacristy and elevated pulpit, the organ being

at the rear of the auditorium. The plain board benches were

well adapted to keep everyone awake. The collection was

taken by means of a bag on a long pole. Two candles burned

at the altar, on either side of the crucifix. The pastor preached

a practical sermon on the wheat and the tares. I met him later

at the family gathering, and he showed quite an interest in

my version. Later I visited him at the parsonage and he came

one evening to see me, and argued well on to midnight. I hope

that there are many like him in Germany. He seems to be a

disciple of Barth, who, a few years past, won the attention of

many to a God-centered interpretation of the Scriptures. This

man seems a real pastor, with a heart interest in the flock,

and a desire to know the Scriptures. After the festivities I

returned to Hannover for a few days of rest and writing, before

going on to Berlin, where I was to start a tour to meet some of

my German friends and seek to organize the workers on a

German concordant version.

In Berlin I was met by Prediger Max Springer and my oldt

time friend chiropractor Lehmann, who once attended my"
Greek class in Los Angeles. He entertained me during my

stay in the German capital. In the1 evening of my arrival we
went to the regular Wednesday evening class in Nassauishe

Strasse 56, where, to my surprise, I was immediately called

upon to speak, Prediger Springer interpreting. A schedule

was drawn up for visiting various parts of Germany under the

guidance and interpretation of this fearless man of God. The

next day I had the pleasure of meeting the publishers of Der

Ueberwinder, Baroness Wally von Bissing, and Countess Sigrid

Kanitz. On Sunday the Lord's dinner was observed in the

morning, a neighborhood class was visited in the afternoon

and a large gathering was addressed in the evening at the

beautiful new plant of Dr. Grossman's congregation. As Predi

ger Springer had a cold, Countess Kanitz interpreted at all

three meetings. Monday was spent in active work on the pro

posed German concordant version. A Bible study was held in

the evening. To our surprise and pleasure, Direktor Schaedel

came to Berlin on Tuesday, so that we had a round table con

ference, which, I fondly hope, will be rich in results for the

work in Germany. Plans for the version were made and

further conferences were arranged.

The work of Brother Springer has received a staggering

blow. A tornado destroyed the crops of his old peoples' home,

so that he is unable to pay a mortgage of $3000, on a place

worth at least $25,000. It seems as if he will lose it for lack of

means to pay so small a fraction of its worth. As nearly every

one is in distress there is little hope o-f: human help. Germany

is in a most pitiable plight. Externally the people bear them

selves proudly, though their pockets are empty. Their faces

seldom show the despair within. Almost everyone seems to be
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facing ruin. Almost all fear the future. The casual traveler

sees none of this. Outwardly, though the streets are rather

quiet, all seems to be going on as usual. Nothing is allowed

to go into disrepair. Only empty factories, idle smelters, and

suchlike give visible tokens of the suspension of national

industry. The people can hardly help becoming bitter. Up to

now there has been a strong sentiment for international con

cord. Questions were decided, not on their bearing on Germany

but on all nations. This was ideal. But now they feel that
this course has been disastrous. The other nations have been

working for their own interests. So a strong wave of national

ism is sweeping over the country. They are convinced that the

selfish course is the only one possible in the world today. So

that, at this date, the international spirit of the end time is

on the ebb in Germany. It will not take much, however, to

restore the philosophical idealism which teaches that all man

kind should work together for the common good, for such ideas

are very attractive to the German mind. Just now they are

struggling for their very lives and cannot consider others,

even though, they think, in the long run, it may be better for

themselves.

The week end was spent at Niederschelden, in Siegerland,

among erstwhile Exclusive Brethren. On account of the oppres

sive heat we rode all night on the train and were met at

Siegen by Brother Wilhelm Jager, who entertained us during

our stay. Two Bible readings were held on Saturday. The

Lord's dinner was observed on Sunday morning. Addresses

were given in the afternoon and evening. The divided state of

the Brethren was strikingly exemplified by the fact that a

single family was sundered into several sections, one belonging

to this branch and another to that, and some were outcasts.

Let us pray that the true basis of fellowship—deportment, not

doctrine—will be received by them, and heal these divisions.

Some of them seemed convinced that the Brethren had depart

ed from the Scriptures in this regard, hence their heart-break

ing strife and sectarianism.

After a visit to Elberfeld, we went to Muhlheim, and visited

Brother Peter Fabrizius. Later we crossed the Rhine to

Cologne (Koln), where an eager audience listened to an ex

planation of the concordant method. Next morning we went

to Dusseldorf, under the guidance of Brother Schultz, who

was, at one time, among the leaders of the German I. B. S. A.,

but is now an enthusiastic worker for the truths we teach.

As Brother Springer was ill, he went to the home of his

daughter in Dusseldorf. This city, by the way, is not a "dorf",

or village, by any means any more, but has nearly half a mil

lion inhabitants. It is finer than even Cologne, though it has

no such ornamental cathedral as dominates the historic city.

We had most comfortable entertainment in the Hospice "Pil-

gerheim" (Pilgrim's Home), a fitting place for a pilgrim on

the way to the holy land. Two meetings were held here. The
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first one presented a trying problem. As Brother Springer
was ill, I had no interpreter! The audience comprised many

teachers and scholars. But I had to put my pride in my pocket
and stumble along in broken German. I thought in English,

translated it into such German as I could, and managed to

make myself understood by the help of a kind and sympathetic
audience, which often helped out by suggesting words I could

not remember. The next evening Brother Springer was well

enough to take his place. I shall never forget the kind con

sideration shown me in the Pilgerheim and by the saints in

Dusseldorf.

The next day I took the train to Cologne, thence to Bonn,

where I boarded a boat to journey up the Rhine. Notwith
standing the inclement weather, the first day's trip was full of

interest. As the boat did not go to the town whence I was to

take another on the morrow, I had to take a train that eve

ning to make connections. After a night in a German "gast-

house" (inn), I started early next morning up the most lovely

and legendary length of the Rhine. The stream wound about

among the high hills, with many crags surmounted by castles
and towers, most of which were in ruins. The fact that all was

slightly veiled in a glamourous mist made it all seem as in

tangible as a dream, as evanescent as a vision. The weather

had been stormy for the preceding fortnight, so we were most

fortunate to find a few hours of fairly good weather just at

the time when we were passing the picturesque portion of our

journey.

As there is so much interest in Concordant teaching in

Sweden, we hope to publish a few paragraphs of Swedish

news in each issue of Unsearchable Riches hereafter.

In the last issue of I Morgonvakten, Brother August

Lundborg, the editor, gives some interesting comments

on Brother A. E. Knoch's visit to Sweden. He states

that he has received letters from a great many friends

expressing their appreciation and thankfulness "that

God?s people of our dear land had an opportunity to per

sonally meet, see, and hear in this present life, one of

God's highly gifted Bible teachers". Many of those who

have written him also speak of the great happiness it has

afforded them to see how Concordant teaching has

brought freedom from the denominational idolatry which

has bound so many of the Lord's people. All are hoping

sometime to have a Swedish Concordant Version.
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Brother Lundborg speaks also of his personal social

intercourse with Brother Knoeh. He says, among other

things, that he could not get away from the feeling that

A. E, K. was himself a personification of his own descrip

tion of Brother Vladimir Gelesnoff. He tells also of

being, in past years, interpreter for Christian brothers

in many lands. Among them were Benjamin Barton,

Professor John Edgar, Pastor C. T. Russell, Jesse Hem-

ery, and Frank Draper. He says, "I-have had many

, opportunities to become intimately acquainted with these

and other spiritual leaders, yet, without wishing in any

way to disparage any of them, it is, to me, an undeniable

fact that no one of them all has ever made in my mind

such a clear impression of completeness as has Brother

Knoch. He lived as he taught, and practised what he

preached, without any affectation. He was so true and

natural that the accumulated impressions he left nearly

overwhelmed me. It is not exaggerating in the least to

say that I myself feel far too small to even attempt to

write a characterization of such a personality as Brother

Knoch. He had a great deal more to give and teach me

than I was capable of receiving."

Brother Lundborg speaks, too, of Brother Knoch's

first public appearance in Sweden, in the city of Gothen

burg. When he first entered the hall where the meeting

was to be held, the audience arose to extend him a hearty

welcome in behalf of all his Swedish friends. But

Brother Knoch was so deeply moved that he was not

able, for some moments, to speak a word. Finally he

said, in his quiet way, "When my feelings are deepest, I

can say the least." Brother. Lundborg goes on to say

that wonderful blessings were received by the Swedish

brethren during Brother Knoch's sojourn among them,

and that Brother Knoch himself, just as he sailed from

the Swedish coast, called his visit "the two big weeks".

Many of the friends were gathered there to say again,

'' Thank you!'' and to wish him God-speed,
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The spade of the archaeologist is intended to confirm the

Scriptures. Personally, I do not need such a confirma

tion, yet I rejoice that, in the most minute details, the

physical evidence left by the past is in absolute accord

ance with God's revelation. It could not be otherwise.

But I regret that so much anti-scriptural phraseology is

associated with this work. For instance, we are contin

ually reminded of the "stone age" when all implements

now made of iron were made of stone. The phrase is sug

gestive of evolution, as though mankind as a whole, all

over the earth struggled on without iron for-a whole age,

long enough to produce a thick stratum of deposits. But

this is not in accord with the Scriptures. Tubalcain in

troduced iron in the days of Adam. The stone age per

sists today in some of the backward regions of the earth.

Iron was known and used from very early times. There

never was a "stone age" in the popular sense of that

phrase. We must remember that iron, as compared with

stone, is evanescent. The presence of moisture soon

destroys iron. We should not expect to find traces of an

early iron age, for a single century sees the end of its

unsurfaced iron work.' There never was a "stone age"

or an "iron age". Iron was used by humanity long

before the deluge, but it is foolish to look for remains

that antedate that catastrophe.

The continual assumption that man has gradually

evolved, instead of steadily deteriorating, vitiates most

of the scholarly efforts to investigate the Hebrew Scrip

tures. We once were told that Moses could not have

written the Pentateuch for the simple reason that writ

ing was then unknown! The archaeologist has dispelled

such learned ignorance, but all his marvelous finds seem

unable to dislodge from so-called "scientific" minds the

false assumption of intellectual advance on the part of

the human race. They do not stop to think how meagre

will be the remains of the present civilization in a few

millenniums, compared with those which remain from
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antiquity. When all our iron has crumbled into rust the

stones will still bear witness to God's Word.

The phrase, "imperceptible chains" presents a difficulty

to the minds of many. How can messengers be bound

with chains? What sort of chains are imperceptible?

These questions may best be answered out of our own

experience, for human beings, in a very real sense, are

also bounded by barriers which cannot be perceived by

the senses. Because they are not tangible, material bonds,

we do not realize that our movements are confined. Yet

a little reflection will convince us that an iron chain

could not keep us more securely than the limitations

imposed upon us by our humanity. We live in a very

narrow sphere, at the junction of heaven and earth. We

cannot dig deep. Much more than a mile is beyond our

tether. We dare not soar very high, for there also we are

held down to a short distance above the surface of the

ground. The exigencies of life tie us to the soil. We can

not live long where the earth has not been oxidized so

as to provide nutriment for plants. Thus we are restrict

ed to narrow confines of God's universe, bound by imper^

ceptible chains to the surface of the earth.

Were celestial messengers thus confined, it would be

galling. They are accustomed to roam freely about the

universe. To them, such bonds, though imperceptible,

would be as strong and stubborn as iron links to us.

What binds us would not bound their activities. But

God can impose limitations on them, even as He has on

us. And these, in their sphere, restrain them even as

chains the activities of a human.



Dtecorbant

SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES

Shall we translate John 5:39 "ye search the Scrip

tures",^ almost all modern versions make it, or "Search

the scriptures", as it is in the "Authorized"? The dif

ficulty lies in the fact that the Greek word search may be

either ye-are-searching or be-ye-searching. There are

not many passages like this, for the forms in the original

are usually clearly defined. Here however, ereunate may

be either indicative or imperative.

It is customary, in cases like this, for the translator

to appeal to his interpretation of the context, and trans

late accordingly. The question arises whether the con

cordant method may not supply a safer clue to the proper

rendering, which is not colored by the special exposition

of the context to which a translator may be committed.

Can we settle it by an appeal to grammar and the usage

of words in such a way as to evade our opinion of the

passage? Can the concordant principle be applied so

precisely as to decide whether "Search the scriptures"

or "Ye search the scriptures" is correct? Or, perhaps,

we may discover a closer rendering than either of these.

First, let us note that search is in the incomplete

tense, and denotes an action under way at the time. The

force of this tense is evident, not only from the thousands

of cases throughout the Greek Scriptures, but from the

words in this passage. The Jews were actually "suppos

ing" (John 5:39) at the time He was speaking. They
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were <c willing" not to be coming to Him. These activi

ties were in actual operation while He was addressing

them. But were they searching the scriptures at that

time ? We have no reason to think so. We need not hesi

tate to say that they were not searching the Scriptures.

If we cleave closely to the tense of the original, and do

not change to the indefinite in translation, the indicative
cannot be true.

Had the affirmative been intended, our Lord would

have said "Ye search [not, ye are searching] the Scrip

tures. " He would have referred to the fact rather than

the act. English versions are practically compelled to

ignore this distinction by the idiom of the language.

This is what leads us astray. He was not speaking of the

fact that they made amazing investigations into the lit

erary form of the sacred text, but of a present activity

in which they were not engaged, but which should have

been their occupation. Instead of criticising His acts,

they ought to have been delving into the holy writings at

that very time in order to find out the truth about Him.

Hence we cannot translate "Ye are searching", but must

render it "Be searching".

Only those who have actually considered the thou

sands of occurrences of the incomplete tense and have

compared them with the thousands of cases of the indef

inite, will feel the force of this conclusion, or are com

petent to pass upon its merits. If they will do this they

will find that the incomplete present always refers to an

act in course of operation. It never refers to a fact, the

action of which occurs at other times. This is reserved

for the aorist, or indefinite. Thus the concordant method,

in grammar, often supplies delicate distinctions which

indicate the path of truth. This should be conclusive,

but it may not seem so to some. We have a right to

expect that there will be complete harmony with the con

text. Collateral concord should confirm it. The follow

ing considerations may be more conclusive,,
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The modern rendering clashes with the conjunction

and which introduces the following verse. "You are

searching . . . because . . . you are supposing . . . <md

you will not be coming to Me . . ." Were they searching

because they will not be coming to Him? As this mis

translation demands an adversative conjunction, Wey-

mouth, Rotherham, and the Diaglott insert "yet" after

"and" without any warrant. Moffatt boldly alters the

"and" to "but". In order to translate "Ye are search

ing" we must mutilate the link which binds on a succeed-

ing sentence. This is enough to condemn it.

No discord is created by the alternate rendering.

"Search . . . seeing that you are supposing . . . and

you will not be coming." Why search the Scriptures?

For three coordinate reasons, (1) in them you are sup

posing you have eonian life, (2) and those are they which

are testifying concerning Me, (3) and you will not be

coming to Me that you may have life. Kai in Greek as

well as and in English does not connect adversative sen

tences. Note carefully that our Lord does not say that

they will not come [at any time], but they are not will

ing to be coming [at that time]. He uses the incomplete,

not the indefinite. Later thousands of the priests be

lieved, and among them may have been some who heeded

His injunction.

Another reason for putting this into the imperative

mood is the depth of meaning indicated by the word

search in the Greek. In English we may not object to the

statement that these religious zealots "searched" the

Scriptures, for it may be that many of them had memor

ized the Law, which we call the Pentateuch, and could

repeat it verbatim. They speculated about it in many

curious ways. But they seldom searched into the heart

of it. The Lord had just intimated that God's Word was

not remaining in them (John 5:18). If it had they

would have believed in Him. So also, if they had really

searched the Scriptures they would have come to Him,
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It was because they fell short of real searching that they

did not receive Him.

In this day there is an immense amount of diligent

"Bible study" which does not seem to lead to a vital

recognition. of Christ. The reason for this is quite the

same as in the case of the Jews. Creedal tradition and

superficial " helps" have thrown a thick veil over the

sacred text. It is seldom supposed to mean what it says.

Only a few days ago a man was quite bewildered when I

said that I believed a passage of Scripture rather than

its "explanation". He did not suppose anyone was quite

so fanatical as that. Since I have taken a stand against

the words of man's wisdom, I have been severely con

demned by religious leaders, who are praying for my

repentance. Today men search the "helps", the "topical

indexes" and other misleading aids, but very few really

search the Scriptures as the living Word of God.

The following are all the passages where this word is

used. We give the Authorized Version renderings:

John 5:39 Search the scriptures, for in them

7:52 Search, and look: for out of Galilee

Rom. 8:27 and he that searclieth the hearts

1 Cor. 2:10 the Spirit searcheth all things

IPet. 1:11 Searching what, or what manner

Rev. 2:23 I am he which searcheth the reins

Here is no superficial, fantastic investigation. Always

the action is thorough and deep and effective. It implies

all that the Jews had failed to do. If we enter into the

Hebrew Scriptures as He searches our hearts, or as the

Spirit searches the depths of God, we certainly will find

Christ and come to Him. We can understand that He

urges them to search, but it is impossible to believe that

they had done so in the full sense which this word

demands.

We are convinced that modern versions have not im

proved on the Authorized Version in this instance.

Rather they have made the matter worse. The only im

provement possible is to render it in the incomplete tense.
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"Be searching" is not as idiomatic as "Search", but we

hope that it will be appreciated by all who prefer truth

to sound.

This opens up an interesting question. The real rea

son why this change is being made is not seen upon the

surface. It is a friendly attack on the Word of God itself,

for it rejects the thought that the Scriptures contain life.

The argument is this: You are searching the Scriptures,

supposing that you will find life in so doing. But that is

not the way to life! Make it imperative and we get the

exact opposite. Be searching the Scriptures, for you will

find Me in them if you do, and I will give you life.

Everywhere the Scriptures are being wounded in the

house of friends. We are continually urged to forsake

the letter and cling to the spirit. But no one can receive

or hold to the spirit except through the letter. It was not

the Pharisees who spoke of the jots and tittles of the

law, but our Lord Himself.

Let us cling to the great fact that the word of God is

living and operative. Let us urge saints and sinners to

search it. It will not return to Him void. And when

some part is not plain, let us not seek to line it up with

our apprehension, but with the facts on its face. It should

never be translated so as to disturb the relations estab

lished between the various statements in its context, when

these are fixed for us by well known links. We should

never translate so that and must have the sense of but.

An instructive lesson lies in the light this rendering

sheds upon the methods of modern translators. Wey-

mouth plainly stated that his effort was a running com

mentary. It is based on his interpretation. These trans

lations are largely interpretations. That is why they dif

fer so. The only escape is the concordant method. In

stead of translating to accord with our understanding of

a passage we transfer the facts and base our interpreta

tion on them.

The American Revision is a notable exception, even
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though, in this passage, it follows the interpretive

method. Its value lies in the fact that some of the mem

bers of the committee were fully convinced that mere

variety in translation is misleading. They made an effort

to have all the parallel passages in the gospels made uni

form when they were the same in the Greek. They would

have done much more along concordant lines had they

not been hindered by the necessity of convincing two-

thirds of their colleagues, besides differing from the Eng

lish committee.

The Concordant Version labors under a severe han

dicap, so far as its popularity is concerned, because it

refuses to follow human interpretations. Often a pros

pective purchaser will turn up a pet passage and is not

pleased if it does not pander to his prejudices. Open

minds and honest hearts will be eager to get the facts

and change their opinions accordingly.

We close with the exhortation with which we. began,

"Be searching the -Scriptures." It will not keep anyone

from Christ. On the contrary, those who really search

the living oracles will discover Christ suffusing all, and,

seeing Him, will find the life abundant. And what safer,

saner, more satisfactory assistance to our "search can we

find thaii a method which leads us face to face with the

inspired text and passes by the opinions, not only of the

translator* but of ourselves also? God grant-that the

reader may indeed be searching the Scriptures and

secure the satisfaction of a close acquaintance with God

through His Word! A. E. K.
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The distinctions between deity absolute and relative

abound in the Scriptures of truth. Along wjith the im

pressive likenesses are emphatic contrasts. Some of these

are essential to the manifestation of the likenesses. A

Mediator Who is invisible and inaudible could not medi

ate. He must be the opposite of His God in these neces

sary conconiitants of absolute Deity. The Supreme knows

no deity above Him. The Son continually acknowledges

that He has a God. The glory of Christ was to do the

will of Another. What is more splendid, in all His

words, than the great renunciation, "Not My will, but

Thine''? Could His God have said the same? Quite the

opposite. God's will must be carried out and Christ's

ignored.

The deity of God is the fundamental of fundamentals.

It underlies all truth and is lacking in all error. Depart

ure from it is the first phase of human depravity. Know

ing God, men do not glorify or thank Him as God

(Rom. 1: 21). This is the source of all mental and moral

degradation. This fundamental failing is not confined to

unbelievers. It vitiates much theology and darkens the

minds of many saints. It is not merely the belief in a

deity—few sane intelligences deny that there is a God.

Nevertheless few, if any, of mankind fully acknowledge

all that is implied in glorifying God as God, in recogniz

ing the absolute deity of the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ.
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Deity is established by relationship. One Who has a

God is not the Deity. He Who, in the absolute sense,

gives, is God. He who receives is not. No one can give God

anything that is not already His. We receive everything

from Him. Paul announced this basic truth to the Ephe-

sian philosophers. "Neither is He, requiring anything,

being attended by human hands, Himself giving to all

life and breath and all" (Acts 17:25). He is the

Sender. He is not sent. He is Supreme. He is not sub

ject. His will is invincible. He does not yield to the will

of another. It is in these relative attitudes that absolute

Deity reveals itself in the Scriptures. Theological omni

potence, omnipresence and omniscience are not used in

the Word to prove His deity. They are philosophical

rather than theological. They ignore Christ, hence are an

affront to God's method of revelation.

The truth regarding the relation of Christ to God has

been practically blotted out by the theory of the trinity.

There has been much searching for passages to support

this preconceived relation, but little investigation of the

Scriptures as to their actual testimony. A very simple

method will help us to get the facts. We will consider

the contrasts between Christ and God in their relation

to one another and to the universe,. We will find that all

is out of God, but through Christ. We will discover that

God's will is supreme, and Christ conforms His to it.

We will see that God alone has inherent power, and

Christ derives it from Him.

OUR LORD HAS A GOD

God has no God. He is the Supreme. His deity would

be destroyed should He acknowledge a superior. No one

who haso a God is absolute Deity. The Son is God in a

restricted, relative sense. His orphan cry, "My God, My

God, why didst Thou abandon Me V' (Mat. 27: 46) could

never have come from the God and Father He implored.

The Supreme cannot appeal to a higher Power. He could
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not be left helpless to His enemies by another. He could

not suffer the death that followed this heartbroken cry,

for He is the life of all that lives. On Golgotha we see

God and His Christ in keenest contrast.

Absolute Deity cannot acknowledge or appeal to

another God. Yet this is the crowning glory of Christ.

He has a God. God Himself has no more splendid title

than "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ".

To be the God of Christ is His greatest glory. To be

known as the Father of His Son is the deepest desire of.

His heart. In His intercourse with His disciples our

Lord continually referred to God as Another, not Him

self. But He not only established a relationship between

God and His disciples, and associated Himself with them

in it, but specifically spoke of One Who was His Arbiter,

Whom He invoked in prayer, Whom He acclaimed in

thanksgiving. We need not be surprised that a glimpse

of this relationship should be seldom given. Rather we

should be astonished that the veil was ever lifted, so that

we may enter into the intimacies of the fellowship

between the Fathfer and His Beloved.

It is striking to note that the contrast between Christ

and God was sharpest at the two crises in His ministry,

when His work seems to have failed. After His rejection

by Capernaum He relieves His feelings by retiring into

the divine intention. He recognized that His apparent

failure was only a phase of God's success. So He

acclaims His Father Lord of heaven and earth, because

He had hid the message from the wise and intelligent.

Apparently, they were working at cross purposes. Christ

was revealing. God was concealing. How marvelous to

see Christ thanking the Father for His failure! He was

willing to fail if it delighted the Deity. Had He been the

Deity, He could not have failed.

The fullest display of Christ's dependence on His

God and Father is found in His prayer for the disciples

(John 17). He takes a place utterly impossible to Deity
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in submitting Himself and all His work to His Father.

He does not for a moment assume the place of equality.
His authority is a gift (17: 2). All whom He saves are

given Him (17:2). He is carrying out a commission

(17:3). He does not glorify Himself, but God (17:4).

He does a work, not His own (17: 4), and so on, to the

end. It is by no means the consultation of two gods

"equal in power and glory". It is the humble, depend

ent petition of a Son and a Servant to One Who is sur

passingly supreme.

SOURCE AND CHANNEL

That great rubric which authoritatively reveals the

status of God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ,

defines their relation to the universe by means of two

connectives. All is out of God. All is through our Lord

(1 Cor. 8:6). The contrast here is sharp and clear. It

is the key to the part played by Christ in the course of

the eons. Nothing originates out of Him or consummates

info.Him,, though He is the Origin and the Consumma

tion. All cOmes through Him, from the beginning to the

end. He is the Channel, not the Source or the Object of

all things. It is a proof of divine inspiration that the

Scriptures always maintain this point. It is true of

Christ in all of His assumptions.

Our common version, however, in such a matter as

this, proves that it is not inspired. In the first chapter of

John's account, we read that "All things were made by

Him" (3), and again, "the world was made by Him"

(10). In both eases it should be through. The Logos, or

Word, of God was the means of making all, not the effi

cient first Cause of all. Christ is never set forth as the

absolute Source. Such a role is absolutely destructive of

His mission as Mediator. It is heresy against the High

est. It has led to the dogmatic confusion which clouds

Christian theology. It has turned it into a superstition,

to be accepted at the expense of sense arid sanity.
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Peter, in addressing his fellow Israelites on the day of

Pentecost, averred that the powers and miracles and

signs wrought during Messiah's ministry, were per

formed by God through Christ (Acts 2:22), just as later

miracles and signs came to pass through the apostles

(Acts 2:43). God will judge the hidden things of human

ity through Jesus Christ (Rom. 2:16). Eeconciliation

is wrought by God through His Son (Rom. 5:10, 11;

2 Cor. 5:18; Col. 1:20).

We need hardly insist that salvation is through

Christ. God Himself is our Saviour. He spared not His

Son. He wrought redemption through His Beloved. The

same is true of creation, though the Authorized Version

always changes through to by. Paul tells us in Ephesians

(3:9) that God created the universe through Christ. He

elaborates this conception in Colossians (1:16). Still

further light is thrown upon His mediacy in Hebrews

(1:2) where He is presented as the channel through

which the eons are made, so that time as well as matter

and force are brought into the world through Him.

NOT MY WILL

God is operating the universe in accord with the coun

sel of His will (Eph. 1:11). We are not told of this

until He reveals the mystery of Christ, that He is to head

up the universe in the final eon. Apart from that revela

tion it is well nigh incredible. It is only as we believe the

promise, that He will bring the present chaos to an end

and subject all to the rule of His Anointed, that we can

entertain the thought that the present confusion is work

ing out His purpose. There is so much that, seems utterly

and incurably opposed to God's will that we are inclined

rather to think that the universe is being operated by

Satan in opposition to His intention.

It is of prime importance that we do not miss the

force of the word counsel. The world is not in line with

God's will. It is in accord with the counsel of His will.
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In the wisdom of God He uses the opposition to His

revealed will to work out His hidden intention. The

forces of evil are contrary to His will, nevertheless they

are bringing about the end He has in view. Men imagine

that they can defy God. The worst crime they ever com

mitted against Him was the crucifixion of Christ. That

certainly was contrary to His will! But it was according

to His definite counsel. Instead of hindering the progress

of His purpose it helped it as no other act has ever done.

So with all other opposition to God's will. He will con

form it to His counsel, and use it to attain His purpose.

Let us note that Christ is active only on the positive

side of God's purpose. His acts conform to God's re

vealed will. Satan and all the influences flowing from

him furnish the negative side. They fulfill God's counsel

by withstanding His will. Christ does it only by con

forming fully to it. Hence, in that future eon of the eons,

Satan is banished and Christ is crowned the Head of all

creation. Then God's will and the counsel of His will

will no longer be distinct. His purpose will no longer

require opposition for its fulfillment. Under the bene

ficent rule of God's Son, evil will no longer be essential

to His revelation. His will will then be done.

It is essential to our present inquiry to see that Christ

is not actively associated with God's underlying inten

tion. He knows of it, but He does not plan it or put it

into practise. One incident in His ministry will make

this clear. When the cities in which most of His power

ful deeds had been done did not repent, He is not dis

appointed, but worships God, saying, "I am acclaiming

to Thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou

hidest these things from the wise and intelligent, and

Thou dost reveal them to minors. Yea, Father, seeing

that thus it became a delight in front of Thee!" (Mat.

11:25). Our Lord did not hide His words from the

people. He was in God's will in making them known.

While He reveals, God conceals. They work counter to
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one another. Christ does not change His methods to con

form with God's operations. He acquiesces and worships,

but continues to act according to God's revealed will, not

the operation of His counselor intention. In this matter

Christ is active on only one side of God's operations.

One of the most astonishing and enlightening facts

concerning Christ is the utter abnegation of His will.

The only human being Who could be trusted to act in

accord with His own volition utterly renounced the right

to do so. He never carried out His own will. It is true

that He was almost always in complete harmony with

God's will, so that there was no clash. But even so, the

will originated in God, not in Himself.

Throughout His earthly ministry our Lord never pro

posed that His will should be followed. It was His mis

sion to fulfill the will of Another. When entering into

the world, He said, "Lo! I am arriving ... to do Thy

will, 0 God!" (Heb. 10:7). This is one of His most

gracious glories. Let us not rob Him of it, by making

Him identical with the Deity in this regard. If we do He

will vanish. The Christ of God cannot be conceived with

a will of equal force with the Father. Yet, of all the dis

tinctive attributes of Deity, what is more conclusive than

an adamantine will? If there is any "essence" which

constitutes deity, it must be largely composed of deter

mination.

"Not My will, but Thine" is the illuminating flash

which reveals the relation existing between the will of

Christ and His God. It is in contrast to the ignorant

arrogance of stupid men who cry "I want what I want

when I want it!" Christ recognized the fact that there

is room for only one supreme will in a universe which

is operated according to the counsel of God's will (Eph.

1:11). He insists that His own will is not supreme.

When He finds Himself out of line with the will of God,

He bows to it. In that one act He makes His position

clear. As the divine Executive and Representative, His
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will coincided with the Deity, but, when called upon to

suffer as the Saviour, He had to subordinate His own

will to the will of God.

The possession of a will is not an exclusive attribute

of deity. Probably all of God's sentient creatures are

possessed of some degree of volition. But none of them

can carry out their wills except in the measure in which

these agree with God's intention. God's will is absolute

and ultimately triumphant. It never subordinates itself

to another. He who aligns his will with the divine pur

pose is Godlike, but not God. The very fact that he

yields to Another is proof positive that his will is not

sovereign.

The conclusive proof that Christ did not arrogate to

Himself the direction of affairs, even in His own minis

try, is found in His repeated assurances that He did not

follow His own volition. "I am not seeking My own

will" (John 5: 30), he told the Jews who questioned His

Messiahship. The Anointed is not in Himself the deity

Who decides the course of history. He is the One Who

carries out the decrees of Him Whose will is supreme.

Again He protests to them, "I have descended from

heaven, not that I should be doing My will . . ." (John

6:38).

That He had a will of His own, independent of God's,

is evident from the texts already quoted. But it was

always so thoroughly in harmony with His Father's,

that they were practically one in operation. The time

came, however, when the will of the Son did not coincide

with the will of His Father. In view of the supreme suf

fering of the cross, His soul shrank back, and His will

could not acquiesce. Hence His bitter cry, "Father, if it

is Thy intention, carry aside this cup from Me" (Luke

22:42). He did not want the awful agonies that lay

within the path which God had prepared for His feet.

He recoiled in terror at the dark shadow which should

separate Him from fellowship with God. He was out-
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side the will of His Father. One of them must yield.

It is at this crisis that we see most clearly the wide

gulf between God's will and His. God could not say,

"Not My will". Had He yielded, all of His plans would

have failed. The whole purpose of creation would have

miscarried. The Sacrifice must be offered, or sin would

dethrone the Deity. The hopes of a universe depended

at this point on the inflexibility of God's will. And the

expectation of all creation likewise depended on the pli

ability of the will of Christ. It is just as necessary that

the Son should yield as that the Father should be ada

mant. The glory of God is His resistless determination.

The glory of the Son his subjection.

How few of us know the mighty import of that self-

effacing cry: "Not My will, but Thine!" At all times,

this is the glory of Christ. Before His incarnation, dur

ing His earthly life, in resurrection glory, in His final

subjection at the consummation, He always yields to the

will of Another. Is this the proper function of absolute

Deity! It cannot be. Moreover, when, once in His

career, He finds Himself athwart the will of God, does

He assert His will, as a real God would do? He does not.

The only time that He desired to act independently of

God, He submerged His will, and preferred His Father's.

GIVER AND RECEIVER

God and Christ are related to each other as Giver and

Receiver. God gave Him the actual words He spoke, the

very spirit with which He uttered them, the disciples

which they won, His power and His throne and His

glory. All are gifts to Him from God. Absolute Deity

cannot receive gifts such as these, for He is Himself the

Owner and Source of all. Giving to God is only a form.

We can only return or acknowledge what is already His.

Christ, however, can receive. That is His proper glory,

in relation to God.

The declarations which fell from the lips of Christ
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seemed as spontaneous as though they sprang from His

own mind even as they issued from His mouth. Yet they

were inspired in a superior sense. When others spoke, the

record of their words is usually inspired. But in His

case the words themselves are God's gift to Him, and

through Him to His disciples. He did not formulate a

philosophy of life and pass it on to His followers. He

had a divine outlook, and spoke as no other man ever

spoke, because His words were a gift from above. He

said, "the declarations which Thou hast given Me I have

given them" (John 17:8). Again, "I have given them

Thy word'' (John 17:14)..

He received all of His disciples as a gift from God.

He did not claim to win them by His own powers of

persuasion. Indeed, He had no expectation that any

would follow Him unless His Father had given them to

Him (John 6:37). Being the gift of the Father, they

were not dependent on His own protection alone, but on

His Father's (John 10: 29). His intercessory prayer, in

the seventeenth chapter of John, is full of references to

those whom the Father had given Him. They receive

eonian life (John 17:2). He manifests God's name to

them (verse 6). They are still the Father's (verse 9).

He will keep them (verse 11). Christ had guarded

them (verse 12). They shall behold His glory (verse 24).

Judas was not one of them, for He lost none of them

(John 18: 9).

Judgment is given to the Son. It is not His inherent

right. That belongs to absolute Deity. It is delegated to

the Christ because of His humanity (John 5: 22, 26, 27).

All governmental authority is His as a gift also (Mat.

28:18; John 17:2). The Lord God will give Him the

throne of His father David (Luke 1: 32). All the glories

which are His now and in the future come to Him from

the Father's hand (John 17:22, 24; 1 Pet. 1:21). All

this marks Him as the great Recipient. God is lavish in

His presents to His Son. It does not dim His glory in the
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least degree to "give" God His true place as the great

Giver.

The prayer He taught His disciples transferred to

them His own attitude toward God's will (Mat. 6:10;

Luke 11:2). He did not pray the Father for help to

carry out His own will. The disciples, likewise, are to

have no will of their own, but to submit to God's will

and seek its fulfillment. Our Lord never sought to put

His own will on His disciples. He required obedience to

Himself only as authority was given to Him. He came,

not in His own name, but in the name of His God and

Father. It is His function to efface Himself, so that,

eventually, all will be directly subject to God's will,

without His intervention.

It will be objected that we must distinguish between

the pre-incarnate Christ and His earthly career, as well

as His present and future glories. It is usually insisted

that His kenosis, or emptying, will explain His subjection

while on the earth. The question can be settled very

simply and satisfactorily by determining His final rela

tion to God after the eons are past. Will He then regain

His full place in the "trinity" and leave the place of

subjection for the sovereignty of Deity? Quite the oppo

site is true. Little as is revealed of that glorious consum

mation, His final place in the universe is clearly and def

initely stated. The Son also will be subject to God, along

with the rest of the universe (1 Cor. 15:28).

Subjection is the highest, the ultimate glory of the

Son of God. During the last two eons He will exercise

power and authority, so that myriads will be subordinate

to Him. He will be the Sovereign of the universe. He will

subject all of God's creatures to Him. In doing this He

acts like God, He uses the power and prerogatives of

God. While He does it He is called God. But when He

has accomplished it, He does not return to a state of

absolute Deity, as the trinitarian theory must insist, but

He resigns the very functions which pertain to Deity.
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He voluntarily abdicates His throne. He reliquishes His

authority over creation, and takes a place subordinate.

It has been suggested that this subjection applies only

to His mediatorial work. But the fact is that His work

as Mediator is finished at that time. He is neither King

nor Priest. He is not even Prophet. All of His media

torial offices have been fulfilled. They vanish at the con

summation, because their object has been accomplished.

The subjection is strictly personal. He is not called

Christ, but the Son. The Son Himself also shall be sub

ject. He has subjected all else to God, and He joins the

company of subjects in order that God may be All in all.

He is the One Who, added to the rest of the universe,

makes subjection to God universal.

THE SENDER AND THE SENT

The Deity sends, but is not sent. His Son is sent, and

never sends His Father. This relationship is basic. It is

not a temporary mediatorial arrangement. It exists

throughout the course of revelation. These functions are

never reversed. The Deity is always the Sender, and the

Son is always the Sent One. This is an essential or fun

damental relationship which illuminates and reflects the

glories of each. The Deity would not be such if He were

sent. Christ would be naught if He were not sent by God.

We cannot conceive of absolute Deity being sent.

Who is there to send Him? Who has the right to tell

Him to go from one place to another? Who has the wis

dom to decide His location for Him? And how can He

obey, seeing that He is present everywhere? The mo

ment that He acknowledges a Sender He abdicates His

throne in favor of a superior. One of the verily, verilies

of our Lord insists that a slave is not greater than his

lord, neither an apostle greater than He Who sends Him

(John 13:16). The one sent is always subordinate to the

one who sends him. There may be a mutual agreement

among equals, but their equality vanishes when one
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goes hence in obedience to orders given by the other.

The Son came to do the will of Him Who sent Him

(John 6: 38, 39, 40). It tos His very food (John 4: 34).

He made it the basis of His appeal to the people. He told

them "I can do nothing of Myself. According as I am

hearing am I judging; and My judgment is just, seeing

that I am not seeking My own will, but the will of Him

Who sends Me" (John 5: 30). The Absolute Deity can

not be sent by another. He goes where He goes, without

let or hindrance, if, indeed, we may speak of Him in this

way, for He is present everywhere. He sends, but is not

sent. He commissions, but cannot be commissioned, for

there is no one who has authority to delegate Him. In

relation to the Deity, Christ is not the Sender, but the

Sent.

The discourse of our Lord to the Jews, when they

asked for a sign, reiterates His reliance on the will of

God Who sent Him. He told them, "I have descended

from heaven, not that I should be doing My will, but the

will of Him Who sends Me. Now this is the will of Him

Who sends Me, that everyone whom He has given to Me,

of these I should be losing none, but shall be raising him

in the last day. For this is the will of My Father, that

everyone who is beholding the Son and is believing into

Him may have eonian life, and I shall be raising him in

the last day" (John 6:38-40). His own will was entirely

eclipsed in all that He did. He was occupied entirely

with the will of God.

The word "essence" is often used in reasoning about

the so-called "Godhead". The word "essential" is far

clearer. We have been considering several of these essen

tials, and, in every case, the Supreme Deity possesses

them and our Lord Jesus Christ does not. Hence He is

not "one in essence" with the Deity. He has a God,

Whom He serves and worships. He is the Channel, but

not the Source. He has a will, but is subject to a higher.

He is a Eecipient from One above Him. He is sent and
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commissioned by a Superior. None of these is compatible

with Deity. The Supreme has no God, worships none,

Sources all, is subject to no other will, gives and sends,

but cannot be commissioned, because He is Supreme, and

there is no God above Him.

The fact that our Saviour adores and acclaims An

other, that He is not the first Cause, that He is subject to

God's will, that He receives all from His Father and

that He is empowered with authority by Him, does not

dim His glory by a single beam, for these are His glories.

He is not God's rival, but His Revealer. He is not His

master, but our Mediator. God's glory is in self-revela

tion. Christ's glory lies in self-abnegation. After all His

mediatorial work is finished, then the Son will be subject,

not supreme. The furthest reach of faith's telescope finds

Him first, not in eclipsing the Deity, or in sharing His

sovereignty, but in such subjection as will make God All

in all. A. E. K.
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WHAT DOES THE BIBLE REALLY

TEACH ABOUT HELL?

The Sunday School Times of April 19, 1931, contained

an article with the above heading, which is reproduced

herewith. As we have already covered this ground, it

was not our purpose to publish another discussion of this

subject. But the high standing of The Sunday School

Times, and its evident desire to be faithful to the Word

of God gives this exposition special interest and import

ance, even if it had not been written by the pastor of the

Moody Memorial Church, Chicago, H. A. Ironside, Litt.

D., a man who, from childhood, has been associated with

the so-called Plymouth Brethren, who was, for many

years, a leader amongst them, and whose wider ministry

has been so acceptable that he was chosen to fill Moody's

pulpit.

Apart from the subject itself, it is instructive and

helpful to see how such a man, with a lifelong acquaint

ance with the Bible, and a sincere desire to know and

teach the word of God, is subconsciously controlled by

the traditions which he has inherited. It should lead each

one of us to test himself by the one touchstone — the

exactitude of the Word of God.

It is the value of this exposition as a background for

the truth which tempts me to make use of it. We must

reach people where they are and lead them on from that

point. Doubtless many who have read the article sin

cerely hold that it is God's truth.
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With such a caption and such an expositor, we have a

right to expect that all of the statements will be in exact

accord with the Scriptures. As we are taken past the

English to the original, we are entitled to look for per

fect accord with the documents of inspiration.

The article is reprinted in small type to distinguish

it from our comments. The following are the first two

paragraphs:

Our English word hell, meaning literally "the hidden place"

in the expressive language of our Anglo-Saxon forbears, is used

in the Authorized Version of the New Testament to translate

three Greek words, Hades, Gehenna, and Tartaros.

Hades is the equivalent of the Hebrew Sheol, and refers to

the abode of disembodied spirits between death and resurrec

tion only. It is never used after the resurrection of our Lord

Jesus Christ in connection with those who are saved, but only

to describe the place of punishment of the lost. In the Old Tes

tament Sheol is used in a very broad sense as covering the
state and condition of all the dead, and is sometimes wrongly

rendered "grave", but a careful examination of every passage

where it is so translated will show that the reference is not to

the tomb, but to the place where the spirits of the departed,

whether saved or lost, await their final bliss or woe. There is

a sense in which both the words Sheol and Hades set forth not

only a place, but the state of a spirit without the body. When
the resurrection takes place, the spirit is reunited to the body

and the Hades condition is over.

The first statement which challenges investigation is

the definition of ~kades. It is said to be "the abode of dis

embodied spirits". The Scriptures distinctly teach that

the spirit returns to God Who gave it (Ecc. 12: 7). Shall

we combine these statements logically and teach the

startling doctrine that "hell" is where God is? If the

spirit returns to God and this is "hell", how can we

avoid such a conclusion?

Is there a single passage in God's Word that teaches

that, at death, the disembodied spirit goes to "hell"? If

so, where is it ? Let us test this definition in some of the

occurrences of the word hades. Did our Lord predict

that Capernaum (Mat. 11: 23; Luke 10:15) should sub

side into the abode of spirits ? In the story of the rich
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man and Lazarus was Abraham disembodied ? He had a

bosom. Lazarus had a finger. The rich man had a tongue.

The flame gave him pain. He could not cross the gulf

between them. If these are disembodied, then words are

useless for the purpose of revelation.

Our Lord actually went to "hell" and has left us a

record of it. In the last dread hour of His sufferings did

He say, Hell, into they hands I commend My spirit ?

Such would have been His cry if the "disembodied

spirit" goes to "hell" at death. Instead, He said,

"Father, into Thy hands I am committing My spirit."

His spirit did not go to heU. His soul went to hades. He

said, "Thou wilt not abandon My soul in the unseen"

(Acts 2:27). His body was not allowed to decay. His

soul was not left in "hell". His spirit returned to God,

His Father.

Is there a single passage in the Word of God which

connects the human spirit with "hell"? Hades is always

associated with the soul. This is basic. How can we

know what the Bible really teaches on this subject if we.

confuse the soul and the spirit, and send the spirit to

"hell", when it really returns to God who gave it? Will

The Sunday School Times correct this grave departure

from God's Word? Will it insist that man's spirit goes

to "hell" when the Bible really teaches that it returns to

God? We shall see!

Is there any place in divine revelation where we read

of the time "between death and resurrection"? Death,

in the Scriptures, is a state which continues until resur

rection. The act of dying is not spoken of as death, but

is referred to by a special term, apotJinesko, literally

from-die, die off. Men are dead until resurrection, rous

ing, or vivification restores them to life. It is the dead

who are raised, as such, not those who died at some time

in the past and who are not dead at the moment of resur

rection. God raises the dead and makes them alive!

The implication that the disembodied spirit is con-
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scious during death is absolutely unwarranted. The spirit

returns to God. God gave it. Was it conscious when it

was with Him, before He imparted it to us? If it was

not, neither is it conscious when it returns to Him. Con

sciousness is never associated with the human spirit in

God's Word. It is always associated with the soul, dur

ing life, not in death. In the death state between the act

of dying and the resurrection, human spirits return to

God, the soul returns to "hell", whence it came, and the

body returns to the soil, of which it was formed.

The statement that hades is never used of those who

are saved after our Lord's resurrection, but only to

describe the punishment of the lost, does not seem to

accord with the facts. Our Lord, speaking to the beloved

disciple on Patmos, said, "I have the keys of death and

of 'hell'." Anyone who "will read the context will see

how incongruous any idea of punishment is here. The

fact that Christ has the keys of "hell" indicates that He

would rouse John from the dead, not thrust him into tor

ments. Nowhere, in God's Word is hades or sheol limited

to the unsaved. It applies to all who die, saint and sin

ner alike. All go to the unseen at death and emerge when

they are roused.

We are told that '.'a cweful examination of every

passage where it is so translated [grave] will show that

the reference is ... to the place, where the spirits of the

departed, whether saved or lost, await their final bliss or

woe. . . Sheol and Hades set forth . . . the state of a

spirit without a body". The word sheol occurs less than

seventy times. It is translated grave only thirty-one

times (Gen. 37:35; 42:38; 44:29, 31; 1 Sam. 2:6;

1 Kings 2: 6, 9; Job 7: 9; 14:13; 17:13; 21:13; 24:19;

Psa. 6:5(6); 30:3(4); 31:17(18) ; 49:14(15), 14(15),

15(16); 88:3(4); 89:48(49); 141:7; Prov. 1:12;

30:16; Ecc. 9:10; Cant. 8:6; Isa. 14:11; 38:10, 18;

Eze. 31:15; Hosea 13:14, 14). Let anyone read these

passages and see if a spirit is ever associated with the
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"grave" or sheol. Even a careless reading will show

that it is not.

What the Bible really teaches is seen in the following,

which we take from the Authorized Version to avoid

giving offense:

Psa. 16:10 thou wilt not leave my SOUL in hell

30:3(4) brought up my SOUL from the grave

49:15 (16) redeem my SOUL from the power of the grave

86:13 deliver my SOUL from the lowest hell

89:48 (49) his SOUL from the hand of the grave

Prov. 23:14 deliver his SOUL from hell

Normally, only the soul goes to sheol. It is only in a

figurative sense that gray hairs (Gen. 42: 38) and pomp

(Isa. 14:11) go there. And it is an abnormal event,

when live men, with their bodies, descend to the unseen

(Num. 16: 30). Does not the Bible really teach that the

soul, not the disembodied spirit, goes to sheol ?

In contrast to this the spirit is spoken of as follows,

showing that it goes to God, not to "hell". I quote from

the Authorized Version:

Job 34:14 If he set his heart upon man, if he gather tmto

himself his spirit and his breath; all flesh shall

perish together, and man shall turn again unto

dust.

Psa. 104:29 Thou takest away their breath [spirit], they die,

and return to their dust.

Ecc. 12: 7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was

and the spirit shall return to God who gave it.

Luke 23:46 into thy hands I commend my spirit

The spirits of all flesh, as well as those of God's saints

and that of our Saviour go to God at death. Can any

passage be found to the contrary?

At death the Scriptures return the body to the soil,

the spirit to God. The soul is the sensation resulting

from the combination of these two (Gen. 2:7). How,

then, can there be any sensation, any perception, in

hades6* There is not, for God calls it the imperceptible,

where perception is impossible. Without the organs of

the body or the life of the spirit there is no sight, no
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hearing, no smelling, no feeling of any kind, This gives

"hell" its real name—the un-perceived.

The second word translated hell is Gehenna, which was the
name of a valley just outside Jerusalem where the offal and
refuse of the city were burned. In ancient times, the abomin

able rites of Moloch worship involving human sacrifice had been

celebrated there, so it was looked upon as a place accursed.

Perpetual fires were kept burning in this valley, and into the
flames were thrown the carcasses of beasts and sometimes even
human criminals; upon these rotting, burning bodies the

worms were continually feeding, until the flames destroyed

them. Our Lord uses this awful picture as a figure of the
place and state of the lost after the day of judgment. Other

figures are used to describe the same dreadful condition, as for

instance, "outer darkness," "the blackness of darkness for

ever," and "a lake of fire and brimstone".

The first part of this paragraph is good. But when

did our Lord use Gehenna as a figure of "the place and

state of the lost after the day of judgment"? The dozen

passages where this word occurs (Mat. 5:22, 29, 30;

10: 28; 18: 9; 23:15, 33; Mark 9: 43, 45, 47; Luke 12: 5;

Jas. 3:6) seem to contain no hint of such a thing. Can

it be that the writer has added to tiod's Word on this
solemn theme? The "outer darkness" also is dated dur

ing the kingdom, before the judgment (Mat. 8:12). The

"blackness of darkness" is for a single eon (Jude 13).

These refer to dealings with special classes previous to

the great White Throne, not to all humanity after it.

The third term, Tartaros, literally the abyss, is found only

once in the Scriptures, and that in 2 Peter 2:4, where we read

of the fallen angels who have been cast down to hell. From

this we would gather that it refers to a special punishment

reserved for the angels who sinned, though elsewhere we are

told that the lost are to depart "into everlasting fire prepared

for the devil and his angels" (Mat. 25:41), so that the punish
ment is evidently of the same character.

Tartarus should not be confounded with abussos,

abyss. It is a place where sinning messengers are kept

for chastening judgment (2 Pet. 2:4). It is a place of

detention, before the lake of fire, not a place of punish

ment.
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What Christ Taught about Hell

It is noteworthy that the greater part of the New Testa
ment teaching on the subject of hell and the future punishment
of the impenitent comes to us from the lips of our blessed Lord
himself. He it was who related the solemn story of the rich
man and Lazarus. It was he who warned of the dangers of
being cast into the Gehenna of fire; it was he who contrasted
eternal life with everlasting punishment and who solemnly
averred, "If ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die in your
sins" (John 8: 24), and, "Whither I go ye cannot come" (John
8:22). We hear much sentimental talk in our day about refus
ing the stern teaching of the apostles in view of the teaching
of the gentle Nazarene. But men forget that it was the Lord
Jesus who gave us the heart-rending picture of the intermedi
ate and the final condition of men in eternity who die in their
sins. He negatives all thought of any second chance or eternal

hope for such. His words as recorded in John 3:36 are conclu
sive. "He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life: and
he that believeth not the Son shall not see life; but the wrath
of God abideth on him." It is impossible logically to couple
the thought of universal salvation or of final annihilation of
the wicked with these words. "Shall not see life,"—-there will
then be no second chance in another world for men who have
rejected the Gospel in this one. "The wrath of God abideth on
him,"—you cannot have abiding wrath and annihilation.

The preceding paragraphs fail to clearly distinguish

Jvades, the imperceptible, the unseen, which receives the

souls of all in death, from Gehenna, which operates only

during the day of the Lord and is located outside Jeru

salem, and from Tartarus, which keeps messengers for

judgment, and from the lake of fire, for unbelieverse after

resurrection and judgment. This paragraph is equally

confusing in regard to time. Eonian life is contrasted

with eonian chastening only in regard to the nations who

do not succor the Jews in the end time. It has no refer

ence whatever to other sinners. What bearing has John

8: 24 on this subject?

Does John 8: 21, 22 prove that the Jews will never go

to Him? A really careful examination of the Greek will

show that our Lord carefully chose verb forms which

do not allow and will not uphold that inference. He

did not put it in the indefinite, "I go" and "you come",

but " I am going'' and '' you be coming' \ He avoided

the very forms which might give us ground for thinking
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that this was more than a temporary arrangement. But

we need not ask our readers to examine this in the orig

inal. Could our Lord say these words to His own apos

tles? Were they also eternally shut out from His pres

ence? If this interpretation is true, they were! Listen to

His word: "Little children, I am still with you for a

little time. You shall be seeking Me, and, according as I

said to the Jews, that 'Where I am going, you cannot he

coming,9 at present I am saying it to you also." The

tense is temporary. The disciples go to Him later, and

also the Jews (John 13: 33).

Where did our Lord give us a picture of the final

condition of men in eternity? Is it wise to make "pic

tures" out of His plain statements unless they are war

ranted by the text in so solemn a subject?

Is John 3: 36 finally conclusive ? Then Luke 17: 22 is

also, for the word and the tense are the same. "Yet He

said to His disciples, ' The days will be coming when you

will be yearning to perceive one of the days of the Son

of Mankind, and you shall not see it." Did He mean that

they would never see it ? By no means! He goes on to

explain that it is only a temporary delay. So, in John

3: 36, the "shall not see life" is not final. This is abso

lutely certain in the case of the word "abide". He could

have said, "the wrath of God remains [emeine]" (Mat.

11:23) but He chose a term referring only to a present-

process, is remaining (menei). None of these passages

refers to final things.

The implication that universal salvation (1 Tim. 2:4;

4:10) involves a "second chance" is purely gratuitous.

If man is the active agent in salvation, no number of

chances will be sufficient, but if God is our Saviour He

does not need even one "chance". He has distinctly said

that He will justify all (Rom. 5:18) and vivify all

(1 Cor. 15:22) and reconcile all (Col. 1:20). There is

no chance that He has lied or overestimated His abilities,

or His riches in Christ.
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It is very evident, then, that the Bible plainly teaches the

eternal punishment of those who, because of their sins, shall be

shut away from the light and glory of Heaven in the sorrow

and darkness of hell. For them all hope must forever be

abandoned. In spite of all that advocates of other theories

have written, I have never been able to find in my Bible one

ray of hope for men who die spurning' the grace of God in

Christ. For them, "it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands

of the living God" (Heb. 10:31).

Where is the evidence, the plain teaching, on which

these statements are based ? It seems to be based on that

unscriptural idea of "only two destinies—heaven and

hell". What about the myriads of Israel's saints who go

to neither, but are blessed on earth? ".Eternal [everlast

ing] punishment" in God's Word is not applied to sin

ners in general, for their sins. It is said only of a very

small class at the beginning of the kingdom. Their sins

are not the basis of this judgment. It turns entirely on

their treatment of Israel (Mat. 25: 46). It is very pain

ful, indeed, to find honored servants of God habitually

misplacing this passage. Their consciousness seem to be

thoroughly inured to this serious perversion. Let us

pray that God will lay this fault on their hearts.

Hebrews 10:31 deals with those in the covenant

nation who outrage the spirit of grace. Why apply this

to all ? And why not bring up a definite passage showing

that there is no hope ? No such Scripture exists. There

are definite statements in God's Word which can easily

be found, but which demand faith, which is evidently

lacking here. God says that death, the last enemy, shall

be abolished (1 Cor. 15: 26). God says that He will jus

tify all mmkind (Rom. 5:18). God says that He will

make all alive (1 Cor. 15:22). God says that He will

reconcile all to Himself (Col. 1: 20). And each of these

statements definitely speaks of the ultimate consumma

tion. The statements used in this article do not refer to

the end, but to the process. They are dislocated in "time.

But, having seen this, there is another side of the truth

which it is well for us to keep in mind. Nowhere in Scripture

is hell presented as a vast pandemonium where lost men and
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demons are indiscriminately huddled together harassing one
another while they vilify God and curse his blessed Son

throughout an eternity of hideous torture. All such conceptions

come from paganism and belong to medieval theology, not to

the teaching of Bible-instructed Christians. In other words, we

are not to think of eternal torment as though it involved the

eternal torture of the lost either by the Devil or his agents, or

by one another, and certainly not by God who is love. But

torment of a mental and spiritual character will be inescap

able. "I am tormented in this flame," cried Dives (Luke

16:24). We need to remember that it was a disembodied spirit
who was speaking, so that the flame of very necessity could

not be any more literal than the physical terms which he uses
when he speaks of finger and tongue. In 1 John 4:18, we read,

"Fear hath torment." It is the same word, and refers of

course to what is mental and spiritual. How could it be other

wise with men who remember throughout eternity opportun
ities neglected, grace despised, and abide beneath the awful
sense of being under divine indignation because of their rejec

tion of Christ? This indeed will be torment.

How can we "remember" that the torment of the

rich man was of a "mental and spiritual character"

when there is no indication of this in previous scripture

and the whole setting of the scene is contrary to it? This

is hades. We have shown that the spirits of Abraham and

Lazarus and the rich man are with God, not in hades, if

this is to be taken literally. If not, then the men are

there, especially their bodies and their souls, for the

scene is based on their actual presence and sensations.

Take the whole as a parable of Israel's sufferings while

they are lo ammi, and the comfort of those who believe,

which is figured by Abraham's bosom, and it is filled

with prophetic light. Make it a mixed literal-figurative

phantasmagoria, and all is confusion. Are we to under

stand from this that no punishment is physical? Why,

then, resurrect the bodies of the dead for judgment?

But even the lost in hell are included in the universal sub

jugation of Philippians 2:9-11, where we read: "Wherefore God

also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name which is
above every name: that at the name of Jesus every knee should

bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under
the earth; and that every tongue should confess that Jesus

Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father." The word
"things" in each instance is italicized in the text, and does not
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appear in the original. The word "those" might just as well

be inserted, for it is clearly of intelligent beings that the
apostle is speaking. He is declaring that in the coming day of

our Saviour's exaltation, all in Heaven and on earth and in the

infernal regions shall bow the knee in subjection to him, and

every tongue shall confess his Lordship. In Gehenna there will
be "wailing and gnashing of teeth/' but no actual insubordina

tion will be permitted.

There is nothing about "hell" in Philippians 2: 9-11.

The term JcatachtJionion is simply subterranean. To

change it to "infernal regions" savors of medieval

priestcraft. The whole passage deals with the exaltation

of Christ under the name Jesus, which is His title as

Saviour, not Judge. No knee can bow in the name of our

Saviour and not be saved. No one can say that Jesus is

Lord except by holy spirit (1 Cor. 12: 3). It is to be for

the glory of God as Father. How much "hell" exalts

our Lord's Saviourhood and God's Fatherhood we must

leave to each one to decide in His presence. "Gehenna"

has its place in the kingdom in the eon preceding the one

in which our Lord becomes Head of all. The connection

is most incongruous.

We are to think of hell, therefore, as God's well-ordered

prison house, where men who never behaved before will have

to behave at last; where absolute justice will be meted out to

all, but where mercy never shall come and hope shall be for

gotten.

Where, in God's Word is "hell" His "prison

house"? God keeps the messengers who sinned in Tar

tarus, not in "hell". Satan will be locked up in the

abyss, not in "hell". Who ever heard of justice being

meted out in "hell"? Are we not drifting away from

God's Word altogether? Hades is the Greek impercep

tible. Sheol is the Hebrew questionable, from the verb

sTial, to ask. They denote a state where there is no per

ception with any of our senses, no sight, no hearing, no

feeling of any sort. Literally, there is no soul when the

spirit leaves the body. Figuratively, the same sense is

given by saying that the souLgoes to hades or sheol.
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According to the crude thoughts of many, hell will be
Satan's kingdom and realm of despair, where he will reign

despotically throughout eternity, taking fiendish delight in

torturing his unhappy subjects. Needless to say, this concep

tion is not found in the Word of God. According to Scripture,

hell is the Devil's prison where he and his demon hosts will be

shut up and unable longer to injure men or to defy or insult a

holy God.

But the " Devil", or Slanderer, has never been in

"hell" and never will be! There is not a word of Scrip

ture for the assertion. His place is in heaven until he

will be cast down (Rev. 12: 9). Then he is shut up in the

abyss (Rev. 20:3), from which he is loosed on earth

(Rev. 20: 7) and cast into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10).

How can my dear brethren preface "according to Scrip

ture " to statements which have absolutely no basis in

God's Word?

Where Death Works No Change

In the very nature of things, men who die impenitent, pos

sessing only an evil nature, a carnal mind, which "is not sub

ject to the law of God, neither indeed can be," could not be

happy in Heaven with God and his redeemed. Constitutionally

opposed to his holy will, they will not be changed, by passing

through death, into gracious, obedient saints. Death in itself

has no purifying or saving power. After death men will be

judged for the deeds done in the body. When souls have

passed out of the body, it is too late for repentance and restor

ation. Therefore the tremendous importance of closing with

the divine offer of mercy while it is called today, and while the

Holy Spirit speaks in power to the soul. Scripture everywhere

intimates that it is a fearful thing to die out of harmony with

God. "If," to use Joseph Cook's trenchant phrasing, "men die

hating what God loves and loving what God hates," the Bible

suggests no post-mortem means of changing their character. It

rather declares the very opposite; for, portraying the eternal

state in the last chapter of the Book of Revelation, the Spirit

declares: "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he

which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is righteous,

let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy

still" (22:11).

In other words, character tends to permanency. Through

the infinite mercy of God, no matter how low and vile one has

become while in this life, there is still hope through Christ's

atonement. But if unregenerated before passing into another

world, one can but meet God according to the character already

formed. "It is appointed unto men once to die, but after this
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the judgment" (Heb. 9:27), Observe: not "after this another
chance, or second probation," but stern, relentless judgment.

Men do not possess an "evil nature". The state

ment that the Circumcision were, "by nature" children

of Indignation, even as the rest, has been misinterpreted

so as to directly deny the teaching of Romans that man's

nature is not evil. Sin is beside nature (Rom. 1:26).

The gentiles may be doing by nature what the law

demands (Rom. 2:14). It is allied with conscience. Paul

says that the Uncircumcision, who by nature, are dis

charging the law's demands, will judge the Circumcision

(Rom. 2: 27). As the idea that human nature is evil is

one of the foundations of "evangelical" theology, it is

taken for granted, and its basis in the Scriptures is not

examined. The "carnal mind" (disposition of the flesh)

(Rom. 8:7) is present in the believer today. Hence the

argument of this paragraph applies to believers quite as

well as to unbelievers. Are they also hopelessly lost?

In Revelation 22: 8 John returns to Patmos. Read

the passage down to verse eleven. The standpoint is not

the final eon, where John has been in vision, but the days

in which he wrote the scroll. It is before, the Lord's com

ing, which is promised in the next verse. How can it

refer to the "eternal state"? That is utterly out of line

with its context. Have we a right to take a statement

which refers to the past and shift it to eternity? What

will become of God's revelation if this course is pursued?

In Hebrews 9: 27 the argument absolutely repudiates

the popular interpretation here given. What parallel is

there between the death of a man and his judgment and

the offering of Christ? It was the death of the high

priest in Israel which led to the "judgment" of the man

slayer (Num. 35: 22-29). The statement has no reference

to men in general. The "judgment" here is restoration.

It cannot be applied to suffering for sin on the part of

the unbeliever at the Great White Throne. How often

have great saints wrested this passage from its context
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so as to bolster up their theology! Where this is neces

sary, does it not indicate a defect in their teaching?

It is true that death works no change for the better

in either saint or sinner. It has no purifying or saving

power. What is it, then, that will change the saints from

fleshly minded failures, quite unfit for heaven, into incor

ruptible, immortal beings with bodies like His glorious

body ? Eesurrection, or rousing, will not do it, for men

have been brought back to life without such a change,

and even the unbeliever will be resurrected for judg

ment. Vivification is the solution. Ours will be a resur

rection of life. What ails us now all comes from lack of

vitality. Abundant life will transform us into His image.

The question remains, Will the unbeliever ever be

vivifiedi He will be raised and roused at the Great

White Throne, but after being judged he will be cast into

the lake of fire, the second death. Is there any escape

from it? There is. Death, as the last enemy (which can

refer only to the second death), will be abolished, not by

resurrection (amastasis) or rousing (egersis), but by

vivification, or making alive (zoopoieiMsontai) (1 Cor.

15: 22). If this changes saints it will also change sinners.

All men sin because they are dying. They will cease

from sinning when beyond the operation of death.

The order of events would seem to be as follows: When

God says to the wicked man, "Thou fool, this night thy soul
shall be required of thee" (Luke 12: 20), that soul, which can
not be killed when the body dies, passes immediately into

Hades. This is the clear teaching of the story of the rich man

and Lazarus. "The rich man also died, and was buried; and

in Hades he lifted up his eyes, being in torments" (Luke 16:
22, 23). It is evident our Lord meant us to understand there

was an instantaneous transition from the life of luxury to a
state of wretchedness and woe. And it should be noted, in con

nection with what has already been said, that there is no hint
of this lost soul being in a condition where demons or demon-
controlled men are torturing him by inflicting upon him any

suffering other than that which results from the fact that he
carries within himself the means of his torment and grief.
"Son, remember!" (Luke 16:25). What a world of anguish is
involved for the lost soul in these words. Eternal memory!
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This in itself must needs involve eternal torment unless one
has been washed from his sins by the precious blood of the

Lord Jesus Christ.

The idea that the soul cannot die certainly never had

its origin in the Word of God. The notion that man dies

in sections is based on some figurative passages in which

a part is emphasized. Herod "sought the young child's

soul" (Mat. 2: 20). God is able to destroy both soul and

body in Gehenna (Mat. 10: 28). "The soul that sinneth;

it shall die," though a figure, shows clearly that the soul

is included with the body and spirit in the return called

death. The soul is often spoken of as dying. Here are a

few passages from the Psalms: "Let my soul live" (Psa.

119:175), "Thou hast brought up my soul from the

grave" (Psa. 30: 3), "Thou hast delivered my soul from

death" (Psa. 56:13), "He spared not their soul from

death" (Psa. 78:50), "None can keep alive his own

soul" (Psa. 22:29). In the Unveiling we read every

living soul died (Kev. 16: 3). The determined effort of

evangelicals to make death some form of life has led

them to invent the nonscriptural phrase "the resurrec

tion of the body" because they really do not believe

God's word that the man is dead, including his soul and

his spirit. To them the rousing (of the soul) and the

vilification (of the spirit) are unknown.

Abraham says "Son, remember". Hence he is the tor

turer of hell! But we have no hint that this actually did

torture the rich man. The record says "I am tormented

in this flmie." Why try to deny this? Flame is painful.

Who started this flame? Who keeps it burning? .We are

agreed that it is not the Slanderer or his messengers. If

God does not do it, who does? Abraham seems to be

especially favored, for he has an unobstructed view of

the torment of the damned, and he need not be unduly

concerned about them for he cannot help them anyway.

He must be very happy, indeed! Would any of my

readers care to reserve a seat where they can enjoy the

torturing of the damned for eternity?
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This intermediate state continues unchanged (on the wrong

side of the great gulf which is irrevocably fixed so that none

can pass from one side to the other) until the end of time,

when the day of the last great assize shall dawn. Then we

learn from Revelation 20 that he who once hung on Calvary's

cross will sit on the great white throne, and before him all the

wicked dead will be gathered. They will come forth in the

resurrection of judgment. We are not told anything as to the

nature and condition of the resurrection bodies of the lost.

That they will be raised is perfectly plain. "Death and hades"

will give up the dead that are in them. That is, death, the

grave, will give up the bodies; Hades will give up the souls;

and so the unsaved will rise and stand before the throne.

There the books of record will be opened and men will be

judged out of the things written in the books. Every secret

sin will be exposed; every evil thing brought to light. The

Word of God, too, will be opened, for our Lord declared to the

Jews that Moses in whom they trusted would be a witness

against them in that day. Then, too, "the book of life" will be

unfolded, for many in that vast throng once thought their

names were written there, having made profession of faith in

Christ, but they will search in vain to find themselves enrolled

among the possessors of life eternal. And so we read, "Whoso

ever was not found written in the book of life was cast into

the lake of life" (Rev. 20:15). Thus death and Hades will

come to an end. There will be no more place for the grave, for

all will then be resurrected. There will be no more use for

Hades, for every lost soul will be called forth for judgment.

Therefore death and Hades will be cast into the lake of fire.

This "intermediate state" of torment will continue

only one or more thousand years before the sinner will

be brought before the Judge to be tried! Can anyone

imagine a greater travesty on justice than this ? Human

courts cannot help being unjust, but how many of them

inflict the severest penalty long before the prisoner's

sentence has been passed? I preached in a jail for many

years. . They would not let us even see those inmates

who had not been tried and condemned, lest it should be

to their disadvantage. Yet we are asked to believe that

God uses the unbeliever as a sort of spectacle for his

saints for thousands of years before the sinner is brought'

to trial! Surely The Sunday School Times will repudiate

this teaching! God is just! He is not an abandoned fiend!

Death, in the Scriptures, is figured by sleep. Let us

not make this literal, as our Lord's disciples did, when
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He spoke of Lazarus, for then death would be a restora

tive. There are many things about sleep which are not

true of death. There is a measure of subconscious activ

ity in sleep, but not in death. There are dreams in sleep,

but not in death. The point of likeness is oblivion. God,

at death, makes the sinner entirely oblivious of every

thing until the moment of his resurrection, so that, to the

sinner's consciousness, he is brought into judgment

immediately, the moment after his demise. This is just.

This is Godlike. This is scriptural.

The Fire of Hell

The lake of fire is expressly called the second death. It is

clearly the same as Gehenna; that hell-fire concerning which

our Saviour spoke so seriously. This is hell in all its awful-

ness. It is not annihilation, for the wicked are to "have their

part in" it.

Much time has been wasted debating whether this fire is

material or symbolical. But the awful fact is that it depicts a

punishment that is endless, and a suffering that is beyond any

thing ever known in this world.

"Our God is a consuming fire," and to be exposed to his

wrath will burn the soul like the fiercest flame throughout

eternal ages, in which each individual will suffer only for his

own sins. Thus for some it will be more tolerable in the day

of judgment than for others, for "God shall render to every

man according to his works."

The lake of fire is not the second life, as is here inti

mated. The sinner is judged for his sins before the great

white throne, not in death, either the first or the second.

This lake of fire is nowhere associated with the vale of

Hinnom, below Jerusalem. Worms cannot exist in a lake

of sulphurous fire. It is not annihilation, but it is death

for those who appear before the Great White Throne, and

have died before. They suffer for their sins during their

second life. That is why they are raised. They cannot

have eonian life. That is for the saints only. Hence once

more they enter oblivion until the abolition of death, the

last enemy. Then they are vivified, made alive, that God

may be All in all.

How can God render to every man according to his

works when, according to this unjust arrangement, the
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mildest sinner, eyen infants, must suffer in fire for eter

nity? In time there can be no distinction, for infinity

admits of none. In severity, what choice is there between

various flames? The babe and the murderer, the Christ

rejector and the ignorant heathen who never heard of

our Saviour, all partakers of a doom infinite in duration

and beyond imagination in severity! And who would

suffer most ? The god that would plan and permit such

a fiendish "hell". His glory would be eclipsed, as it is

now being dimmed by those who think Him capable of

such hatefulness.

The Scriptures have told us about hell in order that we
may never go there. The Word of God makes plain the way of

life and salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ, who bore in
our stead on Calvary's cross the bitter anguish that lost men

must endure eternally if they refuse his grace. Thrice happy

the man who, turning in repentance to the risen Christ, finds

in him an all-sufficient Saviour and so can exclaim with assur

ance in the language of Paul Gerhardt, the German singer:

There is no condemnation

There is no hell for me,

The torment and the fire

My eyes shall never see.

How foolish for men to reason and argue about the possibility
of an end to hell when they may find here on earth One who

will save them forever from entering upon its woe. The apostle

links together in one passage (2 Cor. 5:11,14) two motives for
sending this Gospel out into the world. He says, "Knowing the

terror of the Lord, we persuade men ... for the love of Christ

constraineth us."

Chicago.

Quite the contrary is true. Unless our Lord comes,

the souls of all believers will return to hades, as their

spirits return to God, and the bodies return to the soil.

Death is still a return. Our bodies came from the soil

and may return thither. Our spirits came from God

and must return to Him. Our souls came from hades

("hell!") and they cannot possibly return elsewhere!

The Circumcision are warned against Gehenna and the

lake of fire, but these are not in operation now.

Where, in the Scriptures do we learn that Christ
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bore "in our stead" the bitter anguish that lost men

must endure eternally? Is an infant capable of bearing

such anguish? Is any man equipped for agony such as

He endured? Are our Saviour's sufferings so insignif

icant that they will be duplicated for unnumbered infin

ities by each and every sinner of the race? I much prefer

the theory that His sufferings were so much greater than

that of others that He endured an amount equal to that

of all the doomed. However lacking, it at least glorifies

His sacrifice. But never before have I heard that the

slightest suffering of the sinner will equal that of

Emmanuel when forsaken by His God.

After having said "death and hades will come to an

end" why call it foolishness for others to even consider

the possibility of the same thing? When death is abol

ished there will be no hades. There is no Gehenna on the

new earth. Even the lake of fire is no longer the second

death when there is no death. But this does not do away

with the fearful judgments of God. He will visit indig

nation and fury, affliction and distress on every human

soul which is effecting evil (Eom. 2:9). The sinner

must suffer for his sins unless he is sheltered by the

blood of Christ.

There have been times when even a slight offense

called for the extreme penalty. Men were hanged for

stealing food to keep from starving. But such laws are

no deterrent to crime. Their very unreasonableness

makes them a dead letter. It is useless to threaten sin

ners with eternal torment. It is so contrary to every

sense of justice that they distrust the evangel which

must be propped by such an alternative. Let us preach

the sane and wholesome truth that God is just, that He

will vindicate Himself to the sinner, and win his approval

even of His severe judgments. After all, it is God Who

is most affected by the sinner's judgment.

Many phases of this question are not touched in this

brief reply, for they are expounded elsewhere. The fact
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that the future is always spoken of in terms of limited

eons (not endlessness) is the key to the problem. In this

article the writer has consistently appealed to passages

which deal with the process to God's goal, but he has

absolutely ignored those passages which actually deal

with the consummation itself. Our Lord and His twelve

apostles did not reveal the final things. That was given to

the apostle Paul, who completed the Word of God. Why,

in this treatise on what the Bible really teaches, was his

testimony—the only real revelation of the consummation

—completely repudiated? A. E. K.
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DISOBEDIENCE AND OBEDIENCE

The supreme crises of history are centered in the dis

obedience of the first man and in the obedience of the

second. No other acts so affect the race as did these

two, because no other men can ever stand in such vital

relations to "the many" as they. In the respect that

each act affects the character and destiny of the race,

they are like each other. But in the character of the acts,

the actors, and the destinies involved there is greatest

difference. The disobedience and obedience were God-

ward acts. These directly and immediately affect the

status before God of all mankind. The first put an im

passable barrier between God and man and brought man

to death, the other removed every barrier and will bring

every man up from death and sin to righteousness*,

Verse nineteen, then, presents the crises, the causes and

the consummations of racial sin and salvation.

The comparison now made is no mere repetition of

the preceding ones. It confirms and develops the con

clusion stated in verse eighteen. One point in the com

parison has yet to be made: Adam's disobedience has not

been compared with Christ's obedience. These acts are

the causes which constitute men sinners or just.

For

EVEN AS THUS ALSO

through the disobedience through the obedience

of the one man of the One

the many the many-

were constituted shall be constituted

sinners, just.
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The exactitude of the parallel clauses is most striking.

The connective for indicates that the new comparison is

an explanation and a corroboration of the foregoing. It

specially affixes the seal of certainty to the concluding

words of verse eighteen, for its assertion is that the

many shall be constituted righteous, which is something

more than justification. It is not only the imputation but

also the actual impartation of the righteousness which

is inseparable from the new life in Christ.

The correspondences, emphasized by the even as, and

the thus also, should never be out of sight. Even as is

stronger than the simple as. It is equal to precisely as.

It was used in verse twelve, and implied the omitted

thus also. Unlike that occurrence it is here followed by

thus also. It is unfortunate that expositors often ignore

these emphatic calls to note the exact and studied corres

pondence in each pair of clauses. It would be impossible

for literary ingenuity to construct closer parallels and

at the same time predicate acts and issues so diverse in

character.

While this statement would be complete and quite

intelligible if it stood alone, by its relation to the fore

going argument, of which it is the conclusion, it gains a

strength and clarity which makes misunderstanding in

excusable. It differs from the preceding verses in its

assertions and omissions. The "much rather", with its

superabundant grace, does not appear, because actual

results are being considered rather than the means em

ployed. Adam's disobedience is not here regarded as

offence calling for condemnation and bringing death.

There is no mention of judgment. On the other hand,

"the obedience of the One" is not spoken of as grace, or

as procuring the just award and the gratuity. The

assertions fix our attention on the actual states of sinful-

ness and righteousness resulting to the many from the

acts of Adam and Christ respectively. The new themes

that call for consideration are four, namely, the disobedi-
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ence, the obedience, constituting the many sinners, and

constituting the many just.

The disobedience of the one man is the mother sin.

Other words have been used to describe this act. It has

been called sin, transgression, and offence. In the divine

diagnosis of our common disease each of these words

presents a distinct phase. Disobedience, parakoe, is in

Greek beside-heAiring. It is refusal to hear the voice of

authority. This is manifested by neglect and violation of

the command heard. In Adam's case there had been

HEARing, akoe. He heard another voice also, more loved

than God's (Gen. 3:17). Adam refused obedience, hup-

akoe, UNDER-HEARing. The Greek word conveys the idea

of subjection and deference as our English word does.

Disiobediemce is selfishness in action. It is revolt against

God by falsely assuming independence of Him. Dis

obedience to a command made Adam's sin transgression

and offered offence to God.

Ignorance foolishly asserts that Adam provoked

God's condemnation by stealing an apple. The truth is

that he revolted against God's authority by disobedience

to the only command he had received. Sin as lawlessness

and rebellion rose to its height in him. He chose and

obeyed the creature rather than the Creator. No act of

disobedience could go farther than his, and no sinner

had as little excuse as he. Because humanity is involved

in the consequence of the first disobedience it is wholly

incapable of judging of the character of sin. Only when

God gives His judgment of it have we any chance to

learn the truth. When we accept His judgment of sin

we come into fellowship with God about it, and then the

back of our revolt is broken. Till then we prove our

selves true children of rebellious Adam.

It is through the disobedience of tlte one mom that

the many were constituted sinners. The one man is he,

already mentioned four times, through whom gin entered

the world. He was the sole instrument in the ruin of
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the many. To say that "they all participated mysteri

ously in the offence" is a direct contradiction of the text.

They had no participation in Adam's act, nor did each

become a sinner "by, as it were, participating in Adam's

fall". Denial of the inspired assertion that Adam alone

constituted the many sinners carries with it the denial

that Christ alone will constitute the many righteous.

The attack is made on the gospel of God, though the

interpreters may not intend it. If I shared in Adam's

disobedience I may share also in Christ's obedience. If

I share responsibility for Adam's sin I may also have

part in the merit of Christ's sacrifice on the cross. The

Scripture is so simple that we need only cling to it to be

safe and sure. To rationalize it is to obscure the facts.

Adam alone was actively disobedient: the many were

passively constituted sinners. Apart from any active

concurrence on their part, and independently of sinful

acts of theirs the many were constituted sinnersv Adam's

sinful state became by transmission the actual state of

all his descendants. The language forbids us to think

they were made sinners by repetition of his sin. They

could not share his act or his guilt. Nor were they

accounted sinners. They were actually sinners by deriva

tion from the first sinner. The verb is past, indicating

that the fact was determined when Adam sinned. Should

the last generation of the eon of the eons be born twenty

thousand years hence, it will still be a generation of

sinners constituted so through the disobedience of the

one man.

All men alike are born sinners. They are sinners

before they commit sin. This is not sin of act but sin of

state. A popular distinction between "sin" and "sins"

has much to recommend it. "Sins," which men commit

in spite of knowledge of truth, of conscience, reason, law,

and gospel, were dealt with in 1:18—3: 20. These pro

voke God's indignation. "Sin" is inbred and inherited.

It is not said to provoke God's indignation, having been
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already judged, and carrying with it a sentence of con

demnation. Future judgment will not deal with "sin"

but with "sins". Hereditary sin is a better term to

describe it than "original sin". "With Augustine "orig

inal sin" meant that all shared in Adam's original sin.

When we reject his theory it is a misnomer to use his

term, though it is quite commonly* and loosely used to

describe inbred sin. Our inherited moral disability is sin

and thus we are constituted sinners.

The divine law of heredity explains the transmission

of sin and death and puts all theories of imputation into

the discard. Scripture has anticipated the scientific ob

server, showing that God's moral government is based on

the operation of laws which the biologist is only now

tracing out. So persistent is the law of heredity that

sin has been passed down to every one. Our uncomely

and ill-balanced moral constitutions come down from our

first parents. Our dispositions are lawless. Our state

gives rise to wrong desires and acts. David traced sins

to their source when he said, "Behold I was shapen in

iniquity," but he did not plead this as an excuse. Job

asks the question, "Who can bring a clean thing out of

an unclean?" and answers, "Not one."

Transmission of moral characteristics and a bias to

sinning is a matter of common observation. Jonathan

Edwards was the son of a godly father. The history of

four hundred of his descendants has been traced and

they included fourteen college presidents, one hundred

professors, one hundred preachers of the gospel, mission

aries, and Bible teachers, more than a hundred lawyers

and judges, sixty physicians, and many authors and edi

tors. On the other hand, the family history of a pro

fligate woman, named Jukes, who lived in Massachusetts

one hundred years ago, is conspicuous as a record of

five generations of pauperism, profligacy, imbecility and

insanity. Of twelve hundred descendants of this woman

four hundred wrecked themselves physically, three him-
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dred and ten were professional paupers, one hundred

and thirty were eonvieted criminals, sixty were habitual

thieves and seven were murderers. Of the whole twelve

hundred only twenty ever learned a trade, and half of

these learned it in prison. The difference between these

families is only comparative. All men inherit evil dis

positions, which remain even after conversion. *

Jonathan Edwards was perhaps the holiest man of

his day. Therefore, he knew a little of the horrible char

acter of sin. He saw it by the illumination of God's

Spirit. He said: "My wickedness, as I am in myself, has

long appeared to me perfectly ineffable and swallowing

up all thought and imagination—like an infinite deluge,

or mountains over my head. . . . My conviction of sin

is exceedingly small and faint.'' It is a striking fact that

the clearest discernment of the depth and power of sin

is given to the regenerate and spiritually-minded. When

they look with anointed eyes into their own hearts they

never argue or question the justice of the divine con

demnation. They pass as severe sentence upon them

selves as God has done.

The saints feel most keenly the plague of sin that is

in their hearts. Like Paul they must have the experience

described in 7:7-25 before they can come to spiritual

maturity. As the indictment of 1:18—3: 20 was neces

sary to prepare for the reception of the righteousness of

God by grace, so the conviction of impotence in the pres

ence of sin in our members must precede our deliverance

from the mastery of indwelling sin. The fact that we

were constituted sinners necessitates those aspects of the

gospel that will be revealed in the next three chapters.

Nothing but the power of God can deliver us. Education,

good environment, high ideals, divinely given law, and

religion have failed to keep even one man from yielding

to the urge of inbred sin. All commit sin because behind

their acts there are sinful dispositions, preponderating

tendencies to evil and perverted emotions and desires.
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Bestraints of various kinds keep men from the grosser

sins, but all have sinned despite these. A naturalist says

he once placed some newly hatched chickens upon a piece

of smooth carpet, and kept them there for several days.

Apparently they had not found their propensity to

scratch the ground for food as is characteristic of their

kind. At length he sprinkled a little gravel on the car

pet. The gravel supplied the necessary stimulus, and

they began to scratch at once. There is many a tendency

in every human heart that only needs the outward stim

ulus to bring it into view. The hidden taint does not

present itself immediately. But God sees it and its later

expression and He must either approve or disapprove

of it.

Scripture reveals the fact that inherited sin carries

with it an unhappy status before God. He condemned

the race to death, but not hopelessly. The two things—

the transmission of evil with its bias to sinning and this

unhappy status before God—cannot be separated. So

long as sin is transmitted condemnation must accompany

it. Unbelief rises to assert that it is an affront to every

principle of equity to assume that the race was doomed

through the disobedience of the one. But do they not

condemn the evil traits they see and dislike in others?

Would they care to adopt an infant from the Jukes fam

ily ? They would judge it unworthy because of its prob

able inheritance. Some eugenists are advocating the ste

rilization of criminals and imbeciles for the good of

society and the betterment of the race. Instead of con

demning a manifestly evil progeny to death they would

deny them life. Such degenerates, they say, have no

right to be born. If God had acted on this stern prin

ciple, there would be no births of any kind. Those who

object to God's methods would never have come into

existence. Adam was the first human degenerate and he

begat a race of degenerates. There is no distinction in

this respect. Why blame God for condemning all degen-
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erates? We are more taken up with the penalties men

have to bear than with the wrong God has to bear from

us all.

Let it never be forgotten that even the most degen

erate inherit the image of God and are beloved of God.

None are hopelessly condemned. Christ died for those

whom He must condemn, for there is no other kind of

man. God's power to save is greater than sin's power

to destroy. The most degenerate is, because of God's

grace, a potential and prospective son of God. As a mat

ter of fact it is not man's sin but God's salvation that

dominates human life and destiny. God told Noah to

multiply sinners who were already condemned to death

(Gen. 9:7). If He condemn and destroy the first human

ity, it is that He may establish the second.

Death is a fact. Any moral being would rather accept

death as God's righteous condemnation of a hopelessly

sinful condition than yield to it as the decree of an

unmoral fate. The lover of righteousness concurs with

God's judgment on his sinful state. The saint accepts

that judgment and is glad to be in fellowship with God

about death as about all He does. He acquiesces in the

good will of God, accepting deliverance by death and

resurrection from the otherwise inescapable plague of

sin that has afflicted him all his earthly life. He rejoices

that God will not make terms with the sin which he him

self has come to hate.

Turning to the brighter side of the parallel we are

confronted by the comparative term thus also. The

strong assertions now to be considered are made doubly

strong as they stand in relation to the foregoing. The

truth of the first member enhances that of the second.

All the conviction gained from Scripture, observation,

and experience of the truth of the dark side of the

parallel is carried forward by the words thus also. The

first statement is made in order to the second. This is

indicated by the even as. The first side gives us a meas-
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uring line for the second. In spite of all attempts to

limit or explain away its clear statement, this last mem

ber, like all God's Word, persists. Whenever the theolog

ical mists clear away the rock of Scripture is seen stand

ing impregnable. So long, as this verse obstinately

refuses to vanish at the bidding of great and good but

mistaken men we are assured of the complete triumph

of the Second Man over sin and all its consequences.

The obedience of the One is the special aspect of

Christ's redemptive work that is singled out as an exact

antithesis to the disobedience of Adam. Two acts are

compared, the one which introduced sin into the race and

the one which introduces righteousness. God countered

the first man's rebellious act by an act of a directly oppo

site character. The obedience is an act, not a process. It

is not "the collective obedience of the whole life of

Christ" on earth. It is true that in the Levitical require

ment the victim must be without blemish, yet an unblem

ished animal availed nothing for the offerer till it was

presented and slain. Christ was indeed without blemish

and thus met the requirement of the typical sacrifice,

otherwise the offering up of Himself would be unaccept

able and unavailing. His obedience unto death, even the

death of the cross climaxed a life of obedience that had

involved loss, humiliation and suffering. But His obedi

ence must here be isolated from His holy life. With

Adam's act God is comparing an act of obedience with

out parallel in human history, an act so unique and new

that there lay in it the beginning and consummation of

the new and perfect humanity. Four facts concerning

His obedience demand our consideration: First, it was

obedience to the death of the cross; then, it was a volun

tary submission to death which had no claim on Him;

further, it was an active cooperation with the revealed

will of God for Him; and finally, He set an example of

obedience which it is right and wise to follow.

The obedience of Christ is mentioned in Philippians
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2:8. In obedience He went all the length of dying, even
dying the death of a condemned criminal. The cross is
the central fact in Pauline preaching. Christ Himself
looked forward to the death of the cross as the chief aim
of His earthly mission. His most conspicuous and costly

act of obedience was His voluntary submission to an

undeserved death. The obedience that Paul compares

with Adam's self-exalting disobedience is His utter sac

rifice of Himself in the service of God and man. It has

been erroneously taught that "the obedience of Christ

rendered to therlaw is imputed to all believers in order

to constitute them righteous". This doctrine is called

"obediential righteousness", a phrase which is as un-

scriptural as it is untrue. It is the way of Cain. We

must notice this error because our present text is cited

as a proof of it. Nothing is said of imputation here.

The righteousness that is imputed is the righteousness

of God, displayed in Christ as a Propitiatory, received

through faith in His blood (3:26), it is "apart from

law" (3:21), and is "through the deliverance which is

in Christ Jesus".

Christ's obedient life and His obedience unto the death

of the cross must be seen in their essential distinctness

from each other and at the same time their essential rela

tion to each other. The distinction and relation is clearly

set forth in the meal offering and the bloody offerings.

The meal offering sets forth the perfect Second Man. He

is in absolute contrast with the first man and all his seed.

To the fine flour of the meal offering was added oil and

frankincence. This was offered to the priest, who burned

it on the altar as a memorial and a sweet savor to Jeho

vah. It set forth the perfect humanity of the Last Adam,

endued and energized by God's spirit, Who when tested

by fire yielded nothing but a sweet savor to God. It

memorializes an obedient and blameless life on earth

which God can never forget. But the meal offering was

bloodless, and without shedding of blood there is no
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remission of sin, no justification, no reconciliation, no

access to God. The bloody offerings set forth the way

of salvation. The meal offering was a necessary append

age to the burnt offering, as is clearly intimated in the oft

used expression, "the burnt offering with its meal offer

ing". The second Man needed to be perfect in life to be

acceptable as a sacrifice to a holy God. There is no rec

ord of a meal offering being offered without an animal

sacrifice, that is, without a soul being poured out unto

death. The refusal of Cain's offering is a protest against

any bloodless offering, though it be ever so ideally beauti

ful. The worshiper could never stand before God with

out blood shedding. Thus the offerings distinguish in the

sharpest way Christ's perfect obedience all His life and

His obedience even unto the death of the cross. Scripture

nowhere countenances a bloodless salvation. Salvation

by character and obedience, even the character and obedi

ence of Christ Himself apart from His cross, is teaching

utterly repugnant to the gospel of God.

Christ voluntarily submitted to an undeserved death.

Obedience even unto the' death of the cross is an

arresting statement. The collocation of obediencei and

death is striking. The collocation of death and disobedi

ence provokes no inquiry, because the ration of sin is

death. If death is the penalty of sin, it is right that sin

ners should die, but equally it is wrong that the Sinless

should die. Why should the one perfect Man of all his

tory be required to die the worst kind of death? Why

should this Man Who always pleased God, Whose obedi

ence was flawless, be forsaken by His God and Father

in the hour of His direst need? Why should a life so

fragrant with God's praise end in the failure and dis

grace of the cross? Why should GocL withdraw the light

of His countenance from One Who was in that same hour

glorifying Him in the supremest act of obedience in the

history of the ever obedient Second Man?

Unlike other men, Jesus Christ was not mortal, death
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had not passed upon Him, He was not under condemna

tion as a member of a sinful race. His death was not

compulsory, but voluntary. And yet it was not suicide,

for He had authority to lay down His soul (John 10:18).

He was not a cowardly suicide; nor was He a martyr.

As an individual Person there was no reason for His

death. As Son of God and Son of Man He was ideally

righteous and holy. He died because of His connection

with a race of sinners. That He knew no sin was the tes

timony of God and men. He was made sin for our sakes.

That is why He died under the curse of God on the cross.

He was an offering for sin, and sin has no sweet savor

for God. He was identified with sin and a whole race of

sinners. God smote sin and turned in abhorrence from

the hideous thing which His Son had been made—the

sin of the world.

Sin was abhorrent to Him as it was to His Father,

yet being personally sinless He obediently took the sin

of humanity to the cross for judgment, and He accepted

its condemnation. He Who from the beginning enjoyed

unshadowed fellowship with His holy Father was to

know the distance that sin puts between man and God.

He Who loved God as no other man could was to be

bruised by Him and feel the stripes inflicted in His

righteous indignation. Foreknowing the separation, the

agony, the indignation, He was obedient to the death

due to a criminal race. The law did not require His

death: love required it. The crying need of a doomed

humanity required it. How different the disobedience

of Adam. He needed nothing to make him happy. Obe

dience would cost him no pain or loss or effort. Christ's

obedience cost Him and His Father more than heart can

imagine. Yet the Father and the Son accepted the suffer

ing by which the government of God and sinners can be

reconciled and saved.

Christ's obedience was active cooperation with the

will of God. The loving will of His Father was to rescue
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lost humanity. It was obedience in His vocation as

Saviour that led Him to the cross. He knew that the will

of God is perfect and loving and that there is no right

alternative to that will. Doing that will was His master

passion. He saw the agony involved in His obedience,

His soul shrank from the dread ordeal, and He prayed,

"Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me.

However, not My will, but Thine be done." Submission

can go no deeper. In that act of obedient submission the

Father's name was hallowed and His will done on earth

as never before or since, here or elsewhere. For never

again, not even in heaven by the Son of God Himself

can obedience do more. Voluntary obedience to the

death of the cross is the supremest proof of the second

Man's absolute devotion to the will of God. He was will

ing to be condemned for the glory of God, and for the

salvation of mankind. ,

Christ died as the second racial Man, the new Head

of the race. Had He been an unrelated individual death

could not have hurt Him. In that case God would have

been guilty of a monstrous injustice in requiring obedi

ence to death and submission to His smiting. Our Head

acted in our behalf, not for Himself, not only for the

eleci, but for all mankind. On behalf of the race He was

offering to God the homage due to His sovereignty, the

homage which Adam and his race have withheld. Christ

as the burnt offering, an offering which is all given to

God and all accepted by Him, was dealing with man's

lack of devotion. The whole burnt offering was a sweet

savor to God of Christ's entire devotion, of which His

obedience was the sublime expression. The offerer is

accepted in the Offering in all the preciousness for God

of His obedience. God has received in this racial act

such homage as the first Adam could not give. Obedience

could never present such a test to Adam, or lead him to

such depths of woe as tried and brought out the fragrant

perfection of the last Adam. Our Lord is the Inaugura-
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tor and Perfected of Obedience, Who glorified God while

suffering under His hand.

In His venture of faith without reserve Christ

accepted the fate of the lost. He accepted it as what was

righteously due to mankind. He vindicated the holiness

and righteousness of God in His judgments. The cross

is the crisis of the moral universe. In the Crucified God

is dealing with the whole sin of the whole universe in

' holy love, in righteous judgment, and in redeeming

grace. Can God secure His righteousness so that the

world under the ban of His judgment and from the

depth of its sorrow shall call Him righteous and holy

and good 1 That is what Christ did and what He secures

from the world. His obedience is the one perfect, prac

tical confession of God's righteousness, the one right

attitude of a condemned and agonized world to God. In

the second Man humanity justifies the ways of God and

praises Him out of the depths of its misery. Christ cru

cified, confessing the justice of God while under the

infliction of His condemnation, confessing it with a holi

ness answering perfectly to God's, and rendering amid

suffering full obedience, was conciliating the world to

God. The holy Son of Mankind was making complete

reparation to the holy and righteous throne of God. <rod

delighted in the obedience of a Man Who not only did

what was right and proper before God all His life, but

by His death vindicated God and secured for Him a

humanity that can forget its own fate in utter concern

for His righteousness an glory.

There was no controversy between God and Christ.

The controversy was between God and mankind. The

transaction on Golgotha did not concern the perfectly

harmonious relations between Father and Son. It did

concern the estrangement and hostility of mankind.

Christ was dealing with every man's sin and enmity.

God has never turned His back on rebellious humanity.

Man has turned his back on God. He needs to be turned
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to God. Christ died, not that God may be turned back

to the sinner, but that the sinner may be turned back to

God. God needs not to be conciliated to the world, but

the world to God. Will man ever be conciliated to God

and His righteous judgments? The second Man was

conciliated to God in all His treatment of mankind. He

concurred in all that God in His holy and righteous

judgment does to man. He acquiesced by active obedi

ence to God's will for Him as the bearer of the world's

sin. He accepted as just His banishment from God on

the only occasion when God forsook man. His voluntary

obedience was the free consent of Man to the ways of

God with man. The cross was the supreme demonstration

of a Man's absolute conciliation to God. And because

the Man was the racial head it was the whole world's

conciliation to God.

The last Adam was not only the Head of the race but

the Agent of God. His act was God's will. His suffering

was God's. The cross demonstrates the cost at which the

Father and the Son save a prodigal and hostile human

ity. In Christ God was bringing man into harmony with

all in Himself which demands the. crucifixion of the old

humanity. God cannot be conciliated to sin. He Cannot

compromise with sin, though He can suffer for it. Sin

aims at the destruction of God. What saint would ask

God to spare his sin? In this respect the saints have the

mind of Christ Who bore the smiting of that which

would subvert the throne of God and destroy His crea

tion. To the saint as to his Lord "God's will is sweetest

to him when it triumphs at his cost".

The two great examples of disobedience and obedi

ence stand one as a warning and the other as an incen

tive. If the will of God be good, then obedience to it is

our only wisdom and safety. God has a will for each

man. He willed that the second Man should bear the

world's sin and its just desert. "There was no other

good enough to pay the price of sino;' No other could die,
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the just for the unjust. Thus there was an obedience

rendered by Christ which was possible to no other. But

we may obey. AVe may be fully conciliated to God. We

may gladly accept all the evil He appoints, and so become

a sweet savor of Christ unto God.

The obedience of Christ was not substitutionary. His

obedience was not instead of ours. Christ obeyed, there

fore, we need not obey! Christ did the will of God,

therefore we need not! Christ died to sin, therefore we

may live in it! Most false! The evil of all substitution

ary and vicarial theories of salvation is that they take

the place of the truth of Christ's headship as the last

Adam. Because Christ obeyed, died, was conciliated to

God, rose, and was glorified we too shall obey, die to sin,

be conciliated to God, rise, be glorified and be in all

respects conformed to Him. But we cannot either dis

obey as Adam did nor obey as Christ did. Those acts

were each unique and critical, and not to be repeated.

The cross of Christ is the explanation of the universe.

It is the one place in history where God has secured His

creative goal—a humanity perfected in obedience. If

Christ were only a choice individual soul, unrelated to

humanity as its Head and untouched by its woes, His

presence on earth and on the cross would be inexplicable.

We should certainly have to pass Him by and cry for a

Saviour Who should become responsible for the destiny

of the world. But if Christ is the Last Adam and puts

Himself under the burden of human sin and woe, then

His cross is the second and greatest crisis in human his

tory. It is the place where the unspared Son neither

complained nor resisted but praised and hallowed God's

name. The Last Adam was no lone individual. He was

greater than Adam, because His work was built on a

grander scale, and He alone was God's ideal humanity.

The fallen race lives only because of its union with Him

and it shall reach its ideal best in Him. His conscience

about sin shall become the conscience of all the sinful.
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His victory shall become the victory of humanity. The

cross of Christ is not a mere preliminary to salvation; it

is salvation, achieved and dwelling concretely in the only

Man Who personally needed no salvation. The Eisen

Christ is God's goal in His creation of man. In Christ

God's goal and humanity's goal is already achieved. The

crisis of the cross dominates the history of the world

and by it humanity shall be made after the pattern of

the Man from heaven.

The mamy, found on both sides of the comparison is,

of course, the same. To limit the latter and make it less

than the former emasculates the sentence and cuts the

heart out of the truth here revealed. Anarchy in inter

pretation characterizes most of the evangelical commen

taries on this whole passage. But some really great

expositors admit that "the many and all are coextensive

in meaning. The former expression only brings out

more definitely the contrast with the one. That the two

expressions, as used on the two sides of the comparison,

are equally universal is clear from the entire passage".

Richard Bentley, pleading two hundred years ago for

an accurate version, said that with such a version "some

hurtful mistakes about partial redemption and absolute

reprobation had been happily prevented. Our English

readers had seen, what several of the fathers saw and

testified, that hoi polloi, the many, in an antithesis to the

one, are equivalent to pantes, all, in verse twelve, and

comprehends the whole multitude, the entire species of

mankind, exclusive only of the one". This is obviously

the truth. In verse eighteen we find "all" because no

one man is mentioned. It is there not one man but one

offence and one just award that brings respectively con

demnation and righteousness to all. In the three cases

where one man is mentioned we read of '' the many''

contrasted with that one.

Most evangelical authors go far astray. One asserts

that in verse eighteen righteousness is "offered to all"
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and in verse nineteen "accepted by many", though the

text says nothing of offer and acceptance, nor leaves any

possibility of choice. Another says: "The many is the

long line at the head of which stands one man, and the

many is the line at the head of which stands Another

man." And another: "The many respectively connected

with the heads." Are these two distinct companies?

Does not the first many include all in the second many ?

Were the second many not first constituted sinners?

Shall they not be constituted righteous even as they

were constituted sinners. Honesty and ordinary lan

guage sense compels belief that the many in both eases

is the same company, which is related equally to the first

and second Man. Again: "Justification is conditioned

on faith; condemnation was not," The mere quotation

of such passages puts them in the pillory. No one came

to the help of Adam in constituting the many sinners.

Must we read "through the obedience of the One and the

faith of the many they shall be constituted righteous"?

Racial ruin and redemption were wrought without any

personal act of any one of the many.

Constituted sinners and constituted just are a perfect

antithesis, just as condemnation is the antithesis of justi

fication. Those who understand that constituted just

means "to be reckoned righteous" miss the truth. The

many were not accounted sinners, but were actually con

stituted sinners. Even so they shall be constituted just.

This is not justification by faith. It is the actual impar-

tation of righteousness together with the gift of life in

Christ. As there is an organic physical unity of the race

with Adam whereby sin is transmitted to the many, so

there shall be a corresponding organic spiritual unity of

the race with Christ Who shall impart life and righteous

ness to the many.

Life and righteousness is in Christ alone. None can

be constituted just except by a vital, spiritual union with

Him. Christ's original union with man in creature rela-
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tionship and His later union by incarnation enabled

Him to act on our behalf and secure for all an objective

righteousness and conciliation. But only by a spiritual

union can men partake of His life and righteousness

even as we partake of Adam's sin and death by physical

union with him. The spiritual union with Christ which

is the theme of the next three chapters, and which is

now true of believers only, will according to "the revela

tion we are considering be effected with the many, mak

ing each truly just as surely as they were made really

sinners.

Were constituted and shall be constituted are both

passive verbs. As we passively were constituted sinners

thus also shall we passively be constituted just. It is not

by might nor by power but by God's spirit. The first verb

is past tense. Even those yet unborn where constituted

sinners as decisively as Adam was. Even so in the pro

cess of time the many shall be constituted just. Among

the many are the elect of the current era. But between

Christ's death and the completed creation of a righteous

humanity there lie all the administrations of judgment

and grace by which God will attain His purpose. God's

method at present is elective. But salvation and election

are not inseparable. The spiritual elite, or the elect, have

always ministered to the non-elect. God is working by a

method of particular election toward a goal of universal

salvation.

In the matter of being constituted sinners or right

eous there is no separate probation for each soul. One

of the errors that keeps some believers from receiving

this revelation is the idea of probation. ''As in Adam

all fall, so in Christ the whole race is put on a new pro

bation" is a strange comment on our text. Another says

that those who believe in universal salvation "must

assume a second probation after death, even for those

who lived in Christian lands. God mercifully gave men

but one state of probation, and those who improved it
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best would shrink most from running the risk of a

second". We assume nothing: we believe God. The

whole idea of probation is an assumption that contra

dicts this passage. Being constituted righteous through

Another rules out probation. Man has not been on pro

bation since the first disobedience. No man runs any

risk of becoming a sinner; Adam determined that for

the many. The ultimate righteousness of the many is

likewise determined "through the obedience of the One".

Salvation is not precariously won and held at a risk. If

believers were put on probation there would be, instead

of risk, an absolute certainty of failure and loss. The

declaration before us is the basic fact of the gospel. It

is the touchstone which, applied to theology, reveals its

truth or error. Unbelief here vitiates all one's teaching.

God's redemptive treatment of the race is no long,

uncertain process, but a critical and decisive act. That

act gave the race not an opportunity, or a probation to

be improved by each man, but a destiny even as Adam's

act determined the death of the race. The new humanity

lies in the obedience of the One. As Adam's disobedience

controls the conduct and destiny of the race, so also the

historic act of the last Adam controls the race's career,

judges its sin, and perfects it in righteousness. Faith

sees humanity in Christ a saved and righteous whole

closely bound up with God. Paul's universalism is based

on the fact that the cross of Christ is both God's and

Man's condemnation of all sin.

The prevalence of sin and consequent suffering is

the riddle of the universe. Why should these things be

in a world created by a beneficent Creator? This verse

answers the question and gives us clues that solve the

riddle. Sin and suffering spring from disobedience to

God. That is not the last word, however. If it were, we

might well ask, Is God, then, thwarted and incompetent?

Did His plans miscarry? We await a solving word, and

we get it in "the many shall be constituted just". What
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immeasurable values of divine grace and human bliss lie

in that word! Human sin shall give place to righteous

ness, because the universe is built on a redemptive plan.

The Creator is also a Saviour God. God never intended

less than a new creation in Christ Jesus.

God accepts sin's challenge, allows it to do its worst,

determines to wrest from it victory which He will share

with mankind. He makes sin and suffering and death so

many stepping stones by which His grace and power lifts

the race to righteousness and life and spiritual blessed

ness. "Man was made at first to be saved at last." An

unfallen, unsinning, and therefore an undelivered

humanity was never God's goal. Only sin can occasion

the display of grace. Divine love would be unknown till

it is seen that sin can never so degrade a man as to alien

ate from him the love of God. The mystery of love is

that God wants those who do not want Him, and whom

no one else wants. It is seen to be a holy love that will

not traffic with men in matters of justice. Sin occasions

the full revelation of the grace and glory of God.

Experience is an expensive teacher. The race experi

ence of suffering is the price it pays to learn of the

injuriousness of sin. But if sin is costly to man, how

much more does it cost God! We shall not hate sin fully

till we see how it pains God. He is not insensible! All

that hurts His beloved humanity causes Him suffering.

The problem of sin and suffering is first of all God's

problem. He alone can solve it in His wisdom and grace.

But grace is very costly. The Saviour God pays an awful

price. He makes common cause with man, not in his sin

but in his suffering. His suffering is made visible to us

in the cross. The cross, which is the acme of human suf

fering, reveals the agony of the Father as well as of the

Son. God and Man travel together by way of the cross to

their goal—a conciliated and righteous humanity.
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QUESTIONS

What two crises dominate history and determine human
destiny? In what respects does verse nineteen differ from the
preceding one? How does it advance the argument? In what
ways are the exact correspondences of the two members of this

verse emphasized? What is the status before God of the old

and new humanities? What determines the status?

What was the meaning of the first obedience? What does
it reveal as to man's proper attitude to God? Is the sinner a
good judge of sin? How many men constituted the many sin
ners? Did any others participate in Adam's act of disobedi

ence? Were the many actually sinners or only reckoned so?

Are men sinners before they commit sin? Does inherited sin
expose us to future judgment?

Could God ignore a sinful and rebellious state? Do we

condemn the sinful dispositions of our fellow men? Is it right

that any degenerate should be born? Is it by God's mercy

that any are born? Have we inherited good as well as evil?

Are we all assured of resurrection as well as death? Do you

believe that God is just in condemning you to die?

Is 'such another act as Christ's possible? Whom did

Christ obey? Have you distinguished between the Propitia

tory of 3:26 and the obedience of 5:19? Or between the meal

offering and the bloody offerings?

Is there a proper connection between obedience and death?

Was Jesus under condemnation? Did He commit suicide?

Did He abhor sin? Was He in full fellowship with God about

sin and its penalty? Was His obedience the most difficult

piece of work ever performed?

Did any man ever so perfectly honor the will of God? Was
such an act necessary if Christ were a lone individual and not

the head of humanity? Did God find delight in His homage

rendered for a defaulting race? Has a Man vindicated God?

Was Christ conciliated to God? And conciliating the world

in His conciliation? Must the world be conciliated to God's

treatment of sin and sinners?

What necessitated obedience to the death of the cross?

What did that obedience demonstrate as to God's treatment of

man? As to man's duty to God? Did God come to His own
by the cross? Is there any warrant for the idea of substitu

tion? What Scripture asserts it? Is Christ's obedience a

substitute for ours?

Are there two distinct companies described as "the many"?

Is it certain that the many are sinners? Is it equally certain

that the many shall be constituted just? Is election God's

only method? What does Scripture say about individual or

racial probation? Is there any place where God has reached

His creative goal?

Geo. L. Rogers
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FIRST STAGE OF PAUL'S JOURNEY

TO ROME

In Section 2272 of the structure (27:1—28:16) we see

Paul transferred to Rome according to the Lord's prom

ise (23:11), after all contrary obstacles are overcome.

This section may be subdivided as follows:

2581: 27:1-44. First stage of journey ends with shipwreck at
Melita.

2582: 28:1-16. Second stage of journey ends with arrival at
Rome.

Section 2581 (27:1-44) may be further displayed as

follows:

2591: 27:1. Paul delivered into custody of Roman centu

rion.

2601: 27: £-3-. By ship from Adamyttium to Sidon.

2592: 27:-3. The centurion's kindness to Paul.

2602: 27:4-8. By ship from Sidon to Ideal Harbors.

259s: 27:9-12. Paul's warning to the centurion and associates.
Result.

2603: 27:13-20. By ship from Ideal Harbors into the fury of
the storm. ■•■■•■

2594: 27:21-26. Paul chides centurion and associates for not

heeding his warning; foretells loss of ship;

but makes known God's promise that no lives

will be lost.

2604: 27:27-29. Ship nears rocks.

2595: 27:30-38. Paul's warning to centurion and soldiers and

words of encouragement to all. Results.

2605: 27:39-41. Shipwreck.

2596: 27:42-44. Centurion saves Paul's life. No lives lost.

God's promise fulfilled.
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In Acts 27:1 Paul is delivered into the custody of the

Roman centurion. "Now, as it was decided that we

are to sail away to Italy, they gave over Paul, as well as

some other prisoners, to a centurion named Julius, of the

Imperial Squadron." Paul having appealed to Caesar,

Festus decides that he and some other prisoners are to

sail for Italy. The pronoun "we" shows that Luke, the

writer of Acts, was with Eaul on this last journey to

Rome. From this time on he seems to be-Paul's constant

companion. See Philemon 24; 2 Timothy 4:11.

Section 2601 of the structure (27: 2-3-) reads as fol

lows, "Now, stepping on board a ship of Adramyttium,

about to sail for places in the [province of] Asia, we set

out, with us being Aristarchus, a Macedonian of Thes-

salonica. Now, on another [day], we were led down to

Sidon."

In ancient times there was no regular passenger or

freight service on the Mediterranean. Hence the centu

rion took a ship bound for Asia, with the expectation of

there finding a ship which would take him to Rome.

Aristarchus, who was with Paul on this journey to Rome

(probably as a servant), had been one of Paul's fellow

travelers and fellow laborers. Upon their failure to find

Paul, the Ephesian mob had seized Aristarchus (Acts

19: 29). He was with Paul in Asia (Acts 20:4). He

was one of Paul's fellow workers in Rome (Philem. 24)

and was evidently imprisoned with him there (Col. 4:10).

In Section 2592 (27:-3) the centurion's kindness to

Paul is noted, "And Julius, using Paul humanely, per

mits him to go to friends for casual care." This kindly

consideration for Paul was shown by the centurion while

the ship was stopping at Sidon. Thus at the very begin

ning of this journey (doomed to end in shipwreck) Paul,

the prisoner, had won the favor of the centurion into

whose custody he had been placed by Festus. How im

portant the centurion's favorable disposition toward

Paul was (in order to make possible God's purpose that
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Paul was to testify in Kome) is seen when the soldiers

counsel him to kill Paul and all the other prisoners, when

their ship was wrecked. Truly "all is out of Him and

through Him and for Him" (Rom. 11: 36).

The next Section (27:4-8) reads as follows, "And

setting out thence, we sail under the lee of Cyprus, be

cause the winds are contrary.. And, sailing through the

ocean off Cilicia and Pamphylia, we came down to Myra,

of Lycia. And the centurion, finding there an Alexan

drian ship sailing to Italy, has us step on board of it.

Now, for a considerable number of days, sailing tardily

and hardly coming off Cnidus, the wind not leaving us

toward it, we sail under the lee of Crete, off Salmone, and

hardly skirting it, we came to a certain place called

Ideal Harbors, near which was the city of Lasea." Prom

Sidon to Myra, of Lycia, the ship was beset with con

trary winds. Here the centurion found an Alexandrian

ship, bound for Italy, to which he transferred his prison

ers. Contrary winds continued; progress was greatly

retarded; they could not make the sheltered harbor of

Cnidus, which would have been an ideal place to spend

the winter. Finally, they arrived at Ideal Harbors, an

open roadstead near the city of Lasea.

In Section 2593 (27:9-12) we have Paul's warning

and results. "Now, a considerable time elapsing, and

sailing being already hazardous, because the Fast- also

has already passed by, Paul exhorted them, saying 'Men!

I behold that sailing is about to be with damage and

much forfeit not only of the lading, and of the ship, but

of our souls also.' Yet the centurion was persuaded by

the navigator and the man who chartered the ship, rather

than by what is being said by Paul. Now as the harbor

possessed no fitness for wintering, the majority gave

counsel to set out thence, if somehow they may be able to

arrive at Phoenix to winter, a harbor of Crete looking

toward the southwest and toward the northwest." The

centurion had left Csesarea in ample time to reach Italy
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before the stormy season began. But now the Fast was

past, i. e., the "day of Atonement", the tenth day of the

seventh month, or about October 1. The stormy season

had overtaken them, because of the slow progress they

had made on account of contrary winds. Paul, the pris

oner, now sounds forth the warning that great danger

and damage are likely to ensue to the ship, the cargo and

to the souls on board if the voyage is continued. There

fore, he strongly urges that they winter at Ideal Har

bors, which would provide good anchorage, and shelter

from some of the prevailing winds, including northwest

and northeast winds. Paul's counsel was rejected, but

later events proved that his judgment was correct. Let

us note that it was unusual that he, a prisoner, should he

allowed to give any advice at all. But thus God's over

ruling hand was enabling Paul to ingratiate himself

with the centurion against that day when the centurion's

favor was necessary in order to prevent the soldiers from

killing Paul. See verses 42 and 43.

In Section 2603 (27:13-20) we have the record of how

the ship went from Ideal Harbors into the fury of the

storm. "Now, the south wind blowing gently, supposing

their purpose to hold, weighing anchor, they skirted close

along Crete. Now, not much after, a wind, a hurricane,

called a 'northeaster', struck her. Now as the ship is

gripped by it, and being unable to luff to the wind, giv

ing her up, we were carried along. Now, running under

a certain islet called Cauda, we hardly have strength to

hold off the skiff, hoisting which, they used stays, under-

girding the ship. And fearing lest they should be falling

into the Syrtis quicksand, lowering the gear, thus they

were carried along. Yet, at our being vehemently tossed

by the tempest, on the next [day] they jettisoned, and on

the third with their own hands they toss over the ship's

gear. Now, neither sun nor constellation appearing for

more days, and no slight tempest lying on us, all further

expectation of our being saved was taken from us."
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After Paul's counsel had been rejected, a sudden

shifting of the wind seemed to prove the wisdom of ignor

ing his words of warning. But their false sense of secur

ity was speedily shattered. Without warning a terrific

hurricane blew down upon the doomed ship from the

mountains. Its strength and fury made it impossible to

luff to the wind and thus reach Phoenix. With difficulty

they hoisted on board the skiff which had been towed be

hind the ship. Then, for fear that the ship should spring

a leak, they undergirded the ship with ropes passed round

and round the hull, and then fastened securely on the

deck. In order to° avoid falling into the Syrtis quicksand

off the North African shore, they lowered the gear, i. e.,

they set a small sail so as to swing the bow of the ship

towards the wind. This would prevent the ship from

falling into the trough of the sea. The fury of the storm

being unabated, on the next day they began to cast out

the ship's cargo. On the third day sailors, soldiers, pas

sengers, and prisoners were all called upon to unite in

casting overboard all the ship's gear that could be spared.

For many days the crew and the passengers of the

doomed vessel saw neither sun nor stars. The fury of the

storm continued. Evidently the ship sprung a leak, not

withstanding its undergirding. Even the most optimistic

gave up all expectation of being saved.

In 2594 (Acts 27: 21-26) Paul addresses all the occu

pants of the doomed ship. "And there being much ab

stinence, then Paul, standing in the midst of them, said,

'You were obligated, indeed, 0 men, yielding to me,

not to have set out from Crete and to gain this damage

and forfeit. And now I am exhorting you to be cheerful,

for not one soul from among you will be cast away, more

than the ship. For a messenger of God, Whose I am, to

Whom I am offering divine service also, stood by me this

night, saying, 'Fear not, Paul! You must stand before

Caesar. And lot God has graciously granted to you all

those sailing with you.' Wherefore, be cheerful, men, for
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I am believing God that it will be even in the manner

which has been spoken to me. Yet we must fall on a cer
tain island/ "

Because of injury to the provisions and the impossi

bility of preparing meals, compulsory fasting was added

to the terror and despair occasioned by the fury of the

storm. At this time, Paul stands up in the midst of

them. The manifest fulfillment of all his warning pre

dictions which they had but recently so contemptuously

rejected, now gave him a hearing and a leadership which

ordinarily would have been denied to a mere prisoner.

Paul calls attention to the correctness of his former ad

vice concerning the damage and loss that would result if

they left Crete. He does this not in order to taunt them,

but rather in order to convince them of the trustworthi

ness of what he is now about to say to them. Then he

exhorts them to be cheerful because, while the ship and

cargo were to be lost, all souls on board the ship would

be saved. Then he makes known the Source of this cheer

ing information. The messenger of his Owner, the God

Whom Paul served, had appeared to him in a vision of

the night with the information that Paul must stand

before Caesar, and that God had graciously granted to

him the lives of all on board the ship. Then Paul again

urges all to be cheerful; assures them of his absolute

confidence that God will fulfill all His promises; and

closes by revealing that they will be cast upon a certain

island.

In Section 2604 (27: 27-29) we find the ship nearing

the rocks. "Now as the fourteenth night came, at our

cruising about in the Adria, in the middle of the night

the mariners suspected some country to be nearing them.

And, sounding, they found twenty fathoms. Now, after

a bit of an interval, sounding again, they found fifteen

fathoms. Besides, fearing lest at some time we should be

falling on rough places, pitching four anchors out of the

stern, they wished for the coming of day." The rapidity
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with which they were reaching shallow water caused gen

eral alarm among the crew, and so, for fear of falling

upon the rocks, they pitched four anchors from the stern.

If these held, they would be in an ideal position to beach

the ship when daylight broke. In the meantime they

could only hope that the anchors would hold, and wish

for the coming of day.

In Section 2595 (27: 30-38) we have Paul's words of

warning and encouragement. "Now at the mariners

seeking to flee out of the ship, and lowering the skiff into

the sea under pretense of being about to stretch anchors

out of the prow, Paul said to the centurion and the

soldiers, 'Except these should be remaining in the ship,

you cannot be saved.' Then the soldiers strike off the

ropes of the skiff and they leave her to fall off. Now,

until the day was about to come, Paul entreated all to

partake of nourishment, saying, ' Today is the fourteenth

day, apprehensive, you are constantly abstinent, taking

nothing. Wherefore I am entreating you to partake of

nourishment, for this belongs to this salvation of yours,

for not a hair from the head of one of you shall be

destroyed.' Now, saying this, and taking bread, he

thanks God before all, and, breaking it, begins to eat.

Now, becoming cheerful, they also all took nourishment.

Now we were, in all, two hundred seventy-six souls in

the ship. Now, being sated with nourishment, they

buoyed the ship, casting out the wheat into the sea."

Under pretense of stretching anchors out of the prow of

the ship, the sailors began to lower the skiff into the sea.

Their real purpose was to escape to the land, and leave

the passengers of the ship to their fate. Paul perceives

their fell design, and recognizing that they were the

human instruments which God intended to use for the

salvation of all on board, he warns the centurion and

the soldiers that they cannot be saved unless the sailors

remain in the ship. With characteristic military prompt

ness the centurion and his soldiers speak with actions
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rather than with words. With their swords they strike

off the ropes of the skiff, and allow it to fall into the sea

and drift away. As day was about to break, Paul reminds

all that because of their apprehension they had not par

taken of food for fourteen days. He now urges them to

renew their physical strength by partaking of nourish

ment ; reminds them that this is essential to their salva

tion; and again assures them that all are to be saved.

He himself sets the example by taking bread, and after

thanking God, partaking of it. In response to the con

tagion of his cheerfulness and faith in God, the two

hundred and seventy-six souls on board the ship take

fresh courage, and partake of nourishment until they are

sated. Then, to improve their chance of beaching the

ship near the shore, they lightened it, and brought it

into a more upright and controllable position by throw

ing overboard the wheat which had shifted to one side,

because the ship, had so long been kept in one position.

In Section 2605 of the structure (27: 39-41) we have

the shipwreck. "Now when the day came, they did not

recognize the land, yet considered a certain gulf, having

a beach, into which they planned, if possible, to thrust

the ship. And, taking the anchors from about it, they

left them in the sea, at the same time slacking the lash

ings of the rudders, and hoisting the foresail to the

breeze, they kept her course for the beach. Now, falling

into a channel, they run the craft aground, and the prow,

indeed, remains sticking unshakable, yet the stern was

broken up by the violence of the billows.•" Near Saint

Paul's bay, on the northern coast of Malta, in a channel

made by the island of Salmonetta, the ship was pounded

to pieces and wrecked as Paul had foretold before they

left Ideal Harbors. The beach, which they endeavored

to make, was probably at the mouth of Westara Creek,

which empties into Saint Paul's bay.

In Section 2596 (27:42-44) the centurion saves

Paul's life, and we see all God's promises fulfilled.
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"Now the soldiers' counsel was that they should kill the

prisoners, lest some, swimming out, may flee away. Yet

the centurion, intending to save Paul through it, pre

vents them from their intention. And he orders those

who are able to swim, diving, to be off to land first, and

the rest, these, indeed, on planks, yet those on anything

from the ship, and thus gll came safely through on the

land." As it meant death for a Roman guard to allow a

prisoner to escape, the Roman soldiers now advised that

all their prisoners should be slain for fear that some

might swim out and escape. But Paul had so completely

won the favor of the Roman centurion that, in order to

save Paul, he prevented the soldiers from carrying out

their intentions. The cowardly sailors, who intended to

desert the ship, are now ignored. The centurion himself

takes charge of the ship and issues orders that those who

are able to swim are to swim ashore, while the rest are to

seize upon planks or other wreckage of the ship and thus

save themselves. And the record reads, "Thus all came

safely through to land." Thus God's promise, through

Paul, was fulfilled. No lives were lost. God's Word is

always true.

Before closing this section of Acts, l§t us consider its

typical bearing on the subject of this treatise. As we

have repeatedly stated, this treatise is not a history of

the early church, but rather a history of the progress

and ultimate rejection of the earthly kingdom proclama

tion, which is primarily the hope of Israel. Only so much

of Paul's ministry is revealed as is in harmony with this

theme. This shipwreck, which is dealt with at so great

length in Acts, is not mentioned by Paul in his epistles.

Is this not an indication that it has a very vital connec

tion with the kingdom theme of this treatise? And does

not the fact that it is treated at such great length instead

of being passed over in a few words, as it well might have

been, indicate that it may have a typical bearing upon

the outcome of Paul's kingdom ministry, and the result-
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ant effect upon those who received his independent min

istry ? Paul was in chains, "on account of the expecta

tion of Israel" (Acts 28:20). As such he is taken on

board the ship, a prisoner, and the expectation of Israel

recedes from the land, for the people of the land have

utterly rejected Israel's expectations "Wheresoever Paul

has gone among the nations, the Jews of the dispersion

have likewise rejected this expectation. But the Jews of

Rome, the seat of the world's greatest empire at that

time, had not yet heard the proclamation of the kingdom.

Hence the expectation of Israel (personified in Paul)

takes its departure from the land of Israel for Italy. A

Macedonian brother in the Lord, Aristarchus, becomes

Paul's companion and fellow traveler. His name means

"best ruling". Paul's name means "interval". The

first port touched was Sidon, which means "catching

(fish)". Is there here a suggestion that God's ruling

that Israel should at that time reject the kingdom proc

lamation was for the best, in view of the fact that, during

the interval between Israel's rejection and acceptance of

the kingdom offer, the nations would become the recip

ients of the vast spiritual and celestial blessings con

nected with Paul's independent ministry? And does

not Sidon ("catching fish") remind us of the Lord's

statement that his disciples should be "fishers of men",

and that they should "be catching living men"? See

Mark 1:17 and Luke 5:10. Is there not here then the

suggestion that there would be a much greater ingather

ing of men for God because of the celestial grace and

glory revealed during the interval of Israel's apostasy?

Do the "contrary" winds, which impeded the progress

of the ship bearing Israel's expectation, bespeak the lack

of faith in Israel? And "sailing through the ocean of

Cilicia and Pamphylia", the waters and seas typifying

the nations, does this signify that Israel's kingdom ex

pectation is to be carried among the nations? And as

Pamphylia means "every tribal" or "heterogeneous", is
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there here the suggestion that as the result of Paul's

double ministry (the proclamation of the kingdom expec

tation and the preaching of the evangel to which he was

separated) people from all nations should be gathered

together for faith obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ?

And the ship which eventually was wrecked, does it not

typify the earthly kingdom upon which apparently de

pended all the salvation and blessings of these hetero

geneous peoples that were gathered together as the result

of Paul's early ministries? And Paul's counsel and

warning to put their trust for salvation in Ideal Harbors,

and its rejection by the rulers of the ship, because Ideal

Harbors seemed inadequate for the purpose, does this

not show forth the rejection of Messiah by Israel's rul

ers, because they considered Him unable to cope with the

problem of their salvation ? And even though, after this

rejection of Paul's advice, the south wind blew gently,

their attempt to reach another harbor was frustrated by

the fury of the storm. Does this not re-echo Peter's

words to the rulers of Israel, ''There is no salvation in

any other, for neither is there another name being given

under heaven among men by which we must be saved"

(Acts 4:12). As the fury of the storm made it more and

more evident that the ship with all its cargo would

be lost, so it was becoming quite evident that, because of

Israel's unbelief, the earthly kingdom and the blessings

connected therewith would be lost. But how about the

heterogeneous people who had sailed with Paul as the

result of his special ministries ? Their hope seemed to be

associated with and dependent upon the fulfillment of

Israel's kingdom expectation. Now that this kingdom

expectation was doomed, will the nations forfeit their

salvation and blessings ? Not so, for God had graciously

granted to Paul all those sailing with him. The ship and

the cargo would be lost, i. e., they would lose everything

connected with the kingdom, but they would be delivered

and"fall on a certain island". The island was not named;
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even so the ultimate celestial destiny of the recipients of

Paul's evangel is not revealed at this time. The last

futile attempts to save the doomed ship typify the cer

tainty of the speedy loss of Israel's kingdom expectation.

The attempt of the sailors to flee from the ship and save

themselves, instead of putting their trust in God's prom

ise, through Paul, of a graciously free salvation, and

Paul's prevention of their flight, does not this suggest

Paul's fight against the Galatian heresy, the Judaistic

evangel of justification by faith and works? And Paul's

appeal that all partake of nourishment with him, and his

insistence that this is essential to their salvation, does

this not suggest that now, while the earthly kingdom

hope is lost, only those that participate in Paul's evangel

receive salvation ? The breaking up of the grounded ship

by the violence of the billows signifies the end of Israel

as a nation, and the loss of its kingdom expectation. The

intervention of the centurion on behalf of Paul and the

other prisoners, and the ultimate safe arrival of all upon

the land, signifies that God's purpose that all partic

ipants of Paul's evangel should be saved cannot be frus

trated, for He "is operating the universe in accord with

the counsel of His will" (Eph. 1:11). Through the fury

of this storm and its shipwreck, God portrayed the

respective results of Paul's kingdom ministry, and his

independent ministry for the nations.

H. W. Martin
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EDITORIAL

At Mainz (Mayence) I entrained for Stuttgart, where I was

met by Brother Aug. Dieterich and my cousin, Dr. Carl Knoch,

who entertained me at his home during my stay. Here I was

glad to meet Stadt Pfarrer Carl Knoch, his son, who has a

church in Schwenningen. While interned in England during

the great war, he was given copies of the Hebrew Bible, as

well as the Greek Scriptures, so that his imprisonment prac

tically became a course in theology, other prisoners being his

teachers. He is in the habit of translating his own texts,

instead of using Luther's or a modern version. He stands for

the Scriptures against creedal tradition.

A few gathered together Saturday evening at the home of

Brother Sauer for a question meeting. Sunday evening a con

siderable concourse came from the region around into a large
hall and listened to a discourse for over two hours, with

Brother Czerwinski presiding, and Brother Dieterich interpret

ing. Arrangements were made for a meeting on Monday eve

ning, when another considerable company listened to answers

to questions with great interest. Tuesday we went to the

\. Wurtemburger Bibel Anstalt to suggest a new method of

sprinting their Hebrew Bible, in the hope of removing difficul
ties and reducing the expense.

As Director Schaedel was busy with tent meetings, it was

arranged that I should first take up the matter of the pre

liminary translation with those engaged upon it, so as to
expedite the work. The plan was to make a tentative transla

tion as quickly as possible, with over much regard for accur

acy, so that a goodly number could use it as a basis for check

ing and revising. So I returned to Berlin and went to a retired

country place to get the preliminary revision under way.

On the train from Stuttgart to Berlin I met a man who

had relatives in Russia and obtained from him what seems to

be an authentic insight into conditions there. The opinion is

not based on reports, for it is impossible to send a letter out

of the country which tells the truth. It is based on facts, the
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details of which, however, I dare not divulge, for it might lead
to the death of the parties involved. It seems that there is dire
distress in Russia and a lack of those luxuries which we deem
the necessities of life. The ideal of Bolshevism has faded

away, so that it is an absolute dictatorship. The Germans fear

Bolshevism, but do not see how it can be avoided if the
nations continue their pressure. The payment of further
reparations is deemed utterly out of the question. They have

hitherto been paid largely out of borrowed funds, and no

more can be obtained. There has been some violence. Police

men have been killed. When the plight of the poor passes

endurance no one can predict what will happen. The sus

pense stagnates business. People will not buy property, for

it may be taken from them. They will not spend their money,

for they may not be able to get more easily. The tendency is

to place funds in foreign countries for security. The whole

situation may be summed up in the word distrust. The nations

cannot cooperate. What is needed is a world dictator. He

could easily solve the situation.

Germany is in a sad state. The state churches are usually

surrounded by a cemetery, which is significant of their spirit

ual condition. Nevertheless, there are many true, God-fearing

saints, especially in the dissenting sects and other separate

circles. Versions like the Elberfelder and the Miniatur Bibles

have a large circulation. These cleave much closer to the

original than most English translations. Now, however, there

is a special interest in a modern version, more like the popu

lar, slangy productions which seek rather to be easily under

stood than to reveal God's truth. I am seeking to awaken a

demand for a concordant version, with gratifying results. The

distress of the times may be used by God to draw men away

from the world to Himself. Many in Germany are already

beyond the versions and need a more faithful guide in their

groping after God. Hence it is on my heart to hurry the work.

At this writing the preliminary translation is being made.

Galatians is done. As the parts are ready in tentative form, I

hope to engage many other assistants on checking the words

and the grammar, marking the words not in the Greek, noting

the emphasis, and preparing the margin. It is our purpose to

issue all of the foreign translations in the same style. The

text is to be as uniform as possible. All variants are to be
noted at the foot of the page, so that a given word is always

used for its equivalent in the original, either in the text or

margin. There is to be no Greek, no sublinear, no notes, in

the first edition.

A week of work resulted in the translation of a selection

for a proposed prospectus (Rom. 3:19 to 4:25), including a

lexicon of the principal words used in this passage, a revision

of the first draft of Paul's epistle to the Galatians, as well as

the fixing of many diftlcult standards, all of those under the
letter A, in the English Concordance, being settled so that a
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checker could commence work as soon as the quality of the

German had been approved by competent judges.

We paid a visit to a Berlin printing plant to make sure

that they had the necessary equipment for putting the version

into type, and to arrange for the printing of the prospectus,

with very satisfactory results.

Sunday evening was spent in listening to a sermon by Dr.

Grossman, at Hasenheide, Berlin, on "The Angel World". It

was studded with scripture, and breathed an atmosphere of

utter reliance on God's Word alone. We had the pleasure of

meeting him at the close.

Monday we visited Superintendent Israel, one of the asso

ciate editors of Das Prophetische Wort, and received a pleasant

welcome.

Germany is full of heartaches. Workless, penniless, hope

less, all are dreading a catastrophe. The tenant cannot pay

his rent, the landlord his taxes, the government the repara

tions. Taxes, in endless variety, make it almost useless to

carry on a business. It makes one's heart heavy, to be so help

less in the midst of so much misery. There are lighter sides,

however, and I will give a little advice to anyone who may

come to this country. However thankful you may be for any

food offered you do not thank the maid for it. If you do, she

will take it away. "Thank you/' means "No". Of course, if you

thank them in English, it will do no harm, unless the maid

understands the language. Also avoid sofas, if you can.

Usually there is one against the wall, before which a table

stands. This is the chief seat of the synagogue. Unless you

are forced to sit there, leave it for your betters. Out of the .

kindness of my heart I once took the place because it is so

uncomfortable when eating. My consideration was not appre

ciated, though my ignorance was condoned.

My next journey was to the beautiful Thuringen country.

Going to Klosterlausnitz, I enjoyed the hospitality of Direktor

Schaedel, editor of Das Prophetische Wort, and secured his co

operation in connection with the proposed German concordant

version. Here I also met a German pastor who has been work

ing on a concordance for many years. He stumbled in quite

"accidentally" and was very grateful to God for the contact.

We hope to have his interest in the German version and, per

haps, a concordance. He took me in his car the long stretch to

Eisenach, where I found others who may help on the trans

lation, and visited the Wartburg, a lovely old castle, in which

Martin Luther was imprisoned by his friends, and where he

translated a part of the Scriptures into German. His room is

still very much as it was when he was there. Admiring visitors

have torn off the plaster from the wall where the spot was

made by Luther when he threw his ink well at the devil, and,

presumably, missed him. Were it not for other pressing duties,

I would gladly have submitted to a few months' incarceration

in this lovely spot if I could have had an assistant to help
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with the German concordant version. As it was, I lost no time
by this side trip, for it was still possible for me to reach Stutt
gart that evening, so that I could go on to Switzerland next
day.

The following morning I heard that my associate for Pales
tine, Brother C. Swan, was already waiting for me in Gletcher-
blick. My letter, postponing my presence there, had not
reached him in time. So I hurried on. This is written on the
train, among the wooded highlands of southern Germany, going

from Stuttgart to Friederichshafen, which is on the shore of
lake Constance.

This long lake is the chief source of the Rhine, which flows

out of it a strong stream and creates a lovely picture when it
tumbles over massive boulders down the Rhine falls, not far
from its outlet. After crossing the lake I enjoyed its placid
beauty for a few hours at Constance, waiting for a train to

Zurich, to meet my old friend who once lived in Los Angeles,
Brother H. Jung. He welcomed me at the station and I

enjoyed his hospitality until he accompanied me to Gletcher-

blick the next afternoon, which was Saturday. He hopes to

help on the German version.

In Zurich I had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Professor

Strdter, whose husband did more to spread the truth of the

reconciliation of all than any other man in Germany, so far as

I know. His ministry also prepared the saints for the fuller

truths of Paul's epistles, as well as other truths which we

hope to develop in the German Unsearchable Riches. I had.

the pleasure of conveying greetings to her from some of her

husband's former friends in various parts of Germany.

Though I am out of Germany, where times are not so ter

rible, I cannot rid myself of the burden which bows down the

backs of that long-suffering people. Had they not been dis

ciplined by the war, the flames of revolution would have long

since flared up, and it would probably have become a com

munist country, more menacing than Russia to the peace of

the rest of the world. May God use this almost unendurable

evil for the spiritual benefit of the German people! There is

really quite a little vital faith to be found there. They are

quite surprised to find that they are judged in other lands

almost exclusively by the havoc wrought by the higher criti
cism. Yet there is also much dead formalism, a vast deal of

lifeless religion, which offers lip service to the God Who looks

upon the heart. I know of no greater boon for the German
people than a version which will enable them to find access

to the original. Many have gone far beyond the limits of their

present translations, good as some of them are.

I am well aware that, especially in Germany, I am scorned

by the scholarly, that my many years of application to the

originals have only made me an amateur, and that all such
efforts should be supported by the authority of great names

if they hope to succeed. But I also know that the higher
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criticism, that greatest curse of modern times, has emanated

from accepted scholars. One lesson will be difficult for the

people of Germany to learn, and that is that God chooses those

who are scorned that He should be discarding those who are

(1 Cor. 1:28). There is an exceedingly haughty spirit amongst

some, so that God cannot use them, lest He be robbed of His

glory. I am glad that my associates are willing to be the

scum of the universe if only God will glorify Himself through

their humiliation.

From Zurich we ascended the mountains to "Gletcherblick"

(Glacierview). Part of the way was so steep that two cog

wheel locomotives were needed. The last part of the trip was

over thrilling mountain roads with marvelous views of the

Wetterhorn and other peaks. The Christian health home

derives its name from the magnificent view of the great Rosen-

lauigletcher, which lies across a vast ravine, imbedded between

the Wellhorn and the Engelhorn. The next day, Sunday, was

gloomy and rainy, but on Monday morning the clouds lifted,

disclosing rugged ranges of towering peaks clad in a mantle

of spotless purity, reflecting the smile of the rising sun.

We were warmly welcomed by. Brother Dick and the rest

of the household. I was overjoyed at seeing my dear brother

Swan again, after more than three months of separation, not

the least annoyed by his long wait for me. Brother Dick holds

daily Bible readings, to which all guests are invited. As we

were expecting to meet Brother F. Gasser, returned China

missionary, we decided to stay over until Tuesday morning,

and employed the day chiefly in catching up with my corres

pondence and writing this chronicle.

The editor is now in Palestine. He may be addressed at

Poste Restante, Jerusalem. All except personal corres

pondence should be 'addressed to Los Angeles, however.

His letters express a satisfaction at the results of his

trip thus far, and an encouragement for the future, even

beyond his expectations.

To our Canadian subscribers: .We regret the delay in

mailing your September issue. It was occasioned by the

new tariff regulations. We hope that there will be no

delay in the future.

Although the series of articles on Acts, by Brother

H. W. Martin, of Minneapolis, is concluded in this issue,

it is our hope to have further articles from his pen in the

near future.
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As we promised in our last issue, we present herewith a

detailed account of our correspondence with Dr. A. T.

Robertson. The following circular, which was widely

distributed in and around Wagener, South Carolina, con

tains a paragraph from The Expositor, a religious pub

lication of general circulation among students of the

Scriptures.

Russellism, better known locally as "Loudyism", is being

widely proclaimed in this section. Its teachings are based on
the so-called CONCORDAT VERSION of the New Testament.

Dr. A. T. Robertson, Professor of New Testament Greek in the

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., and

the greatest New Testament Greek scholar in the world, had

this to say recently of this version:

"It is proper to say that this so-called CONCORDAT

VERSION of the New Testament is Russellite propaganda and

is doing a great deal of harm in various parts of the country

among people who do not know enough to answer the multi

tudinous mistranslations and heresies in it under the guise of

literalism. The Greek text is printed with an English

word over it, the very word selected that teaches Russellism

and that trick which makes abominable English catches the

gullible by seeming to be very truth itself. All one can do

is to warn the people of such subtile propaganda under the

guise of scholarship. Recently an agent for the CONCORDAT

VERSION came to my home to get my endorsement as a Greek

scholar for this heretical, unscholarly performance. I re

strained my indignation to some extent but gave him an oral

opinion that he will not quote."

To encourage by our presence such unscriptural teaching is

wrong. These words from Second John, verses 10, 11, may well

be considered in point: "If any one cometh unto you and

bringeth not this teaching, receive him not into your house

and give him no greeting; for he that giveth him greeting

partaketh in his evil works." It would be well also to keep in

mind the words of Jesus: "Take heed what ye hear." "By
their fruits ye shall know them." "And Jesus said unto tfeem,

'Take heed and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and

Sadducees'."

A similar statement also appears on the back of the

Weekly Bulletin of the Wagener Baptist Church.

We have often urged scholars to point out definite

errors of translation in the Concordant Version, but, so

far, they have limited themselves to vague insinuations
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and derogatory generalizations. The best proof that we

can offer that their position is precarious is the fact that

they have so little confidence in their own position that

they are forced to descend to outrageous slanders, and

to offer their own reputation as a basis for the acceptance

of false statements of fact. Only those who are afraid to

meet a man openly will stab him in the back.

The Scriptures tell us that it is unwise to compare

ourselves among ourselves, so I refuse to be compared

with great Greek scholars. Professor Robertson's friends

have good grounds for thinking highly of his scholarship.

My friends, who know of my prolonged and exhaustive

investigations, and the apparatus that I used, not only

have confidence in my results, but are able to test every

thing by means of my concordance. The difference

between myself and the learned professor is not one of

scholarship, but of spirit. He asks his friends to rely on

his learning. I ask my friends not to lean on mine. He

presents no evidence to support his assertions. That

would be beneath him. I supply all the facts on which

my friends may form their own conclusions. He desires

faith in himself. I insist on faith in God.

I am writing this in Germany. In my Introduction

(page 24) to the Concordant Version, I say that Dr.

Robertson's Greek grammar is "the latest and most

authoritative work" on the subject. This came to the

notice of a man who is generally conceded to be the

greatest Greek grammarian in the world, by scholars in

Europe. He attacked me quite violently for giving Dr.

Robertson the place I do, and derided his scholarship in

a way which seemed to me to be quite intemperate. He

thinks the leading American in this line is a very poor

Greek scholar indeed, having only copied out the opin

ions of a number of German professors without really

assimilating them himself. Whom shall we trust? The

German has a much higher place and greater authority

than the American. But this is no proof that he is cor-
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rect. We do not need to decide this quarrel. The Lord

will settle it in that day. In the mean time let us not be

dazzled by human authority or opinions, but let us

always ask for the evidence.

Rome teaches that the Scriptures are too difficult for

the layman to understand. It is far better that he should

submit to the teaching of the church. In the same way

our scholars insist that the facts of the original must

first be interpreted by experts like themselves before the

common people should have access to them. "People do

not know enough to answer the multitudinous mistrans

lations" of the Concordant Version, we are told, not

withstanding the fact that all of the material for such

knowledge is fully presented, so that each rendering may

be tested. It is a plea for popery. The learned scholars

do not believe what God has really said, so they wish to

modify it to conform to their own conceptions of truth.

The danger of scholasticism is greater than that of the

papacy. Humble students feel the need of guidance in

studying the Scriptures. They readily rely upon a repu

tation for sound scholarship. Few are willing to exert

themselves sufficiently to investigate. They imagine that

the Concordant* Version also asks for their credence

upon the basis of the scholarship of its compilers.

I feel much sympathy for those Greek scholars whose

works contain assertions which are contradicted by the

Concordant Version. It is not pleasant to teach and

publish that the aorist is a definite tense, and then have

some nobody stand up and prove that it is indefinite.

The first reaction is rather violent. What does this

mere amateur know about it anyway ? What are his

scholastic attainments? How many degrees has he?

When we find that he refuses to back up his assertions

with his record (if he has any), it makes many sus

picious. He may be nothing but a carpenter, like our

Lord, or even a tent maker, like Paul. Such should

never be allowed to speak of sacred things! "By what
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authority doest Thou these things?" We have departed

so far from God that anyone who will stand aside while

they point to Him is scorned and ridiculed.

If there are mistranslations in the Concordant Ver

sion it is the privilege and duty of Dr. Robertson to point

them out. I have no doubt but that he can find many a

passage which may be made to appear erroneous. I know

of many which are not perfect, for the English language

has its limitations. Therefore, I.insist that, if Dr. Robert

son should offer any criticism of the Version, it must be

constructive. Let him give a better rendering for those

passages to which he objects. I would like to insist that

it must not be discordant. I would, first of all, however,

have an interpretation of his general criticism. His

English is not exactly classical or clear. I certainly have

not printed one English word over the Greek text! What

is this word, that teaches Russellism? What sort of Eng

lish is this: "that trick which makes abominable English

catches the gullible by seeming to be very truth itself".

I never knew that it was a trick to make abominable

English. If poor English catches the gullible many will

be snared by this sentence! .

The next sentence is one of those trick statements

which have a double meaning. How shall we understand

it! He says "All one can do is to warn the people of

such subtile propaganda under the guise of scholarship."

He cannot mean that my'' subtile propaganda' ■ is " under

the guise of scholarship", for I not only have never

claimed scholarship either for myself orfmy associates,

but I have distinctly repudiated it as the basis of my

work. I have strongly stressed the fact that, in place of

authority and scholarship I present the facts and the

evidence. The only other meaning must be that l i All

one can do is to warn the people [ ] under the guise of

scholarship." And that is just what he is doing! His

friends claim that he is the greatest New Testament

Greek scholar in the world. I have never heard that he
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has repudiated this position. The German scholars do

not accept it. And now, by a trick of his own English,

he calls it a "guise"! But he probably did not intend

to resort to trickery!

How any sober, intelligent saint can assert that the

Concordant Version is Eussellite propaganda stuns my

imagination. To have him insist that "It is proper"

leaves me quite helpless. Am I to be driven to prove

that which is obvious to .everyone who is not blinded by

passion and prejudice f But I must remember that it is

not a personal question. Many, many, dear friends will

believe him without question. My word will never stand

against his, even if a knowledge of my own affairs must

of necessity excel his. So I have sent him documentary

evidence to show that his statement is utterly misleading.

Some of this will be presented here. I have sent him the

following letter:

September 2, 1931

Dr. A. T. Robertson,

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,

Louisville, Ky.

My Dear Sir and Brother in Christ: -

A Quotation concerning the Concordant Version in the

August number oi The Expositor has been called to my atten
tion, in which you charge, among other things, that it is propa

ganda for Russellism. At this distance, I am not able to

gather the evidence to refute your assertion, but I will have it

sent to you in the near future. I have never been connected

with the Russellite movement. Many who were once with

them have been compelled to leave them because they had

accepted the truths we teach. The leaders in Russellism have

written and spoken much against me. Hence you will see how

sad it seems to me to have a brother of your standing and

influence circulate that which is so far from the truth and

which is calculated to deceive so many of those who are hon

estly and earnestly seeking to know the mind and heart of God.

I am a slave of Christ. I beg of you, in His precious name,

to examine the evidence which will be presented to you, and,

in the fear of God, give your retraction all the publicity neces

sary to correct the false impression you have made.

In doing this I charge you to avoid further expressions of

your opinion as to the Concordant Version as unbecoming to

the place in which your unfounded assertions have placed you.

When we come to deal with that matter I beg of you to give
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more than mere insinuations backed by your reputation. You

have forfeited the right to credence in your unsupported word.

Give us evidence that we have made any mistranslations and

we will thankfully correct them.

Yours by grace transcendent,

A. E. Knoch

Per E. O. Knoch

The following evidence was sent to him also:

J. P. Eutherford, president of the International Bible

Students Association has written as follows: "When I

found you were advocating universal salvation ... I

took steps to see that our Society had nothing whatsoever

to do with the distribution of the Concordant Version."

The Society had ordered ten thousand copies printed of

each part, which they engaged to sell to their friends on

the condition that a special edition be issued without the

notes, which contain our teaching. When some in their

headquarters accepted the truth of universal reconcilia

tion they had to leave. Others of their leaders have left,

one of whom testifies as follows:

Dear Friends:

A statement in the August number of The Expositor claims

my attention only because of its uniqueness in the realm of

fancy.

The statement is made that "this so-called Concordats)

Version of the New Testament is Russellite propaganda. . . ."

I fear this is the voice of an ill-informed ecclesiastical scholas

tic. It is not the voice of fact; much less of truth.

For nearly twenty years I was identified with the Inter

national Bible Students Association, much of that time at

headquarters, and part of the time on the editorial staff of

The Watch Tower. So I am familiar not only with the doc

trinal tenets of the International Bible Students Association

friends but also with their publication policies. The Concord

ant Version is not "Russellite" propaganda and to say it is is

only to reveal an ignorance that is most unfortunate; for

neither group of believers would care to concede such a sup

posititious 'fact'.

Sincerely in the Lord,

F. H. Robison

If this reaches the eyes of the agent who received

the oral opinion which "he will not quote", we would be

glad to show that we are not afraid of Dr. Robertson's
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words by quoting them in full in this magazine. If it is

based on the same lack of accurate investigation which

changes the '' Concordant'' to a " Concordat'' version,

and places an English word over the Greek text, it will

help those who are really desirous of knowing the truth

to see how little reliance may be placed upon his opinion.

I hope no other agent will seek the endorsement of a

"Greek scholar'7. The Version needs no such prop. It

stands on its own feet, and so firmly withal, that Greek

scholars will do well not to butt against it too violently

lest their own pate should suffer more than the Version.

The closing paragraph follows in the footsteps of the

former. Second John 10, 11 speaks of the "teaching of

Christ'\ " If anyone is coming to you and is not bringing

this teaching" is wrested from its context. It is used as

a club to cow those whose hearts are hungry for God's

truth, lest they should go where they can hear it. We

would like to press the admonition "Take heed what ye

hear." If the one who has issued this circular had

obeyed this injunction, he would never have allowed a

single copy to appear. He has been listening to an evil

report concerning a brother in Christ. Had he the spirit

of grace or of righteousness, he would have investigated

the charges before helping to spread a falsehood. An

unbeliever has more respect for human laws than pro

fessed Christians have for the judgment of God.

The next quotation is very apt indeed. "By.their

fruits ye shall know them" ought to convince everyone

that a tree which bears the fruit of falsehood must be

unwholesome, and that our detractors have done that

which necessarily destroys their reputation for veracity,

and makes them impossible as guides to faith in God. We

cannot believe them when they err so tragically in mat

ters so easily verified. Matters of more moment may be

handled by them in the same fashion. We are thankful

to God that He has exposed them by means of their own

mouths. Do I then invite all to believe me? No! I claim
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no more credence. Believe God and be sure you are

listening to Him and not to a man.

The leaven of the Pharisees was hypocrisy. Who has

played the hypocrite in this matter? We have claimed

nothing. They claim everything. It is impossible for us

to play the role. They are fully equipped. The Sad-

ducees were rationalists. Are there any publications any

where which so strongly denounce human reasoning in

the things of God as our own? Again we echo, "Take

heed and beware!" But the only way you can beware

is to be aware. Make yourself acquainted with the facts

of God's revelation. Avoid those whose moral lapses

show that they have not even learned the elementary

lesson of God's righteousness.

We appeal to the true friends of those involved.

Write to these brethren and urge them to clear them

selves of this grave offense by a full confession and an

earnest effort to undo the evil which they have wrought.

Pray that God will be gracious to them to open their eyes

to the seriousness of stoning a slave of Christ. Bemem-

ber, my Lord, is able to uphold me! And He will uphold

me!

In reply to our letter, we received the following:

THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

September 7, 1931

My Dear Mr. Knoch:

I have your favor of September 2nd. I have "no desire to do
you or the Concordant Version the least harm. I do not care
for it myself, but that is my privilege.

I shall be obliged to you if you will tell me the connection

between your version and Wilson's Emphatic Diaglott.

Sincerely yours,

A. T. Robertson

We then wrote again to Dr. Eobertson, assuring him

that there is no connection of any kind between the Con

cordant Version and the Emphatic Diaglott, and giving

proof for our statement, and urging that he retract his

statement in The Expositor. We print below his reply:
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My Dear Brother Knoch:

I have clearly confused the Emphatic Diaglott and the
Concordant Version, both of which have been used to some
extent by the Russellites to a certain extent. I shall be glad to
make the correction in The Expositor.

Sincerely yours,

A. T. Robebtson

Here the matter rests. Our readers will notice that

Brother Robertson shows a more gracious spirit in his

last letter, and we pray that he will investigate more

carefully in the future, before condemning a work which

he now admits he has "clearly confused''with another.

A. E. K.

The following letter has been received from Mrs. Stan

ley Smith, of the Tsehchow Mission in China. It will be

of especial interest to those who answered our recent

appeal in her behalf.

Dear Brother Knoch:

I am touched by your kind letter, and feel the throb of the

love of God in your words, "It is with a great deal of joy that

we are able to send this money." May God reward you and

the dear donors, for, though not known in the flesh, I feel that

we are united closely in spirit, because His holy spirit is in

all our hearts. I don't know how to thank these friends, and

am too busy to write to each now. Is it possible to put a note

of thanks in your paper, as this is the first gift after your

kind notice of me carrying on? This money meets an urgent

need on the compound at present, and will make the rooms

more habitable and comfortable, as well as the schools. I had

been praying for guidance whether to meet the need, about

$100, Mexican,.out of my own money. Here is the answer!

Pray and look up; that is my method, and I find it answers!

I had to take with the natives the verse, "The Lord is able to

give thee much more than this," and your letter came as I was

preparing an hour before the meeting. God gave them the

answer and explanation through the incident of your letter

being told to them. How beautifully skillful is God in His

ways!

Thanks again, and with love in Christ, yours truly,

Anna M. Smith

Our readers will be glad to know that we have sent

another sum to Sister Smith quite recently. We thank

all our friends for their response to our appeal.
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Most of our subscriptions expire with this issue. This

reminder is the only notice which will be sent. When

renewing your subscription, why not order a supply of

literature ? Some of our publications are especially suit

able for holiday gifts. We give below a list of those

which are especially good for this purpose.

The Concordant Version:

Complete Edition, leather, $12.00, boards $10.00

Pocket Edition, leather, $2.50, leatheroid 1.50

God's Eonian Purpose, by Adlai Loudy 2.00

Wall Texts, as mentioned in our last issue, per set of nine 1.00

The Mystery of the Gospel, by A. E. K..._ 2.00
Unsearchable Riches, one-year subscription 1.00

We will mail to your address, or send direct to any

address, enclosing your card, whichever you prefer.

Many of our readers are asking why the books listed

as "In Preparation" in our price lists have not been

published. Some have ordered them, and had expected

to receive them by this time. We had fully expected that

they would be ready, but we have been forced to cut

down expenses to the extent of postponing every expen

diture not absolutely necessary. Publishing a book of

the size of those proposed is a costly procedure, and one

upon which we dare not venture unless we have sufficient

funds to see it through. May we request your prayers

and help to the end that, D. V., it may be possible for

us to publish these books during the coming year?

Among the great subjects which will engage our hearts

in the future issues of Unsearchable Riches are some

of the deepest moment. None of them would ever have

been solved apart from faith in the microscopic accuracy

of Holy Writ, and the help of the concordant method.

The orthodoxy of creedal tradition and the heterodoxy of

God's Word are so firmly established in Christendom that

the cloud which envelops these great themes is consid

ered a proof of their correctness. A revelation which

mystifies is supposed to be certainly divine, even when it

has ceased to be a revelation.
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Our German readers will welcome a booklet, "Blicke in

den Galaterbrief," by Willy Dick, Goldern, Halliberg,

Switzerland (ten cents), which sets forth, in vigorous

style the difference between sonship and slavery in the

believer's life. Would that this message could be carried

to all the churches on earth!

A companion pamphlet, "Die Gemeinde Seines

Leibes,'' by Hans Wiederkehr, Neckarzimmern, Baden,

Germany (eight cents), gives, in condensed form, a

review of the special blessings of this secret administra

tion of God's grace. Both pamphlets may be obtained

also from Kurt Deutrich, Neuhof, Kreis Fulda, Germany.

REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST

Brother Adlai Loudy reports that he had wonderful

meetings in Moline, Illinois, where a large number of

people joyfully received Concordant teaching. At the

time of writing, he was in the last week of his meetings

in Kewanee, Illinois, where the library hall was filled to

capacity, and the meetings were greatly blessed. He

opens in Rock Island, Illinois, on November first, with

follow-up meetings in behalf of the great interest aroused

in the tri-cities. We are very glad to have such an

encouraging report. Please pray that the Lord will con

tinue to be with Brother Loudy in his great work.

SWEDISH NOTES

The last issue of / Morganvdkten contains a translation

of two articles by A. E. Knoch, as well as a part of

"Are Bride and Body Identical?" by F. H. Robison.

Brother Lundborg has lost a valuable helper, as his son

decided to take up other work, some months ago. He has

indeed a heavy load to carry. Let us not forget him in

our prayers. He is in need of help, yet we know that, if

it be in His plan, the Lord will give him strength, or

raise up some one to bear a part of the burden.
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GRACE VERSUS SIN

Eeference to Adam and the involvement of the whole

race by relationship to him is now dropped from the dis

cussion. /Nor is mention made of the final results to the

race of the work of Christ. Eomans 5: 20-21 deals with

the significance of law and contrasts the antagonistic

forces, sin and grace. Sin entered into the world through

Adam and grace reigns through Jesus Christ. Paul has

indicated the ultimate issues; now he turns to the present

processes. Adam is left behind; Christ remains. Just so,

sin and death shall be dethroned and banished. These

usurpers shall gradually vanish before reigning and

victorious grace. God has shown us His glorious goal,

which is a delivered and righteous and vivified humanity.

But He does not long occupy us with the goal. Having

assured us of race-wide salvation, He turns our eyes to

the present conflict. The process can be understood only

in the light which streams from the unveiled goal.

By what means shall God reach His goal ? By law or

grace ? And if grace, is it adequate ? The final contrast

of this passage is between sin and grace. And, as in

every contrast between the saving and destructive forces,

the superiority is shown to be with the latter—grace

superexceeds the utmost increase of sin. The final com

parison, like the preceding ones, shows that the "thus

also" of grace is as extensive as the "even as" of sin.

The means are more than adequate; they are superexces-

sive. The reign of grace is not limited to an elect few,
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nor is it less effective for those over whom it reigns than

is the reign of sin. Its reign shall be quite as extensive.

A third name, that of Moses, was mentioned in verse

fourteen. As sin came' through Adam, and grace through

Christ, so law was given through Moses. All that has

been said from verse twelve is outside of law. The dis

cussion has concerned the acts of only two men. The

reference to law in the present text is necessitated by its

mention in 13-14, and because it is a third term in the

summary of God's dealings with man. Paul could not

pass over in silence the coming of law. Some questions

are answered, such as, What place does law occupy in

the religious history of mankind? Has law as decided a

significance as sin and grace? Is Moses as really a sav

iour as Jesus Christ? The assertion about law in this

verse is the foundation of much of the argument of the

next three chapters. In developing the truth as to the

subordinate relation of law, questions will be asked in

6:1, 15; and 7: 7. The immediate questions are, If sin

and salvation center in Adam and Christ, what is the use

and purpose of law, What effect has law upon sin?

What is its relation to grace?

Yet law crept in that the offense should be increasing.

Yet where sin increases, grace superexceeds,

That, even

Sin

reigns

in

AS

death,

THUS ALSO

Grace

should be reigning

through righteousness,

for eonian life,

through Jesus Christ,

our Lord.

20. Yet law crept in as it were alongside of sin and

death, which had entered long before. It was like a third

actor who plays a subordinate part, and who can never

occupy the front of the stage. Law can never have the

decisive and race-wide effect that sin and grace have.

The word translated crept in conveys no idea of secrecy.

That idea is forbidden by the solemn public promulga-
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tion of the law from Sinai. The coming of law was the

third greatest event in the moral history of the world.

It occupies so necessary a place in the divine method

that it cannot be overlooked. It is said that it crept in

alongside of sin and death to show that beside these it

can claim equality neither in time nor place, and that

the need of it is temporary. It made its entrance long

after sin and death and it will be superseded by grace.

Though subordinate, law has a very important func

tion. The Jews made law all important, assuming it to

be a means by. which men might accumulate righteous

ness and so procure salvation. They could not endure to

be told that it played only an accessory part. To this

day many religions teach that knowledge of law is a way

of salvation, instead of being an escort to lead men to

Christ. There is, however, a place and a need today for

the preaching of law. The law is good if a man uses it

lawfully, but it is very bad if a man tries to substitute

works of law for faith. Justification by faith antedated

in Abraham's case the coming of law (4:13-16) and

exhibited the fact that salvation comes gracewise.

Law means the law of Moses. This is evident from

verses 13-14 and all the subsequent discussion about law.

Whatever laws men elaborated before Moses did not

serve to put sin to their account (13). Such laws did not

properly recognize the claims of God, and it must be

remembered that all sin is primarily against God. Law

exhibits the righteous character of the Lawgiver, it re

quires conduct that is in harmony with that character,

and it commends itself to our moral instincts, our con

science and our reason as right, so that all who wish to

do well accept its authority.

Law brings in a responsibility which is not otherwise

found in this whole passage. One of its functions is to

put sin to our account. It instructs, stimulates, and re

inforces conscience. It appeals to the best that is in us,

enlisting mind and will in the war against the law of sin
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and of death. But it also stirs into active rebellion all

the evil that is in us, giving an experience of conflict with

sin and defeat by it, as set forth in chapter seven. Law,

added to the heritage of sin and death, will give to any

man an experience of defeat, and wring from the

wretched one the cry for rescue (7:24). This is the

intention of the Lawgiver. Law is not intended to rescue

from sin, but to prepare for its removal by grace. Law

cannot be dispensed with. It is useless to say that it was

given only to Israel. As a matter of fact every morally

earnest person who hears the law accepts it as the stand

ard of right. The law goes everywhere the gospel goes,

and men accept it more readily than they accept grace.

If they really put themselves under its guidance, it will

ultimately lead them to Christ. When once a man comes

under the conviction, of law he finds no deliverance

except in the grace which is presented in the further

unfoldings of this epistle.

The design of law is twofold. Its first aim is to

increase the offense, but its remote and ultimate aim is

that grace may reign. Law can be satisfied only as grace

reigns. Christ glorified the law, and Saul the Pharisee

was gratified with the law of God. The just require

ment of the law, the preceptive will of God, is more

pleasing to the saint than it was terrifying to the con

victed sinner. Grace consummates law.

God's first design in giving law is that the offense

should be increasing. To increase the offense is not only

the result, but the divine aim. This chief purpose of the

mission of law must not be rejected as false, because it

agrees with all that Paul says about it. It will not

satisfy the text to say that it was to increase conscious

ness of sin. Consciousness of sin, indeed, increases by

the increase of the offense, especially when one earnestly

strives to obey law. Offense, sin, and grace are actual

ities that far surpass our consciousness or estimation of

them. Man in his self-ignorance imagines that he can
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obey the law (Ex. 19: 8). Israel under law continually

increased the offense. Moses and Christ alike demand not

faith in the law, but obedience to it. "This be doing"

(Luke 10: 28). By hearing and failing to do, the offense

was increased. Every one who reads and approves the

sermon on the mount without a full obedience only mul

tiplies the offense and invites destruction (Mat. 7: 26-27).

The offense is that offense already mentioned four

times (verses 15, 17, 18). The "many offenses" (16)

are regarded as a multiplication of the offense of Adam.

The singular, the offense, seems to be expressly chosen to

indicate that all offenses are as such repetitions of the

first offense. Offense in the head repeats itself in law

lessness and offensiveness in the whole family. Every

offensive deed proclaims itself the offspring of the orig

inal offense. The function of law is to make it manifest

that the first offense included in its character all possible

offense. It shows also that mankind has not only inher

ited the status of sinners, but a proclivity to disobedi

ence. Thus while Adam and the entire race have been

left behind, the forces he introduced into the race remain,

manifesting themselves in every* life.

"Where no law is, neither is there transgression,"

but this cannot be said of offense. Offense has a much

wider meaning than transgression. Gentiles without law

and even saints offend. The word denotes every particu

lar act of disobedience committed, either with or without

law. Christ was given up because of our offenses, but if

these were offenses against the law, the gospel might be

restricted to those who knew law. The world has offend

ed (2 Cor. 5:19) ; saints offend their Father and each

other (Gal. 6:1; Eph. 1:7; Col. 2:13). Men without

law know enough of God and right to give their sins the

character of disobedience (2:14-15). But law by giving

a complete revelation of duty to God and man gave rise

to more occasions of offense. Under law each particular

offense called for expiation either by sacrifice or by pen-
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alty. Thus by precept and penalty came the better

knowledge of sin and the greater increase of the offense.

By law sin is not to be destroyed, but the offense is

to be increased. That is the only possible result of giving

a spiritual law to men who were constituted sinners. The

offense is latent in the heart of humanity. The inherited

.disposition of the flesh is enmity to God, and law, en

countering this disposition, awakes its dormant antagon

ism, and thus multiplies the offense. Law makes every

movement of sin a positive offense; it adds to the distress

which it is powerless to remove, for the strength of sin is

the law. When God erects the barrier of law against sin

He knows that sin in the weakest man is strong enough

to break down the barrier. Breaches of law serve to

manifest the offensive principle lodged in the heart of

every child of Adam. Lime is quiet and cool till water

is applied. Though there is no heat in the water poured

upon it, the result is that the lime begins to burn and

boil. Thus spiritual law evokes the offense.

Law does not create sin; it occasions its declaration

of war in which sin takes the offensive against God. A

match lying in one's pocket is quite harmless till friction

is applied. Rub it on a rough object and it blazes. So

human enmity sleeps till it encounters God's law, then

it blazes forth in offense. Man needs such proof of his

indwelling enmity, for he is often ignorant of the fact

that the offense which he condemns in Adam or another

slumbers in his own bosom. Sin makes a fair display till

unmasked by law. Law does not solicit offense, but while

forbidding sin it elicits it. Physicians seek to bring a

distemper from the vitals to the surface. God was by

law developing the latent offense and bringing it into

action, so that sin cannot say that all its forces were not

on the field when grace came to battle her.

We need a Saviour, One Who is able to give life, for

the offense has brought death. The law is spiritual, but

it can give neither righteousness nor life (Gal. 3:21).
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Whoever does all things written in the law shall live in

them (Lev. 18: 5), yet this does not mean that the death
sentence is revoked. It means that righteousness tends

to give length of days, as in Proverbs 3:1-2, 7-8. The

blessedness of keeping the law will be seen in the millen

nium when God's law shall be written on new hearts, and

consequently life shall be greatly prolonged. But, on the

other hand, the law says, " Accursed" to every law

breaker (Gal. 3:10). "This do, and thou shalt live" is

no gospel to men who are sinners by inheritance. By

the first offense all hope of salvation by law was lost.

If a righteous man could be found, law would show him

that he was righteous and pronounce him blessed. There

has been only One such Man.

The final contrast is introduced by the words where

sin increases. Where is wherever there is sin, and that is

as wide as the world into which sin entered. It is not

said where the offense increases, or when law elicits the

offense. Sin bulks much larger than all offenses, and it

more properly expresses the sum total of man's evil and

depravity. Grace deals with sin in its entirety, with the

sinful state as well as the disobedient act. Sin is the

same in all men, though it has not-manifested itself in

the same offenses in all. The saint shares the same herit

age of sin as the thief, the adulterer, and the murderer.

If grace dealt only with the offense and not with all sin

it would be inadequate as a method of salvation, because

sin is wider than offense. Pew sinners have committed

all the offenses to which sin has prompted them. Grace

must deal with the evil state of men, with" the depravity

and spiritual deadness as well as with acts of disobedi

ence.

Sin increases in all men. It multiplies with the multi

plication of the race. Every child born into the world

brings in more sin. A one-foot sinner will grow to be a

six-foot sinner. The word increases pictures the great

fecundity of sin. It multiplies like leaven, one sin being
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prolific of many others. This unlimited capability of mul

tiplying itself is the most' appalling fact about sin in

view of all the evil wrought by one sin. Why does God

allow sin to multiply? Why did he not prevent this

monstrous increase by destroying the first sinners? Be

cause sin can never, with all its fecundity, increase be

yond the power of grace to conquer and cancel it. The

greater the sin the more excessive is grace seen to be.

Grace superexceeds the utmost increase of sin- Paul

had to coin a few words because he found none in the

language that were big enough to express the great

truths he had to reveal. Huperperisseuo was one of them.

He took the word perisseud, itself a strong word express

ing excess or superfluity, and further strengthened it by

prefixing Jiuper, over, super, giving the word superlative

force. The corresponding words increases and super-

exceeds are related as comparative and superlative. This

superlative word is much stronger than the "much

rather" found in the other contrasts. The increase of

sin must be far surpassed. Grace is not only enough, nor

more than enough; it is superexcessive above all the mul

tiplication of sin. When Christ fed the multitudes all

were satisfied and there was a great surplus (Mat.

14:20). So God's wealth of grace far exceeds all our

need or asking or thinking. Sin increases, but grace does

not. There is no possibility of increasing God's grace,

though there may be increasing manifestations of it

(6:1). Grace does not increase because God does not.

Though sin should seek to dam up the flow of grace, its

superexcess overflows and overwhelms and obliterates

every obstacle.

Grace implies sin. It is more than love: it is love that

can stop and righteously take the chiefest sinner into its

bosom. Grace is found only where sin is, but where sin

is there also is grace in rich excess. Grace is the only

way of salvation; it is the characteristic truth of the

gospel. Without it there is no evangel for sinners. Paul,
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the foremost of sinners, preaches grace out of his experi

ence and as a revelation. The word is found is every

section of every epistle of his, for in a word it states his

gospel. God is one, and He is always a God of grace

(Ex. 33:19; 34:6).

Grace alone can abolish sin. Did we know only of

law and its penalties we should expect the increase of sin

to evoke a corresponding outburst of divine indignation.

But punishment would leave sin still the victor. Penal

ties do not save. Two and a half millenniums of punish

ment have fallen on Israel and the nation is not yet saved.

But the nation shall be brought forth at once when God

pours upon it the spirit of grace and supplication. No

one, whether Jew or Greek, can ever be saved but by

grace. Grace is the only power that can conquer and

abolish sin, for so long as the just penalty of sin remains

sin still reigns in death. Punishment still leaves sin the

victor and grace unsatisfied.

The very superexcess of grace assures us of its final

victory over all sin. Grace and sin are irreconcilable

enemies. Between them there must be agelong conflict,

for grace will not condone nor tolerate sin. It can never

cease its antagonism to sin and death till they are utterly

extinguished. Can we be sure that the final victory will

be with grace and not with sin ? Can we be sure that the

power of God for salvation is adequate to the task? We

belittle grace and underestimate the power of God when

we'think that they are scarcely great enough to cope with

"willful sin". Some seem to think that grace can save

good people, but that in especially bad cases grace is

dependent on some help from the sinner himself. Grace

needs no more help to save than sin needs help to slay.

Grace alone is sufficient to the task. It does not spurn the

use of means, but includes them. But instrumentalities

should not be considered in a passage which singles out

for contrast the two great pivotal facts on which turn

the whole history and destiny of the race. Grace in every
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way superexceeds its antagonist sin, and therefore will

not permit the continuance of sin in God's humanity. As

the antiseptic properties of the ocean prevent the growth

of putrefaction continually poured into it from many

sources, as the remedial forces of nature are continually

combatting disease, so is grace checking and overcoming

sin. The last word will be grace and not sin.

Sin and grace met and measured their strength at

Golgotha. Sin showed its utmost enmity in its murder

ous assault upon the Son of God. It was allowed to come

to a head, to appear at its wickedest and to do its

damnedest that it might be dealt with centrally and

finally. Grace exposed sin at the cross. Which proved

the greater? Hate encountered suffering love; sin was

vanquished by grace. If we see only man's sin crucify

ing the sinless Son of Man, we look for the fiercest indig

nation to be visited on him. Instead of wrath grace made

its advent. But if we see man's sin crucified, then we see

the victory and enthronement of grace. The grace that

exhibits the bloodguiltiness of sin in the very act of mas

tering it takes away all doubt of the final issue. The

victory of grace secures salvation for humanity.

21. This comparison is made between Sin and Grace,

personified as two rival queens. These royal figures

occupy two thrones, each regarding the other as her im

placable enemy and her rival in the struggle for absolute

sovereignty in the domain of humanity. Grace has begun

a war of expulsion and has brought her superior force

into the field to fight till victory is won.

The ultimate design in giving law and the employ

ment of the strength of grace is that . . . grace should

be reigning for eonian life. God's ultimate aim in His

use of law was not to increase the offense, but to show its

impotence to save and so prepare for the reign of grace.

Sin in the flesh is stronger than an external divine law.

Law is not the antagonist of sin, nor do works of law

help Grace in her warfare with Sin, Law retires and
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leaves the two combatants on the field. The correlatives
even as . . . thus also again insist on exact correspond

ence. If sin really reigns in death, the achievement of

grace shall not fall, either in extent or efficacy, behind

that of sin. Both claim tlie same dominion. Wherever

Sin has extended her rule there Grace with her greater

power and authority shall come. Though Grace ascended

her throne later, her reign shall continue when Sin has

been dethroned.

Sin reigns in death. Sin is not here an act but a state.

It is larger than the offense. By the offense sin entered

the world and took possession of men. It is the state or

disposition which prompts all overt acts and dffenses.

Grace is likewise not an act; acts do not reign. Behind

the activities of grace there is a divine achievement and

a gracious attitude. Behind the activities of sin there is

a principle and an attitude hostile to God. It is from this

evil state that the saint seeks deliverance.

Sin admitted death, death came through into all man

kind and so death reigns. But where death reigns there

sin also reigns. Sin and death change places as cause and

effect. As sin wrought death, so again death enthrones

sin. While the ration of sin is death, sin in turn reigns

in virtue of death. It might with equal truth be said

that death reigns in sin. Man's mortality and depravity

rests on his subjection to sin. But this is not what is

asserted in this verse. Sin's reign is not, as some versions

say, unto death. It reigns in the kingdom of 'death. This,

of course, is not physical death alone, for the reign of

sin over men begins with their birth and brings them to

physical death. Physical death is an illustration and a

figure of the spiritual deadness which characterizes the

old humanity. This death is a province which sin has

won for herself, and she has the loyal support of her

subjects. The saddest and most conclusive proof of her

sway is our unconsciousness, hard to be broken, of our

bondage to sin's tyranny.
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Thus also grace should be reigning. Grace not only

superexceeds sin but occupies a super-throne. Sin is

enthroned in the hearts of sinners, but grace occupies

the throne of the universe, the throne of God. The Judge

is seated on a throne of grace. And the saving grace of

God has made its advent to all humanity, proclaiming

peace to all. It is grace, not righteousness, that is the

rival of sin. To enthrone righteousness would result in

the destruction of the sinner. Justice cannot save a sin

ner, yet grace saves justly, and where grace reigns

righteousness dwells. While grace saves sinners, she con

demns and abolishes sin. Grace is as antagonistic to sin

as righteousness is; she has come to thwart sin and death.

Will the sway of grace ever be as effective and wide

spread as that of sin ? Sin still reigns over the majority

of men; the creation itself is subject to vanity, and

saints still sigh for complete deliverance from her tyr

anny. The future belongs to grace. The divine intention

is that grace should be reigning even as sin reigns.

Reigns is a timeless verb; should be reigning is future.

How shall grace reign? How does sin reign? Thus also

shall be the reign of grace. Sin is a usurper, but she has

law on her side, for "the power of sin is the law" (1 Cor.

.15: 56). But grace has satisfied law, she has invaded the

domain of sin, and as she wrests from the usurper her

victims she says to them, "Sin shall not be mastering

you, for you are not under law, but under grace"

(6:14). Every conversion to God, every resurrection res

cues the subjects of sin. From the great stress laid on

the superexcess of grace and the thus also of the com

parison we may rightly infer that the victory of grace

will be universal. That fact was positively stated in

verses 18-19; the present text assures that grace has

authority and power sufficient to break the stubbomest

heart. Either sin or the Saviour must perish in this duel

to the death. They will never agree to divide the spoils

of battle.
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Grace shall reign through righteousness for eonian

life. Varied but accurate use of prepositions is a charac

teristic of Paul's writing. Note the through and for.

The reign of grace is not in righteousness, which would

be so if righteousness meant our justification, but

through righteousness, which means the righteousness of

God which He manifested at the cross. The issue of

the reign is eonian life. The claims of law and justice

have been satisfied and righteousness has enthroned

grace, so that it can confer eonian life on the enslaved

subjects of sin. The present evil state of the world is to

be rectified on divine, that is to say righteous, principles.

Grace rests on foundations of impregnable righteousness,

but sin sits on a tottering throne vainly seeking her sup

port from law, which has been honored and satisfied in

the highest tribunal. Thus sinners are rescued by a God

Whose methods are moral, a holy God Who does justice

and judgment at any cost to Himself.

The adjustment of a sinful humanity to a righteous

God was wrought through Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Through righteousness assures us that grace reigns not

by mere arbitrary will. An unrighteous grace would sub

vert the throne of God. Divine grace is far from being

an indulgent and unjust love that ruins both the Lover

and the beloved. There is no grace without righteous

ness. And further, grace is through Jesus Christ, Who

vindicated God's righteousness at the cross. Through

God's righteousness and through the obedience of Jesus

Christ the reign of grace has begun.

Grace is possible only through the cross. And the

cross demonstrates at once God's love of sinners and his

hatred of sin. It solves a problem. How can the love of

God consent to the hopeless destruction of the sinner?

On the other hand, how can the justice of God save him ?

God, like His Son, " loves righteousness and hates injust

ice". He loves a world of sinners, but He also loves just

ice. He will not save at the cost of righteousness! Thus
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God's attributes are parted by sin. A reconciliation

needed to be effected between love and righteousness,

between mercy and truth. This reconciliation of the

claims of love and righteousness in God was effected at

the cross. Grace is through the deliverance that is in

Christ Jesus. It is the going forth of all that is in Deity

in a saving quest of sinning humanity. Grace is a syn

thesis of all the divine attributes; it is the reconciliation

of all attitudes to the sinner. In grace divine righteous

ness is as favorable to the sinner as the divine love.

Grace is for eonian life, and life is the inclusive gift.

It is the impartation of the life of Christ, which frees

from the law of sin and of death. Grace supersedes law,

because it gives a righteousness which meets the just

requirement of law, a righteousness which is from God

for faith (Phil. 3:9).

Grace will enthrone in life those who obtain it (17).

These are the elect who will reign for the ages, partners

of the mediatorial reign of Christ, and exhibits of the

transcendent riches of His grace (Eph. 2:7).

There is a dispensational aspect of the reign of grace

which satisfies the even as fully. Sin reigns in the death

of all. When shall grace reign thus also over all men?

When shall it become as actually effective as sin is?

Even now the dominion of sin is shrinking. This econ

omy of grace has been longer in duration than the others.

In the next two ages innumerable multitudes of the

saints on earth and in heaven will enjoy eonian life and

complete deliverance from sin and death. But there is

an eon of untrammeled grace, an eon lost to theology,

in which grace shall reign over all mankind as she does

not now, and that reign will be for eonian life to the

exclusion of death. Sinners of former ages will be sub

ject to the second death, which must cease when the last

enemy, death, shall be abolished and all are vivified. But

for the whole of the last eon there will be no dying.

The eon succeeding the gr&it white throne judgment
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will probably exceed in duration all the eons during

which sin reigns in death. It is God's dependable habit

to shorten the eras of wrath and to lengthen the eras of

grace. The last eon will be an era of unmixed grace. The

generations of the Adamic race will continue in the eon

of the eons (Eph. 3:21). Scriptures represent the eons

as eras of human generation. Many generations are

yet to come. Israel's future place in the new earth is

indicated by the fact that God's covenant with them is

to a thousand generations (Deut. 7: 9; 1 Chron. 16:15;

Psa. 105: 8; Isa. 66: 22). A thousand generations at the

low figure of twenty years for a generation, beginning

with Adam instead of Abraham, would leave ten or

twelve thousand years for the last eon.

Sinners will be born on the new earth, yet God can

tabernacle with them as He tabernacled with sinning

Israel. He can do this on the basis of the conciliation

(2 Cor. 5:17-19), as He could dwell in the ancient taber

nacle over the blood of the sin offering. It is the final

economy, the administration of the complement of the

eras, when all the deficiences of earlier eras will be re

moved, and the life of man, as man, on earth will be

blessed with better than original conditions. Sin will be

present. There will be tears where there is sin (Un.

21:4). The nations will have ills to be cured by the

leaves of the tree of life (Un. 22: 2) ; rule and authority

to repress the anarchy of sin are still necessary. The

kings will carry the glory and honor of the nations into

the holy city, but the abominable and the false cannot

enter (Un. 21:26-27). The river of the water of life as

well as the tree of life are necessary for the preservation

of the life of the nations.

While sin will be inherited, there will be no death.

Sin no longer reigns in death (Un. 21:4). Eating of

the tree of life would have preserved Adam and Eve.

They would have lived for the age (Gen. 3: 22). Those

who obtain the leaves of the tree of life will live for that
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eon. The longevity of the antediluvians will be exceeded

in the millennium, but in the last eon there shall be no

dying. There will be no more judgment, no condemna

tion, for the day of the Lord will have passed (Un.

22: 3, katafhema is not curse, but doom). Grace will con

fer life to mankind as she does now to the elect, with

vivifieation for all at the consummation.

Grace and sin are left, but sin is dethroned and

exposed. Perception takes the place of faith. God is

known, and the Slanderer is restrained in the lake of

fire. The reign of grace brings eonian life to men. There

will be no revolt, all will be subjected to the Son. Even

the denizens of the underworld shall bow the knee in

the name of Jesus before the consummation (Phil.

2:10). Sin shall not only be dethroned but repudiated

by God and man as a result of the reign of grace.

God's grace shall reign through Jesus Christ, our

Lord. Over the buried name of Adam the glory of the

name of Jesus flourishes. In that name the saints now

bow, we acclaim Him Lord, our Lord, to the glory of

God, the Father. We are in this respect a kind of first-

fruits of His creatures. Christ Himself is the Firstfruit.

If it was righteous to rouse the Sinbearer from the dead,

it is righteous to be gracious to all for whom He died

and rose again. If we know what grace is, we know what

is God's chief glory, and we know that the destiny of

man will be whatever most glorifies God. The fortunes of

grace are the fortunes of our Lord. We see not as yet all

things subjected to Him, but we see Him crowned with

glory and honor. Even so grace is enthroned but all are

not yet her subjects. Grace will get all her rights when

ever all things are subjected to Him.
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QUESTIONS

Do these two verses say anything of Adam or Christ as
heads of the race? Do they deal with race-wide destiny, or
with the the forces operating through the ages for the destruc
tion and salvation of men?

How is law related to sin? And to grace? What has been
@ previously said about law in this epistle? (2:12-15, 17-27;
3:19-21, 27-28, 31; 4:13-16; 5:13) What is the function of law?
(3:19; Gal. 3:19, 24) What is the actual result of law?
(7:5, 9) Is there an affinity between our moral nature and law?

What is God's design in giving law? Does the law demand
faith or good works? Does law multiply offenses or "the
offense"? Can sin and the offense in the flesh be subdued by
law? Is the offense possible without law? Is law the best
means to evoke latent sin? Was Moses or Adam responsible

for sin in the flesh? Can the law give life? Can obedience to
law sometimes prolong life? What kind of man does the law
bless? (Deut. 28:1)

Which is the larger, sin or offense? Does grace increase?

Why not? Was there ever another way of salvation than grace?
Do penalties save? (Isa. 1:5-6; Un. 16:9-10) Is grace sov
ereign? Is it sufficient to save the worst and to save all? Has

grace already proved its superiority to sin? Which triumphed
at the cross?

Who are the antagonists in verse 21? How and where does
sin reign? Is sin an act or a state? What kind of death sup

ports the reign of sin? What would be the result to sinners

of a reign of righteousness? Does the future belong to sin or

grace? Does grace take into account man's inability? Does

grace reign in our justification or through God's personal

righteousness? Does grace comprise all the transitive attri

butes of God? What is the relation of grace to the, cross of
Christ?

What kinds of life may men enjoy during the eons? Are

there dispensational aspects of eonian life? (Mat. 25:46) Will

men live through the millennium? How long is the last eon?

What are some of the happy conditions of human life in that

era? What provisions of grace stand between sin and death?

Is grace a guarantee of human blessedness on the new earth?

By what means will God subject all things to His Son? By
law, punishments, or by the power of grace?

Geo. L. Rogers



THE GROUND OF THE ONE BODY

A story is going the rounds that shows the futility of,

the phrase "gathering on the ground of the one body".

This always means union on the basis of agreement in

doctrine. A zealous brother sought earnestly to associate

only with those who had "the truth". He separated

himself from all doctrinal error (except what he uncon

sciously held himself!). Gradually his fellowship became

restricted to a very few, as one after another was found

to be " unsound" in the faith. Finally he found that all

of his associates, except his wife, were tainted with "evil

doctrine". To make matters still worse, he discovered

one day that even his wife was not sufficiently " sound".

He was all alone. Then, however, he realized that he had

indeed come to the ground of the "one body". The one

body was himself!

Those believers who confine their fellowship to saints

of the same mind in doctrinal matters have a sad history

of dissension and division. The numbers of adherents

have grown but little, but the number of parties has mul

tiplied. The idea that fellowship is based on doctrine is

itself false teaching. In Corinth the fundamentally un

sound deniers of the resurrection were not put out,

either by the assembly or the apostle. The immoral per

son was excluded, not the heretics. In Paul's epistles,

which should guide us in this administration, doctrine is

not the basis of fellowship. We should patiently bear

'with false teaching. We should lovingly correct it. But

we should never exclude those who hold it. In practise,

in many cases, those who have the truth were excluded

by those who were in error. It is a device of Satan to

divide those who should preserve the spirit's unity.
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SECOND STAGE OF PAUL'S JOURNEY

TO ROME AND THE CULMINATION

OF HIS KINGDOM MINISTRY

In Section 2582 of the structure (28:1-16) we have the

second stage of Paul's journey to Rome. This section

may be displayed as follows: ,

2611: 28:1-10. Casting upon Melita, and after events.

2612: 28:11-16. Journey to Rome, and after events.

Section 2611 of the above structure may be further

subdivided as follows:

2621: 28:1. Arrival at Melita.

2631: 28:2. Benevolence to the shipwrecked.

2641: 28:3-6. Miracle typical of the inauguration of the

kingdom.

2632: 28:7. Benevolence to the shipwrecked.

2642: 28:8-9. Miracle typical of kingdom blessings for the

nations.

2633: 28:10-. Benevolence to the shipwrecked.

2622: 28:-10. Leaving Melita.

In Acts 28:1 we read, *' And, being safely through,

then we recognized that the island is called Melita."

After all the shipwrecked had safely reached the land,

they recognized it as the island of Melita, the modern

Malta. Some have identified the island of Melida in the

Adriatic Sea as the scene of Paul's shipwreck because of

the similarity of names, and because the Scriptures locate

the island in the Adria. But in ancient times the term

Adria was applied not only to the present Adriatic Sea

but to all of the Mediterranean between Sicily and
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Greece. The modern Melida, located in the Gulf of

Venice, could not have been reached with the wind blow

ing in the direction indicated in this Scriptural account

of the storm. To reach the Venetian Melida they would

have had to pass many islands as if by a miracle; the

soundings would have been different from those indicated

in the Scriptures, while soundings agree absolutely with

those of Malta; the mileage that they would cover in

their fourteen-day drift from Cauda, according to nauti

cal authorities, agrees with the distance between Cauda

and Malta, which would not be true of the distance to be

traversed in reaching the Venetian Melida; and, finally,

their subsequent journey from the Venetian Melida to

Eome would have followed an entirely different route

from that indicated in the Scriptures, while this route

agrees with the probable route which would be taken

from the modern Malta to Eome.

In Acts 28: 2 we read of the benevolence of the inhab

itants to Paul and his shipwrecked companions: "And

the barbarians tender us not the casual philanthropy,

for, kindling a fire, they took us all in, because of the

imminent shower and because of the cold." The term

"barbarians" was applied by the Greeks to all people

who did not speak the Greek language, regardless of

their civilization or culture. Therefore this expression

does not indicate that the inhabitants of Malta were a

barbarous people. They received this large shipwrecked

group of 276 people with great kindness.

In Section 2641 of the foregoing (28:3-6) we have

the account of a kingdom miracle: "Now at Paul's twist-

iug together a certain quantity of kindling and placiug

it on the fire, a viper, coming out of the warmth, fastens

on his hand. Now, as the barbarians perceived the wild

beast hanging from his hand, they said to one another,

' Undoubtedly this man is a murderer, whom, being safely

through the sea, Justice lets not live.7 Indeed, then,

twitching the wild beast into the fire, he suffered no evil,
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yet they were apprehensive that he was about to become

inflamed or suddenly fall down dead. Yet, after much

apprehension, and beholding nothing coming to be amiss

with him, retracting, they said he is a.god." Paul was

here fulfilling the creation commission of Mark 16:15-18.

This evangel was not confined to Israel or to the nations

but was intended to reach the whole creation, and was to

be proclaimed everywhere in connection with the king

dom evangel. It was to be confirmed by these signs fol

lowing: the casting out of demons; talking in new

languages; picking up serpents; drinking deadly poisons;

and healing the sick. Evidently it had not reached

Melita before this time, but now it has been proclaimed-

everywhere, and is in abeyance until it is restored in the

kingdom. (See Mark 16: 20.) To attempt to exercise any

of these creation commission signs at this present time is

folly, and has no warrant in Scripture. The ultimate

goal of this creation commission is to reverse the curse

of Eden, and to restore the friendship that existed be

tween Adam and the lower creatures in Eden. The full

fruitage of this creation commission awaits the glorious

advent of the earthly kingdom.

In Matthew's account, after reading of the rejection

of the kingdom as proclaimed by the Lord, the narrative

does not end until first we are given a brief glimpse

into the days of that future kingdom of which the Lord

said, "All authority in heaven and on earth was given

tome" (Mat. 28:16-20). So Acts, which records the

rejection of the kingdom as proclaimed by the apostles,

gives us a typical foreview of the kingdom to remind

us that its inauguration is delayed, but not annulled,

because of Israel's rejection of the apostles' kingdom

testimony. We will consider this more fully in connection

with verses 8 and 9. In passing, we suggest that the

casting of the viper into the fire and rendering it harm

less is typical of the binding of Satan and rendering him

harmless at the inauguration of the kingdom.
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In Acts 28:7 we again have a record of the benev

olence of the Maltese. "Now in the region about that

place were freeholds belonging to the foremost man of

the island, named Publius, who, receiving us amiably,

lodges us three days.'y The chief man of the island

receives Paul in his own home and lodges him for three

days, thus giving Paul the opportunity to exhibit the

signs of the future kingdom.

In Section 2642 (28: 8-9) is a miracle typical of king

dom blessings for the nations. "Now it occurred that

the father of Publius was lying down, pressed with a

fever and dysentery. Paul, entering to him and praying,

placing his hands on him, heals him. Now on this occur

ring, the rest also of those in the island, having infirm

ities, approached and were cured." Here, beginning

with the healing of Publius' father, we have a record of

three months spent in the healing associated with the

creation and kingdom commissions. Thus in connection

with verses three to six we have a complete foreview of

the coming kingdom. First Satan is bound and rendered

harmless at the inauguration of the kingdom. Then bless

ing flows out to the nations. The ship and its cargo were

lost because they did not winter at Ideal Harbors, but as

the result of this loss untold blessing came to these

islanders. Thus God always brings good out of evil, for

all things are controlled by Him.

In the first part of verse ten we read "Who honor us

with many honors also." Here again we have a record

of the benevolence of the people of Melita, although now

it is largely called forth because of their gratitude to

Paul in view of the blessings they had received through

him.

The last part of verse ten gives the departure from

Melita, and the provision made for their needs by the

Maltese, "And, at our setting out, they placed on board

what was for our needs."

Section 2612 (Acts 28:11-16) recounts the journey to
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Rome and after events. This may be shown as follows:

2651: 28:11-13. On the way to Rome.
2661: 28:14. Puteoli. Greeted by brethren.

2662: 28:15. Appii Forum and Three Taverns. Greeted
by brethren from Rome.

265*: 28:16. Arrival at Rome.

In Section 2651 (28:11-13) we have the beginning of

the journey from Melita to Rome: "Now after three

months, we set out in an Alexandrian ship with the

ensign Dioscuri, which has wintered in the island. And

landing at Syracuse, we stay three days, whence, coming

about, we arrive at Ehegium, and the south wind coming

on after one day, we came the second [day] to Puteoli."

In this brief account of the journey from Melita to

Puteoli we are told that three days were spent in Syra

cuse. The reason for this is not revealed in the Scrip

tures. A local tradition is that Paul at this time started

the first ecclesia in Syracuse, but, if so, the spirit did not

give this fact a place in this record because it had no

bearing on the kingdom theme of this treatise.

Next we have the brethren greeting Paul at Puteoli

(Section 2661—Acts 28:14) : '.'AVhere, finding brethren,

we were entreated to stay with them seven days. And

thus we came to Rome/7 All through this account we

can see that the centurion was allowing the greatest

liberty to Paul. He was permitted to stay seven days

with the brethren at Puteoli. What was the theme of

his conversation with these brethren? Did he preach

and teach there? If so, what was the nature of his

preaching and teaching? The Scriptures are silent on

these questions, and even this silence speaks to us if we

have ears to hear. It tells us that these seven days were

probably taken up in the discussion of church truth, and

therefore these questions are passed over in silence be

cause they have no place in a treatise that is devoted to

the progress and ultimate rejection of the earthly king

dom proclamation. And does not " seven" speak of the

spiritual perfection associated with the transcendent
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truths of the economy which is now present with us?

In Acts 28:15 the brethren from Rome meet Paul.

"And thence, the brethren, hearing about us, come to

meet us as far as Appii Forum and Three Taverns, per

ceiving whom, Paul, thanking God, took courage/7 There

must have been a large number of believers in Rome, for

Paul had written an epistle to them. The affection of

these believers for Paul was revealed by the fact that a

group of them came as far as Appii Forum, forty-three

miles from Rome, to welcome him. Another group met

him at Three Taverns, about thirty-three miles from

Rome. When Paul met these believers he thanked God

and took courage, because he realized that now his pur

pose to testify of Christ in Rome, also, would be fulfilled.

In Section 2652 (28:16) we have Paul's arrival at

Rome: i' Now when we came into Rome, Paul was per

mitted to remain by himself together with a soldier who

guarded him." Paul was a prisoner of Rome, but was

given great freedom to carry out his own desires. And

because he recognized the will of the Lord in this im

prisonment, he henceforth refers to himself as the

prisoner in the Lord. (See Ephesians 4:1.) If we

would more fully recognize the Lord's will in our lives,

we could say with Paul, "I learned to be content in that

in which I am" (Phil. 4:11).

In C20 of the structure of the Acts (28:17-23) we

have Paul's testimony to the chief of the Jews in Rome.

This may be expanded as follows:

2671: 28:17-. Paul calls together the foremost of the Jews.

2681: 28:-17-20. Paul reveals that his stand for the expecta

tion of Israel is the reason for his imprison

ment.

2691: 28:21. The foremost Jews have heard nothing

against Paul.

2692: 28:22. The foremost Jews have heard much

against this sect.

2672: 28:23-. The foremost Jews set a day for hearing Paul.

2682: 28:-23. Paul testifies concerning the expectation of

Israel.
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In the first part of verse seventeen Paul calls together

the foremost Jews of Rome: "Now it occurred, three

days after, that he calls together the foremost of the

Jews." This conference took place three days after

Paul's arrival in Rome. Three is the number of com

pletion and also the number of resurrection. Does this

conference of Paul with the foremost Jews of Rome,

'' after three days,'' suggest the completion of the king

dom testimony to Israel ? And does it not also suggest a

resurrection of this kingdom testimony and the expecta

tion of Israel when Israel is ready to receive it?

Section 2681 of the foregoing structure (28:-17-20),

in which Paul reveals the reason for his imprisonment,

may be subdivided as follows:

2701: 28:-17. Paul not against the expectation of Israel.

2711: 28:18. Roman examination releases Paul from all

accusations against him.

2712: 28:19. Jewish contradiction of Paul does not call

forth accusations against them.

2702: 28:20. Paul in chains on account of the expectation of

Israel.

The last part of verse seventeen reads as follows,

"Now on their coming together, he said to them, 'I, men,

brethren, doing nothing contrary to the people or to the

hereditary customs, was given up a prisoner out of

Jerusalem, into the hands of the Romans \" He was not

against "the expectation of Israel". And yet the Jews

had delivered him, as a prisoner, into the hands of the

Romans.

In Section 2711 (28:18) Paul reveals the result of

his Roman examination: "Who, examining me, intended

to release me, because not one cause of death existed in

me." Paul's Jewish accusers had clamored for his death.

The Roman examination revealed that he had done noth

ing worthy of death.

In Section 2712 (28:19) Paul reveals his response to

the contradiction of his Jewish enemies: "Now at the

contradiction of the Jews, I am compelled to appeal to
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Caesar, not as though having anything to accuse my

nation of."

In verse twenty-, Paul now tells this group of Jews the

reason for his chains: '' For this cause, then, I call for

you, to see and speat [to you]. For on account of the

expectation of Israel this chain is lying about me."

Paul had given his nation a faithful testimony concern

ing "the expectation of Israel", which the apostate

nation had rejected, placing the chief witness to that

expectation in chains as the seal of their apostasy.

In Section 2691 (28: 21) the assembled Jews of Rome

claim that they have heard nothing against Paul: "Now

they say to him, 'Neither receive we letters concerning

you from Judea, nor does any of the brethren coming

along report or speak anything wicked concerning you."

That the Jews of Rome had heard nothing against Paul

seems hardly probable, especially in view of their next

statement, in which they admit having heard much

against "this sect" of which Paul was the leader.

Section 2692 (28:22) continues: "Now we count it

worthwhile to hear from you what your disposition is.

For indeed, concerning this sect, it is known to us that it

is being contradicted everywhere/' But even though

they had heard much against this "sect", they desire to

hear Paul's views.

In the first part of verse twenty-three they therefore

set a day for Paul to present the evangel of the kingdom

to them: "Now, setting a day for him, the majority came

to him in the lodging.''

In the last part of verse twenty-three Paul presents

his kingdom testimony: "To whom he expounded,

certifying to the kingdom of God, and persuading them

concerning Jesus, from the law of Moses as well as the

prophets, from morning till dusk." This is Paul's last

public kingdom proclamation. The Jews of the land,

together with their rulers, had rejected the kingdom

offer. Paul had proclaimed the kingdom among the
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Jews of the dispersion everywhere except at Rome.

They likewise had rejected it. Now the foremost Jews

of Rome listen to Paul's final public kingdom testimony.

From morning till dusk Paul's kingdom testimony con

tinued. There is nothing in the text to even suggest that

Paul testified of anything except the earthly kingdom,

and the Lord Jesus' relationship toward them in it.

In Section D20 of the structure (28: 24-29) we see the

result of this day of kingdom testimony: "And some,

indeed, were persuaded by what was said, yet some dis

believed. Now there being disagreements one with an

other, they were dismissed, Paul making one declaration,

that, 'Ideally the holy spirit speaks through Isaiah the

prophet, to your fathers, saying, "Go to this people and

say, 'In hearing, you will be hearing and may by no

means understand, and observing, you should be observ

ing, and may by no means be perceiving, for the heart of

this people is made stout, and they hear heavily with

their ears, and they shut their eyes, lest at some time

they may be perceiving with their eyes, and should be

hearing with their ears, and may understand with their

heart, and should be turning about, and I shall be heal

ing them." Let it be known to you, then, that to the

nations was this salvation of God dispatched, and they

will hear'." Verse 29 is omitted as it is not in the lead

ing manuscripts. What was the result of this final public

kingdom testimony to the leading Jews of Rome? Some

believed; some disbelieved. Their disagreements with one

another, concerning this testimony, led to their dismissal

after Paul had first quoted to them Isaiah 6: 9-10, the

pronouncement of judicial blindness upon the nation of

Israel because of their unbelief. In Isaiah this judgment

was pronounced upon the nation after they rejected

Jehovah. In Matthew 13: 14, 15 this judgment is again

pronounced upon the nation after they rejected the

Lord, and now it is pronounced upon them a third time

after they have rejected the kingdom testimony of the
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spirit. "Israel, in part, has become calloused until the

full complement of the nations may be entering" (Rom.

11: 25). Because the nation has refused to believe God,

His judgment upon them now makes it impossible for

them to believe "during this present economy of grace.

During this economy he is not seeking to open their eyes,

but to blind "them, for the rejection of the kingdom offer

is complete, and it is therefore withdrawn until this

economy ends, and the completed church, the body of

Christ, is caught up for a meeting with the Lord in the

air (1 Thes. 4:13-18). Then the kingdom evangel will

again go out to Israel, and will be received by them, and

through them will go out to all the world (Rom. 11:

26, 27; also verses 12 to 15 of the same chapter).

During the period of Israel's blindness, God's sal

vation, by means of the truths revealed through

Paul, is made known to the nations, and will be received

by them. The national blindness, pronounced upon

Israel, does not prevent individual Israelites from accept

ing this gracious salvation, and receiving their place in

the body of Christ with its celestial allotment. But if

the Acts of the Apostles is a history of the early church,

and is concerned with church truth, what a pang, of dis

appointment its careful perusal must bring to the earnest

reader who seeks to know present truth! That the salva

tion of God is dispatched to the nations is noted, but this

salvation is not explained. The distinctively Pauline

truths are all ignored except the fundamental Pauline

doctrine of justification by faith, which is partially re-

. vealed in connection with his ministry at Pisidian Anti-

och, although there it is still associated with, while in his

epistles it is entirely dissociated from, law-keeping.

Acts passes over in silence the truths of the

one body, the secret of the resurrection, our blessed

hope, the conciliation or secret of the evangel, the mys

tery or secret economy, the celestial glories of Christ and

our celestial destiny. Not only are none of the trans-
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cendent truths of the Perfection Epistles, Ephesians,

Philippians and Colossians, referred to, but the events in

Paul's ministry which are vitally connected with present

truth, such as his sojourn in Arabia, the writing of his

epistles, and especially the writing of the Perfection

Epistles, and their dispatch through Tychicus, are abso

lutely ignored. Instead of closing with a word of inspira

tion and encouragement which would incite the church

to great achievements for Christ, this so-called history of

the early church closes with Isaiah's sad prophecy upon

apostate Israel, revealing the failure of the kingdom

proclamation, and the reason for its withdrawal. Surely

blindness has fallen upon the professing church or it

long ago would have seen that the Acts of the Apostles

is not a history of the early church, and is not concerned

with church truth, but that it is concerned with the

renewed kingdom offer to Israel, in response to Christ's

dying prayer for their forgiveness, and records its com

plete rejection by the Jews in the land and the Jews of

the dispersion.

In Section A2 of the structure (28:30-31) we have

the conclusion of the spirit's testimony through Paul,

who gives kingdom instruction to individual enquirers

while Jerusalem still remains undestroyed. "Now he

remains two whole years in his own hired house, and he

welcomed all those going in to him, proclaiming the

kingdom of God, and teaching that which concerns the

Lord Jesus Christ, with all boldness, unforbidden."

The pronouncing of judicial blindness upon Israel

has given a definite and conclusive "no" as the answer to

the question of Acts 1: 6, "Lord, art Thou at this time

restoring the kingdom to Israel?" This treatise closes

with Paul a prisoner of Rome, but with considerable

liberty, for "he remains two whole years in his own

hired house". Here he welcomed all individual kingdom

enquirers, proclaiming the kingdom of God to them. This

would include its present abeyance, as well as its future
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manifestation, and would probably be similar to the

instructions and exhortations in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, designed to establish them in their kingdom

hope, even to dying in the faith, thus receiving, in resur

rection, the fulfillment of all kingdom promises.

"Teaching that which concerns the Lord Jesus

Christ" is probably a vague reference to Paul's great

est ministry, the revelation of those secrets which could

not be revealed until the kingdom had been completely

rejected, for it was from this Eoman prison that he

revealed these secrets, and all the special truths for this

economy, in the Perfection Epistles. How many precious

meetings he must have had, with his believing brethren

in Rome, over these truths, but this kingdom treatise

dismisses this vitally important matter, from the view

point of church history, with the bare statement that

he taught that which concerns our Lord Jesus Christ!

No! The Acts of the Apostles is not a history of the

early church! It does not present church truth, i. e.,

truth for the present time. It is concerned with the

earthly kingdom, which belongs peculiarly to Israel. It

contains only so much of Paul's ministries as are in

accord with the kingdom theme of this treatise. The

vital truths for us, as set forth in the Pauline epistles,

are ignored in Acts because they are contrary to its king

dom theme. Until the saints assign the Acts of the Apos

tles to the earthly kingdom literature, to which it be

longs, their eyes will continue to be blinded to the trans

cendent truths that God has revealed to us through Paul,

the teacher and apostle of the nations. May the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ open the eyes of His

saints to this fact, and lead them all to the higher ground

of Paul's Perfection Epistles: Ephesians, Philippians,

and Colossians! Amen!

H. W. Martin
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THE SPIRIT'S UNITY

God begins with Himself and ends with Himself. Before

the eons God sits in His solitary majesty. With the eons

comes the revelation of His Christ. Then we are called

upon to consider His dealings with His creatures. As

soon as the climax of the eons has been reached, history

will recoil upon itself. Each former phase will be re

hearsed on a vaster scale, until once more we find all

beneath the rule of Christ, its Earliest Head. Then comes

the consummation, and God becomes All once again.

Then, however, He becomes not All in Himself, but All

in all His creatures.

The same course is followed in revealing the structure

of the tabernacle in the wilderness. First He describes

His own throne. Then He reveals the various excellences

of Christ as displayed within the holy places, and later

leads us without to the vessels of the court, and the outer

gate. In practise, the priests reversed this .order. They

began outside the enclosure, and passed the altar and the

laver before coming to the holy place.

Our meditations have been somewhat like this.

Beginning with God in His inmost secret affections, con

ceived before creation, we have traced our relationship

to Christ, as His members, and have considered the

mutual relationships of His saints. We have come out
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from God, through Christ, to our fellows. The rest of the

epistle reverses this order. We will now retrace our steps,

and consider the present practical effect of these mar

velous unfoldings. First we will take up the conduct

consequent upon our relationship to one another; second,

our responsibilities as members of the body of Christ;

third, the warfare which awaits those who enter our

celestial allotment by faith in anticipation of that day.

We wish to impress our readers with the helpfulness

of the literary structure of this epistle. The exhortations

which follow are not only based on the previous half in

general, but apply to particular portions. Our deport

ment has the same three aspects as the doctrine. What

we believe of God, and of Christ and of the saints, to the

saints, and to Christ, and to God must be lived. It is

instructive to read the epistle parenthetically. After con

sidering our allotment among the celestials (Eph. 1:3-

19) we may skip to our heavenly warfare (Eph. 6:10-

20). From the first section which deals with the body of

Christ (Eph. 1: 20—2:10°), we may turn to the second

(Eph. 5:21—6:9). To understand the "new man"

(Eph. 2:11-22) see what is said about the new humanity

(Eph. 4:17—5:20). These remote contexts are correc

tive checks on our interpretation which may be easily

undervalued.

The first half closed with a summary and a petition.

Before entering on the three main themes of the epistle,

we are given an exhortation and another summary, both

dealing with conduct. The first six verses of chapter four

present a plea of the utmost importance to all who wish

to please God in this secret administration. Let us note

that these are the first words which God gives to regulate

our conduct, after making known the riches of His grace.

At the same time they are a test. If we have really re

ceived the great revelation which goes before, this should

be the fruit. If, for instance, we find a brother endeavor

ing to keep the unity of the spirit, we may be assured
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that he is living in the power of the previous unfoldings.

We must not fail to note Paul's new title—the pris

oner in the Lord. In order to present truth he is the

prisoner of Christ Jesus (Eph. 3:1). To enforce it, he is

the prisoner in the Lord (Eph. 4:1). We have been con

sidering Christ Jesus and our place in Him. Now we are

called upon to acknowledge Him as our Master and con

sider what conduct is pleasing to Him. Christ serves out

blessing. The Lord seeks obedience. The key to all good

conduct may be condensed into a single phrase, '' Christ,

my Lord"*

All real obedience must be the unforced fruit of the

former part of this epistle. It is utterly useless to enter

Ephesians by the back door. No one can carry out any of

these exhortations, as they should be obeyed,' except

through the power generated by the grace glorious. Any

one who seeks to enforce the exhortations in Ephesians

apart from the enabling favor on which they are found

ed, degrades them to the level of the law. Indeed, they

arp more damning than the law, for they demand far

more than Moses ever did. Let us not render a forced,

unwilling obedience, but let each act be the outgrowth of

God's most glorious grace.

Who can walk worthily of a calling which he does not

apprehend? Let us not strive to be what we are not.

All God asks of us is to live up to what He has made us.

The preparation for such a walk, the power for such

deportment, lies in a consciousness of our high social

standing among God's nobility. Among men we readily

recognize a nobleman by the superficial niceties of his

conduct. We ought to be the true nobility, known by the

deeper and more enduring virtues which adorn the doc

trine we profess.

The rarest and most precious gem found in the field

of human conduct is true humility. In these days it is

derided and condemned. It is considered a weakness, if

not a disease. The greatest hindrance to "success" is an
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"inferiority complex", to use the up-to-date philoso

pher's phrase. Even in the religious sphere, humility is

at a tremendous discount. Aggressive self-assertion seems

necessary for preferment. How far have we fallen from

the great ideal! How little do we see of that genuine

meekness which springs from a profound realization of

the truth! The sunlight of God's favor has not only re

vealed our exaltation in Christ, but our degradation in

ourselves. Though perfectly righteous in Him, we have

lost all self-righteousness. We may glory in God and His

Christ, but this involves the utter repudiation of all merit

of our own.

Only one who has a low estimate of himself is in a

position to bear long with the failings and shortcomings

of others. Patience is the rare and precious virtue which

follows humility and meekness. We are to bear with one

another in love (Eph. 4:2). All of this is based upon

the unfathomable affection which God lavishes upon us

and on all who are His. We cannot respond to His love

without, at the same time, including those who are em

braced by it. We can manifest it best in practise, by a

becoming conduct toward His saints. When the apostle

first gives us a glimpse of the transcendent path which

we now tread, he summed it all up in one word—love

(1 Cor. 12: 31—14:1). He begins his eulogy by saying

"Love is patient" and he ends by affirming that it

endures all (1 Cor. 13:4, 7). This is the greatest of the

abiding trinity—faith, expectancy, love—and love shall

never lapse.

Now we have a foundation for peace. The warring

factions of Christendom are seeking peace by compro

mise. Real peace between God's saints is based on humil

ity and meekness, patience, and forbearance, and a rec

ognition of the spirit's unity. Apart from this there can

be no real reconciliation. The peace and unification

which is proposed today is based largely on indifference

to the vital values of God's revelation. It is human in its
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method and its object. We can really unite with all who

are hallowed only by ignoring the sects and parties and

schisms to which they belong. Let us have fellowship

with all, irrespective of their church affiliations. Do they

belong to the body of Christ? Then they belong to us,

and we to them.

THE UNITY OF THE SPIRIT

The days in which we are living are days of dissen

sion and discord and division. There is a continual and

persistent effort for unity, but it seldom bears any fruit

but schism. One of the saddest features is the fact that

truth itself is made an excuse for further division. Every

"movement" rapidly degenerates into a sect. And so

fertile are the seeds of schism that it is only a short

time until the division itself is divided into dozens of

fragments.

The only Jiuman method of arresting this 'disintegra

tion is to set up some human head, such as the patriarchs

of the eastern churches, the pope of Rome, or the bishops

and councils of the western churches. There must be

some human authority. Leaders find that they cannot

keep their followers together unless they assume juris

diction over their faith and decide for them just what

they must believe.

A very practical and searching question arises at

this point. We have learned some great and precious

truths, notably the reconciliation of the universe. Shall

we allow this truth to separate between us and our fel

low believers ? Shall we let it be the nucleus of a sect ?

Shall we confine our fellowship to those who see as we

do on this important point1? Shall it create a division,

another breach in the unity which God intends shall

characterize His saints in this economy?

That this is its natural tendency no one will deny.

And no one can help having more intimate fellowship

with those of like faith than with those who are other

wise minded. To human wisdom a strong separate organ-
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ization would be the surest method of promoting a suc

cessful propaganda. The answer to all these questions

is found in the opening entreaty of the Ephesian epistle

(Eph. 4:1-6). There we have a unity—the unity of the

spirit. We are not called upon to make this unity but to

keep it.

This is most vital. All efforts toward Christian unity

today are like the patching together of broken fragments.

They are all directed toward restoring the outward

semblance. The true unity is a spiritual one and still

exists in spite of all the apparent divisions. All that is

needed is to recognize this unity and ignore the other

so-called unities and alliances and associations which are

trying to create a superficial communion, but which are

really the greatest hindrances to the display of the God-

made unity which embraces all His own.

The unity which we are to keep with diligence is

based upon seven fundamental truths. Its keyword is

one. There is one body—and only one—one spirit, one

expectation, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God

and Father. The apostle is not revealing to the Ephe-

.sians that there is & God, or that there is a body. He is

insisting that there is only one. The church of today

repudiates every one of these divine unities.

When we read of "the protestant bodies9', or "the

Methodist body", what is it but a denial that there is one

body ? But is it not still more sad to hear of those who

meet "on the ground of the one body" yet excluda all

who do not meet upon this ground? The body of Christ

is no organization of our manufacture. It is an organism

whose members are placed in the body as it pleases Him.

It has but one Head, even Christ. It is our duty and

privilege first of all to acknowledge His headship and,

in doing this, we must also recognize every member that

He has. We are all members of the same body. We are

not divided. We are one.

The lack of unity among God's saints is a source of
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the utmost shame and confusion to those who seek to

please Him. To mourn over the many organizations

which have marred the manifestation of this unity to the

world is the constant exercise of all who know the truth.

Not only are the castes of Israel revived, so that we have

clergy and laity, but we have a hundred sects for every

one of theirs. There is only one bady in Christ, but there

may be a thousand in the world. There is but one faith,

but creeds are numberless. There is only one Lord, but

how diverse are the disciplines which have replaced Him!

Many attempts have been made "to get back to the

ground of the one body", but each has resulted in an

other organization, another division. Every effort made

to unify God's people seems to be but another means of

further schism. A new truth is proclaimed. Some believe.

Some do not. One faction leaves, and there is another

"body". Unbelief creeps in, and such a movement as

''Modernism'' invades a congregation or a pulpit. Those

who wish to be faithful revolt, and there is still another

body. The tragic truth is that it is indifference and com

promise which are tending to organize Christianity into

one great dead body, and it is the sincere and faithful

spirits (who ought to preserve the unity of the spirit)

who are continually causing further disintegration.

What are we to do ? We cannot compromise nor do we

dare divide.

The difficulty is that men are making their own unity

while ignoring the unity of the spirit. The moment we

make it we are sure to break it. It does not need making.

It needs taking. Negatively, all that is necessary is to

ignore all other unities, however fair they seem, however

godly the saints that they include, however indispensable

they appear. Positively, let us acknowledge all who are

sealed by the spirit, all who know God and are members

of the body of Christ. Let us acknowledge only one body,

one spirit, one expectation, one Lord, one faith, one bap

tism, and one God.
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Unity is one of the controlling thoughts of Ephesians.

It is not confined to this exhortation. Each item of the

secret consists in joining together those who have been

far apart. The first chapter gives the nations the same

allotment as an election among the Circumcision, because

they have obtained the same, spirit. In the second chap

ter Jew and gentile are roused and seated together, and

later on, the two are made one and He creates the two

into one new humanity. Physical distinctions are all

repealed. The distressing divisions of the past are done

away. One of the principal aims of all our lives should

be the preservation of the oneness which actually exists

between us and all the other saints of this era. Let us

resist every effort to divide and sunder what God has

joined together.

ONE BODY

In Israel, apart from the various sects, there were

several " bodies" of divine appointment. The anointing

oil was confined to a privileged class of men, the priest

hood. They formed a distinct body, separated from the

Levites, their brethren, and the rest of Israel. The priests

were, in a special manner, God's christs, or anointed

ones, in Israel. They had the oil, a sign of the spirit.

All, in this economy, have the anointing of the spirit

itself, and all today have access into the very presence

of the Father. No one in the body of Christ is like a

common Levite, or a mere Israelite of another tribe.

There were at least three distinct bodies in Israel, deter

mined by their distance from the deity. Outside of these

there were distinct "bodies" even among the nations.

There were the proselytes, and others who believed, mak

ing two or three "bodies" among the gentiles, though

each had few privileges of any kind.

In contrast with these there is only one body today.

It is a joint body in which all the members are of equal

rank. Not only are the Circumcision, priests, Levites,
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and others, on the same level, but the proselytes and

devout believers among the nations are not distinguished

from one another or from the three bodies in Israel. The

most uncouth and unlearned saint in far off Thessalonica

ranked just the same as Barnabas, the Levite, in the body

of Christ. There is no temple curtain, barring out the

priests, no holy place into which the Levites cannot come,

no court to which an Israelite has no access, no wall to

shut out the nations, no ceremonies to mark off the pros

elytes from inferior ranks of gentile believers. All are

one body, for all are in Christ, so near and dear to God

that distinctions are impossible.

Let us insist that the characteristic truth for today is

not merely that we are the body of Christ, but that this is

a joint body, and there is only one. There are differences

between saints. There are degrees of knowledge or ignor

ance. There is variety in service, and in the rewards to

which it leads. But let us remember that we are not in

the body of the Lord, but in the body of Christ. Attain

ment and service are not necessary to membership. The

most ignorant saint is entitled to a place in the joint

body. No service whatever is needed to become a mem

ber. Faith alone is all that is required. Only thus can

there be but one body.

Christendom today has many organizations. Yet in

all of these, and outside of them as well, are those who

are living members of that one great spiritual organism

whose Head is Christ. This is the true " catholic V, or

universal, church. It is the only one worthy of our

thought or serious consideration. Its membership is

based solely on the possession of God's spirit, not on any

man-made bonds whatever. God alone can put men in it,

and no one can put men out of it. It is divine. It is the

work of God's spirit. Let us recognize His handiwork

and acknowledge His achievement. Many a saint is awed

by the religious atmosphere of some great cathedral, but

does not realize the solemn sanctity of God's real dwell-
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ing place, the church of Christ. It alone is hallowed. Let

us make much of it.

ONE SPIRIT

We have so long been accustomed to reading "spirit"'

with a capital "S" and referring it to God's spirit exclu

sively that, to many, the small "s" seems offensive and

derogatory. But the word spirit is by no means confined

to God's holy spirit. It would be trite indeed to insist

that God's spirit is only one. We have a spirit. Each act

of our lives is characterized by a spirit. Each adminis

tration has its own peculiar spirit. The spirit of the

Mosaic economy was legal. It has no place today. When

the disciples desired to draw down fire upon their ene

mies they were told that they did not know what spirit

pertained to them.- The spirit of Elijah's ministry was

quite different from that of our Lord's, though both were

actuated by the same holy spirit.

The "spirit" speaks of the temper of the mind, the

key to which life 's activities are pitched. In every divine

administration this is dependent on God's assumption

and the nature of the work which engages Him. Elijah's

attitude toward his enemies could not be duplicated by

our Lord. Neither can we duplicate the spirit of our

Master's day. Gentiles were treated as outsiders, deserv

ing almost no consideration. The same spirit was not

shown them which obtained in the churches in Israel.

Only when a Jew was obstinate and would not bow to the

decision of the congregation, then he also was to be

treated like a man of another nation. Today no such

distinctions may be maintained.' Jews and geintiles are

on one common ground, and this a spiritual one. We

deal with one another on the one high plateau of His

exalted favor.

Those of the Circumcision who died in their faith

never entered into this truth. Even after this letter was

sent forth, Peter wrote to the dispersion, telling them to
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behave themselves ideally "among the nations" (1 Pet.

2:12) where they found themselves. This is not an iso

lated statement, but one of many which show the double

spirit which he and the surviving Circumcisionists

showed to the end of their days. Nowhere in his letters,

or, indeed, in any epistles except Paul's latest, does the

truth of the one spirit receive acknowledgment.

Christendom has almost utterly missed the spirit

which should distinguish it from all previous administra

tions. It has lived in the atmosphere of Sinai or Jeru

salem instead of in the prison house of Paul at Eome.

In the bondage of the law, or seeking to fit into the

earthly kingdom, it has imbibed and manifested a spirit

foreign to the truth. It should display such boundless

grace and love, in accord with God's own attitude, that

all men everywhere would recognize its every act by its

delicious Christ-like spirit. Instead, it has become the

opposite, and is described by God Himself as an un

earthly monster, more ferocious than the beasts of the

earth.

ONE EXPECTATION

The earliest written record that we have of Paul's

peculiar ministry is stated thus: ". . . you turned back

to God from idols, to be slaving for the living and true

God and to be waiting for His Son out of the heavens,

Whom He rouses from among the dead, Jesus, Who is

rescuing us out of the coming indignation7' (1 Thes.

1:9, 10). The wrath impending on Israel and the earth,

of which Peter spoke at Pentecost, which is detailed in

the Unveiling, will be endured to its close by the saints

who survive for the kingdom. If our place were in that

kingdom and we hoped to enter it alive, our future out

look would be one of terror and dread. At any moment

the portals of Jehovah's day might open and we would

enter its terrible trials and suffer its terrific tribulations.

Only those who endure to the end will be delivered.
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This is the key to Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians.

This is what they dreaded, and this is the predicament

into which they supposed that they had fallen. It seemed

very real to them. Paul expresses the matter in a most

realistic figure, in anticipation of their mistake. He puts

it all into the present, notwithstanding the word "wait

ing '' demands the future. Our Lord is presented as the

One delivering them—not who will deliver them. In line

with this they are delivered out of the indignation—not

from—as though they had already entered it. Paul uses

the same figure of himself when he speaks of being res

cued out of the mouth of the lion (2 Tim. 4:17). He was

never in it. But such dangers impress themselves vividly

on the mind, and it is more fitting to state the feeling

rather than the fact.

A word of warning to close students of the Scriptures

is called for here. It is well to be exact and to insist on

the literal meaning whenever possible. I have great sym

pathy with those who point to the connective out of to

prove that the Thessalonians will be in the coming indig

nation, for, they say, "How can they come out of it if

they never were in it?" But there is a higher logic than

this. It may be stated thus: Every word, in the Scrip

tures, must be interpreted in accord with its context and

the entire production of which it is a part. Now it is the

main burden of the Thessalonian epistles to prove that

they were not appointed to indignation, but to the pro

curing of salvation (1 Thes. 5: 9, 10). No single word in

the epistle must be forced to teach otherwise, especially

when its figurative use lends life and force, and is found

elsewhere in the same sense. Let us feel that the Son of

God is delivering us out of the coming indignation which

might, at any moment, close its maw upon our helpless

heads.

Israel's expectation in the kingdom finds no fulfill

ment until after the time of tribulation. Hence Paul

gave the Thessalonians and the Corinthians a prior ex-
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pectancij. This is what especially distinguished the Cir

cumcision who followed Paul's teaching from the rest.
Peter's words still held with the latter. The heavens
must receive Christ until the restoration of all spoken by

the prophets (Acts 3:21). They knew nothing of His
previous descent to the air. When Paul seeks to identify

those of the Circumcision who had received his revela
tions he falls back on this fact. They looked for Christ

to come before the affliction. They had a prior expect

ation. The celestial allotment of Ephesians is for them

(Eph. 1:12). It is the mark which identifies Pauline
believers among the Circumcision, hence the Ephesian

revelation is limited to them.

Unlike the kingdom expectations, our outlook is the

same for all. All will have a celestial allotment, all will

be with Christ, all will go at the same time. There is only

one expectation! This is the fruit of grace transcendent.

It ignores the distinctions of flesh and makes favorites

of all. In the kingdom almost all the promises and priv

ileges are for Israel. The nations have no expectation

worthy of the name. If the gentiles of this era were to be

with them in the kingdom we would soon discover that

there was more than one expectation. Our outlook would

not compare with that of a Jew, no matter what our

spiritual attainments might be.

This gracious truth is being assailed from all sides.

It does not seem possible to leave grace unadulterated.

Some imagine that our expectation is only for the watch

ful, when the apostle distinctly declares that it is also for

the drowsy (1 Thes. 5:10). Others think He comes only

for those who look for Him (Heb. 9: 28), and'thus limit

it to those who believe in His advent. Hebrews speaks of

His coming to Israel, not to us. A few make it a matter

of attainment or knowledge. For those who have gone

to repose this expectation is necessarily an eclectic, or out-

resurrection, for it occurs before the saints of Israel are

roused, and leaves them in their tombs. The apostle's
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desire to conform his experience to it has led to the idea

that he hoped to be raised immediately at death, and thus

precede other saints into Christ's presence. All such de

partures deny this unity. There is one, and only one,

expectation common to all the saints of this most gracious

economy.

ONE LORD

There is one Master, or Lord. How this strikes at the

very root of the ecclesiasticism of today! With the Ephe-

sians the contrast would consist in the repeal of the

decrees issued from Jerusalem, which were the token of

their subjection to the twelve. But now decrees are

issued, not only from Jerusalem, but from Rome and

Petrograd, from London and Berlin, and from a thou

sand councils and conferences and synods, and so volum

inous as to fill whole books with rules for the discipline

of the saints. And at the very same time the inspired

exhortations of the prison epistles, which are the real

rule of conduct for today, are forgotten or ignored.

The kingdom will be administered by many masters.

The whole nation of Israel will be a royal nation with the

rest of the world as their subjects. The twelve apostles

will sit on twelve thrones, ruling the twelve tribes of

Israel. If this were such an administration, we should

have Paul and Timothy and all the rest of the apostles,

or their successors, ruling over us today. It is well that

the Roman pontiff does not claim to be Paul's successor,

for Paul himself would refuse to take the place he occu

pies. Such delegated authority is a necessity in the king

dom. Christ will rule through His representatives, and

men must be subject to them, as to under-lords.

But for us there is only owe Lord. When men step

in and dictate to us what we are to believe, how we are

to behave, and assign our tasks, they usurp His place,

and deny His headship, and underrate His capacity.

Before the present status of the saints had been made
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known, and the nations were still supposed to be subject

to Jerusalem, a convention could be called to make de

crees, and James could settle matters by saying "I

decide.'' Not so now. God has not replaced the deposed

Circumcision by other lords, taken from among the gen

tiles. Those who have risen to reign over the saints have

usurped the place of Christ. He needs no earthly vicar,

Catholic or Protestant. Nor Jerusalem, nor Eome, nor

Council, nor Synod, nor any Diotrephes has any right to

stand between us and our Lord!

There is dire need that the people of God realize the

fact that they are not only saints saved by Christ but

slaves serving their Lord. There is much religious work

today, but how little of it is under His direction! How

much will merit His approval ? How little' effort is being

made to discover His will! In most cases some man has

made himself a master, and the lordship of Christ is lost.

ONE FAITH

It seems almost ironical to say that there is one faith.

Whence, then, are the thousands of divine "faiths"

which challenge us with the assurance that they are all

taken from the Bible? And many of them can point to

proof texts for their doctrines and thus found all, as

they fondly believe, "on the Bible". Some go to the

law, in spite of the fact that the nations never were

under the law. Some refer us to the " gospels", forget

ting that Jesus Christ was not sent but to the lost sheep

of the house of Israel. Some stake all on John's or

Peter's ministries, not heeding their own words that the

gospel of the Circumcision was committed to them, but

that of the Uncircumcision to Paul.

There is only one true creed today. The many confes

sions and statements of belief are all fragmentary and

faulty. They divide rather than unify. Christendom

contains a thousand beliefs. Each is stoutly defended as

the only one! They are all buttressed by "the Bible".
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Have we not discovered the key to this confusion ? Once

the truth is correctly apportioned, once the last great

revelation—the secret economy—is given its due place,

then only one belief is possible. All prior revelation is

glorified by its transcendent truths. Practically all of the

creeds ignore it. Their dogmas are derived from previous

administrations. They base their beliefs on passages

which have no present application.

We must remember that, before the current adminis

tration, there was more than one body of truth. What

was true of the Jew was not by any means to be taken of

the gentile. This was especially the case in the transi

tional period between Pentecost and the present. This is

the background for the statement that there is but one

faith now. It is not selective, predicating of one class

what is not true of another. When those of the Circum

cision who were with Paul received a celestial allotment,

they had no monopoly of it. It was for the gentiles also.

When a new humanity was created, the superiority of

the Circumcision vanished. So long as the churches seek

to establish themselves on the shifting scenes of Acts

there will be many conflicting faiths.

ONE BAPTISM

The so-called "Great Commission", at the close of

Matthew, must have been given but a short time before

Pentecost. Yet there is no record that it was obeyed in a

single instance during the period covered by the book of

Acts. This shows the great confusion into which the

truth as to baptism has fallen. While claiming the sup

port of primitive practise, the attempt is made to fulfill

the Matthew commission, baptizing in the name of the

so-called "trinity", which the disciples never did! The

early disciples were right. That commission waits for the

day when all earthly power is in the hands of the great

King. It is not the one baptism for this era.

Peter, on the day. of Pentecost, conditions the recep-
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tion of the spirit upon baptism in water (Acts 2:38).

Conversely, in Cornelius' case, he conditions baptism in

water on the reception of the spirit (Acts 10:47, 48).

The tendency was away from water to spirit, especially

in regard to the gentiles. Under Paul's ministry this is

carried much further. Of baptism in water he said:

'' Christ does not commission me to be baptizing but to be

preaching the evangel . . ." (1 Cor. 1:17). Though so

vehemently denying the practise of baptizing in water,

he insists, in the same epistle, that "in one spirit we all

are baptized into one body" (1 Cor. 12:13).

Spirit baptism is essential to membership in the body

of Christ. "Water baptism is not. During our Lord's life

water baptism was the only one. During the Pentecostal

era spirit baptism was added, so there were two. Now

there is a return to one. Either water or spirit baptism

is no longer in force. Can anyone hesitate which one to

drop! Spirit baptism is vital. Without it we have noth

ing. We are not cleansed. We are not united into one

body. Not so water baptism. Paul had practically

dropped it long before. It was nothing but a ceremonial,

of no efficacy in itself, a type of spirit baptism. One

was the shadow, the other the reality, Spirit baptism is

the one baptism for today.

Perhaps some of those who first received this epistle

had known two baptisms. Some in Corinth had been

dipped in water. Since that time there has been a con

stant change from the physical to the spiritual. This

epistle finally sets aside all fleshly prerogatives. Nothing

depends on the physical and everything is based on the

spiritual. The very unity of which this is a part is made

by spirit. How could such a oneness come from the

superficial contact of water with the flesh? In a cata

logue of spiritual unities it should be unnecessary to

insist that the one baptism is that of God's spirit. All

to whom this was written had been baptized in spirit.

It is the vital basis of unity.
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The popular view of the baptism of the spirit is far

astray. Like its type, water baptism, it cleanses and

unifies. It does not impart power. That is done by the

corning on of the spirit, a manifestation which must not

be confused with it. After the Pentecostal era, which

paraded the powers of the coming eon, this coming on of

the spirit ceased. In its place we have the homing of the

spirit. We are not promised power, but weakness such

as may be used as a foil for God's strength. The mani

festations popularly connected with spirit baptism are

usually the work of deceiving spirits, promising powers

which have no place in this economy.

ONE GOD

The "proofs" of trinitarianism all flow from false

inferences founded on passages which do not deal with

the subject. The texts which actually and definitely

decide the question are either ignored or "explained",

notwithstanding the vehement emphasis put upon the

word one and the denial of more than one. The Scrip

tures plainly teach that there is one God, the Father,

but orthodox Christianity upholds a form of apologetic

polytheism, in which Satan, as well as the so-called per

sons of the godhead are invested with the attributes of

deity.

Postulating a good and beneficent God, eternal tor

ment is unreasonable and insane. By a reversal of the

logical process, it demands a monstrous deity, partial,

cruel, vindictive.

The doctrine that good proceeds from God and evil

from another source is the basis of Zoroastrianism or

Parseeism. It is the teaching of the Zend-Avesta. It was

later embraced by the Gnostic philosophy, against which

Colossians warns us. It is impossible to teach that evil

originated in any being, independent of God, without

destroying the basic truth of the Bible, that there is only

one God. Monotheism becomes a cloak to disguise the
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doctrine of dualism. God is defied and Satan deified.

It is this false and pagan philosophy of the genesis of

evil which bears fruit in the further falsehood that evil

has always existed and always will exist. No one not

equally powerful and divine could have introduced evil

against the will of God, hence the god of evil must be as

great as, or greater than, the god of good. Hence this

evil god is a proper deity with divine attributes. He can

have neither beginning nor end, and his work is as eter

nal as himself.

But this is not all. If there is more than one god,

and these two are not in accord, then, as an inevitable

consequence, there is no real God at all, with any of the

theological " attributes ". A good god would not allow an

evil god either place or power if he could help it. He

could not be "omnipotent". He could not endure the

presence of his rival, hence could not be " omnipresent".

In short, two gods are no God. There is One or none.

The Christian pantheon consists of four distinct

deities. No being that successfully contests the power of

the divine Creator can be denied omnipotence. Such is

Satan of Christendom. He occupies practically the same

place that Zeus, or Jupiter, did in Greek mythology.

Saturn was first supreme, and Zeus succeeded in over

coming him. The same fable is foisted upon us by ortho

dox theology. God has been overpowered and cannot pre

vent the evil in the world, or He would. Satan has the

upper hand!

A few facts will show how unfounded is the explana

tion of the "trinity''—three "persons" in one "god

head ". These expressions are not found in the Scrip

tures. Is it not significant that we must go outside God's

Word entirely to explain its most important truth ? The

holy spirit is not a distinct "person" from God Himself.

Both are given as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.

He was generated by the holy spirit. His Father was

God. Surely we have only one "person" here! Christ
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did not have two fathers! The only spirit is God's spirit,

and in no sense a separate personality.

Christ, as the Son of God, is divine as to His spirit

and human as to His body. He is the Image of God and

the Word of God, by means of which we hear and see

the invisible deity. As such He is called God. But His

entire work is to manifest Another. He has a will, but

prefers His Father's. He has all power, but it is given

Him by His Father. He carries out God's purpose, not

His own. He rules as God's Executive. And when His

work is gloriously finished and He hands over a recon

ciled universe to God, He Himself becomes subject. None

of this is proper to absolute deity. He is the one Lord,

not the one God and Father, of this passage.

But the special thought which is called for by the con

text, has to do with the present grace. Now, as never

before, the one God is the one Father also. In preceding

eras Israel had almost a monopoly of His covenant care.

For them He took a special title. Jehovah was their

special deity. He did not belong to the other nations.

They were shut out of His temple, and kept at a distance

from His habitation. All of this is past. We know Him

as our God, in the most intimate and blessed of all His

characters. He is our Father.

In this regard we come very close to God's ultimate.

We anticipate the time when He will become All in all

His creatures. He, as the Father of all who believe, is

over all and through all and in all. Toward us He does

not assume the role of a distant deity, to be approached

only through His appointed people, by means of a for

bidding ceremonial. He bids us draw very near to an

affectionate Father, Who is involved in all that we do

and are. Again, He is this to all, not to a special class.

May our hearts be enlightened to appreciate this cul

minating grace! May its blessedness be ever fresh and

may it be enjoyed with an increasing sense of its

preciousness!
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Perhaps no better test of our interpretation of Ephe-

sians, or of our understanding of the truth for today can

be found than this sevenfold spiritual unity. Happy is

he who can say with a true heart that he acknowledges

but one body, one spirit, one expectation, one Lord, one

faith, one baptism, and one God! Who cannot look back

to the time when he recognized at least two of each?

Christendom, with its trinity, its various baptisms, its

multitudinous faiths, its many lords, its hazy expecta

tions, its conflicting spirits, and its organized bodies,

presents a spectacle to make.angels weep and sadden

every saint who gets a glimpse of God's ideal. Man has

multiplied every unity God has made.

The point in all that we have been considering lies in

the word "one". No one doubts that there is a body, a

spirit, an expectation, a lord, a faith, a baptism, a God.

It would have conveyed the sense to say that there is one

body, spirit, expectation, Lord, faith, baptism, God and

Father. But the Author of this epistle was solicitous on

this point. So He repeats the word "one" before each

item to give it extraordinary emphasis. We have printed

it in italics in the version. In view of the prevailing

refusal to believe and keep this unity, we feel like print

ing it in italic capitals, with all the force that type can

convey. There is only ONE body, ONE spirit, ONE

expectation, ONE Lord, ONE faith, ONE baptism, ONE

God and Father!

Of course, there are many gods (1 Cor. 8:5), two

baptisms and many modes, many faiths, mostly false,

many lords, a multitude of mirages beside the one expec

tation, many spirits, for we are warned against them,

and bodies too numerous to mention. But for us there is

only ONE of each of these. To acknowledge this is to

keep the spirit's unity.

What closer links than these can there be to bind us

to one another? We are members of a joint body. The

spirit that animates it is undivided. We look forward to
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the same glorious future. We obey the directions of a

single Master. We believe the same truth. We are

cleansed by a baptism which fits for a common member

ship in God's great family, knowing Him as our Father.

Even in this earthly scene we know the unifying power

of family ties, the elannishness of priests cleansed at the

laver, the ecclesiastical bond of a common creed, the com

munity of interests which flow& from working under the

same master, the ties of mutual expectancy, the fellow

ship of spiritual affinities, and the marvelous unity of the

human frame. There is oneness of life, oneness of spirit,

oneness of hope, oneness of work, oneness of faith, one

ness of worship, oneness of affection!

We are one in spirit! 0 that each would do his

utmost to preserve this unity! Strife has exploded its

manifestation into a million fragments. We beseech you,

gracious reader, nay, God beseeches you to guard this

precious ideal. The breach between Jew and gentile no

longer cleaves the saints in twain. But in its place we

find a thousand factions, all ignoring this great exhorta

tion. But the unity still is there. We need not make it.

Let us keep it! When we stand before His dais, may it be

our joy, and His, that we have ever striven, by word and

deed, to keep the unity of the spirit with the tie of peace!

A. E. K



SUBSTITUTION OR INCLUSION?

Sin and suffering and death came through the single

offense of one man because all humanity was generated

by him; so salvation comes through the solitary sacrifice

of our Saviour since all were created in Him. God's

method of salvation is inclusion, not substitution. Christ

does not take the place of each sinner of the race, as

though He were a mere man. He displaces A<lam, and

His work affects all, even as Adam's has done. He is the

second Man, as though none had intervened between Him

and the first. He is the last Adam, in Whom there is a

new humanity, which will be blessed by His one sacrifice,

even as the old humanity was doomed by Adam's single

transgression.

The why of salvation may be answered by a single

word—love. God saves because He loves. The how may

also be explained by one word—sacrifice. But thoughtful

saints are not satisfied with so summary an explanation.

The further question arises, How does sacrifice save?

Many are the philosophies, and more are the illustrations

used to show how Christ can save the sinner. These have

come between us and the simple truth so effectually that

it is almost impossible to brush them aside and get

through to the facts. The only encouraging sign is that

few who really investigate are fully satisfied with any

"theory of the atonement" propounded hitherto.
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CHRIST IN CREATION

A laudable desire to emphasize the distance of the

sinner from God has led to the practical repudiation of

Christ's relationship to mankind in creation. Paul re

minded the Corinthians of this truth. He said, "Now I

want you to be aware that the Head of every man is

Christ, yet the head of the woman is the man, yet the

Head of Christ is God'' (1 Cor. 11: 3). This cannot be

referred to Christ's headship of the ecclesia, for there

He is Head without reference to sex. There the man is

not head in any sense. Christ is the Head of every mtan,

by creation, apart from faith, apart from sacrifice. He

will prove it by rousing all from the dead and sitting in

judgment on the lives and deeds of every human being.

This headship is not confined to humanity. He is the

Head of every sovereignty and authority (Col. 2:10).

Throughout the limitless realms of space the stars swing

round their orbits according to His bidding. He is the

Central Sun around which all others revolve. Powers

celestial and terrestrial, visible and invisible, are sub

ordinate to Him. The human race occupies somewhat

the same place in the universe that the nation of Israel

does on the earth. Both are selected to play a part for

the benefit of all the rest.

Let us rid ourselves of the fatuous notion that Christ

was not affected by sin until He came to put it away. Let

us never imagine that He stood by, indifferent to the

havoc which it wrought. It deprived Him of His place

at the head of creation, which was made for Him. He

was in Eden with Adam. He lost the companionship of

His handiwork. His mediatorial work was threatened

with destruction. His future looked like a failure, and

God's glory seemed about to suffer a total eclipse.

THE WHY OF SALVATION

All was created in the Son of God's love (Col. 1:16).

God loved His Son. Creation should n'ever be divorced
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from that substratum of divine affection which brought

it forth. This is the unbreakable tie which binds God to

His creation, and the Son to every creature in the uni

verse. Whatever occurs, this underlying love abides,

even though it be eclipsed temporarily and assume the

garb of hate. Like the foundation of the temple of Sol

omon, this solid substructure is seldom seen during the

eonian times. It is covered by the debris due to the

destructiveness of sin.

The immanent love residing in God and in His Son,

which occasioned creation, craved a response from 115 s

creatures which they were not qualified to give. Like

Adam, they had not the knowledge of good, hence could

not appreciate or give thanks for it, or adore the Giver.

As we are constituted, such a knowledge can come only

through an experience of evil. That is why God planted

the tree of the knowledge of good (and evil) in the gar

den. Evil comes through sin. Both are tutors in the

appreciation of God's goodness and lead to the revelation

of His grace.

In considering Adam's transgression, almost everyone

focuses his eye on the word "evil", as though the tree

did not give the knowledge of good. This, coupled with

the expressed warning of God, gives the impression that

it was not His intention that Adam should get the knowl

edge of this tree. It would have been far simpler to

cut it down if that were His object. God did wish Adam

and his race to appreciate the good He gave them, even

though it involved the knowledge of evil. The very act

which brought sin into the race, while it was a direct

transgression of His word, was in line with His under

lying purpose, for it gave the knowledge of good.

Though God's love demanded the presence of evil and

sin in order to make itself known, it also requires that

this process should be limited in time. Endless evil and

sin would defeat the very purpose for which these were

introduce^, Hence & definite duration is devoted to this
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process, called the eonian times. These eons were made

in God's' Son (Heb. 1:2). Sin and evil are strictly con

fined to them. The first three eons are devoted to the

development of sin, the last two to its retirement. As a

result, all creatures will revel in a knowledge of God's

goodness and grace, and He will become All in all, thus

accomplishing the object for wThich they were formed.

THE INCLUSION OF ALL

The method of salvation has proved a standing puzzle

to expositors as well as to the inquiring student of the

Scriptures. Why did Christ die, and how can that sacri

fice effect the reconciliation of all ? The solution lies in a

closer acquaintance with Christ and his relations to God

and to creation before He undertook the work of redemp

tion and deliverance. As the Son of God's love, all was

created in Him and through Him and for Him. Hence

He is closely related to creation apart from and prior to

His sufferings for sin.

It seems difficult for us to associate Christ with aught

else than redemption. The great truth that He is the

Firstborn of creation seems to have vanished from the

consciousness of Christendom. Yet it is vital to an under

standing of redemption. It corrects all those false ideas

that He was an unwilling Sufferer, a third party upon

Whom the role of scapegoat was forced, which led

rationalists to the conclusion that the cross was an exhi

bition of injustice to One and partiality to others.

The relation of the Son to creation is expressed by the

title Firstborn. This is elaborated by a series of preposi

tions, in, through, into or for, and before (Col. 1:16-17).

These express the various aspects of His connection with

creation, apart from sin or sacrifice. We are accustomed

to think of this as God's universe. We should include

Christ, for it is created in, through, and for Him. This

is the basic truth which explains the manner of its deliv

erance. Its method cannot be understood unless first we
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see that the Saviour is not a distant, disinterested Victim,

but as close of kin as could possibly be, apart from sin.

A father toils and suffers for his family with no thought

of injustice. Eelationship calls for more than justice

demands.

It is desirable to have a name for Christ as the One in

Whom all was created. English has two words for.pro

genitor, seeing that procreator has the same sense. We

suggest that progenitor be applied to Adam as the gen

erator of the race, and Procreator be reserved for God's

Son as the One in and through Whom creation was

effected. Then we can state our case clearly and suc

cinctly thus:

As Adam, the progenitor of humanity,

by one selfish act, involved it in unutterable

woe, so God's Son, the Procreator of all, by

one sacrifice, involves all in ineffable bless

ing.

During the eons this is reserved for an election, who

are redeemed through faith. All are not made alive in

Christ until death is abolished at the consummation

(1 Cor. 15:26).

INCLUSION

A good English name is sorely needed to express the

idea conveyed by the preposition in. "Inness" is awk

ward and obsolete. "Immanence" is misleading. The

best word available seems to be inclusion. It adds noth

ing to the word in. If we say that all humanity was

included in Adam we have added nothing to the sense,

but we have found a word which can be turned into a

noun. We are practically compelled to say "the inclusion

of all in Adam". We suggest this word as a special the

ological term to indicate the "inness" of the universe in

Christ when it was created, as revealed in the first chap

ter of Colossians.

There are a number of terms which may be used to
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express the "inness" of mankind in Adam and its con

sequences. Among these may be mentioned relationship,

headship, federal headship, representation, identification,

unification, and solidarity. But a close study of each one

will show that it has no clear Scriptural basis, and is

not fully satisfactory, yielding no definite explanation

of the method of salvation.

RELATIONSHIP

The broad word relationship has much to commend

it. The method of salvation is to be explained on the

ground of our Lord's relation to the race rather than

individual substitution. Its defect lies in its indefinite-

ness. It does not specify the nature of the relation which

He sustains, to those he saves. Conversely, we are related

to Him. But that does not give us the power and priv

ileges which belong to Him. Relationship is right, but

has no definite scriptural equivalent, and does little more

than point out the direction of the truth. It is helpful in

illustrating the fact that Christ had the privilege of

doing far more than what is just for those to whom He

was related by creation and generation. A father does

not expect to be repaid for his sacrifices for his children.

A Creator must care for His creatures.

HEADSHIP

Hitherto we have used the word headship, for lack of

a scriptural noun. But headship is only one of the re

sults of inclusion, and does not express the central idea.

Humanity was included in Adam at a time when there

was as yet no race, so that he was not its head, except in

a potential sense. Sin did not affect all his progeny

because of His authority over them, but because of his

inclusion of them. "Inness" involves headship, for the

father of a family is its head because of his priority and

position. But his headship does not necessarily denote

the fact that his offspring were in him and are involved
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in his activities for them. The rule of Adam over the

earth and its creatures is best expressed by the term

headship.

FEDERAL HEADSHIP

"Federal" headship brings before us a theological

system which is quite unseriptural and inadequate.

"Federal" theology is based on the theory that, before

the "fall", man was under a "covenant of works", God

having promised mankind, through Adam, the "federal

head" of the race, eternal blessedness if he kept His law,

but since the "fall" humanity is under a "covenant of

grace", and God gratuitously promises the same bless

ings to all who believe in Christ, the "Federal Head" of

the church, whether by faith in a coming Messiah, in

times past, or in the revealed Saviour, since His incarna

tion. This merely needs to be stated to show how unserip

tural it is. These covenants are pure inventions, and are

quite unknown to the divine records.

REPRESENTATION

Representation also possesses some elements of truth

not found in substitution. All for whom a representative

stands may be said to be in him. His acts are theirs. He

is engaged for them. The difference between the two

terms may be readily seen if applied to a delegate to a

legislative assembly. If he is ill, another may act as his

substitute in some of his work. That is one person taking

the place of another. As a representative, however, he is

supposed to be chosen to act for his constituency, not

simply as a substitute for each of them. But representa

tion fails to indicate any vital relationship. We did not

choose a stranger to save us.

IDENTIFICATION

Identification seems to come still closer to the truth,

for mankind and Adam were the same when it was in

him. It does not, however, show how this identity came
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about. We cannot use it freely and say that we are all

identical with Adam. There is always the possibility

that it will be abused, because it has implications which

are not in inclusion. We were all included in Adam, and

consequently are identified with him within certain lim

its, but we can hardly make the absolute assertion that

each human is identical with him. It would be nearer

the truth to use this term of the sum of all humanity, the

whole race, which came out of him. The great diversities

which have "entered, such as sex and race and idiosyn-

cracy, makes it difficult to apply to the individual. One

who has been in Adam may be a part of him, but not

necessary wholly the same.

UNIFICATION

Unification is a good word to express one aspect of

our relation to Adam and to Christ. Being in Adam, we

were one with him, and the race has been treated as

though it were Adam in some respects. God speaks of

only two men when dealing with life and with making

all alive. Unification may express the fact that human

ity and Adam are one and humanity and Christ will be

one. But it does not explain how. A man and woman

may be united and become one in an entirely different

way. And the pressing need is to point out Jtow mankind

is united to Adam.

SOLIDARITY

Solidarity, a term sometimes used in this connection,

is not very acceptable. It denotes a compact, rigid unity,

which might well have characterized humanity if sin had

not come in. It is true that all men are brothers beneath

the skin, but they do not coalesce or combine. The color

of their skin is of far more consequence than the com

position of their blood, so far as solidarity is concerned.

There is nothing in this term to indicate the source of

their solidarity. It merely expresses a result, which is by
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no means as evident as it should be. It will be far more

apt when used of the new humanity of the future. In

Christ the present lack of solidarity will no longer

obtain.
ADAM A TYPE OF CHRIST

The truth that all creatures were in the Son of God's

love is difficult to entertain or explain. It is much easier

if we bring it down to our level, and see it illustrated in

humanity. When Adam sinned we were in him. All that

we are has come to us from him, so it must have been at

least latent in him first. The investigations prompted by

the theory of evolution have shown that no living thing

transmits anything permanent from its environment or

experiences. All comes to it through heredity, so that all

we see is the development of potentialities which were

given to the first member of. each species at its beginning.

The whole human race was created in the first Adam. In

a very real sense all mankind sinned in him. It is impos

sible to be of his race and not partake of the penalty of

his act. In Adam all are dying. Not through, but in.

In order to realize and appreciate what Christ is to

creation, we will use Adam as an illustration. The weak

ness of this parallel lies in Adam's failure. To strengthen

it we propose to relieve Adam temporarily of the disabil

ities brought about by sin, so that we can see more

clearly what Christ would be, in his place, and what

Christ is, in His higher and earlier position.

Let us suppose that sin had not come in and that

Adam were alive today, the firstborn of humanity, the

head of the human race. The fact that he was not born,

but created, would not bar him from the title " first

born", for that is a faded figure, indicating rank and

dignity, even when literally untrue. He would not only

be the one in whom the race had its rise, the one'tJirough

whom it came into being, but, in a very real sense, the

one for whom it exists. All humanity would belong to

Adam. All would be members of his family. His honors
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as head of the race would depend on them. If there were

no race he would have no headship. There would be a

vital relation between him and his progeny.

Furthermore, let us suppose that, in our day, some

spirit being from without our world should entice a pair

to sin and disobedience and death. What would be

Adam's attitude toward this incursion into his race!

Could he refrain from exerting all his power to recover

his lost progeny, even at the risk of suffering to himself ?

If he were sinless and powerful (as Christ), would he

not take upon himself some of the consequences if he

could recover his sons? Even if he found it necessary to

judge the culprits, had he the power, would he not bring

them back from death?

Now let us change our supposition slightly, so as to

more fully accord with the facts. Leaving Adam alone

untouched, let us suppose that sin is contagious, that it

spreads from one to another until all humanity is inocu

lated with its deadly virus. What then would be Adam's

proper reaction? Immune himself, would it not be tor

ment for him to behold the plight of his progeny ? Could

he be inhuman enough to stand aside in his holiness and

allow his race to go to wreck and ruin? If he were the

least bit like Christ he would go far beyond the bounds

of justice in his efforts to serve and to succor. He is not

some cynical spirit from another sphere, unmoved by the

plight of humanity. They are His. They are for Him.

Long before humanity was in Adam, all creation was

in Christ. He is vitally related to every creature in

God's universe. He included creation in a higher sense

than Adam incorporated humanity. There is a unity

among the genus Homo which declares their relationship

to Adam. There is a oneness in all creation which pro

claims its connection with Christ. Its cohesion is in Him.

The scientific theory that the unity of creation points to

a single origin finds its answer, not in a primordial

germ, but in Christ. All its potentialities were in Him
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before they became manifest in the creatures of His

hand.

SON OF MANKIND

Our Lord continually insisted on His close relation

to mankind, as such, apart from redemption. This is

concentrated in His title Son of Man, or, better, Son of

Mankind, or humanity. That this name means far more

than the fact that He was a human being is evident

wherever it is used. Neither is it limited to His disciples.

In Hebrew it would be rendered Son of Adam. This

gives the key to its significance. He inherits the head

ship of the race. All that belonged to Adam, apart from

sin, is His. Indeed, seeing that He is sinless and superior

to Adam, he claims more authority than we would accord

to Adam. Since Adam cannot fulfill his functions in

regard to the race it devolves on the Son of Mankind to

shoulder them.

It is because the sabbath was made for mankind, that

the Son of Mankind claims lordship over the sabbath

(Mat. 12: 8). He has authority on earth to pardon sins

(Mat. 9:6). He came to seek and to save that which

Adam-lost (Luke 19:10). It is as the Son of Mankind

that He suffered and died and rose and will come again

in glory to rule the earth. As such all judgment is com

mitted to Him (John 5: 27). Every member of the race

must stand before Him to give an account of himself.

None of this is based on His redemptive work. It is His

by creation. Adam, the subordinate source, has failed.

Now Adam's Source descends to undo the work that

Adam did, and do the work that Adam should have done.

THE NEW HUMANITY

The mode of application of the benefits of Christ's

sacrifice are evident from the fact that He heads a new

humanity (Eph. 2:15; 4:24). He does not start, as

Adam did, by wrecking His race. Nor does He commence

by preserving a negative innocence. He transmits to each
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one of the new humanity the positive benefits and infinite

values of His great sacrifice. Adam transmitted death,

and through death sin. The channel is flesh. Christ

transmits life, and through life righteousness and holi

ness. The channel is spirit.

Not all the saints will die. Not all will be made alive

from death. Some will be living when Christ comes.

How will they be rid of the presence and practise of sin ?

They will be vivified, that is, become deathless. Mortal,

they will become immortal. Death will cease to operate

in them. They will have superabundant life, so that it

will be impossible for them to sin. There is no such thing

as the "eradication of the sinful nature". It will not be

necessary to take out the propensity to sin. All that is

needed is the reversal of the process started by Adam.

He doomed us with the process and crisis of death. Vivi-

fication is the impartation of superabundant life.

NUMBER AND QUANTITY

To minds accustomed to the idea of substitution, there

are two principal points that need explanation, in treat

ing of the method of salvation. They may be expressed

by the commercial terms number and quantity. How can

one Man take the place of many? We have all heard

stories of men giving their lives as substitutes for others.

But they could save only one. Then, how can one sacri

fice be sufficiently severe to outweigh the weight of all

the sins which have ever been committed ? In these

regards, the theory of substitution is quite inadequate."

Instead of explaining, it calls for explanation, and none

can be given.

ONE FOR MANY

How can One Man settle for the sins of so many?

This is, perhaps, the chief problem in the minds of many

who stop to think about the matter. It is evident that

no mere man can die for another's sins, for he is doomed

to death for his own. Nor could a sinless man (if such
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there were) take the place of the race simply because he

has no sin of his own. That would keep him from per

dition on his own account, but would not save anyone

else. It is evident that Christ's sinlessness was not suf

ficient to make Him a sacrifice for all. He must be more

than spotless to be adequate.

Let us consider our inclusion in Adam in connection

with sin. We know that His transgression brought in

death. He became mortal. His life became a slow death

process. This he has passed on to us. Hence we also sin.

It is evident that we were involved in Adam's judgment.

If that had been different it would have affected us. If

the question of sin had been settled while we were still in

Adam we would have profited by it. Let us suppose

that, through Christ, Sin had been completely repudi

ated while we were still in Adam. Then we would all

have been saved in him. Here we have a clear illustra

tion of how one can involve all. Adam did not act as a

substitute for each of us in sin, nor could he have done

so if he had brought salvation. It is because we were

and are included in him, that his fortunes affect ours.

It is a mistake to suppose that Adam transmits sin.

In his case death came through sin. In the case of his

descendants, sin comes through the operation of death.

The process of dying, due to a lack of vitality, is trans

mitted by generation, and this leads to sin. Romans 5:12

should read "death came through into all mankind, on

which all sinned". Men do not sin because of the pres

ence of some esoteric/'principle" within them, but be

cause they are deficient in vitality, because they are

mortal, undergoing a process of corruption. Human

nature, or instinct, and conscience, are not sinful. They

may be stifled by sin, but they are arrayed against it

(Rom. 1: 26; 2:14, 15, 27). This is the key to the cure

of sin.

Adam cannot save, for he became a sinner. However,

to help us realize the place of Christ, we will suppose
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that he was sinless, and that sin came in some other way.

Can we imagine how Adam would feel if he saw his

progeny suffering and sorrowing in sin while he himself

is exempt? Is it possible that he would not make some

effort to deliver his offspring? The question is, would he

have the right to stand for all ? Could he alone shoulder

the responsibility and deal with sin for the whole race ?

He surely could. If, while the whole human family was

in him, he affected all for woe, it is evident that he may

also effect its weal if he is able. This is the key to our

difficulty. The fact that sin entered humanity by one

man shows that its exit also may be through One. The

first man contained the race. The second Man also, at

one time, contained creation in Himself.

Because creation was once in Him, as mankind was

in Adam, the Son of God has the right and the responsi

bility to stand for all. The apostle reasons that the death

of Christ affects all. "If One died for the sake of all,

consequently all died" (2 Cor. 5:14). Certain it is that

Adam's one act has affected us all. If Another, Who

included the race within Himself, acts so as to counter

vail and overwhelm Adam's sin, that must also even

tually affect all.

There is nothing immoral in a Sinless One suffering

for the sake of a sinner. It is utterly contrary to all

righteousness for Him to suffer as a substitute or instead

of a sinner. Adam did not sin as our substitute, but He

sinned for us, or on our behalf. So Christ suffered for

all. As all were in Him in the beginning so they are all

seen in Him on Golgotha.

CHRIST MADE SIN

As Adam is entirely unable to save those whom he

generated, it devolves on his Creator, Who, not being

weakened by sin, is able to cope with it, to conquer it for

all. Thus it is that the Son of Mankind came down from

heaven to involve Himself in the sin of the race in order
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to save them from it. Until the cross, He W&s sinless,

but there He was made to be sin itself, with a view to its

repudiation at the end of the eons.

We are all suffering as a result of Adam's sin. We

realize this through sad experience. It is not necessary

to reason it out in order to prove it true. It should not

be impossible, then, to conceive of the opposite. If Adam

had achieved some great deed for Jehovah, not merely-

just or neutral, but excessively meritorious, more so than

his transgression was bad, and God had rewarded him for

it by multiplying the abundance of his vitality, would he

not have transmitted this to us, his posterity? Life may

be imparted as well as death. Life may be transmitted,

even as death has been.

Moreover, if Adam should do this deed long after

ward, let us say at the time that Christ suffered, then all

of his posterity from that point would benefit. Would

that be just to his previous progeny? Seeing that his

future offspring are blessed merely because he is their

progenitor, it would be necessary to make it retroactive,

for he is progenitor of all. Superabundant life would

come to all of his race, merely because they were once

in him.

In a figure we have transferred all of this to Adam.

It is not at all true of him, but it is of Christ. If sin and

death and corruption can come through one man, then

righteousness and life and incorruption can come

through Another, provided that He also included the

race in Himself. If we endure sin's penalties because of

one sin we may also enjoy the awards of one act that

exceeds the demands of righteousness. If the act that

brought in sin was in no way the equal, in duration or

quantity, of the results which flowed from it, there is no

reason why the act which brings in righteousness and

blessing should be commensurate, in duration or quan

tity, with the infinite fruitage which follows it.

As an aid in comprehending the difference in mag-
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nitude between'Adam's act and Christ's sacrifice, let us

consider the rivers of blood which flowed from the veins

of innocent animals, merely to set forth His supreme sac

rifice. There is nothing trivial here. Millions' of animals

yielded their lives simply to recall to mind the act that

saves. Each one of these sacrifices was a far more serious

affair than that which took place in the garden. Adam

destroyed insensate fruit by eating it. The priests

destroyed a sentient animal of much greater value and

higher organization, simply to suggest a picture of

Christ's sacrifice.

I do not think we have a right to expatiate upon the

sufferings of these animals. I do not believe that it* is

God's purpose that they should suffer, even to portray

His passion. A special method of killing was provided,

so that they should not suffer. This consisted in draining

out the blood at once. There is no sensation where there

is no blood. Soul, or sensation (not life), is in the blood.

It is said that dentists can operate painlessly by injecting

warm water into the veins around a tooth. This forces

out the blood and feeling goes with it. Animals properly

sacrificed do not suffer much. But the blood was not

drained from the great Victim until after His sufferings

were over. He suffered beyond our power to comprehend.

The true formula of God's method of salvation is

given us in the fifth chapter of Romans. It may be

arranged in a variety of ways, thus:

Adam's act is to Christ's act as Adam's effects are to

Christ's effects.

Adam's act is to Adam's effects a* Christ's act is to Christ's
effects.

Christ's effects are to Christ's act as Adam's effects are to
Adam's act.

This formula, for it is really only one, is worthy of our

most earnest meditation. Our minds are unable to com

pute the staggering total of human woe. The fruit of

Christ's travail is the unknown quantity which we wish

to apprehend. How shall we attain a true estimate of
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the effects of the sufferings of Christ 1 By comparing

them with the pleasure of Adam. The eating of the for

bidden fruit gave Adam a micrometric measure of agree

able sensations. Compare this with the sufferings of the

cross, physical torment for three long hours, spiritual

agony due to God's withdrawal, all raised to the highest

degree by the exquisite sensibilities of the Victim and His

previous experience of divine glory and pleasure.

As much more as Christ?s sacrifice surpasses Adam's

act in its quantitative values, so much more will be the

measure of its effects over those of Adam's sin. As a

result human sin dwindles down into a trivial affair

compared to the blessings which are due from the cross

of Christ. Let no one misunderstand me. I have suffered

agonies in the last few years. As I write I am in pain. I

do not minimize human sin or the suffering which it

entails. But I do magnify the work of our Saviour.

There is not much danger that my readers would believe

me if I should say that, in the absolute sense, sin's effects

are trivial. Not many are really deluded as to that. But,

great as sin's havoc is, the happiness to come will dwarf

it into insignificance.

This is best realized when we try to expatiate on the

delight which came to Adam while he ate the offending

fruit. Hardly anyone has ever thought of that. It seems

of so little consequence. Yet it is the only pleasure which

came to him in introducing sin. It is the only act which

we can logically compare with the sufferings of Christ.

It must sustain the same relation to it as the sufferings

of humanity sustain to the bliss brought by His sacrifice.

The quantitative difference between Adam's act and that

of Christ is enormous. One is almost the least of pleas

ures, the other the greatest of agonies. So the ravages

of sin will appear to us in the future bliss. They will

be but light afflictions compared with the tremendous

wTeight of blessedness which will come from the accursed

cross.
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Ultimate reconciliation was first in the heart of God.

There never would have been any estrangement without

it. Therefore enmity was introduced in a manner closely

corresponding with the way it is overcome. Because sal

vation was planned to be the great achievement of the

Son of God's love, the One in Whom creation first came

into being, therefore sin was planned to reach the race

through the failure of the one in whom it was created.

Adam's offense is an inverted silhouette, a shadowgraph

reversed, of the sacrifice of Christ. In their main out

lines, their outstanding features, they are alike, though

as far apart as the poles in moral values.

We may suppose that sin could have been introduced

in a different way. It might have been limited to Adam,

and each of his progeny might have been tested as he

was, so that it would have been an individual failure.

Adam might have had a considerable progeny before his

transgression, who would have been free from the effects

of his offense. So the race might have been broken up

into groups or units. But God did not arrange it so. Sin

must enter through one man because it was to be settled

through One. The relation between Adam and his

descendants must correspond to that which existed

between God's Son and creation. Both could act on

behalf of all who had been in them.

THE DURATION OF SUFFERING

The theory of substitution demands that Christ

should suffer, in time and extent, as much as the sum of

all the suffering which it saves. An explanation of this

has seldom been attempted. The usual suggestion is that

the capacity of the Sufferer was so great that it was pos

sible to concentrate it upon a single Victim, and com

press it into the short period of His agony. This is most

unsatisfactory, especially as to time. We cannot imagine

that the anguish due to billions of beings for consider

able periods (especially for eternity), could be so con-
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densed. It is beyond all comprehension. It appears to

be both illogical and immoral.

If substitution is true, and eternal torment the

destiny of all who do not believe on Him, He must, at

the very least, suffer eternal torment to redeem a single

soul. To save more, He should suffer this much multi

plied by the number of the lost, not only in amount but

in duration. If we see that eternal torment is not true,

but that each sinner suffers only for the limited time

between his resurrection and the second death, being

judged according to his acts, the matter comes nearer

the sphere of rational inquiry. We cannot comprehend

even a single eternity, much less billions of them, but we

can compute billions of periods not more than a hundred

years in duration. Yet this is not much relief. Our

Saviour did not and will not suffer many hundreds of

billions of years in order to save His people or the race.

The quantity of His suffering is beyond computation,

but the duration is well within our ken. His sacrificial

sufferings, during which He was under the curse of God,

did not exceed three hours. If the multitudes who are

saved by Him each ought to have endured it for their

fraction of the time, it would be so short that not one of

them would feel it. Human functions are not quick

enough to sense a hundredth of a second. If we divide

three hours, or one hundred eighty minutes, or only

about ten thousand seconds, by the billions who will be

saved, each period would be practically imperceptible.

There is no possible parallel between the time periods.

THE QUANTITY OF SUFFERING

The eating of fruit is not an uncommon or important

action. In Adam's case its fearfully destructive power

lay wholly in its relation to God. Apart from His prohi

bition it was a trivial incident. After God had spoken, it

became a sin, a transgression, an offense, a channel of

unutterable woe to humankind. So with its counterpart.
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Many men have been executed. Some have been crucified,

but they were already enemies of God. When Christ was

crucified, it was the word of God that intervened and

made Him accursed. Its relation to God changed it from

a death to a sacrifice, charged with infinite power for

good, with a scope unutterably wider and higher than

Adam's sin.

It is evident that any attempt to show that our

Saviour suffered the commercial equivalent of that which

His creatures were doomed to endure in absolutely hope

less. It is illogical and unnatural. The true equation

should read like this: As Adam's act is to the sum total

of its effects, so Christ's suffering is to that which it

accomplishes. We must compare Christ's act with

Adam's offense, not with its effects on mankind. Math

ematically speaking, the formula for substitution has

ignored the main members of the equation, so that the

formula is insoluble. It may be expressed thus:

Christ's act equals Adam's effects minus that endured by

unbelievers.

His accomplishment is thus shown to be much less than

Adam's, contrary to the truth.

God gives us the basic principles of His judgment of

mankind in the second chapter of Romans. He will pay

each one according to his acts. Those who endure in

good acts, seeking glory and honor and incorruption, will

get eonian life just as surely as others will get fury,

affliction and distress, if they effect evil. The fact that

no one qualifies for eonian life does not destroy the prin

ciple that God's judgments are just. He rewards as well

as condemns with an even hand. If Adam's sin produces

such a fearful crop of distress, the sacrifice of Christ

must reap a harvest of untold happiness.

If we wish to understand sin's exit we should consider

its entrance. Adam enjoyed the pleasure of eating the

forbidden fruit for a few moments and it resulted in all

the misery and woe which torments humanity. He did
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not experience an hour's pleasure to compensate for

each hour of our pain. There is no comparison between

the duration and extent of his indulgence and the length

and amount of human suffering which it has occasioned.

He was in no sense our substitute on the debit side of

the account. Neither is Christ our substitute on the

credit side.

It is a poor rule which does not work both ways. If

Adam's momentary indulgence was effective in produc

ing such stupendous suffering and ^oss because the race

was in him, why should not the prolonged anguish of

Christ operate to insure much greater happiness and

gain, since He is the Son of God, in whom all was cre

ated ? His work avails for all, not because of its bulk or

duration, but because of the potentiality of His relation

to those for whom His sacrifice was offered.

If any comparison is to be instituted, we should note

how very mild was Adam's enjoyment of the pleasure of

sin. Christ's sufferings were immeasurably greater. No

one would endure them for a billion such experiences as

Adam had. Then, if Adam's mild act brought disaster

to the race, shall not the awful sorrows of Golgotha

retrieve the loss and immeasurably more? The Scrip

tures testify that this is true, hence we may assume that

the comparison and reasoning are right. Christ's sacri

fice brings us infinitely more blessing than we lost

through Adam's sin.

If the sacrifice of Christ had risen above the strict

standard of right just as much as Adam's offense had

sunk below it, it would have sufficed for the recovery of

the race. It would have eventually cancelled the effects

of sin. But there would have been no gain. All of the

process would have been in vain. But Christ's work

soared gloriously high above the demands of justice, far

further than Adam's offense was beneath it. Hence there

is no mere recovery, no return to innocence, no new pro

bation on Adamic ground. On the basis of the knowledge-
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of evil there is the appreciation of good and of the super-

excess of grace which was made possible by the ravages

of sin.

This point is of surpassing importance. The act

which afflicts us was below the standard of justice. The

act which graces us was immeasurably above the demands

of righteousness. Christ's sacrifice was not merely just.

Eight cannot neutralize wrong. It was infinitely more

than that. If Adam had never sinned again, if he had

done many signal acts of justice, none of these would

counteract his transgression. It brought him into a con

dition where he could not do anything of sufficient virtue

to cancel his offense.

An act which so far transcends justice must appear

unjust to those out of sympathy with it. The rationalist,

who knows nothing of the love of Christ, is right in

claiming that substitution is immoral. Yet even he will

go far beyond the bounds of strict justice to save his own

child from harm, and never think of that as aught but

the very highest phase of morality. It is because saints

have lost the sense of their relationship to God and His

Son that they have floundered so feebly when they

unfold the work of our Saviour. They fail to accord Him

His place in creation, hence cannot understand the man

ner of His salvation.

Every time we transfer something to another without

compensation it is, strictly speaking, a departure from

justice. Whether it is injustice or kindness depends on

our attitude toward the recipient. If we give unwill

ingly, moved by coercion, it is wrong. If we give freely,

motivated by love, it is more than just, but not unjust.

If Christ was dragged to death, an innocent and unwill

ing substitute, to expiate our guilt, it was the greatest

wrong that has ever been perpetrated. It is only the

love of Christ for us and His devotion to God which

redeems the cross from being the greatest crime that was

ever committed. He had done nothing to deserve it. On
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the contrary, He was worthy of blessing and glory. He

loved much, therefore He gave His soul and Himself for

the objects of His affection.

THE TIME OF SACRIFICE

If he could have borne it, the suffering due to sin

might have been laid upon Adam while we were still in

him. Then we would have escaped, but we would not

have learned the lesson which'it is sent to teach. That

was neither the right time nor the right person, but it

would have affected all. Similarly sin could have been

counteracted long before, when creation was still in the

Son, even though it was unknown. He was the right

Person and it would have affected all, but there would

have been no beneficial results. It was only- after sin had

operated sufficiently to provide a contrast for good that

the time was ripe for the sacrifice of Christ.

God could have repudiated sin and saved all immedi

ately after the great Sacrifice had been accepted. "What

more is needed? Is anything still to be added to Christ's

sacrificial work ? He could do this at the commencement

of the millennium, or of the new creation. Why does He

not do so? Is it not clear that God deliberately delays

the disposal of sin in order that it may accomplish the

work assigned to it in His intention? He even leaves it

to afflict the lives of His saints until their verification.

THE DEATH OF THE CROSS

Christ emptied Himself of the form of God for the

express purpose of becoming the Sacrifice for sin. Sin

involves suffering and death, hence He took a mortal

form, in which alone these could be endured. During

His life and ministry He suffered from contact with the

sins of others. But it is evident that men cpuld not make

Him to be sin without the aid and consent of God. In

all their hatred He retained the smile and confidence of

His Father, until He deliberately allowed Himself to be

placed under the curse of the cross.
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The key to the sacrifice of Christ lies in the manner

of His death. Had He been stoned, according to Jewish

custom, He would not have borne the sin of the world.

God could not have made Him to be sin. But, because He

was gibbeted, in Eoman style, He came under the curse

of Deity. "Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree" is

God's own mandate, made to fit this very case. This is

what changes the whole scene from a martyrdom, to a

Sacrifice. It is God's act in forsaking Him on the cross,

which constitutes the basis of our salvation.

In conclusion, let us look at God's salvation from the

divine standpoint, ere sin had entered the scene. Since

He is Supreme, sin could not insinuate itself apart from

His purpose. Since sin is to be introduced to form a

background for the revelation of His grace and love, He

would surely provide for its control and conquest before

it is allowed to play its part. This was done when all was

created in the Son of His love. If men were logical, this

statement alone would absolutely guarantee a universal

reconciliation. Given a God worthy of the name, and a

creation conceived in His love, and eternal torment is a

noxious nightmare. Even annihilation is utterly subver

sive of His deity or a direct denial of His love. Both

death and suffering must be temporary and serve His

purpose, or else He is a hateful and impotent friend, a

fool who cannot satisfy his own affections.

God's method of salvation was inaugurated long

before men were lost. Later on, when sin was intro

duced, the process was copied from the earlier mode of

salvation. In effect God provided the manner and means

of salvation before there was any need for a Saviour.

He operated through only two, His Son and the head of

the human race. First He created all in His Beloved—

which assures their ultimate weal—and later He puts all

mankind in Adam—which, involves their temporary woe.

Their inclusion in Adam made them partakers of the

effects of his offense. Their earlier inclusion in the Son
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involves them in the benefits of His sacrifice. The details

of the application of His salvation during the eons should

not obscure the universal ultimate, when the eons are

over. All were in Adam, and are lost. All were in the

Son of His love and shall be saved.

The key word is in, or illusion. If anyone was not

in Adam he is not a sinner and needs no salvation. If

anyone was not in the Son of His love he will not be

saved. But, since all were created in the Beloved, so long

as my mind retains its sanity I shall assert that God

Himself will lose His deity if He cannot satisfy His own

affections by delivering those on whom His heart has

been fixed since the very dawn of creation. May God

Himself saturate our very being with the triumphant

truth that He is love, in creation as well as in redemp

tion. Creation was not the act of a neutral, insensible

Power, without aim or object, but the achievement of a

heart-hungry Father, seeking to satisfy the longings of

latent love, who first assures the salvation of His crea

tures ere He lost them for a time, that they might dis

cern the depths of His affection and learn the lesson of

His love. A.E. K.



THE PALESTINE EXPEDITION

The spirit of our work is well exemplified by the Pales

tine expedition. The Hebrew vocabulary has already

been settled to a large extent, so far as it is feasible to do

so by the concordant and vocabulary methods, as well as

the help afforded by books and maps which deal with the

matter. Every plant and animal and natural feature has

been studied in a land so like Palestine that any further

work along that line seems superfluous. The expense and

effort may seem needless. But our investigations have

shown that, in translating the Hebrew Scriptures, the

environment in which the work is done has a marked

effect on the result. The background of the Authorized

Version is England. Unconsciously the translators modi

fied many a passage to conform with their own sur

roundings. Notwithstanding our advantages, we realize

our limitations. To safeguard against the possibility of

importing a false background, we propose to translate

in view of the very localities where the events occurred.

Unquestioned knowledge comes only by direct contact

with the source of truth. No one who has not examined

the inspired originals themselves and patiently removed

the debris of human tradition has any real right to

claim an exact knowledge of God's revelation.! We

desire a close acquaintance with the country and the

climate, the birds and the beasts, the whole environment

where David dwelt and Abraham sojourned. "We will

climb the hills of Judea, and descend to the gorge of the

Jordan. We will shiver in the chill, wet winter and seek

shade from the blazing summer sun. We will pitch our

tent beneath the canopy of heaven, as the patriarchs did

of old. Through similar sensations we will be able to

enter into the spirit of their times and apprehend their

words and convey God's message to others without the

corrupting contact of our own hands or the adulterating

influences of a foreign environment.
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